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INTRODUCTION 

Nineteen eigluy-seven, for no particular anniversary reason, turned out to 
be a year in which several cities and campuses in Nonh America witnessed 
cultural and scholarly activities concerning Ouoman civilization in the age of 
Suleyman Ute Magnilicent (r. 1520-1566). It was in that year, between January 
25-May 17. Uta! Ute first major exhibition of Olloman art outside Turkey was 
opened in Ute National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., and Uten loured several 
other American cities before moving on to Europe and Japan.1 

Ilte ensuing interest in Ute age or SOieyman manifested itself in several 
ways, not lite least of which is that litis Ottoman sultan was honored as one of 
Ute figures to he represented among oUter major lawgivers of history in the balls 
of the US Congress. In tbc academic sphere, two conferences and several lecture 
series were organized in different cities that again focussed on the Ottoman 
empire in Ute sixteenllt century. Of Ute two conferences, one was held at lite 
University of Chicago on June 20-22, 1987, and lite other at Princeton 
University on November 19-22 of the same ycar1 

This volume brings lO~elliCr most of lllC papers presented in lllOSe two 
conferences. AI Ute same Lime, the Inslitule for Turkish Studies had 
conunissioned a set of papers for an intended book on Sfileym:in; some of those, 
too, were eventually included in lhis volume. 

As it will become clear from a study of l11e L1ble of contents, this book 
docs not aim to present a comprehensive coverage of all aspects of Ouoman 
history in the age of Stileymiin. Nor docs it aim 10 treat its different themes in 
U1e same depl11 or to delineate a common per.;pcclive. Rased on pieces presented 
to conferences, l11e papers represent a variety of positions and even of scholarly 
trnililions lllal will not escape the cross-referential eye of l11e careful reader. 

The long delay in l11e completion of U1is volume was due to various 
unexpected difficulties, but we fell along U~e way and continue to believe tl~at U1e 
papers re~1in their value and originality, namely lltal tJ1ey represent a significant 

1 The catalogue o! the exhibition was published hy Esio Atd who was also its cunlor: The Age<'/ 
Sultan Siileymm• the Maguijicent (Washingloo and New York. 1987). 
2 A similar conference was held in 1990 .atl'£cole t.lu Louvre in ?aris to accompany the exhibition 
a! the Galt-ries Nationales du Gmnd Palais. Its proceedings have already been published: Soliman 
le Mt~g,.ijique el so" temps, ed. Gilles Vein:~tein (Paris, 1992). 
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contribution to t11e historical studies of U1e sixteentll century. We can only hope 
tllat tl1e aud1ors undeiStand and the readers agree. 

It is impossible to name individually all tllose who have made a 
contribution to tl1is collection since it would need to include those who have 
participated io the organization of tlle Chicago and Princeton conferences. It is 
recognized with gmlitude tlmt the whole staff and faculty of the Center for Middle 
Eastern Studies at the University of Chicago as well as tbe Near Eastern Studies 
Department at Princeton University have generously given part of their 
invaluable time and energy. But special mention must be made of Professor 
Richard C'bambers who was at lirst one of three intended editors for tllis volume; 
be spent a good deal of time in securing t11e pape!S and organizing t11e editorial 
process before he pulled out of t11e project due to reasons of hca1U1 and time. It is 
a pleasent duty to express our tl.anks to him and to some oU1ers who have 
contributed directly to this publication: Evin Enler, Evren Ergin, Professor 
Fauna Mtigc G~ek, Professor Ahmet Kuya~. Dr. Mark Pinson, Said Saffari, 
Derin Terzio~lu. Thanks are also due to t11e Institute of Turkish Studies, Inc., for 
providing funds to help defray part of tlle costs of edition and publication. 

llalillnalc•k 
Cemal Kafad:u: 



THE LIFE AND FAMILY OF SULEYMAN I 

Alan FISHER 

!'or a generation of readers who are accustomed to know, or at least wisb to 
know, all lhe details of public and private lives of public figures, reading about 
political leaders of the sixteenth century may be a frustrating experience. Not 
only arc lhcrc long periods in their lives for which lhere is no surviving 
evidence, but these leaders' own contemporaries were not always aware of tbeir 
activities, or even of their whereabouiS al various times in their lives. Much of 
tlte evidence surviving for such political ligures illuminates more of lheir public 
performances than it does of !heir private lives or personal character. 

It is possible to discover a great deal aboUI SulLan Stileyman's official 
face. lle often appeared in public and impressed lhose around him, bolh his own 
officialdom and foreigners, the lall.er providing often detailed descriptions of 
Siilcyman in reports 1.0 Utcir guvenuneniS or in leners and diaries written later. 
One of the clearest is tltat by Anlhony Jenkinson, who was present in Aleppo in 
1553 when Sfilcyman entered tlte city to spend the winter, in tlte midst of one of 
his military campaigns against the Safavid Shah Tahmasb.l 

After Utem [his retainers] came the great Turke himself wiUt 
great pompe and magnificence. using in his countenance and gesture a 
wonderful majesty, having only on each side of his person one pate 
clothed with cloth of gold. He himself was mounted upon a goodly 
white horse, adorned wilh a robe of clotlt of gold, embroidered most 
richly wilh the most precious stones, and upon his bead a goodly 
white tucke, containing in lengUt by estimation lifteen yeards, which 
was of silk and linen woven together, resembling somelhing of 
Callicut clolh, but much more fine and rich. In the lop of his crown a 
little pinnacle of white ostrich feathers, and his horse most richly 
apparrelled in all points correspondent to the same. 

1 "'[be manner of the entring of Soliman the great. Turke. with his armie into Aleppo io Syria, 
marching towards Persia against 1he Great Sophie, the fourth day or November. 1553, noted by 
Ma.'ller Anthony Jenkinson, present at that time," io Richard Hakluyt, 11u Principal 
Navigatiotls, Voyages, Traf!iques and Discoveries of lhe English Nolion, Glasgow, 1904, pp. 
105-110 here pp. 107-108. · 
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IL is much more difficult w detennine what kind of man Stileymful was, 
behind this royal image. What were his inlerest~. his auimdes, his view of 
himself as Sultan, his understanding of politics an<! of the world around him, 
both within his empire and outside. As with most important figures in Ottoman 
history, most of the available evidence concerns his public acts, his military 
exploits, and the great changes which took place in Ottoman society during his 
long reign. For the man beneaU1, we are left with inadequale documentation: few 
personal letters; no personal diary we can be sure was written by Stileymful; litUe 
in the way of personal evaluations by his friends and associates. Ouoman 
chroniclers do include some useful evidence of Stileym3n's family circumstances, 
particularly when these had political significance - for example, his dealings 
with his sons- and indirect documentation about !he sultan's relations with his 
own officials. But an historian who hopes to uncover the quality and quantity of 
evidence that is available for a genuine biography of Siileymiin's European 
contemporaries will be disappointed 

Europeans who had personal knowledge of Smeyman, who met with him, 
and who learned about the sultan from others in the Onoman government, 
include in their diaries and reports a great deal of information which is helpful. 
Good examples of the information of tl1is sort which is available include lbe 
following bits of enticing data and evaluation, found primarily in lhe repons of 
Venetian envoys Lo Constantinople. 

The earliest one, found to date, provides a description of Stileymiin in 
1520, the year of his accession to power: 

The sultan is only twenty five years [actoally 26] old, tall and 
slender but tough, with a lhin and bony face. Facial hair is evident but 
only barely. The sultan appears friendly and in good humor. Rumor 
has it that SUieymlln is aptly named, enjoys reading, is knowledgable 
and shows good judgment 2 

Two shon descriptions of Siileymiin's person appear in Venetian reports from 
1526 and 1534. Pietro Bragadino refers to lhe sultan as "deadly pale, slender. By 
uature he is melancholy, much addicted to women, liberal, proud, hasty and yet 
sometimes very genlle."1 Daniello de Ludovisi wrole in 1534 lhat Stileymiin 
was of a "choleric and melancholy lemperament, given ralher to ease lhan 

2Bartolomeo Contariai, Veoetiao envoy to Constantinople from 1519~1520, report summarized 
in Mariao Sanulo. Diarii, Venice, 1879-1903, 59 vols.: here vol. 2:5, p. 352. A full report by 
Conlarini appears in Eugenio Alberi. Rt!/azioni tkgli AmlxudaJori Veneti al Senato, series III, 
vol. 3, Plore.oc:e.185S, pp. 51-58. 
3Aiberi,IIU3. p. 101: the fu~ text of Bragadino's repon covers pp. 99-112: il is refeHed to io 
Sanulo, vol. 41, p. 396. 
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business, orthodox in his faith ... lie is not very alert, nor has be the force and 
prudence ... seeing he has given the govemm~"Tit of his empire .... [to lbriibim]".4 

In the 1550s two very important treannenL• of Siileyman appear which 
give us an intimate look at the changes in his character and personality from the 
time of his youth. Bernardo Navagero, a Venetian, reported in 1553 that he:S 

now drinks no wine ... only fair water, on account of his inflfffiities. 
He has the repulation of being very just, and when he has been 
accurately informed of the facts of U1e case he never wrongs any man. 
Of his faith and its laws be is more observant than any of his 
predecessors. 

1l1e second observer from tbe 1550's was Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq, 
ambassador to Siileyman from the Hapsburg Emperor, and resident in the 
Ottoman Empire between 1554 and 1562. His leuers and reports provide a great 
deal of information about the Empire, about the Ottoman government, and about 
SUieyman himself. In his lirsl letter to his government, of September, 1555, be 
described in some detail his impressions of Siileyman, gained from personal 
experience wiU1 him. From the last third of Siileyman's political life, these 
views ponray Siileyman in a light different from U1at commonly accepted:6 

He is beginning to feel the weight of years, hut his dignity of 
demeanour and his general physical appearance are worthy of the ruler 
of so vast an empire. He has always been frugal and temperate, and 
was so even in his youth ... Even in his earlier years he did not indulge 
in wine or in those unnatural vices to which U1e Turks are often 
addicted ... He is a slrict guardian of his religion and ilS ceremonies, 
being not less desirous of upholding his faith than of extending his 
dominions. For his age - he has almost reached his sixtieth year -
he enjoys quite good health, though his bad complexion may be due to 
some hidden malady; and indeed it is generally believed that he has an 
incurable ulcer or gangrene on his leg. This defect of complexion he 
remedies by painting his face with a coating of red powder, when he 
wishes departing ambassadors to take with them a strong impression 
of his good health; for he fancies that it conlributes to inspire greater 
fear in foreign potenlateS if they think U1at be is well and strong. 

4 Alberi, III, vol. I. Rorence, 1840, p. 28: llle full text of his r1=port. is on pp. 1·32. 
5 Alberi. op. C'it., III/I. pp. 12-3: his full report is io pp. 33-110. Seelions of I his report and the 
one ci!ed previously appear in Roger B. Merriman. Sul~iman 1/le Masnificenl, Cambridge, Mass .. 
Harvard Universily Press. 1944, pp. 191-192. 
6Edward Seymour Forster (and ed.). nr.e Tu.rkisl1 Lener.s of Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq, Imperial 
Ambassador at Corulanlinopk, Oxford, 1927. pp. 55-56. 
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Lacey Baldwin Smi!b, !be biographer of Henry VIII, wisely noled that: 7 

If lhe conclusions of geriatrics are correct, it is during the final 
stages of life lhat man casts off a portion of the protective shield 
hammered out during childhood and adolescence and reveals !be raw 
personality beneath. 

Perhaps because in bis last year.;, from around 1550 to bis death in 1566, 
Stileyman behaved quire differently from the way he had acted in the f!J"St thirty 
years of his reign, this last third of his political life is often glossed over by 
biographers and historians. By focusing atlention on these last sixteen years of 
Siileyman's life, I hope in this shon essay to remove the "protective shield" and 
find this sultan's "raw personality benealh," as much as the sources permit us to 
do so. 

Siileyman's very last year of life was not a good one for tbe sultan nor for 
his empire. He died in September of 1566, in Szigetvar, Hungary, in the midst 
of a military campaign of little or no consequence, approximalely 750 miles 
from bis capital of Constantinople (as the crow flies), in Ute forty-sixth year of 
bis reign, and at the age of 72. This was not a very impressive place or way to 
end a career Ibm had eanted for Sii!eyman Ute title at home of ~uni (Lawgiver), 
and abroad of tbe Grand Turk, the magnificen~ !be Grand Signior, the Scourge of 
Europe. What was Siileyman doing in this rather remote place, at lhat age, 
expending Ottoman men and treasure to achieve a goal of no importance? The 
answer to this question may go a long way in helping us to understand the man 
beneath the magnificent and famous sovereign he was. 

Indeed, Suleyman died in the general vicinity of his fuot major military 
venture, in 1521, some forty-five years earlier. Then, Siileyman had captured 
Belgrade, the "key to Hungary," and central Europe, and bad set tbe stage for a 
career lhat would extend bis stale's frontiers in all directions, and would build 
Ottoman fiscal and military power to a level unmatched before or after. The 
official title his chancery used on public documents called him: 8 

Siileymiin, son of Selim l)an, Sultan of Sultans, Touchstone of 
tl~ns, Distributor of Crowns to the Rulers of the Surface of the 
Earth, Sovereign of the White Sea, Black Sea, Rumelia, Anatolia, 
Overlord of Rum and Karaman, of Dulkadtr and Diyarbak~r, Azerbaijan 
Syria, Aleppo, Egypt, of noble Jerusalem, of venerated Mecca and 
sacred Medina, of Jidda, Yemen, and many other lands, Sultan 
Siileyman Shah and Khan. 

7Lacey Baldwin Smith, Henry VJ/1, The Mark of Royalry, London, 1971, p. 23. 
8Josef Matuz. Das Kanz.l~iwesen Sultan SlileytnaiU des Prikhligen, Freiburger lslamstu.dica, Bd. 
V, Wiesba4en. 1984, pp. 121~122. 
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A second collection of Silleyman's titles and political claims appears in 
an inscription placed at lhe forlress of Bender, conquered by Lhe sultan in 1538:9 

I am God's slave and sultan of Ibis world. By the grace of God I 
am head of Mu~ammad's community. God's might and Muhammad's 
miracles are my companions. I am Stileyman, in whose name lhe 
!Jufbe is read in Mecca and Medina. In Baghdad I am !he Shall, in 
Byzantine realms !he Caesar and in Egypt !he Sultan, who sends his 
neets to the seas of Europe, Lhe Maghrib and India. I am !he sultan 
who took the crown and lhrone of Hungary and granted them to a 
humble slave. The voivoda Petru raised his head in revolt, but my 
horse's hoofs ground him into the dust, and I conquered the land of 
Moldavia. 

But in 1566 Stileyman was an old man, and all was not going well either 
fiscally or mililarily with his vast empire. While ultimately successful in this 
panicular vemure, !he Ouoman army would tali.e Stileyman's goal wilhout him, 
and it would not be long before this ICrritory would be lost forever to Siileyman's 
successors. This final battle, later called !he Szigetvar campaign, was filled wilh 
tragic elements. 10 The problems SUieyman faced, and the ways he approached 
!hem provide us with cleat evidence of !he changing nature of his empire and of 
tile sultan's deteriorating physical and mental condition. A close look at those 
event~ in mid-1566 serveS to humanize what has become in the historiography of 
Ute period an almost superlnnnan and "Magnificent" Silleym3n. 

lllose close to him had known for a long time that Ute characteristics and 
abilities which Stileyman bad displayed so forcefully in Lhe first two decades of 
his career and which had permitted him to provide strong and at times brilliant 
leadership, were now long gone. A stubborn streak, a hot temper, poor judgment 
in selecting advice and serious policy mislakes, all played a role in Utis last event 
of his life. Such characleristics may have been present to a lesser extent 
lhmughout most of his life, but !hey were magnified in his old age. 

For almost half a century he had ruled the largest state of his time, had 
directed a dozen extensive mililary campaigns in person against bis most 

9Cited and lranslated in Halil lnalcJk, 111e Otruman E'~'P~r~. the ClflSsical Age, London, 1963, 
(translated by Noonan hzkowicz and COlin Imber), p. 41. 
l~e most important accounts are: Ismail Ha.kki Uzun~afllh, OsnuJIIll Tarihi, vol. II, TUrk Tarib 
Kurumu, Ankara. 1975 (3rd edition), pp. 409-420; M~!afi ScUniki. Tdti~-i Se/4niJ:'i, Istanbul. 
1864 pp. 23-48; Lo~m.an. Tdri~-i SulfUn SiJiey,mAn, dated 1568-9 Topkap1 Palace Library. Ms. H. 
1339: A Siiheyl Onver. "Kanuni Sultao Stile)rman'm Son Avusturya Seferiade HastalJiJ, OJiimti, 
Cenazesi v~ Defni," Kanuni Armagam, Tilrk Tarih Kurumu, Ankara, 1970, pp. '301-306; M. 
Tayyib GOkbilgin, "Kanuru Siileyman'lD 1566 Szigetvar Seferi, Sebepleri ve Hazrrhklan," Tarih 
Dergisi, XXI, 1968, pp. 1-14: M. Tayyib GOkbil8iD, "Kanuni Sultan Slileym.an'm Macaristan ve 
Avrupa Siyast::tinin Sebep ve Amilleri. G~irdiji Safbalar," Kanr,mj Armagam, pp. 5-39. 
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powerful opponents,11 often more Utan six hundred miles from his residence, and 
had established a reputation as one of the most imporLant political figures in 
Eurasia by mid-cenlury. At the swt of his reign, Europe had been ruled by a 
handful of young, energetic, and capable men. Indeed, neither Europe nor Asia 
had benefiued from such a concenuation of political talent for centuries, perltaps 
ever. Charles V was 20 when he was crowned Emperor and Louis became King 
of Hungary and Bohemia at 14. Henry VIII, the "elder statesman", was 29 when 
he occupied the English throne. Ivan IV of Muscovy became Grand Prince at17. 
Francis I and Stileynmn were both 26 at the sLart of their reigns. For decades, 
European history was written by these men, who grew older together. But by 
1566, aU were dead save Siileyman and Ivan. Both Henry and Francis had died in 
1547 at the ages of 56 and 51 respectively. Charles died in 1558 at 58 and 
Perdinand in 1564 at 61. Ivan would outlive Stileyman by 18 years. and was 
only 36 when Siileymfut died. In 1566 Siileyman was a frail 72 years old. His 
western counterparts were succeeded, as be would be, by rulers of quite dilferent 
cloth- Philip II and Maximilian, Elizabeth I and Henry II. Ivan IV of Moscow 
led a newly fonned state which would challenge the Ottomans in the future. 

Superficially the events of 1566 were not a slriking departure from those 
of earlier years. And there is much to be said for Ute proposition that the year 
was a logical continuation of Siileymlin's previous behavior. Two events 
prompted the sultan to undertake this last foolish venture, and bis response to 
them tell us much about his personality and attitudes. The year before, his navy 
had faced new western fortification technology at Malta and had with great 
embarassment failed Lu capture this small Mediterranean island12 Second, 
Maximilian II Habsburg had reneged on payment to Silleyman of an annual 
tribute specified by the Habsburg-Ottoman treaty of 1561, and had been lesting 
Siileyman's strength and perhaps health with some minor raids on the Hungarian 
border. Out it also appears that the Sultan had succumbed to criticism he had 
been receiving for several years from his daughter Mibrimlih and her religious 
confident, the ~eyb Niirtiddin, that Stileymlin had been neglecting for too long 
the requirement to campaign in person against the infideJ. 13 In fact, looking at 
the chronology of Siileyman's military campaigns, he had not led his army 
against anyone since the Iranian campaign which began in 1552, and had last 
fought against the European infidel in person in 1543 at Gran. Stileymlin now 
apparently decided to show Uta! his empire was still a world power to reckon 
with, that the failure at Malta was an aberration and not a harbinger of the future, 

1 11be earlier campaigns S\ileymin personally directed were: Belgrade (1521), Rhodes (1522), 
Mohacz (1526), Vienna (1529), Guns (1532), Baghdad (1533). Corfu (1536). Suczawa (1538). 
6fen (1541). Gran (1543). Tabriz (1548). and Nahcivan (Nakhjivan, 1552). 
12$erafeuin Turan, "Saluz'm TUrk Hakimi)'eti Ahma Ahnmas1," TtJrih Ar"'lmruJion Dergisi, 
IV/6-7, pp. 189-197: and by lhe same author, "Rodos'un Zaphndan Malta Muhasarasma,'' Kanuni 
Arnraganr. pp. 47-1 17. 
13see J. von Hammer-Pursstall, Histoire de l'Empir~ Ouomnn. Paris, 1836. vol. VI, p. 214. 
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lhal he would nol loleralf: insolence from his neighbors, even from an emperor. 
By deciding 10 lead his 3IUIY in person, lhe largeSI land 3IUIY he bad ever 
produced, all would see lhat he was still physically and menially lhc "Grand 
Turke." 

In fac~ Ibis campaign would serve as evidence 1o lhc Ouornans and lheir 
enemies exaclly wbal Stileyrnan had hoped il would nol sbow: lhal lhe sullan 
was gravely, indeed lerrninally ill; lhallhe Ouoman army had difficully, even 
wilh a huge manpower and ils mosl advanced lf:cbnology, in capluring a very 
minor fonress defended nol by lite anny of lhe Emperor bul by a secondary and 
second-rare miliwy commander; and lhatllte Ouoman govemmenl could not 
distinguish, in forrnulaling its foreign policy, belween what were iiS essential 
inleresls and wbal were unimportant. 

Fir.a of all, Siilcymiin was seriously ill, a facl lhal was well known in 
Conslanlinople and elsewhere in Europe. The sulllUI had never been physically 
suong, and reporiS of his deaUt had premalurely circulaiCd in Europe almosl 
annually since Ute lale 1540s. News reaching most European capitals in lhe 
1560s resembled lhal arriving in London, which, since 1561 had spoken of his 
aclual or imminent deallt on a monlltly basisl4 

Reports of Suleyman's illness usually identified gou~ dysentery, or 
anbritis, and he may ltave suffered from all lhree. The descriptions of his 
physical appearance foc11'ed on his general weakness, his swollen legs, evidence 
of anorexia, facial swelling, and bad color.lS 

When he SCI out for Ibis, his lasl baule, Stilcyman was in a great deal of 
pain. Unlike his performance on his first campaign in 1521, wbose roule 
lhrough Thrace, Bulgarta, and Serbia he was now relracing, Siileyman could no 
longer ride on horseback for more lban a few minulf:s. Soon after lhe environs of 
Cooslanlinople had been left behind, Siileyman's officials realized lbal, even 
prolf:Cled by soft pillows laid out in the slale carriage, lheir sovereign and 
commander could nol easily Ias1 as far as Hungary. His Grand Vezir ~oi,ollu 
Mel,uned assigned a corps of engineers to proceed ahead of lhe anny, under ltis 

14Statements such as "Uuers from Constantinople contrad:iL1 lhe reponed death of the Grand 
Turk" (1561); "News is revived that the Turk is dead" (1562); "The Turk is still ill" (1562); "l'he 
Turk is still alive, but his death is immioenl" (1562); "The death of the Sullan is Jeported'' 
(1563), appear throughoutlhe state papers i.n london. and coolinue right ~ Ia SUleynlin's actual 
death. See Joseph Stevenson (ed), Calendar of Slate Papers, foreign series, of the reign of 
Elizabeth, volumes for 1561·2, 1563. 1564-5, London. 1866-1870. 
I Soe1ails of Slileymiin's health were often included in the reports of foreign envoys ia 
Constantinople; among the most detailed were those of envoys from Venice. For report.!! on his 
condition in 1562. see Marcantonio Donini's reporl.s in Eugenio Alberi, IIJ/3, pp. 173-298 (wilh 
health de.,criptions on pp. 178-119). My thanks 10 Dr. William C. Waters, Ill, for his help io 
analyzing SUieymin's symptoms. in a letler of November, 1982. 
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personal conunand, 10 prepare the road, 10 smooth out the dirt and stone surface, 
and to find alternative mutes where spring floods had ruined the road bed. Clearly 
the process was going to take a long lime, and the army's progress would be very 
slow.t6 Accomp;mying him were many of his highest officials, a massive army 
of infantry and cavalry, engineers, and baggage trains. On the second day out of 
Conswntinople, a tempornry wooden bridge had 10 be built at Biiyiik ~ekmcce 10 
replace U1e stone structure recently washed away in a violent rainstorm and 
ensuing fioodl1 

One can imagine t11c discussions beLween Sli.leyman and his advisers on 
the advisability of continuing this campaign. It took ten days to reach Edime, 
and two days of rest U1cre were scarcely enough to permit the sultan to recover 
his strength.tH But Siileymin was sltlbbom and refused to admit the seriousness 
of his health problems. Sei!J Niirredin's admonitions weighed heavily on his 
mind. 

Along this journey, stretched out in his carriage all the way to Belgrade, 
Siileyman had ample time to consider the fruits, hiuer and sweet. of his reign. 
By 1529 he had earned the nickname of "Grand Turke" in the west. and perhaps 
already that of ~uni at home. He had conquered this city of Belgrade in 1521, 
much of Hungary including Buda. had driven the Knights of St. John from their 
Mediterranean stronghold at Rhodes, and had achieved one of the most important 
military victories of the century at Mohl!cs. In the next decade, Siileymiin would 
defeat the Iranians and conquer Baghdad and briefly hold Tabriz. Receiving 
requesiS for alliance and friendship with France in the west and from Islamic 
slates east of Iran, Siileymiin's navies ruled the Mediterranean and his armies had 
been virtually undefeated. The ailing sultan in I 566 could no doubt look back on 
those early years as times of glory and achievement. 

At home, Siileymin had been able to use the riel: adminislrative and 
fmancial resources be had inherited to produce what was for the sixteenth century, 
the model of effective government. Taking into account the diverse nature of his 
empire, and its sheer size, he could note with satisfaction U1at there had been few 
instances of misrule or bureaucratic tyranny. Seldom had he heard complaints, 
and be could feel sure that there had in fact been few. 

16see Suleymdnname, Che!ter Beatty Libnlry, 1113 413, fl. 44b-47b. for graphic dt!Scriptions of 
the trek. 
17The insaiption on a oew bridge built here, commiuioned by SUleymin at this time. and 
completed jo 1568, reads: "lhis royal bridge is straight, jus1 as Sinit [the bridge from lhis world 
to Paradise) is straijht; Siileymin himself crossed this bridge directly to Paradise." Erdem YUcel. 
"Bliytl~ekmece'de TUrk Eserleri," Vabjl4r·Dergisi, DC, 1971. p. 98. 
18setiniki, op. cil., pp. 23·30, provides the most detail on this campaign; SuleymAnMme tf. 
44b-47b, provides the infonnation about SUieymin's attitudes and health. 
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But these early lriumphs were not the whole story of Siileymful's career. 
There was also much aboot which to feel disappoinled, now, near the end of his 
life. Most accounts of Siileymiin's personal disposition in his last years reported 
an overriding dispair. When his anny was finally lold of his dealb, there were 
many who ascribed ils cause to "nikris."l9 

There can be little doubt lbat Stileyman was deeply committed to his 
family, his mother J:laf~. his concubines Gtilbahar and Hiirrem, his sisters of 
whom at leasl one outlived Siileymiin, and his children. Some sources indicar.e 
lhat his molher was eilher a Turk. or a Crimean Ta1ar,20 but in a document 
eslllblisbing lhe foundation for her mosque in Manisa, his molher's name is 
given as J:laf~a bini< Abdtilmennan [J:Iaf~a. daughter or the slave of God). This is 
an epithet given as a name most usually to a convert to Islam, which makes il 
unlikely that her father had been a Turk or Talar, both being Muslim, but rather 
was himself a convert to Jslam.21 

J:laf~a Sultan accompanied her son on his early adminislralive 
assignmenL•. in Kefe in 1510, and when he assumed lbe role of SehzAde and tbe 
governorship of Manisa, she was by his siden When her husband and 
Siileyman's fatber, Selim, died, she accompanied her son to Conslllntinople, 
where she remained for a long time in the Old Palace. Witb her deatb in 1534, 
Siileymiin lost not only a mother, but a good friend and advisor. A mosque was 
built in Manisa wW1 her valifiye and Stilcymiin built a timdroane there for her 
too.23 

Siileyman had at least six sisters, all of whom married imporlllnt 
Ouoman oflicials. l..fatice, who became the wife of Siileyman's grand vezir 
lbriihim P3.§3, and for whom a 16-day wedding celebration was held in lhe 
Hippodrome outside the walls of Topk.ap1 Saray• in 1524, was one of 
Stileymiin's favorites. A second sister, ~311 Sultan, was married to lhe Grand 
Ve1.ir Lu(li Pa~a. and lived until 1572, six years after S(i]eyman's dealh. 

TI1e sultan's daughter, Mihrim3h, whose motl1er was Hiirrern Sultan, 
exercised a great deal of innuence on Siileyman in his later years, and particularly 
after Htirrem died, may well have been insiJurnemal in encouraging the sulllln to 

190nvcr, p. J02. 
2()ynat she was a Tatar, a daughter of che Crimean Khan Mensli Giny, was a story appareody 
beguo by Jovius, repeated by or.her western sources, aad taken up by Merriman io his biography 
of Soleymin. p. 27. 

21M. {aAatay Ulutyay, Padijahkmn Kadmlon ve K1z/an. ADkara, Tiirk Tarih Kurumu, 1980. pp. 
29-30. 
22M. CaAatay Ulu~y. "K11.0urU Sultan Siileyman ve Ailesi ile Ogili BaZI Not1ar ve Vesikalar," io 
Kanuni Armagam, pp. 227·228. 
23Uiu!iAy. Pad~ahla.rm ... p. 30. 
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under1ake his last campaign. Married 10 the grand vezir Rtistem Pa§a in 1538, 
she was in an impon.ant position close lO the sultan through much of the last 
half of his reign. The sultan permitted his daughter lO be a public figure, and she 
was able 10gelher with Rilstem to amass a considerable fortune. A part of her 
wealth was used 10 create foundations 10 build and support two very large mosque 
complexes, one in Oskildar across the Bospborus, and the other at Edirnekap1 on 
the western edge of Constantinople. The latter mosque was one of the most 
innovative constructions of lhe coun arcbitec~ Sinan. 

Of lbe females in Silleymiin's life, however, lbe most important were !he 
two who bore him children. The first was Giilbabar (or according 10 one source, 
Mlibidevrnn Sultan), molber of several sons, including c Abdullah, who died in 
infancy of disease, and Mu~!afii. who was executed by order of his father, in 
1553.24 Giilbabar died only in 1581, outliving Stileyrnan and all of his children. 

There can be no doubt that Siileyman's second concubine, Hiirrem, was 
the single most important person in his life. Because of her Ruthenian origin, 
Europeans tended to call her Roxclane. while Turkish sources refer lo her 
variously as Hurram Sultan, Hiirrem-.!)lib l:f1itiin, and l;l~eki Hiirrem Sultan.25 
She joined Stileymiin's household while he was still .Sehzilde, but it was after he 
became sultan that Hiirrem had such an important influence on his life and 
activity. There is evidence that Hiirrem and Giilbahar competed for Stileymiin's 
primary affection, a competition that ended with Hiirrem's vicrory after lhe death 
of Stileymiin's mother, who had been successful in mediating the competition. 

It was soon after his mother's death that Hiirrem and Siileymiin were 
officially and publically married, an event unusual in OtiOman history. A 1534 
Genoese source has an interesting and detailed "'count of the marriage, which 
offered the population of Constantinople, native and foreign, a magnificent 
spectacle:26 

This week there has occurred in U1is city a most extraordinary 
even~ one absolutely unprecedented in the history of lbe sultans. The 
Grand Signior Suleiman bas taken to himself as Empress a slave 
woman from Russia, called Roxalana, and !here bas been great 
feasting. The ceremony took place in U1e Seraglio, and the festivities 

24 Pelra K.appert, Die Osmanischerr Prin:,en, und il~re Residelfl. Amasya im 15. und /6. 
JahrlumJJert, Istanbul: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Institut, 1976, p. 75. 
25For senenll accounts of her life, see Midlel Sokoloick.i, "La Sullane Rutheoe." Bellt!lert, X:XIll, 
1959; M. Tayyib GOkbilgin, "HUrrem Sultan," Is/lim Ansik.lopedisi, V, pp. 593-596: Willy 
Sperco, Ro.:rdone: tpouse tk Soliman le Mognifique, Paris, 1972. 
26Found in the journal of the Genoese Bank of St George in Constantinople, aod lranslau:d. by 
Barnette Miller in Beyond 1he Sublime Porre: n,e Grand Seraglio of Stambul, New Haven, 1931, 
pp. 93-94. 
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have been beyond all record ... There is great talk about Ute marriage 
and none can say what it means. 

Luigi Bassano da Zara wrote in 1545 that: 

He [Stileyman) bears ber such love and keeps such faith to her 
that all of his subjects marvel and say that she has bewitched him, and 
they call her the ziadi or witch.27 

Siileymlin and Hiinem conesponded with each other while he was on 
campaign and a number of these letters have been preserved. In one, Hiinem 
wrote:28 

My Lord, your absence has kindled in me a lire that does not 
abate. Take r>ity on this suffering soul and sreed your letter, so that-1 
may find in it at least a little consolation. My Lord, when you read 
my words, you will wish Utat you had wriuen more to express your 
longing. 

Siileyman's responses often were written as poetry, sections of which 
have survived under the pseudonym of Mul)ibbi.29 Her death in 1558 was a 
tragedy for Siileymiln. 

One of the great sources of Stileyman's "niluis" at the end of his life was 
undoubtedly the-relationship he had had with his sons. An important strength of 
the early Ottoman system was Ute availability of outstanding sons to take their 
fathers' places as sultan, and it is often said of Ottoman history that the firSt ten 
sultans of the Ottoman dynasty (SUieyman being the tenth) had been men of 
unusual ability in politics and military affairs. Mel)med II had introduced the so
called "Law of Fratricide" as a means of preventing the brothers of a reigning 
sultan from undermining the ruler's authority. The "Law" had been effectively 
implemented only in tl1e case of Stileyman's father, Selim, who bad been able to 
eliminate his brothers soon after laking the throne. Siileyman himself was the 
only surviving son of Selim in 1520, while his grandfather, Bayezid II, had had 
great difficulty in liquidating threats from his brother Cern Sultan. Political 
activity by a sultan's living sons during the lifetime of Uteir father was a 
relatively new and ominous development in Siileyman's time.30 From 

211 costumi, etr modi panicolari de Ia vita de Turchi, Rome, 1545, ch. XIV. 
28Jn M. «;aS,atay Ulu~ay, OstMnlr Sultanlanrra A1k Mektupltm, Istanbul, 1950, p. 31. cited and 
lraoslated by Halillnalctk.. The OttonliJII Empire p. 87. 
29Translalions o~ selcclions from his poery appear in E. J. W. Gibb, A History of Ottoman 
Poetry, vol. III, London, 1904. pp. 8-10. 
3°For discussio~s of lhe· melhods of Ouoman polilical succession, see A. D. Alders:on, The 
Structure of 1he Ouom.an Dynasty, Oxford, 1956. pp. 7-8: and Halil Jnalctk. The OllcllfiZII Empire, 
pp. 59.(;4. . 
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Siileyman's perspective, which may or may not have been entirely accurate, his 
sons began struggling to gain the right to succeed him as early a~ the 1550s with 
Mu$Iaffi's presumed or real effons, to raise a rebellion against him. The struggle 
lasted until the execution of B11yezid at the end of the decade. 

Siileym11n bad fathered several capable sons, several of whom showed 
promise in arenas important to be a successful suUan: in leadership, in miliWy 
affairs, and in the ans. Moreover, Siileym11n's relationships with several officials 
of his government, particularly lbr11him and Riistem, provided his sons 
opportunities to develop premature political ambitions before their father died. 

His sons meant a great deal to Siileym11n from early in his reign, and be 
developed a close rapport with several of them. One of the most spectacular 
public events of SOJeym8n's reign was the twenty-day ceremony celebrating the 
circumcision of MU$\3ta. Selim and Mebmed in 1530.31 Bayezid was only five at 
the time and was circumcised only in 1539, in somewhat less extravagant but 
still public circumstances.32 His sons had accompanied Siileyman on campaigns, 
and Mu~\3f3. particularly. had demonstrated talents appropriate to a miliiMy 
leader. They went hunting together in Edime, in the forest' outside of 
Constantinople, in Asia Minor, and even in the environs of Aleppo. Until 
problems surfaced towards the end of his reign, in the 1550s, relationships 
between father and sons were apparenUy good. Behind litis companionship, 
however, must have lurked the reality in everyone's mind that only one could 
actually follow Siileyman as sultan, and if tbe "Law of Fratricide" were to be 
implemented, all oliters would die soon after their father died. It would have been 
difficult, even in ideal circumstances, for lite sons to develop good relationships 
with each other. That two moU1ers were involved would inevitably create added 
complications. 

Of SUieym11n's sons who reached adulthood, the first to die was Mehmed, 
of natural causes, in 1543.- His death came as a great shock to Siileymlln, who 
apparently had considered him his likely heir, and gave Siileymlin his first 
opportunity to become an architectural patron, wilit lite construction of a mosque 
in central Constantinople, designed by and built under lite supervision of lite 
great Ottoman archilect Siniin.33 But it was to be the circumstances surrounding 

3JA detailed descriprioo of these festivities appears in Celilz.ide Mu~faf.i's '[aba~IU'l-Memtllik. 
published by Petra Kappert, Geschi.:hse Sulta" SiileymOn ~ JnQn1s von /520 his 1557, 
(VerzeiduUs der orientalischen Haodschrif(eo io Deulschland. Supplementband 21), Wieshadeo, 
198t. ff. 194a-201b. 
32TabdkDt, Cf. 337a-)J9a. 
33Evliyi <;elebi, lhe famous seventeenth century Ottoman gentleman and traveller, remembered 
lha! Mehmed was a "prince of more equisite qualities than even Mu~!afi. He had a pierciug 
intellecl aDd a subtle judgment. Silleymin had intended that he would be his successor. But man 
proposes and God disposes." Evliya Efendi. Narrative of Travels in Europe, Asia and Africa, II'. 
Hammer-Purgstall. 2 vols. (London Ul45), II: 9. 
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the death of Mu~taf3, ten years later, that gave Stileyman the greatest pain in his 
last years. 

Prince Mu~IJI!ll was considered as the probable heir to his father's lhrone. 
Busbecq, who was in CooslaJILinople soon after, reports to us that both sultan 
and Ottoman populalion in gencr.tl were devaslal.ed by Mu~!ala's dealh,34 

... on acco•mL of his remarkable nalural gifts, [he] was marked out by 
lhe affection of the soldiers and the wishes of lhe people as the certain 
successor of his falher .. 

But Mu~!ala's mother was Giilbahfu', Siileyman's concubine who bad been 
exiled to Manisa in 1534. And Suleyman's wife, Htirrem, intended lhal one of 
her own snns would succeed their father, and engineered a plan by which Mu~!3fll 
incurred his falher's disfavor, and ultimately his hatred. 

She was aided by the Grand Vezir Rustem Pru;a. who sent the Aga of lhe 
Sipahis, Scmsi, Lo lslanbul with lhe story, entirely wilhout merit, !hat Mu~(afii 
was planning a rebellion against his father w1lh the intention of seizing lhe 
lhronc for himself35 Soldiers accompanying Mus!llfll were reported to have said 
that:36 

The sullan is now too old to march in person against the 
enemy. No one save the Grand Vezir objects 10 having him yield his 
place to the Prince [Mu~(afll]; it would be easy to cut Riistem's head 
off and send U1e old sultan to repose. 

Hearing this story, and apparenUy being sufflcienlly gullible Lo believe il. 
Siileyman decided to execute him. In 1553 Mus!ala was Siileyman's eldest living 
son, being 39 years old; Selim was 30, Bayezid was 28, and Cihangir was 23. 
P~evi described Mu~tafa as "smaner and better qualified" to succeed to lhe lhrone 
than any of the other three37 

Stilcymfin ordered Mustaffi to his camp outside of Konya "to explain his 
aLtitude and behavior." But upon Mustafii's arrival at his falher's tenl. he was 
strangled wilh his falher looking on from behind a curtain. Busbecq reported38 

34Busbeaj. p. 19. 
35Petra Kappe:rt, Die O£manische11 Prinzen. p. 100; and Ibrihim P~vi, Pefevi Tarihi, (ed. Murat 
Uraz), Istanbul. 1968, vol. I, pp. 300-302. 
36von Hammer-PurgstaJJ, Hi.stoire, VI: 54. 

:nPe~evi, p. 300: for discussioo of the personal qualiaie3 of MU!j:!afi, see Joseph von Karabacck. 
"Geschichle Suleimans des Grossen, verfasst uod eigenhandig geschriebeo von seioc:m Sohnc 
Mu:Hafa,'' Kaisers Akadcrnie der Wissenschaften in Wien. Philosophisch-his:lorische Klasse. 
Sirzllngsberit:hte. 1917. pp. 3-10, 
38Busbcc:q, p. 33 . . : . 
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that Siileyman, seeing that the mute-executioners were slow about their 
business. 

thrust his head out of the part of the tent in which he was and directed 
fierce and threatening glances upon the mutes .... 'Thereupon the 
mutes in their alarm, redoubling their effons, hurled tliC unhappy 
Mu~!Jifa 10 the ground, and throwing the bowstring around his neck, 
strangled him. 

Mu~!Jifa's body was taken to Bursa where it was interred in a mausoleum 
originally intended to house the bodies of Siileymiin's uncles. Over the tomb was 
later placed an insaiption which read:39 

Shah Selim, son of Khan Siileyman. gave the order. This 
garden, the image of Paradise and this tomb, the garden of roses, is 
that of Sulran Mu~lJifii. 

As a probable result of Mus!Jif:i's execution, another of Siileyman's sons, 
Cihangir, died. Suffering from a birth defect which left him hunchbacked and 
pigeon-chested, Cihiingir was nevertheless bright, good natured, and an almost 
consrant companion of his father. He had also been very close to Mus!Jila. was 
devastated by his brother's execution and his father's involvement in it, and by 
most repons, soon lherealter died "of a broken hean," in Aleppo where he was 
spending the winter with the sulran.40 

Thus, as Siileyman entered his sixtieth year, all of his sons were dead 
save two: Bayezid and Selim, both of whom were Hiirrem's. The sultan must 
have known that he had been directly responsible for dJe deatlJs of two of his 
favorites. Almost everyone around Siileymiin at the time, and Ouoman historians 
afterwards, believed that Riistem's story about Muslllfii had been entirely false, 
and the sulran must have come to recognize in time Umt he had been wrong. His 
family tragedies were not over yeL however. 

So long as lliirrem was alive, she was apparently able to keep both 
brothers peaceful and their relations will• Siileyman on a good footing; in one 
insrance, in 1555, however, Siileyman was led to believe that Bayezid was 
planning a revolt against his audtority in the aftermath of Bayezid's successful 
suppression of a rebemon in cenrral Anatolia. As gullible as be had been in the 
case of Mu~!Jlf'a, Siileyman ordered the execution of Biiyezid without further 
investigation. Hiirrem was able to persuade Siileyman that the charges were false 

39 AJbert Gabriel, U11e Capitale T11rque, Bur:ra, Paris, 1958 vol. l p. 122. 
401smail Haldo Uzu~ar-¥111, Osmmrlr Tarihi, YOI. n. 3rd printing. Ankara, 1975, p. 403. 
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and to change his mind. But it was increasingly clear that Stileyman was no 
longer in complete charge of his political faculties. 

!loth Bayezid and Selim established their own households and courts in 
the towns where they served as governors, Bayezid in Ktitahya, and Selim in 
Manisa.4 t Hiirrem's death in 1558 brought about renewed competition, and soon 
open conflict, between the two brothers. Although !here were other complicating 
factors in their suuggle, relating to compet.ilion between different elements of 
Ouoman society in Anatolia, the two hro~oers ended up fighting a pitched battle 
in 1558 near Ankara, a ballle which Bioyezid and his forces lost. Baye7Jd, fearing 
for his life, flellto Iran where be remained with his wife and children in exile. 
Negotiations between Siileyman and Shah Tahmiosb dragged on for a while, bolh 
sovereigns normally being enemies. The Shah ultimately approved of Bayezid's 
execution by agents sent by Siileyman in 1560. 

Some lellers sent by Siileyman and Bii.yezid to each other, as ;,.ell as 
orders from lhe sullan to his provincial officials, have survived, and provide an 
unusual insight into Siileyman's frame of mind in his last years. Siileyman is 
reponed to have told Bayezid atlhe time of his first difficulty, that42 

in future you may leave all to God, for it is not man's pleasure, but 
God's will, that disposes of kingdoms and !heir government. If he has 
decreed that you shall have ~•e kingdom after me, no man living shall 
be able to prevent it. 

Wben Siileyman leamelllhat Bayezid was planning to flee from his defeat 
at the hands of Selim, perhaps 10 Iran or Iraq, be ordered officials to ~oe east of 
Konya that43 

you shall gaU1er around you all your men who use muskets and handle 
bows and arrows and other instruments of war and killing, to block Uoe 
roads 10 the said rebel [i.e. Bflyezid], put his men 10 the sword, plunder 
their goods and chattels, and capture and punish him. 

After weeks of dirficult negotiations, Siileymiln was able lo have Bayezid, 
and all of his sons, executed in Tabriz, and U1eir bodies were brought back 10 be 

41 The clearest accounl of lhe.se developmenls and events may be found in ~erafeltin Turaa, 
Kanuninin Og/11 $elu.ade Bayezid Voka.r1, Ankara. 1961. 
42HalillnalcJk, The 01/oman· Empire, p. 59_ '· , 
43Uriel Heyd, Ouoman Docume11Cs on Polesrine, 1552-1615, ORford, 1960, pp. 65-67, ci1ins 
1he MtJhimme Defteri, IH, 59. 26 June 1559_ 
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buried in Istanbul. Halil Inalc>k offers the following explanation for Siileyman's 
actioos lakeu against bis sons Mustafli and Bayezid:44 

Suleiman, in taking action against his own sons Mustafa and 
Bayezid, showed that be considered lhe idea of law and order more 
important in his empire than anylbing else. 

The implication here is that Siileymlin really did believe tll3t these two 
soos were plotting to overthrow his government and seize t11e throne "illegally." 
Professor Inalclk offers a slatement made by Silleymlin in a lcucr to Biiyezid to 
show SUleym3n's great concern for Iegality:45 

0 my dear son, Bayezid, if you return to the right path I will 
certainly forgive you. In any case, do not say that you are not guilty 
but do say, my dear son, that you repent for what you have done. 

Most of the available evidence points to the conclusion that at least in the 
case of Mus!llfli there was no activity which might fit lbe sullan's definition of 
disloyalty, but rather lbat Mus!Jlfli was more than likely "framed" by HUrrem and 
Riistem ~- In the case or Biiyezid, there is at least as much evidence to say 
!bat be was struggling wilb his remaining brolber for the position of heir as 
there is to suggest that his actions were aimed against Siileyman. Indeed, the 
views held by Ouornans at lhe lime and thereafter are almost unanimous in lheir 
condemnation of Siileymlin for his decision to punish Bayezid. Evliya t;:elebi 
present a story, obviously fabricated in its details, but probably accurately 
portraying lhe auitudes held by Ouomans about Biiyezid's demisc.46 

It is said t11at Siileyman, in passing t11e grave of Bayezid on the 
way to Kagothane, said: Rebel, an lhou become a monarch, or art thou 
dead?" Thus saying, a black vapor arose from the Prince's grave, and 
Siileyman's horse affrighted, threw bis rider. In one moment the face 
of Riistem P3§3 grew black. Siileyman from that day gotlhc gout, and 
Rustem Pa~'s face remained black for seventy days, after which the 
skin coming off, became yellow as it had been before. Siileyman saw 
clearly that he had been led by Riistem to condemn his son and wished 
bim a black face in the other world for lhe reward of his ·black deeds. 

lbere can be little doubt that Siileymlin, riding in his carriage in great 
pain on the way to Szigetvar, must have thought long and bard about the 
mislakes he had made with his sons; only Selim remained. While Selim had a 

44Halil lnai(:Jk, ftSuleiman the Lawgi\'er alld Ottoman Law," Ardivum OllQmanicum, I. 1969, p. 
Ill. 
45Ioalak, ibid. 
46Evliya Efendi, op. cit., p. ll. 
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great many positive qualities, among them being his lalents in literature and the 
arts, he was known a• personally undisciplined, a consumer of alcohol in great 
quantiles, and a poor judge of charncter. Most everyone at the time believed that. 
of Stileyman's sons, Selim was probably the least qualified to lake his great 
father's place. 

There were olher elements of Stileyman's character lhat need to he 
menlioued in order to give a complele piclure of this greal man's personality. 
Soleyman was a man of deep religious convictions. This facl influenced his 
support for and participation in lhe arts, including litcTalurc and architecture, his 
application ·or justice and the law, and in a narrower sense, gave him at times a 
purilanical altitude towards the behavior of those around him. 

Stileyman had been educated in lhe traditional manner for an Ottoman 
prince while growing up in Trabzon. He was a goldsmilh of average talent and 
had learned the techniques of writing poetry. As mentioned above, Siileyman 
usually corresponded wilh Hurrem in poelry and a good deal of his writing in this 
genre has survived. Five of his sons were poet' a• well, and Mus!affi. Bayezid, 
and Selim arc included in Ottoman biographies of poets and arlists.47 It was 
Stileyman's support for architecture and literature which provided the impetus for 
a flowering of Ottoman high culture during his reign. His own personal. 
patronage was responsible for the construction of several large and important 
mosques in ConsLmlinople: the mosque for his father, for Prince Mel)med, and 
finally the huge complex bearing his own name. The most skilled of all 
Ottoman architects, Sinan, found the support necessary to permit his design and 
construction of hundreds of bui I dings from S!ileyman, his family, and officials in· 
1tis government who wished to emulate their sovereign. 

Stileyman's commitment to the principles of Islam, as he understood 
them, led him to focus on the emphasis upon U1e legal foundations or his 
Islamic Ottoman slate. This meant, in practice, that he expected his officials, and 
even his own family, to act according to the law as it existed, and to establish 
new laws where the existing structure was defective. On campaign, his Lroops 
and officers were expected to behave in a manner consistent with legal norms. 48 

Officials of his government responsible for lhe administration of provinces were 
expected 10 act in the interests of the state and the province in question, and 
activity aimed at furthering their personal intcre.•ts at the expense of the people 
or the government was punished severely4 9 And finally, even wben his own 
family was involved in behavior which SOieyman believed to he illegal, 
punishment was swift and fiiDl. Whelher or not one thinks that SOleyman made 

47See E. J. W. Gibb, Onoman Po!!try.III: S-6. 
48Halil lnalc1k, ~daleiftameler," Belg!!lu, nrt Tarih Belgeleri Dergi.si, [I (1955): 49·145. 
49Ha1il lnalok. "Suleimao lbe Lawgiver," p. 110. 
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mistakes in his determination of guilt or innocence in individual cases, the 
evidence is clear that be was even-banded in his application of the law, even 
when he was the ultimate loser. 

Finally, it must be admitted that Siileyman's deep religious convictions 
sometimes led him to pursue policies which, by modem standards, must be 
identified as narrow minded and puritanical. 

Several instances are worth mentioning here. First. in 1527, a religious 
nonconformist named Molla ~iibi:i made public statements to the effect !hat 
Jesus was a more important religious figure than had been Muhammad. Arrested, 
and interrogated by governmental officials, both religious and civil, Mollah 
~iibiz was determined to have been a heretic and was sentenoed 10 death for his 
crimes. Siileymim witnessed the fmal session of the interrogation, and was 
reported 10 have been greatly offended by the Molla's claims saying: "This he-retic 
comes to our divan, bas the boldness to talk nonsense which violates the 
glorious reputation of our Prophet." In the end Siileymiin concurred with t11e 
capital sentence. 50 

Secondly, Siileyman's government issued orders in 1537 lbat any 
provincial representatives who learned of people under U1eir jurisdictions who 
"doubted the words of the Prophet should be deemed an unbeliever, and executed." 
The same orders indicated tile government's expectation lbat mosques would be 
built in all localities where lbey did not yet exist.5t Presumably these orders 
applied only to the sultan's Muslim subjects as there is no evidence that non
Muslims were treated in an intolerant way consistent with t11e letter or spirit of 
lbese orders. 

Finally, in 1555, Stileymiin cracked down with force on the sale and 
production of alcoholic beverages within his empire, ordering that any ship found 
transporting wine be burned and destroyed, any shops determined to be selling 
wine or other alcoholic drinks be closed down, and individuals responsible for tile 
sale or production of wine be executed in a particularly brutal fashion, according 
to d'Ohsson, by having molten lead poured down their throat.52 These lbree 
incidents do inform us, perhaps, about some elements of Siileymiin's own 
personal religious views, but they do not describe the totality of his religious and 
judicial attitudes or behavior. 

50Kappen. :Taba!<dl, If. 172l>-175b. 
StHalillnalc•k. The Onomon Empire. p. Hl2. 
S2MoUradsea d'Ohs.soo, Tableau General de I'Empire Othoman, voi.IV, pal11. Paris, 1791, pp. 
56-51. 
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In Stileyman's very last days, as he entered Hungary for the last time, the 
sultan may well have considered the achievements and failures of his reign, much 
along the lines provided by Dusbecq in his last letter to his governmem:S3 

It is said that SUieyman has set before himself the achievement 
of three ambitions: namely, to see the completion of his mosque 
which is indeed a sumptuous and splendid structure; to restore the 
anciem aqueducts and give Constantinople a proper water supply; and 
to capture Vienna. His frrst two have been achieved; in his third 
ambition he has been baulked ... What has he achieved by his mighty 
array, his unlimited resources, his countless hosts? He has with 
difficulty clung to the portion of Hungary which he had already 
captured. He, who used to make an end of mighty kingdoms in a 
single campaign, has won, as the reward of his expeditions, some 
scarcely fortified citadels, and unimportant towns and has paid dearly 
for Ule fragment which he has gradually tom away from lhe vast mass 
of Hungary. He has once looked upon Vienna, it is true, but it was for 
the first and last time. 

Tilis last campaign, at Szigetvar, some years after Uusbecq wrote the 
above lines, corroborated the ambassador's evaluation .54 

53 DlL'Ihecq, pp. 240-241. 
5 4studi~s which have appeared in prinl since this essay was wriuen. and which concern the 
lopics treated in this essay, include: 
Halil loalcik. ·suhan SUieymin: The Man and the Statesman," pp. 89-104; Leslie Peirce, "The 
Family as Faction: Dynastic Politics in the Reisn of SUleymin." pp. 105-116: and Alao Fisher, 
"SUieyrn.in and His Sons,'" pp. 117-126: all in Gilles Veinstein (ed), Soliman le magnif"lue e/ 
son temps, Actes du Colloque de Paris, Galeries Nationales du Grand Palais. 7-10 man 1990, 
Pads, 1992. 





SULEYMAN'S FORMATIVE YEARS IN THE CITY 
OF TRABZON: THEIR IMPACT ON THE FUTURE 

SULTAN AND THE CITY 

Heath W. LOWRY 

As lhc tiUe of U1is paper implies, it will focus less on U1e dclails of Stilcyman's 
birth and subsequent upbringing in lhe Black Sea port city of Trabwn, than it 
will upon the effects this fortuitous event had upon the future Sultan and upon 
lhe later history of lhc city. 

The approach is dictated by virtue of L11e factlhat we know relatively litUe 
in regard to Siileyman's Trabzon years. Even the dale of his birlh is a mauer of 
conjecture. While all sources arc clear in confirming that he was born in 
Trabzon, even a standard reference work, such as Mel:lmed Siireyya's Sici/1-i 
·o~mani, lists no less than three different proposed birth dates: Thursday, 
November 6, 1494; Monday, April 27, 1495; and, during L11e monlhs of April or 
May in 1496.' 

l.ikewise, U1c actual date upon which he left the city to assume his first 
,~ehzddelik (Princely Governorship) is uncertain, allhough in all likelihood it 
occurred in early 1509. What is certain is U1at Siileyman's formative years, as 
well as his early education, bollllr.lnspired in L11e city ofTrabzon2 

Reyond this bare ouUine of a chronology, one fact is of importance, to 
wit, in addition to d1e accident or his birlh, Siileyman wa' linked to the region 
and city of Trabzon via his paternal lineage, i.e., his paternal grandmotber, 
Uatiiniye, w<L' a nalivc of Trabzon. This fac~ uncontested for over four-hundred 
years has recently become the center of some scholarly controversy. As it relates 
directly to Ute ties Siileymiin may have l1ad to lhe city, it is useful to review 
what is known in this regard. 

1 Mc~med SUrcyyi, Sicill-i 'O.~mti11i, vol. I (Istanbul, 1294/1878). 
2<;ajatay Ulu~Jay, WKanuni Sultan Stileyman ve Ailesi ile llgili Haza Notlar ve Vesikalar,w in 
Konuni Anntlgom (Ankara. 1970), W· 227-57. 
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Our earliest descriptive Ottoman source on the city of Trabzon is that 
contained in the Mend;.irU'I- 'Avdlim, a cosmographic account of the Ottoman 
domain, written by one Mel)med 'A~rl!: (born ca. 1550). His description of 
Trabzon is particularly useful as he himself was born and raised in this town. 
Further, as I have demonstrated elsewhere, 3 his detailed physical description of 
the city, as it was in the second half of the sixteenlh century, was a key souroe 
for Evliya <;elebfs late-seventeenth century portrait of Trabzon. '!be latter, in his 
Seyll/Ultndme (Book of Travels), embellished Mel)med · ~rl!:'s rather dry physical 
descriptioo with numerous anecdotes and personal details picked up in lhe course 
of his own visit which occurred in 1640. 

In his discussion of the Hatuniye Camii (The Lady's Mosque), Mel)med 
'A§rJi's account informs us lhat it was built by Prince Selim during his 
Sehz/Jdelik (princely governorship), in memory of his molher who died during 
his tenure in Trabzon.4 These facts, as well as a lengthy physical description of 
the mosque and foundation which supported it, are picked up by Evliya <;elebi, 
who, in turn, adds one interesting detail. Specifically, he writes: 'The mosque of 
Hatuniye was built by Selim I. [in memory of his] honored molher who was 
born in Trabzon."5 This passage leaves little doubt but that lhe seventeenth 
century local tradition, as passed on to and subsequently recorded by Evliya 
<;elebi, was that Selim's mother wa• a native of Trabzon. 

As to who she was, here tloc answer is contained on lhe Kitdbe (dedicatory 
inscription) which adorns her tiirbe (tomb), whereon she is called a Bdnu-i Rum 
('Greek lady').6 That this interpretation was widely known and accepted in 
Trabzon, is attested by the earliest of the local histories wriuen in lhe Ottoman 
period, i.e., the 'History of Trabzon' (Trabzon Tdrihi) written by Sitkir Sevket in 
1878, who states that "From lhe fact that the inscription on her tomb L-onlains 
the phrase Bdntl-i Rum, we know that tlle molher of Selim was a Greek girl" .7 

Indeed, ~evket goes further and accepts the nineteenrh ccnrury legend, 
current among the Greeks of the Pontus, U1at Selim's molher, whom he states 
was named Giilbabitr, was a Greek girl from the village of Liver-a (Gr. Doubera; 
Cont. Turkish: Yazltk) in the Ma~ka valley which lies to the soulh of !he city.B 

3Heath Lowry. "Trabzon'un Yeni Cuma Camii (New Friday Mosque): Why Is h Called What II 
ls'r. Bogaz.ifi Universitisi Dergisi 3 (1975): 91-112. 
4smeymaniye Lib, Halet Ef. no. 606, 2'8a. 
5"Cimi'-i I:Jiulniye: Sehin lJ.in-i Evvel bu Trabzon'da MOlevellid Olmagile Vilide-i MU.kenemesi 
(i~n?l Bioi hmi~iir." SeytJ~alnDme, Istanbul Oniversity Lib., no. S939. 258a. 
60mer Akbulut, Trab;zon Kitabeleri (Istanbul, 1954), pp. 5-8. 
1Jra/n.oo Tdrihi (lstaobul, 129411878), pp. 121-22. 
8lbid., pp. 122-23. 
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'There are strong oral traditions among the Greeks of the Pontus that 
GU!bahiir's original name was Maria and tbat subsequent favor shown to the 
Monastery of Soumela (wbicb was located near the village of Doubera) by both 
Serun and SU!eymiin, stemmed from a desire on the part of these two sixteenth 
century Ottoman rulers to honor their mother and grandmother respcctively.9 

The accuracy, or lack thereof, of the legends concerning the linking of 
!Jiituniye to one or another Pontic viUage need not concern liS here. What is clear 
is that sbe was a Greek from Trabzon who returned to the place of her birth when 
ber son Selim became ,5ehzade (Governor) in 1495. She spent the remainder of 
ber life in Trabzon and upon her death, was buried in a tomb, the kildbe or which 
bears the dale 911 (1505). Stated differently, when Siileymiin was nine or ten 
years old his paternal grandmother passed away.' o Nor was this the only loss 
suffered by Prince Siileymiin during his sojourn in Trabzon. For the tomb or 
IJiituniye also contained the remains of two of Siilcymiin's siblings, his brother 
~eh1.lide Siili~. who died in 1499, and his sister, ~arner Sui \lin, who died in 
1503. 11 What effect the loss of these two siblings and his paternal grandmother 
may have had on the young Siileyrniin is a matter for conjecture; however, it 
seems reasonable to speculate U•at his childhood was not without its share of 
1rauma. 

Despite the clear and, I would argue, convincing testimony as to the 
origins of Silleymiin's paternal grandmother, contemporary Turkish authors 
writing on Trabwn have gone to some pain to argue that lJatuniye was neither a 
Greek, nor from Trabzon. Indeed, some have gone to great lengths to establish a 
clear Turkish pedigree linking her to tllC Turkish dynasty of Ziill~adir in southeast 
Anatolia12 ·n1e most xenophobic of such writers is Mahmut Goloj!lu, who 
convenienUy ignores £he testimony of the famous seventeenth century traveller. 
Evliyii ~:elebi, and auempts to explain away U1e phmse Bdnu-i rum on the TUrbe 
witl1 U1e argument that the world RIUn refers to Anatolia, hence the phrase btinu-i 
rum simply means Umt Selim's moU1er was an 'Analolian Lady.'13 

He argues that: 

9 Anthony Bryer and David Winfield, Monuments CJnd ·roposraphy of lhe Pontus (Washington, 
D.C., 1985), pp. 183, 196. 255 aod 320. 
1°H. Lowry, "The Ottoman Tahrir Deftcrs as a Source for Urban Demographic History: The Ca.~ 
Study of TraiYLOn (ca. 1486-1583).'' unpub .. PhD Thesis, UCI.A, 1977, pp. 122-28. 
11Mahmut GoloAiu, Trab-zon Tarilri {Ftuihten Kurtuluja KwlDr) (Ankan, 1975), pp. 25-27: and, 
~amil HoruluoAlu, Trobz.on ve (:evresir~in Tarihi Eserlui (Ankara, n.d .. 1985 or 1986). pp. 124-
25. 
12Akhulut, pp. 24-26: Gologlu, pp. Jl-35: llorutoAiu, pp. 8t-83. 
13uologlu, PI'· 33-34. 
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"There are !bose evil-intentioned people, who like to take 
advantage of every opporrunity to twist our history, who, based on the 
phrase 'Bdnu-i rum' which appears in the inscription on lbe Tarbe, 
have advanced all kinds of f~se theories. These ignorant and evil
intentioned, by arguing lbatlbe jlbrase 'Bdnu-i ram· (which appears in 
!he first line of the inscription), means 'Greek Beauty,' have said that 
Sultan Yavuz Selim's molber was a Greek girl, i.e., !bey have tried to 
show !bat she wasn't a Turk and a Muslim."14 

At the risk of running foul of Mr. GoloJ!Iu and his illc, i.e., of being 
ranked among tbe "ignorant and evil-intentioned," it is he who does lhe disservice 
to Turkish history by attempting to infuse twentieth-century Turkish 
nationalism into the realities of sixteenlb-century Ottoman political life. That 
tHitfiniye, or any of numerous olher molbers of !he Ottoman sullans was born a 
Greek, or Serb, or Russian, and converted to Islam upon entering lhe palace, is 
not a matter for shame, ralber it is simply a reflection of tbe nature of Ottoman 
life. Contra Goloj!lu, lhe terms Turk and Muslim were not synonymous in the 
sixtcenlh century. While certainly tfiitiiniye died a Muslim (I am unaware !bat 
anyone has ever suggested differently), she was a convert to the religion of Islam 
as were many of the consorts and wives of the Ouoman rulers. 

What is important here, however, is less the nature of revisionist 
historiography !ban a coming to grips with !he relationship between Stileymiin 
the Magnificent and the city of his birth, Trabzon. Indeed, it seems fair to 
assume that whatever feelings he may have had for his birthplace were closely 
linked to the fact that it also was lhe home of his paternal grandmother. 

It is when we begin to search for signs of some auachment on !he part of 
SiileymAn for !he city of his birth, that the importance of l_latuniye becomes 
clearer. In memory of his mother, Sultan Selim established a religious 
foundation (vakif} to support an 'imdret (soup kitchen) he founded in her name. 
At the time of his death in 1520. this foundation was the recipient of the 
following sources of income: 

I) Annual rent from the Trabzon Bedestan 
(covered marl<et): 

2) Annual rent from !he double bath in Trabzon: 
3) Annual payment for the balb in the TekFiir-<;aytr 

quarter of Trnbzon: 
4) Jocome from the mu/fJi!a 'a of the Saray Gardens 

in Tekftir-<;ayrr: 
5) locome from the mu!:d!a'a ofTekfiir-Qiyrr: 

14 Ibid., p. 32. 

6,322 a!cfes 
5,833 a!cfes 

400 a!cfes 

1,000 a!cfes 
1,500 a!cfes 
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6) Income from the mutii!a 'a of the land stretching 
from the palace in Tekfilr-C::ayrr 10 the Palace of 
C::elebi Sultan: 1,000 ~·-· 7) Income from lhe t7W/¢/a 'a of the Namazg3h-(aym: 40 a~es 

8) Annual income from the mui¢Ja 'a of the 
Karos-bahfesi (Gardens): 505 a~ e.< 

9) Annual income from the mutiiJa 'a of the cemetery's 
olive orchard: 300 a~es 

10) Annual income from the mu1¢1a 'a of the Yon.,.ltk 
(clover f!Cid): 500 a~es 

11) Annual income of the mu(<ara 'a of the (:aylf {fteld) next 
to the mill: 360 a~es 

12) Annual income from lhe mul¢ra 'a of lhe six 
watermills next to the Degirmen-deresi bridge: 12,000 a~es 

13) Annual rent from 124 small shops: 10,000 a~es 
14) Annual income from lhe mul¢ra 'a of lhe new bath 

next to U1e Sultan Bayezid Mosque in Istanbul: 75,000 a~es 

Total 114,760 a~es 

The annual tolal of 114,760 al<fe income earmarl<ed for the 'Forrndation of' 
the Poor House of Yavuz Sullan Se1im's Mother In Trabzon'15 was a significant 
sum of money, and a clear indication of the esteem in which I;IAtOoiye was held 
by her son Selim. One hundred fifty years after it was established the OtlOman 
t.rnveller Evliya (:elebi described it in the following glowings terms: 

"The lmliret of Hatuniyc, close to the mosque, is not to be 
equalled, even at Trabmn; passengers and boatmen may dine here at 
their pleasure; there is an oven for baking white bread, and a cellar 
(ki!Ar) for keeping lite provisions of lite lmArcl Near lhe kitchen is the 
eating place for the poor, and the students have a proper dining hall. 
Every day, in the morning, and at noon a bowl of soup and a piece of 
bread is provided for each, and every Friday a Zerde Pilaw and Yakhni 
(slewed meat); lhese regulations are to remain in force, as long as it 
pleases God."16 

Clearly, the charitable foundation established by ~ehzade Selim was 
sufficiently endowed, and, indeed its larges.•e obviously made an impression on 
the well-t.rnvelled Evliyii C::elebi. lo this regard, an important qualification is in 
order. Namely, the scope of the foundation witnessed by Evliya in ca. 1640, was 

15Tayyib GOkbilgin, "XVI. Ytizy•l Da~lannda Trabzon Livas• ve Do§u Karadeniz BOigesi," 
Belleten 26 (1962): 293-337: see p. 308. 
16Joseph von Hammer-PurgstaU, ed. and tr .• Narralives of Travel in &rope, Asia and Africa, in 
Jhe Seventee11rh Century, by Evliya Efendi, 2 vols. (London, 1834-36), II: 47. 
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far greater lhan lhat which existed during the lifetime of Sultan Selim (d. 1520). 
Stated differently, tbe annual income of 114,760 a~res (small silver coins), 
which had appeared in a tax register of ca. 1523, i.e., iuunediately following the 
accession of Stilcymin to the Ouoman throne was greaUy augmented during the 
following decades. In other words, it appears that SOieyman himself, conscious 
of his grandmother's origins in Trabzon, added significant income-producing 
properties to the endowment which his father had previously established in her 
memory. 

This fact, hiUteno unnoticed, is of interest for two reasons: a) It is the 
first of what we shall subsequently see are several indications that Siileyman's 
interest in the place of his birth continued once he assumed the Sultanate; and, 
b) it suggests a close relationship must have existed between the young 
SUieyman and his paternal grandmother. 

The extent of his interest in dtis regard is indicated by the testimony of a 
mufaffO/ (detailed) tax register compiled in the year 1553, that is, thiny-three 
years after he became Sultan. Therein, in addition to Ute ev~df properties 
enumerated in the ca. 1523 register (which I am assuming were established by 
Sultan Selim) we find a list of new endowments which have more than tripled 
the income eannaJked by his father: 

a) In the na~iye (county) of Ak~aabad, the 
endowment of the Mother of Sultan Selirn in 
Trabzon, is dte recipient of the income from 21 
villages, comprised of 1,655 households (80 
Muslim and 1,575 Christian); said income 
provided Ute foundation the annual sum of: 

b) In the 114/liye (county) ofYomra, the income 
of 48 !J<lnes (households) and 18 baflines 
(free-holdings) in the village of H~. are 
included in the total income of the 'fmaret 
foundation of Giilbahar J:latfin in the city of 
Trabzon: 

c) In the 114/liye (county) of Ma~ka. the income 
of five villages, comprised of 542 households 
(40 Muslim and 502 Christian); said income 
provided the foundation of Sultan Selim's modter 
in Trabzon the annual sum of: 

TOTAL: 

150,997 alf(es 

No Figure Given 

56,507 alf~ 

207,504 alf(CS 
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It would appear lhat Sullall Siileymiln indeed continued to take an active 
interest in the endowment eslablished by his father in memory of his paternal 
grandmother, Uatuniye of Trabzon. I say appear, because no copies of the 
valf•fndme (endowment charter document) establishing the 'Poor-House 
Foundation' of ijatuniye in Trabzon have survived.17 Given 01is lacuna we may 
only conjecture that Siileyman was the most likely donor of tlle income
producing properties added to lhe foundation following his father's death. 

Trabzon's 'Hatuniye Complex,' clearly began with the construction of lhc 
'im/Jret (soup kitchen) which ga~c its name to the religious endowment 
eslablisbed for its support. However, soon it was expanded to include, in addition 
to lhe 'imdret and tUrbe (Tomb of Hatuniye berseiO, a medrese (school), library, 
bathouse, and, most irnponanlly, a mosque, all of which are generally assumed 
to have been buill by Yavuz Sclim (d. 1520) in honor of his molher. 

I said !bat the entire complex is generally 'assumed' to have been 
constructed by Selim in recognition of the fact that in its present-day form it is 
impossible to date wil11 accuracy. As currenlly preserved, only ll1e mosque and 
the IUrbe are extant, and, of these two buildings. only the tUrbe is dated: h. 911 
(1505). 18 As for l11e mosque, following accounts given in the sixteenth century 
work of Mehmed . A~·~· which, subsequenlly were incorporated in the 
seventeenth cenll.lry works of Evliya Celcbi and Kalib <;:elebi, it has ll'adilionally 
been assignCd to 1514. The most detailed swdy of this site to date is that of Halil 
Edhem's, written in 1915. While accepting the 1514 date for the mosque's 
construction, he stresses the fact that the va"ifndme for the foundation which 
supported l11is complex (and in keeping with the formulas according to which 
such document' were drawn up it must have been dated) has been lost. 

In short. l11e absence of a flllll date for the mosque's construction, coupled 
with the lack of any clear archeological evidence (the mosque has been repeatedly 
and badly repaired and renovated in the past four hundred years), raises the 
interesting possibility that ralber than the Hatuniye Camii having been 
constructed by Sultan Selim in memory of his mother, iL' actual builder may 
well have been Siileyman, who did so in honor of his paternal grandmother. 
Dearing in mind that we have only one clear date, 1505, which is that of the 
construction of the turbe, let us review the evidence in suppon of an alternative 
explanation as to the history of the mosque's construction: 

This case, while largely circumstantial, is supported by the testimony of a 
series of sixteenth century ta/lrir defters (tax registers) covering the city of 

11Jjaln Edhem, "Trabzon'da 'Osm.iinll K.it.ibeleri,'' T4rtlJ-i '~mllnt EnciJmeni MecmY'as1 48 
(1334119t5)' 320-58; see pp. 339-43. 
18I...nwry, "Case Study of Trabzon," pp. 122-28. provides the basis for the followins analysis. 
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Trabzon. Compiled respectively in ca. 1523, 1553 and 1583, tllese registers 
provide us witb three sixteenlh century soundings on the city's topography as it 
was atlhe lime !hey were compiled: 

I) Tapu-Tahrir No. 387 of ca. 1523 (in the Istanbul Ba~bakanlik 
Archives) is an icm/11 or surrunary register which lists ten Muslim quarters in the 
city, eacb of which is named after a mosque (two) or mescid (eight). From the 
fact that this register also includes a list of all valf.if (religious foundation) 
controlled buildings in Trabzon, we may deduce that each of the city's ten 
Muslim quarters had been named afler an existing mosque or mescid. Noticeably 
lacking in either the list of quarters or of valf.if structures in the city is any 
mention of a 'Hatuniye Camii.'l9 

In short, theca 1523 tax-register contains no indication that a mosque of 
Hatuniye existed at the time of its compilalion. If the mosque had in fact been 
cqmpleted in 1514 it seems strange that in Ute intervening nine years it would 
not have been registered among the city's religious foundations. A$ noted above, 
the ca. 15231ist of va/f.ifconttolled buildings lists only two mosques (cami') and 
eight small mosques (mescid). The two mosques were a) the cclmi' -i 'ati/f. (the old 
mosque), i.e., the former Byzantine Church of the Chrysokephalos, shown as 
being in the middle section of the walled city; and, b) the cdmi'-i cedid (the new 
mosque), i.e., the former Church of Saint Eugenios, which was located in the 
city's eastern suburbs, and had been converted into a mosque during Selim's 
tenure in the city20 The Mosque of Hatuniye, located in the city's western 
suburbs, simply does nOI appear among the ca. 1523 va/f.ifbuildings. 

The ca. 1523 list of va/f.t/buildings in the city does, however, list an 
imperial va/f.t/ under Ute heading: evlf.clf-i 'imdret-i vdlide 'an rnerhum Sulldn 
Selim !fan der nefs-i Trabzon, that is, 'llte Foundation of Ute Soup Kitchen of 
the mother of the deceased Sultan Selim l;lan in the city of Trabzon.' While Ibis 
reference clearly establishes the presence of the • imdret (soup kitchen) in ca. 
1523, any mention of the mosque is noticeably absent. 

2) Tapu-tahrir No. 288 of 1553 (in the Istanbul Bafbakanltk Archives) is 
a mufaffO/, or detailed register, which, for the first Lime, lists a: Ma!talle-i 
'lm4ret-i !fdtuniye among the city's Muslim Quarters. There is still no mention 
of the mosque in the tna!talle's name, i.e., it is caUed: 'The Quarler of the Soup 
Kitchen of !fdfuniye.' Despite this, !here can be litUe doubt but lhal the mosque 
had been built prior to Ibis date. First is the fact that Ibis quarter in 1553 is 
shown as having 50 !Jdnes (households), who are identified as new residents 
(!Jdric ez defter), who, in all likelihood, were lhe mosque's congregation. This 

19lbid, pp. 90-91. 

20t.owry, "Yeni Cuma Camii." 
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interpretation is supported by the fact that among tlle residents of Ibis ma[w/le is 
an individual identified as: Hamzallfih ve/ed-i Ibrahim (imfim-i cdmi'), that is, 
Hamzalllib lhe son of lbr3him, prayer leader of lhe mosque. While no specific 
mosque is named, tlle factlhatllamzallih is the fli'St person appearing in !he list 
of residents of this ma!ralle (quarter), strongly supports !he idea !hat he was in 
fact !he imfim of !he Haluniye Cami; 

3) Tapu Kadasrro No. 29 of 1583 (at !he Ankara Tapu ve Kadasrro Umum 
Miidiir/Ugtl) is a delailed (mufassal) register. ll is this survey, which, for the first 
time, conlains concrete proof of the existence of the Haruniye Camii in Trabzon. 
It shows that the Ma/lalle-i 'lmfiret-i lfdtilniye (the Quarter of !he Soup Kitchen 
of Hatuniye) has been renamed as tlle: Ma/wlle-i C/Jmi'-i 'lmdret-i 'Amire-i 
lfdrilniye, lhat is, The Quarter of the Mosque of !he Imperial Soup Kitchen of 
Hatuniye.' 

On the basis of tlte surviving tax registers alone we would logically date 
tlle construction of !he Haruniye Mosque as post ca. 1523. This imerpretation is 
supported by the absence of any mention of lhc mosque in !he list of vattf 
(religious foundation) properties in ca. 1523, plus !he fact tllat tile residents of 
tllis quarter in 1553 are clearly labelled as new immigrants (!Jdric ez defter). Were 
tlle mosque constructed post-ca. 1523 it would appear tllat it was buil~ not by 
Sultan Selim who initially established tltc va/;Jf, but by bis son Sultan ~anunl 
SUieyman (1520-1566), himself a native son of the city. 

Additional support for this hypothesis is given by yet anotlter native of 
Trabzon, an Annenian priest known as Per Minas Biji~yan, who was born in 
1777. This eighteenth-century native wrote a detailed work on the history of the 
region, which provides us a great deal of insight into !he city at the end of the 
eighteentll century. or particular interest to the present discussion is tbe fact that 
during his lifetime !he kitdhe (dedicalOry inscription) of the Haruniye Camii was 
still extant. Biji~kyan describes dte complex in !he following tenns: 

" ... llte 'lmdrer is located on a hill and surrounded by walls with 
two doors. In its center stands a lustrous mosque with an extraordinary 
dome. The mosque's doors open to dlc west into a beautiful marble 
covered courtyard. The inscription on the mosque oonlains the Hegira 
date 952 (1545), which must be the year it was repaired. In front oftlle 
'lmilrer is a fountain surounded on all sides by chambers for tile 
students and a wide courtyard; to tile south lies a cemetery; and to the 
east lies !he tUrbe. I read the dale of hicri 911 ( 1505) on the inscription 
on the coffin of Yavuz Sultan Sellm's mother which lies in !his tomb. 
The mosque bears the name of !he deceased royal mother, !he Hatuniye 
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Camii. At one time the existing kitchen and bread oven provided two 
meals a day to the students and to the poor; however, it no longer 
does .. ."2t 

Clearly, the mosque once contained an inscription bearing the date 1545. 
Just as clearly, Biji§kyan was IJoubled by the obvious discrepancy between this 
date and the local tradition that the mosque was constructed thirty-one years 
earlier, in 1514. To account for this be siJIICs !bat the inscription must refer to a 
repair date rather than the date of construction. 

Recalling tbe testimony of the sixteenth century ta/ITirs discussed above, 
it becomes obvious that what Biji§lcyan read may well have been the original 
dedicatory inscription of the Hatuniye Mosque. If this inlerprelalion is correct, iL 
would account for the fact thatlhe ca. 1523 register does not list the mosque 
among tbe city's religious foundations, whereas U1at of 1553, allows us to deduce 
its relative newness, i.e., if in fact it were completed in 1545, our hypothesis to 
the effect that its donor were Sultan Stilcymiin mther than his father Sultan 
Selim, would be strengthened. 

Contra this construction is a passage in the work of U1e contemporary 
native of Trabzon, Me~med 'A§•i!. (born ca. 1550), who grew up in the 
neighborhood of the llatuniyc Mosque (his father was a teacher in the school 
attached to the Erdogdu Bey Mosque which lay one half mile south of U1e 
Hatuniye Complex), wherein he states that the mosque was completed in the year 
920 (1514). To establish this date, however, be does not refer to an inscription 
but uses the commonplace Ottoman practice of determining dates according to 
the different numerical values which each letter in the Arabic alphabet were 
traditionally assigned. As if to reinforce his point he cites two different phrases, 
both of which contain the numerical value of 920 (1514). In his first example, 
be quotes "a poet of the period" who has said that the mosque can be dated by 
adding up the numerical values of the letters contained in the phrase: 'BeytU'l
'iblldet,' which is taken from an unidentified verse. His second source, whom he 
identifies as "someone else" has observed that the numerical values of the leuers 
contained in the Arabic word: fa-tammat, which means "and it was linished," 
literally add up to the date upon which the construction of the Hatrmiye Camii 
was completed. i.e., 920 (1514) 22 

What we are really left with then arc two contradictory, and, to my way of 
thinking, hard to reconcile views as to the year in which UJC Hatuniye Mosque 
was constructed. While fully cognizanl of U1e problems created by the testimony 

21 P. Mioas B1j1~kyan, Karodenil, K•y•ltJn Tarih ve Cogra[ytJSI (lff/7-1819), ed. and 1r. llnt.nd 
Andre .. yan (Istanbul, I 969). p. 50. 
22see lowry. "Case Study ofTrabzoa.'' pp. 126-27. 
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of M~ed • Asllc (which strangely makes 110 mention of a dated inscription, and, 
instead cites unnamed informants), lhe manner in which lhe testimony of lhe 
contemporary laX register.> is valida!ed by lhat of Biji~kyan, who clearly slates 
lhatlhe inscription on lhe building is dated 1545,23 togelher wilh lhe factlhat 
following lhe death of his falhcr Selim and prior to 1553, i.e., between ca. 1523 
and 1553, Sultan Siileyman greatly expanded lhe holdings of lhe Hatuniye 
Religious Foundation, and, that the ca. 1523 ta/lrir fails to list the llatuniye 
Mosque among the city's religious foundations, lead me to advance lhe 
hypothesis that the Hatuniye Camii in Trabzon was buill by Siileymlin in the 
year 1545. 

If this hypothesis is ultimately accepted, Siileyman's connections to lbe 
city of his birth will be greatly strengthened, i.e., not only was he a native son 
of lhe city, he was also lhe patron of its most memorable Ouoman building, the 
Mosque of Hatuniye. 

Nor were Siileyman's links to the city severed by either his own depanure 
in 1509, or, by his pious acts of completing lhe construction and endowing of 
the Hatuniye Complex in memory of his paternal grandmother. Evliyli t;elebi's 
description of the city contains two additional anecdotes relative to Siileyman and 
Tralr1.on. 

The first concerns its administrative slarus, and suggests that SOieymW!, 
in recognition of its role in his own life, may well have favored the city. Evliya 
writes: 

"Siileymitn was brought up at Trebisonde, which bas been the seat 
of four Ottoman Emperors. In remembrance of his youth spent here, 
he sent his mother to this place and raised it to a separate province, 
with the addition of the Sancak of Batiim.''24 

And, in so doing, suggests U1at throughout his reign Siileyman's interest 
in and suppon of Ute region continued. Albeit, the dispatching of his mother, 
l:lafsa Sul!An, to Trabzon, may well be indicative of a desire on the pan of 
Siileyman's consort, Hurrem, to rule the harem unchallenged, i.e., not to be 
subservient to the Vdlide Sul!dn (Queen Mother). In other words, domestic 
tranquility, rather than a special attachment to Trabzon, may have been the 
overriding factor in this decision. 

2 '3Here his suggestion that this may have been a dale on which the building underwent major 
renovations is ~,tnconvincing given the fact.thal if we accept the 1514 date of construction, il 
would only have; been 31 years old in 1545. ; 

24voo Hammer, tr., II: 42. 
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The second anecdote concerns his education and training during the year.; 
he spent in Trabzon. This is a subject about which we know very little. In 
addition 10 the fact that be was taught by one ijayrilddin Efendi, who remained as 
a member of his retinue following his departure from Trabzon in 1509, i.e., 
accompanied him during bis Sehzddeli.ki in Kefe and Manisa, thereby suggesting 
that their relationship must have been harmonious,25 we have a passage in 
Evliya <;elebi's description of the ans and handicrafts in Trabzon, which reads as 
follows: 

"The goldsmi~ts of Trebis.onde are the fi£Sl in the world. The art of 
a goldsmith, and cut dies for the coin of his father Bayezid, so 
skillfully, that they appeared as if engraved in marble; I saw some of 
this coin at Trebisonde. "26 

The passage continues: 

ve Saleymdn ljdn da!J• bu Trdbeft.unda (Trabzon) dogup 
Be~ikla~'da medftindur Ya/!yd E.fendi ile sat l;annda~ olup. onuiila 
((oS/Onfine ndm bir Ruminin ,<dgirdi olup, SUleymdn ljtin astdd zerger 
olmu~d<."21 

That is: 

" ... And Siileymlin ijlin was also born in Trabzon. Yal)yli. Efendi, 
who is buried in Be~ikta~. was his foster-brother, and together with 
him he was apprenticed to a Greek goldsmith named Kos!an!ine. 
Siileymlin l;llin became a masler goldsmith." 

Interestingly enough, this passage, unlike those dealing with 1hc physical 
description of the city which Evliy11, without benefit of citation, copied more or 
Jess verbatim from Mel)med 'A~tl!o, was actually writlen by Evliya <;elebi 
himself, i.e., it represents something he learned during his sojourn in Trahzon in 
the year 1640. 

"There can be liule doubt but that there was a strong local tradition extant 
in sevenleenth century Trab,.on to the effect that during his youth in tbc city, 
Suleymlin (following Ute example of his father Selim who had undergone similar 
training), learned the goldsmith's art at the feel of a native crafL'illlan. Further, 

25Ulu~y. pp. 227-28. 
26voo Hammer, tr., rl: 48. 
27Jst. Ooiv. l.ib., no . .5939. 2.59a. In lhe Topkap1 Palace ms. o£ the Seyd~a~n4me (B. 304, 250a), 
there are lwo variations in lhe preceding passage: a) 1he goldsmilh's name is wdnen as 
"I.CosJ&D~a:" b) rather lhau being identified as a "Greek," he is called a "z.imm'i," i.e., a non
Muslim subjecL 
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lhalthe skills exhibil.ed by !he young Stileyman in this regard had left a deep and 
lasting impression in the city's local folklore. 

Of interest lo our earlier discussion of historical revisionism is the fact 
that in the only printed Ottoman edition of the Seyd/llltnlime, U>at of 1896, the 
entire sentence relative to Stileyman's birth in Trahzon and training as a 
goldsmith was left out of lhe text. Given the relatively heavy censorship which 
existed during the reign of Sultan 'Abdul]) amid II, and numerous similar 
examples of heavy-handed editing which occurred in U1is edition of the 
Seyd/llltrnime, this should not be !hat surprising28 

To what extent did the early training Stileyman underwent in learning the 
goldsmith's art, evidence itself in his later life? For the answer to this query we 
must once again tum to the work of Evliyii. c;:elebi. Here, recalling U1e fact that 
Evliya's father was Dervi~ Mel)med, the chief of the goldsmith's guild in 
Istanbul, it is not surprising to find a very lengthy description of this profession 
in his listing of the guilds. 1l1e relevant sections read as follows: 

'1lle Goldsmiths, numbering five t11ousand men, with three 
t110usand shops, arc one of the most numerous of the guilds ... Tlle 
Goldsmiths attained U1e high degree of consideration they enjoy 
through Sultan Sclim I. and Sulliin Stileymii.n, both having been 
brought up at Trcbizonde as apprentices in lhe art of the goldsmiths, 
and the Greek. Constantine, who was Stileyman's master is yet alive. 
Once having grown angry with the Prince, he swore that he would 
give him a U10usand sticks [degneklblows]. His mother begged him to 
forgive tl1e prince, and gave 10 tl1e goldsmilh a thousand ducaJs, bUI to 
no purpose. Constantine ordered the prince to draw lhis gold by tile 
steel-plale (haddeh) inlo five-hundred fathoms of wire [ degnek], which 
being done, he wrapped these five hundred gold-wires twice aroond 
Stileyman's fee~ in order to acquil himself of his oath. This story is 
well known. I, myself, poor Evliyli, saw sometimes this old Greek, 
who was a lively frank old infidel. Siileymfln having ascended the 
throne, to show his favor to the goldsmilhs, buill for them the 
fountain called Saka chesmeh, wilh a large factory provided with a 
mosque, a bath, an assembly-room, and numerous otl1er rooms and 

28see p. 91 of EvliyD.'s SeyO~artuinre. vol. II (Istanbul 1314/1896). What is more disturbing is 
that conte.nporary ~ditions of lhe work. appearing in modern Turkish orthography, are repeaLing 
the tendency begun under 'AbdUI~amid. Namely, they too are carefully editing oul se1.1ions of 
Evliyi's accoont which lhe)' feel may offend Turkish nationalist sensitivities. As a case in point. 
we may cite lhe edition of Tevfik Temclkuran and Necati Aktq (vol. II, Istanbul, 1976, pp. 4HI-
19) wherein. likewise, lhe set.'tiou on Tralnon contains no mcnlll)R of the fad that Siileymin wa~ 
apprenticed to a Greek goldsmith. Here however. it should be noted that the.ir failure may simply 
stem from sloppy scholarship; namely, they may well have used lhc printed edition of the 
original work ra(hcr than !he c11.tant manuscripls for their te1.t. 
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cells. He founded there, as wakf, a thousand plales, with five hundred 
keules and pans. Every twenty y~ they were allowed to make a great 
feast, for which purpose ten purses were afforded them from the 
lreasury, and tlle Imperial drums and kettle-drums granted to them. 
This feast lasted ten days and nights. I, poor Evliya, myself a 
goldsmiths by profession, saw this feast at three different limes. It was 
I, who kissed Sultan Murad's hand at this Feast. A year before the 
solemn meeting of all goldsmiths on the plain of Kagbid-khaoah, 
where the emperor Ilea~~ them during len days and nights, they were 
summoned by chaiisbes to appear, who came themselves, or sent their 
bead men with ten to fifteen thousand piaslres. The Emperor sent his 
own tent to the place fixed for the assembly, and refaired thilher with 
his Vezirs to the sound of drums and kettle-drums. Twelve masters 
(khalifeh) kissed the hands of the Emperor, of the Miif!i of the vezirs, 
of the chief of the goldsmiths, the Nakib and lbe Senior, according to 
the canon of Sultan Siileymao. The head of the goldsmiths presenled 
the Emperor with a plale, an inkstand, harness, a sword and mace all 
set with jewels. Twelve thousand fellows (khalifeh) tbcn kissed the 
hand of the Koyiimc~i (bead of the goldsmiths). During seven days 
and nights boys wilh girdles set wilh jewels, and all dressed in gold, 
bearing golden daggers, and knives and silk aprons, walked like so 
many peacocks of Paradise to kiss the hands of the Seniors (Pirs). 
From five to six thousand tents were set up on the plain of Kagbid
khinah, and during twenty days and nights the crowd was flocking to 
and fro; in short it is a feast, which no other guild can boast of. At the 
procession of the camp U10y make a most magnificent show and blind 
the eyes by their splendor. They exhibit on wagons and litlers, knives, 
daggers, girdles set with jewels, censors, vases for rosewater, 
harnesses, swords, maces and some thousand olher precious articles, 
wbicb are beyond all description, and all, be they Moslems or Infidels, 
wrap round !heir heads red and green sashes. •29 

Leaving aside a degree of exaggreation, which undoubledly stemmed from 
his father's role as chief of the goldsmiths' guild, Evliyii's account leaves little 
doubt but that in the sevenleenth century Sultan SUieyman was viewed as the 
patron par excellence of the goldsmillls. Not only had he personally endowed 
!heir headquarter,; in Istanbul, he also had established (at twenty year intervals), a 
major celebration in their honor, which he, and his successors graced wilh llleir 
presence. Indeed, Evliya proudly states that they "attained U1e high degree of 
consideration they enjoy" as a direct result of Sultan Selim I and bis son, Sultan 
Sii!cymin, having been "brought up at Trabzon as apprentices in the art of the 
Goldsmith." Clearly, Siileyman's youlhful training was a matter of some pride 

29voo Hammer. ,tr .. In: l88-89. 
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for him, and, upon assuming the sultanate, be used his authority for the benefit 
of his fellow craftsmen. 

Less convincing is Evliya's claim that ~os!Jtntine. Stileyman's former 
teacher, was still alive during his own lifetime. While it is quite possible that 
~os!Jtn!ine may have been brought (or followed Siileyman) 10 Istanbul, upon his 
ascension to power in 1520, Evliya's claim strains human credulity. Namely, if 
we assume that Kostantille was already a master ClliHsman during Silleymiln's 
childhood years in Trabzon, he would have been born in the last quarter of the 
fifteemh century, i.e., if Siileyman were apprenticed to him in ca. 1505 (when he 
was ten years old), Kostanline must already have been thiny years of age. which 
would place his birth in ca. 1475. Given lhe fact that Evliya was born in the year 
1611, ~os!antine, had he still been alive, would already have been over one
hundred l11irty years of age' In all likelihood, Evliya in this passage is 
'personalizing' a story he had heard from his own falher, who was indeed of an 
age to have known ~Os!an!ine. 

One fac~ however, is indusputabte: both in Trabzon and in the Ottoman 
capital, Istanbul, strong traditions linking Siileyman to the goldsmith's art 
existed as late as the seventeenth century. In Ulat sense, his boyhood training was 
not forgotten. 

THE TRABZON OF SULEYMAN'S YOUTH: 

Having discussed what liLLie is known about what the effects of 
Siileyman's birth in Trabwn may have been on U1e subsequent history of l11e 
city; and, likewise, having enumerated U1e few evenrs of import to his life which 
are known to have occurred during his years in the city, that is, the death of his 
paternal grandmother and of his two siblings, as wen as his training as a 
goldsmith and life-long interest in thai art, we musr now turn to a brief 
description of the city itself in U1e closing decade of the fifteenth and opening 
years of the sixteenth cenruries. By examining the environment in which 
Stileyman was born and raised, we may gain some additional insight into the 
effect it bad on his later life. 

l11e city of Trabzon and surrounding regions had become part of the 
Ouoman polity in the year 1461, when tl1e Byzantine kingdom of IIIC Comnenos 
was surrendered to tbe Ouoman Sultan Me~med 11., by its last ruler, David. ln 
keeping with tbe terms of irs surrender most of its indigenous inhabitants were 
allowed to remain in their homes. By the time of Siileymiln's birth in 1495, 
Tmbwn had been an Ottoman-administered city for just over a generation. 
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By piecing togelher lhe testimonies of two Ottoman tax-registers covering 
lhe city, compiled respectively in ca. 1486-7 and ca. 1523, that is, just a decade 
prior to SfileymAn's birth, and some founeen years after his deparblre from !he 
city30 we can extract the following profile of !he city's inhabitants: 

a) In ca. 1486-7, the permanent residents of the city accounted for 1,385 
households, of which approximately one in five were Muslims. Of !he remaining 
80.78% of lhe inhabitants, 65.16% were Greek Orlhodox Christians, 12.49% 
were Gregorian Annenians, and 3. 13% were Venetian and Genoese of lhe Roman 
Catholic persuasion. The Muslim inhabitants were identified as new setUers, 
whereas the Christians were the residue of lhe pre-conquest population; 

b) A generation later, in ca. 1523, the Muslim element in the city's 
population has shrunk from 19.22% of the total, to 14.32%, and now accounted 
for a total of 1,005 inhabitants, the city bad nonelhcless begun to be more fully 
integrated into the Ottoman administrative system, e.g., the Muslims arc now 
listed as the resident• of permanent ma!wlles (quarters). ratlter !han cemc!'ats 
(communities) of new immigrants. !he status Utey enjoyed in ca. 1486·7. As for 
lhe city's Christians, 69.22% were Greek Orthodox, 12.93% were Gregorian 
Armenians, and, 3.53% were Roman CaUtolics. 

As even this sketch of the city's ethnic and religious profile suggests. 
Trabzon, during the years Uta! Siileyman lived there, was very much a frontier 
city. Greek was certainly its lingua franca, and Turkish must have been used 
primarily for administrative purposes. 

Wilhout any great night or imagination we may assume that !he young 
SOieymAD grew up with more than a passing familiarity with l'ontic Greek, as 
well as with a full awareness of the multi-national, polyglot nature of the state 
which one day he would rule. 

30see Lowry, "Case Study of Trabzon," pp. 33-104. 



THE MYTH OF THE GOLDEN AGE: OTTOMAN 
HISTORICAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE POST

SDLEYMANIC ERA 

Cemal KAFADAR 

Towards the end of his reign (and life), Murfitllll (r. 1574-95), grandson of 
SUieyman the Magniflcen~ was haunted by occurrences which he read as signs of 
the corruption of his time. In 1594, for instance, Istanbul suffered a devastating 
fire, not an infrequent hazard of life in the city; but this time flames reached the 
gallls of tl>e palace whereupon Murad is reported to have said: "This occurence in 
our vicinity is a sign for us!" 1 And he is related to have shed blood-filled tears 
soon thcreaflllr when one of the ships passing by the shore pavillion where the 
sultan was resting, blasted salutatory cannon shots as was custom which, on that 
inauspicious occasion, shattered the glass windows of the kiosk as well as a 
piece of crystal right next to the sovereign.2 Yet it must simply have been too 
overwhelming for Muriid to show any reaction, for he dismissed it as a "jumbled 
reverie," when his favored slave-servant Sifat~i l:lasan P3.¥1, a graduate of the 
receolly-cstablished watch-makers' allllicr in the palace and "unequalled in the 
science of the stars" according to the historian 'Ali, communicated a dream he 
had.3 

In l:lasan's dream, he and the sultan are walking in the garden of the 
Topkap1 Palace when a renowned preacher appears and present~ something that 
looks like a stick (of admonition?). IL is the key given to him by Murad, the 
preacher says, but it does not move the lock it was meant to unlock. At that 
moment, Sultan Siileyman, now dead for nearly three decades, appears in his 
august majesty. Murad immediately walks over to his grandfather paying respect 
as custom dicwes, but SHieyman remains cold "bJming his face ... and looking 
like he has been offended." While l:lasan interferes and asks that Murad be 
forgiven, the preacher now produces a sundial which, he says, is a lsJble-nllma, 
namely a compass that points at the direction of Mecca, the pivot of orientation 

1Tarih-i Seldniki, ed. M. lrqirli, 2 vols. (Istanbul, 1989), 1:416. 
2MI!if_afi 'Ali. /fiinhii'l-a!Jbtir (hereafter. KiiohJ, 418b. 

31bid .. 417a-418a. A few days laler, however, wheD Murid became aware of his (evealually 
fatal) affliction, he decided 10 lake some actioD "as required by 1he J~a's] dream.~ 
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for all Muslims of the world at the time of prayer. Silleyman hands the 
instrument over to !lle sa'at~i and asks: "Is this correct?" Sensing that his 
grandfalllcr may have dropped his guard and hoping to butter him up, Murlld 
jumps in and praises Siileyman for U1e accuracy of his judgement, for having 
asked llle question 10 llle technical expert, the "master who reinvented the ~!lie
nama," (whom SUJeymiin cannot have known in his own lifetime). Stileymiin 
does not budge but develops an interest in the instrumeot which, in the bands of 
llle watchmaker, turns into a map with one end held by Hasan, the man of 
technology, and llle other by the man of religion. From the end held by llle 
walcbmaker, the map keeps unfolding and expanding to reveal the weU-protecled 
dominions of the Ottoman state," particularly the numerous castles in the 
Hungarian frontier "which SUJeymiin identifies one by one. Just when be points 
to one and says that it certainly did not exist in his glorious time, the map 
rapidly roUs back and then reverts to a mere sundial. 

So many themes and sensibilities of Ottoman historical consciousness in 
the post-Siileymiinic age are cued in this dreaoi, dreamt of all people by a maker 

: of watches, a new and distinctly Frankish kind of technical expertise, that I 
I would not have time to say anything else if I were to attempt an interpretation of 

its details. Naturally, somewhat consciously, somewhat unwillingly, I must 
already have allowed some of lllat interpretation to sneak into my narrative that 
is itself based on the textual rendering of a dream which, whether indeed seen by 
]:lasail P~ or not, comes to us lllrough the composition of Gelibolulu Mu$(af1i 
·Ali, an author with his own personal and political agenda. Leaving aside the 
very potent theme of the duality between scientific-technical and religious 
knowledge, which is to play a major role in later reformist discourse but makes a 
surprisingly early appearance in lllis late 16!11 century dream text, I will simply 
underline here the unmistakable sense of anxiety felt in the later decades of lllat 
century accompanied by an equally unmistakable reverence felt for SUJeymiin. 
And the two sensibilities are not unrelated since the anxiety is partly one of 
living up 10 the glorious deeds of anceslors. 

Starting from llle last quarler of the 16th century, Ottoman intellectual life 
is imbued willl a sense of decline. The Ottomans seem to have felt that their 
social order was crumbling down and their military supremacy becoming 
questionable. This emerging sensibility had profound consequences on Ottoman 
culture in the following centuries. Most importantly for our purposes here, it 
was paralelled by a deeply felt nostalgia for a past which was believed 10 have 
been llle locus classicus of Ottoman "universal" order, ni;:dm-i 'diem, held 
togelber by Ottoman Jaws and traditions. ~nlin ve 'ddet-i ·o~mdni. "To lllose 
fortunate days" versus "our time of corruption" became the major axis of thought 
around which much of post-Siileymiinic bisiOrical t-onsciousness was structured. 

The topos of "the good old days when Ottoman classical traditions and 
laws held sway" is not devoid of historicity, however. It refers back to a specific 
time period from the middle of the 15th to lllat of !lle 16!11 century, in other 
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words from the reign of Mel)mcd II (1451-81) to that of Silleyman I (1520-66). 
Funhennore. rnlhcr !han a lumpsum treatment, specifiC rulers are often singled 
out for specific achievements, and Stileym3n is not always the favorite. In fact, 
Mel)med II and Sertm I (r. 1512-20) seem to have !he upper hand, while Biiyezid 
II (r. 1481-1512), !he saintly ruler, struck later generations as more saintly than 
kingly 4 He1.art'en l:fiiseyin Efendi, for instance. a prominent intellectual from 
the second half of !he seventeenlh century and a friend of learned European writers 
of influential orientalia such as Count Marsili or Antoine Galland, points to 
Selim I as a ruler who remains unequalled in not only Ottoman but even world 
history. Still, as an epocb, Siileymiin's age is the one !hat was most often 
singled out because of !he unmistakable sophistication and extensive tcrri10rial 
control reached then. Mel)med II or Selim I may have done much more important 
jobs, but the fruits of their achievements were enjoyed to the utmost in the age 
of Stileymiin if only because cultural maturity and self-confidence are acquired 
over lime. 

While later Ottoman historiogrnphy depicted !he reign of Siileymiin as an 
exemplary age of glory and order, however, it did not indulge in indiscriminate! y 
showering praise and kindling nostalgia. The "mylh of the golden age" is a 
convenient target for modern scholarship which has tended to characterize 
Ottoman historical consciousnes, indeed all Islamic intellectual life in what 
corresponds to Europe's late medieval/early modem era, as static, no-innovative, 
tradition-bound, and even more importantly for our purposes here, as a unitary, 
monochrome universe made of a single clolh. Perceiving the rise of Europe and 
the decline of Ottoman power, these intellectuals are believed to have observed 
their society's ills with perspicacity and moral integrity but also stubbornly 
clung to Ottoman traditions as the sole remedy, until the importation of ideas 
and institutions from the West. Ottoman intellectuals of botl1 the traditionalist 
and Westernizing phases arc then supposed 10 have posited the age of Stileyman 
as a "golden age" in which their social order was perfectly harmonious. their 
justice absolute, and their world supremacy uncontested. 

This depiction of the Ottoman intellectuals' response to what they 
perceived to be the decline of their order and supremacy fails to do justice to the 
sophisticated intellectual world where anxiety concerning the present and future 
was not infrequently accompanied by critical attitudes towards even the most 
revered institutions and personages of the past. Namely, to see in the post
Stilcyminic historical consciousness only frozen reverence to the age of 
Siileymiin, only an unconditional appreciation of all its practices, traditions, and 
institutions is to iron out all underlying currents of critique and dissent. I hope it 
is not considered deviant of me if I now concentrate on the wrinkles, for beneath 
the surface of admirntion and nostalgia was brewing a considernble re-assessment 

4See. fcx instance, the story in Evliyi's Se:yO!Jatndme, vol. 1 (TopkapJ Palace Library, B. 
304) 201. But Biyezid's reigo, too, was credited wilh some major diSiioctioos; see the passage 
from 'Alis Kilnh cited in C. Aeischer. BunaucraJ mul lnJellutual in the OUoiMIJ Empire, the 
Historian Mustafa Ali (1541-1600) (Princelon, 1986). p. 205. 
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of SUieym3n and his reign- in a rather "Manneristic" blend of anxiety and anti
classicism.s This is not to bring disrepute to Stileyman, but to promote some 
appreciation for the sophistication, polyphony and dynamism of Ottoman 
intellectual life. 

It should first be pointed out that the whole notion of a "golden age" 
seems alien to the Ottoman intellectual tradition, except in a very specific 
context that bas nothing to do with imperial history as shall be mentioned 
below. Such conventional usage, borrowed from European historiography or 
coined by imaginative popular bisiOrians, have been all 100 readily accepted in 
Ottoman studies thus far and re-circulated without scrutiny. Anachronistic 
characterizations of particular personages or periods have thus become pan of 
regular usage in the field and at limes impede one's efforts to apprecirue Ottoman 
consciousness in its own tenns. For the remarkably catchy depiction of 
Nev~hirli Damad lbriih"im P~'s grand vez.irate between 1718-1730 as the "Tulip 
Period," for instance, we are indebted to Ute historical imaginaiions of Yahya 

. Kemal Beyallt and Ahmed Reflk Altmay, two late Olloman/early republican 
! authors. But are we justified in using it -un-self-consciously as we are doing? An 

exploration of this question, which need not take any credit away from Alttnay, 
must be conducted with respect to both the image of "tulip." which was quite 
common before 1718, and the notion of a self-contained "period" that falls within 
those years. 

Much more importantly for this paper, we must begin to ask since when 
sultans are given the epithets by which modern historians are so accustomed to 
calling them. Since when, for instance, and by whom is Selim referred to as 

/ Yavuz, or StileymAn as Kiintini ? This does not seem to have been common 
· practice in their own Limes. SUieymiin may indeed have gained some reputation 

as a just ruler in ·his own lifetime and been recognized for his legislative 
activity.6 However, "Kiinfini" or an epithet like it is missing in so many major 

5nus is not the pJace co further elaborate on this ~ottoman Mannerism," bul see, again io 
this book, Aptullah Kuran's piece lhat touches on the later phase of Sinio',g career, and the one 
by Michael Rogers lhat finds reminisc~nces of "the work of Bronzino or other Mannerist 
portraitists" in Nigiri's pootraits. One could also mention Esin Ahl's smdy of lhe lale 16th 
century painter NH~~i who seems co have been as interested in distorting a.s in capturing the 
tradicional formal elements of Ottoman miniature-painting. In lilerature, coo. a conscious 
depanure from classicism can be detecced in the 1ew pride taken in the use of Turkish as opposed 
In Persian and in the iovention of new genres. This i.s DOl to say that Ottoman civilization 
followed che course of Western European civi1ization with its own Renaissance (High Sinin) and 
Maooerism Oate Sioin, Na~~i. elc). Wichoul such an apologetic revision of history, one can 
note parallels in the alterRatiog rythms of ronlidenl dialogue with the "classics" co omaious 
"modernism." 
6 The Venetian diplomat Navagero. for inslan<;e. writes io 1553 t.hat Siileymin "bas a 
reputation for beiag very ju.~." (Re/azioni, ed. E. Alberi, 111:73). This example and others, in 
Turkish as well as European sources, are noted by Halil lnalc1k ("'Suleiman the Lawgiver and 
Ottoman Law." Archivum OUoi'NJIIicum I (1969): 105-106) who clearly proves thac Si.lleymin's 
Dame wcu associated with justice and legislative activity in the 161h L:eotury. My (:OOcem here is 
rather with the use of the epithet. The late 16th century Risale-i Tel)cireiU'I-Ebniye (ed.".R. M. 
Meri~. p. 60) refers to him in one place as ··soleymin l:J&n-i 'A.dil (S. H. the Just)" but lhis 
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sources of llle late 16111 and 17111 centuries lhat ooe can at least conclude lhat it 
was not a regular, widely·used title, as routine an appendage of SUieyman's name 
as it has become in modem scholarship and popular historical consciousness.7 

Siileyman's reign was certainly not free of censuring voices.• 
"Complaint about the times" is one of llle oldest cliches and not always easy to 
distinguish from more specific critique of a particular ruler or set of policies.• 
The most pointed opposition in the age of Siileymiln must he the continued anli
Ouoman position of lhe pro-Safavid Hlrkmen tribes. Busbecq, the mid-16th 
century Habsburg envoy, for instance, had heard U•e following story in Istanbul 
about "how much the Asiatic peoples [i.e., the Anatolian kiZIIbaf] dislike the 
religion and the rule of the Ouomans ... Siileyman, as he was returning [from a 
campaign in the East to Istanbul] had enjoyed the hospitality of a certain Asiatic 
and had spent a night ;u his house. On the sullan's departure, his hos~ 
considering his house to have been defiled and con laminated by the presence of 
such a gues~ purilied it with lustlal water, much fumigation, and due ceremonial 
ritual. When this was reported to Siileyman, he ordered lhe man to be put to 
death and his house razed to lhe ground. Thus the man paid the penalty for his 
aversion or lhe Turk and his zeal for lhe Persians."'" And it is worth noting that 
Prince Mus!alli is said to have promised he would he like his grandfather Sellm if 
he were 10 ascend the throne, which seems to imply that he did not care to point 
to the earlier part of his father's reign as the example he would want to 
emulate.• 1 Even though there may be some relationship between the two, 
however, presentist political opposition is not the same as critical historical 
consciousness to which I wiD now tum my attention. 

appears more like a staple adjective of prai3e (particularly appropriate to keep the rhyme 
scheme) lhan a regular epithet Note, on the other hand, that Selim I, 100, is claimed to have had 
a reputation as a just C'&Jif') ruler according_)O S. Tansel, p. 253. Or noce that in Ibn Kemil's 
chronicle, Selim's justice C'a:f") crushes l)'faony; quoted in A. U~ur, "Ibn Kernal'i• Siyasi 
G~leri." $eyhiilisi1Jm ibn KemDI. eds. S. H. Bolay el al. (Ankara. 19&6), p. 78. 
7 Just to give a sample, one conld note that "~ .inU.of' does not appear as an epilhel :in 'Airs 
KUnhii'l-abbOr, Tdri!J-i SeMnik1 H•rt.IJ'I-mUIUk, Rost.inzidc's Tdri~-i $1Jf, Kitdb-i Mliste.k'Jb, 
ijilisi's 'lafer-n/i~. Hezirfen l;hiseyin's Tel~tsiJI'I-beyQn, Tdri~-i Gilnulnt, even though 
SUieym.in is often mentioned as an exemplary ruler in these works. The earliest meotiQO I was 
able to find of" ~inUni" as a popular epilhet for Siileym.in i.~ in Dimitrie Cantemir's ear1y-181h 
centwy History of the Growth cuuJ Decay of the Othman Empire, lraos. N. Tindal (London, 
1734-35), pan I, book 3. p. 174. Among lhe 16th-century references mentioned by lnaiCJk, the 
one that oomes closest 10 "KiioUni' is "~il,.ib-i l.cint1n" in the Vita or Mal).mUd h1L 

8see the paper by Barbar.l Flemming in this book. The case cited by Walter Aadrews probably 
does not belong io the same category since La!ifi's complaint seems to stem from the fact thai 
this autbor had just losl his patron. 
9For a broad ueatmcnl of Ibis 1heme in pre-modern, mostly pre-Ottoman, Islantic thought, 
sec F. Rosenthal. "Swee/er than !lope'' Complailll and Hope in Mediewll Islam (Leideo, 1983). 
The only Ouoman example in this book (see p. 39) is interestiogly enough the scholar 
Ta~k.Opriilllz.ide, from the rcigo of .SUieymin, who eomplaiDs thai pseudo-scholars of his day 
were complaining abstnlccly of "the times'' in order not to face their own concrete failings. 

10-n,e T~.~'*Jsh Letters ofOghUr Ghiselin de Busbecq, 1rans. E. S. Fenter (O..focd. 1927), 67. 
11 Cited in~- Turan, Kanuni'nin OtiM $~h?.Pde Bayezid Yak.tur (Ankara, 1961), p. 24. 
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To begin wi!h, it is naturally impossible to expect homogeneity among 
hundreds of imellectuals from various social backgrounds over several 
generations who were grappling wi!h lhe !hemes of disorder and decline in !he 
framework ofOuoman history. While it is natural to trace common assumptions 
and broad !rends, one sbould n01 be 100 hasty in glossing over !he major streams 
of disagreement !hat existed. Ottoman intellectual history should take note of at 
least two distinct and often rival attitndes wi!hin the decline-and-reform discoun;c 
of !he post-Siilcyrn1inic age. The vision !hat I have sununarized above, namely 
the vision of an exemplary Ouoman order, with a matnre political-legal-social 
paradigm, located in a classical age stretching from McJ:uned !he Conqueror to 

, Siileym1in !he Lawgiver, is generally presemed as if it were !he only Ottoman 
perspective on Ottoman history. Wi!h its emphasis on the kanun, !his might be 
considered !he dominant position represented by !he beuer-known reformists like 
'All,~~ Bey, Hezarfen l:liiseyin. It would be more accurate, however, to regard 
this ~nun-minded viewpoint as only one position, related to specific social 
groups whicb wanted to revive "the Ottoman tradition" a.~ they understood it and 
as it suited them. Yet tradition is not a clear-cut, transparent notion; it can be 
invented, re-invented, re-interpreted and undergo all sorts of rransforrnations even 

i in the bands of traditionalists who may be div-ided among 01emselves as to what 
tradition is and what one ought to do wilh it. 

We must here consider at least one oU1er strand of thought in Ottoman 
cultnral history which bas hi!herto been either neglected or underrated in terms of 
its contribution to U1e decline and reform discourse. This selefl 

·("fundamentalist") stJand, wi!h deep root' and influential representatives in earlier 
Islamic history, ran !hrough Ottoman intellectual life over many centuries and 
did not fail to produce its own critical stance on the trajectory of lbe Ottoman 
order, particularly in tbe post-Siileymanic age. For 'this specific and not 
insignificant group, !he "golden age" paradigm was particularly meaningful, but 
there was only one golden age and !hat was way back in U1e time of the selef, 
namely Prophet Muhammad and bis companions. 12 Seleji U1inkers had their 
own traditionalist program of reform which !hey elaborated in various treatises 
presenting different views, at times sharply different ones, than the reform 
treatises of ~nun-minded intellectuals like ·Ali or K~i Bey. We migbt view 
selefism as a persistent mode of analysis or historical' consciousness in Islamic 
societies !hat turned into intellectual-polilical movements at certain conjunctures. 
'The earliest learned manifestation of !his phenomenon in Onoman society indeed 
occurred under Silleyman himself, probably in the wake of the religious
conservative reaction to the syncretism of Ibrahim P~ and 10 the excessive 
influence he and Alvise Griui, son of !he Venelian Doge, enjoyed over Sultan 
Siileym1in. 

12To some extent, this auitudc has always been shared by all Muslims who have been touched 
by mainstream interpretations of the hislory of Islam. But the selefis took i.1 more literally and 
made il inlo the cornerstone of concrete socio-political agendas. For an interesting depiction of 
all human and even angelic history·. including "the time of the Message (of Muhammad)," as 
times that offered "ample cause for complaint," see Rosenthal, pp. 26-29. 
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The intellectuals who led the movement were severely crilical of nwnerous 
practices which they considered to be hanDful deviations from the sluJri'a even 
though such practices bad been accoliuxlated within the extr"d·shar'i legal space 
provided by lalniin (secular dynastic law) and 'uif (custom). The institutions of 
devshirme and cash-waqf; for instanCe, were seen, by the more literalist 
interpreters of holy1aw, to go not only beyond but also against the sluJri'a. 
There was a monumental effort under Silleymful, spearheaded by Ebussu'(id (d. 
1574), the grand mufti of the later part of his reign, to achieve a more acceptable 
synthesis between the sluJri'a and ls<!nOn, yet some staunch opponents like 
Birgivi (d. 1573) were not satisfied" 

In the next century, Ottoman cultural and political lire was shaken by 
several waves of shari'a-minded movements. There were times when leaders of 
Lbese movements managed to exert influence on government or palace c'ircles and 
thus shape policy. As might be expected, neither 'urfnor ~dnun, so dear to the 
dominant classicizing reformist tradition, meant much to this second trend wbicb 
had its own, selefi version of a reform agenda to reverse the tide of decline. 
Indeed, a dogmatic reliance on lalnlln, whether it was codified in the age of 
Sfileyman or of others, seems to have been resemed by the "fundamentalists" as 
one of !he factors behind decline. 

There is an extremely interesting example of a reform treatise from the 
1640's, representing, or at least heavily influenced by, this positionl4 Several 
passages in Ibis anonymous work, probably written by an imam or a lesser
ranking member of the olema, advance some fresh ideas for new institutional 
arrangements which deviate from the practices of !he classical age. The author 
himself is well aware that his proposals represent new departures, so be feels 
obliged- or, one might say, he feels audacious enough- to argue that there is 
no reason to maintain practices just because they have been implemented in the 
ages of previous rulers whoever they might be. Who established those earlier 
Ottoman laws and practices anyway, he probes, certainly not the Prophet but 
some ignorant devshirme vezirs. 15 In a couple of passages, be even names !he 
vezirs he has in mind and they happen to have flourished in the early sixteenth 
century. namely smack in the middle of the classical age. 

To move beyond lexts and lake a particular administrative policy adopted 
in the same spirit of blatant irreverence 10wards the laws of the age of Mel)med II 
and SOieymful I, one could mention the example ofl'i2il Mu~taia P'*" from the 
Kopriilti family, the mini-dynasty of "traditionalist" reformism. When serving as 
grand vezir (1689-91), be was unwilling to set maximum prices (narb). 

l3for a mas1erly sludy of one of the most importanl aspects of Ebt1su'lld's efforts, see lnalc1k, 
~Islamization ofOttomao Laws on Land and Land Tn," FestgtJbe an Josef Matuz: OsmanistiJ:
Turkologie - Diplomalik, eds. C. Fragner and K.. Schwan (Berlin. 1992), 101-116. 
14Kitt2bu Meslilihi'l Mll.Slimin ve Mendfl i'l-MU'minin. ed. Ya.,ar Yficel, Osmmrlr Devlet 
Tqkilatma Dair KaytrDklar, II (Ankara, 1988}. 
lSsee. fot instance, p. 80 of facsimile of text. 
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consistently practiced in the classical age and written into codebooks of !:Qniln, 
because, he explicitly argued, price setting "is not wriuen in the [Holy] 
Book. "16 These sh9uld suffice to demonstrate that (c4nlln-mindedness was not 
the sole attitude in post-Stileymiinic reformist historical consciousness and 
political prnctice. · · 

We can now return to the dominant position of (c4nlln-minded reformism 
which clearly docs not have any monopoly over Ouoman decline and reform 
discourse. This is a much more vigorous or visible trend with much more 
significant impact because of its grip on the imagination of the majority of 
Ouoman administrators and intellectuals. Once again, the precursor of this 
literature was ironically produced right in the middle of Stileymiin's reign: A$af 
ndme, written by Lu~li Plllja, grand vezir to Stileyman for two short years 
between 1539 and 1541.17 

And further examples multiplied after 'Ali's Counsel, written around 
1580." Even in these works, however, no ruler of the classical age is immune 
from reproach. Just 10 give an example, one could cite 'Ali's criticism of 
Me~ed the Conqueror who, with good intentions but unwisely according to 
'Ali, moulded the world of scholarship into a regular career path with a rigid 
hierarchy of ranks and offices, thereby paving t11e way for patronage and bribery 
to become more important than leaming. 19 

To tum specifically to the trcalment of Siileymiin's reign with this 
problem in mind, one is struck by a subtly displayed ambivalence. Next to 
nostalgic reverence is abundant and severe criticism. Many of the authors wbo 
consistently refer 10 the practices of the Siileymanic age in paradigmatic terms do 
not fail to admit that most of the practices which were perceived as COJruptions 
of the classical order did appear again in that ruler's reign. After criticizing 
Mel)med II's policy with respect to higher education, for instance, 'Ali adds that 
the "full corruption of the scholarly career path did not become manifest uritil the 
latter part of Stileymiin's reign. "20 Even ~"'i Bey, wtiohas been treated in 

16For further discussion of Fit.l Mu~afi Pqa's policy and its repercussion9. see this aulhor's 
unpublished Ph. D. Thesis. "When Coins Turned iniQ Drops or Dew and Dankers Became 
Robbers of Shadows: The Boundaries of Ouoman Economic Imagination at lhe End of lhe 
Silteenlh Ce11tury" (M(:Gill Universily, 1987), pp. 134-35. 
17several editions of this importanl work e11ist, such as those by 'Ali Emiri (Istanbul, 1326 
A.H.), R. Tschudi (Bertin, 1910), A. UAur (Ank.am (Jni¥ersitesi tlohiyar Fakalresi Islam Jlimleri 
EnsriltJsii Dergi.si 4 (1980). None of these can be considered defioilive, however. Sec, for 
io9tanc:e. the copy (Istanbul Univ. library, Til 786) with ao e11tended treatment of narh, 

mentioned in M. Kiitako8;1u. Osmarlldarda NQrh Muusesesi ve 1640 Tan'hli NQrh Defun· 
(Istanbul, 1983), p. S .. It should also be noted tbat, strictly speaking, A1Qfndme is DOl a 
representative of the declioe literature. It warns thai bad days may come if certain lh.ings are not 
healed. 

18MuP,aja 'Ali's Counsel for Sul/ans ()j 1581. ed. and lrans. A. Tietze, 2 vols. (Vienna, 1979-
S2). 

19Ziy8jl!'l SofroUJn (M~Iiidu'n·rteflii.s ji kavaidi'l-mec8lisJ, ed. ~nd trans. 0. ~- GOkyay, 2 
vols. (ls<anbul. 197S). (, 106. 
2otbid. 
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Ottoman studies as the most representative of the reform treatise writers given to 
unabashed idealization, comes right out to say that "all the seeds of corruption in · 
the Ottoman order can he located in the age or SOleyman." 

What are some of the basic elements of this critique? lbe most unexpected 
one may he the critical assesment of what are seemingly Silleymiin's undeniable 
achievements, his miliWy muscle and expansionist drive. In the eighteenth 
century, when Al)med Resmi Efendi wanted to argue that Russia's expansionism 
would not he long-lived because she was over-extending herself, he chose to give 
two examples from history: Chingis and, most surprisingly, SOleymiin, "all that 
hubris being against the nature of the flow of time I bu debdebelcr !abi'at-i 
debrden bMic olmatla ... "21 While Resmt Efendi levelled his criticism of over
extension against Silleymiin's deployment of navies in the Indian Ocean, Al)med 
Cevdet P~a. a prominent intellectual of the nineteenth century, found the sultan 
at fault for spending too much of his energies in Europe and neglecting the task 
of unifying the Islamic worldn Be it over-extension or wrong orientation, such 
charges leveled at SOleyman's "foreign poUcy" are recorded in much later sources. 
His military achievements and westward orientation do not seem to have been 
questioned by the declinists of the late 16th and 17111 centuries. To go back to 
l:fasan P~'s dream and to attempt an interpretation of one of its layers, lhe 
!e~ble-niima image suggests that some tension between lhe two orientations 
(Mecca vs Europe) was possibly recognized even in the 16th century but, if there 
was such a tension, Siileymiin appears to have maintained lhe proper balance. 
The dream narrative in fact underlines lhe awe felt by the next few generations in 
front of lhe kind of military supremacy and muscle Siileymiin's name invoked. 
The best compliment that a chronicler of lhe relatively unimpressive Hotin 
campaign of 1621 could pay to its commander ·~miin II (r. 1618-22) was to 
underline that lhis young sullan was able to go a few camping sites deeper into 
Moldavia than Siileymiin ever had." 

Certain developments that took place under Suleymiin in Ottoman 
political life, however, were seen critically soon after if not already during his 
reign. Many historians seem troubled with his very first appointment to the 
grand vezirate. Eyebrows arc raised not only at the dismissal of Piri P~ wbo is 
remembered as a wise representative of lhe classical tradition, but also at lhe 
promotion of lbclbim P~ from the rank of a mere I~ oda~l (leading page of 
the private chamber). lbclbim's story is seen on the one band as a fascinating 
instance of the Ottoman meritocratic system at work: it is nothing less than a 

21Resmi Efendi's work is given in facsimile and modern TLJrt.ish rendering by bmet 
Pakmaks1zo~lu, "Bir TUrk Diplomalmm Onsek.i7jnci Yiizyll Sonunda Devletler ArBs• lli~k.ilere 
Oair C'.Orii:Jleri," Bellden 47 (1983): 527-535: see pp. 48-49 of facs. 
22For a shari''a-minded 20th century assessment along the same lines, blaming Sii.leymin for 
ool maintaining his father's eastward vision and determined effort to quash the Shi'i menace, sec 
A. Asrar, Kanuni Sulton SUleymon Devrinde Osmonh [h.,letinin Dini Siyaseli ve Islam Alemi 
(Istanbul. 1972). For SUieymin's policy toward lhe Safavids in the east, which indeed differed 
widely from that of Selim. see Rhoads Murphey's article in this book. 
23ij.ilisi, "?ofer-n/inre, ed. Y. Ytlcel (Ankara. 198'3), lacs. of ms. from 1621, pp. 183-84. 
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moral tale of the fickle lingers of fate which can raise a slave hoy to the position 
of !he most powerful man in a mighty slate yet can also make him lose 
everything in an instant a~ casually as the change of a single leuer to spell 
Mal!:tiil (Executed) instead of Mal!:b(il (Favored). On !he other band, it does not 
go unnoticed lhat Lbe favon; Stileyman bestowed on Ibis childhood playmate and 
confidante exceeded established nonns. 1bis was aue not just in the case of !he 
appoinlment but also in tile licence later given by lhe sultan to the grand vezir to 
act in nearly absolute freedom. In Lbe end, Lbe critical subtext suggest.<, lbr3bim 
P~ had come 10 equate himself witb tile sultan because his excesses lmd been 
tolerated for too long, because be had been spoilt. 14 

This epiSO<)e represeniS merely a preface to lhe real story of political 
"corruption" under Stileyman, namely tile rising influence of palace factions. 
Much more important tllan the lbr3bim P~ episode was !he string of blunders 
and corruption associated wilh !he grand vezirate of Rtistem. The execution of 
princes under the influence of a palace faction, led by Htirrem (Roxelana) and her 
-partner-in-crime Rustem p"¥'o· haunted Stlleymfm for tile rest of his life and 
tainted his image Lbcreafter. 

Even though blame is often deflected to !he factions tllemselves, it ought 
10 be remembered tha~ in Ottoman political though~ sultanic autbority has to be 
the absolute arbiter of all social conflict. The pun;uit of self- or group-interest is 
only to be expected of !he subjeciS, but !he ideal ruler is one who would steer !he 
coun;e of state in adherence to certain absolute principles ahove and beyond the 
muddy waters of wordly interest through the application of siyiiset (executive 
power). In that respect, Stileymfm bad failed since be bad allowed himself to be 
led, or rather misled, by a faction pursuing iiS own interest - the faction of 
Htirrem and Rtistem. That factionalism managed to carve itself a permanent nicbe 
in 0Roman politics was much lamented by the autbors of lhc decline-and-reform 
literature, and tile beginnings of such factionalism, as well as lhc "pernicious" 
influence of !he harem, was placed squarely in !he reign of SOieyman. 

The topos of mischievous factions and scheming courtiers enabled aulhors 
to concentrate !heir critical energies primarily on Rtlstem, but as 'Ali kept 
reminding his readers, "so long as the king shows no circumspection and 
alertness in_U1e supervision of the vezirs, be impliciUy authorizes the oppreSsion 
of the Believers and by selecting the tyrannical vezir be approves of !he 
destruction of !he country ."25 It is with !his awareness that we musi read 
Ottoman historians reprehending Riistem for, among olher things, ttansfonning 
bard-won state lands into private or waqf holdings and thus reducing the amount 
available to be distributed as fiefs. ~~i Bey sees this as a major factor in !he 
demise of the_limar system. Despite the convenience of Riistem as !he scapegoa~ 

24•AJi (Kiinh, 371b) relates, for ioslance. lhat SUieymin allowed lbrihim P&.!Ja to build an 
"unequalled palace," covered with a lead dome like lhe royal one. whereas Onoman "l_ti.ulin" was 
different until then. 
2Scorur.rel, p. 27. 
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however, not all authors bolher to abstain from mentioning Siileymful's name in 
conjunction wilh Ibis harmful policy; in lhe 8~tzU'I Matuk, lhe magnincent 
sultan is specifically named as the one who, transgressing lhe bounds of 
"faimess/in~M," granted many villages to $ol!oollu Mel)med P~ as temlik 
(freehold) and, again, caused 01e reduction of liefs.26 

A sub-genre of Islamic belles-lettres in which the Ottomans seem to have 
taken greal pleasure consists of works of evveliydt which occupied themselves 
with identifying 01e Orst instances of particnlar uaditions or practices. Mirrors 
for prince-s, reform treatises, and histories made quill: corrunon use of this motif, 
particularly to point out the very first instance of a spccinc corrupt innovation 
and to contrast it to the pure forms of an ideal paradigm. Riistem P~ was often 
given lhe dubious honor of being tbe first to open the gates of bribery. 
Siileymiin, unlike some later rulers, is clearly and unequivocally untainted by any 
such charge27 Nevertheless, tbc Siileymanic age appears as the source of yet 
another corruption which was to constitute a major 01eme of censure in Ottoman 
decline consciousness. 

Yet Ottoman authors, typically in term of tbeir ambivalent treatment of 
the Siileymanic age, did not quite know what to do with this undisputed 
evidence. One wonders if 01ey or their readers could hold back lheir smiles when 
they wrote (and read) that Riistem took bribes and grew as rich as Pharaoh but 
knew what mercy was and did not charge mucb. 

Perhaps tbe best example of 01is ambivalence is 10 be found in lhe Kit/Jb
i Miiste!tib, an anonymous reform treatise from lhe 1620's, which may have 
been used by J:C~i Bey as a model.28 In this work, whenever Stileym~n is 
direclly referred to, he is lhe paradigmatic ruler. Yet there is a revealinJpitory 
which puts lhe blame for tbe post-Stileymanic fiscal crises, lamented by the 
author, on policies lhat were adopted under Stileyman 29 In addition to his 
stupendous weallh, Rtistem Pa~ is well-known for his measures to augment 
state revenues and for his success in filling U1e coffers of U1e Treasury 10 an 
unprecedented scale.30 But the story in the Kit/Jb-i MUslefob suggests that the 
apparent strengtb of Ouoman finances under Rtistem did not convince everyone 
thai the state stood on f urn ground in lhat age of opulence and magnificence. 

While hunting ncar Dimetoka where Lupj P~a, Riistem's predecessor, is 
pensioned off, SUieyman demands to see his ex-grand vezir Lupj. The sultan asks 

26ff•r1.iJ'/.mUIUk. ed. Y. Ylicel, O.smanlr Devlel Tefhldtma Dair Kcrynaklar, III (Ankara, 
1988), p. 177. 

27According to 'Ali (KUnh, 294a), ~em.si Pap was able lo talk Murid III into accepting 
bribes. 

28Ed, Y~ar Yiicel (Ankara. 1974). 
29Jbid., 20-21. 

30smeymin was so imp-essed by his vezir's achievement thai 011e of lhe coffers in the Treasury 
was sealed a.s "dte money collected by RU:stem" to serve as a reminder of what a revenue-minded 
statesman could do. 
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the dismissed vezir why the Outer Treasury was not full during his term of office 
whereas his succesor Rtislem managed to increase stale revenues and savings to 
such an extent !hat filled not only the Outer Treasury but also flowed over into 
the exua storehouse of Yedikule. Lu!li Pa!jll. a voice of wisdom in post
Stileymiinic advice and reform irealises whose authon; apparently cherished his 
prescient A$0/-nrime, answers that the Treasury bas been filled allrigbt by 
Rtistem, but only at the expense of the impoverished re 'dyil (the producing
taxpaying subjects), the only genuine ireasure. And be adds, with foresight which 
to the author of Kirdh-i MUste!dh is nightmarish hindsight. that this policy
the policy of Riistem but. ultimately, of Stileymiin himself as well - implies 
eventual depletion of not only !be extra reserves of Yedikule but also lhe Outer 
Treasury itself. 

In the end it seems Siileyman the Magnif•cent won over Siileyman the 
Lawgiver. The basic refrnin in the decline-and-reform literature is about ~ulm, or 
tyranny, which is often a<sociated wilh overuuation and related 10 lhe oppressive 
weight of an overgrown, overly magnificent state. In Ottoman historical 
consciousness, the closest !be Ottomans ever came to reaching the golden mean 
or the paradigmatic balancing act between imperial magnificence and law-abiding 
justice vis-a-vis the subjects was under Siileyman. And yet it was again in his 
age that the fine balance started to be broken in favor of magnificence and courtly 
excesses (including fiscal, political, and moral corruption) which led to the 
neglect of law, hence- narratologically, if not chronologically, after Siileymiin 
-to ~ulm, hence to social disorder, and hence ironically,to the eventual decline 
of Ottoman might and magnificence. As to the public perception of the 
impressive legislative activity that took place under him, it cannot be divorced 
from the image of Ottoman law itself concerning which lbe popular saying went 
"Osman!J'nm kanunu yats1ya kadllr I Ouoman law (of prohibition) is [valid] until 
forenoon.''31 

31Proverb cited in Kitdbu Mesalil•. pp. 50-51 of ·facs text. A modern version of this goes: 
"Osmanh'run kaouou Dry gUn I Ottoman law is valid for three days.'' 



PUBLIC OPINION UNDER SULTAN SULEYMAN1 

Barbara FLEMMING 

The age of Sultan Silleyman bas left its imprint on men's minds. Indeed, his 
government's political aims, as those of his father, grandfather and great
grandfather, were exlr.lordinarily ambitious. The intention was a continuous Holy 
War and a continuous expansion of the DilrU'I-lsldm.2 If Yavuz Selim bad been 
the first !;ltidima'l-~aremeyn, if Bilyezid II claimed 10 be EJrefU's-seldlin, if 
Mel)med II had been the greatest gdzi, Siileyman laid claim to the "Supreme 
Caliphate ... 3 

The aim in view remained a universal Muslin• empire and at the same 
time a true Frontier Stale. The means: a great central army developed out of the 
sultan's own household troops, disciplined, resilien~ single-minded, ready 10 die 
in the gazd. Other loyalties, to origin and region, to dervish orders, were 
subservient to this goal. Holy War was the uniting ideology. All were subjects 
of lhe Ottoman sultans,4 the grealest of whom was Siileyman. 

The splendor surrounding this sullan in hisiOry tempts us to idealize his 
reign as a true golden age. Yet Sultan SUieyman's popularity declined in the 
1540's. Surely nobody in this conference is feeling an urge to prove Siileyman 
less than his reputation. But bis reputation should be measured in contemporary 
Ottoman lerms, not in ours. In order to adequaiely measure the ruler against the 
values of his own times, we need the nanative sources. In this paper, I shall try 
to point out one aspect of the age of Siileymiin, of "public opinion" in the sense 
of opinion publicly held and expressed. 

1 This is a rev:ised and Jtighdy eolarged version of the paper read at 1he Conference on the Age of 
SUieymiD the Magnificent, Prioceloo Uaiversity, November 19-22. 1987. I wish to eKpre.ss my 
gratitude to Professor Eva Baer, Professor Cmaell Aeischer, Dr. Remke Kruk, Professor Bernard 
Lewis and Professor Andreas Treu.e for their encouragement and many helpful suggestions. 
2see H. loalcd,, The Otromon Empire. The Classical Age, 1300-1600, (london. 1973) p. 6. 
3see further lnalc1k, Cltus~al Age, p. 57. 
41oalcJk, Qassical Age, p. 80. 
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This was in lhe first place lhat of lhe central govemmem. The sultan's 
hisiDriographers made known lhe course of evenlS in such a way as to "prevent 
misunderstanding and 10 forestall uninfonned criticism. "5 But nextiD Ibis, it was 
possible for Ule educated to express their view, concealing !heir identity if 
necessary .6 

The work wbich I shall discuss, written by an author who does give his 
name, belongs to a litUe-known genre of "public opinion," prophecy. lls writers 
were adepts of rem/ and of cifr, esoteric knowledge concerning the destinies of 
nations, in its apocalyptic aspects, a literature which is also known as melt1/lim, 
eschatological expectAtions centering around natural calamities, great 
conjunctions and eclipses. 

For lbe prophetic writers, in distinction from the later na~i~atname 
writers, the most insistent questions revolved around the perfection of man's 
soul, made most urgent by the expectation of the Mahdi. The Cdmi <u·t
meknundt, "Collec10r of the Concealed", is such a book. 

Its author, Mevliina 'isa, was born in about 879/1474-1475 (according to 
his own words) in l:famid iii (according to Mu~!afii · Ali)7 He studied law and 
became a deputy judge. He may have been in some way aflili.ated to a dervish 
order; I have suggested the 1Jalvetlye.8 He had studied 'aruz and history, in which 
cbronology and millenarian speculation attracted him. 

The text is found in three manuscripL• dating from the first years of the 
seventeenlb century. They are: 

Le: Library of the University, Leil.len, Cod. Or. 1448. Part I of a 
manuscript of two parts, dated 10-20 Ramazan 1013/February 1605. 13 
lines ID the page. It was first described in 1865.9 

5s. Lewis and Ch. Pellat. "Djarida~. El. 2nd ed .. s.'Y. 
6-rbe Vilp'.it-1 Sul!in Cem and the Curhelnime, both describing the Jife and deeds of Prince Cern, 
remained anonymous, even in lhe lime of Silleym&o. ~- Turan eumined an anonymous, f!i'al· 
D.ime, the author of which was in lhc .~ervice of Prince Selim Oater Selim II); J. Turan, Ktmunl'nin 
Oglu $eltz/itk Bayel.id Vak'a.n (Ankara, 1961) p. 9. 
7C. H. Reischer. Bureaucrat and /nzellectual in the Olloman Empire. The Historian Mustafa Ali 
(1541-1600) (Princeton. 1986) 247f.; J. Schmidt. Mu!!afd ·AU's Kanhu'l-a~bdr and its Preface 
according 10 the Leilkn Mtm11script (lstanbul-l~iden. 1987) pp. 8. 35. 72. 
8Table Ronde "L'ordre des Beklachis" in S1rasbourg, June 1986. On these mailers s~ now Ahmed 
T. Karamustafa, Vcibidi'" M~•b-i [lvoca-i CihOn ve Nedc.e-i Can: Critical Edition and Historical 
Analysis. unpublished Ph. D. dissertation. Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University, 
(Montreal, 1986). I thank Dr. Karamus1afa for puuing his Ph. D. thesis at my disposal. 
9P. de Jong and M.J. de Goeje, Calnlogus Codicum Orientalium Bibliothecae Academioe Lugduno 
Bauwae Ill (l..eiden. 1865) 26no. DCCCCXLIV. 
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An: Library of lhe Turk Tarih Kurumu, Ankara, Y. 240/4. Part six or a 
manuscript dated Receb 1012Jbeg. 11 June 1603. 15 lines to the page. 
First described by its fOimer owner, Osman Ferid Saglam. ! 

Is: Library of the University, Isranbul, T. Y. 3263, formerly lbntilemin 
Malunud Kemal (Ina!). In lhe colophon lsma'il el-katib writes that he 
finished the "rough draft" (tesvid) on Mul)am:m I or a year ending with 
six (the rest or the dale has been cut ofO; probably late sixteenth or early 
seventeenth century. It consists of ISO folios, with I5 lines to the page. 
The manuscript has been rebound at lea.~t once.1° 

The manuscripts represent three recensions, a shon one (Le), a longer one 
(An), and an even longer one (Is). Conttary to what I said in an earlier paper, I 
now think it possible that these recensions were made, in that order, by the 
author himself. In Le and An the work is dated 936/beg. 5 September 1529 and 
940/beg. 23 July 1533; in Is 950/beg. 6 June 1543 is given as the final date. 

The book is ostensibly a gazavdt-ndme, 11 but its essential object is 
announcing the end of the world and preparing the initiated for this event. It is 
wriuen as a me~nevi poem alternating between the metres hexec and remel; the 
form suggests that the text was to be read aloud to listeners who are addressed iy 
feta eu:. In order to make lhe contents more acces.~ible to his public, use is niade, 
especially at tllC beginning, of fables and parables. 

In the longest recension the work is divided into one hundred twenty-five 
(unnumbered) short chapters, of which the first forty-seven consist of a hislory of 
creation, of the nur-i Al)med, "light of Mul)ammad', and of the prophets. The 
nativity horoscope of the Prophet is set out in derail, because it helps in the 
recognition of the Mahcli. 

Chapters forty-eight to ninety-five tell the history of the Ouomans from 
the legendary beginnings of the dynasty to the death of Selim I. Chapters ninety
six to one hundred and twenty-three are mainly devoted to the reign of Sulran 
Stileyman. 

1 'Tor earlier literature see my "Der Gimi Ul-meko(loil. Eine Quc:llc Alis aus der Zei1 Siilcyrnins'". 
in H. R. Roemer and A. Nodi (eds.). Studi~n zur Geschichte und K11l1ur du Vorderen OrimJs. 
Festschrift fUr Bertold SpiJler (Leideo. 1981) p. 86, aod "$il)ib-~uin uod Mahdi. Tiirk.ische 
Eodzeiterwartu.ogeo iro Ersteo Jahrzehot der Regjeruos Sllleymins", Gy. Kara.. ed., Betwun the 
DOIWbe and the Caucas1rs (Budapest, 1987) p. 51. I thank the keepers of the l..eideo, Aokaraand 
Istanbul colleaions for putting microfilms or their manuscphs at my disposal. 
11 Cf. Orban ,Saik GOkyay's coutribulion to his volume. ftThe Literature of ExpansiOn and 
Conquest.ft 
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Many passages of ·isa's poem deal with situations which were half
forgotlen when he was writing, and with people who had long been dead. He had 
sufrered during the great famine, followed by the plague, of 1503, and had 
witnessed the earthquake which in 915/beg. 21 April 1509 deslroyed the inner 
city of Istanbul. Nearer to his own time were the revolt of the Mamluks in Syria 
and Egypt; the cam("oaign of Rllodcs; the conquest of Belgrade, Moh>\cs, Pes~ and 
the conquest iind re-ronquest of Buda. 

Quite close to the aulhor's old age -he was seventy-one when he wrote 
his final version- were the third Hungarian campaign. known as the "Raids in 
Germany", gazavdt-1 vi/dyet-i A/dmdn, begun with the hope of conquering 
Vienna but setlling for the small forlress of Kosek (Guns, Koszeg); the peace 
with Ferdinand who agreed to pay an annual tribule, the campaigns against the 
Safavids and especially the Baghdad campaign; UJC raids on Corfu and Apulia 
(Korfuz and Pulya) under Lu!fi Pa~; l:fayruddin's conquests by sea; the secret 
pact with infidel France and dlc disappointment at Ule French belrayal; the 
campaign in Moldavia. 

The end of ·isa's longest version takes us to the year of writing, 1543, 
when Ottoman campaigning led to the occupation of several fortresses in western 
Hungary, sc. Esztergom (Gran), Tala and Sz~kesfehtvar (Istolni Delgrad, 
SUJhlweissenburg), before Silleymlin slarted home wiUl his army.t2 

What should 'isa wrile about his own time? With the world at war, with 
such calaSirophes as llie bloody civil war in Anatolia behind one, with such feats 
of piracy as the capture or Algiers and Tunis and such unexpected failures as 
Vienna, with lhe incessant moving of armies and ships from east to west as the 
situation demanded. The first twenty years of SOieyman's reign had been years of 
ahnost uninterrupted warfare and crisis. 

The final baille had not yet been fought. SullaO Siileyman, with all his 
might, bad not been able to lure either the Habsburg monarchs, Charles V and 
Ferdinand, or the Shah of Persia, Talunisb into open battle, to decide who was 
the "supreme ruler of all the world" n The term denoting this universalist 
aspiration was sd{lib-~trdn "lord of an auspicious conjunction, invinci!Jie hero." 14 

The Turkish author takes Charles V's aspirations15 seriously: he quotes him as 
asking the Pope for the crown and as announcing that he would go to the 

121 gav~ an im(JI"ess:ion of this part io a paper enlided "MevHinS 'fsi's view of Otloman Hun8ary" 
at lhe 7th CIEPO Symposium in Ptcs. 7-11 September 1986. 
13Stanford Shaw, Hislory of lhe OttomLln Empire and Modl'm Turkey. I (Cambridge. 1976), p. 
94. 
14c. Acisch.er, "Royal Authority, Dynastic Cyclism, and lba KhaldUnism' in Si~tecnlh-Century 
Ottoman Letters", Journal of Asian and African Studies XVIII (1983), p. 206. 
ISsee John Elliott'!! contribution to this volume. 
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mounlain of the ~af which forms the frontier of the rerresbial world (An 144a). 
Siileyman writes to Charles V: f" lpldun da'vd-i $iiMb-~m1nil er isen ~r~ula 
salla varam (since you have claimed universallurdship, meet. if you are a man, 
him who is advancing towards you). 

In those years Sultan SUieyman was $d/lib-~~riin rather than ~anuni. 
Ebii's-su'iid, as Sey)Jii'l-islam (after 952/1545), was yet to undertalce the great 
revision ami compilation of the l_<aniin which earned Siileyman the title of 
"lawgiver." 

•lsa's s1arements about Sultan Silleyman must be seen against the 
background of politic and religious expeclations of his time. His Cdmi <u'l
meknllndt conlains delailed slatements concerning the end of the world, and some 
remarkable prognostications about the political future. 

The world's life-span was seven thousand years; to the Imam Ca 'far as
ad•\< (d. 765) the author ascribes the statement that a thousand years had not yet 
passe~ and that forty-five years were left; to Aristotle lhe foretelling thai there 
would be a flood once in seven thousand years (Is 66alb). 

The author discusses its date, which he locates in an obscure, but 
imminent future. The Mahdi, he suggests, would come soon. Born under the 
same consrellation as the Prophet, be would be preceded by thiny perfect human 
beings, a~{iib. several of whom were l;lalveli sheykhs. 'isa affirms that the 
present sultan, Siileyman bin Selim, was such a mighty k{izi tllat he might well 
he the Mahdi himself, but he moderates this claim immediately hy adding that at 
any rare he might be his chief paladin (server). 

Towards the end of the Istanbul version, written in 1543, only seven 
years afrer the death of M~bOilbrahim P>cy1, 'isa touches on the extraordinary 
power of the ser'asker of the sultan and the shock of his fall, after which Ayas 
P~ became Grand Vizier. 

But in a prophetic passage, ostensibly written earlier, 'isa traces a picture 
of the Ottoman society to come. Wbal did he see? A pddi$iih who would leave 
matters of state to his vizier; a lawlessness of the emirs of the time, who would 
rob the re'dy/i with impunity; a corruption among the kadis who would violare 
sacred law and substiture ruses for it; but then suddenly there would be a remedy: 
the killing of the vizier by the sultan, who would then reign as another Mal)mOd 
(of Ghazna) with his Ayas ... 

Such starements -and the last one has all the appearances of a prophecy 
ex eventu - may reflect 'isa's opinion of the reigning sultan; but conclusions 
can only be drawn ater a closer examinaton of his work. At the moment, one 
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may only consider the treatment of certain key themes, where the author 
discusses not so much what happened but what people thought was happening to 
them and was going to happen. 

I shall give four short illuslrations of what may be called Mevlllnll 'isa's 
political convictions. The firSt concerns the succession to the throne. 1543 was a 
critical year. The aging Sultan Siileyman, bis favorite having died, showed his 
preference for his youngest son and trnnsferred the eldest to Amasya. People saw 
that there were troubles ahead, princes taking up arms against lbeir brothers or 
against their father. For 'isi. who dnes not refer to this direcUy, U1e 1roubled 
years preceding the deposition of Bayezid II and Selim 's usurpation of lbe throne 
must have been living re3Jities. 

He depicts Selim I as a just ruler who removed innovation, bid'at, 
tyranny and corruption, (laldlet; in his time the sheep could walk with lbe wolf, 
the mouse could put its bead on the eat's paw. 'isa imputes to the dying Selim I 
an expression of regret on three accounts; that he died before the ~IZII~. that he 
did not build an 'irn3ret for himself, and that he did not wage Holy Wai. 

It is surely no accident that Mev lana ·jsa, who was of the same generation 
as Sultan Selim I, pays special attention to Bayezid Il's forced abdication, 
deposition and death. Early on in his work, ·isa gives a glancing hint. praising 
the times of ·~man, "when fralricides did not yet exist. "16 

Not long after 'isa's writing the aimY was going to demand Siileymiin's 
retirement to Demotika (Dirnetoka): this would have reduuced the $d/lib-tlrdn to 
the pitiable state of lbe aged Bayezid 11.t7 Indeed, this precedent was what Prince 
Mu~!8f3 had in mind, as his leiters (admittedly not until the early fifties) 
reveal18 

My second illuslration beais on the issue of social order. Did people 
recognize that it was breaking down, and that the sultan's policies were 
responsible for it? Among modem historians there is a growing awaicness lbat 
this breakdown began in lbc early years of the sixteenth century.t9 

Contemporary Ouoman historiographers, it has been suggested, were 
blinded to the more immediate social and economic causes of Anatolian unrest. 
which they preferred to attribute to religious causes, especially the "hideous 

I6Here, u elsewhere, ·tsa probably uses the Anonymou.11 Chronicle as a source for IUs work; see 
my paper in Pks. 
17Turan. ~ehz./Jde Bayezid Vak'as,, p. 11. 
18A. D: Alderson, The Structure of the Ottoman Dynosry (Oilord, 1956): Turan. $ehzAde Bayezid 
Vak'as1, p. 25. 
19M. A. Cook. PopulaJion Pressure in Rural.4n.arolia 1450-1600 (Oxford, 1972) p. 32. 
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Safavid doctrine."2° lbis may be accounted for, not by lack of insight. but by 
their function, mentioned above, of presenting the course of events according to 
lhe opinion of the cenual government. 

"When lhe plain of Synnia had been conquered", 'isA wrote, "lhe sultan 
said: feel ashamed as long as the Turks have notlaken root here. The people of 
Ibis country will not be obedient until Muslims have settled down here. In order 
to depon many tribes (il) from lhe Bozol;lu and filllhat country, a beg went and 
a number of kadis. These (tribes) were not willing to be deponed; lhey rebelled. 
lhey slew lhe beg and also killed lhe kadis." 

£~~-J~l-~~!i2.n_l!...rn,J.1QJ£ed reg:.t!!~m.!?!!!dmL§.!~~~ 
doctrine, is lhe cause of lhe first great tribal disturbance. Here and e_J~~)II)lete.in 
ihe Timi'af.;jiefmfOATrhfrP'jSM.i;)CjC'OiiQSiihi'liiLO~snciiii COO@ioos aud their 
causes. This would bear oullbe view !hat 'isa was not an official historian. -

My lhird example concerns 'isa's trcalment of booty, ganimet. Professor 
lnalclk21 noted ccnain facts about lhe reservoirs of slave labour lhat were opened 
lbrough lbe Turkish conquests in Chrislan lands. Soldiers could get cash out of 
prisoners from U1e slave-merchants who set up lbeir markets at lbe end of a 
battle. 22 Mev lana •isa often has. occasion to "'"-te lbat after a successful siege or 
~paign lbe army took such a vast amount of booly and prisoners lhat they 
were "drawned" in lbem. The slave market aclllally plummeted after lhe battle of 
Mobacs and lhe ensuing raids into Hungary. A~mcts and gtJi!UIIfis carried_ off 
lhousands of prisoners; "every poor man in lhe army got rich;" "one man look 
lbiny 10 fony captives and sold lhem - it was unheard-of; but ten of !hem did 
not surpass lbe value of one, and U1ere was nobody who would pay a hundred 
ak~e for one, so lbat when everybody bad his fill, lbey were nol left in lbe 3!JIIY 
but put on lhe boats; lbey took pencil< alive for lhe stale treasury, amounting to 
120.000 prisoners, compare Ibis now wilb lhe 600.000 laken" (An 142b).23 

My final illustration concerns lbe need for appoinlments. 'isa refers to 
survivors inheriting lbe positions of lbe dead. He observes lhe heavy losses of 
the Ouoman army during certain campaigns, especially after lbe sieges of 
Belgrade and Rhodes. Tens of lbousands were dead or disabled, positions had lo 

2°J. R. Walsh. "The Historiography of Ouoman~Safavid Relations ia the Sixteenth and 
Seveoteeoth Centuries·, B. Lewis and P. M. Holt. ed.~., Historians of lht!! Middle Eost, 2nd ed .. 
(Lond011, 1964) pp. 206-209. 
21n lnalcJk, lnlrcduclory Address to lhe Princeton Conrerence. 
22n. Inalc1k, "Ghulim" in EJ. 2nd ed., s.v. 
23 According to lnalcd(, ''Ghulim:" "in the second half of the 9dl/1 Slh century the average price 
of a slave was 40-SO Venetian ducats"; Pakabn writes: .. when there were many captives, their 
price fell to 12S ak~" (Tarih Deyimleri II 766). 
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be refilled. After a Hungarian campaign two hundred (ak~e?) were paid 10 each 
disabled soldier (ma/lnlc) (1st 91 )_ 

Though he does not actually mention unemployment among lhe kadis, it 
is clear that Mev lana 'isa who had served as a substitute judge during thirty-five 
years, foresaw misery for his own profession. He warned lhat the Final Hour 
would be preceded by the portent 'a/timet, "humiliation of the learned": Judges 
and professors would be put to shame; when !he flute or lhe violin would be 
played lhey would be aler~ but !hey would pay no heed wben Traditions and 
Commentaries on lhe Korao were read. 

Mev!anii 'isii's sources must have been diverse. He knew and cited 
Al)medrs lskender-name; he bad recourse to lhe Tevdri/;-i Al-i '05mdn. He 
displays a lhorougb knowledge of writings containing lhe wisdom of Aristotle 
and Ca'far ~-Sad•'>- His profession must have given bim access to works24 and 
libraries wbere such works were kept. 25 

He discussed lhese matters witl1 his lhree friends, two of whom were 
kadis. He does not say much about lhe judge l~tibzade Al)med, whose companion 
he was during lhc reign of Sullan Biiyczid IL He is more informative about 
anolhcr judge, ~ii.di Mul)yiddin, whose close friend he was between 1512 and 
1520 and who was well versed in all the sciences and eminent in cifr. Mevliina 
<isa admired Ibis learned kadi from the naval port of Gelibolu, whose full name 
was Me~med b. lsma'TI, Mul)yiddin, wilh tile nickname Kepeciogh. For him 'isa 
made the final copy of his (Mu~yiddin's) Turkish compilation concerning 
juridical questions, mesd'il. entitled, tantalizingly, Minhdc (only !he Istanbul 
manuscript contains this information). Mevlanii ·isa admired ~ii<;li Mu~yiddin 
who practised, among other sciences, cifr. A !bird friend was lhe colonel 
(mfra/ay) Muriid Beg, an expert astrooomer/aslrologer. 

These men may perhaps be regarded as lhe author's patrons. The book is 
nol expressly dedicated to lhe reigning sultan. Did Sultan Siileymiin actively lry 
to influence. public opinion lhrough the prophetic writers? A reml-prophecy was 
presented to him after lhe execution of Prince Mu~\llfii16 The Rumriz-i Kunliz of 
the Bayriimi ~ey!J lhn ·isa Al!:~i~ilri (died 1559/60) was completed under his 
reignP What did be think of the Bayriimi-Meliimeti ~ey!J Pir 'Ali, who claimed 
to be the Mahdi? We hear of a conversation between the two men, in which the 

24An e111ample would be lhe Turkish version oflhc Risdle~i si[Qll by N~iraddin TG.si, described by 
M. Giitz, Turldsche Hwulschriflen, (W;esbaden 1979) (VOHD XIII. 4). 341 DO. 355. 
2Sp_ Sezgin, Gesclu'chle db arabischen &hr•fnums VII (Leideo, 1979) refern to many Arabic 
manuscripts in Turkish libraries. 
26-ruran, $t!lrzM.e Bayeztd Vok'au, 2S noc.e 2. quoting T. GOkbilgin. 
27M. GOiz. Tlirkische llandschriftm. Teil 4 (Wiesbaden, 1979) (VOHD XIII, 4), 353 no. 369; H. 
Sohrweide, TUrkiscbe Handschrifren, Teil 5, (Wiesbaden, 1981) (VOHD XIII, 5), 275 no. 293. 
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~eyb is said to have uuered, "my padijah, now to outward appearance you are lbe 
Mahdi ... •2H ~ain, some years later, Seyyid Lo~n w~ that Stile~n 
had left behind ~ybs of religious orders in b•s'j)loiiS" asceticism and had attained 
ilie<Jegree of ibe perlect men, aJij/J/) ... 29 ·-·--------~---

With regard to gazd 'lsa speaks as an expansionist Ottoman: gazd is lbe 
sultans' duty; integration of lhe conquered lands is necessary. Vienna must be 
destroyed in lhe interest of a safe and prosperous Buda (1st 90a); it had been 
necessary lhatlbe Al!;lnciS bad turned Hungari•n and Auslrlan l•nds into a desert; 
at least 'isa boasted that they had done so. After MoM.cs there was no Ouoman 
soldier who had not cut off five to ten heads; they used corpses as cushions for 
their own heads (An 142b). At the same time 'isa was interested in Christian 
affairs; be records, in the style of the gazavd/ndme, the deliberations of their 
leaders; he describes the Sack of Rome; he welcomes the sultan's generosity in 
giving the Christians back one of their churches in Esztergom. 

Perhaps the Cdmi'U'l-meknuniil was designed for inslrUction of a circle of 
friends, who may have had dervish (I:Jalvetiye? Melamiye?) connections. By 'isa's 
time, suspicion bad long turned against subversive Shi'is. The hold of the Sunni 
establishment had tightened. The t:::•zllb~ were an abomination. But •isa's 
chapter on the death of Shah lsma'il is surprisingly mellow. The ~1zllb~ finds 
his resting place in Kcrbel3, where he has built a canal. 

With millenarian beliefs speculations sprang up that, pending the end of 
days, a good life on earth would come. In this mood it was possible to raise the 
question of the cost of the gazavdl, considering the terrible price in dead and 
wounded, but concluding tl1at it was wortll iL 

llte book's archaic Old Ouoman and the me~nevl fonn, which became 
anachronistic from lbe seventeenth century onwards, may have been responsible 
for its being neglected for some time. But it was no~ wholly rorgotten, because 
M~!afii 'Ali quoted from the wod< in his KUnhU'/-a/}bdr. Its semi-esoteric nature 
must have appealed to him. Through 'Ali, public (though not official) opinion 
under the sultans Murad Ill and Mehmed Ill remained in touch with Mevlana 
'lsa's Cdmi'ii'l-meknilnat, tluee gener~tions after Sultan Siileymiln. 

28Abdiilbikl (GOipmarh). MeiAmilik ve MeM,Uier (l.itanbul, 1931) wilh an anecdote af Suh.ao 
Siileymio setting free a MeUimi prisoner to ensure victtTy at Rhodes. 
29~ryQfelii'l-lns8niyye fi ~emAili'l-'Oimiiniyye (rascsimile, ISianbul. 1987) 48b. 





STATE, SOVEREIGNTY AND LAW DURING THE 
REIGN OF S0LEYMAN 

Halil tNALCIK 

I. THE CONCEPT OF STATE 

A. ''nJSTICE." FOUNDA"TION OFT! IE STA1E 

With regard to lhe concept of state, while the ulcma laid emphasis on lhe Islamic 
notions, lhe bureaucrats (kaudb) insisted on lhe Turco-Iranian traditions. The 
titles of !JUddvendiglir and pddi~tih (both meaning great king or emperor in 
Persian), as well as the titles or !Jan and l!a*dn (emperor in lhe Central Asian 
empires), were used by the klittdb wben they intended to stress the Turco-Irania:il 
C~!!Cie!" o( sovereignty. 

Siileyrnan is believed to have embodied in his person the most 
accomplished image of the Middle Eastern ruler. In the eyes of the Ouomans, be 
overshadowed the Sassanian emperor Anfishirwan tiusraw (Chosroes I, 531-579) 
and matched the Quranic image of the perfect ruler, Salomon. In their 
glorification of Siileymfu:l, they laid empha<is on his sense or justice and equity 
as tlte most. significant characteristic of his rulersb.ip. In fact, their emphasis on 
the principle of justice is not just a matter of rhetoric. Ever since ancient 
Mesopotamia, justice bad come to be considered as the most effective ethical and 
wise principle of conduct of a king in the successive empires of the Middle East. 
But il is to be noted that in this tradition, the concept of justice gained quite a 
spcciftc meaning, not to be simply limited to the ethical notion of equity. 

The particular notion of 'adtileJ1 (Ar. 'add/a) as the key principle in the pre
Islamic Persian or Middle Eastern political system appears to have been 
in~uced into the Islamic state system by the Persian bureaucrats and literati in 
the __ sen;ice of the C~liphate. The notion obviously originated frompre-Jslamic 

1See H. lnale~k, The Ottoman Empire, 11re Classical Age /300-1600 (London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1973). pp. 6:5-69; also lnalc•k. "Adiletnimeler," Belgeler, vol. 2 (Ankara: 1965), W· 
49-52. 
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Indo-Persian advice literature. The famous story in a!-Tabari about lhe Sassanian 
King Parwiz discussed pragmatic issues for a successful government. lberc, lhe 
main issue was how to increase lhe state revenues wilhout causing discontenl 
among lhe Laxpaying majority. The question was !bat when lhe discontent of lhe 
masses went unheeded, it might cause lhe loss of power. The case of Parwiz 
exemplified lhe power-state or tyranny. It argued that since lhe ruler's power was 
sanctioned by God, he had lhe right to use any means to consolidate it. which 
included increasing Laxes. But lhrougb long historical experience, it was learned 
lhat a despotic government based on lhe use of sheer force could not last long. In 
lhe story, Ibis kind of government is discarded not only because an oppressive 
government might result in an impairment of lhe productive capacity of tbe 
Laxpayers (aod lhus in a decrease in government revenues). As tbe alternative, it 
was proposed lhat protection of lhe tax-payers against tbe abuse of royal power 
was lhe best policy because it would enchance production and state revenues and 
consequendy would solidify lhe royal power. 

Thus, justice had quite a specific meaning in !his system of governmeol 
Its definition bas a cntcial importance for us in rnlderslanding lhe whole structure 
of !he Middle Eastern slate. Justice in lhis system is defined as lhe prevention 
and elimination of lhe oppressive acts, •ulm, by lhose who exercise power in !he 
name of lhe ruler. This would be achieved lhrough lhe dfvdn al-ma;dlim or lhe 
O!!!Jman__Divdn-i HamdyiJn functioning as a supreme coun, lhrough a constant 
check and spying on !he governors, summary punishments under lhe siydsa laws, 
periodic promulgation of 'adiilet-namcs or rescripts of justice, and !he public's 
recourse to ri~'a and 'ari-i rna/liar, or petition rights against the abuses of power 
of tbe agents of srate. 'n1e whole administrative system rested on a notion of 
'add/er conceived in tllis manner. In Ibis system, 'adJ/er is not simply a principle 
of equity and impanial judgm~"llt; but· .ilso a principle of social action. 

Wilhin this system, power and justice were considered not as a dichotomy, 
but as interdependent principles. Power was for justice and justice for power. 
Arbitrary use of power was injustice. lbe ultimate goal or supreme power was to 
establish justice and it was justice that consolidated power. 'lllus, I believe that 
the term 'oriental despotism' in western literature is a misconception of the real 
srate system in the east. 

The concept of one ruler with absolute power was of central imponance 
for the system, because the only way to realize the 'adJ/er was believed to be by 
means of an omnipotent ruler independent from all external influences, deciding 
and acting in absolute freedom, responsible only before G!!dll!Lhi~J!C_Lions. In 
other words, absolute power was believed 1o be the ultimate guarantee and shelter 
for the oppressed. The ruler should be on the watch all the time against injustices 
and be prepared to hear complaints directly from his subjects. The imperial 
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council presided over by the ruler himself and open to the humblest of his 
subjects was lhe key institution of the empire. 

lbe 'Tower of 'Addler,' or Cihdnnilmli in the Ottoman court symbolized 
the constant watch of lhe ruler. Further investigati<Jn, particularly of the classical 
Ottoman system of government, demonstrates that the social class with which 
the ruler was primarily concerned in establishing !he 'addlet or prolection, was 
the peasant re'dyd. 

The peasantry lived in isola!ed small communities in the countryside and 
were victims of all sorts of exactions and acts of violence. In !he narrow sense of 
the word, re 'dyd meant those family farm units in the countryside. They 
conslituted the backbone of the produclive classes and the main source of public 
revenues. Titus, from the times of Harnmurabi or Aniishirwan IJ usraw I, the 
justice-seeking measures concerned ~te peasantry, land holding, 3lld land laltalion. 
In the Ottoman Empire, a whole series of laws and regulations were designed 
principally to protect the peasants against the exactions of provincial timar
holding soldiery and local authorilies. 'Add/er meant for the Ottoman bureaucraiS 
primarily ~te proleclion of the re 'dyd against abuses of power in the provinces. 

It is my belief that the special mC3lling of juslice in the Middle Eastern 
state is of key importance in understanding that state. Methodologically, it is 
necessary to study comparalively the ra~ter unsystemalic colleclion of maxims 
and stories in the advice lilerature, with the actual government organization and 
policies. 'TI1311ks to the archival source, the study of the Ottoman state offers the 
most detailed and reliable picture of a typical Middle Easlern empire. 

In the Ottoman Empire, the central government's great concern to redress 
the injustices can be seen in U1e following measures 3lld inslitutions: 

1 _ The principle of accessiliilily 

In the Ouoman government syslem, even the humblest member of the 
society had Ute right to take his complaints to lhe imperial council. A series of 
books in the Ouoman archives known as lhe defter-i sikdydt2 indicale also the 
wide usc of wriuen grievances against provincial authorities. Such applications, 
when done through the kadi, were called 'ari-i ma/li.ar, or pelilions, and oflen 
bore many signalures of Muslim and non-Muslim re 'dyiJ. Complaints were 
direcled against taX collectors, the local military, or even against the governors. 
The sultan encouraged there 'tiyd to bring injustices to Ibis attention. 

2suc:h a Defter-i ~ikdydt is published by H.G. Mayer e1 al.. Das Osmani.sche "Regi.fterbuch der 
Be.rchwerden" ($ikayet De[ten") vom Jahre 1675, vol. l, Vienna 1984. 
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2. The Idea of Just Era 

On his accession to !he throne, every sultan introduced certain dramatic 
measures to declare to !he world lhat his reign was going to he an era of justice. 
Thus. many rulers in Iran began !heir reign by abolishing lhe tamgha taxes. 

It was a cuslom of the Ottoman sultans to promulgate periodically 
rescripts of justice, or 'adalet-names. to warn the government agents in lhe 
provinces to refrain from such illegal acts as imposition of forced services and 
dues on lhe re'aya, making exactions, slaying in lhe homes of lhe peasanlry, and 
forcing the IaUer to feed their large retinues. These were the most common 
abuses the sultan tried to prevent under lhe lhreat of the severest srydsa penalties. 
The sultan asked lhc local kadi to publicize his orders and give a copy of it to 
whoever wanted one. Such abuses perpetr.ued by public agents were subject to a 
special jurisdiction called siydsa. No casb compensation was accepted for such 
crimes and siydsa punishments were ___P_~_cularir severe. 

3. Royal Watch on Injustices 

An elaborate intelligence and espionage network was believed to he 
eslablished primarily to keep watch on lhe acts of lhe public agents to prevent 
unjust acts. Also the Ottoman sultans' secret tours in disguise were designed to 
discover lhe abuses and to redress injustices. All Urese Ottoman practices sound 
so familiar for a reader of Niz3m. al-Mulk's Siydsetndme.J Actually the tradition 
was transmitted by the katt/Jb, lhe bureaucrats, and by a large literature designed 
for the klltldb, such as advice books, manuals on state finances and accounting, 
or in~· (epistolography) and history books. It is no coincidence !hat in Ottoman 
literature, the first uanslations consisted of books in these fields. 

4. Symbolism and Iconography of Justice 

Astral symbolism of power and justice goes back to lhe Mesopotamian 
civilizations. The combinations of the sun and the lion, or lhe sun and lhe moon 
symbolized royal power and justice. Sassanian and Seljuk coins hear the same 
emblems. In lhe famous Turkish book of advice f.(utarJtu Bilig,4 Kiin-Togdr, 
rising sun, is lhe ruler and represents justice ; his vizier Ay-Doldt, full-moon, 
represents intellect and daw/a - fort1111e. The ruler's supreme duty is to eliminate 
injustices. I.Cuta\!gu Bilig says the sword in the ruler's hand symbolizes his power 

3see. for instance, p. 456 of the edition by H. Drake (Tehran: 1962). 
4Yilsuf ij.i$.'III:Iijib, Wisdom of Royal Glory (Kutadgu Bilig), A Tllrco-/sldmic Mi"or for Princes, 
trans. R. Daokoff (Chicago, 1983). 
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10 establish justice by immediate decision and execution. Tbe emblems of sun, 
moon, lion, and sword of justice arc to be found together or individually on all 
the regalia of Asiatic states. 

The piciOrial arrangemenl of the 'addlet, revenue, army, and power in the 
form of a circle meanl to sbow the wbole system, or the dependence of each 
component on the others. In a circle il is not clear which element.. 'addlet or 
power, is the initial point; all the elements are considered to be absolutely 
imcrdependent. On the other hand, prevention of illegal taxation being the central 
concern of lhc ruler and his subjects, particular care was taken 10 announce 'aiM let 
measures 10 the public, as demonslrated in the royal tax inscriptions throughout 
the Middle East. The decrees engraved on the walls of the Masjid-i Jurn 'a in 
Isfahan, lhc llkhanid inscription on lhe gate of the Ankara caslle are among such 
examples. 

The theme of justice and royal power also pervaded historiograpby, lhe 
in§ii' lilerature, and court poclry. This pattern had crucial significance for those 
who considered the concept of a just ruler as the very foundation of sociely. A 
series of semiotic conventions in art and literalure would be clear to us .the 
momenl we realize the pervasive meaning of litis particular oullook of stale and 
society. 

In conclusion, contrary 10 whal is believed, lite advice lileralure is only 
one part of tbc evidence of a system of goverruncnt which prevailed in the Middle 
East since anriquity. Without il, the medieval Near Eastern state cannot be 
underslood and defined. Siileyrniin is reported 10 have read with greal interest the 
advice to kings literatureS 

Stileyrniin's rescript of justice from 1565 declares in its preamble that he is 
determined to eliminale injustices perpetrated against his subjects by the 
provincial authorities, notably the governors and judges, and to ensure for the 
subjects a secure and prosperous life "under his time of justice. "6 The rescript 
banned the most widespread abuses, Ute forcible marriages and false testimonies. 
In other rescripts, the common forms of injustices included tbc collection of 
taxes not in accordance with the tax registers, the •llicil collection of dues and 
service fees, making false accusations lo exac1 money from the peasants, or 
frequently visiting villages with large retinues with the pretext of investigating 
criminal acts and in the process forcing the peasants to feed them and to pay 
indemnifications. The imperial rescript ordered that such official lOurs be repealed 
only every three months and !hat no provisions be received from the peasants 

SA lranslatioa or Kalila wa Dimnn by 'Ali b. Silil;l, for instance, was generously rewarded by 
SUleymin: Per~evi, Td'rf~ (lslanbul: 1281/1864), pp. 60-1. 
6Inalc1k, .. Adalelnimeler.·• 99·104. 
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unless lhey were paid for. The rescripts of justice specifically prohibited exira 
labor services which were imposed by lhe local aulhorities on lhe peasants. 
There, ftseal concern was emphatically expressed by lhe statement lhat as a result 
of such exactions, lhe peasant• were abandoning lheir lands and lhus revenue 
sources were lost. 

The rust acts of S¥1e~ upon his accession to the lhrone, are described 
by Ottoman historians, almost all of whom were bureaucrats, as being acts 
which were in full conformity with the Middle Eastern notion of the just ruler. 
Immediately after his accession to the throne be let free lhe deportees from 
Egypt, whom his falher bad forcibly brought to lhe ottoman capital, to stay or 
return to their homeland. He 3Iso ordered ihai31T1Ile properties wbtch bad been 
confiscated from lhe silk mercbaniS~ri-·or Ot!\>_I!!IDk.'tY~ 
declared a ban on the Iranian silk impon~J!!l515, be returned to !heir owners. 
Oilier acts of justice mcludcd summary cxecut;;lri'OTiiiiise"Si.ateo1iiciits who, 
under his predecessor commiued acts of cruelty !'lid IOJUSL!ces:-r3'fei-Beg, 
admiral of ille ouoman navy at Gali~,.!<~~-"'"-~-·.'~!oody Ca'fer," -~d lhe 
Governor of Prizren, wbo was accused of enslaving and selling Ottoman 
·christian subjects, were executed for their crimes after investigations. In 
addition, lhe commander of the cavalry division of the sitahdllrs at the Pone was 
dismissed and five of his men were executed when it was proven that they bad 
dared to break in lhe Diviin where meetings were held and to assault some viziers 
and state officials. These acts were designed to show that lhe new sultan would 
not tolerate the abuse of power against Ute powerless by his agents, and that he 
demanded due respect and obedience to !hose who exercised autltority in his name. 
AU lhese acts were emphatically mentioned as proofs of his justice. His order of 
1521 to the kadis concerning lhe rates of coon fees was another imponant 
measure-oranrncufi11iiiirre:---·------~·-------·----·-------

The following policies of Stileyman were also mentioned as the principles 
of a wise and just adminislralion, the neglect of which would later on be referred 
to as the main causes for lhe deterioration and decline of the Ottoman Empire. 
'Ali, 8 lhe historian-bureaucrat, observed that the office-holders, lhe kadis and the 
sanca~-begs used to be kept in !heir assigned posts for a long period of lime. He 
pointed out that under Siileymiin, officials were not dismissed for a trivial fault, 

7F. Babinger, Gesc1Uchlsschreiber der Osmanen und ilrre Werte (Leipzis. 1927): Turkish ttaas. 
C. O~k. Osmanlr TDrih Ya:zarla" ve Eserleri (Ankara, 1982), nos. S8-67. For the works of 
Matra~~~ Nall61:1. see H. G. YurdaydiD ... Kanuni'nin CUIIisu ve Ilk Seferleri (Ankara: 1961); idem. 
Matr~r Nasulr. (Ankara: 1963); P. Kappert, Geschichte S11ltan SUleymdn ~dnOnts von Cetalz/Jde 
Mu~la/4 geNJMt Koca Nijdncr (Wiest.Jeo, 1981); also J. Matuz. Das Kanzleiwesen Suleymiin des 
PriJchligen, FreibuJBer lslarmtudien Bd. S (Witsbaden, 1974): idem. Herrscherurkun.den des 
OsiFIQnen Srdrans SUieymdn du Prllchtigen. Ein chronologisc/u!s Verzeichnis, Js]amlcundliche 
Materialeo, Bd. I (Freiburg, 1971 ). 
8Ml4tafi ·Au, Nu~batu's -Se/Qfin. ed. and Inns. A. Tietze, Mu~1ajd 'Ali's Counsel for Sultans of 
1581, I (Vieona, 1879); see LAzima oo. 16 on fols. 50v-S2r of the text 
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and if they were dismissed because of a major misconducl, IIley were never 
reinslaled. Thus, our historian asserts, they served the state in confidence and 
justice. Anotller advantage of long tenure, it was argued, was that the officials 
could build up and maintain a large body of retainers with necessary equipment 
without resorting to bribery and exactions. 

Siileym3n was particularly concerned about preventing the soldiery from 
harassing and plundering the peasaniS on their way to a campaign. There are 
cases related in our sources as to bow severe he was against those who did not 
observe his order.9 Soldiers were constantly reminded to pay for whatever they 
obtained from lhe peasaniS. It was believed that Ottoman logistics was at iiS best 
in SUieyman's time. 10 Preparations in building up stocks of wheat and barley at 
suitable places along lhe campaign route would be sllllted one y= prior to lhe 
campaign. Ouoman bureaucraiS saw in this policy the wisdom of istimlllet, 
winning over tl1e allegiance of lhe subject peoples. It was also argued that unruly 
conduct on the part of the soldiery would cause the flight of tlle peasantry and 
thus the ruin of lhe sources of public revenue. Consequently, the protection of 
lhe local population, or, 'justice" was believed to be a necessity for both moral 
and practical purposes. 

5. Justice and Public Opinion 

The general assumption is that in tlle traditional Middle Eastern state, the 
ruler, being aloof, did not care about public opinion, and ignored what the 
ordinary people, the townsfol and the peasan1ry thought of him. However, the 
oriental ruler was much concerned with his image in tlle eyes of the masses. 
because it was a lradilionally cstabalished fact that potential rivals around him, in 
the periphery or neighboring lands were all ready to exploit any reversal in public 
opinion against him. Popular discontent often appeared among the populace in 
the form of gossip about the moral weakness of lhe ruler, i.e., his neglect of 
religious duties, his wine drinking, and most important of all, his inability to 
prevent 'injustices' (zulm, bay/), and abuses of aulhority perpetrated by his agents 
against his subjeciS. 

9"Two sili~dirs were cJiecuted because they had let loose their horses to graze oo the peasanls' 
crop io the fields." "Daybook of lhe campa.igo of Buda." Feridlln, Miirqe'dt ai-Sels1_tin, I (baanb.J~ 
127411857), p. 555. 
10see G. Veinstein, "Some Views on Provisioning in the Hungarian Campaigns of Suleyman the 
Magnificent," Osmanistischt Studien for Wirrschofls- UnJ. SoWJlgeschichte ;n Ml!moriam Vanlo 
Boikov. ed. II. G. Maj..- (W;esbaden, 1986), pp. Jn.J85. 
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• Ali demonslrated the crucial imponance of public opinion for ruler in 
safeguarding power. II Enumerating the matters necessary for the rulers, be 
mentioned as the first concern, "to gain the Jove of their subjects so that the 
weak, who have been committed to their charge by the Creater of all creatures, 
make them the beloved of their hearts. Now if the kings lead a pious life, if they 
take care of the people who are their subjects, if they always mix and associate 
with philosophers and wise men and at all times avoid the company of 
blockheads, if they again and again study the teachings of history, that is, the life 
stories of the kings of old, if they resuain as much as possible their own 
violence and aim at equity and justice, if fools and eunuchs and mutes and the 
courtiers, those kindlers of sedition and disintegration, do not take over the affairs 
of the state ... , and if they always protect the weak and the poor under their rule 
from the fire of poveny, and destitution by means of their liberality and limitless 
palronage, they will tie the beans 10 themselves in affection and will motivate 
people after the five ritual prayers to pray for the continuation of their might and 
glory." 

In fact. the rirual of allegiance 10 the ruler is rendered in the prayers said 
after each Friday sermon (!JuJbe) in the mosques throughout his dominions. A 
Muslim ruler loses his legitimacy the moment his name disappears from the 
Friday sermon. Even if the Friday prayers cannot be interpreted ll"Uiy as a renewal 
of popular approval of the ruler's conduct. it nevertheless was a reminder of the 
imponance of public opinion. In any case. the Ouoman sultan selected the 
preachers from among popular Sey/}s and appointed them by means of a special 
diploma, and thus kept some son of conll"OI on this delicate matter.- There were 

Soiilerare-casts_t_•!.w!•~~~___s.y_!l\!:b~..OOJ~i~hiir.deniiiiiice<I:llic.suJiaii'~
or ooliqes.llie drinking and coffee houses were shut down not simply because 
the sultlln wanted to comply with religious prohibitions, but also because these 
places were centers of gossip against the govemment.12 In fact, criticisms and 
discontent were voiced during Siileymiin's era, not to mention the violent 
uprisings among the ~1zllh~ Tiirkmens. 

However, contemporary observers testify that, by his behaviour and 
conduct which conformed 10 the tradition Siileyman generated in his person the 
image of a highly charismatic sultlln. It was of crucial imponance that the 
monarch create an image of a just and forgiving 'father' of the people, ensuring 
that aU groups within the society earned their livelihood, and that the poor and 
the powerless were protected. 

11Tielze, vol. l, Lizime, no. 11, 4h, 3 margin; L{. note in the Relazione of D. Trevisano, the 
Veoetian bailo, cited by$. Toran, $ehz.Ode &yaid Vak'asr (Aokara, 1961), p. 46. 
12A. Refik, Onlllflnc:J As1rdo lsttlnbul Hayalr, 1553-1591 (lslanbul: 1935), pp. 141-42: coffee 
houses iD Istanbul firn appeared in 96211554-5"5; see Pe~vi. Tdri~. vol. 1, pp. 363-6. 
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It had been the custom of every Ottoman sultan to begin his reign with a 
major victory or conquest. which was considered as a sign of his ability and good 
fonune. At the beginning of his reign. SOleymiin's military successes at Belgrade 
and Rhodes, where Mebmed the Conqueror had failed, were interpreted as a sign 
of divine supoort !te'yjd-i il4hQ. and won him at the outset an unparalleled 
prestige with the army and the populace. 

B. THE CONCEI'fOFTIIE UNIVERSAL EMI'IRE. THECAUPIIATE 

The words and titles which $ey!JU'I-isldm Eboi's-Su'oid used for Sultan 
Siileymii.n in lbe inscription on the main gate of his mosque in Istanbul 
(completed in 964/1557) can be seen as indicative of the particular concept of 
state held by him and his contemporaries. In our simplified style, U1e inscription 
can he rendered as follows: 

"This slave of God, powerful with God's power and his mighty deputy on 
the Earth, standing by the commands of Ute Qur'an and for the execution of them 
all over the world, master of all lands. and the shadow of God over all nations, 
Sultan over all the Sultans in the lands of the Arabs and Persians, the propagator 
of the Sultanic laws, the tenth sultan among Ute Ottoman ijd~4ns, Sultan, son 
of Sultan, Sultan Siilcyman Khan ... • 

Here, the atlributes and titles indicate two distinct lraditions, the Islamic 
and the Turco-Persian. While, on the one .hand, the accent is put on God's 
support as be stOod by God's commands, on the other hand, he is exalted as a 
aJMnspre:iilini.t!i~~su.ii3nidaws;:we- shall return to.thi.~. poin.t~ub~o.e:nuy. 
whe·n-deil\iig··;,.ilh the concert of law. Slressing the image of Siileymiin as the 
deputy and shadow of God, and his executing God's commands on earth, the first 
lines emphatically assert his capacity as an Islamic caliph. Since every Muslim 
ruler claimed the saine title as the upholder and executor of the Shari'a after the 
universal caliphate of the Abbasids disappeared in 1258, there is actually nothing 
new in Siileymii.n's titles. The same cap also be true for the assertion of his 
supremacy among Muslim rulers in lhe wodd But the U~J!!!I_:~~<;!__of 
Suleymiin's case was that he beli_ev'"4 in b_tjn_.W!&.J~Il.!!.t_c;§~-~!!C'!~l!t!!>U&!U!te 
tremendous power he held. ~ . 

The slriking point in lhe whole inscription is the concept of a world 
empire, his claim to supremacy as the shadow of God on all nations. In 1557 the 
year the inscription was written, Silleym§n celebrated his victories over the 
Habsburgs in the West and the Safavids in the East. Twenty years earlier, in 
1538, in the famous inscription of Bender, be pompously announced his world
wide undertakings in Utese teiUIS: "I am a slave of God and I am the master in 
this world .... God's virtue and Muhammed's miracles are my companioos. I am 
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SUleyman and my name is being read in lbe prayers in tbe holy cities of Islam. I 
launched fleets in lbe Mediterranean on the part of the Franks in Maghreb as well 
as in Indian Ocean. I am tile Shah of Baghdad and Iraq, Caesar of tbe Roman 
lands and lhe Sulllll1 of Egypt. I toolc lbe land and crown of lbe Hungarian king 
and granted it 10 one of my humble slaves ... "13 In his letters to 1be Habsburg 
rulen;, Ferdinand and Charles V, he assened his supremacy among the rulm of 
the world lbrough God's favor, adding to his titulature lbe title of "master of the 
lands of lbe Roman Caesars and Alexander the Great." He rejected using the title 
of "Caesar" for Charles V, tile Holy Roman Emperor. 

Ottoman claims to the herilage of the Roman Empire in the East, as well 
as in the West originated from Mel)med tbe Conqueror's conquest of 
Consllll11inople. Since !ben, the conquest of Rome, symbolized by the Turks as 
·~1nl Elma' (Gold Apple for tbe golden globe in the hand of the Roman 
emperor), bad become a dream for the Ouoman sullans. In his campaign of Corfu 
in 1537 Siileyman actually planned invading llaly and capturing rome14 As the 
conquest of the West was always on his mind, he supported every separatist 
movement in Europe against the Pope and the Emperor who claimed 10 be the 
head of a unified Christian Europe. Siileyman's suppon of the French and 1be 
Protesllll1t princes in their fight for independence, which was a policy designed 10 
keep Christendom divided, effectively contributed to the rise of national 
monarchies in 1be West and the establishment of Proteslantism in Germany. 15 

As for Siileyman's claim to supremacy in the Islamic world, it found 
expression in his lilies of "!he Caliph of the wbole world" and "the Caliph of al 
Muslims in the world" (/;lalife-i Ru-yi Zemin or !Jalife-i MUslimin). 16 Since the 
conquest of Conslantinopie, Ottoman sultans claimed a position of supremacy in 
the Islamic world, asserting that since 1be time of the f11st four caliphs, the 
companions of the Prophet no other Muslim ruler could claim supremacy over 
tbe Ottoman sultans because of their unprecedented success in prolecting and 
extending the domain of Islam against the infidels. After the annexation of the 
Arab 'countries (1516-1540), particularly of the Hijaz (1517), the Ottoman 
sultans took over from the Marnluk sultans the most prestigious tille in Islam, 
that of tbe "Servitor of the two Holy Sanctuaries" (Mecca and Medina). The 
Mamluk sultans before the Ottomans had used il to ao;sen their primacy among 
the Muslim sovereigns. SOleyman took Ibis title in all seriousness as the basis 
of bis claim to univen;al caliphate and declared that it was his prime duty 10 keep 

13M. Guboslu, Paleogrofia Ii diplomatica turco-osmanA (Bucharest: 1958), p. 133. 
14For SUleymin's plan to ~nquer Rome, 11ee E. Charri~re, Nigociations de Ia France dtms le 
Levant, vol. 1 (Paris: 1848), pp. 320.4. 
lSsee S. Fishe:r-Galati, O:tomt~n Imperialism and German Pr~ 1521-1555 (Cambridge, 
Mass,, !959). 
16see The Cambridge History of/slam, vol. 1 (Cambridge; 1970), ed.s., P. M. Holl, AK.S. 
Lambt.on aod B. Lewis, pp. '320-3. 
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lhe pilgrimage romes to lhe Holy cities open for all lhc Muslims in the world. 
This entailed a worldwide active policy of supporting Muslim counlries which 
were overrun or threatened by the European expansion in the Mediterranean, lhe 
Indian Ocean, Indonesia. Africa and the Eurasian steppes (e.g., repulsion of lhe 
Spanish reconquista in Tunis, Algeria and Libya in 1520-1555, the expedition to 
Gujerat in 1538, the promise of technical aid to the sultan of Sumatra and 
preparations for a campaign against the Muscovites to free the cities of Kazan 
and Astrakban which actualized later in 1569). ll was during this period tbal the 
Uzbek khanates of Central Asia, as a result of lhe Muscovite expansion, appealed 
to Stileyman to restore the freedom and safety of their subjects on the pilgrimage 
and trade routes from Transoxania to the Crimea. 

ll was on the basis of a worldwide strnggle against an aggressive Europe, 
which was actually an extension of lhe earlier frontier gaz{i policy or the 
Ouorrian stale, that Suleymiin forged his idea of a universal caliphate, or 
Ouoman world domination. In a pamphlet on the caliphate, Lu~ Pa113o hls grand 
vizier (1539-154i). advocated Stileymiin's notion of the revival of the universal 
caliphate on the basis of his gdzipower and protection oflslam in the world.17 

But how to reconcile all this with t11e Ottoman policy of warring and 
eliminating ot11er Muslim dynasties and annexing their territories? In order to 
live up to their image of protectors of Islam and of Muslims, t11e Ottomans, 
ingeniously distinguished between the dynasties and t11eir Muslim subjects, and 
claimed that the ftght was exclusively against the dynasts who eilher held an 
oppressive rule (the Mrunluks), or tried to impose by force a heresy on their 
Muslim subjects (the Persians), Following his predecessors, Stileyman too, 
obtained the written opinion (fetwd) of the religious authorities before his 
campaigns against Iran. It was a.~sened that it was actually the caliph's, i.e., 
Suleymiin's obligation to restore the Shari'a and eradicate the heresy (rij(J u 
il/ldd), giving the whole operation the semblance of a trne gaz{i action. In fact, 
the Ottomans aimed at the ovenhrow of the Safavids, and establishing their own 
control over the silk producing provinces of nonhero Iran (Azerbaidjan, Shirwan 
and Gilrut), which were of vital importance for the Ottoman economy and 
finances. t8 Here too, religious ideology and pragmatic goals were inextricably 
combined. 

I 7tbid., p. )22. 
18tnaiCJk, "~Iarir," El2, s. v.; 1.-L. BacquC-Grammonl, "Notes sur une saisie de soies d'kan eo 
1518," T•rcica, 8/2(1976), pp. 237-25). 
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6. State and Religion 

As Suleyman believed he could restore the unity of Islam worldwide 
through his unmatched power, he also believed it was imperative for him to 
ensure that absolute rule of the Islamic law in his own lands became a reality. In 
Ibis task, his source of inspiration and support was EbO's-Su'Od, the great 
Ottoman scholar who wrote a famous commentary of the Qur'an and presided as 
~eyhu'l-lsl3m (1545-1574) over the entire Ottoman ulema for a long period of 
Lime. Stileymiln made him his confidant and counsellor, calling him in his old 
age "my brother in this world and in the other." As will be seen later, Ebii's
Su'iid became responsible for some fundamental modifications in the Ottoman 
land and taxation laws, adjusting them according to the shar'l principles 
formulated by the great imams of lhe ninlh century while sultanic law-making 
and bureaucratization underwent considerable development during U1e same 
periodl9 

Surely, one can speak of !his trend as the beginning of a more 
conservative Shari'a-minded Ottoman state. EbO's-Su'Od's activities included the 
CO_!'_s~on .. Qla..lll!llil~every village and obliging Ul...t_y_!llager.; to conduCt 

tlieir prayers there, so that tbe heretics were eKposed. In the name of lhe Shari'a, 
he condemned heretical seets, tbereby, furtber alienating tl1e Turcomans. 

The popular religious orders (!ari/<at) such as the ~alenderis, the f:laydaris 
and the Bektfujls who were dominant among the Turcoman-Yuriik pastoralists
and since the rise of lhe Sal'avids (1501) they appeared to be more aggressive than 
ever- became the most serious challenge to the patrimonial absolute aulhority 
of the Ottoman sultan. Under lhe influence of lhe I_Calenderl babas, Turcoman
Yoriiks in Anatolia, now mostly called ~wlbd~ under Safavid patronage and the 
frontier people of the same origin under hereditary begs on the Danube 
constiruted large groups who defied Siileymiln in terrible rebellion in 152 The 
real issue underlying lhese eruptions was e social con ct tween pastoralist 
nomads and sedentary society. EKpansion of .the agriculturist population 
dependent on the timdr-holding sipdhis was an accelerated process at the expense 
of lhe pasturelands of tbe Turcomans under SoleymAn. ll1is situation had resulted 
from the population explosion (an increase of over 40 percent) during this period. 
Following lhe traditions of lhe Middle Eastern, irn rial system, Siileymlln's 
bureaucracy systematical y encour an supported lhe agncultural interests 
operating under a particular agrarian organization (flfi-!JJne systemYagainst lhe 
pastoilihsts, and showed. vigorous reacuoniaeotbglciiliyaniiinilitarilyagaliist 
Ule Iur~~!!'-~~ . -------·---------------·---

19 Jnalcdc. "Soleiman lhe Lawgiver and Ottoman Law," Archivum Ottomanicum, 1 (1969): 105-
38; lnalctk, "ginUn" El2, s.v. 
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What ma~e the conflict partticularly violent was that from the time of 
'Osmiin Gazi, the Turcoman babas, so powerful on the Ottoman frontier society, 
continued to claim to be the mentors of the sultans as before.20 Believing in the 
esoteric Sufi theory of veltlyet (sainthood), babas, spiritual leaders of the 
Turcomans, wanted to keep the sultans under their own influence. 1be chief 
baba •.. called the "Pole of the World," was believed to be God's absolute 
em.bodiment in the universe, or the Divine Truth (al)la!*), or God's emissary. 
"lbey believed that be was in control of all things and happenings in this world 
including the sultan and his deeds. The followers of the babas had a fanatic belief 
injlt ffiesinliid.liad iiifatlegilince ·to the sultan. Baba did not besiwe to use all 
the symbols of sovereignty, the throne, crown, and scepter, as well as the royal 
titles of sultan, /}Unkdr, and shah. He claimed that in all decisions, including the 
military and the political ones, the sultan should consult him and receive ·ws 
permission. Otherwise, a divine punishment such as defeat, natural disasters, 
earthquakes. epidemics or famine would befall O>e land. Not only his immediate 
followers, but also large masses of the commoners among the settled population 
believed and showed reverence to the babas in their lifetime. and afler a baba's 
death. a saint cult was formed around his tomb and a religious order was 
established. This was a very important aspect of Turkish life in the countryside 
and in towns, which shocked foreign visitors in Siileymiin's era and thereafter. 
Babas and __ the cult of saints had such a tremendous spiritual social force in this 
·socicty.ihat the Oiioman sultans felt, by piety or political expediency, compeiieci 
to share the general enthusiasm towards them. Following_l!lf..l!:a.dition._~l>
.S.JIJ.Ii!.~.lla!!._his o~ f.~Y2rt!£JCI'!_and main~i_!>~:~a~.to.lllll!!!_~in. a_<:!~" 
connection with him. But those Se)ihsWIIo were accepting the sultan's favors 
carne witbiiLtll~mQnial control of the sultan. The i'lidital Klilenaeii b!!W.. 
_I!QWever, never accepred "r'iWoiii-anifsfiiyafwiibtfieir ;\'rzr/b~"ruim'i[ii.iinl~.a.. 
of their folk. ...... --,~- · 

For the consumption of the populace, some of the Ottoman sultans such 
as Mwad I or B§yezid II, assumed the role of a >'eli in the popular imagination 
and their miracles were told in public. Thereby veli-sulltins were believed to be 
followed by all groups is society. Occasionally, SOieymiin also is mentioned as 
the "masler in the manifest as well a< the unseen world. "21 But the Safavids in 
Iran secured a tremendous advantage over the Ottomans when lsma'ill (r. 1501-
1524) assumed the wildya (veldyet), spiritual authority over the Turcomans in 
the Ouoman Empire. 

When Siileymiin was a governor in Manisa in his youth, between 1512-
1520, he had frequented the convent of the l..lalveu ~eyb Musil Mu~lil)iiddin, also 

2Dtnalc•k. "Suilan and Dervish: An Acalysis of the Otman Baba Viliye1nimesi," Paper read at the 
Conference on Sai1JIS ond Sainthood in Islam, Saa Francisco. April 1987. 
21Perevi, vol. 1, p. 3: "?AJrjrde ve bd~urdo tinufl ~mi rev~ndMr." 
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known as Mcrkez Efendi (d. 1552), and bad his moments of ecstasy during the 
rituals. Afler be became sullall, he continued his close relations with the mystic 
and appoinl.ed him the preacher of the Great Mosque of lslallbul, Ayasofya. It is 
interesting !bat CelAlzade, a rational bureaucTat and someone close to lbe sullall, 
disliked the ,,ey!J and did not conceal his feelings in the presence of the sullall. 
Although Siileyman remained failbtfulto his old friend Merkez Efendi, wbo also 
was a conservative Ijalveti he never associated himself wilb esoteric religious 
orders.zz _!!l...!!.\§ religi~ policy, Sultan S~':.~.took _a_'!ew orientati~~ 

. systematically following a puntamcal~. ~!icy, ~ltliJli~~~ppori,.Q!J:li§. 
~-K~pa~a>llde (1525-1536), and la!e_~:_Ebfi's-Su'fid, 
attempl.ed to revise lbe basic Ottoman institutions m aconrdance wiili Uie snarl a 
plinc•ples of islamic religion. Thus, under him, the Onoman state:abiindOiiliig 
·~~~ll.Jleyel~.~c!e.g!£ .. £.'!.~£t~! '?!.!l_f~'?n_t}~r-Si.ale;¥\;amuamer 
~c<a:SSeUI to .lbeclassiel!l Islamic. ~aliphate in _its pc>licie_~. institutions 
and_~IIJJre. 

C. THE TRANSFER OF TilE SOVEREIGN POWER 

In Ouoman history, Siileyman's falher Selim I, had given an example by 
deposing bis father Bayezid II (r. 1481-1512) wbo was considered too old and 
unable tu assume the command of the army in the face of cxternalll1reats. A 
similar situation came up towards 1553 when the eastern frontier of the empire 
was again lhreatcned. It is to be remembered that in the Ottoman traditional 
society, a precedent established a custom and gave validity to a later course of 
conducts. In 1553, Siileyman was an ailing old man, and his eldest son Mu~!3ffi 
was regarded as IJIC heir apparent by public opinion. He was particularly popular 
with the Janissaries and lbe ulema as a worthy successor to his falher. 

In fac~ there was no succession law governing lbe inheritance of sultanic 
authority among the Ottomans; every member of lbe ruling dynasty had a claim 
on the right to rule; there existed neilber a primogeniture nor a senioratus 
principle of inheritanceP According to the old Central Asian Turkic belief, the 
question as to who was to receive sovereign authority was determinedj>Y divine 

l!!!Jsa 'ada in Arabic, meaning fonune, felicity). So, human auempts to make 
laws for the succession to the throne were futile. 

Whoever established himself on the throne from among the sons of a 
deceased sultan was to be obeyed as the legitimate ruler, because his success was 

22oa the closins of lhe *alenderbQnes, see S. Faroqhi. Der Bektaschi-Orden in Alllltolien 
(Vienna: 198]). pp. 39-47. 
231nalo.k, ~Osmaablarda Sahanat Veraseti UsUIU ve Tllrk Hakimiyet Telikkisiyle llgisi," Siyaso/ 
BilgUer FaJ:/Jllesi Dergisi 14 (1959). pp. 69-94. 
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considered as the proof that he was chosen and supported by God. A Byzantine 
historian Dukas wrote: "Among the Ouomans, whomever kingship passes to, 
whether it be from fathL-r to son, or from brother to brother, in short to 
wb001evcr fonune aids, lhe ~Is give faithful allegiance to his new leader." Even 
the reigning sullail's arrangemems about his succession were disregarded in the 
face of this ancient belief as seen in Onoman history down to SUleymin. 

Another ancient Turco-Mongoi steppe tradition was that the land is the 
joint possession and inheritance of the Khan family and, accordingly, a division 

· of the country among the members of ilie dynastywasTii"Oi-"der:"""ibis old custom 
"can be linked to the migratory tribal ethos and organization" of the Turco
Mongoi peoples.24 Conquered territories were considered the private possession 
of the ruler and would be divided among the members of the dynasty. This 
system of appanage, so persistent among the Turco-Mongol states, was practiced 
from tl1e earliest limes by the Ouornans, though it was modified as the state and 
society expanded and increasingly carne under the innuence of the sedentary 
cultures, particularly the Islamic-Iranian. Out, for a long lime. even under 
Stileymfm. making arrangweors for the successioii" to the lhrone was reearded as 
an mteiference with God's decision ~tl~L.llrothers would sometimes 
openly oppose lhe selection of one from amongst them as the heir apparent and 
rebel. Siileymiin was careful not to express his wish in favor of any one of his 
sons even when he bad his preference. 

Over time, under the innuence of a public opinion wbicb felt no longer 
strictly bound with the traditions of the pastoralist Turkic background, 
modifications were introduced. Ouoman civil society, following the Islamic 
tradition represented by the olema, was panicularly disturbed by the recurrent 
crises and internecine wars as a result of this Central Asiatic rradition. 

Passage of sovereign power 10 the new ruler was in reality lhe oUicome of 
the strnggle for power between various forces and existing interest groups. The 
ulema class and the Janissary corps were the most visible of such groups. 
Tbougb not so visible, the urban population, particularly in the capital city, also 
innuenced the process. 

Bayezid II came to the throne through the action of a faction supported by 
the Janissaries. A pacific man by nature, he was praised by bureaucrats as the 
restorer of the shar'i principles in state policies, and of a good administration; 
wbicb consolidated the territories conquered by his fatber, Mel)med the 
Conqueror. On the other band,~ Siileymiin's father, wbo was a restless 
conqueror, an impatient autocrat, who beat bis viziers with his own !Jands, 
became sultan only after a long strnggle against a faction wilh the support of the 
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Janissaries. Selim had to fight against his rival brolhers to seize the lhrone while 
prince Siileyman was anxiously awaiting, in his governorship in Caffa. the 
outcome of his father's slruggle. Death for the loser and his sons was an 
inevitable end. When his own term came, Siileymlin was lucky because he was 
the only son when his father died. But his own sons became restless when he 
was getting old, and they thought an appoinunent to a governorship nearest to 
the capital was a special favor. 

While the Ottoman ~.!!!2!!..!.§,£~~Ji.~red. i!L~control..i.~.~<:~~_!ll. !act, 

~~_us~-~!!!!2.!!!'~_'li!.'!._>!'i!!1 .. r\&~J?!if!&,i.!:.'!..!!!!~!';lle~ .. !~-11l~.i~~~!-
system. In 1581, the historian and statesman 'Ali observed that the bearer of 
soveretgn power bad" to be alone, lhat be could not share it wilh anybody 
inclu<;ling bis own offspring. He writes: "They [lhe Ottoman sultans] reside all 
by themselves in a palace like unique jewels in lhe depth of the oyster-shell, and 
tolally sever all relations with relatives and dependents. •25 

This situation became dramatically clear in Ute most pathetic moments of 
Siileymlin's life, when he was told he had to execute his own sons. Mu~(ala and 
Bayezid, because the rules of lhe game required it for the preservation of Ute unity 
of power and the salvation of the empire. In this dramatic momen~ the father 
addressed himself to his rebellious son Bayezid in these patltetic words: 26 

"My son do not claim the Sultanate. It is God who gives it 
to whomever he wishes. God made me shepherd over all lhese 
subject people of mine. My only desire is to eliminate the wolf 
lhatlries to harm tl1em. God forbid it I inlend to kill you witltout 
sin from you. Come, do not say you are innocent, confess your 
sins my son dear 10 me like my own life." 

D. DECISION MAKING IN TilE OTIDMAN GOVERNMENT 

In this syslem of government, lhe ruler's personal attention to public 
affair.; was considered of crucial importance, and later on, critics attributed lhe 
decline to the neglect of this point. Within the bureaucratic process, as well as in 
the military campaigns, every decision was expressed formally as deriving 
directly from the person of the sultan. Du~ of course, since it was impossible for 
one per.;on to pay atteotion to every single problem in such a vast empire, the 
bulle of the business was left in practice to the charge of he bureaucrats, and only 
tlte most important political matters, in particular those directly concerning state 
politics, key appointments, and matters involving the sultan's authority, were 

25Tietze ed., II: 22r of teJit. 
2~. T\D'an ~ehz&/e Bnyezid Vak'&l, 209-10. 
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brought 10 his attention by the grand vi1.ier in a special audience on certain days 
of the week, or in reports ('an or rel/}is) presemled as a rule by the government 
head. The sultan's order, mostly in hand wrillen form (ba!f-1 hUmdyun) is 
oblained on the most important issues. 

To give an example, the appoinunents of the kadis and the medrese 
professors were considered one of the most important tasks of the sultan which 
required his personal auention.27 But the actual procedure was that, the M(li 
'asker who was reseponsible fOJ the small town kadis and the small medreses, 
periodically made a list of the candidates, llle selection of whom was made 
according to strict rules laid down in the regulations, and submitted 10 the 
sultan's approval. The sultan gave his approval following a few stereotyped 
questions about the list submilled. If any of the appointees caused problems later 
on, the /¢(li 'asker was held personally responsible. By an order of Stileymfut, the 
appoinunents of dle higher positions in kadiship or professorship were put under 
the responsibility of the ~eylJti'l-lslam who would prepare the list. But it was the 
grand vizier who would personally submit it to the sultan in the routine audience 
days. If the sultan had in mind a particular person for an important position, such 
as that of the /¢(li 'asker, or the kadiship of great cities, this was decided at the 
audience. 

On the most important issues concerning the future of the dynasty or the 
state, the strategy to be followed during a major campaign, a high consultative 
council (meclis-i mefVeret) was convoked to reach a decision. In accord with a 
Quranic verse and the Prophet's sayings on the advantages of consultation, such 
ad hoc consultative gatherings were held in Stileyman's time. Although 
occasionally bold opinions were expressed for the sake of 'Din ve Devlet' (Islam 
and Islamic state), debates followed, as a rule, a cerlain routine of patrimonial 
character leaving the last word always to the sultan and keeping an absolutely 
consultative character. The composition of the council varied according to te 
issues to be debated. If it was a war council, the most experienced frontier 
generals were invited and their opinions bore weight on the decisions. If the issue 
was of a political nature, the most innuential people in office or retirement 
representing the government, the olema and the commanders of the standing 
army were invited, but nobody representing the re'fiyd, the Muslim and Christian 
tax-paying subjects, was present. llte re'dyd made their wishes and complaints 
heard through individual or communal petitions (rik 'a; 'art-i /Ja/), or by sending a 
delegation 10 the imperial council under the sultan.28 In brief, decision making as 

271na1c•k. "The RUuriJ"'fe Regjsters of the Kad10Sker of Rumeli Preserved in the lstanbuJ Milfllihik 
Archives," Turcica, XVI. 
28ru the study of 'art-• ma~r sec lnalc:Jk, "Ril!lhl of Complaint: · Ari-•l:lil and 'An-t Mal)Zars," 
Journal of Ottoman Studies, 7-8 (1988), pp. 33-54. 
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a rule, remained personal and patrimonial, something wbicb was unavoidable in 

_Ibis im?"~~~~~~'----· 

IL S0LEYMAN THE LAWGIVER AND "OTTOMAN LAW" 

Siileymful was known as ~nuni (lawgiver or law-abiding) already in his 
own lime. He is glorified in the inscription of bis mosque as "Ndshiru ~wdnin 
a/-Sul!dniyye," or the "Propagator of the Sultanic Laws."29 After his dealb, 
bureaucrats, in an effon to restore "the good Ouoman laws," which were believed 
to be lhe uode~pinning of the cenlralist empire under Stileyman, funher enhanced 
bis reputation as a lawgiver and regarded bis age as the golden age of law and 
order. In the famous rescript of 1595, seeking to eradicate the injustices and 
abuses of power in the empire, Mel)med Ill declared that "formerly Sultan 
Silleymful Khan - may God place him in the highest of the paradises - in his 
days of justice enforcement bad imperial law codes (~nunndmes) written and 
placed in the courtS of the kadis, and since they bad complied wiU1 its conten~ no 
one suffered injustice and oppre .. ion and everything was taken care of the best 
way, and U1e subjects who are a trust by God lived in peace and prosperity.•30 

~dnt1n, or sultanic law, meant a general ruling emanated from the will of 
the ruler.3t Thougil independently_E~cted, a ~nun,_.!!!.P._~!pl~~~~2-~_(lllf_<Jil!l 
to the Islamic Law and had to deal Wli1i a case which ~as nQt __ <;!!'LC:rJ:.d by_J):Ie 
Sliair'aT.egiSlS Wiifedlllarg3illllfSlioiildfol!O-.i..-a"cusiom or principle generally 
accepted by Ure Islamic community as a basis of analogy. This interpretation of 
~nun is acceptable by Hanafism, the most liberal Islamic school of law. 

Turkish rulers in general adopted Hanafism as the officially approved sbar'i 
system in their realm. Under Siileymiin. Hat_~J![~_!Il_~as deci~_Ue1!1!!.l!!J!~ 

_he~~-~-'!!.!lJJ'~'!'£1!."_ -::::.b!l!l.l9]Ja _at_~<!_Rum~!ia_==.J!!_t!l~-~~~-~!!99!..9f 
Iaw according to which the kadis h~rl __ l<J_gt:e_Ql_!ir~.E.i?_n~~-~~C!S that fell 
unaer lbe Junsihcllon ol i!ie"Shari'a. Since the good of U1e Islamic community 
was the determining factor in making laws outside the Shari'a. Turkish sultans 
or their civil bureaucracy employed this principle to promulgate laws and 
regulations which were considered necessary for the good order of the Islamic 
state and society. Thus, under the Ottomans, in the firSt two centuries of the 
state, a large collection of sultanic laws and an independent legal system 
emerged, panicularly in the sphere of public law. 

29For lhe teKI of 1he inscriplioo see C. c;ulpan, "Istanbul SUleymaaiye Camii Kirabesi, .. Kanunl 
A mwgarn (Aabra' 1970), 293. 
30laalak, "Adiletoimeler." p. 105. 
31 See ''~inDo," su~a. n. 19. 
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lbe significant place of the sultanic law in the Turkish-Islamic slates can 
be linked io a tentr3I Asiatic tracifiion.32 This iraditi<irf demantled lfiai lhe 
imperilif taw~ calledlii'iUii:O:Mongoi tara (ttire) orYasa, be obeyed as a quasi
siliedfounditii)noftileempire: withoui-which' eveii'liripeiiar aiillioniy lost its 
legitimation. This was a tradition which was introduced into the Islamic-Iranian 
stale system through the Turkish invasions of the eleventh century, and revived 
under the Mongols in lhe thineenth century. While the Iranian padijdh's power 
was considered totally discretionary, and above the law, the Turco-Mongol 
!JO/cl2n's authority was believed to be valid as long as it followed the TIJrU or 
Yasa. Amon Muslim rulers, however, it was first Mcl)med the Con uernr who 
compiled and olftcially promulgated sullanic law com e 1 dent of 
the a. 1s two c s, one dealing with the slate organization, the other 
with the slatus and taxation of rural populations (re'dyd) under the m'iti system 
(see infra), were enacted in the form of sultanic orders (feri1Uln). 

The Con ue w code for there'd d was widened with later additions 
and look its final fonn by 1501. What we know as the ti ew!!j's c ![![>£:: 
is acrually this code of 1501.33 The practice was that under each sultan, lhe head 
of the Ouoman bureaucracy, the nifdnCI, revised the law code in the name of the 
new sullan, making a few necessary changes. Besides, the general code of law, 
which conlained general rulings as well as special ca...cs, was superseded by the 
codes enacted after each survey for individual sanc3J!:s. It was the latter that 
represented the objective law in force at a given date. General law codes were 
arawn up for geneliil guidance. However, as ~~~~~-abOve, Stile{¥'!!! dccJii:<;! 
~~general law cOde as ilie compulsory reference m the law couns. 

Under SU!eymim, san~ codes tended ro represent a standard type since the 
basic principles for the peasant status and lax system had atlained !heir final 
fonnulation by thai time. Several sancfllc law codes in a region demonstrated 
unifonnity. llte reason was that Ottomans applied to a newly conquered land, the 
law code of lite adjacent sanc3J!: with or without modifications. Thus, the law 
codes of Western, Central and Eastern Anatolia exltibil common features wbicb 
were due principally to the particular conditions of the time of the conquest. 
While, for ins1a0ce, regulations of Western Anatolia, conquered m Uierouriieriili 
cenrury, did not contain the ispence tax, those of Eastern Anatolia, conquered in 
the sixteenth century, did because by this time Ibis particular tax of Balkan 
origin, had become pan and parcel of he Ouoman lax system. As a maucr of 
fact, the Western Anatolian type contained lhe most archaic feati:lreS'So"13FiiS-ihe 
Ottoman tax system was concerned. 

321hid.; idem. "Kutadgu Bilig'de TUrk ve Iran Siya.~el Nauriye ve Gelenekleri." Re,;t Rahmeti 
Arat !fin (Ankara: 1966), pp. 259-270. 
33tnalctk, "Suleyman the Lawgiver," pp. 111·120. 
34See lnalcJk, "Adiletn.imelcr." 
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That the sullanic legal system gained its final classical fonn under 
Sfileyman, is confinned by the fact thai in the second half of the sixteenth 
century, "Ottoman law" ((uintln-i ·o~mllni), was directly applied in the conquered 
lands (Hungary, Cyprus, Georgia), while in the earlier conquests, Ottoman 
administration was tolerant toward the pre-conquest laws and customs, thus 
accepting a period of ttansition. Moreover, a slrong Islamic influence in making 
sultanic laws conforming to §Cr'i principles, is visible in later codes (the non
Muslims, for example, were now paying one ftfth of their agricultural produce as 
!}arfJc instead of one eighth or one tenth.) Also Celilz.iide modilied some of the 
provisions of the general code, thus inltoducing a more rigid definition of the 
status groups. All these were in confonnity with the dominant trends which 
arose under Sfileyman, i.e., a more strict traditionalism and religious orthodoxy. 
This general unifonnity in law was in accord with tile imJ:JCrial standardization 
efforts in other areas- in weights and measures, cuiTency, in urban and rural 
organizations, and in architecture wi~~~_f~na~~~----

F.. PATRlMONIAl.ISM. RUREAUCRATIZATION AND LAW-MAICING 

Obviously, his tutor (/ala) was responsible more tllan anyone else for 
Silleyman's image of the ideal ruler and government. In order to prepare them for 
their future responsibilities as rulers, it was a custom 10 send Ottoman princes to 
provinces as govemo~ when they reached the age of twelve, i.e., adolescence 
(also see the custom of appanage above). An experienced and lrUstworthy perron 
was assigned as a /ala to the prince. Siileyman's tutor was Cezeri ~istm P~. 
descended from a famous family ?f bureaucr~!_S. of_~b origin, who served the 
Ottoman sultans as de(lerddr and m~dnc1 -~<>r.!.rU_!re than a centu~d_'!'!_!:re 
considered the founders of the bureaucratic organization in llle OtiOman state. J5 
~un himself, had 6eell a nt,lanc 1 and vizier under B~yezid II, and the governor 
of Caffa. A distinguished bureaucrat and a well-known poet, ~istm mu·st have 
had a significant influence on Sfileym3n's training as an administrator and a ruler 
in the old Iranian lradition (the Cezeri family had migrated 10 Iran and Kasllllllad 
lived in Slliraz for a long time). Siileyman respected his tutor. As soon as 
Siileyman succeeded his father, ~oca ~tm, lhen a very old man, was made a 
vizier in the imperial divdn, and thus he continued 10 be an advisor to SOleym3n. 

As Ebii's-Su'iid was going 10 be responsible for the bureaucratization of 
the religious instibttion ('ilmiyye), llle same role was assumed by the powerful 

35seht Des, Hqt Bih~t, The Tellcire of Seht Beg, ed. GOnay Kuc (Cambridge. Mass: 1978), pp. 
319-21, 118; for his ancestors see Mecdis translation of Al-1~a*t'J'i~ (l:ilanbul: 1269/1852), pp. 
62·66. 
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ni§iine~ Cetalzade in !he civil adiminstJation.36 Through !he laws and regulations 
enacted under !he supervision of Celiilzade, !he basic institutions of !he Ouoman 
imperial system received !heir final forms and were systematically applied 
throughout the empire. For example, !he guUJm or kul system. which consisted 
of employing !he sultan's slaves as his personal, trusted agensts in !he army, 
government, provincial administration and tax collections, was more 

~i!!§E@!y_'!P.!'~!'lder 1Ji~_n.:w ad'!!!_'!i~(!_ation. · 

In other words, under Siileyman !he ruling elite consisting of the sultan's 
household, and acting in the name of the sultan's absolute power, beCame more 
exclusive and more powerful !han ever before. The re'dytl, i.e., all those groups 
who were· engaged in economic production and formed !he tax-paying masses
agricuiiiir3Jists, merchants and artisans - were left out of !he ruling elite 
{'askeri) more systematically than ever. This means funber consolidation of !he 
sultJin's monopoly of power. and lbus bureaucratization became in fact 
instrumental in intensifying the palrimonial control of the sultan. This i 
o e oriental ru er, an autocrat em _Y_!ng !:_nl2l:l!!&.!!Ll!P.A!l!!!!t 
control over tllmgs and persons in his realm, is believed to have come nearer to 
reality in the person of Sultan Siileym!n. Thus, it is no wonder !hat 
theoreticians of absolutism in contemporary Europe turned to bim as tl1e most 
accomplished example of an absolute ruler.37 

II is pointed out that in its most advanced form, !he absolute palrimonial 
power led to arbttranness, putting !he autocrat above the existing laws and 
established customs.l8 In lac~ Suleyman s career demonstrates !he contrasts and 
contradictiOns triherent in !he system. While Siileym!n, on !he one band, tried to 
show himself as a law-giving and law-abiding ruler, he had, on the other hand, 
acted as a ruler who was aboye Y•e rules iust to demonstrate that he was an 
omnipotent sovereign whose will was not limited. 

There occuned actual situations in which Silleym!n asserted himself as 
such an autocrat. For example, he appointed his favorite servant in the Privy 
Chamber, tbrabim, to the grand vizierate (1523-36), in disregard of established 
law and practice. Al)med P~ who was the formal candidate to !he position, was 
sent away by !he governorship of Egypt. There, he established relations with 
rebellious factions and declared his independence. J9 

'3 6For his biography see, 1. It Uzunlj'ar~h. "Tosyab Celil-z.ide Muslafa ve Salih «;elebiler," 
Belleten 22 (1958), pp. J91-441. 
'3 7For Jean Bodin's oPinion in particular see, D.C. Rouillard, ~ Turk in French History, 
TlwughJ and literaJure (Pariso n.d.), pp. J88-J95. 
38 Max Weber, Economy onJ Society. An Outline of Interpretive Sociology, vol. l, eds. G. Roth 
aDd C. Win.ich (Berkeley: UCP, 1978), pp. 226-235: arbittary 1ype is called sultanism. 
39see lnalCJk. '"AI)mad Pa.sha." EJ2. s.v. 
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One section of the polity where the sultan's patrimonial disposition found 
a particular limitation, was the Islamic institution. In !l!incipal. the olema were 

a&_ainst ~intm~_!Jl<;!t.~~~-~~9.:__'Y.!Ill_th~~__!_~~d "path for 
u!ema" ('ilmivve tariki). Sti!eym3n, ignoring the rules for promotion, appointed 
his favorite poet BlU!;i, to a religious professorship. The ~(ii 'asker's reminder of 
the regulations was overlooked by the sultan. However, SU!eymiin's act was 
recorded by the ulema as an unusual and irregular interference_40 

In an empire where _Jbe,.ru!er enjoyed such absolute power, the proper 
functioning of the system as a whole depend~jien;!ID3fquii'lities of the 
monarch. The authority of a ruler who was not apt to wield such an unhmned 
power.-might actually be appropriated or influenced by a bureaucratic faction or 
by the ruler's close relatives and favorites in the palace. The analysts of the 
Ouoman decline point out that under SU!eymiin's successors, this had indeed been 
the situation. 41 However, historians question whether or not Sii!eym3n himself 
was always in full control, and was able to prevent irresponsible people around 
him, from exploiting his authority for their personal goals and interests. For the 
Ouoman critics of the seventeenth century, in general Siilevmiin was conscL~s 
~the importance oi k'-!'.P,ing supreme auth~~-!!!._Ul..:!:_:_ ~~- act"!'!..~ 
mentioned to illustrate this poin,.t._Once, Ce!ilzade, head of lhe government 
bureaus and a favorite, made critical remarks about the grand vizier So~o!li 
Mel)med ~- Sti!eymiin became upset and banned him from his presence. 42 

Bureaucrat-historians criticized him for being too indulgent toward his 
beloved wife Hiirrem, and his daughter Mihrimiin who influeoced him to execute 
his grand vizier lbriibim (d. 1536), and later his sons Mu~!ara and Biiyezid,~ 
from other women. An intimate leuer43 sent to Sti!eymiin (possibly during his 
campaign of 1526) reveals how HOrrem tampered with the sentiments of the 
su!Uln. She wrote, "when your leuer was read, your son Mir Mel)med and 
daughter Mihrimah and myself shed tears in longing for you. Seeing them in 
rears drives me out of my mind as if there is mouroing for a death. __ You are 
inquiring about my being hurt by the P~ (Ibrahim). When we meet again -
God willing - you will hear about it" 

After fourteen years of a successful career as grand vizier, Ibrahim was 
accused by his enemies of having grown too powerful, and of having coveted the 
privileges of the sultan. As a proof of Ibis. they mentioned that be called himself 

40'Ali'i, llad4'i~'Q1-Il~IJ'i~ ... (lstaobul 1268), pp. 183. 243; Uzum;ar~1h, 0.J17'1iJnl• De'l'letinin 
n,;ye Tetkillin (Ankara, 1965) 
41 Ideas common to Seliniki, ·Ali, ~l;U~iiri, the aoODymous author of Kitdb-i Maste!db, Aziz 
Efeodi aod others are eloquently reformulated by K~i Bey, Risdle. ed. A.K. Aksilt (Istanbul 
1939), pp. 21, 59, 6)-4. 
42K~ Beg, Risdle,p. 21;d. 'Ali,Nu#.wt, ed.Tietze,l: 130oftexL 
43Pub1ished by c;. Ulu-;a,y. Osmonl1 Su.lttmlanNJAik Mi'kruplan (lstanbul: 19SO), p. 31. 
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ser'asker-sultdn, or, commander-in-chief and sullall. The fact of lhe maaer was 
that he was ~ppointed ser'asker-i sul!in,44 or, the commander-in-chief of the 
sullall with full powers to ensure the success of the mililary campaign as was a 
normal assignment in the Ottoman state tradition. In any case, further 
investigations will show to what extent those factions seeking power could 
manipulate the sullall for their own purposes. 

It was considered the sullall's most important duty, to be present at the 
imperial council, particularly when the cao;e involved the redress of injustices 
committed against the re'ayii or the powerless. In 1527, a religious scholar, 
Molla l,(llbii:, was publicly declaring spiritual superiority (af(laliyya) of lesus 
Christ over the Prophet Mul;lammed. Stileyman who followed the hearing was 
not satisfied by the ~di'asker's decision to have the Molla executed as a heretic, 
because Ute Molla's arguments were not refuted on the basis of the Islamic 
precepts. Then, upon the sullall's order, the hearing was renewed in the presence 
of the most authoritative scholar of the time, ~eyiJii'l-lslam Ibn KemaJ, who 
listened calmly to the Molla's arguments, and refuted each point on the basis of 
religious proofs. The Molla stood silent for a moment, not being able to answer 
Ibn Kem81's replies. Then Ibn Kemftl asked him: "Now the truth became 
apparent Do you have anyllting more to say, or do you want to give up the error 
and accept the truth'!'' But the Molla did not retreat from his belief, and the 
~ey~ii'l-IsiAm gave his religious opinion lhat the accused was in error and heresy, 
and left the legal decision to the tddi 'asker. The latter invited him again to 
renounce his error. The Molla insisted on his belief, and was sentenced to death. 
Incidentally, this trial reminds us of another famous trial in the presence of the 
Emperor Charles V a few years earlier which had ended with the death penalty on 
the man who sald he could not contmdict the truth which his conscience dictated. 

In contrast to the rsonal, even arbitrary disposition of the pddi~Fflh, the 
bureaucrattzation an thereb e conso t auon, o e cen a tze 1IDpertal 
system made further advances under Siileyman. During the pert o echne, 
bureaucrats, trying to determine the causes of the change, looked back to 
Siileyman's time as the Golden Age of the empire with all its institutions in 
their perfect forms under the guarantee of the imperial laws and regulations. 
Thus, together with the Islamic tradition, bureaucracy was considered as some 
sort of control apparatus modifying the arbitrary power of the Ottoman ruler. 
Here, the contradiction within the system became apparent from the fact thatlhe 
same bureaucrats were responsible at the same time, for the reinforcement of the 
sultan's absolute power. Bureaucrats wielded the sultan's authority in their 
capacity as his agents and oflen, the tyranny of the bureaucracy concealed itself 
behind that of the ruler. Celalzade employed it to create perhaps the most 

44-rbe diploma of ser'nskerlik was composed by Celilzide who W&'l a close friend of tbe srand 
vizier. 
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developed form of a bureaucratized cenualist empire, and llle sullan had to show 
himself as abiding by llle laws and regulations made in his name. 

As the main apparatus to keep th~~~.9l reyenue and the Sla}US !!~ 
groups under control, the survey and rcgislration (ta/lrir) system, constituted lhe 
u~!le~.E!!!E!I of the Ottolrul!! bureaucn1c~, 4S In Ouoman bureaucrahc pn)Cedui:e; 

·any new appointment or grant. fU"St bad to be checked at the official survey book 
(defter) whether it concerned a timar. a kadiship, a tax-farm, or a guild office. 
Thus, defters were kept in various depanmenl~ of llle government for t1m3r, 
val!:lf, tax-farms, or guilds, ulema, etc. But the most important defiers were those 
made by country surveys (ilta/lrirl) which recorded the tax payer's name, each tax 
with its source and amount. immunities, and land holdings whether llley were 
state- or privately-<:>wned or endowed in each administrative unit. In early defters, 
llle t1m3r-holders were also listed. Under SOieyrnan, through nijancl Cetalz.lide's 
efforts, surveys and book keeping methods became more sophisticated and 
reached !heir perfect forms never surpassed !hereafter. Now, more oflen, separate 
defters were dmwn up for limiir-holders, val!:•fs. and pastoralists, in addition to lhe 
detailed main survey book. Defter sizes were enlarged, arrangement and script 
improved, detailed indexes and other apparatus were added for a faster 
identification of items. 

During Silleyman's time general surveys comprising vast regions were 
made: the sanc~s of Rumelia and Anatolia in 1528, those of Eastern Anatolia in 
1540, lhnse of Hungary in 1545-1546, and those of Syria and Palestine in 1525-
1526 and 1538. A detailed survey was made for each~ immediately after its 
conquest - the sanc~s being the original, integrated adminislrative-military 
unit. The direct Ottoman adminislration was considered as established in an area 
when a sanctl!c begi and a kadi were appointed and a survey was carried out. An 
emin, a trustworthy, experienced high official was appointed to carry out the 
survey. A scribal expert with knowledge of the indigenous tongue accompanied 
him. As described in ajennlin containing instructions to the surveyor, a survey 
in StileynWI's time was carried out asa follows:46 

I. To begin the survey, the emin summoned the local kadi and umiir
holders in the kadi's area of jurisdiction. 

2. Everyone in possession of a public revenue source, - tim3r-holders, 
possessors of free-bold or vaklf lands, tax-farmers - would hand over to llle 
emin the pertinent documeniS in their bands. 

450. 1... Barkan, "Les grands recensemeots de Ia population et du tenitoirc de !'empire ouom.an et 
les registres imperiaUJ. de statistique."' /kri.far FokUltt!si Mecmuas' 2 (1940-1941), pp. 21-34. 
1611-178; lnalc1k. SUret-i Defter-i Sot1ct1k-i Arwmid (Ankara: 1954), pp. XIII· XX Ill. 
46n,id .. p. XIX. 
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J. Then the emin would visit each village. Summoning in his presence 
the elderly, the heads of the households, and lhe limfu'-holders, he determined lhe 
lhree years' produce of eacb peasant family and olher taxes. The surplus from lhe 
amounls of lhe previous survey were carefully recorded. It was most imponant 
lhat aU !he possible revenues due to lhe treasury were brought to light, and that 
no person or source of revenue was left out 

4. The umar-holder bad to bring to the presence of the emill all the taxable 
adult male peasanls in bis timar area. Dut it wa.; forbidden 10 register the non
taxable minors and underestimate lhe revenue due by taxable adullS. Those acting 
otherwise lost lbeir limars. If lbere was any surplus found, it had to be added 10 
!be limfu'-bolder's income. 

5. Until after the survey was completed and presented to lhe sultan's 
chancery, no motion for the appointment of a timar was pennitted to be made by 
the surveyor. 

As a rule. a regulation ((<LlnrJnndme) was, at lhe same time, prepared by lhe 
emin who detennined !be rates of the taxes, local measuremenlS, payment dates, 
and solutions for all possible points of dispute between lhe peasanlS and the 
timar-llolders in d1is particular sancii/c. In addition, separate surveys were drawn 
up for lhe extraordinary impositions for !be government (avdr~-i divdniyye), for 
the non-Muslim poll-lax (/Jardc) and !be market dues (bdc ve tamga). These were 
made as a rule by !be local kadis. 

Of course, lhe obvious reason for such elaborate surveys was to delerllline 
all available sources of public revenue, but as I lried to show before, !be surveys 
also constituted basic reference books in tl1e government offices and were in 
current use. Changes in timar-holding or possession of land were recorded in 
lhese defiers. In addition, lhe defter was a decisive source of reference to setlle 
disputes arising between !be various status groups. 

Ta~rir and defter were !be main instrumenlS to mainlain lhe Ottoman 
centralist imperial system. Bureaucrat-hisiOrians after Siileymitn's reign would 
attribute !be decline or loss of control by lhe central bureaucracy of the 
provinces, 10 the neglect of the ta~rir and lhe bookkeeping system.47 

The bookkeeping techniques, the methods used 10 record lhousands of 
names of individuals and places, in lands as varied as Syria, Albania and 
Hungary, to arrange and classify !hem in such a way as 10 be able to locate !hem 
later in a short notice are all quite remarkable. The colleclion of the Ottoman 

47see 'Ay.U, ~avdrrin-i Al-i ·~mlin der tfUIQpl-i Defter-i Dlvdn (Istanbul: 1280/1863), wrirte:a in 
1018/1609. 
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domesday books should be considered as an achievement as monumental as the 
Siileymaniye mosque. The great genius behind this grandiose bureaucratic 
apparaiUS was the f(oca Nijdncz CeWzide who perfected the system and aeated 
classic examples for future generations. 

To a modem liberal mind, however, the negative aspects of the system 
cannot remain unnoliced. The ta/lrir was designed 10 put every individual within 
lhe society in a status companrnent with defined obligalions - !aXes and 
services- 10 lhe state. It besl charactzerized U1e palrimonial-autocratic nature of 
!he Ouoman state. In fac~ in lhe ta/lrir came into conllict the two fundamental 
policies of the empire, namely the DUIXimillization of the public revenues on the 
one hand, and on the other, the 'adJiet-istimdlet48 policy, i.e., not taking !aXes 
beyond the capacity of the individual, and not causing discontent among the 
re'dyd, the peasants in particular. Nomads who resented being regis1ered and 
being subject to paying !aXes 10 an assigned government authority - the beg, 
!he laX-farmer or valpf- were totally against !he ta/lrir. For them, registration 
meant losing their freedom and coming under the constant control of the 
bureaucratic machine. To spare U1e peasant population, the main source of public 
revenue, Ouoman bureaucracy employed nomads in all sorts of heavy 
undenakings. as a labor pool, in construction, cleaning and safeguarding of roads 
and bridges, in mining and transportation, and forcing them to .deliver animal 
products 10 the state. 

Due to U1e inadequate means of communication, however, many subjects 
managed to escape being recorded in the ta/lrtr, and thus avoid U1e obligations 
which were imposed. Abandoning the village individually or en masse or hiding 
during the registration were llle most common melllods of escape. In rugged 
highlands, poor and warlike people, lhe Albanians or the Turcomans had recourse 

lO arms in protest. ~U1e surveyor's over-~~~-s_m~n~_?!.!!'~.tax of~- !=«:f~in 
Silgliin-ogh ~oca's p1ece of land and the ill-treabnent of the Ouoman authorities 
·lllalseloll1JieTei'r16ie /f.mlbq upnsmg in !he large areafroiil-i'ars~sios~ 
lhe summer 01 152/. I he surveyor and lhe kad1 were the first victims. In order 
to suppress the msurreCTIOn, armies had to be sent and final victory was 
celebrated as a major achievement. 

48Jsrinu'ilet, 10 win over by tolerance and generosity, wa.s one of the fundamental maKims of 
Ouoman rule, without which we cannot explain lhe Ottoman e;~~pansioo and administration. 
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III. THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC STRUCTURE 

I. POPULA"llON 

As first suggested by Femand Brnudel, and laJer documented by the late 
Orner Liitfi Barkan, the Ottoman empire shared the universal population 
explosion of the sixteenth century.49 Hypotheses giving priority to climatic 
changes, biological mutation or economic expansion with improved worldwide 
communication, are suggested as being responsible for this widespread 
phenomenon. In any case, in the sixteenth century, in the western half or the 
MediLerranean, Braude! finds the population doubled, with a rapid increase in UJC 
first half of the century. 

Barkan, using Ottoman surveys for taxation, finds about two million 
taxable households in Asia Minor, Ottoman Rumeli, Syria and Palestine for the 
period 1520-I 535. His estimate of the non-taxable population not included in the 
surveys is another one million households. Using a coefficient of five per 
household, he obtains a population of 15 million for the entire population in the 
aforementioned territories during the first decade of Siileymi\.n's reign. His 
calculation of population growU1 being about sixty percent, the population or the 
same regions gives a population figure of 24 million at the tum of the centU!J. 
Adding the newly conquered lands under Siileymfm, he suggests a population of 
about 30 million for U1e whole empire. Brandel's estimate was between 22-25 
million. Barkan also makes sugesiions on the social slructure of this population. 

A small percenlage, less than ten percent, lived in the cities, although the 
urban population growth rate was higher, about 83%., during U1e same period. 
The Muslim pastoralist population was quite sizeable. In Anaiolia it consisted of 
about 16% of the entire population. Its low rnte of increase of 38% against the 
average rate of increase or 60% is explained by tbe accelerated settlement of the 
pastoralists during this period. In absolute figures, there were 160,564 pastoralist 
households in Asia Minor in the period 1520-1530, while the Christian 
pastoralists or the Balkans, called Etl1iJ<, numbered 34, 970 households in 1540. 

The breakdown of the Balkan population in terms of religion gives 
I 95,000 Muslim households in conlraSt with 863,000 Christian households. In 
other words, in the period of 1520-1535 one ftrth of the Balkan population was 
Muslim. 

As Barkan himself admits, all these figures are only tenlative, because or 
the particular character of Ole Ottoman fiscal censuses. But still, it is possible to 

49see my "JmpaL, of the Amlllles School oo Ouoman Studies and New Fiodins$." Review, vol. 1, 
3/4 (1978), pp. 71-80. 
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assert that high population growth was an undeniable fact during Siileyman's 
reign. A closer examinaton of the populations of certain regions, Syria and 
Palestine by B. Lewis, A. Cohen, and A. Bakhit; of Anatolia by M. Cook, H. 
lslamoj!lu, L. Erder and S. Faroqhi, seems to confirm this hypo!hesis. 

As for the socio-economic changes during this period. as related to the 
population growth, we observe the following developments. In general the 
studies mentioned above show that afler a period of stagnation or decline 
immediately following the conquest, a period of boom in the economy and the 
population began, which lasted to the I 550's. 

An important development is a dramatic ex lens ion of the cultivated lands 
in the empire. Surveys made under Siileymiin indicate that extensive amounts of 
new arable land was put under cultivation during this time. The following is an 
example of ibis development. 

Sirem (Syrmia) was devastated and depopulated particularly during the 
period 1521-1526.50 When it was annexed in 1526, the Ottomans encouraged 
settlers, through tax exemptions, to come and found villages. Dut we learn from 
a report of 1578,5t that at this time there were still vast !racks of unsettled arable 
land (ifrtJztJt). Also, peasant families in ille existing villages were in small 
numbers and the land in each peasant's possession was much larger than the 
amount allowed under the law. In addition, they claimed exclusive rights to 
cultivate the unsettled lands in the vicinity while private persons were proposing 
to bring peasant families and settle. The surveyor asked to be. authori7.ed by the 
sultan, to measure and delimit the lands, so that new family farms could be 
created on the surplus land (ifrd~). One reason for lhe frequent tabrirs under 
SUieym3n, was such resettlements and the expansion of agriculture - a 
movement which paralleled the population explosion. 

Agricultural expansion may explain the great quantity of surplus wheat in 
the Levant, and the massive exports of cheap grain Lo Italy during tbe Turkish 
wheat boom in the 1548-1564 period. Here the question is whether the boom 
was due to a long-term economic development or to occasional factors. However, 
we have to keep in mind that the increase in cultivated land can, at the same 
time, be both the cause and the effect of population growth. What is to be noted 
is that ille stale was actively and directly involved in the growth of agrarian 
economy through the systematic application of its re'ayd-fiftlik (see infra) and 
settlement policy. However, we should also consider the fact that the state's 
direct interest in this matter W'as~dnot economic. ''the concern of ihe 
~~~-~~~ea~_c:r~ \lias tocre_~l<.J.I!'\1/S.O"~cesorrevenuefor-ihCii'ea:sury;-or'fm 

SOn. McGowan, "S~rem St:JN-agt Mufassal TolarirDefleri, (Ankara: 1983). pp. LVI-LXI. 
51 Barbo, "Def1cr-i Hakiru .... llctisat Fakiiltu; Mecmutu1, vol 2-2, p. 230. 
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the t!mar system. The idea of a national, global economic development was a 
totally anachronistic notion for the sixteemh century Ottoman empire. Although 
the expansion of cultivated lands is an undeniable fact, it appears lhat it did not 
keep pace wil.h Lhe population growth. 

B. POPULATION PRESSURE 

SIM!ing from the middle of the sixteenth century, a series of adverse 
developments, particularly food shortages affecting urban populations, have been 
interpreted as signs of population pressure in the Ottoman Empire. From 1565 
onwards, the Ottoman government put regular prohibitions on wheat exports, 
with the result that Italy turned to the northern countries for massive wheal 
imports after I 594.52 After I 565, Onoman sources witness recurrent shoriJ!ges in 
western Anatolia, the main source of tile wheat exported to Italy. Akda~ and 
Barlcan share the theory lhat high prices offered by Western nations and extensive 
contraband were the real causes of the wheat shortages in this period, i.e., that 
the shortages were due to an external factor rather than a real disparity between 
population and economic resources within the empire. A close examination of 
the problem through the Ouoman ta~rir surveys suggests a real population 
pressure, resulting from the fact that "the population growth was more rapid than 
the extension of cultivation," as Michael Cook concluded in his Population 
Pressure in Rural Anatolia.53 Cook also observed substantial diminution in lhe 
size of the average peasant family farrn (re'dya-~ijilik). The dramatic increase in 
the proportion of unmarried adult males in the villages which were studied was 
also laken as a proof of lhe population pressure. However, for a definite answer, 
Cook also points out the statistical inadequacy of the Ouoman surveys as well as 
Ule lack of information on the actual change in lllC agricultural melllods utilized 
by Ottoman fam1ers. Recent studies on village population in various regions 
demonstrnte an exceptional increase and confirrn our general conclusion. 54 In any 
case, demographic agrarian expansion during Siileyrnan's reign signified a major 
economic development, the evidence of which is the great amount of ifrtJtdl, or 
new lands added to agriculture in Ole sucl'essive surveys. 

Olber important social and economic changes in the empire during this 
period can be summarized as follows. 

52JnalcJk, "Impact," pp. 80-113. 
53London' t972, pp. 10-tl. 
54Sce lnalc1k, "Impact," pp. 116-90. 
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Firs~ all slate services. particularly the timariot army and navy e>Lpanded 
and improved, and the patronage of art nourished. 55 Second, urbanization made 
rapid headway under Siileyman. According to Barkan's calculations, while the 
general rate of population increase was ab0ut60 percent. it reached 83 percent in 
the cities. Population pressure in the countryside is suggested as one reason for 
the migration from rural areas to towns. It coincided with the relaxation of !he 
laws prohibiting the peasant to leave his home and the timar-holder for !he town. 
As is well known, in order to preserve the specific agrarian and laJL system, 
Ottoman lnws in general made a legal distinction between the Jehirli (town 
dweller) and the re'IJyO. (peasant) as distinct slatus groups. A timar-holder was 
authorized to bring back a peasant to hjs bQDLC.l'iUage from bis ~~.o:_of 
immigration within flfteen years. Now the time period was reduced to ten years. 
Besides, the mdemnification of !he la>Les due to the timar-holder was easier to 
meet under the new economic conditions. In general, the growing cities became 
more and more attractive for the rural unemployed. Already under Suleyman, 
measures were taken to check the rural emigration.56 On the other hand. 
Siileyrnan improved the living conditions in the cities, and in particular. gave 
attention to the water supply system. Architects and experl~ from his water 
supply division (su-yolctlan) were sent to such cities as Jerusalem and Mecca to 
construct waterways and aqueducts which are still in use today. In addition, the 
religious endowment system was the main mechanism of building hospices, 
hospitals and other facilities in the cities. 57 

Third, the rural unemployed could also become the source of discontent 
and intermittent brigandage and rebellions in the provinces .58 We find them as 
mercenaries under the names of yevmlii, or sekbdn, or $OTlca, who formed or 
joined CeUJli brigand bands once unemployed, or took part in the uprisings 
which became widespread in the second half of the sixteenth century. 

It is suggested that large numbers of unemployed peasant youths joined 
organi7.ations or created their own to fall upon and plunder villages and towns 
lhroughollt Anatolia. First we find them joining the yevmlti groups who played 
an imporlanl role in swelling the ranks of the troops of rival ~ehzddes (princes) 
during the reing of Siileyrnan;59 then, we see them among unruly ,<fifta ($tlyte) 

55Consttuctioo of the Siileymaniye complex cos1 897,350 sold norins. or 53,841,000 silver 
a~fe. This was aboul one lenlh of the public reYenues (in 1527·1528). One year's revenues 
iocludins the revenues assis;ned to Jimdrs and tv~dfamounted lo 537,929.006 af:re; ~ee O.L. 
Barkan, "H. 933-934 (M. 1527-1528) Maliye Yllma ait Dlil!je Orneji," lktisat Fak.Ultesi 
MecmuaSI 15 (1953-1954), p. 277. 
56see. lnalCJk, "Istanbul." EI2. s.v. 
57 For lhe va~1fs established under SUieym3n I. see Istanbul Vak•JWn Tahrir Deften·, eds. 6. L. 
Barkan and E.H. Ayverdi (lstaobul: 1960). 
58M AkdaA. Tdrbye'nin lkri:radi ve lrtimot Tarihi. vol. 2 (Ankara: 1971). 
59Turaa. $e/q/Jde Bay<lid Vak'as1. 
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bands, or the provincial medrese undergmduates who w~~'!'~?Stl:r:_o~ant 
origin;60 later on, during llle Austrian wars in the last decade of the sixteenlb 
cenfury. among the lbousands of selcbdn and $anca mercenaries who turned into 
lhe brigand bands known as the Celtili and wreaked havoc lbroughout Anatolia. 
At tile root of all lbese ruinous eruptions in Anatolia is found the disparity 
between population and economic growth. 

C. TilE PEASANT FAMILY FARM (Rf:'AYA-(:IFTUK) SYSTEM 

The survey system was designed to maintain a specific agmrian system 
under state control to serve both tile peasant family production as well as the 
imperial polity. Ta(lrir was an instrument of control and supervision in the hands 
of the central bureaucracy, to ensure that the peasant family farm system 
remained tile dominant form of agricultural production. Since taXes were 
determined and registered on the basis of units called fift or fifilik and on peasant 
families, the surveys were relatively easy to carry out, which spared ·the 
administration to enage in Ute extremely difficult and unpractical cadastral 
surveys. But due to the fact that tile w · e tahrir 
and on e mamtenance te. e units tile central bureaucrat did 
changes in lbem, and clung to a rigid system. Jnder SUieyman. lbrough his 
bureaucracy's efforts, the system attained its most develooed forms, and was most 
systematically implemented. Siileyman's reign saw indeed tile apex of an empire 
based on family units, or Ute re 'tiyli-fiftliks, in its ruml economy and taXation. 
Seen in this perspective, Siileyman's empire can be considered as a perfect 
example of tile traditional peasant empire. 

The name "peasant empire" is used in the sense that the imperial autocracy 
was justified and employed for tile maintenance of free peasant family farms 
against tendencies to bring them under the control and the exploitation of a class 
of local landowners. In discussing above tile concept of state, it was made 
suffciently clear lbat Ibis was tile avowed ideology of tile empire. Once, in a 
private gathering, Siileyman reportedly asked: "Who do you believe is our 
benefactor (veli-ni'met) in Ibis world?"6t The unanimous answer was of course: 
"You, Your Majesty." Siileyman corrected lbem, saying "no, gentlemen, our 
benefactor is tile peasant; he forgets his own comforts for the sake of producing 
food for all of us." A parallel controversy is to be found in Islamic works on 
elbics and politics, as to whether crafts or agriculture is more important for 
society, and some granted the fttSt place to agriculture. 

6°M. Akdag. "Medreseli lsyam," lktisat F~llesi MecmlldSt, vol. 11 (1949/50), pp. 361-387. 
6 1Ciled by Uzun~~d1, Osman/, Tarihi, vol. 2 (Ankara: 1964), p. 420. 
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1lle state's role and its justification is, of course, always open to debate. 
While one sebool of thought does not see any difference, whether the "feudal" 
appropriation of surplus product was made by the local feudal lord or by the 
state, a second interpretation is that, under the medieval conditions of agrarian 
production, the Iauer was the ideal symbiosis between the protective political 
power and the direct producers.62 

Just as tbe Ottomans considered the craft guild system as tile fundamental 
inastitution of the city, they regarded the family labor farm system, re'tiy{t-r;iftlik, 
or fift-!Jdne, as the fomidation of agricultural production and of rural society. 
What then is the ~ift-bane which dominaled the Ottoman countryside? Firs~ let 
us recall that in !he Ouoman domesday books, the registered peasantry was 
divided imo categories as fifl, nim-r;ift, benndk, hive, ~ra or caba; and the 
unregistered re 'dya (!Jtlric-ez-defter) was treated as an independent category. 
Although this seems to" be simply a fiscal arrangement, it was actually based on 
the economic potential of various groups in the rural society. The nonnal unit, 
the fift, was a mature peasant family in possession, by a /apu (lease), of a certain 
amount of arable land and the two oxen to cultivate it. The size of his piece of 
land called ra 'iyyet r;iftligi as against the ektJbir fiftligi (absentee large 
landowner), varied with the fenility of the soil, from 50 to !50 d(}nflm, or from 
about 5 to 15 hectares. 1l1e head of the household was to pay tbe full "peasant" 
(ra 'iyyel) tax called r;ift-resmi which originally corresponded to seven labor 
services due to the landlord. The rate of it was one gold coin or its equivalent in 
silver coins. 

Now, a peasant who had in his possession hruf of this wa' considered nim
r;ift and bad to pay half of the ra 'iyyer tax. Thus, Ibis was a peasant tax for the 
combined assets of family labor and land. If the land was less !han half or a 
~iftlik, then the labor factor was taken as a basis for the assessment of the tax. If 
the peasant was married, in otber words, if he represented a family labor unit 
with wife and children, he paid 9 aJ.<~e as a rule; ir he was unmarried, he only paid 
6 a4e. A widow in possession of a r;i/tlik still paid the lowest rate, because in 
order In maintain U1e ~ift/ik, she had to hire hands until her children grew up and 
took over the responsibility. lllc bennlik and ~ra peasants were considered 
yol:.sul, poor, possessing little or no land. 

During the Byzantine era, the peasantry was categorized in the same way, 
but it was often possession of traction power, oxen, rather than the si1.e of be 
land, which determined the peasant tax. Under the Ottoman practice, tbe land was 
taken as a basis, apparently because the peasant was supposed to hire oxen if he 
did not have any of his own. 

62see the preface to the second edition of my T7u! Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age (New York: 
A.D. Caratz.as, 1989). 
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One of the crucial points for the imperial bureaucracy was the 
impartibility of fiftliks. When a ~iftlik owner died, his sons inherited the 
possession righL~ and held the land jointly. The law encouraged, by reward, the 
integration of fif/liks that were broken up. Tile impartibility of the fiftlik was 
not only based on the adminisiialion's concern about the tax fixed per unit, but a1 

the same time, it was considered necessary to maintain the family labor unit 
which was thought 10 be crucial for lhe system. 

As a rule, !he fiJI hOusehold was a typical patriarcba.l family, in which lbe 
father organized and conlrolled the production. However, wherever the basic 
assets., !hat is., !he arable land and the oxen, were concerned, custom demanded 
lbat he obtain the accord of the entire family. The size of the average peasant 
family household was estimated by Barkan as live for the entire empire while it 
seems to be less than that in many cases. 63 

I call this agrarian organi.l'.ation, the fift-l]dne system, because the nonnal 
and basic components of the unit were the family and the rift whether it was 
interpreted as a pair of oxen or a land workable by a pair of oxen. The bOne
family was considered perhaps more important in the system because it provided 
the labor unit, and the size of lbe capital assets were determined by it. Land and 
animal power were of the size to maintain an average peasant fanlily under 
nonnal conditions. 

II is obvious that for the maintenance of the system, a constant 
supervision over changing conditions was necessary, particularly as far as land 
and family labor were concerned. II was this necessity that demanded the state's 
dominium eminens, or rakabe, on agricultural land and the reslrictions on the 
peasant's movement. The peasant was considered 'free' as long as be organized his 
economic activities independently, and nobody was permitted to impose forced 
services on him, or his fanlily, beyond those defined in the regulations and laws. 
Even the sultan's authority was limited on this mauer, theoretically, by the 
strength of lbe 'good old custom,' and practically, by the flight of peasant 
families when they were demanded to perform forced labour beyond a degree 
which was economically permissible. State ownership of land was a prerequisite 
of the system and it was applied exclusively on the land in possession of peasant 
families designed for grain production. The change in the use of such land was 
also prohibited. 

All these principles were most systematically applied under Silleyrnan, 
which consequently made his reign the culminating point in the development of 
this specific system based on the ~ift-bdne in the agrarian production and rural 
social orgDllization in the history of the Ouoman empire. What was the 

63see lnalc.k, "Impact,'' p. 80. 
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economic end result of this agrarian system for the average peasant household? 
Bruce McGowan's careful examination of food supply and taxation of the average 
peasant household in the four Ouornan sancd(cs of Sirem, Segedin, G'ula and 
Semen dire in the period 1568-1579, suggests that wben every source of income 
is calculated in terms of a natural uni~ the kilogram of wheat equivalent, the 
average peasant household looks quite prosperous.64 "Per capita food production 
averages are well above the theoretical level regarded as the threshold of modem 
European agriculture. •65 The annual production was well above the subsistence 
level (about 300 kg of economic grain). The peasants could "sell off a goodly 
proportion of their surpluses in the market."M Another observation is that in 
these four san~s. the taxes in cash, compared to those in kind, amounted to 
ftfty per cent or more. lbis means that quite an important part of the agricultural 
produce was converted to cash in the market. 

64"Food Supply and Tualion on lhe Middle Duube," A.rcllivum Otronu:micum, I (1969), pp. 
IJ9-196. 
6Slbid .• Graph I, p. 145. 
645lbid., Graph 5 B. p. 176. 



THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF AN EMPIRE: 
OTIOMAN STATE UNDER SULEYMAN THE 

MAGNIFICENT 

Fatma Miige G<"x;:EK 

In 1547, when Suleymiin ~•e Magnificent corresponded wilh lhe Holy Roman 
Emperor Charles V, he addressed him as "lhe King of lbe province of Spain" 
rather lhan ·Kayser (Caesar)," the Ouoman term for emperor. He referred 10 
himself as Sultan SU!eymiin l:!iin bin Selim ijiin bin Bayezid ijiin, the Plidillih 
"who commands the caesars of the era and crowns the emperors of the world."1 

1l1is exchange, wilh its precise use of litulature, signifies lbe elements that 
socially constructed the OUoman empire; it reveals lbe three traditions of 
universal sovereignty with which lhe Ouomans associated themselves which. 
Among the titles of SU!eymim lbe Magnificent, !fan symbolized the Centrn.l 
Asian tradition and Su/flin the Islamic one. Plldildh referred to the Ouomao 
imperial synU1esis which emerged under SU!eyman's rule to give new meaning to 
lhe term as the 01/oman emperor.2 The tiUe !Jayser which Siileyman abstained 
from bestowing upon Charles V indicated U1e Ouoman association with the 
Eastem Roman claims to universal sovereignty. SU!eymiin, as lhe descendant of 
Me~med II, lhe conqueror of lhe Eas1em Roman Empire, rejected lhe claims of 
Charles V to be lhe Roman emperor. 

This paper employs Ottoman titulature as a vantage point to study lhe 
Ouoman construction of an empire under Suleymlin lhe Magnificent. First, it 
analyzes the lhree traditions of universal sovereignty - the Central Asian, 
Islamic, and Eastern Roman - which constructed the Ouoman concept of 
empire. It lhen discusses the Ouoman conceptions of absolutism and justice, the 
two significant elements that differentiated lbe Ottoman imperial tradition from 
its predecessors. The paper concludes with an analysis of the cullural symbol 
which reproduced the Ot!Oman concept of empire. 

1see H. lnah:1k "Osmanh-Rus Rekaberinin Mell.Jei ve Doo-Volga Kanab Te~ebbUsU (1569)" 
Belleu11 XJI. p. '349, aDd H. Jnalc1k The 01Joman Empire: 'lhe Classical Age p. S1. 
2see H. lbalcJk. "Osmanh Padi-1alu" Ankara Onivenitesi Siyasol Bilgiler Faklilresi Dergisi Xlll/2. 
pp. 68-79. 
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l. THE FORM AT ION OF THE OTT OM AN 
CONCEPT OF EMPIRE: THE HERITAGE 

The Ottoman dynasty structured its concept of empire and acquired its 
drive for expansion from the three ttaditions of universal sovereignty it came into 
contact with throughout its history. The Central Asian tradition influenced the 
nature of Ouoman rule, panicularly its state structure and administration. The 
subsequent development of an Indo-Iranian Islamic imperial traditon around the 
possible uoiversal soverignty of Islam informed the concept of the Ottoman 
ruler, panicularly the supreme nature of his rule. The interaction in Asia Minor 
with the Byzantine Empire first as an adversary and then as the successor advised 
the· Ouoman dynasty of the Eastern Roman imperial tradition and its European 
claims; the frequent Ottoman campaigns to the West refle<:ted the Eastern Roman 
aspe<:t of this universal sovereignty. 

TilE CENTRAL ASIAN lRADmON 

The Central Asian association with the title emperor dates back to (,;ingiz 
{Un and Oguz I:.!An. TI1e ancient Turkic epic Og~tzndme depicts Oguz {!An a.~ the 
first world emperor who conquered t11e world with his six sons; the Ottomans 
!race their lineage to the three older sons who inherited the claims to a world 
empire.3 (,;ingiz had regarded himself as the emperor of the world, one who had 
been sent to that position by the heavens. Later, according to the Chinese 
sources, Temu~in was given the title emperor, "(:ingiz." by the assembly be bad 
gaU1ered in 1206, whereby he regarded himself, in contrast to tbe Chinese 
emperor, as the emperor of the nomads.4 According to both of these depictions, 
the ruler was imbued with sacredness through his association with the eternal 
powers. He ruled tile cart!• with the powers given 10 him by the eternal sky. His 
sovereignty on earth was as vast and broad as the ocean; like the ocean, be tou
ched and ruled all the shores of the world: he was the world emperor. He descen
ded from god because his mother as a princess who was impregnated by a light 
descending from the sky.5 The pre-Islamic beliefs of the Turks shaped this natur
alistic image of the sovereignty of the Turkic ruler and the expanse of his rule. 

The creation myths of subsequent empires all drew upon the legitimation 
offered by this sacred origin: the founders of both the Seljuk and Ottoman 
dynasties had dreams that capture this sacred association which promised them a 

3see H. lnalcJk "Osmanlllar'da Saltanat Vcraseti Usulll ve TUrk Hak.im.iyet Te1oikkisiyle llg.isi" 
Ankara Oniversitesi Siyasa/ Bilgiler Faktiltt!si Dergisi 1959, pp. 77-8, and 0. Turan Tarle Cil..on 
Hakimiyeti MejkQresi Tarihi p. 147. 
4See 0. Turan "«";ingiz Ad• Hakk.mda" Belleitll 1942, p. 267. 
5see H. loalcJk "Osmanhlar'da Sahanat Veraseti UsuiO ve TUrk Hak.imiyel Telikkisiyle llgisi" 
Ankara Oniver~itui Siyasal Bilgiler FakUIJesi Dergisi 1959: XlVII. w. 74-5. and 0. Turan 
"'c;ingiz Ad1 HaU.nda" Bellelen 1942: V/18, pp. 270-5. 
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world empire.6 Seljuk's falher Du~al!: dreamt of lhree trees growing out of his 
nave~ branching out to spread lhe world empire. ·o~man Gazi (1281-1324), lhe 
founder of the Ouoman dynasty, had a similar dream with an additional Islamic 
component. He, after having shown ubllost respect to the Qur'an while a guest 
of Sheikh Edebali, dreamed that a moon emerged from the Sheikh and entered 
·~man's breast whereupon an enormous tree ascended to brnnch out and cover 
the world. The Sheikh inlelpreted the dream as foreshadowing lbe future world 
empire to be founded by the dynasty of ·o~man Oazi, and gave him his daughter 
Mal tHitiin in marriage. 

These myths of origin and the claims of sovereignty they offered created 
conflicts among different dynasties in Asia Minor. In 1040, the Seljuk ruler 
Tugrul Dey sent an envoy to the Ghaznavid sultan informing him that while the 
sultan descended from slaves (killezlide), Tugrul Bey, who could trace his lineage 
to Oguz l_lan, had come from a dynasty of rulers7 In tile fourteenth century, holil 
the Ottomans and Timur and his sons claimed descendance from tile Central 
Asi.1n dynasty of world emperors. Timor wanted to legitimate his rule of tile area 
by stating that he, as a descendant of "a lineage of rulers going back to Cingiz 
Han," had a natural right to rule wheras Diiyezid I (1389-1403) who was" a mere 
frontier lord" did not. 8 Biiyezid countered this assertion by producing a genealogy 
to the ancient Turkish bans of Central Asia. claiming descent from Oguz ljan, 
thereby holding on to his right of rule. This was the only serious challenge to 
the Ottoman appropriation of the Central Asian heritage which structured the 
Ouoman imperial synthesis through its conceptions of sovereignty, legislation, 
and state formation. Symbolically, the Ottomans kept drawing on the 
legitimation of this tradition in their accession ceremonies; the girding of the 
sword of ·~man to the newly established ruler was one such Central Asian 
practice adopted by tile Ottoman dynasty. 

The Ottoman auempts to establish this Central Asian conception of 
uni versa! sovereignty are evident in the endeavors of Me~med II (1444-1446, 
1451-1481) and Stileymiin I, the Magnificent (1520-1566). Giacomo de 
Languischi recounted lila! Mel)med II had stated there must be one world empire, 
with one faith and one sovereignty9. Already possessing the heritage of the 
Central Asian and Islamic traditions of universal sovereignty, and having just 
conquered the Eastern Roman Empire, Mehmed II undoubtedly saw hiruself as 

6see H. loalc•k "Osmanblar'da Sahanal Vera:u:~ti Usuh1 ve TUrk Hikimiyet Telikkisiyle llgjsi" 
Ankara Oniversitesi Siyosa/ Bilgiler Folcullesi Dergisi 1959: XIV/1. pp. 17·8, and 0. Turao Turk 
Cilum HakinUyeti Mejkfirtsi Tari/U 1978, pp. 150-2. 
7see 0. Toran, Tiirk Cilum HNcimiyeti MejkQresi TariJU 1978, p. 269. 
&see H. Joalctk, "Osmanhlar'da Saltanat Veraseti UsuiU ,.e Tiirk Hakimiyet Telilckisiyle llgisi" 
ArlkDra O"iversilai Siyosal Bilgiier FoltUitesi Dergisi XIVJl: 1959, pp. 77-8, and H. lnalctk The 
Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age 1973, p. 56. 
9See H. lnalctk, n.e OtttmltJn Empire: 111e Classical Age 1973, pp. 57-8. 
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the most likely candidate for such a position. In constructing his rule, Mel_lmed II 
wa< also influenced byiO Trapezuntios who called him the Roman emperor, and 
Pope Pius II who promised to make him, if he accepted Christianity, the most 
powerful emperor of the world and bestow upon him the title of "the emperor of 
the Greeks and the East". Tile Ottoman chronicler Kem3Jp~e also mentioned 
that Mebmed II sought after world sovereignty. The esmblishmem of an Ouoman 
navy for sea conquest supports this claim; Mel)med ll's campaign against Ottanto 
was no doubt the first step in his conquest of Rome a plan aborted upon his 
death. The subsequent conquest East and West of his great grnndson StileymAn I 
to establish sovereignty over the seas by conducting campaigns to the Indian 
Ocean signify !be continuation of this notion of universal sovereignty. 

1HE ISLAMIC TRADIDON 

The title sultan, meaning authority or govemment in Arabic, had become 
a common designation employed by independent Muslim rulers in the tenth 
century. It became an official title in Ute eleventh century as Ute Seljuks redefined 
it as the supreme political and military head of lslam. 11 Sultan then turned into 
the usual Islamic title of sovereignty. Tite Ottoman attempts to use this title 
increased as they fought Christian Byzamium and slowly expanded beyond the 
conlrol of the weakening Seljukid st.ate. Orban Oazi (1324-1360) was the first 
Ouoman ruler to bear Ute title of milan and to strike dte fir.;t Ottoman coins as a 
token of independence. His son Murad I (1360-1389) carried the titles 
/]Uddvendigdr (emperor), and sul!dn-i d';:dm (the most exalted sultao).12 Yet it 
was wiUt the rule of Bilyezid I Utat lite Ouoman dynasty attempted to have the 
Abbasid Caliph in Cairo formally recognize !be title of sulJIJn or-Rum, the sultan 
of the Byzantine lan<l,. After his rule, as the power of the Ottoman dynasty 
expanded over Muslim lands, Ute title sultan became an illlegrnl part of its 
titulature. Tite conquest of Constantinople had made Mehmed II the most 
eminent Muslim ruler; when his grandson Selim I (1512-1520) expanded !be 
Ottoman boundaries to cover Syria, Egypt and Arabia, the Ottoman rulers 
became the protectors of all Muslims. 

The Seljuk redefinition of sultan differentiated the politic-al and military 
head of Islam from its religious head. associated with the title [!a life, the deputy 
(of God). The title [!a life had initially signified authority deriving directly from 
God, one supreme Muslim ruler above all. 13 After the destruction of the 
caliphate in Baghdad by the Mongols in 1258, the title lost irs significance and 
came to be applied to aU those Muslim rulers who acted to protect Islam; its real 

lOsee H. lnalc1k "Mebmed II" in lsl~Sm AnsikJopedisi 1951. volume 7, pp. 513-4. 

IIsee B. Lewis Tile Political l..m1guage of Islam 1988, pp. 51-2. 
12see lL lnalc1k ne Ouoman Empire: 11•e Classical Age 1913, pp. 55-6. 
l3see B. Lewis Tire Political Umguage of lflam 1988, pp. 46-7. 
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power was replaced by the title of sultan. Selim I thus became the protector of 
Mecca and Medina, and the guardian of the pilgrimage routes. By the era of 
SU!eymiin the Magnificent, the Ottoman usage of the title Caliph of the 
Muslims was accepted by aU. lbe institution of !he caliphat.e had lost its power 
by then. "lbe classical definition of tile caliphate in terms of lineage became rep
laced by action in the name of Islam. Silleymiin could therefore claim lhe right to 
the title as a protector and defender of Islam. Nevertheless, another title 
Siileyman employed, !Jalife-i ru-i zemln (the caliph of lhe world), suggested 
world sovereignty, this time articulated in Islamic te1Uls.l4 Symbolically, the 
Ottomans kept drawing on the legitimation of this Islamic tradition in their 
accession ceremonies. For example, each new sultan visited lite tomb of Eyyiib 
En~Ari. a Companion of the Prophet Mul)ammad. After 1520, the Ottoman 
accession ceremony occurred, in the Topkap1 Palace at the room where the holy 
relics of the Prophet Mul)ammad (brought to Conslantinople from Egypt by 
Selim I and considered to be the symbols of the caliphate) were kept. The acces
sion conlained, in the Islamic tradition, a bi'ar ceremony whereby the OttOman 
officials and the mililary swore allegiance to the new sultan. 

Tiffi EASTERN ROMAN TRADillON 

The title "emperor" originated in the Latin imperium, from imperare, to 
command, indicating the sovereign or supreme monarch of an empire. It 
designated the sovereigns of the ancient Roman Empire. After 27 B.C., 
imperalor was regularly adopted by tile Roman ruler as a forename and graduaUy 
carne to apply to his office. lbe spread of Christianity affected the sovereignty of 
the emperor. In medieval Europe, Pope Leo III crowned Charlemagne, the King 
of the Franks and tile Lombards, emperor in Rome. Henceforward, until the fall 
of Constantinople to the Ouomans in 1453, there were two emperors in the 
Christian world, the Byzantine and the Western. The title empire tllUs implied 
sovereignty over tile Christian world, one that was fully supported by tbe 
sovereignty of God. 

With lhe Ouoman conquest of Conslantinople, tile term emperor was 
attributed to Mehrned II. Because of the Greek Orthodox and the Roman Catholic 
division within Christianity, the Greeks saw Mel)med II as !heir emperor and as 
the true heir of Rome and the Western world. Mcbmed II in tum assumed lhe 
former By1.antine capilli! as the capilal of his empire, appointed the Greek 
Orthodox and Armenian patriarchmes, and beckoned the Chief Rabbi to reside in 
his capital. His employment of t11e sons of Greek notables in the palace bis use 
of Greek in correspondence, his constant interest in Christiartity and in European 

14see H. lnaiCJk "Osmanh Padi~ah1w Ankara Oniversitesi Siyaral Bilgiler FokU/tesi Dergisi 
XIIJ12,1958. pp. 70-1. 
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culturel5 can be interpreted as indications of Mehmed Il's interest in sustaining 
the Eastern Roman tradition of sovereignty over the civilized world. 

These three traditions of universal sovereignty and the titles associated 
with them thus structured Ute Onoman concept of rule and produced a new title 
that the Ottomans themselves gave meaning to: padilah, the supreme shah. t6 

This tenn was first attributed to Mel)med II who through his conquest of 
Constantinople, combined the Central Asian. Islamic and Eastern Roman 
traditions within himself. Even though Mel)med II gave meaning to wis title 
tllrough his conquests, it was only by Ute era of Stileyman I the geographical 
boundaries and the wealth of the Ouoman state reached world empire heights to 
signify what a padi~ needed to sUi ve for in order to merit the title. The care the 
Onomans took in using this Iitle became evident17 during the Zsitva-Torok 
Treaty negotiations in 1606. 'These almost failed because of Ute Ottoman 
resistance to concede the Iitle to Ute Holy Roman Emperor (whom they had 
addressed instead as Ute King of Vienna). Even tlten, the Ottoman chronicler 
Re'isti'J-Ktitlftb Htiseyin remarked Utat he fervently wished the Ottomans would 
ultimately "wipe the name of Caesar from the suraface of the world."' 8 Yet the 
Ottoman imperial syntltesis extended beyond the symbol of a new Iitle. 'The 
Ouomans socially constructed an empire that, in addition to drawing upon these 
traditions, contained two new concepts of absolutism and justice which 
differentiated Ute Otloman empire from its predecessors. 

II. THE ELEMENTS OF THE OTTOMAN 
CONCEPT OF EMPIRE: ABSOLUTISM AND 
JUSTICE 

Most studies of empires 19 focus on Ute political conditions tltat structure 
an empire. An empire comprises "wide, relatively highly centralized territories 
with an autonomous center which contains both the person of the emperor and 
the central political institutions•20 An empire differs from other societal 
formations in tltat it is a political system; of the ideological, economic, military 

l5see H. loalc•k .. Mehmed Win Islam A1uiklopedisi, volume 7, 1957, pp. 5'32-35. 
16See H. lnalak "Osmanh Padj~ah•" Ankara Oniversilesi Siyasal Bilgiler Fabllresi Dergisi 
XIII/2: 1958. 
11see B. lewis The Polirtcall.anguage of Islam 1988, p. 98. 
18see 0. luran TUrk Cihm•lldkimiyeti McjlcUresi Tari/U 1978, p. 358. 
l9see, for eumple, M. Weber Economy and Sociery [1978), S. Eisenstadl "'Empires"' in The New 
/nJemtJtional Encyclopedia of tile Social Sde11ces 19611, P. Anderson li11eages of the Absolulist 
State 1974, R. Bendix Kings or People: Power and the Mandate lo Rule 1978, J. Kaucsky The 
Politics of Aristocratic Empires 1982, and M. Doyle Empires 1986. 
2°see S. Eisenstadt "Empires" in 11•e New fmemarionaJ Encydopedia of rl•e SocWI Sciences 
1968. p. 41. 
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and political components of power,21 the political dominates the otlter tltree. 
This political formation is also unique in that the centralization and 
monopolization of political power and resources are necessary conditions for its 
construction.22 This sociological definition is mostly informed by the context of 
the European historical experience and the analyses of Max Weber.23 

Max Weber defined empire with respect to the type of political aulhority 
it entailed. According to him, the Ottoman empire would be a type of IIaditional 
authority, namely sultanism- a fonn of patrimonialism. Traditional authority 
referred to a political system legitimated by tlte sanctity of age-old rule and 
powen;. Patrimonialism, aod its extreme case, sultanism, emerged wben Ibis 
domination developed an administration and a military force which were tlte 
pen;onal instruments of tlte ruler. Patrimonialism transformed into sultanism 
wben the ruler broadened lhe range of his arbitrary power at the expense of 
tradition24 This emphasis on arbitrary power formed the basis of Weber's 
depiction of justice wiU>in sultan ism. The system of justice was not a rational 
but an ad boc one, based entirely on the ruler's personal discretion and exercised 
by his officials witltout restraint. Hence a typical feature of lhe patrimonial state 
in the sphere of law-making was "the juxtaposition of inviolable traditonal 
prescriptions and completely arbitrary decision-making, tlte latter serving as a 
substitute for a regime of rational rules.25 Subsequent attempts to develop 
comparative classifi~:ation system of empires did not alter Weber's fundamental 
interprclation of patrimonial systems.26 

How acrurate is tltis sociologi~:al depiction of the OUoman empire? The 
analyses of Halil lnal~:~k27 demonstrate that the Ottoman conception of an empire 
was different and unique. ll>e Ottoman definition of an empire centered more 
around the idea of sovereignly over many stales- on a Centrdl Asian legacy, 
ratl>er than on tlte Western conception of empire which emphasized territories, 
politi~:al institutions. or religion as its unifying principle. The portrait of 
Mel)med II where he is surrounded by six crowns for the six slates be had 
conquered (see Necipoglu in this volume). and the correspondence of Stileyman I 

21see M. Mano The So11rces uf Social Power 1986, pp. 518-9. 
22s~ N. Elias 17Je Court Society 1983, p. 2. 
23see M. Weber &onomy and Sotiely [19781. 
24see M. Weber Economy and Society [1978), pp. 226-7. 
25s.e M. Weber Economy and Sociery ]1978] pp. 1013-14. 

26see S. Eisenstadt The PoliJical Systems of Empires 1963. 
27see. for example. "Osma.ah-Rus Rekabetinin Men.JCi ve Doo-Volaa Kanah TqebbdsU" Tarle 
Tarih Kurumu Belleren XII: 1948, "Osmanhlar"da Saltanlll Veraseti UsulG ve Tart Hikim.iyet 
Telikkisiyle llgisi" Ankara Universilesi Siyasal Bilgiler f"akllllesi DergUi XJV/1: 1959, 
"Ku1t:Jdgu Bilig'de TUrk ve lraa Siyaset Nazariye ve Gelelenekleri'in Rqil Rahmeli Arallrin 1966, 
The Ottomon Empire: 11re Classical Age 197'3, and "The Questioa of tbe Emeq~cnce of the 
Onoman State" lntenwlional Journal of Turlcish Studies II: 1980. 
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where he refers to himself as "be who crowns lhe emperors of lhe world," for 
example, demonsttaiC the validily of Ibis definition. llle ruler who governed lhe 
Ouoman empire derived his sovereignty from his membership in a dynasty, lhe 
Ouoman dynasty, ralher than from a nation, a territory, or a religion. 
Sovereignty was not given 10 a person, as in lhe Wesl., but to Utis dynasly, so 
much so Utat the Ouoman empire was "not an empire wilh a dynasty but a 
dynasty wilh an empire."28 The Ouomans differentiated Ibis new conception of 
empire from ils predecessors lhrough their exercise of absolutism and justice. 
These Ottoman conceptions of absolulism and justice contradict Weber's 
depictions of lhe incontestability of the ruler's power and the arbilrariness of rule, 
however. Absolute aulhority did indeed develop around lhe Ottoman ruler, hut 
was never arbilrary. Instead, an elabomte system of justice based on bolh 
religious and civil laws bound lhe ruler and lhe ruled. 

TiiE CONCEPT OF ABSOLl.JfE RULE AND SUCCESSION 

·nte Ouomans retained Ute Ccnttal Asian succession procedure where all 
members of lhc dynasty contended for Ute lhrone, but altered Ute apportionment 
of lhe state among the comenders. It was Ibis alteration lhal enabled the 
Ollomans to cenlralize rule and make it absolute. Originally, Ute Ouoman rulers, 
in accordance wiUt Ute Cenlral Asian ttadition and lhe Seljuk practice before 
lhem, disttibuted U1e lands among U1eir sons. The first ruler of lhe Ottoman 
dynasty, ·o~rnan OW, followed U1is pattern. TI1e succeeding Ottoman rulers, 
however, started sending Uteir sons to U1e provinces as governors rather then 
relinquishing U1ese areas to them. They also carefully selected lhe tutors and 
administrators to accompany their sons, closely controlled the an1ount of 
revenues each received. and sLructinizcd their obedience to orders from the 
center.29 The Ottoman heirs were appnintcd to Ute provinces upon reaching 
puberty. For exan>ple Murad I sent his older son to Kutahya, his second son 
Ya'\<.ub to Karesi, and kept his youngest at lhe center. Of his predecessors, 
Orban's (1324-1360) son Savc1 was U\e only Ottoman prince to be sent to a 
governorship in lhe European side; all olhers were assigned to former stale 
capitals in Asia Minor. 

When Tirnur defeated Bayezid I in 1402, he auempted to terminate this 
new Ottoman practice by apportioning lhc Ouoman state be had defeated among 
Bayezid's sons. 30 Yet one of lhe sons, Mellmed I, united U1e Ouoman state under 
his rule and executed his brolhers. TI1is act drew criticism from Timur's son 
ShllhriiiJ who stated that fratricide was against lbe Cenlral Asian llkhanid 

28See H. loalc1k The Ouomnn Empire: The C'lasslcal AgeJ913, p. 59. 
29see H.lnalc1k 17le Ouoman Empire: The Clasiscal Age-1913, p. 60. 
30see; H. lnalcLk "Osmamlar'da Sallanat Veraseti Usulil ve Tllrk Hak.imiyel Tclikk.isiyle hgisi" 
Ankara Universilesi Siyasal Bilgiler Fakiiltesi Dtrgisi XIV/1959, pp. 84-6. 90. 
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tradition of rule. Meluned I (1413-1421), in reply, emphasized lbat the OnomaJIS 
were shaping their own tradition; "in sovereignty," he is said to have stated,31 
"Ouoman rulers have Jet experience be their guide and therefore do not accept 
partnership in rule." Tbe Otoomans could have adopted the practice of fratricide 
from the Iranian political tradition where it was common. Mel)med I also stopped 
the convention of giving land and estates to uncles and brothers. He only 
permitted the ruler's sons to retain this privilege, and then only in their capacity 
as provincial administraoor.; of the Ouoman staten This Ouoman principle of 
centrality of rule had become so ingrained by the lilleenth century that when 
Me~med II's sons Biiyezid and Cern were contending for the throne in 1480 and 
Cern suggested dividing the empire into the European and Asian pans, Bayezid II 
(1481-1512) replied that"the Ottoman state was sucb an honorable bride lbat she 
could not tolerate the demands of two grooms; the bride of sovereignty could not 
be divided.33 

Fratricide demonstrated the prevalence Otoomans gave ID the dynasty and 
its empire over blood ties. Although Bayezid I was tbe first Ouoman ruler to 
practice fratricide in I 389 against his brother over the light for succession, it wa.~ 
Me~med I who codified this practice for the sake of the state. He decreed that "for 
the welfare of the state, the one of my sons to whom C.od grants the sultanate 
may lawfully put his brother; to death. A majority of religious scholars, ulerM, 
consider this permissible."34 AnoUter significant aspect of the Otooman fratricide 
was the mode of death itemployed.15 As in the Central Asian tradition of rule, it 
was forbidden 10 spill the blood of members of the ruling dynasty. Even thougb 
forbidden in the Islamic tradition, some Seljuk and early Ouoman rulers were 
mummified before burial. The contending members of the Ouoman dynasty 
were, upon defeat, strangled with a bowstring. Only Mu~!afa "the pretender," 
who claimed to be the son of Muriid II, was executed like a COIIUDoner. 

The Ouoman pauern of sending sons to the provinces underwent changes 
with the centralization of sovereignty. As the sultan became identified with the 
center, wiU1 U1e core of U1e empire and iiS charisma, be or any of his possible 
descendaniS could no longer leave the center of the empire wbicb had assumed a 
centrifugal symbolic force. After SUieymiin, Selim II (1566-1574) and Murad Ill 
(1574-1595) only sent their oldest sons to governorships. Mel)med Ill (1595-
1603) ended the practice of sending heirs ID the provinces. From then on. they 

Jlsee 0. Turan TQrlc Cihan llakimiyeti MejlUresi Tarihi 1978, p. 334. 
32see H. lnalc•k. "Osmamlar'da Sallanat Veraseti Usulii ve Tilrk Hakimiyet Telikkisiyle llsisi~ 
Anknro Onivenitesi Siyasal Bilgiler FakUite1i Dergi.si XIV/1: 1959, p. 90. 

33see Hoca Sa'deddfn and 'fi.§a~a.zide in 0. luran TUii Cilran Hakimiyeli Meft~resi Tarihi 
1978, p. 328. 
34see H. loalc1k The Onoman Empire: 11•e Classical Age 1973, p. 59. 
35see 0. Turan TUrk Cihan llaldmiyeti MeftUresi Tarilri 1978, p. 172. 
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became confined to the palace in Istanbul instead.36 The maniage patterns of the 
rulers and their daughters underwent similar changes with the Ouoman 
consolidation of power. Tile Ottoman rulers had initially expanded their political 
power by marrying Ute daughters of local potentates in Asia Minor. After they 
staned to conquer vast territories on their own, however, the Ottoman sultans 
attempted instead to monopolize and consolidate power within their empire. The 
sultan's female slaves, who had no political power except that bestowed by the 
sullan, replaced the daughters of potentates as the sultan's mates. P<!rsonal 
devotion rather than alliance thus became Ole main mate selection criterion as the 
Ottoman stale transformed into an empire. The sultan's sisters and daughters, 
initially married to the sons of local potentates, also started to he wedded instead 
to the ruler's administrators. As the Ottoman state expanded territorially into an 
empire, the loyalty of the administration which governed in the name of the 
sultan became more pivotal in sustaining the government. 

The CeniJal Asian tradition of letting divine dispensation determine the 
candidate favored by the heavens succeed the throne persisted until the end of 
Ottoman rule, however. According to the Ottomans, the strength God gave made 
one .Onoman candidate win over others. Tite persistence of Otis tradition 
overruled all earthly attempts to regulate succession. It made all male members 
of the Ottoman dynasty equally eligible in the competition for the Utrone; the 
victorious one succeeded "by God's will and his own fortune." TI!is principle of 
the role of divine intervention was so strong that when Bayezid, the son of 
Siileymful tlte Magnificen~ attempted to seize Ute throne, his father told him that 
"it is not man's pleasure but God's will that disposes of kingdoms and Uteir 
government. If he has decreed Utat you shall have the kingdom after me, no man 
will be able to prevent it. "37 The sacredness, brilliance which descended from the 
skies to enveJop one comcndcr against ot.bers was called /s.uf, fortune which 
imbued sacredness on ordinary people.18 The tenn and its depiction is very 
similar to Weber's conception of charisma, to charismatic authority which 
emanated from "a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of which 
be was considered extraordinary and treated as endowed with supernatural, 
superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers and qualities ... (which 
were) regarded as of divine origin and as exemplary. •39"fbese qualities caused tl)C 
person to be treated as a leader. If, however, he could not provide proof and 
success, and if he failed to serve his followers, the leader quickly lost this 
charismatic quality and, with it, the right to rule. Like Ute Central Asian 
perception, it was as if the heavens withdrew their blessings from him. 

36see H.lnak1k Tire lmoman Empire: Tire Classical Age 1973, p. 60. 
37See H. lnalc1k nae Ol.tonwn Empire: The Clarsical Agto 1973, p. 59. 
38see H. lnalc1k "Osmaohlar'da Saltanal Vera.stli IJsuhi ve TUrk Hiikirniyet Telikk.isiyle llgisi'' 
Ankara Univenit~:si Siyasal Bilgiler Fnkiillesi Dergisi XIV/I: 1959. p. 74. 
39See M. Weber Eco11omy and Society [1978], p. 241. 
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tr, on the other band, his "fortune" persisted, the charisma extended 
beyond the rule or the sovereign to become routinized. Routinized charisma could 
eilher take the form of hereditary charisma "where the selection of heir stayed 
wilhin a kinship group," - as in the case of lhe Ottoman dynasty - or get 
translated into the charisma of office "where legitimacy was no longer directed to 
lhe individual but to acquired qualities and lhe effectiveness of ritual acts. "40 As 
charisma became routinized, lhe grounds for the success of some conlenders 
against others altered. ·n,e adminislration routinizing Ibis charisma became an 
important factor in legitimating Ottoman succession. The creation of Ibis 
administration from household slaves was anolher Ottoman innovation lhat 
enhanced Ottoman absolutism.41 The Turkish and Mongol rulers or Central Asia 
had employed leaders or defeated tribes in their retinues. The Ottomans continued 
this tradition, establishing, in addition to lhe supply of slaves purchased from the 
marketplace and lhose given as gifts to the sultan, a system of levying the sons 
of C'hristian subjects for the sultan's service (dev$irme). Mellmed II was the first 
Ottoman ruler to delegate his authority to his slaves rather than to leaders of old 
Ouoman families. He eliminated local dynasties and strong frontier lord,, filled 
administrative posts with his own slave.s, eslablished new military units Joyal to 
his person, and Started the tradition Of having slave females rather than marrying 
daughters of local potcntates4 2 A century later, Mel)med IV (1648-1687) 
displayed the increasing power of the Ouoman administration when he stated lhat 
be had acceded t11e tluone "by God's will, his own abilities, and t11e consent of 
the civil officials and religious scholars (ittifd~-i drd-i vllzer/1 ve 'ulemd).43 TI1is 
administration was to play a significant role in the other unique concept of 
Ottoman rule: justice. 

THE CONCEPT OF JUSTICE AND ADMINISTRA110N 

The Ottoman concept of justice unfolded around two bodies of law that 
were equally significant: U1e sult;mic law of the ruler (~nun) and the religious 
law of Islam (;eri 'at). What differentiated the Ouoman synU1esis was that each 
one was as significant as U1e oU1er. This legal modification also enchanced lhe 
new image of absolutism in the person of the sultan.44 In creating this Ottoman 
synthesis, Mellmed II and Sclim I focused on institutionalizing lhe aut110rity of 
tbe sultan, and Bayezid II emphasized the sovereignty of religion. Yet it was 
Stileymii.n I who, for the first time, united these two components under his rule. 

40see M. Weber &ct1omy and Society [1978), p. 248. 
41 see H. lnalcJ.k: "Osmanh Pad.i~ah1" Ankara Oniversites• Siyasal Bilgiler FakiJitai Dergisi 
X11112: 1956, p. 494 and 111e Ouomntr Empire: The Classical Age 1973, p. 77. 
42see l-1. lnalcak ''Mehmed ll" in /slnm Ansiklopedisi, volume 7, 1957, pp. 511·2. 
43see II. loalc1k ''Osmanhlar'da Sal1anat Veraseti Usu]ii ve Tiirk Hakimiyet Telikk.isiyle llgisi" 
At&karo Onivenitesi Siya.sal Bilgiler Fakiihesi Dergisi XIV/I: 1959, p. 74. 
44scc H. lnalc1k "Osmanh Padi~ah1" Ankara Oniver.ritesi Siyasol Bilgiler Fakiillui Dergfsi 
Xlll/2, 195R, p. 77. 
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The codification of many practices from the inception of the Ottoman state 
formed the basis of lhe Ottoman sultanic law, td~tl~-i 'oJmdni. n.e equal 
treaunent of this sultanic law with the religious did not increase the arbitrariness 
of justice as Weber implied, however. Instead, the sultanic law suppressed this 
arbitrariness as it required the sultan personally to guarantee that his empire 
rested on law and justice. 

lbe close Ottoman tie between sovereignty and justice originated in the 
Central Asian tradition of political rule which combined politics and ethics 
through "the circle of juslice:·45 This circle stipulated lhat state control required a 
large army, and such an army required great wealth; the prosperity of the people 
which would provide this weaWt depended on having just laws. Only through 
such laws could the ruler control the state: the failure to have just laws would 
undermine his sovereignty. A just ruler also had 1o possess certain qualifications 
such as46 justice ('adl), gentleness (hilm). generosity (sehtl) in trealing his 
subjeciS. He also had to display bravery (sec a 'at) and wisdom (/likmet). Wbat 
facilitated sovereignty was not military strcngtlt alone but a combination of lbese 
personal qualities. TI1is conception of justice differed from the Persian tradition 
which dcfmed justice as the grace and favor of the sovereign's absolute authority, 
thus interpreting it in accordance witl1 the pragmatic goals of the ruler. 41 In the 
Persian tradition, the ruler did indeed precede law as Weber claimed; yet the 
Ouomans followed t11e Central Asian tradition which put the law before lhe ruler 
-sovereignty was coupled witl1law, not the ruler. 

Since sovereignty resided in the Ottoman dynasty and was entrusted to a 
parlicular member on the condition Umt he administer his people justly, the ruled 
could oppose and rebel against an unjust ruler. The Ottoman sultans therefore 
took many measures to secure a t:air adminisralion of justice. The sultan's coun 
was botl1 the supreme organ of government and a high conn of justice. Everyone 
in the empire, regardless of their social position, was invited to petition the coun 
for the administratior. of justice. 48 The sultan exercised his just rule through 
delagating his executive power to two officials, the grand vezir and the shcikh-ul
islam. The grand vezir was, as in t11e Central Asian tradition, the sultan's 
absolule deputy in civil administration. The two creators of the Ouoman 
imperial tradition, Mel)med II and SOieyman I, fully delineated the post of the 
Ottoman grand vezirate; tltey increased iiS responsibilities to meet lbe increasing 
demands of an expanding empire. The sbeikh-ul-islam was the absolute 

45see H. laalcik ''Kutadgu Bilig'd~ TUrk ve lran Siyascl Nazariye vc Gelcnekleri" in Re1i1 
Rahmeri Arat lrin 1966, pp. 261-3, and 171e Ottoman Empire: Tire Clarsic.al Age 1973, p. 66. 
46see H. lnalcik "Kutadgu Dilig'dc TUrk ve lro.n Siyasel Nazariye ve Gelcnekleri" in Re1i1 
Raluneli Aral lc:in 1966. p. 266. 
47see H. lnalcik. "'Kutadgu Bilig"'de TUrk ve Iran Siya.sct Nazariye ve Gelenekleri"in Re1i1 
Rahmeti Aratlrin 1966, p. 267, and 'flu Ottoman F.mpire: The Classical Age 1973, p. 66. 
48Sce H. lnalcik, nre Otromt:Jn Empire: 17rc Classical Age 1913, pp. 89-91. 
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representative of the sullan's religious authority. The religious administration he 
directed conslituted U>e greatest power in the empire independent of the grand 
vezir. The religious and civil administration together oversaw the fair execution 
of justice in the Ottoman empire. 

The composition of the sultan's administration was of crucial imponance 
10 the sultan because these officials were given the authority to execute justice in 
his name. After Mel)mcd II, U>ese officials were recruited more and more from 
among the sultan's household slaves whose allegiance was exclusively io their 
provider, the sultan, and their goal paralleled his, i.e., a just adminisLration. The 
sultan also sem inspectors and spies throughout the empire to affirm the fair 
execution of justice. He also proclaimed rescripiS, 'adaletname/er, redressing the 
malpractice of his adminisLrators. TI>e branches of government were divided into 
a system of checks and balances Lo guarantee justice. In lhe provinces, for 
example, tl>ree separate authorities represented the sultan: the governor had the 
sultan's executive authority, the kadi his legal authority, and U>e Lreasurer (~azine 
defterddn) his fmancial authority .49 The Ottoman imperial tradition thus 
formulated a very elaborate system of absolute and just rule as it modified the 
imperial succession and molded a scrupulous administration. 

III. THE REPRODUCTION OF THE OTTOMAN 
CONCEPT OF EMPIRE: CULTuRAL SYMBOLS 

TI1e cultural reproductionSO of an empire occurs through the symbols U1a1 
are associated with it. 'lbc ruler as the nucleus of U1e empire, the capital as U1e 
geographical center, the newly constructed building complexes as the physical 
image, U>e court and public ceremonies as rituals that extend beyond lime, and 
the victory celebrations as salutes to the greatness of the empire, culturally 
consl!Uct and reproduce U>e empire. As political power is successfully centrnlized 
and stabilized, the bound.1ries of action extend from the person of the ruler 
beyond time and space. As Clifford Geertz5t states. "tile court mirrors the world 
the world should imitate; society nourishes to U>e degree that it assimilitates U>is 
fac~ and il is the oflice of the king, wielder of the mirror, to assure that it does." 
It is the ruler wbo provides the magic that enables the whole system 10 work. 
The imensive concentration of political power in the person of the sovereign 
moves him from the reabn of U>e narurnl to that of the supernatural. 

49See II. loalctk, n,e 011c11ntm Empirt': nre Cldrsical Age 1973, pp. 104, 118. 
SOsee M. Foucauh flle Archeology of Knowledge 1972, and P. Bourdieu Reproduction in 
&Jucntio11, Society and Cullllre 1977. 
51see C. Geertz ''Cenlers, Kinss and C'llarisma: Reflections oR the Symbolics of Poweru in Local 
Knowledge: Further Essays i11 lntcrprelive Anthropology 1983, p. 124. 
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Mehmed II was the first Ouoman sultan 10 concentrate power in himself 
and his capital. As he lived in his palace surrounded by an elaborate court 
ceremony his power became more abstract and celestial. Stileyman !be 
Magnificent's ritua152 of visiting in Constantinople the tombs of his ancestors 
(specifically of Mel)med II, Biiyezid II and Selim I) before going on campaigns, 
his paying homage to the tombs of !be Hungarian kings during the Estergon 
campaign and that of Imam Abu l:fanifa in Baghdad during the Eastern 
campaigns, in addition to his praying in a newly conquered church that had just 
been converted into a mosque all drew upon and reproduced the celestial power 
that grew around him. He symbolically obtained strenglb from all that wa.• sacred 
in the past and present. He and his dynasty then emanated strength that surpassed 
temporal and spatial boundaries. 

Tite capital city53 plays a significant role in reproducing imperial rule; it 
provides a physical setting for Ute centralized political power of an empire. Most 
ceremonies of the empire, Utosc perfonned vis-a-vis foreign ambassadors, local 
dignitaries, Ute urban populace take place within the capital. The capital of the 
Ottoman state was Bursa in Asia from 1326-1402 an<l Edirne in Europe from 
1402-1453. With Mel)med ll's conquest of Constantinople in 1453, 
Constantinople, situated on U1e two continents of Asia and Europe, provided a 
geographical locus for the Ottoman boundaries that kept expanding to fonn an 
empire. Mel)med II actively aided the reproduction of Ottoman society around the 
symbols or an empire. He built up the physical image of Constantinople as he 
ordered the construction of Ute Fatih complex. Siileyman Ute Magnificen~ his 
great-grandson, followed his ancestor's exantple; imperial construction in 
Constantinople reached its zenith under him and his architect Sinan. Siileyman 
had six mosque complexes constructed in Constantinople, for his fatlter Selim I, 
his deceased sons Mel)med and Cihangir, h1s daughter Mihrim3.h, his spouse 
Hurrem, and, the Siileymaniye complex for himself. The imperial palace and 
buildings such as the mosques, markets, schools and libraries, aqueducts for 
water provision, and libraries furnished a physical image to Ute expanding 
Ottoman power. Byzantine structures infonned Ibis new imperial space and 
Islamic fonns gave shape to it. This image and the new rule expanded to the 
provinces as Stileyman repaired the tombs ofRlimi, Imam Abu l:fanifa, 'Abd al
~ildir Gilani, Seyyid Ba~!fil Glizi, as he built walls built around Ute old city in 
Jerusalem, and as he constructed an educational complex in Mecca. 

Ceremonies and festivities celebrated Utis new Ouoman imperial image 
and extended its impact beyond spatial bowtdaries. The coun ceremonies recreated 
the Ottoman power for the visitors; the public ceremonies in the capital enabled 
the populace to share the Ottoman imperial image. The circumcision and 

52 see T. GOkbil,gin "Siileymin r in Is/lim AriSiklopedisi. volume t t. 1970, p. 102. 
53see N. Elias Power and Civiliry: 71re Civilizi"S Process 1982, p. 45. 
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wedding ceremonies, elaborately celebrated under Stileyman the Magnificent in 
1530 and 1539, displayed Ottoman power. The parades of the guilds, the 
military, and exhibits of elaborate gifts given 10 the sullan by foreign 
ambassadors demonstrated, both geographically and economically, !he expanding 
boundaries of the empire's might. In addition to the life-events of the sultan and 
his household, Ottoman victory festivities celebrated the military greatness of the 
empire that had been created. As U>e populace joined in these celebrations, they 
symbolically supported and enhanced Ottoman conquests and reconfirmed their 
trust in the sultan; the victories during the German campaign of 1532, for 
example, were celebrated in Constantinople in great pomp. 

The monuments and public works constructed by the sultan, the public 
festivities celebrating campaign victories, and the feasts marking the life events 
of the soverign and his children dtus created an Ottoman imperial image for tile 
entire society. As local and foreign dignitaries flowed through the imperial coun. 
the Ottomon society acquired a sense of who among these was like them and who 
differed from them. They tlms associated the imperial image with a unique social 
identity. The public ceremonies, spectacles, court ri11~1ls symbolically reproduced 
the exercise of imperial power to communicate what an empire was. As court 
officials. artisans and visitors traveled to the provinces and to other societies, 
they diffused this Ouoman imperial image, this idenlity,to the rest of the world. 

CONCLUSION 

The O!lomans, as they refonnulatcd Ute existing practices of succession 
and administration. constructed a new conceplion of an empire around Lhe 
parameters of absolutism and justice. "llte irnpetial tradition they created was no~ 
as Weber argued, bao;ed on tbe personal practice of arbitrary authority. Instead, it 
drew its power from a tradition of rule reinterpreting the Central Asian, Islamic 
and Eastern Roman practices. It aspired to a world sovereignty that would 
ultimately result from this just rule. During the era of Silleyman the 
Magnificent, tllis ide•~ Ouoman imperial tradition was institutionalized. It was 
U1cn that tl1e Ouoman state united its ideological, structural and cultural images 
of empire into a synthesis that was to last for a long period. 
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SULTAN SOLEYMAN AND 'lliE OTTOMAN 
RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENT 

Madeline C. ZILFI 

Two centuries after the death of ~amini Siileyman (1520-66), his descendants 
presided over a floundering empire. In their search for ideological reinforcement 
for wllat was in1act a new kjnd of sultanate in a new kind of empire, the 
eighteenth-century sultans looked for fresh ways to draw on the rich symbolism 
of Islam. In addition to a new ulema "aristocracy" and Ouoman claims to an 
Abbasid caliphal inheritance, the sultans of the time injected themselves into an 
increasing number of religion-based observances. The spun of mosque building 
and restorations, the institutionalization of the "Command Lectures" (f/uiur 
Dersleri) of Ramadan and the reg-ularization of supererogatory mosque 
celebrations in the eighteenth century strengthened the identification of the 
sultanate with religion and the religious. 

It is not surprising tbat sultans in a period of political weakness would 
auempt to shore up their office with Islamic notions of legitimacy. 1be 
centrality of officially sanctioned religion-mindedness in the eighteenth century 
owed much to that urge. Yet it was during the reign of Stileyman I, a time of 
political strength, that the most extensive elaboration of Ottoman religious 
institutions occui-red.' Even granting that d1e reign of Stileyman bad demonstrable 
weaknesses and thai of Mal)mild I (1730-54), significant strengtbs, there can be 
litUe doubt about the reu1tive power of the two sultans or the empire's vitality in 
!be ·earlier period. 

Siileyman's cultivation of the religious sphere, particularly me 'ilmiyye, 
!be institutions and personnel associated wilh !be ulema and the holy law 
(~eri'at), cannot be explained as a response to weakness, or at least not to the 
precise weaknesses U1at plagued me eighteenth century. The vulnerabilities of the 
eighteenth century - to territorial loss. decenlrnlization and corporate in-fighting 
- cannot be said to have operated on anywhere near that scale in the sixteenth 
century. The Siileymanid age did, of course, have serious concerns. and these 
influenced Stileyman's religious policies. The conquest of the Arab lands under 
Siileyman's father Selim I (15I2-20) impelled the new Ouoman sovereigns of 
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these areas to slrengthen their association with the faith lest their legitimacy be 
challenged. Within lhe older Onoman provinces, particularly in eastern Anatolia, 
SOieym3n's legacy from his father was more problematic. Selim's inability to 
rout out Shi'i disaffection left Stileyman and his successors with a critical 
domestic threat upon the resurgence of the Shi'i Safavid state on the eastern 
borders of the empire. 

Wilh respect to the Arab lands and Irnn, Stileyman's lavish patronage of 
Sunni Islamic institutions was a logical and necessary defense. But even these 
concerns and Stileym.iin's consequent "vulnerability" cannot explain the extent or 
the directions of Stileym.iin's religious policies. Stileym3n's policies may indeed 
have been "defensive." But if so, his overtures 10 thll.Jiiema~I!1:E.!l 
function of power, not vu~~!llb~.i!Y..:... Many of..~ti!eym.lin) religi().¥.~ p<>li~ie.~ .~n 
perhaps be read aserl'Oi'& to soften lhe i!Jlr_ac_!c (If an o\l~rwhei_IO!!ISIY ~wer!_ul 
E'~l!!:chy ~':...11!!.~-sixtee~tll_ ~n.!..UJIL~!:IO.I'~:ll;i_s on U1e lsl310ic ch.w~~ter of 
state and sovereign made fora potent message of unil:(between old and new 
OiiOinifri JaniK In an IslamiC tiiessage;too: there was reconciiiaiion, espccii>Ity 
forllie""neWJrco-.i"qiiered; who litigl!t"oOierwise remain morally displaced or 3lieiiiired.- - . . . .. . . . . . . . 

Stileyman's religious policies in lheir totality brought about the 
expansion, reorganization, integration and enhancement of the personnel and 
judgments of the ulema in stale service. Some of the details of those efforts, 
although well known, bear repeating here if only to establish the range of 
Stileym.iin's actions with respect to the major institutions of the faith. 

The Ottoman ulema, the scholars of the holy law, represented only one 
- albeit the preeminent one -set of imperial religious dignilaries possessing a 
distinct approach to the faith. Nonetheless, it was chiefly the institutions 
affecting the training and functions of the olema that attracted Stileyman's 
sustained involvement. And. too, it was largely on the olema's representation of 
religiosity and rectitude that Stileyman's religious policies were founded. 

Well before the reign of Stileyman, the Ottomans had developed a rough 
hierarchization of grades for their religious colleges (medrese) and judgeships. 
Depending on one's level of training in the religious sciences, medrese srudenrs 
who opted for a religious career could hope 10 pursue one or more career specialty 
within the religious profession. l11e least uained, and ultimately least successful 
and remunerated, might serve as minor jurisconsults (mufti), medrese professors 
(mtiderris) or judges (~ac:fi I kadi). With more study in the medreses, successful 
students could aspire to higher ranked and better paid mtiderris posts or 
judgeships. 
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Although training requirements, years in grade and differentiations 
between one mcdrese post or judgeship and another were not strictly defined, 
some general rules applied. When Stileymiin assumed the throne in 1520, the 
hierarchy then in existence was divided between senior kadis and senior 
miiderrises on the one hand, and minor, or small-town, judges, professors and 
jurisconsults on lhe olher. Senior kadis, or monas, bad not only studied the full 
range of religious sciences offered in the medreses, but had usually alw served as 
professors in a number of major rnedreses. Although many senior kadis returned 
to medrcse teaching after serving as kadis, and allhough many medrese professors 
neither attained nor sought judgeships, however senior. in general the senior 
judgeships were superior in status, ionuence and remuneration to senior 
miiderrises. Along with the Grand Mufti or $cybiil'islam of lhe empire, the 
highest ulema in the realm were the two chief judges of the army ~IJ¢t'asker for 
Rumelia and Anatolia, followed by the kadi of Istanbul and the kadis of a number 
of other principal cities. 

Senior medreses were also gathered into grades. The highest of the five or 
so pre-Siileymiin grades was reserved to and named for lhe Sal)n-i Semiin, the 
eight medreses founded by Mel)med lhe Conqueror (1451-81) as a part of his 
mosque complex in Istanbul. From their establishment around 1470, until the 
age of Stileymiin, the .$al)n-i Semiin was the cnlmination of medrese study and of 
medrese teaching posts. 

Siileyman's 'ilmiyye policies had at least three aims: to expand ll!.e 
physical capacity of Uie educauonal system, to ensure the quality of 'ilmiyye 
~rsonnel, and to provide opportunittes for more sophisticated scholarly inquiry. 
The three would raise the edU<:ational and intellectual resources of the empire to 
the levels demanded by the empire's new size and mighL All three aims found 
their clearest expression in the founding of Ute Stileymaniye mosque complex. 
The Siilcymaniye, with its cluster of new medreses, obviously had greatest 
impact on the medrese hierarchy, i.e., the educational system itself. But it also 
bad far-reaching implications for the entire network of imperial ulema because of 
the role of medreses in Ottoman culture. Whatever their failures in later times, 
the medreses of this period trained hundreds of ulema, "the best and the brightest" 
of their day- Sey!Jfil'isliinls, ~fu,li'askeJS, mollas, kadis, muderrises and muftis 
- who instructed future generations, interpreted and implemented tbe holy law, 
guided public morality, supervised official ethics and directed the ribtallife of the 
empire. 

The Siileymaniye complex, completed in 1557, was tbe largest of the 
imperial mosque complexes and the last 10 alter the hierarchical order of the 
medrese system. In addition to the grea1 mosque itself, the complex included four 
regular medreses, an advanced mcdrese known as the Daru1-l;lad~. and a medical 
school (fiib!Jane). The five medreses became lbe new capstone of the enlarged 
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educational system as !hey displaced Mel)med II's $a/m 10 !he middle of !be 
hierarchy. The highest grade in !be hierarchy was assumed by and named for !he 
Darti'l-l;lad!~. and !he four regular medreses 10gelher made up !he second highest 
grade called, simply, "!he Stileymaniye." By !he end of !he sixteenlh century, 
several of !he existing grades had been formally bifurcated to produce eleven 
official grades. A twelflb grade, also linked to !he Stileymaniye complex and 
ranked just below the Siileymaniye grade, owed its origins to Siileyman's reign, 
although i~ like the Dlirii'l-l)adi~ grade, came iniO regular use only in U>e early 
part of !be eighteenth century .1 

The preeminence of the new medreses and the resources expended on the 
entire complex are consonant wilb Stileyman's image of himself and his reign. 
When work on the complex was first begun, Stileyman wa~ in !he fifty-sixth 
year of his life and !he lhirtieU> year of his reign. He had subjugated Belgrade, 
Hungary, Mosul, Baghdad, Rhodes, Yemen, Aden, Oran, Tripoli and Algiers. 
Ouoman navies dominated bolh the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. It is not 
surprising !hat such a monarch should undertake a monument of !he scale of the 
Stileymaniye. It is no less surprising !hat !he monumen~ once buil~ should 
eclipse so many others !hat had come before. Insofar as the Stileymaniye's 
medreses were concerned, they were symbolic of !he period's explostve increase 
in religious architecture and personnel. The number of graded Istanbul medreses 
came near to doubli'!L!!!~riod, wilh !he arelli_~e~_s.!~~ iirone-~g 
~not only Sti~~~-~~~=~aniye ~~-~hzade, but_ru.s~-~·e ll!e~s 
endowed by ija~eki Hfirrem, Rfistcm Pasha, ~ara Al)med Paslia.. Ca'fer~. 
~ Suuan at Osk"liWii'ai>d Edimekaj)l,""tli""i':isnaaiiii·Piyftle Pasha, antong 
others in U1e central syst~;m. The];~.!!\~drese:i ~!9!1~~~\!~~~ some 300 m~ 
s~~~-~e_ce'.'lrTil~~~tent. 

Wilh !he rapid expansion of the system's physical capacity, Stileyman 
could hope 10 meet !he increased demand for ulema throughout !he empire~ 
old system bad been able to supply educators and judicial personnel for a smaller 
emprre, tt was 3lieady outdated when Siilexo:W! 9!!11' 10-il\fll'H'::o~_!iie ~trst 
place, JUSt seemg to the liadnronal level of ulema coverage for !he enlargeo 
empire of the sixteenth cenlury would have required an increase in personnel. 
Additional ulema were also required~. not unrelated, slate mauers- for 
example, ~lli!!~1J>!!l~~J2~l. !he Safavi-Shi'i lhre:'~c 

1The additional. grade, known as tbe tf.imis or ij.imise-i SU.Ieymiuiye, "Siileyminiye's F.:iflh," was 
oamed for yet anolher m...~rcse-like building located withing the complex. Al!hough this sixth 
SUieyminiye "medrese" (or fifth if one excludes the Dirii1-f:ladi~) was original to lhc complell. it 
appears to have been a donnitor)' rather than a worlcjng medrese. A hierarchy grade called "the 
Fiflh" was occasionally used as of the late sixteenth century, but it was regulari7.ed milch later, 
under A~med III (1703-30). These and oat.er hierarchy issues are treated in detail in Madeline C. 
Zilfi, "The Otloman Ulema 1703- l 839 •nd lhe Reule to Great Mollaship," Ph. D. diss., 
University of Chicago, 1976, pp. 11-22. 
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needs had also 1o be served as SUieymiln undenook 1o become lhe supreme patron 
of religion, arts and letters in lhe Islamic world. The age of Stileymlin was 
culturally, as well as tenitorially, expansive and ambitious. Bolh characteristics 
were operative in lhe making of 0t1oman Islam under SUieymil.n. 

Ottoman kadis - lhe military's ~i'askers, lhe mollas of lhc cities and 
the ordinary judges in the provinces - were the most pervasive and empowered 
members of lhe ulema. Kadis were, of course, the backbone of the empire's 
judicial system. In their courts, criminals, transgressors and shirkers of l>lioOn 
and ~eri'al were judged and punished. In the realm of the civil law, where the 
~eri'at reigned, kadis adjudicated, certified and registered matters of divorce, 
marriage, custody, desertion, death, manumission, inheritance and property 
transactions, among other cases. Without the empire-wide provision for the kadi 
courts, there could be no real implementation of the holy law. And, without lhe 
holy law, there could be litUe justification for Ottoman claims to an "Islamic" 
state. But the demand for kadis went beyond lhe law courts per se. Ottoman 
judges also monitored U1e activities uf secular officials. Kadis rode the tax circuit 
and oversaw U1e market place; their presence was intended to ensure justice in the 
assessment of taxes and dues. 

Ottoman insistence on its kadi network was also tied to another critical 
imperial concern. Througb lheir impieiiieiiiiliion of the myrtalprov1sloOSOfllie 

· hw U1e kllihs were maJor lorces for rehgwus and cullurafuiiit;( In llie s<xteen1h 

%~~Jfi~s .. '!'!:' -~SQ@.mlY.YilliljiDiif roillir~@!i: Ji.~d Ji~i):!.iie::sTunli)"njiy-

The ability of U1e legal system to deliver on its manifold potential 
depended in large part on Ute quality of the medrese system. The sultans' 
prescriptive decrees regarding the medreses were necessarily comments on the 
kadis a' much as on the pedagogical network tlmt produced them. Whether or not 
the Ottomans aspired 10 cultural brilliance, it was vital that Suleymiln direct his 
energies 10 improving the medrese system. 

To ensure the quality of enrolled medrese studenL~. their teachers and those 
"gmduates" who would find employment as kadis or miidenises, Siileymil.n relied 
on tbe time-honored instrument of monarchy, flat. Although his regulations were 
addressed 1o different components of the 'ibniyye, their oveniding concern was 10 
produce a system that was, within the frame of royal prerogative, orderly, 
incorruptible and merit-driven. 

Until Siileymiln's time, there was no clear _sys!.e.!l!.!~!l_g_.!!!~!!._se 
"graduates" to entry-level ~s!SJn.dtv_idtt:l~ ~lema in effec.t v~~ltf'.!I<:>Llji.Ci!".':l~ 
students and proi~g~s.-·in the smaller ouoiruin academic world before the 
sixteenth century, this kind of "sponsored meritocracy" was practicable. By 
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Silleymful's day it had become chaotic as ever more candidates became available 
for more posts. Siileymiin assigned the then ~a<;li'asker of Rumelia, later 
~eybu'l-isliim, Mehmed Ebfi's-su'Ud Efendi (d. 1574) to devise a method to 
regularize the listing of miiderris and kadi-candidates (miiliizim). EbU's-su'ud's 
solution, formally enacted around 1560 but at least partly in use much earlier, 
was the creation of a separate register (ruzniime) of candidates with guidelines 
regarding the level of study required for inclusion on the list, !be kinds of 
officeholders authorized to name candidates to the list, and the "quota" of 
candidateS penni tied each such officeholder. 

The reform no doubt injected more order into olema selection methods, 
but problems continued. There was always a tendency for students, abeued by 
olema patrons, to shortcut their studies and bribe their way to oflicial candidacy 
(mutazemct) status. Under Siileymiin such abuses surfaced from time to time, but 
they were apparently containable. Siileymiin issued several regulatory decrees 
regarding the number of years required for U1e completion of studies in each of 
the various mcdrese grades. Similar warnings were issued to curb abuses of kadis 
in the counii)'Side when, for example, kadis overcharged for their services or 
connived wiUl administrative officials to overtax the population. Dy the end of 
the sixteenth century, despile U1e now ledious promulgation of regulations, such 
abuses had become pandemic. Siileyman's descendants lacked the will or the 
capacily to acl againsl them. 

The reslructuring of the 'ilmiyye in these years also extended 10 the 
Seybiilisliimate. Principally under the impact of Siileyman, the Seybii'l-isliim 
was transformed from a prestigious religious figure inlo U1e supreme religious 
authorily in the stale and the chief cuslodian of the 'ilmiyye. 

The Sey!)iilisliimale had originally been conceived of a• a spiritual posl. 
Its incumbents, who were regarded as having life tenure, functioned as the 
Sultan's designated jurisconsulls, muftis, whose profound knowledge of the law 
qualified them to render opinions (felva) on legal questions of broad imperial 
concern. The dignily and authorily of the office grew out of its relative 
independence from the more worldly pressures attadted to the 'ilmiyye hierarchy. 
The office bad been only loosely associated with the 'ilmiyye's graded posts and 
prerequisites. Although ~ey!JO'I-isliims had always owed U1eir own appointments 
to the Sultan, they had theoretically been selected from the whole body of senior 
olema irrespective of their hierard1y grade or previous posts. Now the path to the 
~ey!)ulislamale would tend to follow that of Ebii's-su'fid, Siileymiin's Sey!)O'I
isliim for twenty-one years, wilh a ~ii<;li'asker normally ascending to the 
~ey!)olisliimate. 

It was, in fact, Suleyman's confidence in ~ey!)ii'l-isliim Ebu's-su 'iid that 
shaped the fulure course of the Ottoman olema more than did any of the Sultan's 
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formal regulations as such. Ottoman practice was grounded in IJ'adition. Cunent 
generations looked for endorsement in the precedents of the past. SUieyman's 
reliance on Ebii's-su 'iid, the latter's own scholarly and juristic achievements and 
the fony-six - year legacy of Stileyman himself made for an inescapable -
albeit selectively tapped-reservoir of precedent for future generations. 

Just as Ebii's-su'iid's career path became the model for aspirants to the 
.}ey!Jiilisllimate, the perquisites and emoluments awarded to Ebii's-su 'fid and 
members of his family tended to be sought by his successors. Eventually similar 
favors were routinely assigned to future .}eybii'l-islfuns by dint of their 
incumbency rather than their actual scholarly achievement. The .}eybii'l-isllirns 
became the highest-paid members of the 'ilmiyye, they were permitiCd Lhe 
highest quota of miilazemets, and their olema children could expect an exua 
promotion or two because of their fathers accomplishment. 

Some semblance of the ~ey!Jiilisliimate's independence, always 
ambiguous at best, might have survived the office's full assimilation into the 
graded and salaried official career. However, the right to appoint major ulema 
office-holders was transferred from the Grdlld Vezir to the .}eylJO'I-isliim. The 
transfer altered the character of the ~ey!Jiilislfunare. The precise chronology need 
not concern us here, but the implications of the transformation warrant 
discussion. 

Around 1574, ~eybii'l-islfun Eboi's-su'iid, who had continued in office 
afler the death of Siileymiin, was awarded the right to appoint all senior kadis 
(!hose earning salaries of 150 ~~es daily) and senior miiderrises (those earning 
more than 40 ~~s daily) as well as a host of minor dignitaries, including local 
muftis. 

Ouoman commentators describe the transfer as a necessary reform 
ina,much as lhe Grand Vezirs were ofiCn ignorant of 'ihniyye matters. Ebu's
su'iid himself regarded the right to appointments as a Lime-consuming burden 
that would impede him in his primary task of issuing fetvas. Nonetheless, a new 
'ilmiyye structure and paUem of relationships had been set in place. The ~eybu'l
isHirn rather than the Grand Vezir came to have responsibility for deciding, still 
on the Sultan's final approval, who would become the major representatives of 
the faith. Al~uglt.!ibU.§'s-su'oid may not himself have maile use of his 
appointmeriiri ht. his awru:LV;~In~olf~_i!(l!i~:T.O:tii!~lii"sJi!e_ceiient·by whicli _ 
~~-~ e~l!.ii:':!S.I~~!_llid claim !O the_riCh, 1>.3:l!_ODajl~ '?!~il.':"i.}'.f,~.~pPQif!lrn~fl.[S 
and dismissals. It is imp{Jrtarit to aild, however, that _lhe mauer was still being 
c~ied m me e_!l!~_lf!~th ceniU;:y:-------·--·-------------.. 

Although these kinds of administrative adjustments and lhe period's gener
ous religious endowments elevated the official standing of the ~eybil'l-isliim and 
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that of the entire 'ilmiyye, the principal enhancement of the olema grew out of 
the collaboration of EbUs's-su'lid and Siileym1ln in the making of Ottoman law. 

There is much that remains obscure about the nature of Utat coUaboration, 
but there can be little doubt that these two prodigious ligures worked to ensure 
the Islamic context of imperial laws and decision-making. Although Islamic 
tenets hold that there can be no law except tbe &eri'at, the revealed law, there had 
been for centuries before the Ottomans de facto acceptance of the legislative 
power ('orO of the ruler to issue regulations (~1lnfin) for the benelit of the 
community. Under lhe Ouomans, as in earlier Islamic states, lhe olema, as 
guardians of ihe;eri'at, had in ·nciitreecied.,.-o!i]er!'ll!-minded"Oitoffiails 
_!tad on occasion n moved to violent op~\\!.~1!-~~!'1.1-QttQ!l!llll.nii.(!S_S~~ 
to circumvent the holy law by esiaiiHS!ilnii institutions._ 1!"'~~2~-~f-~ 
unkriown ~~ §eri'at. On.!Lt!t.~.!!''?.~El~'!!!'!l~hs co_u_l~J«c&i.S~~-~~ 
ex~=-~~-~o_<;_l!_!f~~~-~!'.C.~o":c~~nJ -~-~~_tl'." .. ~eri'at ~n_d,th~~ 
~~~-~lu~tly. · 

Siileym1ln's power was at least the equal of the illustrious Mel)med II, lhe 
Conqueror, but Stileymiin took greater care to placate the ~eri'at-minded. 
Religious architecture, not only in the capital, but in Jerusalem, Mecca and 
throughout the provinces, and the refoffil of lhe 'ilmiyye were purposeful 
investments in Utis overall policy. So, too, was his relationship wilh Ebli's
su'lid. 

Ebli's-su'Od was appointed to the ~ey!Jiilislfunate in 1545 and served two 
sultans until his deatlt in 1574. His was the longest Sey!Jiilisliimate in Ottoman 
history as Siileymiin's was lhe longest reign. Quite apart from his oflicial posts, 
Ebli's-su'lid was a renowned scholar. lie was the author of a major Koranic 
commentary and a score of treatises in addition to collections of his fetvas. 

As Scy!!ii'l-isliim, Ebli's-su'Ud followed in the tradition of his fourteen 
~ey!!ii'l-isliim predecessors. That is, his chief function wa.~ as a mufti, one who 
pronounced, when requested, on knotty questions of the law. The opinions of a 
mufti, even lhe Grand Mufti, regarding Ute licitness, according 1o the holy law, 
of a given act, device or belief, carried only moral authority. A fetva's 
prescriptions could be enforced or set aside depending on tbe will of !he monarch. 
Although Ebli's-su 'fid was markedly more powerful than his predecessors, his 
tenure did not break wilh the pasL It amplified and to a degree regularized powers 
that had occasionally been permined his predecessors. The sullans in the past had 
frequenUy sought tile Sey!!ii'l-isliim's sanction for important state concerns. 
Ebli's-su'ud, however, was consulted not only on problems of Islamic 
jurisprudence (ft~) but on Ute widest r.mge of issues, including Ute finest points 
of land tenure and trade transactions. Allhough even in tile case of Ebli's-su 'fid, 
confmnatory fetvas were sometimes sought by Siileyrn1ln on especially divisive 
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mailers, such as the execution of Prince Bayezid in 1562, Ebii's-su'iid was 
involved in state policies on an unprecedented scale. 

SOieyman's reliance on Ebii's-su'iid, however, did not completely shield 
him from §eri'at-minded opposition. Nor did Ebii's-su'iid escape criticism . 
.Several~:2.:~-~-<l"s ulema peers, before and after ~.!!death, ~~~.1!'-!Jl_ 
~!!& misrepf!'~~~~~_i_~~J~!!~i~ a2!!ho!_i!;i_~J!Id"!:'!er to liJTive __ at 
opiniom~rtive of secular mterests. 
-- • s-su7fui·S"app~ofcasli'v~•fs (val>fti'l-nu~iid), pious endowments 
based on cash monies, was one of lhe most contentious of such controversies. 2 

The legalitation of <:%,~had profound implications for lhe perennial debate 
. over lhe degree 10 which conte;;;p;;;:3fY1egisiScooT<fCfe@fffom' clliSSiiiiSuoni 
judgments and still remain witllin lhe orthodox fo)!!:_____ 

Cash v~1fs were monies given over for a permanent religious or 
charitable porpose. Such an endowment might he for a building like a mosque, a 
medrese or an orpha.~age, or for a paid position, like that of a mosque preacher, a 
medrese professor or a groundskeeper_ Whatever lbe benefactor's object, it was 
founded on cash and sustained by profits from lbe principal's being lent at 
interest. Cash v~1fs predated U1e Ouomans, but bad come into wider use in tile 
Ottoman period. In lbe mid-sixteenlb century. lbeir increasing incidence provoked 
open disapproval. The main Sunni authorities of lhe J~anefi school of 
jurisprudence, the school preferred by tile Ottomans, had condemned cash val!lfs 
on the grounds that money, unlike immovable property and certain allowable 
movables, was a "valuation" of some otl1cr good or service and, being subject to 
price fluc1ua1ions and revaluations, lacked permanency, tile essential feature of 
property endowed for a pious porposc. 

~~~<LW!IY..i!LSii~~~S~~~-f~-~l!,d_!:>.~J<P. 
~ned, but during Ebii's-su'iid's Seyhtilisliimate be had ruled tllem permissible. 
In doing so, Ebii's-su'iid cited the opinions of Imam Zufar (d. 775), a l:lanefi 
authority who, although reputable, was regarded as distinctly minor next !0 
Mul)ammad ai-Shaybani (d. 805) and Abu Yiisuf (d. 798), the l:!anefi founding 
fatllers, who condemned the practice. To Imam Zufar's precedent, Ebii's-su'iid 
added lhe established legal principles of "accepted practice" (te'iimiil) and "lhe 
welfare of !be people" (isti~san). Ebii's-su'ud's opinion, supported by a number 
or bis most respected contemporaries, prevailed. 

• Although cash val¢s remained legal thereafter, debate continued long after 
Ebii's-su 'iid and Stileyman. In the late sixteenth century and throughout tbe 
sevcnteenU1, tile cash v~1f was one of several chronic issues of orthodoxy. Not 

2see Joo E. Mandaville's se~inal "Usurious Piely: the Cash Waqf Controversy in the Ouoman 
Empire." IJMES 10 (1979)' 289-308. 
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only wilhin medrese circles bul in society at large, a small but significant group 
of lhinkers and activists argued for stricter imitation (~lid) of classical 
authorities. For such men as Birgili Me~med (d. 1573) and the I<A<)izadelis of lhe 
seventeenth century, decisiOnsSUcllas"!IIOse-uf"'Ebli's'1m'ud on cash ·va~·
rellccted ·a diliiiion of tlu; ~eri'at and a departtife from ortlmdoxy. In lhe main; 
!heirs-was a·iosiiig liiiiik Certainly in Ebu's~su'iid's day, established ouoman 
practice, lhe endorsement of Ebil's-su 'ud and his peers, and Silleyman's enforcing 
decree overrode lhe views of !hose we might call the "slrict constructionists." 

The economic and social import of cash v~tfs bas yet to receive lhe 
attention it deserves. In general, the legalization of cash v~tfs increased the pool 
of potential val>tf benefactors as well as of available credit in the countryside, at 
least in the short tenn. 

Insofar as Siileymiin's relationship with tl1e olema is concerned, it is 
noteworthy tl1at the Sultan took an active - one might argue an iniliatory -
inleresl in what were unquestionably technical issues of holy law. My point is 
not so much thai this capable ruler had lhe energy and tl>e acumen to ride herd on 

the olema. ~-""'Pham.'L~~.E.U!'!I.!!~ an<U!!!~Ct 
~'!ffi!!.!!!)il._!<!n_~::yas_!l~~y~~"':~.~~r tl>e Ot~lll_~~~!~ 
especially in the rei_sn of ~kX!!:t!J!., .. ,.Siileyman not onlyorought ~eri'at
mindedness to bear on lfanun. He also brought (!:iinun-mindedness to bear on 
~eri'at. No history of modem Islam can afford to neglect Ottoman practice and 
lhe role of Siileyman and Ebfi's-su'ud in shaping it. 

Although Ebfi's-su'fid has been faulted by the JC::ac;fiz.Melis for possessing 
too worldly an outlook, his willingness to give weight to istil)san represents a 
more flexible approach 10 the law. It would be useless at this stage to speculate 
on whelher lhe cash v~tf or Ebfi"s-su'fid's approach was ultimately hannful or 
beneficial. Insofar as Siileyman and !he 'ilmiyye are concerned however, it must 
be said lhat Siileyman took care to operate within the framework of religious_ 

SaiiCUon, as voiced b..t_ his olema. AIUlQug_~~ll~.fav.o@.£.ash 
vaJ>tls, he supported their ban when his JC::iidi'asker of Rumelia condemned them. 
Later, wlieiiEM's~su 'ud and-the ilighesi:pi~ced ~iema of the day aflinned their 
iegalliy; iie reversed his earlier decree. . 

In conclusion, it is appropriate 10 focus briefly on lhe negative effecL~ of 
Siileyman's policies given the accepted view of lhe olema's moral and intellectual 
decline after his reign. It is tempting to credit - and to fault - Siileymiin for much 
that took full form only under olher reigns and circumstances. In fac~ however, 
the stagnant pedagogical agenda of t.he medreses and lhe aristocralization, 
sinecurism and venality that came to characterize !he 'ilmiyye by lhe eighleenlh 
century evolved slowly and haltingly out of choices made by later generations. 
For example, !he transformation of merit-based emoluments into automatic and 
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system-wide perquisites of rank was neither wholly rooted in Siileyman's time 
nor inevitable. The extraordinary awards to Ebu's-su 'ud had antecedents in 
Me~med Il's stipends to !he children of selected ulema and his special grants to 
!he offspring of the first Ottoman $eyl!ii'l-is13m, Semsiiddin Fenari (d. 1431). 
Moreover, the ~eyiJiilislamates of Boslfmzade Mel)med (d. I598) and •.loca 
Sa'diiddin (d. 1599) in the reigns ofMurnd III (1574-95) and Me~med III (1595-
1603) can he argued as having had a more decisive effect on the privileges and 
politicization of high 'ilmiyye office than the combined years of smcyman and 
Ebu's-su'ud. Io the end, wbat had been intolerable or anomalous during 
Siilcyman's sullallate would become tolerated and even preferred given the altered 
powers, resources and habits of mind in later reigns. 

~s rei~-~·_i! not Sii!~~~-~illlself~ dO!'s, IJ_Ol)'.,!?!~!.J!~;IL~\!!IIf 
responsibility for Uie enormous phystcaf scale of the 'ilmiyye. The 'ilmiyye's 
properties and personnel could he mainrnincdo~iY ·Uiidei'cooditions of increasing 
resources of money, lands and paid posts. An added consequence of this growth 
was the acceleration of the 'ilmiyye's "lslanbulization." ]l!c coocentra.lioo of 
R!!:!'minent anjl rjchly end~~~~edtcses in U1e capital intensili"!i. the int~:.Uruua!. 
and material impoverishment of provincial centers. 

---~----··-·- -· 

Like the effects of an overcrowded profession, Siileymfm's interaction 
wilh lhe ~eyhiilislamate inadvertently paved the way for the system's 
disablement. The example Siileyman set in seeking religious sanction for his 
policies was a prudent investment for an all-powerful monarch of a religion
minded polity. His successors emulated his example, but they did so with a 
vastly altered $ey1Jiilislamate. Stileyman had made his ~eyl!ti'l-islam the highest
paid and honored religious official in the empire. Siileyman's immediate 
successors completed the absorption of lhc Seybti'l-islam into the 'ilmiyye 
system by extending his responsibilities for ulema appointrnenL• and dismissals. 
The ~ey!JUI-islfun 'sown career path now led inexorably through the ranks, grades 
and in-fighting of the 'ilmiyye. Moreover, his duties increasingly revolved 
around the politically charged business of career rewards and punishments. When 
sultans after Stileyman sought fetvas, their ~eybti'l-islams were vulnerable to 
criticisms having little to do with §eri'at judgments. If a ~eygfi'l-islam submitted 
an ~npala!able opinion, it was not difficult to find an unrelated pretext for his 
dismissal. Even when ll.lere was no jurisprudential conflict at issue, the new 
responsibilities of the Seygtilislamate were inherently political. Responses to his 
sboncomings were necessarily political as well. By tbe last decade of the 
siueentb century, ~eygti'l-islams were appointed, dismissed and often 
reappointed in dizzying succession. The unstable mix of !}eyiJUiislamate 
functions made it important but well-nigb impossible for moral integrity, §tri'at 
fimess and managerial agility to be combined in one officeholder. In any case, 
lhe pressures of office made it unlikely tbat the three qualities could te 
maintained for long. 
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It is not SUflJrising !bat in later years the term "SeybO'l-islfun." thr elder 
of Islam," with its supervisory connotations, became the preferred tiUe for lbe 
bolder of lbe office. Under Siileymiin, however, lbal designation was usually 
only parenthetical. Far more common in the reign of Siileymiin was the tiUe 
"Miifli ei-Enfun," (The Legal Counsel of Humankind) in accordance with the 
primary funclon of the office, lhe rendering of legal judgments. 



KALENDERS, ABDALS, HA YDERiS: THE 
FORMATION OF THE BEKTASiYE IN THE 

SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

Ahmet T. K.ARAMUSTAFA 

It would not be a mislake to slate that the Bekld$i order auracted the attention of 
modern historians of the Ottoman Empire consistenUy more than any of the 
many ower sufi orders that were active wilhin !he borders of lhat colossal 
political formation. The one persistent reason for !his popularity of the Bekld$iye 
with Ottoman historians bas been the enigmatic connection of the order with the 
Yeni{:eri corps, the one-time most trustworthy guardian of central authority that 
later turned into the most fonnidable opponent of the central administration. It 
is, lberefore, not surprising to see that much of the scholarly discussion on the 
formative period of Bekld$i history is interwoven with the question of the 
emergence of the Yeni>eris and the related institution of dev$irme. There is 
nothing inherenUy objectionable in Ibis state of affairs, but the ever present 
shadow of U1e Yenireri corps seems to have obscured the study of the early 
history of lbe Bekld$iye somewhat. and the true protagonists of this history, 
namely the dervishes themselves, have been delegated to the background. 

It is my intention here to place the dervishes into the the center of the 
picture, at least for the purposes of the present essay, and to tackle lhe issue of 
the formation of the Beklti~f order from this particular angle. I will be guided in 
this effon by a primary source of supreme imponance. namely lhe Mentil!c•b-i 
ijvoca-i Cihtln ve Nelice-i Can (hereafter Mena~b), a work on mysticism in 
Ottoman Turkish that was composed in the year 92911522 by an otherwise 
unknown V~idi. 1 My overall aim is to present. within the limited space allotted 
to me, a richer and livelier account of a crucial period of popular mysticism in 
the Ottoman Empire than has hilherto been available. 

1This rext is edited and analyzed in Ahmet T. Karamustafa, "Viil;rid.i"s M~rb-i ljvoca-i Cilr/1n ve 
NelicN· Cdrr: Critical Edilion and Historical Analysis," Ph.D. Dissenalioo, McGill University, 
1986 and is forthcoming in the series "Sources of Oriental Languages and Literatures, Turkish 
Sources" direa:ed by ~inasi Tekio (Harvard University) aod Gtim11 Alpay Tekio, Duxbory, Mass. 
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II 

It seems proper to stan wilh a suiiiilW)' of what we know concerning lhe 
early history of Beklfi$1 dervishes.2 As in lhe case of some olher dervish groups 
and orders, in lhe case of lhe Beklliiis too, we are faced wilh an undocumented 
period between the lifetime of lhe eponymous leader J:laci Bek~ and the later 
emergence of the BekiiJiiye as an institutionalized collectivity in the 
tenlhlsixteenth century. 3 Evidence for the existence of BektiJii dervishes prior to 
this lancr dale is at best circumstantial, and the fact lhat the Yenireri came to pay 
allegiance to the figure of J:laci Bek~. itself a very unclear process, does not 
serve to clarify the mauer. 4 In connection with Ibis Iauer issue, two observations 
are here in order. The first is UJat the earliest clear evidence for Yenire ri 
allegiance to J:li\ci Bekta~ dates back only to the time of Me~med II (855-
8611451-81, second reign)- I have in mind here lhe Vildyetndme-i Otman Baba, 
completed in 88811483, where lhe soldier accompanying Ounan Baba to Istanbul 
at the orders of Mel)med II declares that his headgear is modeled after d1at of J:!aci 
Bekta~.s The second, and more important observation is !hat in itself the 
reverence of lhe Yenireris for J:laci Sek~ can be no evidence for d1e existence of 
Bekttili dervishes lhemselves. It is, of course, certain !hat lhe memory of J:!aci 
Bek~ survived, most likely preserved by disciples such as those mentioned in 
his hagiography, yet d1ere is hardly any trace, and certainly no substantial 
description, of such followers prior to the first quarter of the tenlhlsixteenlh 
century. One exception is a short notice in lhe hagiography of Otman Ilaba. 
where a disciple, or possibly a desccndan~ of J:laci Ilekt.O~ called Mal.Jmfid ~elebi 

2A comprehensive bibliography of ntodern studies on the Bekta,i order can be found in Suraiya 
Faroqhi, Der Bektaschi-Orden in Anatolien ("om spdren {Unfzehnten lahrhunderr bis 1826), 
Wiener Uitschrifl ftir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, Sonderband 2 (Vienna: Verlag des Institutes 
fUr Orientalistik der Universit.it Wien, 1981). 

3oo l;lici Bektq, see TUrk Ansiktopedisi (Ankara: Milli EAitim Bakanltj•. 1946-84). ~.v. 
"Bek~. Hac& Bekt~-i Veli" (A. Gtilpmarh) and Ahmet T. Kanmustafa, "A Study on Pre-Islamic 
Sorvivals in a Turkish Islamic Text: The Viliyetnime," (M. A. thesis, McGill University, 1981), 
pp. 22-26. Definitive summaries or the early history of the Bekti;iye appear in Is/Om 
Ansik.lopedisi (Istanbul: Maarif Vekaleti/ MiJli EAitim BakanhA•. 1940·), s.v. "Bekt~" (M. F. 
KOpriih1) and TIJrk Ansiklopedjs;, s.v. "Dektqilik" (A. GOlpmarh?). 
4For details on Yelliferi - BekJ141 relations, see Mehmed Fual KOpnllU, "Anadolu'da blimiyet: 
T\irk istilismdao sofin. Anad.olu tirib-i dinisine bir n~ ve bu tiribin menba'lan", CMriJI'I-fUniJn 
Etkbiyat Fokidtesi Mecm1J'as1 2 (1922-23), pp. 405-8 and Ismail Hakk.J Uzuru;ar~d1, Ostrum/J 
Dnleri Tqkilatwlan Koprkulu Oca/tlon (Ankara: TUrk Tacih Kurumu, 1943-44), 1, pp. 147-150. A 
recent evaluation is k~oe Melikoffs "Un ordre des derviches colooisateurs, les Bektat:hi.s: leur 
role social et leurs rapports ave.:: les premiers sultans ottomans," in Memorial Omu lJJifi 
Barkan, Bibliotheq11e de l'lnstitut Fran!Jais d'E1udes Anatoliennes d'Istanbul, no. 28 (Paris: 
Libn..ire d'Am!:rique et d'Orieot Adrieo Maisonneuve, 1980), w. 149-157. 

S Adnan Ou1k.en h Halk Kliti.iphanesi, Ankara. ms. no. 643 (dated 1173/1759), fol. 93a. See also 
l:liJseyio Fehmi, "O.man Baba ve Viliyetnimesi" TQrlc Yurdu 5 (1927), p. 241. and AbdUibak.i 
GOipmarh, ed., V;IIJyetndme: Merll2ktb-i Hac' Bektdf Velf (Istanbul: lnkllap K.itabevi, 1958), p. 
129. 
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is depicted as a somewbal onhodox figure, dressed in a robe and Iuman and riding 
a horse, also accompanied by a few nondescript dervisbes.6 The imponant 
Bekla~ihagiographies Mend!ab-i 8dci Bekltls-i Veliand Vildyetndme-i 8de~m 
Sultdn, most probably composed around the turn of the tenth/sixteenth century, 
are silent on Bektdii dervishes of the period, while on a different front, it is not 
possible to II3Ce even a single Bektdsipoet prior to the same century.7 On a 
similar note, it should be pointed out that of the tekkes that can clearly be 
identified as Bektdsi establishments, none can be traced back to the 
ninth/fifteenth century and only six to the following century.8 Under these 
circumstances, it seems fair to stale that our sources are on the whole silent on 
the early history of Bektdsi dervishes. 

m 

Seen against this background of silence, the imponance of V1il)idi's 
Menti~tb as the source of the earliest firsthand description of the BektiJ~is 
available to us becomes quite obvious. The Mendi:lb contains a separa1e chapter 
on these elusive dervishes, which I will need to summarize here in order to be 
able to make a few comments upon illater.9 

The heads and faces of V1il)idi's Bektdsis are clean-sbaven. They wear 
twelve-gored conical caps of white fell that are two bands wide and two bands 
high. Tbe.~e caps are split in the front and the back and are ornamented with a 
butlon made of 'Seyyid GV.i stone' (meerschaum?) at the top, to which are 

6vuayerru2me.-i Otmmt Baba, fols. 112b-II3a. (note 5). 
7The published versions of lhe hagiographies mentioned are GOipmarl1, ed., Vi/8yetndme (note 
4), and Rudolf Tschudi, ed., Das Viltljet-ruime des fladschim Sultan: Eine tUriische 
Heiligenlegende, Tiirk.illche Dibliothek 17 (Berlin: Mayer & MUller, 1914). The standard wor~ on 
Bektdfi poets is Sadeddin NUzhet Ergun's Bek1o1i Edebiyo11 Antolojisi~ Bekta,i $airleri · ve 
Nefesleri, 2nd ecl., 3 vols. in 2 {Istanbul: Maarif Kitaph.anesi, 1955-56). Although Ergun lisls 
many "Bekti$i' poets who lived prior to the tenth/sixteenth century, his identification of these 
poelS as "'Bektdtis" rests only upon an indiscriminately broad definition of that tenn and not 
upon any conaete evidence. I have demonstrated the necessity of adopting more restricted and 
specific definitions for such names of dervish-types as Bek.tt4i, AbdDI. galender, and flayderf 
elsewhere ("'V.i~idi's Ml:ll8~rb. [note 1)) and, upon closer cumiDatioo, find it impossible to 
identify as Bek~is any of the pre-tenthlsi~teenth century poets enumeraied by Ergno. The poet 
Nedimi, who appears to have been a genuine Bektd1i asSigned to the second half of lhe 
ointh/tenlh century by Ergun (Bdrati Edebiyall Anlolojisi, '1, p. 29) could more reasoDably be 
dated hlu:k to the first half of the following century in accordance wilb the notice on this poet in 
Sehi Beg's He1t Bihift, Gi.lnay Knt, ed., Sources of Oriental Lansuages and Literature 5, Turk.ic 
Sources 5 (Cambridge, Mas.s., 1978), 59b: in any .::ase, lhe only legilimate conclusion that one 
can draw in the absence of other information on lhis poet is thai he was dead before lhe 
composition of Sehi Beg's work ia 945/1538·39. which is aot Sufficieot reason to date him back 
to the ninthlfifteenlh cenlury. 

8Faroshi. Der Bektaschi-Orden, 14, n. 1 (note 2). 
9see lext in Karamustafa, "Val).idi's M~1b," 74a-80b (nOCe 1). 
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attached long woolen tassels reaching down to lhe shoulders. On four sides of lhe 
fold of lhe cap are written (i) Ia il/lhe illa'llah, (ii) Mu!UJmmedun resulalldh, (iii) 
"Ali MUnetd, and (iv) ffasan ve ffUseyn. The dervishes are dressed in short and 
simple fell cloaks and tunics. They carry drums and tambourines as well as 
banners and are busy cbanting hymns and prayers. 

II is explained that their faces and beads are clear-shaven after lhe elUIIllp1e 
of l:ficl Bek~ who supposedly lost alllhe hair on bis bead and face as a result 
of forty years of ascetic exercise which he completed on top of a tree. Caps as 
well are worn in memory of l:lllci Bek~: hy carrying lhese caps on lheir heads, 
the Bektd~is demonstrale !heir submission 10 lheir spiritual leader. Similarly, lhe 
wrilings on lhe caps are intended as means of glorifying the Prophet, 'Ali, J:lasan 
and 1:1 iiseyn. The button on lhe cap stands for lhe human bead', since lhe 
Bektd~is are in reality 'beheaded dead people' (ser-burfde murde), that is, lhey have 
died befon: dealh. Indeed, lhey are none other than the hidden ev/iyd U~tmselves. 

IV 

This relatively short account of Val)idi is interesting on a number of 
froms. first of all, it immediately strikes one lhatlhere is in lhis description no 
sign of characteristically Bekldiis paraphernalia such as rerdg, pdlheng, teslim 
tag mengil~. and teber.IO Nor is lhere any reference to Bektdii saints such as 
llahm Sul!ful (ijtt.rr Bait, said to have been the supreme Bek~ leader between 
907/1501-2 and 922/1516-17),l_la!lyi (Sh3h lsma'il. 907/1501-24), Nesimi (d. 
407/1404-5 or 420/1417-18), Abdal MOsa (fl. 8th/141h century) and ~aygusuz 
Abdil (fl. second half of 8th/14th century and lhe first quarter of 9th/15th 
century), all of whom become so prominent in later periods.11 Perhaps more 
significantly, not even a single one of the unmistakably Bektd~f tenets of the 
later times such as the All3h-Muhammed- 'Ali 'trinity', the doctrine of the 'four 
gates' or veneration of the twelve imdms and lhe 'fourteen innocents' is 
menlioned.12 

1 °For these aad others DOl mentioned by V .iJ:Udi, one should coasuh John Kinssley Birge, The 
BekltUIU Order of D~rvUhes (Hartford, Conn.: Hartford Seminary Press, 1937), passim. Also cl. 
TDrk A.nsiklopedi~i. s.v. "Bekl~ilik" (note 3). V.iJ,idi's de.sc:riplion of the Bekltl1i cap ;,, 
however, in a1reement with Bekfd/i 1redi1ion, see ibid. under lbe subtille ~Be~i Oha'Z.I." 
ll For the dates of Babm Sul,in, see for instance G6lpmarb, ed., Vildyetnilme, XXV (DOle 4). 
Basic infonnation on other 'sainiS' menliooed can be found in lhe followin1 studies: Kathleco R. 
F. Bnrrill, The Qwlfrain.r of Nes;mi: F011neenrh-Cen1ury Turkic Hurufi (The Hague: Moulon, 
1972); Mehmet Fuat Koprillil, "Abdat Musa," TUrlc KU/turu II (1973), pp. 198-207; and 
Abdmrahmao OUzel. Kaygwuz Abd4J, DoAumunun 100. Y1hnda A.latOrk Yaymlan. no 29 (Ankara: 
KOllilr 8akanlt§1, 1981). 
12Details can be fouod iR Birge, Th~ Bektmhi Order (nol.e 10). 
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Is it possible to account for these rather curious features of Vabidi's 
chapter on the Bektd~is ? In order to be able to answer this question, we should 
tum to a geneml consideration of the Mend~tb as whole, which will serve to 
exu:nd the scope of our investigation beyond the one limiled dervish group of the 
Bck!A§iye. 

v 

Although it is in the first instance a didactic treatise of sot.eriological 
guidance that is designed to initiate the reader into and inculcate in him the basic 
doctrines of the 'correct' sufi path, the Mencl~tb is simultaneously a most 
remarkable source for the history of mysticism in the Ottoman Empire at the 
inception of Siileyman the Magnificent's reign (926-74/1520-66). I have to pass 
in silence over the highly interesting structure of the Mend~tb and underline 
instead the feature of the work that is of immediate relevance to us here, nan1ely 
!hat it contains substantial accounts of nine different dervish groups and lhus 
enables us to have a panoramic view of Ottoman la$awuf at the tum of the 
tentlilsixt.eenth century. The nine dervish groups, in the order in which they are 
described by V3hidi in sepamte chapters are f!;alenders, Abddls of Rrlm, IJayderis, · 
Cclmis. Bektd~is, $ems-i Tebrizis, Edhemis, Mevlevis, and a final group simply 
designated as Sufis. Each chapter swts with a vivid physical description of lhe 
dervishes under scrutiny and proceeds to provide the reader with essential 
information on their beliefs and'practices. The narrative itself is in a lucid.and 
nowing style, and the result is a sct of lively portrait~ of the dervish groups 
enumerated which, for the most part, can hardly be matched hy the rare and 
meagre references that other historical sources have to offer on the subject.13 

Looking over Utis list of dervish groups, one cannot at first sight help 
being surprised at the inclusion of a separate group called Sufis. Upon closer 
analysis, however, this apparent inconsistency of classification is easily resolved: 
Sufi is the name by which Viil)idi designates the members of the 'Orthodox' 
orders, in particular the ija/veliye and the Zeyniye, which were the largest and 
most influential sufi instiltllions in the Ottoman Empire of-the period and witb 
whicb V3hidi himself was to an indications affiliated. It is, in any case, clear thal 
his own commiunent is to Ute Slijis, whom he describes at the end of his work, 
devoting to them far more space than alllhe other groups and singling them out 
for the most detailed treaunenl 14 

13Summaries of the chapters in questioa are given in Karamustafa, "Vihidis MenA/p.b,R Chapter 
3, pp. 88·192 (note 1). 
14For a close a'nalysis of V.i.l;tidJ"''s '$Ufls'; see Karamustafa, "Vib.idrs Men4~•b," pp. 183-192 (DOle 
1). 
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Of the remaining eight groups, VaJ)idi extends his approval to only two, 
namely the Edhemis and the Mevlevis, while he severely criticizes alllbe olbers 
as being 'false' Sii.fis . Vii,Jidi's evaluation of lhese antinomian groups is itJ;elf 
wonhy of study, yet what interestJ; us here is lhe factlhatthe BektiJ1is ftgure in 
!he Menak1b as only one of a larger family of dervish groups to which we can 
assign lhe general name of 'mystical antinomians' or more appropriately 
'mystical anarchistJ;.'IS Indeed, a careful reading of the MeniJ/p.b suggestJ; lhallhe 
different types of antinomian dervishes under scrutiny formed distinct social 
groups that were distinguished from each olber by appearance, distinctive 
paraphernalia and specific set of beliefs and practices. This observation is 
vindicated by an exhaustive study of the bistory of lhe dervish groups in question 
on the basis of information extracted from independent source materials in 
Arabic, Persian and Turkish. From Ibis study, to which I can refer here only in 
summary fashion, it becomes clear lhat, in spite of lhe often tedious and indirect 
nature of the relevant documentation, it is quite possible to identify lbe 
distinctive features of all of lhese groups and to trace !bern, admiuedly not as 
conclusively as one would like to, through time and space.16 

VI 

Thus it emerges lhat of lhe six mystical anarchist groups described in the 
Mend/f;1b, the /.(a/enders and the ifayderis fin>! flourished especially in the Arab 
Middle East and Iran in lbe sevenlh/lhineenth and eighlh/founeenlh centuries, 
simultaneously spreading to Muslim North India in the East and Anatolia in lhe 
West. Borh of these early groups came into being under lhe formative influence 
of founding fathers who lived in late sixlh/twelflh and early sevenlb/lhineenth 
centuries and whose memories survived long after this date, namely Jamlil al
Din-i Savi in the case of the /.(a/enders and Qu!b al-Din J:laydar in that of the 
lfayderis. Jamll.l ai-Din and Qutb al-Oin, of Iranian and Turkish stock 
respectively, were austere ascetics who, wherher in spite of tlteir intentions or in 
accordance with them, auracted sizeable following through sensational practices 
and mirncles, and it is clear that Lhe most characteristic features of lbeir 
followers, namely the shaving of the head, beard, moustadte and eyebrows (a 
practice known as chahdr <arb in la!er times) in the case of the /.(a/enders and 
wearing iron cullars, rings, earrings, braceletJ; and belts in the case of the 
ifayder1s, can be traced back to their personal example. These two groups atlained 

I Sr honow the renn 'mystical anarchists' from Normao Cohn, 7ne Pursuit of the MilletUum: 
Revolutionary Millenaritms and Mystical An.archisls of the Middle Ages (London: Paladin 
Books, 1970. Repr;nl. 1984). 

16Here aod io the remainins sections of lhe article. I am drawins directly upon my docloral 
dissertatioo, "V&J,.idi"s Mend~u .. (oou 17). The documeowion foe the views presented in these 
sectioos is simply too copious to be cited withio lhe confines of this shore paper. aod I have (O 

refer the iotere.sted reader to lhc dissertatioo itself. 
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a remarkable degree of popularity all over the Islamic lands in lhe Later Middle 
Period, which did not lose its intensity until after lhe tenlhlsixteenlh century. To 
illustrate the Ottoman case in particular, lhe indubitable presence of the 
l_(alenders and /fayderts is demonstrated not only by numerous references in 
Ouoman sources and, significantly, in the accounts of European travellers such 
as Spandugino and Menavino, but also by the existence of several l_(a/enderi and 
lfayderi hospices during the ninlhlftfteenlh and tenlhlsixteenth centuries within 
the borders of the Empire. 

The remaining four groups, Abddls of Rfim, Bekrd~is, Cdmis and Sems-i 
Tebrizis, were on the whole geographically resbicted to Anatolia and the Balkans 
and auained !heir high points in the second half of lhe ninlhllifteenlh and the 
first half of the tenlhlsixteenth centuries. Of these, the Sems-i Tebrizis are 
historically the least well-known, though it seems clear that they should be 
identified wit11 the 'intoxicated' ann of the Mev/evtye known as the arm of Sems 
which seems to bave particularly thrived during the tenlhlsixteenth century 
around the ligures of YOsuf Sin~atc: (d. 95311546) and Divilne Mel)med C::elebi 
(d. second half of the century), as opposed 10 the 'sober' arm known as the arm of 
Veled after Jal31 al-Oin Rfimi's son, SultAn Veled. For their part, the Cdmis saw 
themselves as followers of ShiMb al-Oin AbU Nasr Al)mad ai-Namaql ai-Jami, 
an early Iranian mystic of the liflh/eleventh and sixlhltwelfth centuries whose 
connection with his late Ottoman disciples remains obscure. A gay lot much 
taken to music and poetry, the Cdmis atlraCted general attention by their pleasant 
concerts, their apparel and their elaborately coiffeured long hair. 

More numerous, however, than both the Sems-i Tebrtzts and lhe Cdmis, 
or the Rektd~is for that mauer, as well as more widespread were lhe Abddls of 
ROm. 1l1e his10ry of Ibis group is very complex and is io need of further 
research, butlhe contours of the movement as it existed in lhc latter half of lhe 
ninth/fifteenth and the first half of lhe tenth/sixteenth century can be 
reconstructed with some cerlainty. The two central ligures of the group were 
Sultan Siicii' and Ounan Baba, whose life stories are preserved for us in !heir 
hagiographies (Villiyetndme-i Su/fan $tied' and Vildyetndme-i Orman Baba 
respectively), and lhe physical center of the movement was lhe mausoleum and 
later the hospice of Seyyid Gazi in Eski~hir. The Abdals were fervent Sht<ts 
who practiced blood-shedding as well as self-cauterization during lhe month of 
Mul)arram and wbosc paraphernalia included an 'Ebol Miislimi' hatchet, a ·~uca 'i' 
club, a distinctive horn and a very large yellow spoon with an ankle bone 
suspended from its handle. Tbey included among their mnnbers well-known poets 
sucb as 'Askeri, Kclami, Yelimi, Semsi and ~Iayreli and pi>ssessed many 
hospices and mausoleums especially in central Anatolia and the Balkans. 
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vn 

To return to the Bektti1is, it should now be clear that they were but one, 
and to all indications not even the largest one, of the many mystical anarchist 
groups that existed in Ottoman society of the ftrst quaner of the tenth/sixteenth 
ceniUty. Already, however, certain social processes were at work that were to lead 
to the uniftcation and institutionalization of mystical anarchist movemenL• as 
well as some other 'heretic' sects such as the f:lurufiye under !he umbrella of a 
larger central organization which became the Bekltiii order of the late 
tenth/sixleenth centtll)' and beyond.17 

This is not !he place to examine this complicated and obscure development 
in detail, but it is clear that at least in part the somewhat surprising 
institutionalization of anarchist movements !hat one would expect to have been 
inimically disposed towards any kind of organi1ation should be attributed to the 
increasingly obvious necessity !hat must have made itself fell among antinomian 
dervish groups of the Ottoman Empire to acquire sufficient respectability to 
avoid severe persecution by the state. In this respect, and disregarding all olher 
factors for the momen~ the BelcJtiiiS had a crucial advantage over all olher groups 
in their unbreachable, and for lhe modem historian still enigmatic, connections 
wilh the backbone of the Ottoman army, the Yeniferis, and it is not surprising 
to see that !hey became lhe melting pot for lhe olher anarchist dervish groups, 
with the exception of the $ems-i Tebrizis who had a safe refuge in their parent 
organization the Mevleviye and the Ctlmis who died out altogether. The Abdtils 
of ROm, for whom tlle danger of persecution was panicularly acute since they 
openly professed ithntJ 'ashari beliefs, rlle !Sa tenders and f:layderis, whether 
deliberately or in the course of time, all joined the ranks of the Bekra;is, and lhus 
arose the 'classical' Bekltlfi order of the later Ouoman period with its 
cbaracteristic rites, paraphernalia and syncretic docbines. 

vm 

We can now answer the question that was raised earlier on in the paper 
concerning the conspicious absence, from the chapter of the Menti~tb on the 
BekldfiS. of the distinctive features of the later Bek~i order. It should be evident 
by now that il is nol possible to attribute Ibis state of affairs to the ignorance of 
the author Vlil)idi, whose accounts are so failhful to historical reality. In the light 
of the above discussion, it seems inevitable to accept that the Bektti;fs of the 
early tenthlsixreenlh cenltll)' were indeed more or less like Vlil)idi described them 
and that everything not mentioned by Vlil)idi but known to have been present in 

l10n l:lunlfiye, ~e especially Abdiilbaki GOipmarh, H~rv[Jilc Metinleri Karalolu (Ankara: Tiirk 
Tarih Kurumu, 1973). 
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later Bekld#ye developed only through later accretions in post-Va!;lidi times. 
One could, for instance. point out that the Ieber ('EbU Mtislimf hatchet) and the 
mengu~ (iron caning) were more characteristic of the Abddls of Riim and the 
/:layderis respectively and lhat they were incorporated into the emerging BelcJa~i 
order later on in the sixteenth century. The appearance of Abdal Milsi, ~aygusuz 
Abd3.1, Nesimi, etc. in the Bektd# 'pantheon' and lhe development of BelcJd~f 
doctrines, especially their passionate Shf'fsm, should also be explained through 
similar argument•. Admilledly, a detailed history of the process of fusion 
whereby the earlier and distinct groups of mystical anarchists united to form the 
later BelcJd~iye would be very difficult to write, but, however relevant. this is a 
different research topic that would require a separate study, and the lack of such a 
study at present does not detract from the central thesis of the present essay, 
namely that the 'classical' Belaa1i order came into being only during and after the 
time of Stileyman the Magnificent through the blending together of lhe earlier 
antinomian mystic groups of the f(alenders, the /:layderis. the Abddls ofRiim and 
U1e Bektd~fs - as well as another more elusive movement that was not taken 
into consideration here, the flurU.fi.r. 





TRADE CONTROLS, PROVISIONING POLICIES, 
AND DONATIONS: THE EGYPT-HIJAZ 

CONNECITON DURING THE SECOND HALF OF 
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

Suraiya FAROQHI 

Scholars dealing wilh lhe Ouoman Empire under ~aniini Siileyman and his 
immediate successors have long been fascinated by the manner in which the 
political apparatus commanded and controlled whal we IOday consider "the 
economy." 1 The dominant principles of Ottoman "economic policies" have also 
been known for quite some time, and have recently been well summarized by 
Mcbmed Gen~2 These include a concern with provisioning and keeping the 
markets supplied, and a resulting bias in favor of imports and against expons 
("provisionism"); a tendency to look back to a (real or mylhical) past for 
guidance in solving the problems of the present ("lraditionalism"); and an 
ovenidiog concern with state finances ("tiscalism"). None of lhese features is 
unique 10 the Ouoman Empire. Marcel Aymard's work on sixteenlh-ceniUry 
Venice has revealed lhe unremitting concern and all-pervasive intervention of !he 
Venetian authorities whenever matters related to the local food supply were 
involved.3 A tendency to look back 10 the past for guidance and 10 dress up even 
quite radical innovations as a return to hallowed traditions is extremely 
widespread in pre-induslrial cultures. As one example among many, one might 
name the ideologies of European medieval peasant uprisings.4 Finally, fiscalism 
was !he hallmark - and !he bane - of European states throughout lhe early 
modem period, and !he combination of organized violence and fiscalism has 

1 For ooe eumple among many compare Uilfi G~r, "Osmanh lmparatorlugu Dahilindc Hububal 
Tic:arelinia Tibi OlduAu KayJIIar," I.U. flttisat fdkUlte.si Mecmuas•. 13, 1-4 (1951-52), pp. 79-
98. 
20ral contribution to the congress on Turkish ecooom.ic and social history (Munich. August 
1986). 
3Marcel Aym.ard, Verrise, Raguse e1/e commerce du b/e pendont Ia seconde moilii du XVF sieck 
(Paris, 1966). 
4Por an eumple, see Rodney Hilton. Bond Mm Made Free, MetlievQI PearanJ Movements and 
the English Ri<ing of /381 (London, 1973), p. 22. 
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induced Charles T1lly to compare the slate of this period to a vulgar protection 
rackeL5 

These obvious parallels between "economic policies" in early modem 
Europe and U1e sixteenth-century Ottoman Empire are worthy of a careful study, 
an undertaking wbich at present is still very much in its beginnings.6 More 
important for our present purposes is the problem why the common features 
sl1ared by Ouoman and European provisioning policies of the early modern 
period have so rarely been dwelt upon. It is probable that this neglect has 
nothing to do with provisioning policies per se, but rather with more general 
views about the nature of the Ouoman Empire. After all, European diplomats of 
~iini's time and twentieth-century scholars generally agree in emphasizing the 
unique and specific features of the Ottoman Empire, a slate and society that are 
made out to be all but inaccessible to comparison. Even today a comparative 
approach to Ottoman history still appears to most researchers as an unfamiliar 
and somewhat risky project 7 

Part of the answer to this problem must doubtlessly be sought in the 
political and intellectual history of the Ottoman-Habsburg confronlation, in the 
role of orienlalism and exoticism in nineteenth - and twentieth - century 
Ottoman studies, and last but not leas~ in the dominant role of ~latisrne and 
wartime mobilization during the formative period of Ottoman studies in Turkey. 
But important though all these factors have been, it is hard to deny that Ottoman 
provisioning policies also showed some special features which make a 
preponderant and -by extension- all but unique role of the Ottoman state appear at 
least plausible. Among U1e latter, one might name the simultaneous conduct of 

SCharles Tilly, ··war Making and Stat~ Making as Organiud Crime," Bringing the Slate Bod: ln. 
ed!. Peter B. Evans. Dietrich Rueschemeyer, 1beda Skocpol (Cambridge, Engl.. 1985), pp. 169-
191. 
6 Ao aoalysis of Ottomao policies With respect to trade has been undenaken by Hali1 )nalok: 
"Capital Formation in the Ot1oman Empire" The Journal of Economic llistory. 19 (1969). pp. 97-
140. As Lhe most recent contribution sec Cernal Kafadar, "When Coins Turned into Drq.s of Dew 
aod Bankers Became Robbers of Shadows: The Boundaries of Ottoman Economic Imagination at 
lhe end of lhe Sixteenth Century," unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, McGill University, 1986, I 
thank the aulhor for allowing me access 10 this manuscript. 
7The problem!!l iavolved can be sun with particular clarity if one considers the criticisms of 
Andrew Hess directed at Fernand Braudel's aUempl to treat the sixteenth-century Mediterranean as 
a unit. Hess, on the other hand, sees the tendency of the Mediterranean world 10 split apart into 
two halves igaoriog one another as far LS possible, as the crucial development of tbe closing 
year:s of the si:~~teenlh eenrury. What makes the issue complica1ed is the fact that hostility or even 
the wish to ignore one anOlher does not necessarily nclude the sharios of man) common 
features. In fact. if everyday twenlieth-cenlury uperience is any guide in this matter, hostility 
may be all the deeper when there is enough common ground that both sides undersland very well 
the points where they differ ... But this matter caonol possibly be adequately trealed in a 
footoote, or eveo a short paper. See Femand Braude), 1A Mldirerranie t:f le moruk mhl.iterratlien 
au temps tk Philippe//, 2 vols (Paris, 1966), po.rsim: and Andrew Hess, 11re Forgollen Frontier, 
A. History of the Siiteenth Century lbero-African FruntiLr (Olicago, 1978). p. J and elsewhere. 
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wars on both the Balkan and Persian fronts and the mid-sixteenth century control 
of the Mediterranean by the Ouoman navy, both of which constituted major 
logistic achievements. In addition, there is the provisioning of half a miUion or 
so estimated inhabitants of Istanbul to be considered. Much less in the twentieth
century historian's field of vision, the provisioning of pilgrims and permanent 
residents of the Hijaz should also be included among tbe centrally directed 
operations, through which the Ottoman stale manifested i.ts concern witb 
provisioning. All these achievements possessed one common feature, in that 
they required a considerable mobilization of men and resources. which was in 
tum achieved by subjecting market processes 10 fairly stringent centrnl controls. 8 

When explaining how the annies, the capital city or the Hijaz were 
supplied, we need to look not only at the u:chnical problems involved and at 
tbeir solutions. but also 10 the ideology which informed policy. II must be 
admitted that the present paper is mainly concerned with the practical side of 
matters, since the provisioning of the sixteenth-century Hijaz has been little 
srudied, and concrete, local problems therefore need 10 be outlined in some detaiL 
But the ultimate aim is to go beyond a simple analysis of how foodstuffs were 
moved from Egypt to the Hijaz. Rather tbe aim is to sbow how ideology 
constituted the reason for undertaking certain practical projects, while at tbe same 
time conditions in the real world upon occasion made it necessary 10 settle for 
compromise solutions as far as ideological requirements were concerned 

"Ibis interplay between ideology and practice is of course no more unique 
to the Ottoman system than are liscalism, traditionalism and pmvisionism. But 
what might be regarded as a drawback of these concepts from one point of view, 
becomes a vinue wben regarded from a different angle. After all, we are interested 
in understanding not only in what manner the Ottoman system of state and 
society differed from its netghbours, but also in what broader social categories 
this system might conceivably be included. But if that is the case, then it is 
worthwhile to study the manner in which ideological formulations, political 
requirements, and U1e material interests of traders affected one another. 

WHAT THE OTTOMANS TOOK OVER IN THE 
HIJ AZ 

When Sultan Selim I conquered Egypt and Syria in 1516-17, the Hijaz 
became an Ottoman possession without any further military action. The 

8 Apart hom Gil~er's article. ao elaborate dc=scriptioo of these controls in dl.e case of Istanbul can 
be found in Rubert Mantran, Istanbul dmu Ia deux:ieme moirie du diK-septieme siecle, Essai 
d'hisroire in.stitutionelle, economique et socUJ/e, Bibliotheque arcbeologique et historique de 
l'ln:nitut Fran~s d'arc:hOOlogie d'lstanbul (Paris, 1963), pp. 179-493. 
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voluntary submission of the Meccan Serifs provided Selim I wilh added prestige, 
since by Ibis act lhe Ottomans became the protectors both of the pilgrims and of 
the Holy Cities. But by lhe same act, the Ottomans took over a set of 
arrangemenls lhat went back to he Mamluk, Ayyubid, Abbasid, or even earlier 
periods. These arrangements, regardless of lhe date of their institution, possessed 
considerable prestige, simply because Iiley were an established feature of life in 
lhe Holy Cities and thus could claim religious legitimation.9 

On this basis of the worl< that Halil lnalclk has done on Ottoman policies 
in newly acquired territories, we can compare the situation in the sixteenth
century Hijaz with that in other pariS of the Empire shonly after the Ottoman 
conquest.1° We know lhat in territories fOIUlerly in lhe hands of Christian rulers 
the Ottoman administration was most ne~ible concerning the retention or 
rejection of pre-conquest customs. On the other hand, in "old" Islamic territories, 
the sultans' hands were quite often tied by more or less explicil understandings 
with members of the former ruling classes. But it was in the case of the Holy 
Cities lhat the Ottoman administration possessed least room for manceuvre. 
After all, any deviation from charitable and administrative practices established 
by previous dynasties would have invit£d invidious comparisons, and thereby 
undermined the legitimacy of Ottoman rule. 

Among the grants-in-aid given by rulers of Islamic states to the 
inhabitaniS of the Hijaz, assignment of public revenues to the Serifs of Mecca 
bad a particularly long history. For the Ayyubid period, we possess the 
testimony of Ibn Jubayr, a Valencian scholar wbo performed lhe pilgrimage in 
1183 AD. According to this author. Sultan sat3i)eddin had persuaded lhe emir of 
Mecca to forego taxing the pilgrims, in exchange for a yearly gifl of 2000 dinar 
and 20002 irdebb of whea~ in addition to rents from certain lands in Upper Egypt 
and the Yemen. But as Ibn Jubayr graphically recounts, in years wben the 
subsidies did not arrive punctually, the emir had no qualms about arresting 
wealthy pilgrims -the author included- and extorting money from Utem11 

On the other hand, the Ottoman authorities of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries seem to have been quite successful in eliminating this kind 
of abuse. Mahimme registers of Ute second half of the sixteenth century contain 
quite a few references to complaints from pilgrims. But these complain Is refer to 
such matters as marauding Bedouins, depredations of the beytfllrn{il emini and 
non-arrival of food supplies. To date no reference has been found concerning 

9For Mamluk-Onoman coalinuily with respect to the pilgrimage. see J. Jomier, U mabmal et !LJ 
car~:~vane des pJleriru de ltJ Mecque (XIII-XX- sitcles), Publications de l'lnstitut fran.;ais 
d'archeologie orientale, Recherches de philologie el d'histoire, vol. XX (Cairo. 1953), passim. 
1C\J:alil lnalCJk, ~Ottoman Methods ofConquesc," Studio lslomica.ll (1954), pp. 104-129. 
11 Ibn Jubayr, The Travels of Ibn Jubayr ... U'. R.J.C. Broadhursl (London, 1952). pp. 71-2. 
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illegal uuation on the part of the Serif of Mecca. Even Evliya t;:elebi, wbo bad 
no particular liking for the Serifs and seemed was more than ready to repeat any 
story wbicb migbt discredit them, only referred to the iUegal uuation of pilgrims 
as an event tbal occasionally bad occurred in the past, and particularly as an abuse 
abolished by Sultan ~ayitMy.12 Thus one might speculate that Ute Iavisb 
Ottoman subsidies sent to the Serif of Mecca usually made it seem unnecessary -
and inadvisable- for Ute Iauer to collect money from the pilgrims. In turn, this 
state of affairs probably constituted a matter of prestige as far as Ute Ottoman 
sultans were concerned, altltough at pre.o;ent, no official text has been found 
explicitly forbidding Ute ~erif to UlX pilgrims. 

Even more binding Utan Ute practice of Ayyubid rulers was Ute example 
of the Mamluk sultans. We know Utat Mel)med Ute Conqueror had offered to 
reconstruct Mecca's water pipes, and was rebuffed by Ute Uten ruling sultan of 
Egypt and Syria witlt the reply Uta! these kinds of donations were Ute prerogative 
of Ute rulers of Egypt13 Under these circumstances, it is not surprising Utat 
~anuni Stileymiin and his immediate successors should have engaged in ma.~ive 
construction project' in Medina and especially in Mecca, and tom down 
important Mamluk monuments in Ute process.14 But from the provisioning 
point of view, Ute Mamluk heritage mainly consisted of Ute public foundations 
established in Egypt under the auspices of various sultans, lhat were meant to 
provide free grain for the inhabitants of Mecca and Medina. Many of these 
foundations had been depleted in the course of time, and by 1517 no longer 
produced significant supplies. This proa:ss of depletion, quite often due to the 
depredations of foundation administrators and others, continued apace during Ute 
early years of Ottoman rule as well, if the testimony of the Meccan chronicler 
~u!beddin is to be relied upon in Utis matter.IS But on Ute olber band, ~aniini 
Siileyman and later his grandson Murad Ill both set up very sizeable foundations 
of Ute same type, which should have compensated Ute inhabitants of Ute Hijaz for 
most of the losses previously incurred. Moreover, Utroughout the second half of 
the sixteentlt century, piecemeal additions of villages to make up for the 
depletion of previously assigned resources were frequent.16 Thus it would see"! 
Utat Ute provision of sizeable subventions to the Holy Cities of the Hijaz 

12Evliya .;:elebi, S~ya~alnQm~. 10 vo\s. (Jslanbu) 1314/1896-97 lo 1938). vol. 9, p. 682. 
l3Franz Dabinger. Mel1med der Erobuer und seine Zeit, WeltenstiJrmer cir~er Zeitenwcll(k 
(Muoich, 1953), p. 443. 
14For a brief overview of Onoman construction projects in Mecca. compare Nejat GOyiini. 
"Some Documents Concerning the Ka'ba in the Sixteenth Century," Studies ;,. I~ History of 
Arob;a, ed. A. Mahmoud Abdalla and others, vol. 2 (Riyadh, 1972), pp. 177-181. Emel Esin, 
"The Renovations Effected in the Ka'bah Mosque, by the OCtoman Sultan Selim II (H. 974-
8211566-74)," Rev•e d'histoire maghribine, Xll-39-40 (1985). pp. 227-2'.!2. 
1 Scompare Ferdin~nd WUstenfeld. Geschichte der Stodl Mecca, NJCh den arobi.rchen C.hroraike:n 
bearbeitet (reprint, B~inn, 1~). vol. 4, p. 302. 
16Bqbak:anhk (Osma~h), Aqivi, Istanbul. MUhimme Defterleri (from now on MD) 43, p. 203, 
DO. 365 (988n580.8t): MD 53, p. t47, DO. 426 (9921t584). 
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constituted an e<ample of ideological factors, including competition with the 
Mamluk Sultans, detennining the allocation of quite considerable resources. The 
provisioning of Mecca and Medina was, to an appreciable exten~ financed by 
resources which otherwise would have been at the disposal of the Ouoman 
central administration. 

THE POLITICAL POSITION 01' THE MECCAN 
SERIF AND HIS CLAIM TO SUBSIDIES 

But apart from the religious considerations and the "politics of prestige" 
ouUined above, there were also more narrowly political factors involved in lbe 
decision to supply lbe Hijaz and thereby facililate the conduct of the pilgrimage. 
After all, given lbe existence of more than one Muslim empire during the second 
half of the sixtcenUl century, the :Jerifs as the local rulers of the Hijaz did 
possess a cer1ain room for manoeuvre. Cerlainly, the dependence of the Hijazi 
population upon Egyptian food supplies ultimately would have made it 
impossible for lbe :Jeri[s to emirely turn away from the Ottomans. But the 
existence of a very active Indian di[llomacy in the Hijaz, particularly during U1e 
reign of Akbar (1542-1605), must have acted as an added inducement to supply 
the Holy Cities adequately I1 

Moreover, the Indian presence in the Hijaz provided the Meccan $erifs 
with room for manoeuvre in yet anod~er sense: in the second half of the si<teenth 
century, the :Jerifs possessed a share in the customs revenues of Jiddah, fifty 
percent of which accrued to the Ottoman central administration, while the other 
half was collected by the $erif.' 8 As long as Indian and Arab ships frequented the 
port of Jiddah, the :Jeri[ thus possessed an independent source of revenue that 
permilled him a cerlain amount of leeway in politics. But with U1e closing 
decades of the sixteenth century, this source of revenue was progressively to dry 
up, leaving the :Jerif s in a difficult position both politically and financially. It 
would be of interest to know whed1er these problems had any repercussions upon 
the regularity of tile arrival of Egyptian grain supplies, since a Serif widl fewer 
options was probably treated with less solicitude. But at present no document has 
been located that would permit us to judge Ibis matter. 

17This matter is treated in more detail in thi9 author's book on Ouoman IJ.Qjj organization in lhe 
siJueealh and se\lenteenth centuries: Herrscher uber Mekka: Die Gesclrichle der P;lgeifahr1 
(Munich and ZUrich, 1990). 
18T~ri{1-; Pe~evi, 2 vols. (ISianbul, 1283/1866-67, reprinted with an inltoduction and index by 
Fahri Derin and Vahit <;.abuk, Istanbul. 1980). vol. 1, pp. 4114-485. 
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TRANSPORTING EGYPTIAN GRAIN SUPPLIES 
TO THE HIJ AZ 

Not only the Hijazi grain supply iLo;elf, but also the transportation of 
Egyptian grain 10 the Holy Cities was only in part a commercial venture. A 
significant though unquanliliable sbare arrived in boats belonging to the same 
public foundations of Egypt which supplied the grain. This arrangemem differs 
significantly from Istanbul custom, where in spite of very close slate 
supervision, both the production of the necessary grain and transportation 10 the 
capital were in private hands.l 9 In the case of shipping, this difference is 
probably to be explained by the extreme difficulty of procuring limber suitable 
for shipbuilding and naval stores in lhe deserts that bounded the Red Sea, for as a 
result. the construction of ships was even more expensive than usual. As the 
Nile valley was devoid of timber, the closest source of this essential raw material 
would have been what remained of the Anatolian forests, and these were partly 
depleted and partly reserved for the use of the Ottoman navy. Thus it can be 
explained that from Ihn Jubayr Lo Richard Burton, travellers complained about 
the overcrowding and unsafe conditons on Red Sea ships2 0 

The actual process of grain transportation is reasonably well docwnentcd. 
Grains grown in Upper Egypt were transported down the Nile, then unloaded 
probably in BOI~,21 and taken by camel caravan to Suez on the Red Sea. From 
this port which during the pilgrimage season was quite animated though it was 
lacking in water, boats belonging to the Egyptian foundations were supposed lo 
take Lhe grain destined for Medina as far as Yanbuc.22 There it was loaded onto 
Bedouin camels; !.his process was supervised by a member of the Serif family 
resident in Yanbuc.23 As to Lhe grain intended for Mecca, it was transported by 
ship as far as Jiddah and from !.here to Mecca by camel. 

In !.his complicated process, a key role was played by the emin of Suer, 
who at Lhe end of the sixteenth century, frequently was not a salaried official, but 
a laX farmer. 1l1e latter was apparently in charge of supplying the boabnen wilh 
instruments and naval supplies; for when a boat sank, the responsibility was that 
of the emin of Suez because he had been remiss io this matter.24 Moreover, the 
em in of Suez was empowered Lo check Lhe condition of boats getting ready to 

l9Mantran. Istanbul, p. 427ff. 
20nm Jubayr, tr. Broadhurst. ~- 64-65. Sir Richard E. Bunon, Personal Narrative of o Pilgrimage 
to oi-Mtldinah and Meccah, 2 vols. (reprint, New York. 1964), vol. 1, p. ln. 189. 

21Mooo. p. 150. no. 350 (993/1585). 
22on Suez before the opening of the Suez CaoaJ, compare Burton. Narrative, vol. I, p. 176ff. 
23MD26. p. 136. no. 336 (98411576-77): MD60. p. 292. no. 679 (99411585-86). 
24MD26. p. 241, no. 692 (98211 574· 75). 
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leave the port. and prevent overloading.25 However judging from the frequency of 
complaints, it would seem that many emins viewed their office mainly as a 
source of profit. As a result, accidents due to overloading were frequent; 
particularly since most major boat owners, such as the sultan or the larger 
Egyptian foundations, did not themselves operate their boats bot farmed them out 
to the highest bidder. The latter then had a direct interest in earning as much 
money as possible through freight charges, but suffered no pecuniary loss if the 
ship foundered. Under these circumstances, the emin must have played a vital 
role in controlling the activities of the farmers of institutionally owned boats; 
and the failure of this control mechanism was no light matter. 

But apart from collusion of this type, there exisled the possiblitity that 
the emin of Suez might come to an understanding with grain merchants plying 
their trade in the Red Sea. Now Mecca and Medina were in an uncommonly 
difficult position as far as their food supplies were concerned, as local resources 
could in no way satisfy demand even in good years. Moreover, the pilgrims, even 
though they brought some supplies of their own, constituted an additional, and 
to a certain extent unpredictable, demand factor. As a result. prices were liable to 
increase dramatically at the slightest indication of trouble, as auested by an 
interesting document referring to the very last years of Mamluk rule.26 Thus, the 
delivery of grain from Egyptian foundations was of vital importance not only to 
the recipients of grain doles, but even to those inhabitants of Mecca and Medina 
who bought their own food, totally or in part; for the presence of grain in the 
city helped to keep market prices at a level that ordinary consumers could afford. 

On the other hand, for merchants on the lookout for speculative gains, 
this situation obviously presented a golden opponunity. Even if deliveries from 
Egyptian foundations were only slighlly behind schedule, prices in Mecca would 
increase enough to pem1it a tidy profit. For this purpose, it is reported that 
cenain merchants carne to an understanding with the em in of Suez. 27 In some 
instances, the latter even went so far as to unload boats already laden with 
foodstuffs provided by the Egyptian foundations, so that merchants might 
transpon their own goods instead. Under tl1ese circumstances, the Ottoman state 
responded by decreeing that va~if grains were to be accorded priority when space 
in ships was at a premium. Moreover, the beg or Jiddah and UJe kadi of Mecca 
were enjoined to aid the em in of Suez in controlling the shipowners. These two 
orficials were expected to conf1scate all goods that had reached Mecca in ships 
earmarked for the transponation of foundation-{)wned grains, and it was hoped 

25MD58. p. 158, no. 4t8 (993/1585). 
26Yakup Mughul, "Portck.izlilerle Kl'zlldeniz'de Miicadele ve Hicaz'da Osmanh Hakimiyetinin 
Yerl~mcsj haklanda bir Vesika." Belgeler, 1. 2 (1964). pp. 37-47. 
27MD58. p. 158, no. 418 (993/1585). 
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U!at Ibis draconic measure would ensure lbc timely arrival of much needed food 
supplies. 

Thus in Ibis contex~ we are confronted wilb a case in which several 
potentially competing officials were instructed to supervise one anolber. A high 
cilmiyye official, namely lbe kadi of Mecca, and lbe highest-ranking direct 
representative of lbe Ouoman administration in lbe region, namely lbe beg of 
Jiddab, were expected to intervene whenever lbc emfn of Suez neglected his 
duties. However, lbe two officials in question were only insuucted to punish 
contrdvening shipowners, and not lhe emfn of Suez himself. This preferential 
treatment of lbe emfn can be explained by lbe olien very pragmatic approach of 
lbe later sixteenlb-century Ottoman administration toward tax farmers. As long 
as lbe latter paid over lbe sums of money stipulaled in lbeir contracts, a blind eye 
was quite frequently turned towards lbeir other derelictions of duty. 

On the other hand, this example is inslructive in !bat it allows us 10 
evaluate !he similarities and differences between Ouomon supply policies in 
Istanbul and lbe Hijaz. In bolb cases lbe Ottoman administration tried 10 ensure 
that sufficient supplies reached lbe target area by assigning reasonably high
ranking officials lbe responsibility of supervision. But there lbe similarity ends; 
for in lbe case of Istanbul, !he intention was generally to promote lbe extension 
of private trade, while in lbe Red Sea region, lbe avowed aim was often its 
curtailment. This contrast in policy is all !he more worth noting as lbe "normal" 
attitude of !he sixteenU1-century Ouoman administration toward private traders 
was on lhe whole positive, and commercial gain was in itself considered perfectly 
legitimate18 Given this background, and !he fact that !he sixteenlh-century 
Egyptian foundations were so often unable to provide the Hijaz with lhe required 
quantities of grain, one might have expected !he Ouoman administration 10 move 
in !he direction of a supply system set up according to !he model of Istanbul 
practice. That this did not happen demonstrates the strenglh of pre-Ottoman 
political traditions in !he area. 

TRANSPORTATION AND THE NARtl PROBLEM 

Barring error, !he extensive discussion of Hijaz food problems in lbe 
sixteenth-century Mahimme registers contains no references to an officially 
determined price for grain proclaimed by the kadi of Mecca. Given the scarcity of 
documents, one sbould probably not draw too far-reaching a conclusion from !his 
slate of affairs. But at lhe sarne time it is not inconceivable that the 
administration in Istanbul was aware of the fact that an inflexible official price 

28on this issue compare laalc1k.. ''Capiul Formation," pp. 98-103. 
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would be very difficult to enforce under the very special conditions obtaining in 
tbe Hijaz, and tried to deal with the situation by other mcans19 

That this lack of reference to a Mr!J for grain may not be quite accidental 
is moreover suggested by a reference to the transponalion of foodstuffs from 
Jiddab to Mecca in a year of exceptional drought and scarcity. As the Bedouin 
uibesmen who provided this essential service bad died or dispersed, it proved 
impossible to transport grain at the regular price, and the generosity of a private 
person was called up on to pay for part of the increment. Now essential 
transportation services in Istanbul certainly had !heir officially determined 
prices. 3D But Bedouin camel-berders in the Hijaz were not as easily supervised a.< 
boatmen or ox-drivers in Istanbul. If dissatisfied with the price offered, these 
uibesmen might simply disappear into the desert, while in all probability no 
replacement would be available. Even worse, if lhe job was taken out of their 
bands, aggrieved uibesmen might decide to auack the grain-transporting camels 
on their way to Mecca or Medina. But since the price of desert transponation 
entered to a considerable extent into the grain price paid by the consumer in 
Mecca, it is understandable why Olloman officials in the Hijaz should have been 
lukewam in their attempts to control these prices. 

From the Ottoman administration's point of view, which in ibis case 
coincided wi~1 that of the consumer living in the Hijaz, one of the principal 
reasons for the Hijaz food problem was lhe difficulty and expense of transporting 
supplies across the Red Sea. As we have seen, ships owned by the foundations 
themselves, played a crucial role; of course the latter were expected to transport 
vaw grain free of charge. At Ute end of the Sillteenth century, the foundations of 
tlil~eki Sultan, Tahir Ca\:.mal!: and ~iinuni Stileymiin were all owners of ships, 
and a new boat was being acquired for the foundation of Sultan ~ayitbay. 31 

However, tbese boats not only were intended to serve the transporlalion needs of 
the val[.rfs, but also produced considerable income for the budgets of the 
respective foundations. Given the scarcity of sixteenth-century ligures, it may be 
permissible 10 refer to an account dating from the beginning of the seventeentb 
century, and thus at least give an impression of the order of magnitude involved. 
Io the year 1013-14/1604-<i, the foundation of Sultan Murad Ill earned more than 
80,000 piJre from transportation services alone, while in the following year, 

29bo ihe determination of ofricial prices compare MObahat KUtllkoAiu, O$monlllarda Narh 
MUen~sesi lie 1640 TorihU Narh Dey-uri (Istanbul. 1983) aod most recently the relevant chapter 
of Kafadar's unpublished thesis "Drops of Dew," pp. 110-158. 
3°For some of maoy examples, see MD 21. p. 16, no. S6 (980/J572f73): MD 29, p. 136, no 
336 (98411576-77); MD 35, p. 128. no. l29 (98611578-79): Kutilkoglu, Narh. p. 267 IC. For one 
specific sector, see Censiz Orhonlu. "Osmanb TUrlderi Devrinde lslanbul'da Kay•k-;•hk ve Kaytk 
ltletmecili~i." Tari/1 Dergisi, XVI/21 (1966), pp. 109-134. 
31MD64, p. 204. no. 521 (997/1588·89). 
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earnings under lhis beading amounled to 76,000 pdre.n Under these 
circumstances, the Ottoman administration's prohibitions 10 transpon the good< 
of private persons on ships carrying val:lf grains could only be of limited effect 
After all, outside of lhe season during wbicb grain was nonoally transported, (and 
if lhe va~1/budget was unbalanced, probably even during the season itsciO. the 
administrations of the major Egyptian foundations must have been looking out 
for customers. Under these circumstances, lhe line between 'legitimate' and 
'illegitimate' transponation ventures was very difficultiO draw. 

In order to arrive at a permanent solution to this problem, it would have 
been necessary 10 provide for the Egyptian public foundations in such a manner 
that lhey did not need the extra income lhey derived from hiring out !heir ships. 
But this proved impossible; for we have seen lhat lhroughoutlhe second half of 
the sixteenlh century, lhe Egyptian public foundations were notoriously shon of 
resources and oflen no longer able to provide lhe services demanded of lhem. 
Under these circumstances it is scarcely conceivable that the foundations should 
ever have bad sufficient income to dispense with lhe hiring out of their ships. 
Moreover, lhe high cost of oonsoucting boats should have put additional pressure 
on foundation administrators. After all, it seems likely that in general, the 
demand for tr..nsponation services in lhe Red Sea exceeded the supply; even if 
foundation administrators had not been looking for customers, it is likely lhat 
potential customers would have sought them out and solicited their services. 

Given Ibis circumstance, in lhe end, private transponation services must 
have been indispensable. Andre Raymond's work bas shown lhat seventeenlh -and 
eighteenlb-century Cairene merchant< and emtrs invested in this business, and 
!bat in fact the Suez-Jiddah connection was one of the Cairo traders' preferred 
routes33 Unfortunately, lbe sixteenth-century document< located to date give no 
information on what regulations, if any, existed with respect to freight on private 
craft. Nor do we know whether the transportation of foodstuffs was in any way 
given priority. But considering lhe frequency of complaints concerning shonages 
in lhe Hijaz, we do know U1atlhe transportation network did not always function 
very cflicienUy. 

CONCLUSION 

If we attempt to draw some conclusions from this continuous movement 
back and forlh of ships and camels, with their loads of donated or else saleable 
grain, we find that in this panicular case, "traditionalism" and "provisionisrn" 

32B~bakanhk (Osmanl1) Af1ivi. section Maliyeden mlidevver 5310, p. 2ff. 
33Andre Raymond, Anirans el commerrants au Carre au XVI~ siicle, 2 vols. (Damascus. 1973· 
74). vol. 1. p. 110-11 J. 
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weighed more heavily in the balance than "fiscalism." II must be emphasized that 
in taking over this tenn from Ule work of Mehmed Gen~. what is meant by 
"tradilionalism" is not the catch-all phrase frequently used by social scientists 
adhering to the "modernization" paradigm. Rather, a much more specific meaning 
is intended: Since Ayyubid and Mamluk sultans bad founded a uaditioo of 
supplying lhe Holy Cilies, and at least the Mamluks bad established pious 
fmmdalions for exaclly that purpose, the Ottoman sultans in praclical terms bad 
little choice but to continue the same policy. As the inhabitants of the Hijaz bad 
come to regard official subventions as a right and not in any way as alms. any 
attempt to disconlinue suppon would have thoroughly discredited tbe newly
established Ottoman regime34 

As to the "provisionism", we find it taking on more extreme forms in the 
Red Sea region than it ever did in the ease of Istanbul. While the provisioning of 
Istanbul relied exclusively upon private merchants and shippers, and state 
investment was conspicuously absent, the Ouoman state - through the 
appropriate foundations - played a major role in securing food supplies for the 
Hijaz. On lbe other hand, provisioning the Holy Cities differed from the 
comparable ente!prises of supplying lbe Palace, the navy or the army on 
campaign: Thus we do not encounter any attempt to impose special taxes on the 
population of cenain regions in order to finance the Hijaz grain supply. Nor do 
we observe the otherwise common expedient of exempting people from cenain 
types of taxation, in exchange for which they were to provide transportation or 
other services.35 Thus the arrangemenL~ observed on the Egypt-Red Sea-Hijaz 
supply route constituted a uGique solution to a very specific problem. and have a 
rather 'non-Ottoman' navor about them. As cenain sixteenth- and seventeenth
century buildings put up by Ottoman governors in the city of Cairo during lbose 
same years remind the beholder of Mamluk architecture, the administralive
coounercial arrangements relaling to tile Hijazi food supply also retain a 
somewhat pre-Ottoman cbaracter.36 

Viewed from another angle, the defeat of 'fiscal ism" is apparent from t11e 
very sizeable amounts of revenue that were sacrificed every year to suppon 
pilgrims and pennanent residents of the Hijaz. This circumstance is worth 
emphasizing, since conventional Ouoman history shows us a government 

34E..,Iiy.i <;elebi, SeylJIJ,d:ndme, vol. 10, pp. 433-434. 
3Seengiz Orhoolu, Osmanl1 (mpararorlugundtJ Derbend Te1kilJt1, Istanbul Ooiversitesi Edebiyat 
FakDltesi Yay•olan No. 1209 (btanbul, 1967}, passim, contaios a fuJI discussion of servicel!l 
provided against exemption from taxes. N to the use or special taxal.ion for the purpose of 
supplying the army, see: Uilfi GU~r. XVI-XVII. Asarlarda Osmanla lmpormorlugunda Hububat 
Meselui ve HububatTan Alman Vergiler, Istanbul Ooiversitesi Yaymlanndan No. 1075, lkti.sat 
Faldlllesi No. 152 (bunbot, 1964), p. 44ff. 
36For a diswssion of Mamluk buildins traditions in Ottoman Cairo, see Andre Raymond, The 
Grear Arab c;ries ill 'he 16th to 18th Centuries. An Introduction (New Yor.k. l....pndon, 1984}, p. 
108ff. 
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concerned primarily wilh war on lhe Iranian and Balkan fronlielli, and 10 a lesser 
degree wilh lhe provisioning of lhe court and capiLal. Given !his orientation, it is 
!hen assumed lhatlhe provinces were regarded exclusively as sources of revenue. 
However, when it comes 10 securing adequate provisions for lhe Hijaz, we are 
confronted with a major item of eKpenditure which could not be expected to 
produce any tangible return in terms of taxes. Moreover, sixteenth- or 
sevenreenth- century OtiOman officials were in no way expected 10 perform the 
fuljj as a precondition for a successful career. Therefore one cannot assume !hat 
revenue was foregone because Ottoman officialdom bad a direct slake in a 
reasonably safe and comfortable pilgrimage_37 As far as official Ottoman 
documentation permits us to judge lhe matter, lhc dominant reasons for 
continuing and amplifying lhe work of the Mamluk sultans were political. 
Religious concerns must of course bave played a role as well. But Ottoman 
officials rarely wuched upon the religious sphere in the documents which they 
recorded in tbc Muhimme registers, and generally preferred to view -or at least to 
describe - lhe provisioning of the Hijaz as basically a political and technical 
problem. 

And unfortunately, as more sophisticated analysis of Ottoman archival 
documentation is only just beginning, we are not really in a position to do any 
better than they. 

370n this maller, see litis author's Herrsc:her Uber Mekhl. 





THE OTIOMAN-HABSBURG BALANCE OF 
FORCES 

Charles ISS A WI 

A comparison of lhe main indicators of power shows !hat, at lhe time of 
SUleyman, lhe Ottoman and the combined Habsburg empires were quite evenly 
matched. We may consider Area, Population, Agriculture, Minerals, 
Manufacturing, Transport and Economic Organization. 

I. AREA: 

The area of lhe Ottoman Empire was distinctly larger lhan lhat of lhe 
Habsburgs. 

However, lhe addition of the enormous territories in lhe Americas lhat 
were under effective Spanish control by lhe 1550's, and which were of lhe order 
of 5,000,000 square kilometcrs, more Ulan made up the difference. I 

Olloman EmpireZ 
Europe about 1,000,000 
Anatolia about 750,000 
Arab provinces (inhabited areas ooly) 

about~ 
2,500,000 

square kilomeues 
square kilometres 

square kilometres 

1 Present day Mellico. Peru and O!ile total some 4,000,000 square kilometres. Central America 
and the larger islands of Lhe Caribbean toul over 500,000 and to this should be added larse 
portions of Venezuela, Colombia aad Arg~ntina. 
2r-or assumptions and sources see Otarle.s Issawi, "The Area and Population of the Arab Empire," 
in idem, The Arab Legacy (Princeton, 1981) pp. 37-38. 
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Spanish Habsburg 
Spain about 500,000 square kilometres 
One half of llaly about 150,000 square kilomeLres 
Nel1lerlands etc. about __2ll.llOO square kilometres 

700,000 
Austrinn Habsburg3 

about 250,000 square kilomeues 

II. POPULATION: 

For 11le Ottoman Empire, quite reliable figures bave been provided by 0. 
L. Barkan and M. A. Cook4 

For Spain and its European possessions, too, reliable figures are 
available.5 But for 11le Austrian Habsburg Empire lbere is a dearl1l of information 
in 11le sources just enumerated and in such slandard works as that by Tremel. 
Mols puts U1e population of 11le "Danubian Countries" at 5,500,000 in about 
1500 and 7,000,000 in about 1600, or say, an average of 6,250,000 for around 
1550.6 From Ibis a deduction of some 1,250,000 may be made for !bat part of 
Hungary occupied by 11le Oltomans, leaving about 5,000,000. The Atlas of 
World Population puts Ule population of 11le Habsburg Empire at 7,000,000 in 
1550 and 8,000,000 in 16007 

As regards 11le Americas, estimates of the pre-Columbian population differ 
lmgely, from some 13,000,000 to over 100,000,000, but all agree 11latlhere was 
a catastrophic decline following 11le Spanish conquest and estimates for around 
1550 putl1le combined total for Mexico and Peru at around 4,000,000. 8 

3Preseu1 day Austria (83,000) and Cz«hoslovakia (127,000) plus Silesia and a small portion of 
Hunsacy. 
40mer liirfi Barkan. "Essai sur les donnees statisliqu.es des regislres," JESHO 1 (1957) pp. 9-36; 
M.A. Cook, Populaticn Prusure in Rural Anatolia (London, 1972) 
51. Nadal, HUtoria de Ia Poblacion espotuJia (Barcelona, 1966); Roser Mols, "Population in 
Europe JS00-1100."' in Carlo Cipolla (ed.), The Fontana Economic History of Europ~. Vol. II, 
1974, pp. 15·82; Karl Helleiner, "The Population of Europe," in E. E. Rich and C. H. Wilson, 
(eds.) Th~ Camhridg~ Econo,Uc History of Europe, Vol. IV, pp. 1-95. 
6op. cir, p. 38. 
7Colin McEvedy and Richard Jone.~. Alias of World PopulaUon (Harmondsworlh, 1971h p. 91. 

8N. Sandiez-Aibomoz, LA PtJbltJI:ion en America !Alina (Madrid.. 1973) pp. 54-66. 
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OltomJJn Empire 

Europe 
Analolia 
Arab provinces 

Spanish Habsburgs 

about 
about 
aboot 
aboot 

Spain aboot 
One-lhird of llaly aboot 
Nelherhmds etc. aboot 

aboot 
Americas about 
Austrian Habsburgs aboot 

8,000,000 
6,000,000 

6-7 ()()(),()()() 
20-21,000,000 

9,000,000 
4,000,000 

....2.000.000 
15,000,000 

4-5,000,000 
5-6,000,000 

It will thus be seen tha~ leaving aside the Americas, the combined 
Habsburgs bad a population almost exacdy equal to that of the Ottomans. 

Two more points may be made. First, in all three empires populalion was 
growing, at not too dissimilar rates. Barl<an puts the population of the Ottoman 
Empire around 1600 at 30 million. Mols shows a Spanish and Portuguese 
growlh from 9,300,000 in 1500 to 11,300,000 in 1600 and a "Danubian" growlh 
from 5,500,000 to 7,000,000. 'Ibis means that their age structures were probably 
similar and that the proportion of men of working and lighting age must have 
been about the same. Secondly, the Ottoman Empire was much more urbanized 
than the Habsburg ones. No European city had a population approaching that of 
Istanbul (about 400,000) or Cairo (200,000-300,000) or even Aleppo (probably 
over 100,000); of all the Habsburg cities only Naples approached the 100,000 
mark; Seville, Cordoba, Granada. Barcelona, Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent. Palermo 
and Messina, had around 50,000 inhabitants and Vienna and Prague probably 
less.9 

Ill. AGRICULTURE: 

9Sec H. loalc:•k. EI2 s.v. "Istanbul": Janet Abu Lughod, Cairo (Princetc:m, 1971) p. 131: Aodre 
Raymond, Grandes villes arabn a J'ipoqu.e ouomane (Paris, 1985): for the European figmcs see 
Helleioer, op. t::it., p. 81. 
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Since in all the areas surveyed the bulk of the land was devoted to grain 
and since the New World crops (panicularly maize and potatoes) bad not yet 
established themselves, the most meaningful inde~ for comparison is the yield
to-seed ratio for wheat, which was by far the most widespread crop. However, it 
should be noted thai this ratio does JIOI necessarily reflect yields per acre, since 
sowing practices differed in various localities. 

lbe only Ottoman ligures I have so far found relate to the mill-nineteentl• 
century, and average 5 or 6 to I in both Anatolia and Rumelia. 10 There is no 
reason to believe lhat sixteenth century yields were appreciably lower, since no 
significant improvements had been introduced in the intervening period. In tlJC 
Arab provinces the yield was probably lower, except in tlte fertile, irrigated, Nile 
valley where it was much higher. 

For Spain, the earliest figure, 3-4 to I, refers to Catalonia in 1533-1548; 
by 1780 it had risen to 5n There is no reason to believe that the national 
average for Spain was higher than the figure for Catalonia. In Italy, however, 
yields were distinctly higher- 5- 6 or over - and in Belgium higher still, 
averaging 10.9 in 1586-1602.12 For Austria in the eighteenth century a 3-5 yield 
prevailed13 As for earlier figures, in the mid-sixteenth century yields of 2 or less 
were recorded in various parts of Hungary, rising to 3.5 in the seventeenth 
century, and in 1651-1700 to 3-4 in pans ofC1~hoslavakia. 14 

There is therefore every reason to believe that Ottoman yields were as high 
as. or higher than, those in the Habsburg lands. Given its wide range of climates 
and terrain. (from tlte Balkans to Ute Nile valley). the Ottoman Empire may also 
have had a greater variety of crops. ll was generally a net exporter of wheat (from 
Egypt, Rumelia, and Rumania), livestock (North Africa), couon (from Cyprus, 
Syria and Greece) and silk (mainly re-exports from lmn).l5 

IV. MINERALS: 

All three empires were well-endowed with minerals. The Ottomans drew 
ample supplies of iron, copper, lead, mercury, and silver from both the Balkans 

lOCharles lssawi, The Economic Hislory of Turkey (Chicago, 1980) pp. 214-215. 

lls. H. Slicher Van Bath, Yield Ratios 1810-1820 (Wageniogen, 1963) pp. 42, 60. 
12/bid, p. 42; Fontono History, op. cit, p. 616. 
13F .. n1St. Wangermann, The Austrian Achievement, 1700-1800 (London, 1973) p. 24. 
14van Bath, op. cil. p. 61, Fontana History; op. cit, pp. 602-604. 

ISFernand Braude). Tire Mediterranean. (2 vols., New York, 1972) pp. Sil'3, 585, 94, 117, 156, 
209, 559, and 562-565. 
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and Anatolia.16 The main deficiency was tin, which was imponcd from Britain 
and elsewhere. Spain was very rich in minerals: iron in the Basque provinces, 
lead, silver, copper in Huelva. mercwy in Almaden and other lesser minerals. 
Belgium and Italy were also well-endowed with minerals. And, of course. lhcre 
was the huge influx of gold and silver from America 

'!be Auslrian Habsburgs were even more fortunate. Their mountainous 
lands contained an ideal combination of minerals, untouched by Roman 
exploilation, thick foresiS providing building timber, charcoal and pitprops, and 
water power to drive the increasingly complex machinery that was installed in 
the Middle Ages and early modem times. Bohemia, Silesia and Hungary supplied 
gold, silver and copper, and Styria, Carinthia. Tyrol and Bohemia had large iron 
mines.17 

It should be noted that mining technology in Europe was more advanced 
and innovative than in the Ouoman Empire. The amalgamation process for 
separating silver from iiS ore was introduced in Spain and iiS colonies early in 
the sixteenth century. For iron smelting, the use of blast furnaces also spread 
from the Netherlands to Galicia, Styria and other pariS of Europe at the same 
time and water driven machinery was increasingly used to crush ores and drain 
mines. IS The Ottomans tried to keep up with such developmenl~. but tended to 
lag behind. 

V. MANUFACTURING 

On both sides textiles were the leading induslry. The Ottomans had such 
great centers as Jslanbul, Bursa. Cairo, Aleppo, Damascus and Salonica. The 
Spanish llahsburgs also had large centers in Castille, Andalusia and Catalonia, 
and more imporlant ones in Belgium, North lt.aly and Naples. The main Auslrian 
centers were Bohemia and Silesia. 

In this field too the technological superiority of Europe was already 
apparent. In textiles the OUomans tended to import the more valuable woollens 
and silks and to export cheaper cottons, or textile fibres. Other goods, such as 
glassware and paper, that had formerly been exponcd from tlle Middle East were 

16 Robert Anhegge[", BeitrlJge zur GescJUchte des Bergbaus im osmJDlischen Reich, 2 vols. 
(Istanbul, 1943-1945): Ahmcl Relik. Osmonl1 Devrinde TIJrkiye Madenleri, (Istanbul, 1931): see 
also Charles lssawi, The Economic History of Turkey, op. cit, pp. 213·298. 
11John V. Nef, "Minios and MetalluiJy in Medieval Civilizatioo,n Combridge Eeonomic 
1/istory of Europe. vol. II. (Cambridge. 1952) pp. 433-441 ud 469-413; see also Ferdinand 
Tremel, Wirrsclu:Jfts uruJ Soziol Geschichte Osterreichs (Vienna. 1969). 
18Domenlco Se11a, ''European IDdusuies", in Fonlano Economic History, op. cit, p. 395; Nef, 
op. cit, pp. 458-469. 
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now imported. In the use of water, and especially wind power, Europe was far 
more advanced than the Middle East and coal was beginning to be used, for 
instance in Belgium.l9 In metallurgy and annaments, !he Ottomans tried hard to 
keep up with Europe by using the services of converts to Islam; we do not bear 
of a reverse flow of men or techniques. And, of course, European industry, 
mining, commerce, finance and even agriculture, were beginning to profit from 
the diffusion of printing which, in the Ouoman Empire, was restricted to non
Arabic scripts. 

VI. TRANSPORT: 

Lillie need be said on this subject. Both sides suffered from a lack of 
navigable rivers, the Danube being the main exception, but both the Ottomans 
and the Spanish Habsburgs used coastal navigation very extensively - the 
Austrian Habsburg Empire was, of course, landlocked. On land, the Ottomans 
bad the advanl.age of using U1e came~ whose load was twice U1at of the horse or 
mule;20 on the other hand, Europeans made much more use of carts and carriages. 
And on U1e seas there seems little doubt U1a1 European ships, including Spanish, 
which had to sail Atlantic waters, were defmitely superior to U1e Mediterranean 
galleys and other vessels which constituted the Ottoman navy and mercantile 
marine. For the same reasons, the art of navigation was more advanced in 
Europe. 

VII. ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION: 

Only two brief observations will be made under U1is heading. On the one 
hand one has the impression - fortified by what Andrew Hess has said - that 
the Ouoman monarchs had a much tighter control of their economy than did the 
Austrian, or even the Spanish, Habsburgs and that lhey could mobilize a larger 
proportion of total resources. One also has the impression U1a1 U1e deficits in !he 
Ottoman state budgets were much smaller than those in Spain. There does not 
seem to be anything comparable to Philip IJ's huge loans or to his specl.aCular 
bankruptcy or 1575. It is true tllal. the Ottoman a!:fe was steadily debased but the 
loss in its value between 1500 and 1700 does not seem 10 have been greater than 
!hat of the Spanish miJravedi; however, it was much greater than the decline in 
the Austrian pfund-pfennig.21 But, as against that, economic institutions and 

19 A. Rupert Hall. "Scientific Melh.:.d and Progress of Techniques·, in Cambridge EcuMmic 
History, vol. IV, op. cit, pp. 103; Charles lssawi, "Technology, Energy aod Civilization··, 
IJMES, Augusl 1991. 
20Cbarles Issawi, The Economic His1ory of Turkey, op. cil, p. 177. 
21see the graphs drawn by Fraok Spoooer in Cambridge Economic History of Europe, op. cil, 
Vol. IV, p. 458; for the Castilian budget in 1574 see Geoffrey Parker, Spain and 1/u Nelherlands 
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methods in lhe private sector - including banks, companies, insurance and 
accountancy - were distinctly more developed in the Habsburg empires than in 
lhe Ottoman. 

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS: 

"The preceding analysis suggests !hat, in the great connict pitting the 
Ottomans against lhe combined Habsburgs, the protagonist~ were evenly 
matched. The population, resources and - LO a lesser extent -technologies on 
eilher side were roughly equal. The additional handicap imposed on Turkey by 
wars wilh Iran was offset by lh31 imposed on Spain by the wars wilh France. 

After about 1580, however, Spain tacitly withdrew from the fight against 
the Ottomans, leaving Austria to bear the brunt of the battle, along with such 
allies as it could muster. And here the discrepancy was very great - a 10 to I 
advantage in area and 3 or 4 to I in population in favor of the Ottomans. No 
wonder !hat Auslria remained on lhe defensive until lhe end of lhe sevenleenth 
century, particularly after itlhrew its armies into lhe Thirty Years War. 

There was much resemblance between !he Austto-Hungarian and the 
Ottoman empires. Bolh were multi-elhnic, polyglot states, harboring many sects 
and held togelher by common loyalty to a sovereign and an overwhelmingly 
predominant religion (Islam, Catholicism). But in addition !here was a symbiotic 
relation between !hem. The Auslrian Habsburg Empire arose as a response to the 
Ottoman invasion. After the collapse of Hungary at Mob:\cs, it became the main 
defence of Europe. With the decline of the Ottomans, it expanded in lhe Balkans 
- and also in Poland. But by !hen it was no longer fulfilling an essential 
function, and t11e center of !he action had shifted to Western Europe- to the 
Netherlands, France and Great Britain. Eventually, bolh !he Habsburg and !he 
Ottoman empires succumbed to the same enemy: Nationalism, born of the 
French Revolution, Romanticism and the economic and social changes that were 
taking place in Europe. The first to respond were !he Balkans - the Greeks, 
Serbs, Rumanians and olhers. Then came the turn of lhe Central Europeans -
the Czechs, Hungarians and Croats. These movements exacerbated the 
nationalism of !he dominant groups, lhe Turks and !he Germans, and the result 
was intense slrUggle in both empires. Bolh were shattered by the Frrst World 
War and !heir dynasties were swept away almost simultaneously.22 

(London, 1979) p. 32; for the Onomao budgeiS of 1564-65, 1591-92, 1597-98, 1648 and 1650 
see Bernard Lewis, Islam in History (Londoo, 1973) p. 210. 
22H. A. L. Fisher. A 1/istory of E~Jrope (Londoo, 1936) pp. 129-735. 





OTIOMAN-HABSBURG RIVALRY: THE 
EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE 

John ELLI01T 

According to Vasari, when Charles V was staying in Bologna in 1529-30 for his 
coronation by Pope Clement VII, the anist Parmigianino would now and again 
twn up to watch him dining io state. No doubt inspired by what he had seen, he 
began to work on a large allegorical portrait of the Emperor. The surviving 
version of the painting described by Vasari shows the seated figure of the young 
Charles, in armour, with a baton in one hand and a sword in the other. While the 
winged figure of Fame descends with pahn and laurel branch, an infant Hercules 
offers him a globe. The globe is turned in such a way as to depic~ not - as 
might have been expected- Charles' new empire in the Indies, nor even, with 
any clarity, his extensive European dominions, but the Mediterranean, the Hom. 
of Africa, the Arabian peninsula and the Indian Ocean.1 

The choice of the region to be depicted would hardly seem fortuitious. The 
armies of Siileymiin had recently withdrawn from their encampment outside the 
walls of Vienna, and hopes were running high that the newly crowned Emperor 
would rally the forces of Christendom and march against the Turk. 
Parmigianino's allegorical representation of Charles as the champion of 
Christendom against Islam, even if it was not commissioned by the Emperor 
himself, conformed well with the official imagery being developed by the 
Imperial entourage in these years. These were the years when the Imperial 
chancellor, Gattinara, was planning the publication of a new edition of Dante's · 

1G. Vasari, Le vite de' piu ecce/enti Pittori Scullori ed Archilletori (Opere, ed. G. Milanesi. 
Florence, 187&---SS, vol. S, p. 229). The picture was coosidered lost, until a painting 
resembling lhat described by Vasari was identified in the Cook collection. The atuibution to 
"Parmiaganino of this version, oow in private hands in New York. has been disputed. SeeS. J. 
Friedberg, Parmigianino (Cambridge, Mass., 1950), pp. 112-13, 207-8, aod Fig. 132; and 
Ferdinando Bologna, "ll 'Carlo V' del Parmisianino," Paragone 73 (1956), R'· J-16. Neither of 
.these authors commeols on lhe parts of 1he globe depicted by lhe an.isl, and the question is 
likewise omitted io the recent iconographical discWJsioo of the paiotiDg by Fernando Checa 
Cremades, q,rlos V y Ia imagen dtl hl.roe en el reN1Cimiento (Madrid, t 987), pp. 39-40. 
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Monarchia, the classic statement of the Imperial theme;2 when the Cllrislian 
humanist circle around Charles was advocating the reunion of Christendom and 
the reformalion"otih"ecburch under.ibelllipenaraegis; and.wheii iiitOx~ng 

_n~iol!.~. were. oiiatirig.(ii. ihe air~( tl.i~ tQrrifrig ~s!atilfshi-ii~ni. or a iiiiiVmii. 
~L!"~~e-~~b~e!'!.r.,tum(l~-~lJ'aea. or Justice, to the eM_m.3 They 
were also the years that saw the beginning or the construction in Granada or 
Charles' Imperial palace, whose situation, inside the fortified heights or the 
Alhambra, commemorated the triumph of Ferdinand and Isabella in 1492 and 
symbolized their grandson's own commiunent to the cause of victory over 
Islam.4 

Symbolic references to the Emperor's role as the paladin or Christendom 
against Islam represented a useful devic~.J.Q!J<:Jt\!i!'!a.!!!'AJ!!~J:.~t!!.~bsburg 
imperial experiment or rhe early sixteenth cen.tury. To the friends of the 
Habsburgs, the empire of Charles v, witl1 all uieexciling prospects that it 
offered for the reconciliation and reunion or a dangerously divided Europe, 
provided the best. and perhaps the only hope. for the salvation of Christendom at 
a time when the Turks were battering against its gates. To the enemies of U1e 
Habsburgs, that same empire, and its effective successor, the Spanish Monarchy 
of his son, Philip II, was aiming at a universal monarchy which would destroy 
European libenies and subject the continent to the dynastic ambitions of the 
House of Austria. In this reading, Charles V's use of the Turkish threat as a 
justification for his actions was no more than a piece of cynical exploitation 
designed to funher his own ambitions and those of his family. The greatest threat 
to Christendom came not from the ambitions of the Turk but from those of its 
self-proclaimed champion against the Turk, the Emperor himself. 'I cannot deny,' 
said Francis I to lbe Venetian envoy, 'U1atl keenly desire tllC Turk powerful and 
ready for war, not for himself, because he is au infidel and we are Christians, but 
to undermine the emperor's power to force heavy expenses upon him and to 
reassure all OCher governments against so powerful an enemy.5 

Whatever the reading of Habsburg intentions, U1e fact remained tha~ 
especially after Mobiles in 1526, no European ruler coul<l afford for long to leave 
out of bas calculations the looming presence of the Turks in the Mediterranean, 
in Nonb Africa and on the Hungarian plain. The empire of Siileymful was a fact 
of life, influencing at countless points the course or sixteenth-century European 
development. Whatever Francis I might say, this empire was generally perceived 

2John M. Headley, The Emperor and hi.r Chancellor (Cambridge. 1983), p. 111; Marcel 
BataiUon, Erasmo y Espana (Me:~ico City, 1950), vol. I. p. 270. 
3Frances A. Yates, A.stroe.a. T1Je Imperial Theme itr the Sixteenth Century (London and Boston. 
1975), pp. 20-28. 
4Earl J. Rosenthal, The PtJlace of Chorles V in Granada (Princeton, 1985), pp. 263-4. 
5R. l. Knech~ Francis I (Cambridge, 1982), p. 225. 
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as aggreS&ive and menacing. The European image of Islam, after all, bad been 
shaped by many centuries, and the fears that I!Y dee~ in the consciousness .. 2.r 
Christendom had beeP powerfully reaWakened by the fall of Const.antinople and 
the subsequent expansion of O!!mnau.D1!wer. Europe, it was true, had successes 
of its own to set against these disasters- the reconquest of Granada. the Spanish 
peneU'ation of North Africa, the establisbment of a sbing of Portuguese bases all 
the way li'om Africa to East Asia, and Spain's providential discovery of tbe New 
World of America But tbe discovery and conversion of utillions of American 
Indians were seen as no more than compensation for tbe subjugation of many 
other millions of Europeans under the yoke of Islam. Christendom, in other 
~_ords, saw itself threatened again by its uaditional enemy, and automatically 
responded, as 1t had iilways responded to the perce1ved lhii3~ WIIJI iil'kor.i 
ausade. 

The obvious beneficiary of this aspiration was Charles V by virtue of his 
position as Holy Roman Emperor- and a Holy Roman Emperor, moreover, to 
whom had fallen not only the U'aditional Imperial and Habsburg inherit.ance, but 
also, through bis grandparents Ferdinand and Isabella, an Iberian inherit.ance, with 
all the potential reseiVes of wealth and power that this implied. From Ranke6to 
Braudel7 the rise and coexistence during the sixteenth century of those two great 
superpowers, the Ouoman and the Habsburg, at either end of the Medilrerranean, 
has exercised a suong fascination over historians. Is Braude! right in thinking 
that 'history' (one of his favorite notional entities) is 'by turn favorable and 
unfavorable to vast political formations,' so that Charles V's empire, if not 
Charles V himself, was in fact preordained?8 Or was their simultaneous 
emergence sheer coincidence, as the fortuitious character of Charles' vast 
inherit.ance would appear to suggest? Or did an empire call forth an empire, as 
Charles' as.~umption of his God-given mission to defend Europe from the infidel 
would indicate? 

One of the problems about this kind of question is that it can only be 
answered by what would in effect be an impossibly complex exercise in 
counterfactual history. What difference, in other words, would it have made to the 
course of sixteenth-century European history if in 1520, as Paolo Giovio put i~ 
'a gentle lamb' really had 'succeeded a fierce lion"~ -if Siileyman had indeed 
proved as peace-loving as western observers deluded themselves into believing? 
One thing at least, I suspect, would have remained unchanged: the west in the 

6I..eopold Ranke, The Ollomon and the Spanish Empires in 1he SUtetnth and SeW!nleenth 
Centuries, traus. Waller R. Kelley (London, 1843). 
1La Ml.dite"anie et le monde Mlditemmien. a l'lpoq11e de Philippe fl. (2od. ed., Paris, 1966). 
8/bid., vol. II, p. 14. 
9Quotcd by Roger Bigelow Merriman, Suleiman the Magnific~t (1944: repr. New York, J966), 
p. 37. 
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first balf of the sixleenth century would not have escaped some fonn of imperial 
experiment Dynastic accidt;!!Llll!f!.~~~~~()'! had _COD!bined to COliC~~ 
an unprecendenled amount of territory and re~~~ i!J..IJ:!~_IJ!!!!J!_~.Q[~. ~jJJ_g~ 
OlY~~~~~n~ associati~ns. ?fffi.~.-~l!!Jl"ri_al title, .liJe pol!!ic;'!,l_riy~~
the European powers;aniJ llie ·refigious fennem pf early sixleen!li.ceniUJ¥-Eum(liL 
w1iiilileTel'iiSafoi'liilib1Iiiy of the J,apacy 1o lake in hand the urgent work of 
·reformation; ii is hard to escape tbe conclusion tbat - Siileyman or no 
SOkyman = li!i§ II!IJ,SSiv~_sqncenLratiQ!!_Qfl!lm'".r would_iJ!<;_xorably ll~cled.to 
some kind of auemptto make a reality of empire. - - .. 

1be ways in which that concenLration of power was used, bowever, and 
indeed the degree of success which it succeeded in commanding, seem to have 
been profoundly affected by the presence of the Turks. lr some fonn of imperial 
experiment was in any event on the cards for sixleenth-century Europe, we need 
to know how that experiment wa' assisted, distorted or impeded by U1e need to 
faee the perceived challenge of Islam. What, of course, remained unclear to 
sixleentb-century Europeans was how far that perceived challenge was a real 
challenge. In spite of wcslem awareness U1roughout the sixteenth ceniUry of 
Ouoman-Persian rivalry, and periodic auempl' by U1c west 10 collaborate with 
the Shah, I O it was hard for Christendom to grasp that il was not the exclusive 
focus of the Sulum's interest and of his aggressive intentions. Nor does it seem 
to have crossed the minds of Europeans thai, as seen from lslanbul, it was 
Christendom that represented the challenge and the threat, and lhat the 
aggressiveness whicb for tbem was inherenl in the behaviour of the Turk might 
iL<;elf on occasions repre<;enl a response to some prior Chrislian atlack. 

The combination of fear and incomprehension with wh~~~~~ 
century ~e faced tbe Turk helped crea1e a climate that was favorable 10 the 
claims of Charles v. and later of Ph•hl[!!,_ to m~~~!~lcaifelslilpoT 
_Q!_ristendo'!l_in~~~£1e_~th Islam. To that extent at least the proximity of a 
militantl)ttoman power on the flanks of Europe helped to reinforce the 
universalist aspirations inherent both in Charles' imperialism and in tbe ideology 
of the Spain of Philip II. Bu~ as both rulers found lo their evident disLress, there 
were sharp limits 10 the extent to which the reservoir of generalized support 
elicited by the news of another Ottoman allack could be translated into such 
practical necessities as money and men. It is striking that even in Castile, 
conditioned by its centuries of war against the Moors, appeals based on the 
dangers of a renewed Ottoman advance were all too liable to fall on deaf ears. For 
Castilians, tbe Moors and Moriscos might remain uncomfortably close, but the 
power of the Turks was still remo1e. 11 Siroilar problems would confront Charles 

10ocrothy Vaushan, Europe aru:i tire T11rk (Liverpool, 1954), pp. 201-14. 
11see Jose Aa.tonio Mara.vall, Carlos V y el pen.samiemo politico del renacimiento (Madrid, 
1%0), p. 90. 
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and his hrolher Ferdinand in !heir appeals 10 tile Gcnnans. It was always easier to 
drum up general prolestalions of concern !han practical support. 12 

Ye~ for all tile recalcitlllllce shown by subjeciS, dependants and clieniS, it 
was dangerous for !hem to get too far out of line. The Magyars, lhe Sicilians, 
lhe Neapolitans, lhe Genoese, all saw obvious advantages in preserving lhe 
Habsburg connection, so long as lhe Turks were lhrcatening and defence costs 
were high. Expensive fortresses had 10 be built and manned along lhe llalian 
coastline and lhe Hun arian lain; armies had 10 be mobilized and fleets flUed 
ouL ll>e Habsbur s could Ia hands on tile resources to undertake and 
sustain such large-scale enterprises, and lhe _!nov:t~~e of ... .!.s ":'~ to prove a • 
.[K>Wertul taclor 10 mamtainini' Habsburg preeminence in sixteenlh-century 
Europe. Braude! suggests 13 lhat around 1600 lhe smaller states of Europe once 
again began to come into !heir own, and connects !heir resurgence wilh lhe 
mutual exhaustion of lhe Ottoman and Habsburg super-states 10wards lhe end of 
the century. But til is may perhaps be a little too neat. For if tllere was an 
impulsion towards cohesion in sixteenlh-<:entury Europe, as evidenced by lhe 
aspiration towards the unity of Christendom and lhe willingness of some parts at 
least of ll>e continent to place lhemselves under lhe umbrella of Jlabsburg 
protection, !here were also powerful forces pulling in lhe .opposite direction. J]Jk_.. 
Turks may well have represented a threat. but equally, !hey represented an 
owrtunity, and an opportunity lhat was eagerly Sxized. It was seized, most 
obviously, by Francis I, who saw in a working alliance wilh lhe Sultan his best 
chance of checking the growlh of Habsburg power. It was seized, too, by lhe 
Lutherans, who came to realize that ll>e proximity of Turks to the heartlands of 
Europe provided !hem wilh unique possibilities for leverage in !heir attempts to 
establish the Protestant Reformation in Germany. 

Luther himself at first saw the Ouoman onslaught as a filling punishment 
for tile wickedness of lhe pope and the sinfulness of his compaUiots, and was 
opposed in the early 1520's to any campaign against the Turk. But he rather 
grudgingly changed his tune as the Sultan's army approached. 14 At the same time 
it dawned on lhe Lutheran princes and cities !hat they could tum Ferdinand's 
growing preoccupation with the lhreat to Hungary to !heir own confessional 
advantage. In 1526 for lhe f!Jllltime !hey used Ferdinand's request for emergency 
aid as a bargaining counter to demand religious concessions, and this was to 
become standard practice during the 1530's. IS At critical moments, in the early 
1530's and again in lhe period of his disastrous Algiers expedition of 1541, 

12see S1ephen A. 1-'ische[·Galati. Ottoman Imperialism and Gen111l11 Protestantism. J52J.JS55 
(Cambridge, Mass .. 19S9). 
l3l.a Mo!dirermnle. II. p. 46. 
14Fischer-Galati, Ottoman lmperiolism, pp. Ill and 34. 
IS Ibid., pp. 35·6. 
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Charles was forced 10 draw back from a confromalion with the German 
Prorestants, in part at least because of his preoccupation with the Ouoman 
danger. When atlas~ in 1546, be was free to tum back 10 cemral Europe and deal 
with the Protestant rebels it was already too late. The Reformation in Germany 
had been given sufficient lime to establish and consolidale itself unaef the cover 
of the Twltish threat. In due course it wouldei<reoo;espectally in ~st 
~10 re~~!!!_a1_h.M_.l~!'..'!..~~~~s_h ~o~!fl_ll.!!9JL9.LinD.uencc. 

The Ottoman lhrea~ then, played a vital part in affmning and confirming 
the permanent i'!iviSlon orctiilSieiii!Oin-even as tlmiieWTtfe-iiiiOllre
!=oncept of Chrislenaoii[iiSe!T~em"Molleom-ooniliiiiingc"Oiilli"CfWiih 
Francis I, and harassed at one and the same time by the activities of the 
Lutherans, the urgent pleas of his brother for help in recovering Hungary, and by 
the rise of OtiOman naval power in the Mediterranean, found that he had an 
impossible task on his bands. There were moments of lriumph, like ~1e Tunis 
campaign of 1535, commemorated in a series of twelve lapeslries after designs 
by the Flemish painrer Jan Venneyen. These were carried wherever the Emperor 
went, and were ceremoniously set up on great slate occasions auended by him 
and his Spanish royal successors, as if to emphasize their conlinuing 
commitment to the war againstlslam.l6 But Charles could not possibly hope to 
hold the line simultaneously on all fronts, even with the resources of the 
Fuggers, and of America, behind him. The Tunis campaign of 1535 was the first 
Imperial campaign to be financed by the silver of Peru, 17 and consequently 
deserves 10 be remembered as the first occasion on which the New World was 
called in to redress the balance of the Old. Yet even this infusion of New World 
wealth produced no more than a transitory redressment. The structure was too 
cumbersome 10 sustain Ote weight of O>e demands being imposed upon i~ and by 
the later years of the reign of Charles V the West's great imperial experiment was 
visibly faltering. As a response to the Ottoman mega-system, the Christian 
mega-system was showing signs of possessing mega-faults. 

But long before the abdication of Charles V in 1556 a self-adjusting 
process bad got under way. This consisted of the progressive division of Charles' 
unwieldy inherirance into two distinctive parts. Already from 1532 Charles and 
his brother were beginning to go their separate ways as Ferdinand, thwarted in 
his hopes of rolling back the Turks, moved slowly towards an accomodation 
with the Sullan that would save the Auslrian patrimony from further auack in 
his lifetime, and would lead in due course to a compromise in HungaryiB This 
gradual dis lancing of Charles and Ferdinand foreshadowed the break -up of Olarles' 

16Ionathan Brown and J. H. Elliou, A PoWe for t1 King (New Haven and London. 1980), p. 148. 
11Ramon Carande, Carlos Vysus bonqueros, vol. III (Madris. 1967), pp. 169-70. 
18Panline Sutler Fichtoer, Ferdinand I of Austria: the Politics of Dynasricism irr. 1he Age of 
Reformation (New York, 1982). pp. 100-101. 
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empire in the early 1550's. In the family negotiations that led to the fonnal 
division of the Habsburg inheritance, the Aus!rian branch of the Habsburgs 
would be left not only with the Aus!rian pa!rimonial lands, but also with lhe 
Imperial title, wilh its large, if vague, responsibilities and iiS rich ideological 
connolations. Similarly, the succession of Charles' son, Philip, to his falher's 
Burgundian-Spanish inherilanee and the creation of a distinctive Spanish br.mch 
of lhe Habsburgs, was also a fonnal recognition of pre-existing realities, in 
particular of the unwieldiness of Charles' empire and the growing preponderance 
of the Iberian peninsula wilhin it. 

Various elements contributed to the development of this Spanish 
preponderance between the 1520's and the 1550's: the mililary effectiveness of 
the tercios, the lax-paying capabilities of C..astile, its acquisition of a transatlantic 
and silver-rich empire, and, by no means least. the· increasing strategic 
imporlance of the western and central Mediterranean in the war against Islam, 
which lhrust Spain itself, Spanish Italy and Spanish Nonh Africa into the front 
line. The organism that was in fact in the process of development as the 
successor to Charles' overextended empire was a Mediterranean slate, fmanced by 
Genoa (less vulnerable than its rival, Venice, to pressure from the Turk) and 
powered by Castile. 

Castile's great and growing improvement in the Mediterranean struggle, 
which reached its climax in the 1550's and 1560's, grew out of a set of 
perceptions and interests that were already well-eslablished by 1516, when 
Charles received the Iberian inheritance of his grandfather, Ferdinand the 
Calholic. If the reconquest of Granada at the end of the fifteenth century solved 
one problem for Castile by liberating tl•e last remnants of Iberian territory from 
Islamic occupation, it created a new and potemially serious problem by bringing 
under Christian rule a large Islamic community which found itself anicially 
separaled from its brethren on the other side of the straits. The first revolt of lhe 
Alpujarras in 1499-1500 had a profound impact on Castilian attitudes and 
policies. On lhe one hand, it led to the famous 1502 decree, by which all Moors 
in Castile were to accept converililu or l~a~Jhe counuy.l!'e end result was ibe 
creation of a large and unassintilated Morisco community which continued to 
look with yearning towards lhe Islamic world of North Africa, and would 
constitute a growing security problem for the Spanish crown as Mediterranean 
tensions increased.1 9 The other effect of the revolt was to heighten anti-Islamic 

19Fcr Graaada and the Morisco qUC3tion, ~ee especially Julio Caro Baroja, Us moriscos tkl reillo 
de Grcvwdo (Madrid, 1957), and Aotonio Dam.inguez Ortiz and Bernard Vincent. HisrorUl tk I~ 
moriscos (Madrid, 1971!). The tenacily with which the Moriscos dung lo their rraditional ways is 
vividly illustrated by the inquis.itodal cases discll.'lsed by Mercedes Garcii·Arenal, lnquisici6n y 
moriscos. l.Ds procesos del tribunal de Cuenca (Madrid, 1978). 
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feeling in Spain, and prompt fresh calls for a crusade, which would plant the 
cross on North African soil. 20 

1he high hopes of another great crusade and conquest were to be thwarted 
by shortage of money, divided counsels in Spain itself, and the unpromising 
character of the North African terrain, at least as seen by Spanish eyes. The 
Spaniards settled instead for a policy of limited occupation, based on the 
possession of a handful of garrison point~. In retrospect. this policy gave Spain 
the wor.;t of every world. The Spanish presence in the Magbrih was a...sertive 
enough to heighten tensions and rally the forces of the Muslim opposition, 
while too weak to keep that opposition under effecetive control. The Spain of 
Charles V found itself saddleJ with a chain of vulnerable North African outposts, 
while Algier.; under Hayreddin B31barossa was transformed into a nest of cor.;airs 
who raided the Spanish and Italian coasts and imperiled Spain's supply routes and 
shipping lanes. An already uncomfortable situation was made still worse atfer 
1534 when Siileyman responded to the Spanish attack on the Morea by making 
Hayrcddin commander of his flcet21 lbe subsequent Ottoman naval revival and 
the lightening of d1e links betwe.en Istanbul and Algiers, brought Nord1 Africa 
and lhe central and western Mediterranean well within lhe orbit of Turkish 
influence. To Spain from the 1530's lhe power of Siileymiin now seemed 
ominously close. 

2°For Spain and North Africa in lhe siKteenth century, see Andrew C. Hess. The Forgolten 
Frontier (Chicago and l.oodon, 1978), and F. Braudel, "les Espagnols el !'Afrique du Nord de 
1492 8 1577,~ Revue Africaine, 60 (1928). pp. 184·23'3, ~51-410. 
21 Hess, Forgortna F ronrier, p. 72. 
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The mirror-image repeated iiSelf in their internal as well as their exlemal 
policies, as the heightened miliiJlllcy brought into shaq>er relief the problem of 
domestic deviants. Spain's potentially subversive Moriscos could not escape 
closer scrutiny at a time of all-out war wJ~'!!!'~§.A.!eSull. benign neglect 
was now replaced by intniSive pressures to conform, wilh predictably disastrous 
results. TI1e second revolt of the Alpujarras, between 1568 and 1570, was a 
traumatic event, not only for the Moriscos. but also for the Olristians of Spain. 
It carne at lhe worst possible moment for Philip II, already hard pressed by the 
naval war in the Mediterranean and now confronted in northern Europe by the 
beginnings of the Nelherlands revolt. 

Recent scholarship has made us increasingly aware of the close connection 
between Philip's problems in the Mediterranean and his growing difficulties in 
northern Europe. The Ottoman danger seemed to him so serious that be felt 
bound during those critical years of the 1560's and early 1570's to give it 
priority. The effect of his preoccupation with the Mediterranean struggle and the 
Morism revolt was to diminish the supply of funds available to his government 
in the Netherlands during those decisive early moments of Dutch unrest. and to 
prevent him from throwing the full weight of his personal authority into the 
attempt to check heresy and subversion in the Netherlands before it was too late. 
William of Orange and his colleagues were well aware that lhe Sultan had given 
them a reprieve, and indeed William sent a oersonal agent to negotiate with the 
Sultan in the hope of persuading him to main~ !!!_s p~~!!.'£...0.';1_~~~22 
Subsequently, the Duke of Alba's attempts to crush the Dutch revolt were to be 
seriously hampered by the diversion of funds for the Lepanto campaign and its 
aftermath. In other words, we see a repetition in the Netherlands of the situation 
in Germany in the 1530 sand 1540s. In bOth mstances, the preoccu ation wilfl 
the dangers rom 1e Ottoman mpire 1 created the OpPOrtun~y in_'!!.~~!;~Ai 
successful revolt ll!ese rwo revoiJs.l:ti:L~n !!il;!R cha!),ge'!..~~--~'!..CC:.()f_!O;t!~· 

In reviewing t11e impact of the empire of Siileyman on the western world 
of the sixteenth century, it is this particular aspect which I would most wish to 
underline. The confrontation of the two great systems of the sixteenth century, 
the Ottoman and the Habsburg, ended in stalemate, with their progressive 
disengagement from the 1570's as the Onomans turned to their easlem frontier, 
while the Spain of Philip II turned 10 face its new enemies in northern F.urope. It 
was, in my view, a paradoxical legacy, reflecting the paradoxes within European 
society it~elf. 

European history may be regarded as the history of a continuing dialectic 
between the aspiration toward unity and the pressure for diversity. Tbe empire of 

22Geoffrey Parker, Spain and the Netherlond.f (London, 1979), pp. 29-30. 
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SU!eymiin inserted itself into Ibis dialectic at a critical moment in European 
development. The threat posed by Islam gave a powerful impetus to the 
yearnings for Christian unity, and helped create a climate in which a universal 
monarchy became for a moment a thinkable possibility. Both Charles V and 
Philip II were able to capitalize on these aspirations, and in the Habsburg system 
that they established and embodied they crealed a suprn-natiooal structure which 
looked, at least for a momenl, as if it could become coterminous with 
Chrislendom. Bul, the stronger the pressure for unity, the greater the resistance; 
and the effect of the Turl<ish threat wa~ simultaneously to enhance the 
opponunities for successful resistance to those very moves towards unity that it 
had helped to promote. F'fliJlce's challenge to Hahsbur~naslic ambitions· tbe 
consolidation of the Protestant Reformation; the secession of the Dutch from 
Spanish rule - all these were ~erf':!!.!r assisted by I}'• -di~o:rsion of Habsburg 
energies into the war agamst fue urk. In olher words';""1riiieTurkish challenge at 
one level reinforced lhe age-old feeling for the solidarity of Christendom, at 
another it furthered the process of religious and political fragmemation which 
made that dream of unity unrealizable. The European world that emerged from the 
sixteenth-century confrontation with Islam was a wo!!2.,_~fu!!~v~l~ set on the 
path of poliocil, rehg•ous and cultural j)Tiiiiihsm. This in tum prompts a final 
queStion. D1d U1e confrontation of i11ose two greateffip"[ies, tbe OUoman and the 
llabsburg, have a similar impact on the Middle East? To this may he added a 
supplementary question: if not, why not? 



SOLEYMAN THE MAGNIFICENT AND THE 
REPRESENTATION OF POWER IN THE CONTEXT 

OF OTTOMAN-HAPSBURG-PAPAL RIV ALRY• 

Giilru NEClPOGLU 

Three Venetian woodcuts and an engraving by Agostino Veneziano depict Sultan 
Siileym3n I wilh a fantastic headgear lhat could abnost be dismissed as a figment 
of Orientalist imagination (Figs. 1-4). However, in a fascinating article, Otto 
Kurz has demonstrated that lhese prints are trulhful graphic records of a 
spectacular golden helmet produced for lhe sultan by Venetian goldsmilhs in 
1532. lbe Venetian diarist Marino Sanuto first saw lhis headgear, "lhe memory 
of which ought to be preserved," on 13 March 1532 allhe jewelers' district of lhe 
Rialto. Three days later, it was put on public display at the Ducal Palace before 
being dispatched to d1e Ottoman court for sale.t 

An invoice published by Sanuto itemizes the detachable parts of the 
helmet togelher wilh lhe value of its jewels, a list that corresponds closely to lhe 
complicated headgear depicted in lhc prints (see Appendix). This document 
indicates that besides a plumed aigrette wilh a crescent-shaped moun~ the golden 
bebnet had four crowns with enormous twelve<arat pearls, a head band with 
pointed diamonds, and a neckguard wilh straps. Featuring fifty diamonds, forty
seven rubies, twenty-seven emeralds, forty-nine pearls, and a large wrquoise, it 
was valued at a total of 144,000 ducats, including lhe cost of its velvet-lined gilt 
ebony case.2 As Kuu has shown, Ibis fantastic hebnet<rown clearly constitutes 
lhe main subject of lhc series of Venetian prints depicting Siileym3n that are 

"This article, which was awarded the Omer Ldlfi Barkan best article prize by the Turkish Studies 
Association ia 1991. is reprinted from 11te Art Bulletin 71 (1989) with the permission of the 
jourDal. A shorter versioo was presented at the Priooeton conference. 
1 It was Kurz who ·first established the helmet's authenticity through references in contemporary 
European sources: see Kurz, 249-258. For the most recent views and bibliosraphy, see the 
foUowins exhibilion catalosues: M. Muraro and D. Rosaad. Tilion tmd lhe Venetian Woodcul, 
W1L5hington, DC, 1976, 208-210; and Rogers and Ward, 53-S4, Sanulo, LV, 634-636, is cited. io 
Kurz, 249. 
2Sanuto, LVI, 10-11 Although Kwz cites most of Sanuto's references to the helmet-crown, be 
fails to mention this involce. 
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thought to be based on a design by Titian (Figs. 1-4). The tall, compositionally 
dominant helmet is superimposed on the ratl1er unflattering rendering of the 
sultan's profile, which appear.; to have been copied from earlier woodcuts issued 
in the 1520's. The large undated woodcuL~ (Figs. 1-3) are more precise in 
showing the helmet's details than Agostino Veneziano's derivative engraving 
from 1535 (Fig. 4), which shortens the plumed aigrette drastically 10 Cit the 
print's smaller format. 3 

The transactions involving U1is helmet, which was sold to the Ottoman 
court for an enormous sum in 1532, have been carefully documented by Kurz, 
whose research bas laid the groundwork for Ibis paper. He bas established the 
basic facts concerning the beirne~ but he regarded its creation as a purely 
speculative commercial enterprise underlaken by a consortium of Venetian 
goldsmiths and merchants. He visuali1.es the sultan's first encounter with the 
helmet's resplendent jewels as the moment from the Arabian Nights when 
Aladdin's mother brought gorgeous jewels to tlJe palace: "When the King saw the 
gems be was seized by surprise and cried: Never at all until Ibis day saw I 
anything like U1ese jewels for size and beauty and excellence; nor deem I that 
there be found in my treasury a single one like them. "4 l11is scenario 

3Kurz perceptively ooted that lhe prints copied SUleym&n's profile from earlier woodcut..s; (Kurz, 
249. 254-255). Por prints and medals from the 1520's !hal depicc the beardless young suhao in 
profile, see. L. Donati, "Due immagini ignOle di Solimano 1," Stud; orienfalislici in onore di 
Giorgio Uvi della Vida. Rome, 1956, I, 219-233. The order in which SUicymin's various 
portraits featuring the Venetian helmet-crown were issued remains conlroversiaJ. Kurz dales lhe 
woodcut of Fig. 1 10 1532. and argues thai Agostino Veneziano's engraving of 1535 (Fig. 4), 
which is less precise in showing the helmel's delails, derives from il. More recenlly, Muraro and 
Rosaad hove da.ted the Fig. I woodcut to ca. 1540-50, arguing that it is a copy of F.ig. 2, which 
they date to ca. 1532·40. In their opioion, Fig. 2, which competes wilh the engraver's .art to the 
degree that it imitates lhe linework of the burin, is the original woodcut anributable lo Giovanni 
Britto, lhe fine graphic language of which is coarsened and simplified in Fig. 1. see n. I. Peter 
Dreyer, on lhe other hand, has argued lhat Fig. 3 is the original woodcut from which Figs. 1 and 2 
derive; (Ti:dara und sein Kreis. 50 Venez.ianische Holz.uhnitte aus dem Berliner 
Kupfu:stic:hkabiradt. Staolliche Museen Pnussicher Kullurbesili,. Berlin, n. d .. 55). However, 
Ku:r:z:'s dating of Fig. I to 1532 5eems to lind suppon in its depiction of SiHeymin without a 
beard, following earlier images from the 1520's which it copies. The two other woodcuts (Figs. 
2, 3) that arc more closely related to Agoo:tino Veneziano's engraving of 1535 (Fig. 4) depict 
Siileymin with a beard - which the sultan grew in h.is lalo!l' years- and thus appear to have been 
issued a1 a later date. around 1535. The original beardless image in Fig. I. which later prints 
elaboraled with an added beard and inscriptions. was probably created in 1532 to commemora1e 
the helmet-crowns shipment to lstilllbul. Its sober, JXC.Cise workmanship accurately documeniS 
lhe elaborar.e Slone seuings and the hannonious proportions of the tiara-like helme1. which i:'l 
elongated in an euggcrated manner in later images (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 7, 8a-b). Disagreeing with 
Rosand's and Murai'Q's chronology, Oberhuber argues that there is no reason why the orisinal 
woodcut should have been cut long after the crown's completion in 1532, when interest in the 
subject had ended: "PriOLo; of this sort are produced when there is an immediate sale in view. They 
function as posters, flyers, or souvenirs". He addll lhat the woodcut's lines typify Til ian's 
handling of the pen around IS32, which Britto has faithfuHy interpreted. See K. Oberhuber. 
"Titian Woodcuu and Drawings: Some Problems: in Tiziano ~ Venezia. Cnnvegno 
lnte11'1LlV.onale di Studi, Venezia, 1976. Vicenza, 1980, S26. 
4Kurz. 255. 
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underestimates the degree of sophisticated cultural interaction that existed 
between the Ouoman coun and the West. The Venetian panners must surely 
have had some prior indication that ao artifact so costly and so unlike the 
Ouomanflslamic emblems of sovereignty would be welcome at the sultan's 
court, before they set out to produce it. This article aUemolS to !lemonstrale that 
QI_I!J_r_Jl~ officials were_J!'1iY~!Y. jn~o_lv.ed in_ tlle.lletwork_!>~ patronage that 
produce~ !!1_~-~~~-h-~!!n~.~:-Q"PYIJI and that iiS !I'Onognml:ly_ was formula!ed to 

-fulfill a specific propagandistic function in a conlext of Ottoman-Hapsburg-Papal 
rivairy: S"upplenientirig Kuri's valuable documentation and building upon his 
-discoveries, Ulis paper uses new textual evidence to present a more detailed 
picture of the helmet's meaning from an Ottoman poinl of view. After 
interpreting the hebnet-crown's imperial mcsage and ilS differing "reception" by 
Western and On oman audiences, the article aUempiS to silllate it within a broader 
framework of East-West artistic relations during the early pan of Siileymlin's 
reign (1520-66). II concludes with a discussion of the political nature of these 
cross-culroral artistic contaclS initialed after the fall of Constantinople (1453), 
which abruptly came to an end by the middle of the sixteenth cenwry. 

THE NETWORK OF PATRONAGE 

The patronage of the Venetian helmet-crown can be recoostrue!ed from the 
patchy evidence available. Describing the international fame of goldsmiths on the 
Rialto who produced regalia for monarchs all over Europe, Francesco SansoVno 
writes: 

Forty years have passed now sinc.,'e Vincenzo Levriero in partnership 
with Luigi Caorlini and other famous jewel merchanlS produced a tall 
helmet with four crowns for Siileyman, Emperor of the Turks. ll was 
ornamented and completely covered with so many jewels that this 
Prince, whose singular prudence and power are known to everyone, 
was stupefied by a thing so remarlcable, and they became rich by it. 5 

5San9ovioo. 134v: cited in Kurz, 250-251. Auumios lhal Vincenzo Levriero was also a 
goldsmith, Kun writes, "No Olher works are !mown by the two goldsmiths. Vincenzo Levriero is 
for us only a name. Luigi Caorlini. who belonged to a family of Venetian goldsmiths, was a 
friend of Pietro Aretino"; (K.urz. 251). Vincenzo came from a family of great jewel merchants 
uad.ins in lhe Levaot, including Gaspare di ~. who died in Istanbul from the plague during 
1526; see Sanuto. XL, 894, 885. Vincenzo himself was a jewel mercbut whose trips to the 
Ottoman court arc recorded in contemporary sources: see on. I, 13. A document prepared on 17 
Nov. 1531 reveals lhat "Vinceozo d.i Livreri'sR brothers, Giovano..i aad Pietro, would receive two 
thousand ducats and divide their pa1emal and frn.temal inheriteoce among themselves if Vincenzo 
died, according to the specification of another documeot drawn up on 6 Mar. 1531. This 
document seems to have been drawn up just before Vinceozo Levriero was pnparing to leave for 
Istanbul in order to deliver the Venetiao helm&:t (ASV, Misc. Gregolin. Cane Private, Busta 43). 
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Sanuto agrees lhat the Caorlini family of goldsmiths produced this helmet 
in pannership with Venetian jewel merchants, including Vincenzo Levriero, 
Pietro Morosini, Jacomo Comer, Marco Antonio Sanudo, and the sons of Pietro 
Zen, who was the Venetian vice-bailo residing in Istanbul at that time. In a 
reference Kurz overlooked, Sanuto curiously mentions a representative of the 
Ottoman coun, the sultan's chief treasurer, Defterddr lskender t;:elebi, among 
these Venetian partners.6 Although Sanuto's invoice assesses the helmet's value 
at 144,400 ducaiS, the Venetian panners claimed to have made a hundred percent 
profit when it was sold for only 115,000 ducats.? This clue implies a substantial 
Ottoman invesonent in the piece, as Defterddr lskender's involvement already 
indicates. 

The sultan's chief treasurer played a pivotal role in the Ottoman court's 
commercial relations with Venice, and his contacts with the great jewel merchant 
Vincenzo Levriero are documented. 8 lskendcr's associates also included Alvise 
Gritli, the illegitimate son of Doge Andrea Gritti, who wa~ a powerful merchant 
dealing mostly in jewels at Istanbul (Fig. 5). Born to a Greek concubine while 
his father resided in Pera, the Frankish quarter of Istanbul, AI vise was educated in 
Italy. Returning to his place of birth, he became rich from diverse mercantile 
activities. Fluent in Turkish, Italian, and Greek, be dressed in sumptuous caftans 
of gold brocade, multiple diamond rings, and golden chains, and wore an Italian 
beretto to mark his Christian status. Popularly known as "Prince's Son," this 
Turkified Venetian lived in regal pomp at his flalianate palace outside Pera, 
which featured quarters for slave boys, a harem, and stables9 Both Christians and 
Turks attended his sumptuous feasts, such as the one in 1524 when a 
performance of the classical comedy Psyche and Cupiil was followed by songs 
and dances by Perote women and Turkish entertainers. Gritti's court, which was 
frequented by Italian merchants seeking his prote.:lion, sheltered several 
humanists, including Francesco della Valle, who served Gritti as secretary and 
chamberlain. Androoicus Tranquillus. and Augustinus Musaeus. 10 

6saoulo, LV, 634-635: LVI, 358-359. Dejrerddr lskender <;elebi is referTed to as "Celebi 
deferder," Since Kurz missed this important reference in Sanuto, he concluded that the helme1 was 
a purely speculative Venetiaa eoterprise with no Ottoman involvement. 
7 Although Sanuto initially reports that the helmet was sold for 115,000 ducats. the delayed final 
payment amounted to 116.000 ducaL<;. For details on the payment. see Sannto. LVI. 10-11, 35R-
3S9. 364, 403. 791. 826; Kurz. 255. 
8for Pietro Zen'~ B.'Jsessment of lskender's Sreal. power. see Saouto, LV, 615.lskeoder's relations 
wilh Vinceazo Levriero's brother-in-law are mecliooed io Della Valle. 34. 
9For Alvise (Luigi) Griui, see Della Valle; H. Kretschmayr, LMdovico Grilli, eirre Monographie, 
Vienna. 1896: Giovio, 344-347; Ramberti. 308-311: Finlay. 78-118. 
lOFor a detailed description of Grilli's feast, ~ee Sanuto, XXXVI, 12()..121. The works of 
humanists attached to Alvise Grilli's court, and a satiriail drama performed in a carnival by his 
enemies in 1532, which eaded with tbe burning of his effigy. are mentioned in T. Kardos. 
"Dramma saiirice carnevalesco su Alvise Gritti, Governat.ore dcJI'Ungheria, 1532. "'Vena;ia ~ 
Ungh~ria rrel RinascitMnto, ed. V. Branco, florence, 1973, 397-4Z7. 
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AI vise GriUi quickly became influential at the Ottoman court through the 
favors of his powerful patron, the grand vizier lbriihim Pasha. The contempo1'81}' 
observer Benedetto Ramberti ranked him as the second greatest man of authority 
in the Ottoman empire after the grand vizier. It was the Iauer who introduced 
AI vise to the sultan as a great connoisseur of jewels.11 Contempo1'81}' sources 
agree that. more than any of his predecessors, Siileyman was an avid collector of 
rare gems. His childhood training as a goldsmith contributed not only to his 
unprecedented paiTonage of local goldsmiths and jewelers auached to the coon 
workshops, but also 1.0 a lively jewel trade with Venice in which Alvise came to 
play an imponant role.l2 For example, in 1529 when Vincenzo Levriero brought 
a jewel-inlaid gold box from Venice to Istanbul, it was AI vise who sold it to the 
Ottoman court. Documents at the Mantuan Slate Archives indicate that the same· 
"Vinccnzo di Livrieri" who was residing in Alvise's palace at Pera, acted as the 
Iauer's agent in trade during those years. It is 1herefore not surprising to learn .. 
from Francesco della Valle that his master Alvise Grilli acted as an intermediary' 
for Vinccnzo Levricro's partners in presenting the jeweled gold helmet through 
lbriihim Pasha 1.0 Siileyman. Holding it in his bands, Alvise had shown it to the 
influential grand vizier fnst and 1hen to the sultan.l3 Paolo Giovio. who wrote 
that Alvise made a fonune by supplying Sil\eyman with jewels to decorate his 
horses and the gold-plated walls of certain royal chambers in his palace, confmns 
that the golden helmet created in Venice for the sultan, together with several 
other jewel-incrusted artifacts, was AI vise Grilli's inventitJne.14 

11Ramberti, 309-311. About Ibrahim's protection of Alvise Griui, and his inlroduction 10 the 
suhan, see Della Valle, 20; Giovio, 345; D. de'Ludovisi, "Relaziooe (1534)," in Al~ri. I. 29-30: 
Sanuto, LVIII, 639. 

l2For the observalioo that SUieymio was fonder of jewels 1hao were aoy or IW predi:cesson, see 
Sanuto, LV, 635: LVI. 403; Giovio. 345. Payroll regislers indicate that the number or 
goldsmiths and jewelers anached to the Onoman court oearly doubled in 1526; At.JI, 117. 
According 10 tbc 11th-century traveler Evliyi <;elebi, while a prince, SUleymio was trained io the 
craft of goldsmiths in Trebizond by a Greek called Constantine. A!> sultan, he built a royal 
estab1ishmenl ror goldsmiths in Istanbul, endowing it wilh a fouotain, mosque. bath, and 
workshops arranged around a court: see Evliyi ~elebi, Seyd~tnQme. 10 vols .• Istanbul. 1896-
1930. I. 570: II. 91. For tbe jewelry trade lhroush Venice, see Kellenbeoz, 1965: and 
Kellenbenz. 1967. 
13For the gold box (cDSSetta di r.oie et d'oro bellisimo) thai Vinceozo l..evricro delivered to the 
Ottoman cwrt, see Sanuto, LV. 167., Dispatche..s: sent from Istaob.tl to Mantua between 1527 aod 
1530 indicate that AJvise aod Vinceozo were supplyiog qualily horses lO 1he Gonzaga stable 
masler Alexandra Mare.!C8..lco; (Archivio di Stato di Mutova. Levant£ e Porta Ottomana.. B. 795, 
nos. 141, 145-148. 154, 158). Referring to Alvisc's role io the Venetian helmet's presentalioo, 
DeUa Valle write.9 (p. 35): "L'aono seguente poi fu portato per esso Learieri (i.e., Vinccnzo 
Levriero], et compagai un certo elmo d'oro, fornito di motte gioie per venderlo a Solimaoo. II 
mio Sigre hebbe l'elmo nelle mani, e lo mos.b'o al Bassa, et dipoi a Solimaoo." The author seems 
to be confused about the helmel's pri~ (200,000 ducats). 
1 4Giovio, 345. 
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Addressed to the Venetian Senate in 1534, Daniello de' Lodovisi's 
Relatione points out that lbriihim Pasba depended heavily on the council of two 
important men: Alvise GriLLi and Defterdiir lskender.LS The involvemenl of both 
of these individuals in lransactions concerning the helmet inevitably brings 
Ibrahim Pasha into the picture (Fig. 6). Ibrahim was, according to the English 
writer Knolles, Ute most magnificent and powerful of all Ouornan grand viziers: 
"He in magnificence, power and authoritie farre exceeded all the res! of the 
Dassas." A royal document issued in 1526 granted birn almost complete power as 
the sultan's alter-egol6 Born in Parga, on Venetian territory, lbriihim was a 
siJong supporter of the Serenissirna's Levan tine lrade. The bailo Pielro Rrdgadino 
reports that this pro-Venetian grand vizier was not only fond of reading the lives 
of classical heroes like Hannibal and Alexander the Great, but that be also avidly 
gathered intelligence about contemporary monarchs. Wearing many jeweled rings 
and dressed more lavishly than the sultan, he "bought ahnost every fancy object 
he could acquire."i7ln 1530-31 he had insistently requested a unicorn hom from 
the Venetian Senate, a treasure that was presented ceremonially 10 the sultan as a 
token of the Serenissirna's friendship with the Sublime Portel8 

Promoting the ideal of magnificence as an indispensable atlribute of 
sovereigty, Ibrahim encouraged the sultan to indulge himself in jewels by 
presenting bim with expensive presents. For example, in 1525, his gifts to 
Siileyman from Cairo included a gold cup inlaid with enormous diamonds, 
emeralds, rubies, and pearls worth 200,000 ducats. The grand vizier, who boasted 
about the vas! treasures he accumulated in Cairo, possessed a large quanlity of 
jewels and gold, as two inventories or 1536 of his personal lreasury indicate. 
Composed hy the contemporary author Upfi, two essays contain descriptions of 
these legendary jewels and gold and silver objec!S surpassing even those owned 
by the sultans. 'lbough lbriihim's preoccupation with pomp evemually led to his 
execution in 1536, he seems to have been the guiding spirit behind the Venetian 
helmet project and he might well bave provided gold and jewels for it from his 
own collection.19 This would explain wby two contemporary pamphle!S in 

1 SDe1.udovisi (as in o. 11). 29-30. Aboul Ibrihim's dependence on Grini for advice. also see 
Sanuto, LVIII. 574. Some sources slate that lbrihim Pasha was a fonner slave of lskender <;elebi. 
whose daughter he laler married; R. Knoll~. The gen.erall hirlorie of the Turlce.r, London. 160J, 
645-646: Postel, Bk.. Ill, 48-50: H. D. Jenkins, Ibrahim Pasha, Grand Vizier of Suleiman 1he 
Magoificen1, New York. 1911, 38. 
16Knones, 607. The document is fully cited io Celiblide. fols. 177r-182v. 
17P. Bragadino, "Sommario della Relazione (1526)", in Saunto. XLI 527-559. For lb:ihim 
Pa.sha, also see Poslcl, Bk. III. 48-61; Jenk:ins (as in o. 15), and Anon., Discorsi, fols. 48r-v. 
18Saouto, LIII, 344, 531. 570, LVI 42. 155; LV 178-181, 231-232; ASV. Deliberazioni 
(Secrera) Seoato, R. 54, (1530-31), fols. 38r-v, 58r, 6lv. 
19The "copa d'oro" was se1 with precious jewels, including a flfty-eisht-caral diamond worth 
31,000 ducals, a twenty-one-carat ctiamond worth 18,000 duca1s, a fourteen-carat. diamond worth 
18,000 ducats, a.n emerald for 15,000 ducals, and numerous rubies and pearls: (Sanuto, XL, 124). 
For jewels in Ibrahim's personal treasury, see ibid .. XL. 125; XLI 527. 'fbe two in\'entories from 
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2 Anonymous , Portrait of Sultan 
SUleymOn, Venetiau woodcut in 
two blocks, ca. 1535. New York, 
Meu·opolitan Museum of Art, 
Harris Brisbane Dick Fund (from 
Rosand and Muraro, as inn. 1, no. 
48) 

1 Anonymous, Port rait of S11ltml 
Siileymfm, V enet ian woodcut in 
two blocks, ca. I 532. London, 
Briti s h Museum ( from \V. 
Stirling-M-axwell , Examples of 
Engraved PortraiiS of th e 
Sixt ee nth Cent11ry, Lon d<m , 
Edinburgh, 1872, p. 41 ) 
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3 Anonymous, Porlrair of Siileymfm, 
Venetian woodcut, ca. 1535. 
Berlin , Staatlichc Musccn Prcussi
scher Kulturbcsitz , Kupferslich
kabine tt (from Dreyer, as in n. 3, 
no. 28) 

4 Agostino Veneziano, Porlrait of 
Sultan SUleymOn, engraving, 
1535. London, British Mu seum 
(from Bartsch XN, no. 518) 

5 Portrait of Alvise Gritri (from P. Giovio, Gli elogi vite) 
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6 Ano nymous, lbrti him J>m;/w on 
H o r :rebac k , woodcut. 1529. 
Vienna, A l bert in :..~ , Graphischc 
Snnunlung 

8a Anonymous, Equestrian Sultan 
with Panoramic View of Istanbul 
in the Backgroflnd, engraved in 
Frankfurt , m id· 17th century. 
MOn ste r S tad tmuseum ( fro.m 
MUns ter, Wien und die Tilrken 
1683-1983, as in n. 27, no . 59) 

7 Anonymous, Equestrian Sultan with Panoramic View of 
Istanbul in the Background, coppe r engraving, mi~· 17th 
cenlury, "Augsburg zu finden bey Jacob Koppinayr" 
(photo: Dr. Juli an Raby) 
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9a SUleymiin Receiving .. the Austrian 
Ambassador in a Tenz at Nish in 
1532 , ca. 1557, in 'Arifl , 
Silleymanntime, Istanbul, Topkap1 
Saray1 Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi, MS H. 
1517, fol. 337r 

8b Anonymous, Equest
rian Sultan with Panor
amic View of Istanbul 
in the Background, 
copper engraving, mid-
17th century, "Zu 
finde n in NUrnberg bei 
Jacob Standrart Kupfer
stecher" (pho to; Dr. 
Julian Raby) 
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9b Siileymfi ll Receiving the Aust r ian 
Ambassodor in a Tenr at Belgrade 
in 1532, ca. 1557, in ibid .. fol. 
346r 

10 Military Parade of S ultan 
Sl1leyman to Baghdad in 1534, ca. 
1580, in Lo};:man, H1ln e rniime, II , 
Is tanbul, Topkapt Sarayt MUzesi 
KOillpbanesi , MS H. 1524, fo l. 
26l r 
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11 Anonymous, Charles V's Entry inzo Bologna in 1529, from a series of 
Venetian woodcuts, ca. 1530. Vienna, Albertina, Graphische Sammlung (from 
W. Stirling-Maxwell, The E11try of the Emperor Charles V illto the City of 
Bologna on tlte Fifrh of Nove1tiber MDXXIX, Florence, London, Edinburgh, 
1875) 

12 Anonymous , The Corona/ion Cavalcade of Charles V 
and Clement Vl/, woodcut, 1530 (from ibid.) 
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13(a-c) Domenico del Riccio, known 
as Drusasorzi, details from a 
fresco depic tin g the 
coronation cavalcade of 
Charles V and Clement VII, 
ca. 1564. Verona, Palazzo 
Ridolfi (from V. Filippini, JJ 
Palazzo Ridolfi e l'Affresco 
di Domenico Bruwsorzi, 
Verona, 1953, figs . 3, 6) 
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14 Nicolas Hogenberg, Tl1e Co ronatiott Covnlcnde of Charles V and 
Clement VII, from a series of woodcuts, I 530. Paris, Bibliothequc 
Na riona le, Cabinet des Estr~mpes (from the ano nymous publi c;. lio n of 
Junta Nacional del TV Ccntcnario, La Coronacion ImperiaL de Carlos, 
Madrid 1958) 

l 5a Anonymous, Ponrait of Charles 
V after the Bologna CoronatiotJ , 
woodcut, 1530 (from Sanuto, 
Diarii, LIII) 
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16 Robert Peril, Th e Co ronalion 
Cavalcade of Charles V a nd 
Clement VII, detail frorn a series of 
woo dcu ts , 15 30 . Vi enna, 
Albertina , 9 raphische Sammlung 

15b Anonymous, Charles V and His 
Co ronation Regalia, woodcu t, ca . 
1530. Lo ndo n, Briti sh Museum 
(from Stirling-Max well , The Entry 
of El!lperor Charles V) 
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18 The Mughal Emperor Jaltiingir 
Holding the Ce remonial Crown of 
Timu r, ca. 1620. London British 
Museum, Stowe Or. 16, fo l. 2b 
(from I. Stchoukine, La Peinture 
indierwe a l 'tpoque des Grands 
Moghols, Paris, 1929, pl. 2lv) 

17 A udience of an Ancien t Nea r 
Eastern monarch, 1594-95 , Dari r, 
Siye r -i Nebf, Is tanbul , To pka p1 
Saray1 Mi.izcs i KUti.iphanesi, .MS H . 
122 1 
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19 Gent ile Bellin i, 
/'ortrair of Meflmed II, 
1480 . London. 
National Gallery 

20 Gentile Bellini, Bronze Medal of Mel;med ll, undated . 
Lisbon. Calouste Gulbenkian Museum 
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22 SiJleymdn In vesting his Vassal Jolin 
Zapolya with tile Holy Crown of St . 
. Stephen in 1529, ca. 1557; in ' i\rifi, 
Silleymlimriime, Is tanb ul , Topk ap1 
Saray1 Ktiti.iphancs i Mi.izesi, MS 1-1. 
15 17, fol. 309r 

2 1 Mitre-crown made for the 
1-htbsburg emperor Rudolf II in 
I 602 by the court go ldsmi th 
J a n v~.-m~ycn . Viennc , 
Kunsth islori schc!=> Museum 
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23 Agost ino Veneziano, Portrait of Frtmcis /, engraving, 
1536. London, British Mu!'e um (from Ba11scb X lV, no. 
5 19) 
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24 Agostino Veneziano, Portrait of Barbaros Hayreddin 
Pasha, known in Europe as Barbarossa, engraving, 1535. 
Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum (from Bartsch XVl, no, 
520) 



25 H ~tns Miclich , 
Ottoman parade 
he lmet from the 
Schat zknmm e r of 
the Bavarian dukes, 
album drawing, ca. 
1550. Bayerisches 
National museum, 
lnv. Nr. R. 8248 
(from K opp l in , 
"Turcica und 
Turquericn ," in 
Exotische Wellen, 
Europiiische 
Plwnrasien as in n. 
51, pl. 10) 
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26 Ottoman parade helmet of go ld+in laid s leel, set with 
repousse gold plaques encrusted wi th turquoises and 
rubies, 16th century. lslaubul, Topkap1 Sarayt Mllzesi , 
2/1!87 
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27 Circumcisior1 Festivities of Siileymiln's Sons in 1530, 
with Three Bronze Statues from Buda Raised in Front of 
Jbriihlm Pasha's Palace., in Lo~mii n, 1-lii.nerniime, 1587-
88. Istanbul, Topkapt Saray1 Mi.izesi Ktiti.ipbancsi, MS H. 
1524, rol. 119v 
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28 Pieter Coecke van Aelst, Processio" of Silleymcin through the Hippodrome, 
with Three Statues from B1~da Raised in Front of lbriihlm Pasha's Palace, from a 
series of woodcuts published in 1553 at Antwerp after drawings made by Coecke 
in 1533. New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art (from Stirling-Maxwell, as in 
n. 56) 
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29 Portrait of Si.ileyman, by Melchior Lorch, 1559 
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Gennan and Italian and a Gennan folksong composed by Hans Sachs-all 
apparently deriving from a conunon source-slate lhatlhe Venetian helmet was a 
gift from lbr3him Pasba 10 Suleymiln.zo 

The grand vizier's chief advisers, lskender r;:elebi and Alvise Grilli, 
probably negotiated lhe details of lhis emerprise wilh Vincenzo Levriero, who 
frequently uaveled between Venice and lslanbul, as well as wilh lhe vice-bailo 
Pietro 7.en, whose sons were among lhe partners. The OtiOman court's interpreter, 
Dragoman Y iinus Beg, who visited Venice on several diplomatic missions during 
December 1529, January 1530, and December 1532, could also bave acled as a 
liaison. Moreover, it is not altogether unlikely lhat the Venetian goldsmiths 
themselves were briefly present in Istanbul to receive instructions about the 
design from Grilli, who helped conceive it. After all, the brothers Luigi and 
Marco Caorlini are documented to have visited the OtiOman capilallater in 1532-
33, probably in the company of Vincenzo Levriero, who with his compaoions, 
according to Della Valle, delivered the helmet to its destination21 

Well aware of the helmet's whereaboulS before it even reached Ottoman 
territory, lbr3him Pasba was instrumenlal in ensuring its safe traosport. He sent 
ao impressive escort to Ragusa, led by one of his slaves, to assure its delivery 
over land to the Ouomao court.22 At the bead of his army, Siileymiln had already 
departed from lslanbul for a second campaign to Vienna, when lhe hehnet arrived 

1536list numerous rubies, pearls, diamonds, emeralds, turquoises, aod jeweled rings, Topkap1 
Palace Archives, D. 5927, D. 10023. For relevant passages io the two essays, see A. Sevgi, eit, 
Larifi'nin iki Risdksi: EnisU"I-Fusfilui ve Evsaf-i lbriihim Pap, Kooya, 1986, 12-16,24. 
20using Rabbi Ben Meir's derivative Chronicle of rhe Kings of France and Sultan.s of Turlcey, 
which din~ctly copies .sources from IS32, Kurz dismisses lbrihfm Pasha"s involv~meot: "We sere 
thai already by the middle of lhe sixteenth century - I he Chronicle was finished io 1535 -. a 
false rumoc was current that tbe helmet was a gift from lhe wealthy grand vizier to his ovcrlood"; 
(Kurz. 255-256: J. Beo Meir, The Cltronicles, 2 vols., lraos. C.H.F. Biallobolz.ty, 1836, II, 
141). Two anonymous pamphlets published io 1S32 stale that the Veoetian helmet, wbich oosl 
140,000 ducats (a figure remarkaby close to the 144,000 ducats cited in Saoulo's invoice), was 
lbrihlm"s g.ifllo lhe sultan; see Anoa., Copey, fol. 3v; Anon .. Copia, Col Zv. A sons composed 
by Hans Sachs in 1532 repeal!l the same informalion withoul mentioning the helmel's price; (see 
Sachs, 56). All lhree sources are quoced in n. 31. Like lhe mid-161h-~ntury chronicle of Bea 
Meir, that of Gomara copies this information from the above-cited pamphleLs; (P.L. de Gomara. 
Amzals of the Empuor Chorles V, trans. R.B. Merrimao, Oxford. 1912. 91-92, 224). 
21 Dragoman Yiinus Beg's nUssioos are nplained in Seltoo, Ill. 384. For 1he preseoce of the 
Caorlini brothers in Istanbul, see a documen• published in Kellenbenz, 1965. 'JM-366. 374-371. 
Luigi Caorlioi's visit to lrtanbul is also refened to in Pietro Aretina's play. lA conegiaM; see De 
Sanctis, 173, ciled in L. Klin8er and J. Raby, "Barbarossa and SioaiJ: A Portrait of Two Ouomaa 
Corsa.ir.s from the Collection of Paolo Giovio. "Aleneo Veneto (fortcoming), 9. It is also 
mentioned in a leiter published in P. Larivaille. U11er-e tb, a su A.relino rrel FONlo Bongi dell' 
Archivio di Sta1o di Lucca, Paris. 1980, 17. A Ieuer from Marco di NiccoiO to Are1ino, written in 
Istanbul on 8 Sept. 1533, confinns Caorlino's presence at the Ottoman capiLal: "II Caorlino vi 
bascia Ia mano. e mandavi una turchese bella e di prezzo; rna pregate pue lddio che le cue ~re 
vadino bene"; Landooi, I. pt. I, 94-95. For the helmet's transporl to the Oltoman court by 
Levriero and his companions, see Della Valle. 35 (as in n. 13). 
22saowo, LV, 634-635; LV17. 
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in Edime. There, it was delivered on 12 May 1532 to lbr3hlm Pasha, who is 
reponed by Sanuto to have admired it immensely.23 Pietro Zen's firsthand reports 
on the transactions indicate that the helmet's costs were covered in Istanbul by 
the sultan's acting treasurer Mal)miid, who openly disapproved of this extravagant 
expense on the eve of a costly military campaign. Since lbere was not sufftcient 
casb at hand, only 100,000 ducats were paid at ftrst, while lbe remaining debt of 
15,000 was covered several months later from the revenues of Aleppo and 
Tripoli. Pietro Zen noted that G1is was "an excellent and notable payment in a 
time of this son; which advertised 10 the whole world lbe sultan's wealth.24 

THE ICONOGRAPHY OF POWER 

Now let us tum to the iconography and the ceremonial functions thatlhe 
Venetian helmet-crown fulfilled. Why did lbrabim Pasha acquire this 
idiosyncratic headgear, given that such imperial regalia as crowns, scepters, orbs, 
or golden chains were foreign to the Ottoman tradition of sovereignty?25 The 
helmet's acquisition in 1532 was not an isolated case. Observing that it was 
conceived as part of a larger group of Venetian ceremonial objects commissioned 
by a different consortium, Sanuto writes: "This hchnel will be sent together witll 
a jewel-studded saddle and saddle cloth ordered by anotllCr partnership. These, too, 
are estimated to be worth 100,000 ducats26 

This is conflnned by Francesco Sansovino who states that, besides the 
golden helmet with four superimposed crowns, the Venetian goldsmith Luigi 
Caorlini had also made "a cushion, a chamfron for the sultan's horse, and an 
aigreue, witl1 oU1er preci~;;-sifimgs ·or liu!S.timablc value. ·• -A.Tetlcr by the 
renowned hmnanisl Pietro Aretino, addressed to his friend Luigi Caorlini in 
1536, indicates that for Siileyman the goldsmith had made a scepter, furnishings 
and other jewels worth more than 100,000 ducats. Marco di Niccolil, one of the 
merchants belonging to the second consortium, infonned Aretino on 5 May 1530 
that he bad shown Pope Clement VII in Rome the jewels he obtained from 
Naples for the scepter (maua) and the other artifacts that the Caorlini were 
making for the sultan. Giovio mentions the same scepter simultaneously with 
the gold helmet and a bejeweled mirror as objects created in Venice on the basis 
of Alvise Grilli's instructions, which Siileyman found to be marvelously 
pleasing. In a leuer from 1535, Giovio links the name of his relative Pietro della 

23/bid .. LVI. 364. 
24/bid .• LVI, 403. 791. 826. 
25The absence of such regalia is Doted in S. Schweigger, Ein neue Reyssbechrt!ibung auss 
TeutschLIIuJ ntJc!J Comtantinop/e and Jerusalem 0578-1581}. repr. Graz., 1964, 56-57; cited in 
Kurz. 254. 
26saouto, LV. 63S. LVI, 6-7; cited in Kurz.. 2S4. 
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Poria to !he consortium of !his bejeweled scepter which is depicted in a 
seventeenth-century print representing the misidentified sullan with the helmet
crown as be rides on a horse with rich caparisons. Together wilb two other 
variants, which omit !he scepter, this German print is probably based on a 
sixteenlh-century design and confirms lbal !he Venetian helmet-crown was 
conceived as pan of a group of ceremonial parade accessories (Figs. 7, 8a-h ).27 

Guillaume Postel, who accompanied a French embassy to lslaDbul in 
1534-37, notes !hal in 1532 Venetian merchants bad also sold Stileymiln a gold 
throne studded wilh jewels and pearls, estimated 10 cost4o:ooo ducats.28 These 
"ccremoruararurac-.sronsiilute a"Ciiiegoij"dlffereiit"from lbeplayftil curiosities and 
automala made in l1aly for lbe sullan in !hose years, such as a tiny alarm clock 
set in a gold ring, a perpetual clock, a dancing mechanical wooden doll, and a 
ship moving on a boarct.29 The pmdn<;ljQ!!).!'~ese cere_!!!2!!i!L'l.!ili;cts . 
- a parade helmet, hors_c:_ fu"!~~!!!ngs. _a _ _s_~P~!!..anaa~ne_-:-~ 
accidental. They were pompously displayed with olher regalia of Ottoman 
worlriilanship as me sulllln a<ivinrei!WitlililsWhorecourt !OwaraVIennailie 
comemporary historian Celalzade congratulates Ibr3htm-l'a:<Ji1irornlllfully 
choreographing Ibis triumphal procession, puncruated by several ambassadorial 
receptions, for which an enormous fortune was spent to exhibit lbe sullaD's 
magnificence 10 lbe world.30 

Contemporary descriptions preserve the memory of Siileymiln's triumphal 
march to Vienna in 1532. Departing from his capilal, !he sullan arrived after 

27sansovino, fol l34v: Camesasca, 29-'30: cited in Kurz, 250-251. For Muco di NiccoiO, see 
Landoni, I. pt. 1. 92-94. For Giovio's reference to lhe scepaer, see Giovio, 345. Giovio's letter 
referrins to Pietro della Porta is cited in Klinger and Raby (as io n. 21), 11. I would like lo !hank 
Dr. Julian Raby for bringiDg the two prints (Figs. 7 and 8b) to my attention and f~ providing me 
with their photographs. Fig. 8a is published io the catalogue of an exhibition at the MUnster 
Stadtmuseum, Miinsler, Wien uttd die TiJrlen /683-1983, Miinster, 1983, 82-84, no. 59. 
28Postel, Bk. Ill. 4. 
29For these curiosities made by Giorgio Capobianco of Vicenza, see Camesuca, 103; Samno, 
LV, 14. 636; LVI. 6-7, 

3°For lbrihim Pasha's role in coaceiving these ceremonies aod processions in 1.532. see 
Celilz.ide, fols. 217b, 228r-v. Several Ottoman-made artifa.d.s seem to have been commissiooed 
specifically for the military parade of 1532. For a ceremonial sold sword of Ottoman 
worlunanthip, grryins the inscription "Sullin Siileymiin ~in may t.is victorie.<~~ be glorious, 
Coostaotiaople, 1S31/32," see Atd, 154, pl. 87. h is tempting to propose thar a 16lh-ceo1Ury 
parade helmet (fis;. 26), its matching ceremonial mace, and lhe celebraled gold canteen (ma!tJra) 
used for CAIT)'ing the sultan's drinltiag water. were abo prod.11ced for this occasion. For these 
objects, usua11y daaed to lhe second half of lhe 16th century, see Altl, 123, 148-151, pis. 54, 84, 
85: Rogers aod Ward, 130-131, 144-145, 148-151. Description9 of regalia paraded by 
Siileymin's pages in 1532 ioc:]ude references to speclacular ceremonial helmels as well as to a 
gold caal.een (une mattrapano, zi« uno bocal d'oro per bever aequo); seen. 20, and Saauto, LVI. 
828, 870-871. h is more likely lhat the9e spectacular ceremonial objects of Ottoman 
workmaaship dale from the 1530's, when lhe numbers of c:oun goldsmiths and jewelers reached a 
peak, aad noc 10 lhe second ha1f of the 161h century when their numbers were drs.stically reduced; 
see a. 63. 
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several stops in Belgrade, lbe slreets of which had been decorated wilb classical 
triumphal arches "in lbe manner of ancient Roman triumphs." Orders of foot 
soldiers and cavalcy troOpS were followed by standard-bearers carrying flags with 
Ottoman crescents and !he prophet Mul;lammad's name embroidered in pearls and 
jewels. Then rode one hundred select royal pages carrying damascened lances. 
Twelve of the sultan's favorite pages displayed costly helmets studded with 
dazzling jewels and pearls. The last one of lbcse was reported to have been a 
special "Venetian helmet bearing a slriking resemblance to a papal tiara," which 
Ibrahim Pasha had presented as a gift 10 lbe sultan. Followed by his grand vizer, 
Silleyman rode on a magnificent horse, lbe saddle of which wa.• estimated to be 
wonb 70,000 ducats, while its chamfron, featuring a turquoise as large as an egg, 
was valued around 50,000 ducats. Dressed in a large turban and a fur-lined gold 
brocade caftan of royal purple embroidered wilb jewels, Silleyman wore around 
his neck an enormous gold chain, which auendants held on both sides 1.0 relieve 
the weight. Accompanied by martial musicians, lbe sultan rode in triumph under 
a costly silk brocade canopy, lbe four poles of which were carried by dignitaries 
of the city. llte sultan's various triumphal parades along Ute route to Vienna 
approximated this spectacular entry into Belgrade, with only minor variatioos in 
detail. 

For example, during his march into Nish, which the Hapsburg envoys 
were made to watch from a minaret. Stileyman wore a large turban set in a gold 
crown (uno rurbante grandissimo involraro con una corona d'oro).lt Desperately 

3 1For Siileymin's parades in 1532, see Sanuto, LVI. 828-831. 870-871. The German pamphlet of 
1532 describes the twelve pages carrying helmets as follows: "Nach disen volgelen 100 die a11er 
vorderisten und innerislen Camerdiener des Kaysers ... under denen waren 'ZWelff I der yt>.der heu 
ain kostlich helmlin auff I die waren mit Perl en und Edelslaio gar unseglich geziert I also das...-. ain 
scheinbarlichen glast gab I under denen was a.in sonderer helm I der gleyc~et sjch .fast ainer Bapst 
K.roa I den haben ellich Kauflewt auf iren aigen verlag in Venedig mit kiins1.llcher arba.il I und 
Edlen eingesetzten ge.stain lassen machen I und damach gen Constanlinopel bracht Idem Abraym 
Bascho verkaufit umb hundert und vierzis tauseot Ducaten I den er nach.mals dem TUrckischen 
Kayser geschenckt"; Anon., Copey. fol. 3v. The halian texl of 1532 reads: "Doppo questi 
veoivano sopra bellisimi cavalli, cento pagi scbiavi deJa camera del Signore, .. Jra quali xii. 
erBno che ponavano l'lii Celladoni, & IIJtti coperti di zoie de infinite valore, et )'ultimo era uno 
CeJiadone, cbe havevano fano fare alchuni mercanli in Venetia. &. Abrayim Bassa l'havea 
compralo da essi in ConSiantinopoli, &. don.ato a] signore, il quale dicono essere costaiO cento et 
quarana milia ducati"; Anon .• Copja, fol. 2v. Sachs' song condenses lhis infomation, '"Nach im 
folgeten hundert pfer, darauf des kei.!ers kemmerer ... I ZwOif waren aber unter in, die hetten aui 
kOstlich helmlin mil perleio und edlem gesteine, das gab ein scheinbarlichen g:laSt, die hoffart 
was nit kleine I Ocr tiirlci9ch keiser het auch eia. der sleichen (indt man oindet kein, der gleicht 
eioer bapsllicheo krooe, Ibraim wascho der im den zu eer was schenken thune"; Sachs . .quatra.iDB 
18-2t, p. 56. 
The triumphal arches of Belgrade and the sultan's canopy are described as follows; ''Und e.'l haben 
die innwoncr und Oberisten der stall I durch die gasseo wie der Kaiser zogen ist I herlich und 
klinslich gema.c:ht gleych wie die Regcnbogen I himmelspil unnd Spect.ackel I nach brauch der 
allen ROmer gehalten I Unnd die fOmemesten der statt I haben ain sondem kosdichen hymel voo 
silber und gold in scyden gcstickt und gemachtl iiber den Kaiser gedeckt I mill den vier orten des 
himels getragen lschOo und prachllid!. ldass: herlich mschcn isl"; Copey, fol. 5r. The Italian text 
reads: "EI Turcho entro a disinare io Belgrado con tanto fausto, & plmpa. & con Laoti pif(ari, & 
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trying to conclude an annistice, the Austrian delegation was subsequently 
received by the sultan in a lavish tent at Nish. On SUieyman's canopied gold 
throne, royal emblems consisting of swords, bows and arrows were exhibited 
together wilh lhe Venetian helmet, which the ambassadors imagined to be the 
Turkish imperial crown: 

Then were the two ambassadors conducted to the emperor's tent, 
and saw there lhe Turkish emperor sitting in majesty and pomp on a 
golden throne or seat with four columns. They also saw near him, on a 
small stool or standing on the same throne, lhe imperial crown 
(Keyserliche kron) which cost 115,000 ducats and had been made in 
Venice. They kissed his hand, and saw hanging on each of the front 
columns of the throne very beautiful bows and quivers full of arrows. 
The columns or supports of the throne were completely covered with 
jewels and costly pearls, like lhe scabbards of the swords and quivers. 
All of these were described to us by the ambassadors who saw them 
personally together with a great treasure more than twelve times 
100,000 ducats. and the expensive vest wom by the Turkish 
emperor.32 

So powerful was lhe effect of Ibis carefully slaged reception ceremony 
that thel1afslj~~~~.Yi!'_p_ef.!~Y~~n:~eoTjeweTSiiiiilgOfd.

·_~'!!!'ed in~_!l!!'ss corpses," according to a Venetian report. In his detailed 
account of this audience, and of a similar reception given to the French 
ambassador later in Belgrade, the contemporary court historian Celalzade 
describes Siileymiin's bejeweled gold throne on which such Ottoman symbols of 
sovereignty as swords, bows, arrows, daggers and shields were displayed. 
However,..!!e fails to memion lhe Venetian helmet-crown, which was compl~!!;!i: 
alien to the Ouoman imperial tradition~i[~foreign news pamphlets, Sachs's 
folksong, and various prints tesUl'y to iiie sensation this fanlaStic headgear created 
in the West, it is neither mentioned in Ottoman historical texts, nor shown in 

suoni de instrumenti diversi, che miracoJQSa cosa era aremirare, & a lo eolrare dentro, eraoo faui 
li archi lriomphal, per le strade del suo pasaggio, dove secondo le anaiquilll de Romani vedeasi 
giodti. & fesle solenne, &. egli era a cavaJio soUo un baldachino ricchissimo, portato da i piU 
nobili di quella Citta"; Copa, fol. 3r-v. Sachs's song again shortens this infarmation: "'Mil 
kOsdicben triumph man hat in empfangen, wol in der stat, gar kiiiL'IIIic:h war semachet von 
regenpogen ein himelspil, des im der keiser lachet I Da cr dadurch aus!n'eiten lhet, die burgerschaft 
io der Slat bet, ein k&rtlicben himel, wiste,v on silber und sold in seiden gest.ickt auf den keiser 
geriiste I Den man ober dem keiser lrug, die boffan was des teisers fug, class man im triumphieret, 
nach prauch der alter ROmer art mao im herrlich ho(ieref'; Sachs. quauains 15-17. p. 56. K.mz 
cites a derivalive description or this parade from Ben Meir's cbroaicle, 255-256. 
328. Curipeschitz. Wegrayss Keyserlicher MaiesUJt Legation im 32. Jar z.u dem TDrcken 
geschickt, Augsburg, 1533, fat. B iiv. repr. as an appendix to pl. 5 in A. von Gevay. Urkunliet;t 
und Actenstiicke .tur Geschichte der VerhAJtnisse zwischen Oesterreich, U,garn wrd der Pforte, 1, 
Vienna, 1840; cited in Kurz, 256. 
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miniatures depicting Siileym1m's tent reception (Figs. 9a-b).33 This conspicuous_ 
omission confinns that the helmet's message was primarily directed to a 
Eur;;eanaiiilience.· - -·"··-- · · ----- ·· ·· · · ·'"- -----

What sources did Ibrahim Pasha draw upon as he was staging these 
receptions and triumphal processions with classical allusions? In a conversation 
with Pietro Zen, the grand vizier slated that he had acquired the helmet-crown 
from Italian merchants because it was a "trophy of Alexander the Great. "34 The 
sullan'U!f~essions in 1_53.2 can _be ~~-e~_i!_s_a. direc.t_ respon~e_IO .. cl!!8:§lf31 

.. tri.U.!!l.l!..l!~~lll.&~d..~f.?re_and af~'--~C.<:"".II.'i.t!~n.Qf_Qta.rltls"V}ii]i()2og~a-'!,'_!!Q![ 
~~~!Jl __ !l.!!!EC!_?r. Charles's entry to Bologna in 1529 was a fonnidable 
demonstration of imperial power, in which the emperor, accompanied by his 
whole court and musicians, rode under triumphal arches as people shouted 
"Cesare, Cesare, Carlo, Carlo, Imperio, Imperio!" Like the sullan's pages who 
carried ceremonial helmets, those of Charles are reponed 10 have exhibited four 
plumed "helmet~ of Caesar" (elmeti di Cesare), one of which was sunnoumed by 
the Hapsburg eagle and another by a crown. These pseudo-Roman ceremonial 
helmets advertised tl1e emperor's claim to be the triumphant Caesar of the Holy 
Roman Empire. Behind hiU!~es, clad in complete annor witll a golden ~glc..Q!!. 
his helmet, and "liow"tilgascepte~·--iiiliiSiialid, c:liiiilesfOileoiia."iiOrse"witJ.;jewel
embi'iiicierecrrumiShtn_gs ol gold Cioili:-Four -.<'iiigliis: carried· a magnificent gold 
""bfOCad"~rn~~py o~er hi; head as he paraded in triumph (Fig. II). The emperor's 
joint procession wiU1 Pope Clement VII after the coronation in 1530 as a living 
embodiment of the dependence of regnum on sacerdotium, on the other hand, 
powerfully advertised the claim for a universal empire. Descriptions of this 
parade again refer to triumpl>.al arches, richly caparisoned horses, a gold brocade 
canopy held by dignitaries, as well as banners embroidered witll imperial and 
papal insignia, one of which was a Crusader's nag showing a cross with the 
figure of Christ. All of these elements, including the display of regalia held by 
dignitaries, find their echoes in Siileymfm's parades, which are full of references 
to the spectacle of power sraged by his rivals (Fig. 12-14)_35 

33Sanuto, LVI. 824-825; Celilzit.de, fols. 210v-217v. For 1he diplomatic missions of the 
Austrian and French, ambassadors, see Sellon, Ill, 362-364. The two miniatures are reproduced 
and described in E. ALII, SUieymaooame: The Illustrated 1/isrory of SUieynum the Magnificent, 
Wash..ington, DC. and New York. 1986. 162-165. 
34lbrihim Pasha ill quoted by Pietro Zen in reference to the helmet: " ... lo l'ho comprato per esser 
quello un ttofeo di Alexandra MagnQ, che era strania cosa che'l s1esse io mano di mercadanli. rna 
doveva andar in man dil suo Signor, come e que.uo conveniente a lui, et quando Janus bei (ie. 
Dragoman Ylinns Beg) mi dimando i precio risposi era bon mercato, e tanto li ditti che se 
havesseno dimandati ducati 300 milia tanto li haria dati per tuorlo di mano di mercadanti e darlo 
al Signor~; (Sanuto, LVIII, 634). 
3 5For the festivit..i~s in Bologna, see M. Bonner. IralitJn Civi~ Pageantry in the High 
Renaissance, A Descriprive Bibliography of Triumplurl Enlries muJ Selet:Jed Oilier Feslivals for 
Stale Occasions, Florence. 1979, 19-25; Sanulo, UI. 142-145. 180-199, 205-206. 295-275, 
604-619. 624-682; L. Gonzaga. CroiUica cUI soggiomo di Carlo V ;, llolia, ed. G. Romano. 
MHan, 1892, 113-236. 
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Marco di Niccolb's letter to Aretino of 5 May 1530, in which be refelli to 
having shown the pope jewels obtained from Naples for artifacts that the 
Caorlini were preparing for Siileyrnan, indicates that the Ottoman parade 
accessories were conceived immediately after the Bologna coronation. lbriihim 
Pasha, who regularly collected intelligence about European monarchs, was kept 
weU infonned about 1he ceremonies in Bologna through Venetian repons. Widely 
circulated propagandistic prints of Charles's coronation must also have reached 
his bands. Inquiring about preparations for the coronation from Pietro Zen in 
1529, he remarked indignantly: "How can there be an emperor other than my 
grand signor?"36 In Istanbul, the emperor's coronation was far from popular. The 
historian Celalzade, very keen on titulature because of his career as chancellor, 
complained that after being invested with a jeweled crown (korona), Charles 
began to "claim the title of Caesar" <resar). 37 Refusing to recognize this 
ambitious title in his official correspondance, Stileym3n addressed his rival 
simply as "King of Spain." 

Angered by Hapsburg claims to universal soyereignty jmplied ~.lille. .. 
Q~IDl~t there could be only_.Q!JJ;_J~IJ!JJ!<ror i.!!.!!ILl!2fJ!!,_ 
and he threatened to ruin both CiiliieSvan(f~9"~:c!~_'!!~'!! Y!1 who had joined 

.. Torces m Bologna agamst the siiltan.l&f>uring 1530 and 1531, word Ciiile"TrOni 
31Tquiiflelli aboiiHYtiomiiiipfans ti) advance both by sea and land to attack Italy 
and Austria simultaneously. During the anxious months preceding the awaited 
campaign, the Papacy anticipated that Siileyman's land army would invade 
Hapsburg domains in Austria-Hungary, while his neet might attack "perhaps all 
Italy, and the state of the Church as well.39 Francis I told the Venetian 
ambassador to the French court: " ... the Turl< will make some naval expedition ... 
and will ravage Puglia, going perhaps as far as Rome, for Sultan Siileyrnan 
always says 'to Rome! to Rome!' and be detests the emperor and his title of 
Caesar, he, the Turk, causing himself to be caUed Caesar" (/acendosi lui Turco, 
appellar Caesare).¥:1 

This would have been a joint Franco-Turl<ish attack on the Hapsburgs, for 
which the grand vizier requested access to Venetian pons through Alvise Gritti. It 
was believed that after Ibis coordinated aaack, the sultan would take Italy under 

3~arco di NiccoiO's leiter is published in Landoni, I. pl. I, 92-94. Doge Andrea Gritli asked 
Pietro Zen 10 keep lbrihim Pasha and Alvise Griui well informed aboul 1he coronation; Sellon, 
Ill. 336-338: Sanuto, XLIX, 443: Llll. 213: L. 175. 
37cela.Jzide, fols. 209v-210r. 
38Saouto, LJII. 8, 173. 

39senon, Ill. 340-355, Finlay, 92-95; Sanuto,LIII, 134. According to a conlemporary Julian 
source, certain Christian princes, renesade.s from Naples and F1oreoce, as well as the Chrislian 
mtrebaniS of lstanbol, had convinced Uxihi'm Pasha lo unckrtake lhe conque.sc of Anuria and ltlly 
in 1532 (Anon., Disc:oni, fols. 48v-5Sr). 
4~. Brown, ed .. Calendar of State Pope,., Vmice. V, Loudoo, 1873,619-620. 
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his protection, making Francis !be legitimate sovereign of north Italy, and 
appointing a vassal king to soulll Italy - a post thought to be destined for 
Alvise Grilli. lbr3him Pasha confidently told PieLro Zen that after conquering 
Rome, he would come to visit "the nobles of Venice who love !be sultan so 
mucb." But owing 10 a lack of coordination willl the ambivalent French and 
Venetian allies, the anticipated invasion of Italy by sea did not materialize. 
Silleyman did arrive wilh his land Lroops at Vienna in I 532, where he hoped to 
meet the emperor in a pitched bailie, but his rival was nowhere to be found. 
Thus, the triumphal march during which !be sultan theaLrically publici7.ed his 
power dwindled into an anticlimatic conclusion with !be retreat of the Ottoman 
army.4t 

Clues to !be iconography of Stileyman's helmet-crown must be sought 
within tbis particular historical context. lL~ form, whicb alluded to Cbarles's 
ceremonial helmets of Caesar (Fig. 17), is also reminiscent of plumed belmet
crowns worn by ancient Near Easten> monarchs and by Alexander the Great in 
Ottoman miniature painting. This might explain why lbr3him Pasha relerred to 
it as a "Lrophy of Alexander the Great" in which case it would be tempting to 
interpret the bejeweled Venetian mirror that accompanied it as Alexander's 
legendary mirror, which was believed to renee! the whole world and tl>erefore 
associated with universal sovereignty. This allusion would suppon Silleyman's 
claim to be ille secono'Alexander, Wlilch, according 10 a contemporary Italian 
account he wanted to announce to the world lllrough his march to Vienna in 
15324 2 Such a ceremonial plumed helmet-crown, reminiscent of !be ooes worn 
by ancient monarchs, is depicted in an early seventeenlh-cemury Mughal painting 
where !be emperor Jahangir holds it as an emblem of sovereignty allegedly 
belonging to his ancestor Timur (Fig. 18). However, none of the royal helmets 
depicted in Islamic miniatures features multiple crowns. Despite its tapering 
Islamic form and its Ouomanizing crescent-shaped aigrette, Siileyman's helmet 
made an unmistakable reference to the papal tiara, as contemporary Western 
observers were quick to note. Its extrn fourlh crown added to U1e Lraditional three 
tiers of crowns coold only be read as a statement of superiority to the two allied 

41ll:dhim 1rusted Alvise Gritti thai Venice would block off the imperialists from the Adrialic, bul 
Venice preferred to remain neuual (Finlay. 92-98: Selton, III, 340--360). For Ibrahim's intention 
to visit Venice, see Saoulo, LV, 231. Slileym.in advertised the main objective of this campaisn to 
be a pitched battle with the urogant "King of Spainft oulsh.le Vienna, ur an l•ffer of tribute from 
him. Perhaps lhe impressive parades lhat publicized his power were aimed lo force Charles to 
accept the second alternative. Disapplinted in both respects, Siileymin rationalized his retteat 
through his rival's absence from Vienna. The 1wo emperors thus measured each other's military 
strength from a distance, and in 1533, the following year, the Hapsburgs sent an embassy to the 
suhan for peace negotialions. For details, see Finlay, 96-98; Seuon. III. 361-366; H. loalclk, 
.. The Heydoy and Decline of lhe Ouoman Empire," in Cambridge llis1ory of Islam, Cambridge, 
London, New York. eic., 1970, I. 326-327. 
42 Anon., Discorci, .Col. 49r. Contemporary Ottoman sources frequently refer 10 Slileymin as 1he 
Second A1exander or the Alexaoder of the Age; see Sevgi (as in n. 19). 11, 16; and A. Karahan. 
Kanuni Su/Ia11 Silleyman Devri 1Ciairlen"nden Fig(Uii ve DivtJnfesi,lstanbul. 1966, 7. 
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beads of Christendom. 1L powerfully advertised lhe sullan's claims to universal 
sovereignly on lhe eve of a planned anti-Hapsburg I anti-papal military campaign 
that would have culminaled in lhe conquest of Rome. 

An allegorical anti-papal play published by Francesco Negri in 1546 
indicates that Stilcyman's headgear continued to invite a comparison wilb lhe 
pope's tiara more lhan a decade after its creaton. Here, one of the characters 
comments on lhe deficiency of the papal tiara in symbolizing lhe pope's claim to 

rule over all regions of the world (regnum mundl). He suggests: "It were well 
done of lhe Pope in my opinion, to adde also to his diademe a fourth crowne, 
because there is a newe world found out in our dayes, & I would have him 
fashion it in fourme of lhat diadame which lhe Venetians sent once to Soliman 
the seconde, emperor of lhe Turkes. "43 This proposal to improve lhe traditional 
form of the papal tiara by !be addition of an extra crown reveals that the 
challenge of Stilcyman's Venetian headgear, underslood to signify a claim for 
world dominion, was transparent to contemporary European observers. Verses 
accompanying two of the seventeenlh-century German prints of lhe equeslrian 
sullan wearing the belmet-crown further suppon an interpretation of its message 
as a claim for regnum mundi: "Make a show with robbed crowns, you cursed 
World Tyrant" (Figs. Sa-b). 

The generally accepted view lhat the four superimposed crowns 
represented different kingdoms over which Stileyman ruled is problem8lic. The 
lbree crowns of Byzantium, Trebizond, and Asia included in painted or medallic 
portraits of Mehmed n by Gentile Bellini had been augmented considerably 
through victories in Safavid Iran (1514), Mamluk Egypt (1517), Rhodes (1522), 
and Hungary (1526) (Figs. 19, 20). This unprecedented territorial expansion led 
Stileyman to increase the number of imperial standards from four to seven in 
1526, in order to symbolize lhe seven defe8led kingdoms or climes over which he 
ruled (fig. 10). It is therefore difficult to reduce the Ottoman empire to four 
separate Kingdoms, given the absence of a fourfold division of territories in 
contemporary sources. Instead of referring to four specific kingdoms, the crowns 
appear to have signified a general message of universal sovereignty through the 
symbolism of the four cardinal points, like the four rugrettes (~orgu~) seen on 

431 would like lo express my gralirudc: to Dror Wahm111n of the History Department of Princeton 
Universily for brinsias this important reference to my al(enlion: P.N. Bassanese, A certayru 
Trogedie wryllen fyrst in /lillian, by. F.N.B. ent;tuled, Freewyl, London, 1589, 25. Some 
European historians erroneously refer to Sfileymio I as Silleymin II, since they count the brief 
rule of Prin~e Siileym.!in (1402-tl), which is omined from official Ottoman histories. The Italian 
version reads: "Se queUe tre corone sigo.ificano Ia signoria deiJe partj del mondo, esseadosi a 
nostd giorn.i trovato un mondo ouovo. che e. per una quarte parte aggionta aile tre gia dette, io 
dirci esser ben fauo. ~he ei ne mettesse quauo delle corone sopra1 suo diadema, & l'ordio.asse at 
modo di q~~el che fn mandato altrc volle da Venetia a Solimano II lmperatcr de tnrchi": idem, Della 
tragedia di M. Francesco Negro Barsnese inlitoiJJta libero Arbitrio, 2nd ed., n. p., 1550, fol. 
D8v. 
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Siileymin's turban in a sixteenth-century miniature painting depicting tbe 
military parade to Baghdad in 1534 (Fig. 10).44 

One can therefore construct a reading of the helmet's design with its four 
superimposed crowns as a statement of world dominion meant 10 challenge the 
allied pope and emperor. The sultan's headgear not only makes an obvious 
allusion 10 the pope's tiara, but also to ceremonial Hapsburg helmets and to the 
emperor's mitre-crown displayed in Bologna (Figs. 12-16). 1bc jewel-studded 
gold crowns of the pope and emperor bad large pearls, which also constitute the 
most distinctive feature of Siileyman's headgear. Moreover, the sharply pointed, 
spiky diamonds seen on tlle headband of the emperor's crown present a slriking 
paralleiiO those on the sultan's helmet (Figs. !Sa-b). Charles's mitre-crown was 
sold by Philip n during an auction at Madrid in 1564 to raise cash, but an 
inventory of its jewels specifically mentions these large pearls and spiky 
diamonds. Echoes of its form can be found in the golden mitre-crown made in 
1602 for the Hapsburg emperor Rudolf II, which also features distinctive large 
pearls (Figs. 21)_45 

Siileyman's helmet substitutes the uppermost Christian cross of its 
models with a plumed aigrette set in a gold mount in the shape of a crescent, 
which was widely reconized in Europe as the emblem of the Ottoman sultan46 
This aigrelle must have been inspired by Ouoman turban ornaments (~orgu~) 
considered to be emblems of royalty. Curiously, Sanuto identifies the prominent 

44Kurz hypothesizes that the founh crown added lo the previous three shown on Mehmed Il's 
portrail medals was presumably thai of Egypl (Kurz, 251)_ Rogcu and Ward (p. 53) Stale thatlhe 
quadruple gold crown symbolized each of the kingdoms over which Siileymin mled. For the three 
crowns on Mehmed ll's potraits, see 1. von Karabacek, "Abendlandische kiinstler zu 
Konstaotinopcl im XV. und XVI. Jahrhunderts,~ Kaiserliche Alwmie der Wiss. in Wien, Phil.
Hisl. Klasse, Denkschriften. LXJJ. I. 1916, 49. The adoption of seven S(aodards in 1526 is 
mentioned by Celiilzade. iol. 179r. An Italian observer wrote around 15"37 that these standards 
symbolized the seven defeated kingdoms or realms: '"Portano questi sene stendardi a sigaificare i 
seth: Regni che hanno acquistati, & soggiogati in Asia"; Sassano, fol. S2r. A mid-171fl-century 
traveler states that they signified the sullan's dOITtinion over the seven climes: "Parce que selon 
les Turcs le Mond est divisC en sept parties ou sept climats. doni le Grand Seigneur e~t Maistre" 
(Tavernier. 8). This is confirmed by the late 16th-century court historian Ta'liki'zade: "The 
Onoman dynasty has seven standards (sane~) which symbolize their rule over the seven dimes 
(yed.i i~lim)"'; C. Woodhead, ed .. Ta'liki-zQde's, $ehname-i hUmtiyUn~ A history of rl~.e Otlomon 
Campt2ign into 1/ungary 1593-94, Derlin 1983, 120 
45The inventory is published in P. de Madrazo, "Ober KrOnungsinsignien und Staatssewiinder 
Mnimilian I. und Karl V. und ihr Schicksal in Spanien," Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen 
Sammlungen des Osrerreichischen Kai:serMusu, IX, 1889, 446-464. It refers to larse pearls 
(dicb Pule) and pointed diamonds (spitt.e Diamnnlen), ibid., 456-457. For Hapsbw-@ mitrc
crOWili!l and papalliaru, see E.l'. Twimting, European Regalia, London. 1967, 43-44, 113-116 . 

.:16 A contemporary observer notes that the Ottomans did not use emblemata, except for the 
sullan's crescent (luna), which was adopted after the conquest of Hungary in 1526: .. Questa ~ 
honorata da ciaschuno per essere impresa del Si~nor )oro''; Bassano, fol. 52a. A description of 
Stileymin's entry into Belgrade in 1532 refers to seven standards carrying Lhe emblem of the 
a-esa:nt (con le June che l I'insegna della C4StJ otomana); Sanuto. LVI. 871. 
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cluster of plumage attached to !be aigrette as the costly feathers of the Indian 
chameleon, which was believed to live constantly in the air: "On the aigrette has 
hccn put !be plumage of an animal which stays and lives in tile air, has very soft 
feathers of various colors. and comes from India; it is called chameleon and is 
worth a fortune." This implies a reference to the auspicious paradisiacal bird 
humcl, traditionally associated in the Islamic world with royalty and believed to 
lly continually in the air. Firdawsrs Book of Kings frequently refers to royal 
crowns with such humcl feathers. Indeed, two seventeenth-century Gcnnan prints 
identify the Venetian hehnet's feathen; as those of a "parndise bird" (Fig. 8a-b)_47 

It can he concluded, therefore, that Siileyman's composite crown - with 
its combined elements from the pope's tiara, the emperor's milre-crown, and 
Hapsburg parade helmets with Islamic motifs - was an intelligible statement of 
Ouoman imperial claims. This idiosyncratic helmet disputed both the Holy 
Roman emperor's title of Caesar and the sanctioning power of the pope through 
its conspicuous departure from the established fonn of the papal tiara. 
"Difference" slressed through analogy turned the unexpected exira fourth crown 
into an indication of Ouoman supremacy, cballenging Hapsburg-papal claims for 
universal rule. This challenge was lbe whole raison d'erre of the military 
campaign of 1532, undertaken, according to a contemporary Italian source, 10 
advertise Lite sultan's status as "imperator del mondo. "48 Specifically designed for 
Ibis occasion as a joint "invention" of Ibrahim Pasha and Alvise Gritti, the 
principal agents of Siileyman's anti-Hapsburg I anti-papal diplomacy, the 
Venetian helmet exemplifies an Ouoman awareness of the legitimizing role of 
crowns in the West. lbis awareness had already been demonstrated in 1529 by 
Siileyman's investiture of his vassal in Hungary, John Zapolya, with the Holy 
Crown of Saint Stephen, after which the sullan began to use the proud title 
"Distributor of Crowns to lbc Monarchs of the World" in his correspondance 
wilb European rulers (Fig. 22). This event marked lhe begiMing of an Ottoman 
preoccupation with Western emblems of sovereignty as a means 10 challenge 
European rivals, a concern that culminated in Stileyman's acquisition of the 
Venetian helmet-crown49 

47For fealbears of the Indiaa chameleon, see Sanulo, LV. 634-635; cited in Kurz, 250. For the 
mythical birds of paradise, see C. Huart and H. Masse, nHumi," The ErrcyclopMiD of Islam, new 
ed. Leiden, London, 1971, III, 512. Costly plumages of the "bird of paradise" are also 
encountered in an iove11101'y of Archduke Fccdinand l's Kunstkammer a1 Ambr.u. while Qneen 
Eizabelh wore a jewel-studded aigreue featuring fealhers of lhe bird of paradise found ooly ia the 
East; D.F. Lach, Asia in the Making of Europe, II. Bk. I. (l)icago, London, 1970, 27, 102-103, 
181-t82. 
48The Italian source stales that il was lbrihim Pasha who convinced SU\eymin to undenake the 
campaign of 1532 in order to establish a world empire: " ... Ti fara Signore e1 padroae ti tuna Ia 
Crist.ianitA et della bella l&alia .. ,. tale chc ti fara mouarcha del moodo~ Anon ... Discorsi, fob. 
48r-56v. 
49Za.polya's coronation ceremony, which was organized by Ibrahim and Gritti, is de.scribed in 
Celilz.ide, fol. 193a; W.F.A. Behm.auer, ed. and ttaos .. Sulaiman du Gesetzgeben Tagebuch auf 
seinem Feldz.uge Mch Wien in Jahre 935-611529, Vienna, 18,8, 24-25. Silleymin's tille LS 
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The engraving published by Agostino Veneziano in 1535 revived lhe 
memory of Stileyman's speclaCular helmet-crown U1ree years after its creation 
(Fig. 4). 111e timing of Agostino's engraving, publisbed together wilh pot:raits of 
Cbarles V, Francis I, and lhe Ouoman admiral Barbarossa. was not accidental 
(Figs. 23, 24). 1535 was !he year when Francis sent an elaborate mission to 
Stileyman and Barbarossa, proposing to rekindle !he plan for a joint Franco
Turkish attack on a Hapsburg pon in Italy that would serve as !he sultan's base 
to besiege Rome. Allhough U1is scheme never materialized, Agostino's portrait 
of Stileymiln signals U1e revived iconographic charge of the tiara-like helmet on 
lhe eve of anolher anti-Hapsburg/anti-papal aucmptlO conquer Rome. so 

Dependent on context for its meaning, Siileyman's idiosycratic headgear 
must have quickly lost its iconographic relevance. A drawing by Hans Mielich 
from ca. 1550, which depicts a parade helmet once belonging to the 
Schatz}w.mmer of U1e Ravarian dukes, provides a clue about its ultimate fate (fig. 
25). T11e helmet in Mielich's drawing can almost cenainly be identified as that of 
Stileym3.n. from which tl1e four delachable crowns have been removed. While the 
plumed aigrene, the headband wilh spikly diamonds, and lhe neckguard with 
straps are unmistakably identical, ogivat pauems with palmettes decorating the 
body of lhe gold helmet can be barely discerned underneath the four crowns in 
earlier prinL• (Fig. I -4). Thus stripped of its specific royal references, Stileymiln's 
crownless helmet seems to have been conveniently transformed into a noble 
diplomatic gift. It is tempting to hypothesize U1at this prestigious helmet was 
donated by Stileyman as a present on U1e occasion of a major Ouoman-Hapsburg 
truce signed in 1547 will• the Hapsburg brothers Charles V and Ferdinand I, 
under lhe provisons of which Ferdinand was to pay an annual tribute for the 
Hungarian territory he held. In 1541, during !he negotiations for peace initiated 
after Zapolya's deaU1, Ferdinand had presented to the sultan a magnificent silver 
planetarium originally belonging to Maximilian I, which wok twelve men to 
carry. If the Venetian helmet was a gift or Siileyman to his "vassal" Ferdinand, it 
could subsequently have entered lhe Schatzkammer in Munich through his 
daughter, Duchess Anna of Austria. who represented the House of Hapsburg in 
Bavaria as Duke Albrecht V's wife. It is suggestive that Mielich's helmet 
drawing is found in a picture album he prepared in the 1550's as coun painter to 

bestower o( crowns appears in G6vay (as inn. '32), II, 114; and J. Matu7., Dtrs Kanr;leiwesen 
SM!Jan SUieymaru des Priichtigen, Wiesbaden, 1974, 122. 
50setton, IU. 392-393. lnalc1k notes thlf.L the joint Franco..Qttomao fronl of 15'32 against the 
Hapsburg Emperor originated io Ouoman attempts to conquer Italy from 1480 onward. which 
continued well into 1537-38 until Francis I made peace wilh Cllarles V: H. lnalc1k, The Turkish 
Impact oa the Development of Modern Europe." The Otlomon SIIJte and /l.r Place in World 
H;story, cd. K. Karpat, Leideo, 1974, 51-52. Agostino's prints of Charles V, SUieyman, and 
Barbarossa are dated 1535, while that of Francis I was: issued in 1536: Bar1sch XIV. '317, nos. 
518. St9, 520. 524. 
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lhe Bavarian duke and duchess. to serve as a visual record or inventory of their 
jewelry collection. s I 

The deiBChed crowns of Stileyman's beirne~ which had little meaning in 
an 0110man contex~ were probably melted down foUowing a common practice, 
so that lheir jewels could be reused elsewhere. Without iiS spectBCular crowns, 
lhe Venetian helmet depicted on Mielich's drawing is reminiscent of a parade 
helmet of Ouoman workmanship associated wilh Siileyman, which might well 
have been among !hose displayed in 1532 (Fig. 26). Even after it ceased to exist 
in its original fonn, lhe fame of Siileyman's speciBCular headgear was perpetuated 
by widely circulating prints, of which only a few examples remain. One of lhe 
rare surviving woodcuts is scribbled wilh a marginal nole lhat inflates lhe long 
forgotten price of lhe famous Venetian helmet to 500,000 ducats (Fig. 2; 
Appendix). The repetition of lhese inflated values in sevenleemb-century German 
engravings testifies to the legendary reputation of Siileyman's Venetian helme~ 
whose fame bad penetrated into such popular sixteenlh-century plays as Pietro 
Aretina's II Maresca leo (1533) or Fr. Negri's Libera Arbitrio (Figs. 8a-b).S2 

THE PATRONAGE OF EUROPEAN ARTISTS 
DURING IBRAHIM PASHA'S GRAND 
VJZIERATE. 

lbriihim Pa.<ba's acquisition of lhe Venetian helmet togelher wilh a group 
of parade accessories encouraged Luigi Caorlini and his Venetian partners to 
venture into oU1er Ouoman projects. Francesco Sansovino writes: • And wanting 

.to make a canopy (ba/dacchino) or IBllbrella (ombrella) for sultan Siileyrnan after 
a design by (Jacopo) Sansovino who went ino partnership wilh lhem, !hey faced 

51Mielich's drawing is published without reference to the Venetian helmel in M. Kopplio, 
"Turcica and Turquerieo. Zur Enlwicklung des Tiirkenbildes und Rezeption osmaoischer Motive 
vom 16. bis 18. Jahrhundert." Exofische Welterr, Europilische Phontosien, Stuttgart, 1987, 156, 
pl. 10. I would Like to thank Dr. Peter Vo•k of the Baycrisches Naliooalmuseum in Munich for 
answering my inquiry aboul lhe alt:om in which it is found. Drawings of jewelry and regalia from 
this album once belonging to the duke of Bavaria and from Hans Mielich's Jewel Bock of the 
Duchess Anna are reproduced io the catalogue, Princely Magnificence, Court JeweLs of the 
Ren.aUsonce 1500-1630. Victoria aDd Albert Museum, Londob, 1980, 22-23, 122-123. and ia Y. 
Hackenbroch. ReMissance Jewelluy, New York, 1979, 140-145. Also see J. H. voa Hefner· 
Alleneck, Deutsche Goldscluniede-Werke da SeckzehniDI Johrfumdert.t, Frankfurt, 1890. Fer the 
five-year peat:e treaty of 1547. which followed a one-year truce signed in 1545, see E. D. 
Petricsh, "Der habsburgisc:h-osmanische Friedensvertrag des Jahres 1541," Mitteilungen des 
Osterreichisch.en SllJtJisarchivs, XXXVIII, 1985. 49-80. For Ferdinand's diplomatic gift of • 
planetarium, see Rogers ud Ward, 34. 

Slpe£ the 0t1oman-made helmet, see Kurz. 256; Aul, 148; Rosers and Ward, 150-151. A jeweler 
in 11 Marescalco refers to Silleymin's Venetian helmel as follows: "Dalla qua. toccata su, buon 
pro, profic:ial; io sapendo che per te si comperavaoo, gli ho data due gioie, che rifarebbeoo 
l'elmo del Turco falto a Vioe~ia da Luigi Cavorlioo; oh che vivo, spirilo, oh che galaale 
gentilhuomo. oh chc perfeuo s01jo"; de Sanctis, 88. For Franusco Negri's play, seen. 43. 
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a misfonune wilh lhe dcalh or lbriihim Pasha who had put !hem into favor wilh 
Siileyman."53 This passage conflffils lhe pivot.al role of lhe grand vizier, whose 
execution in 1536 left several anistic projects unrealized. The grave fmancial 
losses of Luigi Caorlini and Vincenzo Levriero resulting from lhe sudden deaths 
or AI vise Grilli (1534) and lbriihim Pasha (1536) arc recorded by Francesco della 
Valle. Addressed to his friend Luigi Caorlini in 1536, a letter of Pietro Aretino 
confirms lbatlbe Venetian goldsmilbs had gone bankrupt after sending Siileymiin 
objects worlh 100,000 ducats, for which he received no payment in return. 
Aretino, who himself contemplated lhe possibility of entering into lhe services 
of Alvise Grilli and lbriihim Pasha as a viable alternative l.o serving European 
monarchs; was well informed about this sudden reversal of fonunes.54 

Such non-Ottoman regalia as crowns, scepters, and ceremonial canopies, 
intended to compete with U10se of the sultan's Western rivals, were freely adopted 
during Ibrahim Pasha's culturally syncretistic grand vizierate (1523-36). 
Ultimately, it was such lavish objects destined for use in pompous ceremonial 
occasions Utat won Siilcyman his title of "Magniftcent" in Europe. There was, 
however, a strong opposition in more conservative circles to lbrihim's costly 
innovations, aimed at augmenting the magnificence of the Ottomao court. 
Immediately after his dealb, three bronze statues, which the grand vizier had 
carried as trophies from King Matlbias Corvinus's palace in Buda and raised on a 
group of antique columns in front of his palace at lhe Hippodrome, were 
shattered to pieces by a reactionary crowd (Figs. 27, 28). 1l>is conservative 
reaction bad already been foreshadowed in a critical stanza by the poet Figani: 

5'3sansovino. IJ4v: cited in Kurz, 250-251. 
54FOI' the financial losses of Caorlini and levriero, see Della Valle, 35; Came.sasca. 29-30: Kurz, 
251. Muco d.i Niccolil's financial difficulties after Alvise's death were discussed in 1534 by the 
Veoetian Council of Ten, which decided to send Lorenzo Griui to Istanbul to senle the matler, 
together with se<:uring his dead brolher's property: ASV, Consiglio dei Oieci. Part.i Secrete. R. 4 
(1533-39), foJ;::: 37r-v. A character in Aretina's play Lo ipocrito refers to Ibrahim's death as 
follows: " ... Nel sentire il fine, non dico di Ambrogio in Roma e di Carlo in Mantova, ma 
d'Jmbn.im in Costantinopli e di CranJvello in Inghilterra, disse, Ia sorte aon essere altro, che 
umori de i pianeli e capriccio dei Cieli. et il mondo isciaguralo il pallonc de le lor bagatelle''; De 
Saoccis, 285-286. A character in UJ corteg;unn states that Aretino would have orfered his services 
to Alvise Gritti ir he had not. been properly n:warded by Francis I or the llapsbors governor of 
Milan, Antonio de Leyva: " ... Se non fosse questa ne aodava in Constantinopoli a servirc il 
Signore Alvisi Griui. nel qualc s·~ r<~.ccoha tuna Ia cortesia fusgita de i plebei Signori. che non 
hanno di prencipe altro che'l nome, appresso di cui se o'andava Pietro Aretina, se il Re Francesco 
D.OD lo legava con le catene d'oro, e se il masnanimo Antonio da Leva non lo arrachiva con le 
coppe d'oro e con le pensioni"; ibid. 115. I am indebted to Proressor AmJrC Chaste! ror informing 
me of a recently discovered letter by Pietro Aretina addressed to ltdhim Pasha on 2 Aug. 1531. 
in which he offers his services to the grand vizier, and throush him to the sullan; P. LMivaille, 
"Pour I'H.istoire des rappor1s de I'Ar6tin avec les puissants de snn temps: Deux Lettres ined.iles au 
Pacha Ibrahim el au Roi Fan~is Ier," Acles rJu Cotloque lntematioNJJ ... Aix-en-ProvenCe. 1985-
93. 
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"Two Abrabams (i.e., lbrabim) came into d1e world, I The one dcslroyed idols, 
tbe oilier set !hem up:•SS 

The iconoclastic bent of lbrllhim's opponents might explain why a project 
involving tapestries for the sultan never came to be realized either. Carel van 
Mander (1604) states that !he Islamic prohibition of figural representation bad 
hindered the production of these royal tapestries, for which !he Dennoyen 
tapestry firm at Brussels had sent Pieter Coecke van Aelst 10 Istanbul during 
1533 in order 10 prepare car100ns (Fig. 28). It appears that !he Dermoyen fmn, 
which furnished tapestries 10 both Charles V and Francis I, was hoping to add 
SUieymao to its list of customers. During !he same year that Coecke visited 
Istanbul, in August1533, lhe Auslrian merchant Jakob Reblinger bought sample 
tapestries from the Dermoyen firm to be sent to the Ouoman sultan. His 
Venetian partner Marco di Niccol~ was to show these to Siileyman,with the hope 
of at!racling larger tapestry commissions. One of the two sample tapestries 
consisted of a scene from the seven-piece Battle of Pavia series depicting the 
defeat of Frauds I by Charles V. The oilier one was a scene from the famous 
HunJs of Maximilian cycle representing the twelve monU1s. The pro-Hapsburg 
subjects of these sample tapeslries, whose designs have been recently attributed 
to Coecke van Aelst, might have been specifically chosen to provoke the sultan 

SSThe 17th-cenrury English writer Knolles identifies these as staiUes of Hercules, Diana, and 
Apollo. which seems to find support in Coecke's drawing of the Hippodrome (Fig:. 28). However, 
mos1 contemporary souces only mcnlim1 lhe figure of Hercules without identifying the others; 
Ramberti, 261; C. D. de Schepper. ''Missions d..iplomaliques de Corneille Doplicius de Schepper 
(1533): ed. Baron de St.-Genois and G.A.Y de Schepper, in Mbrum'es t:k l'Acadimie Royole de 
/Jelgique. xu. 18S7. 119. Although they agree that ooe of the statues represented Hercules, the 
other IWO appear to have been male figures, as late 16th-cenlury Otloman miniatures depicting 
lhe Hippodrome suggest (Fig. 27). Della Valle (1531-34) iden1ifie.s lhcm as three Hercules figures 
bound by a chain, "Ire Herculi di bronzo posti sopra una pielra di manno c:ircondali wlti Ire d'nna 
grossa cauena di ferro, li quali herculi crano in Ongaria nell castella della cittiil i Buda .. ; p. 18. 
Since these slatues were conspicuously displayed as lrophies on anlique columns in fronl of 
!brillm Pasha's palace a1 1he Hippodrome after the viccory of nuda in 1526, the chain appears 1o 

have signified lhe enslavement of Hunsary. The histmian Pe~evi states lhat the larger one of the 
three statues represenled a great Hungarian king (probably Mauhias Corvinus), while the lwo . 
smaller ones flanking it were his sons; Pe'r'!vi. TarilJ, 2 vols., Istanbul. 1864, I. 99. This 
in£ ormation also appears in the journal of Sii.leymia's Hungarian campaign of 1526, where lhe 
bronzt statues removed from lhe forecourt of lhe Buda palace are ideotified as a mao and his sons; 
A.C. SchaendliDHCf, Feldz.ugstagebiJcher des erslen und zweiJen ungarischen Feld:t.uss StJieyman 
I, Vienoa, 1978, p. 87 (facsimile 54). For the arsumeal that this group of statues, aunbuted to 
the Aoreotioe-lnined anist Giovanni Dalmata, represented Mars prol:ecr.ing Romulus aad Remus 
ia accordaoce wilh King Matthias's view of himself as the reviver of ancient Rome, see J. von 
Karabacek, "hlr orien10lisc/rm Alterturrr.sbnde IV. Muhammedimische Kunststudien, Vieoaa. 
1913, 82-102. About their dcstructioo, Saoderson writes: "The said imagis, when lhe aamed 
Ebrim bassa was slaine. weare by the fury of lhe people throwae to the grouod"; W. Foster, ed., 
Tire Travels of 1o1m Sanderson in the l..evQIIt /584-1602, Loudon, 1931. 76. The French 
antiquarian PelrU.c; Gyllius (Pierre Gilles) (ISSO's) reports that they were torn to pieces by Turks, 
"lhe tnool invelerale Enemies to Statuary, aod the whole Vitruvian Art: ~ Antiqwitiu of 
Constantinople, Inns. J. Ball, London, 1729. 110. Figiars poem is cited in Karahaa (as in o. 
42). li.X. 
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to corrunission rival tapestries for Ottoman propaganda, paralleling the case of 
the Venetian helmet-crown. 56 

Reblinger's documented transactions with the Caorlini brothers, who were 
in Istanbul at that time, closely link this tapestry project of 1533 to the Venetian 
artifacts produced just one year before Coecke's trip to lbe Ouoman capital. This 
connection is further supported by the factlbal such merchants as Rehlinger's 
partner Marco di Niccol~ and Pietro della Porta were conne<-1ed bolb to the 
consortium of lbe bejeweled scepter presented to lbe sultan in 1532 and to lbe 
tapestry project of the following year. Aletinu's play La cortigiana ( 1.~34) 
provides evidence concerning lhe presence at the Onoman capital around 1532-33 
of foreign sculptors and painters, who followed the Venetian goldsmilb Luigi 
Caorlini and Marco di Niccolo 1o Istanbul under lbe protection of AI vise Grilli's 
generous patronage. l11is sudden influx of foreign talent in Istanbul appears to 
hav' been precipitated by an invitation lbat Alvise Grilli extended in 1532 to 
Pietro Aletino and his artistic circle, irrunediately after the humanist offered his 
services to Ibrahim Pasha and through him In the sultan in a leiter dated 2 
August 1531. Insistently inviting Aletino to Istanbul, Alvise urged him to bring 
along as many of his associates as he desired, including friends and servants, in 
return for lucmtive pensions that no other prince could offer. Together with a 
group of unspecified artists, Aretino's friends Marco di Niccolo and Luigi 
Caorlini came to seek Ibeir fortune in Istanbul, where they appear to have 
received the unfortunate commission for a baldachin designed by Jacopo 
Sansovino.57 

56Carcl van Maoder's statement is cied in G. Marlit!f, [,a Ren"i..!;~tmce Jlarrumde: Pi err~ Cot-.:.·1 
D'Aiost. Brussels. 1966, 26. A document o.botu R.::hlinger's tapesuy enlcrprise in the summer of 
1S33 is published in Kellenbenz. 1965. 363-365, )71-374. Coecke'.s drawings. which were 
published by his widow in 1553, are reproduced in W.S. Stirling-Muwell. 'l'hc 1'urks in 
MDXXX./11: A Series of Drawings Made in tlult Year at Conslanlinople by Peler Coeck of Aebl, 
London and Edi11burgh, 1873. For a recenl alll'ibution of lhe Battle of Pavia and the Hunts of 
Maximilian· .series to Coecke, who was the leading painter of High Renaissance tapestry 
cartoons, see S. Schneebalg-Perelman, Les C111Jsses de Maximilien: Les l:nigmes d'lln chef
d'oeuvte tU Ia lapisserie. Brussels. 1982. Ul2-lt!3. However. lhc aUihor's redaling or the IWelve 
hunting tapestries - previously da1ed around 1530-35 - to 1548-52 is untenable. since lhe 
Rehlinger document indicates they were completed by 1533; (ibid., 189, 273-275). 
57K.ellenbenz. 1965. 362-)79. The passage in La cotfigiana reads: "Ho uapassa1o Ia caterva de i 
pinori e de gli scultori che con il buon M. Simon Bianco ci sono. e di quella che ha menato seco 
il singolare Luigi Caorlini in Constantinopoli, di donde e ora 1orna1o lo splendido Marco di 
NiccoiO, nel cui animo e tanla magnificenzia quanla ne sli animi de i Re. e percio l'altezza del 
fortunato Signor Luigi Griui lo ha colocato nel seno del favore de Ia sua gr~a ... ";de Sandis, 
173. This passage i.s cited by Klinger and Raby, wilh a rererence to the painler Gian-Maria di 
Andrian Gian-Bauista, who was one or 1he anists present in Istanbul at that time (as in a. 21), 9. 
For Pielro della Porta. see ibid., 11. Arelino's leller to lbrihim is published in Larivaille (as in n. 
544), 55-93. For Alvise's invitation 10 Aretino in June 1532, see Landoni. I, Pt. I. 222-223. In 
May 1533, Alvise sent another letter to Arelino vja their common friend Marco di NiccoiO, 
offering him a yearly pension equal to all his expenses. ibid, 223-224. For Aretina's response to 
Alvise on 3 June 1533. see F. Flora, ed .. Tulle le opere di Pielro Aretino, II primP e i1 secotulo 
Ubro. Milari. I 9!10. I. 42-43. 
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One must situate Coecke's trip to Istanbul in 1533 witllin this 
panicularly favorable atmosphere, in which Alvise and lbrlihim Pasha actively 
supported European talent. Since Georg Braun (1572) reports that Coecke was 
well received at the Ottoman coun, where he was enthusiastically rewarded for 
his portrait of Stileyman, it can be hypothesized that tlle tapestry project for 
wbicb be prepared drawings was only abandoned dwing the period of conservative 
reaction foUowing Ibrahim's death. Luigi Dassano da Zara. wbo was in Istanbul 
around 1537, observed that due to their strong opposition to figural representation 
the Ottomans did not appreciate figural tapestries. This is confirmed by tlle fate 
of a tapestry once owned by Siileyman, which depicted Charles V enthroned. 
with a crown on his head, a sword in one hand and an orb in the other, while 
dignitaires paid him homage. A former royal treasurer informed the mid
seventeenth-century French traveler Tavernier tballhis tapestry, embroidered with 
gold thread and Gothic inscriptions was stored at the Topkap1 Palace's loner 
Treasury next to a dusty pile of European books, maps, and globes as a relic of 
the past. 58 

The grand vizierates of lbr3him Pasha's successors Ayas Pasha (1536-39), 
Lu(fi Pasha (1539-41) and Riislenl Pasha (1544-5311556-61) were characterized 
by a consistent avoidance of conspicuous consumption at the Ottoman coun. 
Lavish public festivities that lbr.ihim Pasha once organized in his palace at the 
Hippodrome, such as his wedding in 1524, and the circumcision of princes in 
1530, were also discontinued after his execution. The historian Pe~evi remarks 
that the subsequent circumcision of princes in 1539 was not as impressive as its 
predecessor, since U1e new grand vizier Lu(fi Pasha bad tried to economize. 
Relazioni addressed to the Venetian Senate bitterly complain that the sale of sucb 

• luxury goods as textiles, jewels, and precious arifacts was drnstically reduced after 
lbr.ihim's death. According to UJe bailo Bernardo Navagero (1553), what Venetian 
merchants were previously able to sell to the Ouoman palace in one week during 
lbr.ihim's days was now barely sold in two years. Marino Cavalli (1560) and 
Daniele Barbarigo (1564) observe that all the profits were now made by the Jews 
of Istanbul who replaced Venetian merchants as the intermediaries of Levantine 
trade. 59 

58por Braun"s statement, se~ Marlier (as in n. 56). 24. Bas.saoo. fol. 45r, Sir; Tavernier. 1423-
143. 
59Unlike the forty-day-loog circ:umcision feslival of 1530 for which lbrihim Pasha was 
responsible. the one planoed by Lu~fi Pasha lasted only thirteen days; Pe~vi (as in n. 55), I. 
218: II, 7 4. Present at Istanbul before the circumci.s.ion of 1530, G azzi observes that Jbrihim 
Pasha was chiefly occupied with planning the festivities and that even council meetings were 
postponed; E. Kamil. "Gazzi-Mekki Seyahatoamesi" Istanbul UrUve~itesi Edebiyal Fak!Jlresi 
Tarih Semineri Dergi.si, I, 2, 1937. 54-SS. Fer festivities centering at Jbrihlm Pasha's palac:e, see 
N. Atasoy, Ibrahim P01a Saroyr, IstanbuL 1972 The decline of luxury trade with lbrihim Pasha's 
deadt is noted in B. Navagero, "Relazioae (1553)," Atberi. florence, 1842, I. 101; D. Trevisano, 
"Relazione (1554)," in Albiri, I, 183; M. Cavalli, "Relazione (1560)." ibid, I, 274-~75; D. 
Barbarigo, "Relazione (1564)," in Albiri. II, Roruce, 1843, 53-54. This decline in Venetian 
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V cnetian reports also reveal lhat in his old age Siileyman came to adopt a 
new religious humility, which curiously parallels the case of Charles V, who 
spent his last days as a recluse in a monastery. Both foreign and Ouoman sources 
agree that !he sultan gave up !he use of rich costumes, jewels, gold, wine, and 
music. A dispatch from Bernardo Navagero to the Venetian Senate in June 1551 
establishes the exact date of this development by stating tllat the sultan had just 
ordered all musical instruments of his palace to be burned, and his royal residence 
to be stripped of gold, silver, and jewel-incrusted decorations. A few days after 
the execution of these orders, the sultan is reported to have visited the 
construction site of his new mosque, the Stileymaniye complex, built in Istanbul 
between 1550 and 1557. Stileyman's otherworldly preoccupations are reflected in 
his insiscence on that visit to be shown the spot where be would eventually be 
buried: "Show it to me, for I know well tllat Death is common to all.. and that I 
am already old." The Austrian ambassador Busbecq notes in the 1550's that the 
melancholic sultan, sunken in a "habitual gloom," began to wear modest vests of 
green camlet, following the Prophet's example, as demonstrated in Melchior 
Lorch's contemporary portrait from 1559 and a miniature executed by the 
Ottoman painter Nigiiri some years later (Figs. 29, 30).60 Imperial luxury was 
incompatible with Stileyman's growing concern for the ascetic prescriptions of 
the prophet's traditions, which opposed the conspicuous display of precious 
textiles; gold, and jewels. An awareness of this conflict is renccted in the 
fondation deed (waqfiyya) of the Stileymaniyc mosque, which specifies tllat in 
decorating his mosque the sultan had consciously refrained from gilded and jewel
inlaid decorations in conformity with the Prophet's traditions (Fig. 29)61 Tilis 
coniJ"asts sharply wi01 the sultan's earlier architectural pauonage during lbriihim's 
grand vizierate, when the Topkapt Palace had undergone a Iavisb renovation in 
the second balf of the 1520's. Sparkling with jewel-incrusted gilt wall 
decorations and gold brocade, furnishings, Stileyman's renovated palace 

trade and the rise ol Jewish inlermediaries is also pointed ool in U. Tucci, "Tra Venezia e mondo 
turco: I mercati," in Venezia e i Turc/U: cofllri e confronri di due civiltO. Milan. 1985. 38-41. The 
prominent role of Jewish intermediaries coincided with lhe influence of Si.lleym.in's physician 
Moshe Hamon. who was lhe primary channel of Jewish access to the sultan. For the Mendes-Nasi 
family of Iberian Jewish bankers, who lefl Venice in the 1550's for Oltoman territory under 
Hamon's intervention, sec M. A. 1-:ps~in, The Olloman Jewish Communitia and Their Role in 
the Fifteenth and Sixtecnll~ Cemuries, Freiburg, 1980. 86-96. 
60For Sllleymin's transformation in old age, see Navagero, 72: Cavalli, 274-275: D. Barbarigo 
(as inn. 59), 17; and N. Aykut, "Hasan Beyzade Tarihi," Ph. D. diss., Istanbul University, 1980, 
59; ASV. Archivio Proprio Constantinopoli, Dispacci al Senato, Bernardo Navagero, B. 5, Pt. 3, 
fols. 130v-131r; C.T. Forster and B. Daniell, eds .. The Life and Ulters ofOgiUer Ghiselin de 
Busbecq, I. Loudon. 1881,-144, 322. 331. The tall turban wilh which SUieym.in is depicted in lhe 
ponaits by Melchior Lorch and Nig.iri was designed by the sultan and named after him a.s 
suleyminl. 
61 K.E. Klir~Uo81u. SUieymaniye VaJ:fiyes~· Ankara, 1962,22. For lhe building program of this 
mosque. see G. NecipoAlu-Kafadar, '"The Siileymaniye Complex in Istanbul: An lnlerprelatioo,'" 
Muqamas.lll. !985, 92-t18. 
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exemplified the kind of ostentatious ceremonial setting for which the Venetian 
helmet-crown had been created_62 

Wbile payroll registers indicale a sharp rise in the number of goldsmiths, 
gem-stone carvers, and gold inlayers at Stileyman's court around 1526, their 
number drops significantly in later registers from 1557-58_63 This can he partly 
explained by SUieymful's personal transformation in old age, but it was also 
precipitated by a general change of climate after lbribim Pasha's deposition, and 
by the rise to power of a different group of advisers. Bernardo Navagero 
perceptively writes in 1553 that Stileyrnan bad always been under lhe influence 
of an advisor, fU"Stlbribim, then Ayas, and now Riistem, "who was so powerful 
that one could say be was the ruler of the whole empire." Riistem Pasha, famed 
for his severe fiscal policy which resulted in filling up the Ouoman treasury, is 
reported to have advised the aging sultan to give up vanity and superfluous 
spending in order to accumulate wealth.64 This radical change of policy contrasts 
sharply willt the conspicuous consumption encouraged by lbrlihim Pasha. 
Riistem not only opposed the sale of Venetian textiles to the Ottoman court. but 
also that of jewels. Navagero states that lite grand vizier "did not hold jewels in 
high esteem." In 1577, an official from Mecca was surprised to find out that 
Riistem Pasha refused to accept jewels and gold as diplomatic gifts_65 This new 
emphasis on lite prescriptions of the Prophet's traditions reversed the trend of 
imperial luxury initiated by lbribirn Pasha, which bad created a great demand for 
jewels and regalia during lite early part of SUieyrnan's reign. 

62For renovations at the Topkap1 Palace between 1526 and 1529, gee G. Necipo~lu-Kafadar, 
"The Formation of an Ottoman Imperial Tradition: The Topk.ap1 Palace in the I Sth r.nd 16th 
Centories,'" Ph.D. diss., Harvard University. 1986, 273-280, 343-374. (Published io revised 
form as, Archizeclure, Ceremonial, and Power: l11e Top/cap• Palace in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth 
Cenlllries, Cambridge MA, 1991.) 
631n 1526 there were ninety goldsmiths and jewelers, whose numbers were reduced to sillty·nine 
in 1.5.57·.58, and lo lhirty·nine in 1566; su Abl, 117. These figures lend support to the argumeot 
that the most spectacalu ceremonial objects of Ottoman goldsmiths associated with SUieymin's 
reign ue datable to ltrihim Pasha's sraod vizierale; see n. 30. 
64Navagero, 74; CavaUi (as in D- 59), 295. 
65ln a letter addressed to the sultan, Riistem declares that "the infidels of Galata who used to make 
a fortune by selling te1tiles to the lrea.'i\U'y through a number of lricb. have now been deprived 
of this": T. GOkbilgin, "Rastem Pll!Ja ve hakbndaki ithamlar" TariJa Dergisi, VIII. 1955. 32-33. 
According to Navagero, unlike any of the former grand viziers. RUstem was ao c.nemy of 
Christians. whom he called "iofideb/giaur"; Navagero (u in n. 59), 91. 93. For the pm-Jewisb 
policy of RUstem Pasha. wilh whose faction S\lleymin's influentiaJ physician Moshe Hamon was 
aDied, see Epstein (as in n. 59). 87. For Mek.ki"s report (1557), see Kamil (as io n., 59), 68. 
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CONCLUSION: CULTURAL POLITICS AND 
THE REPRESENTATION OF POWER 

The circumstances surrounding the production of the Venetian helmet
crown and of related projecrs demonstrate the important role of the grand vizier as 
an intermediary for speciric interest groups involved in the Ottoman court's 
artistic patronage. Court ceremonial, which emphasized !be sultan's seclusion, 
hardly allowed him direct contact with artisans or merchants. 'I he sultan's artistic 
commissions were usually supervised through such tiaisons as the grand vizier or 
the chief treasurer, who was alllle head of llle organization of royal artisans (ehl-i 
/lire/).66 Thus, the patronage of art in the Ottoman court involved a complex 
network of patron/client relations in which the sultan was not always the chief 
Jastemaker. as is usually assumed. Neither did the impetus for these 
commissions necessarily come from the sultan. This has important implicalions 
for explaining changes of taste, for llley renecl U>e innuence of differing power 
groups controlling the Ottoman court's artistic patronage as political alliances 
and cultural orientations continually shifted. This observation finds support in 
the active role that later grand viziers like Sot,ollu Mehmed Pasha (1565-79) 
played in allocating royal commissions IO architeciS and artisL,. sot,ollu, for 
example, was instrumental in the production of a royal album of sulianic 
portraiiS for which he sought depictions from Venice. His agent, -~abbi 
Salamon, whose role. can be compared to that of AI vise Grilli, exemplifies the 
replaceme~t or-v ~~eli-an 'middi;;-men '6fJew[slfenlreprciieiirs 'in transacu<ins of 
the Ottoman court with Europe from the second half of tl>e sixteenth century 
onwards.67 

With the "classical" synthesis of Ottoman cullure consolidated around 
1550 and replacing the eclectic syncretism of Ibrahim Pasha's period, llle 
Ottoman court's entliUSiastic patronage of European artists which had la,tcd up to 
the mid-1530's, stopped abruptly. This phenomenon coincided with the halt of 
Ottoman military expansion and a clear dcfmition of geographical boundaries 
which came to act as a banier to U1e now of ideas between East and West. lbe 

66The chief lreasurer, a leading eunuch in charge of the sultan's private inner treasury, 
commissioned court artisans at a building called Old Audience Hall in lhe sccm•d coun of lhe 
Topkap• Pala~::e; At.:iullih b. )brihim Oskildiri, Vip 'il, Topkap1 Saray1 MUze.~i Kiitt.iphanesi, MS 
R. 1224, lois. 133r-134r. 
67so)F:ollu's search for poruaiLs by European artists is mentioned in the introduction to the royal 
portait album, lhe tell of wh..idll was written by the court historian l..ol:cmin; see N. Atasoy. 
"Nakkq Osman1n Padi~ah Portrelcri AlbUmii"' TUrkiyemit. VI. 1972. 2-14. Bailo Niccolb 
Barbarigo's dispatch, sent from Istanbul to Venice on 20 Sept. 1578. indicales thai Sokollu made 
his agent Rabbi Salamon dictate a leuer, asking from Venice "ritralti delle Signori Ottomabi, c di 
quah:he Bassl ancora": ASV- Dispacci al Senato, Constantinopoli 1578, NiccoiO Barbarigo, F. 
12. fol 2J6r-v; cited in T. Bertele, II palau.o degli ambtudatori dj Venezia a Con.slantinopo/i, 
Bologna.. 1932, 137, n. 88. Previously, on 3 Aug:. 1578, ~o~ollu had personally inquired about 
"rilraui delle signori di casa ouomano" from Barbarigo; ibid., fol. 167r. 
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outcome of a heightened awareness of fixed frontiers was the accentuation of lhe 
"otherness" of eacb realm. Ceasing to incorporate fresh elements into its 
international system, OLtoman-Islamic culture began to tum in upon itself in a 
defensive reaction.68 It was Ibis new context, accompanied by an attitude of 
unquestioning confidence in lhe superiority of Ottoman culture, !hat produced lhe 
"classical" masteprieces of art and architecture during lhe second half of lhe 
sixteenb century. 

A series of lively cross-cultural artistic contact.• had been initiated by 
Mel)med II (1444-46/1451-81) with invitations to such famous artists as Matteo 
de' Pasti, Gentile Bellini, and Costanzo da Ferrara, wbich were followed up by 
attempts to attract Leonardo's and Michelangelo's services to lhe Ottoman court, 
but lhesc contacts came to a halt by the middle of Siileym&n reign (1520-66).69 
Until U1at point, the Olloman court had been an alternate source of patronage to 
European artists, who seem to have had no compunction about offering their 
services to a Muslim patron in return for lucrative rewards. Moreover, like their 
fifteenth-century predecessors who accep1ed Ouoman patronage, Luigi Caorlini, 
Jacopo Sansovino, and Pieter Coecke van Aelst were by no means minor artists 
forced to enter the sulian's service from Jack of European patronage. There was 
nothing unusual in their readiness to work for the sultan in a cosmopolitan 
Mediterranean world where the Ottoman court's cultural horizons extended to 
bolh the East and West. As long as Ottoman cultural politics were oriented 
toward the accommodation of European lalent, the sultan sought for and could 
afford lhe best arlists available. 

It is perhaps not entirely a coincidence that bolh Mehmed II and 
Sfilcyman I, who shared an ambition to revive the Roman Empire by uniting 
Constantinople with Rome, were important patrons of European artists. This 
patronage was initiated with !he conquest of Constantinople, which placed the 
Ottoman state into the European political orbit, with an outlook focused on llaly 
and new imperial claims as successors of the Byzantine Empire. The patronage 

68N. Itzkowitz, Tire O"ommr Empire (Ill(} /:donUc Tradilion, Chicago and London. 1972, 95-97. 
69 Among the most recent studies of MetJmed ll's palronage of Ewopean artists, see M. Andaloro, 
"Corutaozo da Ferrara: Gli aoni a Contanlinopoli alia corte di Maomeuo II." Ston·a dell'ane, 
XXXVIII, 40. 1980, 185-212; J. Raby, "A Sultan of Paradox: Mehmed lhe C'..onquemr a..o; a PattOn 
of the Arts," Oxford Art JoumJJl. V, I, 1982, 3-8; idem. "Pride aad Prejudice: Mehmed 1he 
Conqueror aod lhe Ponrai1 Medal. .. ltaliarr Medals, ed. J.G. Pollard, Washington, OC. 1987, 171-
194; J. M. zur Capellen, Gentile Bellini, Stuugart. 1985, 9-39, 87-103. Aboutlhe project of 8 
bridge for the Golden Horn, for which both Uonardo and Michelangelo prepared de:signs fo~ 
Sultan Biyezid II (1481-1512). see F. Babinger. 'Vier Bauvor11chlage Lionardo da Vinci's am 
Sultan Bajezid II (1502!3),'" Nachrichlen d£r Akmkmi£ der Wissmrchnflen in Glittingerr, Philol.· 
hist. Klasse, I. 1952. A leuer wrinen in 1519 from Edime by Tomrnaso di Tolfo to Michelangelo 
e1100wages the arlisl to join the court of Selim I (1512-20), who had recently paid a large sum for 
an aotique SlaiUe of a naked female, and was Dol opposed lo figural representation, unlike his 
father Biyezid II; (F. Sarre, "Michelangelo und der TUrkische Hof.'' Reportorium ffUr 
Kun.ttwissenschoft, XXXII, 1909. 6l-66). 
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exemplified a universalistic cultural program, which encouraged not only an 
openness to artistic ideas from the West but also from the East. Noting 
Me~ed's ambition to conquer Rome as early as 1453, contemporary European 
observers pointed out that the sultan, who took Alexander tl1e Great as his 
model, was planning to join East and West by creating a world empire unified by 
a single faith and a single monarch70 

This utopian ambition of bringing the whole Mediterranean basin under 
one power by reuniting Constantinople with Rome was also shared by U1e young 
Silleyman7t However, as U•~ ideal of creating a universal imperitmt became a 
distaD! dream around the middle of his reign, the previous international cui rural 
orientation was replaced by a more "national" one. Such Western status symbols 
as official royal portraits, sultanic portrait medals with Latin inscriptions, 
crowns, scepters, baldachins or royal tapestries, appear to have been primarily 
useful in communicating Ottoman imperial claims to European rivals through an 
intelligible Western vocabulary. ·n,cir patronage, which involved a competitive 
drive for kingly status, can Lhus be seen a."' an extension of lhe endemic conflict 
between rival monarchs in the political sphere. Mehmed's Western-oriented 
artistic patronage focused mainly on the representation of power through the 
aristocratic medium of painted or medallic portraiture, which disseminated his 
image in European courts . ...!_!owever, Umt of SUieyman emphasized bejeweled 
parade accessories and "stage props' displayed in ostentations ceremonies, which 
tieCa.;;epubiicized to the wo~:!!_lh..I.!!@~W:~~·~·~r:Hl~J'."~~n~ industry, 
~~_!!I.e popular ~ed13 ..?!P.".~-n~p~J?!I!~t~.ll.la,Y_S,_"}}JI_S2!\S~~ 

mamly to a EUropean aiiillence, these 1oreign artifacL• had minimal impact on the 
mainstream developments of Olloman-lslamic art. The elderly Suleyman's 
reinforcement of the Islamic imperial tradition signaled a change in cultural 
politics around the 1540's and 1550's, after which the Ottoman court ceased to 
seek out such European status symbols. This phenomenon coincided will> the 
canonization of the "classical Ouoman slyle" in art and architecture,· which 
resulted in the definition of a specifically Ouoman cultural identity. TI>is new 
identity differentiated itself not only from European but also from Persianate 

70oae year before his death, in d~e summer of 1480. Mehmed II conquered Ouanto. in 
preparation for his grander plan lO seize lhe rest of the llaliao peninsula; (F. Babinger, Mehmed 
the Conqueror and His Time, trans. R. Manheim. ed. W.C. Hickman. Princeton. 1978. 390-392, 
394-395). For Mehmed's ambitioo to oonquec Rome and lo unite East and West like Alenndcr, 
see the cootemporary reports of Giacomo Languschi, lsidorU$ of Kiev, Jacopo Tedaldi. Nicola 
Sagundino, and Lauro Quirini, published in A. Pertusi, lA caduta di Constotuinopo/i, 2 vols., 
Verooa, 1976; and idem, Testi in.editi e poco noli su/14 cadula di Conslamin.opoli, ed. A. Carile, 
Bologna, 1983. 
71 About SUleymao's imperial pretension.,., Giovio writes: "Per esser di natura cupido di gloria, et 
fattosi ardito, & audace per Ia Lilnle viuorie sue, et grandezzt dell'imperio, ho inleso da huomini 
de.sni di fede, che spesso dice. che ia lui 1occe di ragione l'imperio di Roma & di IUUo Ponenle per 
esser Jegillimo successore di Constanlino imperalore qual transfere )'imperio in 
Constaotinopoli"; P. Giovio, Corrunounn· delle cose de' Turch;, Venice, 1531. fot 30... 
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artistic models, which had been a predominant source of inspiration in shaping 
previous Ottoman patterns of taste72 Siileyman's Venetian helmet-crown, and 
other European artistic projects related to it, therefore exemplify an 
internationalism !bat Oltoman art could have pursued, but consciously turned 
away from in an auempt to define its unique identity. 

Despite this delineation of separate cultural zones, however, luxury trade 
with Europe continued in the post-SOleymllnic age. The coUection of dispacci 
from Istanbul preserved at the Venetian State Archives abounds with references 
to personal requests of sultans, sultanas, and leading Ottoman dignitaries for such 
luxury items as Murano lamps, stained-glass window panes, crystal spectales, 
clocks, musical instruments, furnishings, and textiles with paltems based on 
drawings prepared in Istanbul. However, one would search in vain for any 
references to Ouoman patronage at the sultanic level of major European artists. 
This is true even for the last quarter of the sixteenth century when Ottoman 
mercantile contacts with Venice entered a lively phase, due to the influential 
position of the queen mother Niirbanii who descended from a Venetian family7 3 
In 1587, encouraged by a renewed demand for jewels at the Ottoman Porte, the 
jeweler Paolo Studentolli wrote from Venice to Antonio Paruta, a merchant 
based in Istanbul, offering him an artifact !bat had taken four years to produce. 
Worth 100,000 scudi, it was a crown with detachable parts, featuring eight 
hundred diamonds and ten imitation pearls of twelve to fourteen carats. One 
doubts, however, that this otherwise unknown attempt to revive the memory of 
Siileymlln's fantastic headgear ever succeeded74 Times and cultural orientations 
had changed 

72For the increasing emphasis oo Islam in the later 16th century, see H. JoalcJk, The Olloman 
Empire.· The Cla.fSical Age 1300-1600, trans. N. Itzkowitz and C. Imber, New York, 1973, 179-
185. For the Ouomanizatioo of architectural tile decoralion aroond 1550, which resulted in a 
rejection of Persianate models, see G. Necipojlu, "From 'International Timurid' to Ouoman: 
Achenge of Taste in Si'llleenth-Ccntury Ceramic Tile "From International Timurid to Ottoman: A 
Change of Taste in SiJueenth-Century Ceramic Tiles" Muqomar 7 (1990): 136-70. 
73The fashion for clocks and automata at the Onornan coun continued lhroughoul the 16th 
ccnlury; see 0. Kurz. European Clocks and Watches in 1M N~r East. Loudon, 1975; and G. Mraz, 
"The Role of Clock in the Imperial Honoraria for the Turks," in 'I"M Clockwork Unive~t!: Gei17Ulll 
Clocb and AMtoniQiiJ, 1550-1650. cd K. Maurice and 0. Mayr, Washinglon, DC, 11nd New York, 
1980, 37-48. For the Venetian queen molher. who was believed to be a member of the Baffo 
family, see S.A. Skilliter. "The Letters of the Venetian "Sullana" Niir 82.nii aod Her Kira to 
Venice,' Studio Wrcologica memoriae Ale.rii Bombaci di£ata (lstiWJo Universitario Orientale), 
Naples. 1982, 515-536. 
74Cited io Tucci (u inn. 59), 41. This detachable crown could be adapWIIo multiple purposes: 

. /~ ~~ ~:~ ~::;o~:~i :i~:l =n;~.a~i~n:v:::r: ;c:;;~~:;e:!:~e~~~o :e~~~::: e;; 
brazalali over manili r.l si pol dcsfar agevolmenle in 40 pezzi per zoielar osni sorte de 
vestimeato el li sono diamanli oumero 800 ... et dieci r;oppie di perle da 12 el 14 carati l'uno" 
(ASV. MU:c. Grcaolin, b. 12 ter). 
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Appendix 

List of Jewels on the Helmet and Their Value (Sanuto, Diarii, 
Diari, LVI, 10-11) 
Falrura dele zogie soTUJ ne /'elmo, con le sue slime. 
Nel dreiOde Ia luna, Diamanti N. 1, 

Rubini N. 2, Turcbese N. I ................................... . 
Net roverso de Ia diua luna, Diaman

manti N. I, Rubini N. 2, Roosa 
con diarnanti 8 ct rubino I ..... 

Ne Ia cima, perle N. 5 .................. . 
Smeraldo grande . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. . 
Diamanti N. 4....... . ................................. . 
Rubini N. 3.. . ............................................. . 

Nel roverso de Ia cima, vasdo zogie-
Iruo .................................................................. . 
Rubini N. 3 ..... . 

Nel porno de Ia cima, Rubini N. 3, 
Smeraldi N. 3 .... 

Ne Ia prima corona, Perle N. 3 .... . 
Diamami N. 3 ................................ . 
Rubini N. 2 .............................. . 
Smeraldi N. 2 ....................... . 

Ne Ia seconda corona, Perle N. 12 .. 
Diamanti N. 4 
RubiniN. 4 ........ . 
Smeraldi N. 4 .. 

Ne Ia terza corona, Perle N. 12 .... 
Diamanti N. 4 
Rubini N. 4 .......... . 
Smeraldi N. 4 ........ . 

Ne Ia quarta corona, Perle N. 12 . 
Diamanti N. 4 
Rubini N. 4 .. 
Smeraldi N. 4 ........... . 

Nel tulupante, Diamanli ponte N. 7 ....................... . 
Nel cop in, Rubini N. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . 

Smeraldi N. 2 ................. . 
Nel friso del cop in, Dillmanti N. 6 ................................ . 

RubiniN. 7 ................................................ . 
Smeraldi N. 7 ....................... . 

Nel gorzerin, Diarnanli N. 8, Rubi-
niN. 8 ......................... . 

Net pe d'ebano, oro, veluto et fat-

ducati 3000 

ducati 3800 
ducati 2500 
ducati 15000 
ducati 10000 
ducati 6000 

ducati 1000 
ducati 800 

ducati 1000 
ducati 600 
ducati 1000 
ducati 1000 
ducati 500 
ducati 1200 
dueati 4000 
ducati 4000 
dueati 3000 
ducati 5000 
ducati 10000 
ducati 10000 
ducati 6000 
ducati 8000 
ducati 10000 
ducati 10000 
ducati 8000 
ducati 8000 
dueati 2000 
ducati 1000 
dueati 3000 
dueati 1000 
ducati 1000 

ducati 600 
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turn de Ia cas sa . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ducali 400 
Nel oro et fatura de lo elmo, cor<r 

ne et panizuole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . ducali 5000 

Summa ducati 144400 

In summa: Diamanti . . . . . ... .. .. . . . numero 50 
Rubini . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . numero 47 
Smernldi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . numero 27 
Perle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . numero 49 
Turchesagrnnda ..................... numero .. 1 
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RELATIONS BETWEEN THE PAPACY, VENICE 
AND THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE IN THE AGE OF 

SULEYMAN THE MAGNIFICENT 

PaoloPRETO 

The relations between the Papacy and the Ouoman Empire during the 
Renaissance period, and in particular during the reign of Siileyman the 
Magnificent, do not present that obvious linearity made up of bard and total 
religious and political contrasts that a sometimes discounted historiographic 
tradition often proposed. Until a few decades ago lhere were few historians who, 
in defining lhe attitude of the European states toward lhe Turks in tile fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, did not set up the divisions, the uncer!Jlinties, the 
weaknesses or even the connivings and collaboration of other Western powers 
(see the example of France or Venice) against lhe firm and constant oppsition of 
the Papacy to Islam and the Ottoman Empire. And yet the documentary sources 
and contemporary reports, not to mention the vivid reflections of some 
Renaissance historians, suggest some caution and certain hints for casting doubt 
on the assessment lhat the opposition of the popes to lhe Turks ba.!l always been 
so consistent 

Spiritual and temporal heirs to the medieval crusades, lhe Renaissance 
popes, it has been written for cenwries, continued to preach the moral duty and 
the political necessity of tlle Christian reconquest of the Orient; the fall of 
Con.~tantinople, a traumatic event symbolic of the powerful expanding lhmst of 
the Ottoman Turks, gave a renewed impetus to Papal policies. Even though the 
popes' efforts to unite the Chrislian princes in a renewed anti-Turkish crusade all 
failed, this was the fault of, some still assert the increasing secularization of the 
European princes, of their exclusive interest in enlarging their own national 
territories, and of their indifference towards the religious entreaties from a Papacy 
that. for it• part. precisely in the middle of the Renaissance, appointed markedly 
secularmen to the point of losing the pre-eminently religious role, as during the 
succession of wordly popes who only cared about political advantage for their 
own state, or even their own family. The figure of Pius II, the great humanist 
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pope who after the innocent irenical auempt to resolve the Turkish problem with 
the conversion of Sultan Me~med 11,1 who dedicated body and soul to the 
promotion of a crusade, who saw himself and his effons fade before the egotism 
of the European states and died soon after the heroic decision to face the 
impos.•ible adventure almost alone, is emblematic of the reality of the isolation 
and the impotence into which the Renaissance popes bad fallen by this time, 
faced with the problem of the confrontation with the Turks. 

The hard reality of the weakness, foolish aspiration and isolation, in 
which the popes of the fifteenth century and the lirst ten years of the sixteenth 
cenlllry came to lind themselves regarding t11e Turkish problem, clearly emerges 
from the learned pages of Pastor, to whom we owe an extremely detailed 
reconstruction of the counlless crusade failures and of the incessant diplomatic 
actions of the Renaissance popes in order to renew the ties of politico-military 
solidarity among the European princes. Again Pastor, in his History of the 
Popes, written with the soul and passion of a Catholic but with Lbc intellectual 
honesty of a great historian, admits !hat on some occasions. though limited and 
infrequent, even insignificant. the Renaissance popes bad abandoned their 
traditional refusal to negotiate witll the Turks and had even asked their help 
against political enemies in Europe. 

A book by a Swiss historian. Hans Pfferferrnann, published in 1946 with 
the controversial and provocative title, Die Zusammenarbeit der Renaissance
papste mit den TUrken2 (!be collaboration between the Renaissance popes and 
tbe Turks). has raised great controversy. 1l1e theses of Pfferferrnann are radical; 
there bad been no frontal opposition between tbe Renaissance popes and the 
Turks; rather, tlle popes bad more than once dealt with them, had asked for their 
military help against Spain. and bad invited their intervention on Italian soil. 

In bis review of Pfferferrnann's work, Giambattista Picotti, the Catholic 
historian. criticized it in a harsh but well-founded manner, for lacking adequate 
arcbival research, and for being seriously lacunose in bibliographical references 
(one thinks of the omission of tbe noted works of Babinger). full of errors, 

1G. Toffaoin, Pio II (Enea Silvio Piuolomi11i). Lettera" Moomeno /1 (Epislula ad Mahumetum) 
(Naples, 1953); R. Ey.~ser, "Papsl Pio II und dcr Krcuzzug gegen die Tiirken, in" Milanges 
d'hislOire gbJirale, ed. C. Marinescu, H (Buearesl, 1938), pp. 1-134; E. Hoes. Pius II und der 
HtJibmond (Freiburg, 1941): F. Babinger, in Enea Silvio Piccolomini. Papa Pio II. Alli del 
Convegno per il quinlo cenlenario della morte e altri scrilli raccolti da Domenico Maffei (Siena, 
1968), in pp. l-13; id., Maomeflo il Conquistatore e gli umonisti d'ltalia, Venaia e /'Oriente fra 
tord.o Medievo e Rilliucimento (Firenze, 1966), pp. 433-449; F. Gaela, "Sulla. leuera a Maometto' 
di Pio II, ''Bu/lelino dell '/sliruro storico peril Medio F.vo e Achivio Murotoriano. 77 (1965), pp. 
127-227: id. Alcune osserv~ioni sulla priMD redllzione deUa 'leftera a Maomeno, "Eflea s;JvW 
Piccolomini Papa Pio 11, pp. 177-186; R. Schwoebel. The Shadow of lhe Crescenl: the 
ReMissance Jmoge of the Turk (1453-1517) (Nieuwkoop, 1967), pp. 66-67. 
2Wintberthur. 1946. 
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tendcntial and biased.3 In any case, Pfferfennann's book, though inaccurate and in 
the main, unreliable, logeUJer with Picolti's replica, once again raised Ule 
problem of lhe active politics of the popes regarding lhe Turks. Finally the 
capital work of Kennelh M. Sellon, The Papacy and t/u! Leva111,4 drawing on an 
ample documentary and bibliographic basis, and philologically faultless, deals 
with the problem in a definite and persuasive manner. 

Thus we have before us, the oulline of what bad been lhe basic alii tudes 
and actions of U1e popes towards Silleyman lhe Magnificent, using as a guide 
Domenico Caccamo, who summed up the Papal politics of the lifleenlh and 
sixteenth centuries in these words: "the Pontefices of the Renaissance, engaged in 
the secular interests of the terrilorial state, worried by lhe Spanish invasions that 
strangled ancient Italian freedom, did not fmd a political course in the real 
Catholic environment, applying towards the Muslim and schismatic Orient 
nolhing but an episodical and uncertain action. "5 

When Silleyman became the Turkish sultan on I October 1520, after the 
death of Selim I one week earlier, Pope Leo X defmed lhe news as "happy," 
because everyone believed the young sovereign to be peace-loving and "because 
nothing is 10 be had for lhe common good from lhe C'Juistian princes other tbiin 
vain hopes and empty promises. "6 A few years were enough to disenchant the 
Pope, and wilh him many other Western politicians (one thinks of Giovio, 
Guicciardini, Sanuto); during lhe siege of Rhodes in 1521, a Papal secretary, in a 
letter to Sigismund I of Poland, remembered the faded illusions of the presumed 
pacifism of Suleyman: "quem imbelem et quietum multi arbilrabandur," and lhen 
he actually crossed out the phrase, because, observed Setton, "it seemed like a 
mockery of the erroneous judgment which had created so many false hopes in 
Europe concerning Sii!eymfu!."7 

By the time Siileymfu! had occupied Belgrade and Rhodes, the successor to 
Leo X, Adrian VI, declared a three-year 1n1ce in Europe, comminaled the interdict 
to whoever violated it., and wrote anxious letter.; to Charles V, Francis I and 
Henry VIII, but he did not manage to set up an anti-Turkish league. Instead, from 
Francis I, who by that time had begun an ostentatious friendship wilh lhe 
Ottomans, he received lhe caustic reply ("no• esser altro Turclw che li preti") 
that "the priests were the real Turks" robe feared in Europe.B 

3R..ivista SIOI"ic:a. italiaaa, LXIll (19.51), RJ. 406-410. 
4K. M. Selton, The Papacy and the Le.an1 (1204-1571) (Pbiladelpru•. t976-84). 
5 o. Caccamo, lA diplomazia della ConJrorifomw e Ia crociola: otai piami del Possevino allo 
lunga guerra oli Clemenlt! VII/, "AJchiria Nori1:0 ita.liano", CXXXVIIl (1971), pp. 255-81: 25$. 
61- voo Pastor, Storia dei papi daJiafirre ikl Medio Evo, IV/1 (Rome, 1945), p. 162, note 3. 
7 Settoa, The Papacy, III, p. 198. 
8seuon. 11te Papacy, JII. p. 218. 
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The immediate successor Clement VII became fully involved in helping 
Louis II of Hungary, but the hallie of MoMcs (29 August 1526) and the 
subsequent alliance between John Zapolya and the Turks totally wrecked his 
efforts. Recovering from U1e terrible shock of the sack of Rome in 1527 and 
taking advantage of the Treaty of Darcelona on 29 June 1529, he resumed his 
efforts to contain the expansion of Stileyman ("lupus i/le, rapax inimicissimus 
Turcha" as he defined it). He renewed U1e crusade and other aid to Charles V and 
Ferdinand, excommunicated Zapolya, put pressure on Charles V in order that he 
give Malta. Gozo and the Tripoli slrongbold to the Hospitallers (already at 
Rhodes), but died on 25 September 1534 widlout having achieved any tangible 
results. Instead, in August 1534 just before he died, be bad to witness in dismay 
the conquest of Tunisia by ljayreddin, known as Barbarossa. 

On 21 July 1535, Paul Ill had the satisfaction of seeing the successful 
crusade of Charles V in Tunisia. Intoxicated by this victory, be indicated to the 
future Ecumenical Council, the opening of which was set for 23 May I 537 in 
Mantua, three objectives: a solution to the Protestant problem; reforms; and 
overall peace as promises of a Christian anti-Turkish alliance. The attempts to 
make peace between France and U1e Habsburg Empire proved useless, however. 
Paul III managed to convince Venice to join the war, but the Republic was 
defeated on 27 September 1538, and hurried to conclude a treaty with Stileyman 
on 20 October 1540; on 2 October 1541 peace would be official! y declared. 1l1e 
year after, the disastrous crusade of Charles V in Algeria would follow. Even U1e 
bull of indiction of the Council of Trent, observes Sellon, "is more pointedly 
directed allhc Turks U1an at the Lutherans, a fact to which the historians of the 
Council have not always given proper emphasis. "9 Nevertheless, it is of great 
interest to know !hat, during the days of !he opening of the Council. Cardinal 
Cervini, relating the impressions of an envoy to lslaDbul, maintained SUieyman 
to be belissimo principe et disposto, and furthermore benigno e savio piu che 
niuno altro del suo consigJioiO- expressions in which we hear the echo of the 
enthusiastic verdicts expressed in the West. a century earlier, on Mehmed II and 
!he first impressions immediately after he ascended the throne. 

Between 1547 and 1550 the Turkish problem did not seem to worry U1e 
Holy Seal and the Habsburgs much; instead, observes Pfferferrnann, two weeks 
after the slaying of Pier Luigi Famese, Paul Ill had wanted to turn to the Turks, 
but then see did nothing. In the years between 1550 and 1554, during the 

9seuon, The Papacy, III, p. 463. Oo lhe connections be1weeo 1he ''Turkish peril," the policy of 
the popes and the aUiludes of Lmher and Calvin toward the Turks, see J. Pannier, "Calvin et les 
Tutcs," Revue h..istorjque, 62 (1937), pp. 268-286; K. M. Seuon, "Lurheranism and the Turl:ish 
Perit," -Balkan S1udies, III (1962), pp. 133-168; and C. GOIJoer. "Die TiJrkenfrage im 
frungsfeld der Reformation," SUdos!-Forschungen, XXXIV (1975). pp. 61-78. 

Setton, The Papary, Ill, p. 493. 
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meeting of the Council, the fear of Turkish landings in papal territory, the actual 
attack of the Olloman fleet on Messioa, Augusta, Gow, Tripoli, Gerba, Gaeta, 
Puglia and fresh conquests in Hungary reassened the dramatic reality of the 
Ouoman threat to Popes Julius Ill and Marcellus II. 

Radically different is the attitude of Paul IV Carafa. During the fm;L years 
of his Pontificate the Turkish attack against Civitavecchia, Port S. Stefano, 
Piombino, and Calvi (Corsica), caused a great sensation, yel be was more 
concerned with the progress of the Lutherans in Germany and the dangerous 
concessions granted them by Charles V in the interim in Augsburg in 1555. "If 
the Habsburgs had trouble with the Turks," observes Sellon, "presumably they 
deserved it. On the whole the sources suggest that Paul was far more distressed 
by the activities of Charles, Ferdinand and Philip than by those of Siileyman, 
who was the close ally of his ally Henry 11.''11 

His ferocious hatred of Spain, above all after the invasion of the Papal 
State by tl1e Duke of Alba, pushed him to seek relations with the Turks; in 
December 1556 his nephew, Cardinal Charles Carafa, was in Venice urging an 
alliance wiU1 the Republic against Spain, the last chance to avoid the Pope's 
resorting to Ouoman help. During the trial which he underwent after his 
dismissal, Charles Carafa did not deny having openly requested the help of the 
Turks. lie confumed U1at "many limes in public His Holiness had said that he 
called the Turk to defend the Holy See when necessary' and, under the pressure of 
the questioning, even confessed: "I procured and urged the Turkish army 10 come 
to punish the enemies of our Lord at that Lime, by commission of the Pope ... " 12 
Pastor als" admits of course that first Charles Carafa, and then, beginning in 
September 1556, U1e Pope himself urged Henry II of France to obUiin the 
collaboration of the Ottoman fleet; he neverUJCiess underlines dte fact that for 
Paul IV it was always a matter of indirect help and that no document proved a 
direct alliance with the Turks. In any case, "the rumour that Paul IV had asked 
for and oblained help from d1e Turks, spread widely and in no lime. "13 Moreover 
Paul IV had already established direct connections with Siileymlin some months 
before, in March 1556, when the sultan had intervened with great vigor in favor 
of the Ottoman Jews in Ancona. 

l11e express request for help from the age-old religious and political 
enemy of the Papacy is the fruit, as all the documentation makes evident. of the 
exasperating tension with Spain and the momentary outburst of rage on the part 
of Paul IV and his open-minded nephew. Peace with Spain during September 
1557 was enough to bring the Pope back to a more prudent policy. 

11seuon, Tire Papacy, IV. p. 646. 
12Seuon, The Papacy. IV, p. 679, note 84. 
13Paslor, Sloria dei PtJpi, IV (Rome, 1944). pp. 399-400. 
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Both in 1557 and in 1558 the Ottoman fleet came back to threaten 
Southern Italy and the pope had to fortify Civitavecchia. Then, even if the 
Florentine ambassador to Rome was speaking the truth when he said that Paul 
IV wailed for the Turkish fleet wilh the same nostalgia as the Jews waited for lhe 
Messiah, he was forced to recognize that the Spaniards were not harmed by the 
Ottoman militarY operations.14 

The peace of Cateau-Cambresis, lhe dealh of Paul IV and the ascension to 
the throne of Pope Pius IV. brought papal politics definitively back to lhe 
traditional line of uncompromising struggle wilh the Turks. The unfortunate 
Norlb African crusade of Juan de Ia Cerda, vice-king of Sicily, !hat ended in 
disaster on the Island of Djerba (11-12 May 1560), highlighted the reality of 
Ouoman militarY supremacy. Pius VI was above all concerned with ending the 
Council while the Turks, on their part, observes Sctton, "were suspicious of the 
church council, where the religious unity of Europe was like! y to be preached as 
a necessary prelude to a crusade.•IS 

At the conclusion of the Council the Turks resumed the offensive 
dramatically. Between 18 May and 12 September 1565, the assault on Malta, 
which concluded in victory for the Christians thanks to the decisive help of the 
Spaniards, threw Pius IV into a state of anxiety; he died on 9 December I 565, 
happy to have escaped the danger but very concerned because of the imminent 
campaign of Stileyman in 1566. His successor Pius V, a pope of strong 
religious tensions and unyielding tenacity,justelected and alredy confronled with 
the restoration of Malta, (half destroyed in the Ottoman assault), faced the 
renewed raids of the Ottoman fleet in the Mediterranean and the Adriatic Sea 
while he was also forced to send money and men to Hungary. All this while the 
heresies spread into Germany and France and rebellion broke out in the 
Netherlands. 

II is well known that Siileyman died during the assault of Sziget, on the 
night of 5 September 1566. The Holy See did not have time to rejoice at the 
news, however, since intelligence reports from Istanbul already warned of a 
crusade against Vienna by his successor Selim II for the following year. In a few 
years, Pius V himself was to be the creator of the Santa Lega after lhc Ouoman 
landing in Cyprus and to see lhe great Christian victory of Lepanto, but also new 
and successful Turl<isb campaigns in the Balkan peninsula. In any case, after 
him, papal politics remained firmly anchored in the traditional objectives of the 
struggle against lhe TurkS, ·now prevailing in Europe. 

14Pfferfermann. Die Zumrnmmarbeit, p. 227: Setlon. The Papacy, IV, p. 701. 
ISsctton, The Papacy, IV, p. 701. 
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On U1e relations between Venice and the Ouomans throughout the modern 
era, and therefore also during the reign of Sti!eyman the Magnificent, the most 
recent historiography bas contributed to discrediting some legends long believed 
in the West. A historiographic tradition which is rooted in contemporary 
apologetic journalism, enriched and reinforced by the wave of romantic 
nationalism during the Helleuic struggle for independence, had created the image 
of a Venetian Republic, favorite daughter of the Church and standard- bearer of 
"Western" civilization against Islam and the "Eastenl" barbarism of the Turks. 
Although at some moments in her history, for tactical reasons, even the 
V cnetian ruling class had identified herself with this image, the reality of the 
facts and concrete behaviour is radically different, and these very years of the 
reign of Stileymlin the Magnificent offer us a significant example.l6 

The history of U1e centuries-old relationship between Venice and the 
Turks is certainly made up of numerous wars and of a perpetual expansive thrust 
on the part of U1c Onomans at the expense of the Venetian dominions in the 
Levant. In realily, however, long periods of peace, peaceful collaboration and 
fruitful commercial understanding prevailed, and there were even specific, 
although limited, moments of politico-miliwy alliance. For Venice it was of 
vital impormnce to keep open U1c Oriental markets from which they imported 
raw ma1erials, (wax, oil, salted fish, wool, salt, caule, skins) and to which they 
exponed finished products (clothes, utensils, glassware, paper, soap). The 
commercial relations are auested by the various activities of numerous Venetian 
merchants on the Eastern markets, and the presence of an equally active colony of 
Ouoman merchaniS in Venice. There was practically no interruption in trade even 
during wars when it continued on a more or less reduced basis and under cover by 
means of Jewish mediators and the neutral Republic of Ragusa.' 7 

Only a few years before Stileyman became sultan in 1520, Venice had 
enjoyed before direct collaboration with the Turks. After the defeat of Agnadello 
(14 May 1509) during U1e war of the Cambrai League, lhe Venetian ruling class, 
even an1id doubts and conflicts, rurned to tbe Ottomans for direct military help 
thai actually arrived -though in a limited and more or less symbolic fashion. 
Once ~le danger was over, the Venetian nobles erased the 

Turkish alliance from historical memory, bm their political behavior 
during the following years showed how this episode was not isolated and 
upro01ed from a tendency over a long period. lnregard to the relations with 
Venice, the forty years of tbe reign of Stileymlin the Magnificent, were 
substantially years of peace, of good, even though difficult, relations. Venetians 
took pains to avoid conflict with the Turks; at times, they even went out of their 

16s~tton, 71~e Papacy, IV, p. 770. 
17on lhe relations between Venice and Tw-ks see my book Venezia e; Turchi (Florence. 1975). 
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way 10 congratulate tbe sultan on his military victories on land and sea; !bey 
witbstood fll1llly tbe repeated solicitations of the popes 10 join tbe anti-Turkish 
leagues. In any case, had such leagues not always failed because of the paralyzing 
conflicts between Francis (close ally of tbe Turks) and Charles V? Only on one 
occasion, in 1537, did Venice let herself be convinced for a moment by Paul III 
10 participate in a war against !be Ouoman Empire, but the biller naval defeat of 
tbe Prevesa (27 September I 538) induced her 10 make a new and rapid separate 
agreement with the Ouomans. Hurt by this confrontation, Venice hurried 10 re
establish good relations with the Turks, and clung to a rigorously neutral 
political ideal during the following years. The Venetian bailo in Constantinople 
sent the Ouoman government precious secret information on the political and 
military moves of the main European powers, in particular the Habsburgs. 

The strong will to maintain positive relations with the Turks emerges 
clearly from a comparison with lhe efforts of Pius IV 10 end the Council. On lhe 
one band, the bailo in Constantinople reassured tbe Turks, who actually wanted 
Ute Venetians not to participate in the Counci I, that the theological controversies 
divide rather than unite the Christians, therefore lengthening the time before an 
eventual crusade. On the other hand, the Republic tenaciously refused 10 accept a 
Venetian city (Vicenza was discussed) as headquarters of the last session, so as 
notiO raise any Turkish suspicions as 10 their real intentions. IS 

In 1566 some suspicions were harboured in Venice regarding the real 
objectives of the Turkish naval campaign in the Mediterranean and Adriatic Sea, 
but the spring and summer passed without any acts of hostility. Besides, even 
during the preceding years, every time the Turkish fleet carried out the usual 
raids in the Mediterranean, Venice had put her naval units on guard as precaution. 

When SUieyman died in 1566, Venice still enjoyed peaceful relations with 
the Turks and was firmly inclined to remain so in the future. It would be his 
successor, Selim II, who would draw ber into war by attacking Cyprus, but even 
on this occasion, as we know, not withstanding the temporary Christian 
solidarity of the Holy League and the victory of Lepanto, the Republic would 
soon turn 10 sign a separate peace agreement and would then continue for over 
seveoty years to seek pacific, though difficul~ relations of coexistence and 
collaboration with the Turks. 

18J_ Tadic!, "U commerce en DaJmm;e d d Raguse ella dkadence ecorromique d4 VenUe, in" 
Aspetli e cause della decadenza economica vene;.ilJIUJ rul secolCJ XVII. Alii del Covegno (Venice
Rome, 1961), in Die Wirt.rchaftlichen Auswirkungen der TilrkenJcri.ege. Die VortrtJge des I 
lntemationales Gra;.er Symposions zur WirtscMfts-uruJ.-Sozjalgeschichte Slhiosteuropas (5 bU 
10 Ol:tober 1970), ed. 0. Pickly (Graz. 1971). pp. 59-70. 
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TWO AUTOCRATS OF EASTERN EUROPE 
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Sultan Siileymiin was born in 1495 in Trabzon as the son of prince-governor 
Selim (lhe Grim) and Princess l:laf~a. the last noble bride to the Ottoman court, 
daughter of U1e Crimean Khan Mengli Giray. On his accession he found himself 
in a position to head a well-established army and to lead a stable bureaucratic 
system. His brothers ciU1er had already died or had been executed. The fortunate 
man succcdcd to the throne during the golden age of the Ottoman empire to rule 
over a Middle Eastern-Balkan empire whose territories had been expanded by his 
conqueror predecessors. Since be was an able commander and statesman himself, 
expansion continued during his reign. 

In those years Ivan IV succeeded to the Muscovite lhrone to become the 
head of an emerging power as the reigning monarch of the divinely respected 
dynasty of U1e Rurikids. He was born in 1530 as the grandson of !van III. An 
aunosphere of interregnum and inuigue dominated his childhood. At the age of 
17 in I 547 he was crowned as U1e "Ct.ar of All Russias and Autocrator". But he 
was compelled to carry out drastic reforros in both the military and the 
administrative apparatuses. !van lV,the Ct.ar, wa' the most successful conqueror 
of all of the mlers of sixteenUl-century Russia. During his reign Kazan and 
Astrakhan were conquered and boundaries on the northeast siJetched by Cossak 
chief Yermak to Siberia. This expansion attracted lillie attention in Europe, and 
he was defeated in his struggle with Poland and Livonia and died in 
disappointment and grief, whereas Siileyman, with his conquests, altered 
Europe's map and is, therefore, known 10 history as one of the great conquerors. 
Tile epithets by which SO!eymiin and Ivan arc known in Europe, in fac~ give 
some indiCation of their reputation in the eyes of their contemporaries. The 
folliler ruled over a multireligious empire in magnificence, the latter headed an 
emerging power. 

Some Western European historians, who are specialists of neither the 
Ouoman nor the Slavic worlds, tend to evaluate the rwo ·eastern European 
empires according· to specific criteria. These evaluations all too often identify the 
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tenn autocracy, in a derogatory sense, with lhe concepts of tyranny and oriental 
despotism. In an eighteenth century Austrian folk an print depicting the nations 
of Europe, the Turkish sovereign is sbown as a tyrant whereas tbe Muscovite 
Czar appears as a "Freiwillige" (volunteer) a tenn which cbaracterizes1 someone 
wbo occupies a critical and dangerous position in a bOubled and bloody lime 
sucb as the late Rurikid period. It is difficult to claiui that autocracy as a political 
institution bas been properly understood ever since the Enlightenment In fact. 
one cannot compare the Russian and the Ottoman empires of the XVItb century 
using the same criteria as one would in later centuries. Still, these two widely 
differing systems have certain things io common. The similarities are as slriking 
as the differences. Therefore it is interesting to compare SiileymAn with Ivan 
Groznij. 

In tbe middle of tbe 151b century, many of tbe peoples who owed 
allegiance to tbe Eastern Orthodox Church lived under Ottoman rule; the second 
Orthodox state was Muscovite Russia. Mel)med II (the Conqueror) followed a 
deliberate policy of favoring unified rule in tbe Church. As Patriarch, be 
appointed Gennadios, virulent enemy of Rome, and displayed towards him a 
consideration greater than palriarcbs bad enjoyed during Byzantine limes. The 
Palriarcbs of Constantinople now enjoyed a choice rank in lbe official protocol. 
In addition, tbe Bulgarian and Serbian Churches bad been deprived of their 
autocepbaly, with spiritual, adminislrlllive, fillllllcial and judicial authority over 
all Balkan Orthodoxy devolving on the Patriarch in Constantinople. 

The main theme in Russian political literature of that period is the 
Byzantine inheritance. The Rurikids were matrimonially allied to Byzantine 
dynasties since the lime of Vladimir Monomakh. Ivan III was tbe last Muscovite 
ruler to take a bride from the Palaiologan family. He based on this link his claim 
10 tbe Litle of "czar". This pretensiol> was not acknowledged by the Ottomans and 
Western Europe before the seventeenth century. Popular. tradition and official 
legends reported in the chronicles relate that the Byzantine cross and imperial 
sceptres which were thrown into the sea reappeared later in Russia The attention 
of the Orthodox world focused on Russia ever since the sixteenth century and 
irredentist thoughts entenained by Balkan Slavs were focused on Russia This is 
why Ivan Gmznij's claim that Moscow was the Third Rome was not unfounded 
however early it may have been made. Still. it may be rash 10 talk of a Moscow
Constantinople rivalry as early as the sixteenth century. Likewise, the autocratic 
character ascribed to both rulers bas to be evaluated differently in each case 
despite tbe obvious similarities. 

--------"' 
li. Ortayh. "Awupada BuiUIIan MiUetl<ria Klsa Ta8viri" Tarih ve Toplum Nr. 8 (1984 AUBwt) pp. 
36-39: description of a folk art prim io 6rt. Museum ffir Volkskuade in Vienna. lov. 30905. 
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If we look at the external paraphemelia of the ruler and at lhe court life, 
the Kremlin appcan; to be as flamboyant in Ivan Gro7.nij's time as Silleyman's 
palaces. This colorfulness wbicb can be contrasted with the drabness of 
contemporary Western couns resulted from lhe imponance of a pageantry created 
by, oii the one hand, Russia's claim to be the center of the world, and on the 
other, SO!eym3n's de facto leadership of Islam. One can also find in lhe daily life 
and palace protocol of the two couns traces of a rommon past sremming from 
Asian traditions. These traditions are, if anything, more numerous in Moscow. 
The Russian crown stylistically comes from lhe Golden Horde; the Czars' clolhes 
were auctioned off to lhe Dvoriaru; lhe Czars gave away caflaDs insread of medals 
and decorations. 

In Ivan Zabeliil's wodc. Dotnllshllii Bi't Russ/cih Zarei one can fmd such 
traces2. Reforms introduced by Ivan IV lasted until the reign of Perer the Great 
just as Siileyman's coun protocol bas survived till the middle of the eightecnlh 
centnry. However, whereas Ivan IV had himself set up the rules governing court 
protocol, Suleyman had largely inherited them from his predecessors. At the time 
of Siileyman the simplicity of the earlier times.was gone and the ruler faced his 
subjects surrounded with a glittering display of magnificence. Both lhe SullaD 
and his subjects took this magnificence for granted. No doubt. Russia at the time 
of Ivan Groznij had no inkling of the splendor of XVIIJth centnry Romanovs nor 
of the respect their country would then cominand in Europe. Funhermore, titles 
of Russian Czars such as Gosutklr, Tsar Vsiarusi, Samoderzhets, Velikii Klliaz 
would only later be inremationaly recognized. A point raised by Novaselski has 
been thoroughly studied by Halil lnalcllr.. In the 1640's the Crimean Khan did not 
recognize the title of the Czar equivalent to 'tJ/emperu1h (refuge of the world). In 
spite of the insistence of the Muscovire ambassador, the Khan refused to use this 
special title reserved for the Ottoman Sultan, and instead used CUmle Urusuil 
Padijlih• or U/ug ve KU~Uk ve A~ Rusull Peru1h&3. 

Another similarity is in the ··system of inheritance. If the reigning 
monarch bad two or more sons, the life of the Russian princes until their 
accession and the ensuing political instability was not very different from what 
prevailed in the Ouoman palace. Sllleyman had the good fortune to be an only 
son. Ivan IV spent a harrowing childhood and youth before his accession to the 
throne. His life until then had been as bleak as that of an Ouoman SehUJde in the 
~fes (cage). The real difference is sttuctural. Ivan Groznij was forced to deal with 
landowning boyars of the votchina. SOieymln, however, was atlhe head of a 

21vao ~tin: (Moscow, 1895) pp. 142-160; vol 2 (Moscow, 1915) p. 15. 
3H. lnalc;k~ "Power Relationships be1ween Russia, the Crimea and the. Ouoman Empire as 
Reflected in 1itulature" in Passe Turco-TaJare el Present Sovillique: Studies PresenJ~: to A. 
Bennigse,. (Paris, 1986) pp. 175, 189, 201-202. 
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different power structure. With lhe exception of a few provinces, lbe kul system 
was in force 10 rule lbe Empire. 

Mu"afii 'Ali in 1581 considers Ibis as God's special favour to the 
Ouoman dynasty (mevhibe)4: In lbeir rule. lbey are not bampered by relatives 
and surrounded only by devoted slaves (kdr-r sedeftelci gevher-i yel:/0 gibi bir 
sarliyull irinde tek vU 1enht2 thlrurlar ve a~raM ve ta'allu~t 'a/0~/annr bi'l
fcU/Uye bertart2f ~lur/ar); they were also favored in that IIley always bad enough 
men 10 govern outlying provinces and never bad 10 resort 10 lbe local leaders. 
Their military power is Wlequaled, their finances are in good order. Taking lhe 
days of S01eym8o as a perfect model, M"'ISfll Ali reveals his disagreement with 
lbe political suucture of his own days. He mentions, lberefore, lbat "justice and 
prosperity should reign, but this can only be, if lbe Sultan does not leave Ibe 
affairs of lbe Slate 10 lhe vezirs;" furthermore, he does not faiiiO criticize lbe 
mislilkes made by Sokolovi~ Mel)med Pa§a. lbe old Gnmd Vezir. 

One can also find in lbe political literature of Ivan's times aspirations 
10wards sucb a system.' Mu~ 'Ali is convinced of lhe need for an elite group 
in an auiOCraey of the Byzantine and oriental type. As a principle; "The Sullan 
bas 10 find a worthy mu$ti/rib, who is able 10 tell the thing, wbat oibers do not 
dare 10 tell bim ... The Sultan bas to use trustworthy spies to be informed of lbe 
slate of the country and of the actions of Ibe administrators. The Sultan bas 10 
appoint highly educated meri 10 tbe high offices .. ."6 But, 10 be sure, neiiber 
wider public participation nor discussion by critics from Ibe lower orders or the 
people at large was sought. As another principle he mentioned lbe suppression of 
de:mligogical preachers. 

The b"ansformation of Czardom into a monolithic ·rule is a special 
circumslance related lo Ivan Groznij's reign. Therefore, when one compares the 
reigns of Ivan and SiileymAn in regard 10 adminisb"ative institutions, keeping in 
mind bat Ibe reign of Siileymlin witnessed Ibe institutionalization of Ot10man 
adminislration, 10 characterize these two sys1ems as centralizing autneracies may 
be an overslatement. This could be all the more so in Ibe case of Muscovite 
Russia; Ibe title Veliki Samoderzhets, is lbe 1ranslation of tbe Byzantine 
"autocrat". This title should be viewed as lbe equivalent of lbe Latin "diclaiOr" or 
Islam's mUstebidd, but not as the contemporary lUim or tyranny with lbeir 
negative connOialioos. To quote Bernard Lewis, " ... traditional Islamic slate may 

4A. TI<tu:. M•llaf8 •AJr, Couruelfor Sultans of 1581 put II, (V;.aaa. 1982) p. 289 (38/122, 
123). 
5 A eomparalive study oa the subject .U done by Altan Aykul, "Ivan Peresve10v ve Sultan Mehmod 
Mollkibesi" ia Bell""" 46 (1982), pp. 86t-882; see abo the majoc wort oo lhc subject by A. A. 
Zimia, 1. S. PeruvetoY i ego SU!'remmnlki (lzd. Akad. Nauk Mosva. 19S8). 
~ ........ Mufl'lfa Ali"s COUNiel. p. 290 (63nS9). · 
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be autocratic, it does not mean despotic". 1 In this connection, one could mention 
the fetvd of ~ey!Jii'l-islam Mel)med ZiyAeddin Efendi, issued at the time of the 
dethronement of 'Abdtlll)amid II, which never used the terms istibddd and 
mustebidd. Ivan Groznij started his reign as a lawmaker and was responsible for 
some of the most striking achievemeniS of pre-Petrine Russia during the Ruritid 
period, though one should not exaggerate the impact of this legislation. One can 
still compare it with that of Siileymiln. The latter's laws and codes have bad 
long-lasting effeCIS whereas !hose of the fOimer urillerwent many changes before 
fmally disappearing into historians' collective memory. Regarding Siileymiln's 
legislation we can refer to lnalctk who cites an 'addletntlme proclaimed by 
Sfileymin's great graodSoo Mehmed III in 1595, upon his accession 10 the 
throne, which readS: "In \be time of my great' ancestor Sultan Siileymiln a law
code (~nunname) was composed and distributed to the provinces ... then no one 
suffered any injustice or exaction ... But now this law-eode is discarded and 
forgotten ... .''8 Certainly popular culture as well as chronicles and political 
literature referred forcefully Lo the times of Silleymiln as an ideal model of 
bureaucracy, land tenure, protocol etc. The age of Siileymlln was considered a 
perfect model during later Ottoman centuries. Yet as lnalctk has pointed out, 

''Sfileymiln's legislation did not bring about any radical innovation; it was ralher 
. an evolution and expansion of existing codes9. Ivan Groznij, on the other band, 

intri:Jduced what can be termed as important changes for Rurikid Russia, yet his 
code was destined to fall into disuse after having been beavily amended. 

The Tsarski Sudebnik, issued in 1550, is a code embodying with 
amendmeniS and changes, ·lhe basic instirutions of old Russia. This did not prove 
to be successful and durable legislation. It was no( to be valid over a long period 
as iiS predecessors such as Pravda Yaros/ava had been. Ivan IV himself was not 
acclaimed as a Tsar of l"riivda, the way his own gmud-father Ivan III bad been. 
The Russia of Ivan Groznij bas been viewed both by historians and subsequent 
gerierations as an obSblescent system. fiowever, ·u should be pointed out that the 
pdlitical irite..Preration of the Pravda concept by Rurikid Russia is akin to 
Ottoman'"tiiOugli'l. Pravda as such meant 'truth;justice and law. The "Russkaia 
Piii"dil' tJfYaroslav and the fact that Ivan nl was known as the "Czar of Pravda" 
reflect the adoption by Russia of a Byzantine theory. The Czar and his subjects 
must both abide by the Pravda. This is in conformity with Mu~!Jlfii 'Ali's late 
XVIth century description of what justice and imperial-rule should be: gaining 
the affection of one's subjecL~. 

1a. Lewis, "Oo the' Quietist 'abd Activist Traditions in Islamic Polilical Writing" BSOAS 49 
(1986); p. I on istibd&J, see idem., The Polilicall..anguage of lslDm (Chicaso, 1988), p. 156. 
8H. loolak. "Adiletoimeler" T.T.K. Belgeler 2 (1965), pp. 104-IOS.(The 'Ad4/etrolme af 1595). 

9H. lllilc(~, '~$ulei~ the LawgiVe~ aad Ortomao Law" A~r~u~. Ot~~manicum 1 (1969), p. 117. 
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SfileymD.n, known abroad as !he Magnificent and at home as the 
Legislator, bas been acclaimed by posterity as a sort of "Tsar of Pravda". During 
the Ottoman centuries, SiileymAn bad the reputation of being a Nu1irevlln·i 
'Adi~ reflecting Sassanid Persia. Ivan Groznij remained plain Ivan Groznij. The 
ttanslation of the epithet into European languages as "tetrible" oc "schrecklich" is 
inaccurale. Groznij is an cpilbet handed over to Ivan by his grandfather Ivan Ill. 
Groznij bas no sadistical implications. Rumors that women fainled when faced 
with Ivan III's magnetic stare were widespread among the people. Ivan IV 
automatically took over this reputation and became Ivan Groznij. GroUiij means 
not only "tetrible" but at the same time "elevated, sublime, mighty, threatening; 
the relaled noun groza can mean "gewitter/thunderstorm" while the verb ugrozil 
can be translated as "to frighten. • Peresvetov, the theoretician of the Russian 
polity of !he 1550's, describes Ivan IV's autocratic character as follows: to ''be 
frightened them off, he awed them with his cesarian slrellg!h and nlighL" 

In fact Ivan, while trying to suppress in a blood bath !he boiars of old 
Russia, was, despite the exaggerated sta_temeniS of later day's historians, largely 
unsuccessful. SUleymAn did not have to face, in the cenlrallands of the Empire, 
either in Anatolia and Rumelia, a provincial landed aristocracy. This was not the 
case in the peripheral lands such as Lebanon, Arabia, Crimea, Transylvania, and 
Moldavia; but in Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece and Anatolia, the magnate fanlilies bad 
been wiped out long before his time. 

Ivan Groznij on the other hand, bad to contend unsuccessfully wi!h the 
boiar estates lrnown as votchina. Even land-bound serfdom was not established 
before the time of his successor Boris Godunov. 

The ordinances and decisions issued during Ivan's reign begin not with a 
clause "we order and want..." but with a formula such as: "by the direction of !he 
sovereign (Gosudar) the boiars have decided ... • It was pointed out earlier that 
Slileyman was not confronted with a group of magnates. It must be noted 
however, that Bojarskoe Duma which was opposed to Ivan Groznij was not 
comparable to !he Seym of Poland. Kliuchevskij in his Boiarskaia Duma 
drevnei Rusil t mentions that this assembly in the mid-sixteenth cenwry had 252 

10peresvetov's main tract coosisu of two parts ODder 1he title of "chelobit'oaia" io the form of a 
pelilion submitted to the CZilr, where he poials some cues and strikiog examples from the life 
and au.itudes of rulers aud even makes some comparisons to foreisn rulers. Uwe Halbach: "Milost' 
and Groza-Filrst.ensnade und Unsnade in der Begriff11welt Ahrussischea Quellen" in Guclr.ichte 
A/lnuslorrds in tkr BegriffsweiJ ihrer Quel!et:t (Stut(San 1986), p. 74. For Ivan Groz.o.ij'a: time, 
HCI'bccl SpJjet: RussUmd vo11 tkr Autokratie.- ~Ur Zaren zur i~riolen Gros.smacht (Lilneburs 
1979), pp. 46, S9 aud 6S. 
11v. Kliucbevskij: BojarskiJUJ. Duma drevnei Rusi, 4th ed. Moscow, 1910; aad, A. A. ZimiD: 
Sostav Bojarsk.oi Dumy v XV-XVI vekakh" in Arheografichukij ezhegodni! (Moscow, J958), 
pp. 41-48. Thornton Andcrsoo: R~USiQ/1 PoUtictJJ Thcn.glal (New York 1965). p. 86-81. 
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members in which the Suzdalian group was rnther influential. We cannot say tbat 
each member of the Duma was an active participant in the debates. In fact some 
who were deaf, dony, or idiotic are reponed to have auenled lbe meetings. dozing 
off most of the lime and occasionally making their presence known with lbe beip 
of their secretaries who used to sit beside them, unable to comprehend the 

·decisions made. They were not accorded veto rights. As a matter of fac~ not only 
'lbe personal conviction of Ivan Groznij, but also lbe political thinking of the day 
was opposed to the domination of magnates. Maxim Grek, the so-called 
humanist author of the era, does not discuss the Duma's role in public affairs, 
but rnther notes that the Czar bas to be the sovereign of right and perfect 
legislation: - Tsar pravdaiu bU1gozalwnyet. Peresvetov, on the other band, goes 
even further in criticizing the Bolars and argues that the "catastrophe of 
Byzantium had started with magnates". Speaking of the Czar, be used three 
epithets: threatening, strong and wise. The same idea prevails in Ivan's letter to 
Kurbskii in wbicb the czar writes: 12 "God bas given a task to Kurbskiis and 
other boiars, to serve my grandlather Ivan Ill ... (v rabotu). Therefore, I cannot 
share my authority granted to us by God with the boiars." and adds. "we reward 
or punish our Kho/ops (he uses this very word) "the Czar bas expressed bis wrath 
and mercilessness for boiars (opola) .... " In the 1930's it seemed exaggerated, 
when Soviet historians argued that centralization prevailed over the boiars with 
popular suppo~ hut in the oprlchnina of the Czar there were hundred youngsters 
ofboiar origin in 1565, and their numbers increased lllree fold wilhin a decade.l3 
Ivan attempted to strengthen d'iachestvo in order to reduce the role of 
dvorianstvo. He granted them land called pomest'e in return for their services. 
Certlin votchinas were confiscated, on behalf of lhe oprichnina. Though this 
process was exaggernted by some historians for a while, recent research bas 
sbowo !hat the scope of his operntions were far from creating such a centralized 
absolutism. However Ivan's maneuver to create a new class was an 
accomplishment that survived. Owing to the creation of a noblesse de robe, fresh 
blood would be pumped into the aristocracy throughout Russian history. 

In fact the confiscation of some votchinas did not begin under the reign of 
Ivan Groznij. The process started with Ivan Ill after the conquest of Novgorod.ln 
the 16th century it was a common practice to create a new courtly class. So 
Muscovite Russia was confronted with the emergence of this new class before 
Ivan Groznij. This process was also largely accepted by the political ideology of 
bis age. Peresvetov pointed out that in order to limit the power of the hereditary 
boiars "the army and the govenunent should not be left to the magnates. but 

Ruslan Grigorevich Skrynnikov: "Der Begriff Samoden.avie (Selbsthen-schafl) und die 
Entwicldung Staendiu-h-Repre.sentation vor Einrichi..Ongen im Russland des 16. Jahr." in 
Geschichle AIJrusslond.r, pp. I~ 17. 
12Jbid., p. 21. S. V. U~eehin: Geschkl11e der polilischen Ideen in Russ/and (Kohlhammer-Mainz 
1966), pp. 30-31 and 37. 
13R. G. Slcrynnikov: Rossiia nnkmume sm11rnogo vremori (Moscow, 1980), pp. 40-46. 
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rather to the waniors, freely entering the service of the Czar .... • Peresvetov also 
clearly put a limit on the power of the aristocracy. This limit consisted of starina 
(Ulldition), divine laws, and the Czar's authority based on his own hereditary 
legilimacy.14 

What were the limits on the potential of SilleymAn's autocracy 11be 
Onomans were representatives of Islam and rulers of Ibis world. But they were 
not alone. They had to compete with Iran and India. This was a fact which 
strengthened the claims to omnipotence of the Caliph and Sultan but also put a 
limit on such claims. Within the empire, there were autonomous governments, 
like the Crimea. Transylvania, Wallachia. and Moldavia. Furthermore, in such a 
multireligious empire, every community had its own privileges, rights, judicial 
organizations which put another limit, a legal one, on the powers of the sultan, 
while I van Groznij, at the head of an Orthodox Christian czardom, did not 
tolerate any other belief. 

Ivan Groznij is generally described negatively by modem historians 
whereas he was not always portrayed in the same light by his contemporaries; 
especially popular songs and rasskazy described him not as a mentally iU figure 
but rather as a despotic though strong czar. Siileyman, on the other hand, was 
exalted with the golden descriptions of Ottoman prose as in the l"aba~ra't 
Memfllik of his own Head of·the Chancery, Celilz.iide Mu~!JI{a, and in many 
other works in later centories. 

14Spliel, p. 6S aad Altao Aykul, p.·864. 



EXPANSION IN THE SOUTIIERN SEAS 

Salih OZBARAN 

Commenting on 1he Turco-Portuguese confrontalion in die Indian Ocean in lhe 
sixteenlh century, Denison Ross, lhe British Orientalist. wrote nearly half a 
century ago: "I would expressly hope lhat I have succeeded in showing how 
much still remains to be done in this engrossing field of research and how much 
care and labour will be required before !he imperfect and often conflicting 
accounts of the Franks and Muslims can be weighed in the balance and reduced to 
something like historical fidelity." 1 Even though a number of studies have been 
completed ever since his lime and our knowledge about !he Ottoman expansion 
in the southern seas has progressed to a certain level, the state of tbe field is still 
far from being satisfactory in comparison with other parts of Ouoman or any 
part of European history. 

Wbat bas kept Ottoman activities in the southern seas in obscur:ty? The 
relative silence in Ottoman historiograplty itself, lack of interest aroong native 
historians in Turkey, the Arab countries, Iran imd the like, and the delay or 
neglect in using the rich archival material- particularly Portuguese and Turltisb 
- can no doubt be counted among the main reasons which prevented tbe reader 
from a better understanding of the Ouoman policy in the southern seas in the 
time of Siileyman the Magnificent. 

loea.ison Ross, nThe Portuguese in India and Arabia·between 1517-1538," Joumal of the Royal 
Aaiolic Society (1922), p. 18. 
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Many historians like Frederic C. Lane2. Femand Braudel3, Magalbaes 
Godinho4, Meilink Roelofsz5, Charles R. Boxer6, Niels Steensgaard7 bave 
recendy been interested in tbe eastern ttade and lried to prove tbat tbe trade rouleS 
lbrougb tbe Middle East regained their importance in tbe middle decades of tbe 
sixteenlb century after tbe appearance of tbe Portuguese in !be Indian Ocean and 
tbeir effort to blockade !be enlrarlce to the Red Sea and !be Gulf. Though 
inapable of using lbe original sources of Middle &stem cultures and glancing at 
tbe Levant Dade and societies primarily to illuminate, sball we say, a Euroceolric 
vision of tbe past. lbese scholars have made considerable pioneering and 
lbeoretical conlributions to bring tbe topic to the historians' attention. And some 
olber scholars like Halil lnale~k", Andrew Hess9, Richard BlackbumiO, Jon 
Mandavillel1 bave tried to put dte Ottoman soulbem policy into dte world 
perspective, indicating !bat historians who work on !be modem times should 
necessarily take dte Ouoman view into consideration. Bernard Lewis was one of 
!bose who mentioned early on !be importance of !be Turkish archives for !be 
study of !be Arab lands whence tbe Ottoman aulborities bad directed their 
activities toward !be soulb.J2 

I should like, however, to name here lbree particular scholars whose 
stndies on !be basis of native sources - bolb archival materials and chronicles -

2F. C. Lane, "The Mediterranean Spice Trade: Further Evidence of its Revival io the Si1teeotb 
Ceruury," Crisis and Change in the Venerian Economy in the 16th and 17th Centun·u, ed. B. 
Pullan (London, 1968), pp. 47-58. 
3p, Braude), The Mediterranean and 1h£ Muliterranean World in the Age of Philip /1, lr. S. 
Reynolds, vol. I (London, 1972), pp. 543-'570. 
4 Vitorino Magalhaes Godinho, Os Dt:rcobrimenlos e a EconomitJ Mundial, "Vo1. I (Lisboo, 
1965), pp. 111-72. . 
~M.A. P. Meiliak-Roelofsz., Asian Trade and European ln~nce (The Hague, 1962) .and "The 
Structures of Trade in Asia in lhe Si:R.Ieenth and Seveo.teeoth Centuries". More l..Mso-lndicum. IV 
(Pari.o, t980), pp. t-43. 
6Clw'les R. Boxer, "A Note on Portuguese- Reactions to the Revival of Lhe Red Sea Spice Trade 
and the Rise of the Acheh, 1540-1600," Jourrud of Southeast A.tion History, X/3 (1969), pp. 
415-428. 
7N. Steenssaard, Carroclu, Coravans, and Componie.t: The Stmctural Crisis in the Eu.ropet~~~
Aritm Trade ill rlu! &rly /7rh Cen10ry (Copenhagen. 1973). 
8 Amoos his various writings see, e.g .• "The Ottomu Ecooomic Mind," Studia in the Economic 
Hisrory of IM Middle &ur, ed. M. Cook ll.mrdorr. 1970~ p. 2/2. 
9 A Hess, "The Evollllion of the Ottoman Seaborn Empire in the Ase of the Oceanic Discoveri~. 
1453-1525," ArurU:mr Hisroricol Review, LXXVn (Dec. t970), pp. 1892-1919; and also "The 
Ottomaa Conquest of Egypt (IS17) and the Beginning of the Sixteenth-Cenlory War,"' 
ln~emalimtol Joumal of Middle E .. r S-s. 4 (1973), pp. 55-76. 
101. R. Blackburn. "Arabic and Twkish Source Materials for the Early History of OUomaa 
Yemen, 94511538-97611568," Source for IM Hisrory of ArubW, Part 2 (Riyadh, t979). p. 197-
209. 
ll J. S. Maadaville, "The OUoman Province of al-Ha.sa in the Si:R.teenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries," Joumal of IM American Oriental Sociery. 9013 (1970), pp. 488 ff. 
128. Lewis, "The Oa:oman Archives as a Soma:: for lhe Hisl:ory of the Anb Lands, • JourrltJl of tlte 
Royal Asialic Sociely (1951), p. 149. 
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enabled the Ottoman past to a certain extent to acquire its place in a more global 
historiography; Jean Aubin, the Frencb scbolar wilh an exceptional knowledge of 
languages, in lhe Mare Luso-lndicum and olher sludies,n bas lrted to sbow bolh 
sides of lbe medallion as rae as lhe history of lbe Indian Ocean is concerned. R. 
B. Serjeant accomplisbed a very useful task by translating some Hadrami 
chronicles into Englisb, lbus ailowing us to view Ottoman history from the 
pen;peclive of lhal part of Arabia in the sixteenlb century.14 In his review of 
Serjeanrs study, lbe Turkish historian Cengiz Olllonlu had 10 confess "what we 
learn from Ibis book is lbal the Turkisb administrators in Yemen did mucb more 
to establish the Ottoman rule in the coastlands of Arabia than is mentioned by 
the Ottoinao cbronicles."15 While conducting his own research on lbe 1559 
compaign against Bahrain in the Gulf, Orboolu again expressed his surprise in 
front of the fact tbat "it is not possible 10 Jearn about the 0110man activities in 
the waters of the Gulf of Basra from the. works of contemporaries like CelMzade 
MW!tafA. Pe~uylu lbrfibim or Gelibolulu Mu~tata • AU. It is astonishing to s~ 
that even lbc most important events are not recorded by the above-mentioned 
historians."16 The third scholar I would like to name is indeed Cengiz Orllonlu 
himself who occupies a very distinctiye career among the Turkish historians for 
be exploited the Turkish archives for this purpose. His work on the Ouoman 
province of l:labe& (Abyssinia) is stiU unique.17 

Thanks to the leads of all these pioneers, it would be possible to gather 
information from what seem to be lbe most authentic sources of Ottoman policy 
in the southern seas in the sixteenth century: the Portuguese and Ottoman 
archival materials, and Portuguese chronicles. The Portuguese governors in India 
were always suspicious of the_ :'"furcos" or "Rumes" who could any time set sail 
against their bases around tbe Indian Ocean, and tberefore informed their king 
about the plans and activities of the Ottomans in tbe Red Sea, the Gulf and the 
Ocean. The most usefu.l guide to these reporis is to be found in George 
Scburbarnmer's surnffianes of what be collected from tbe official and personal 
wntings kept in the Portuguese archives and libraries.18 

No doubt, it would not be so easy 10 establish in detail the political, 
military and economic achievements of the bttomans on such a wide frontier as 
the Indian Ocean; this will certainly take time. I can, however, point out in this 

13see, e.s .. his "Quelques Remarques sur l'Etude de I'OcCaa lodien au XVI~me SiCcle," in 
Agr11pamen1o tU Esrodo.s de Carwgrojio Anliqa, LXXV (Coimbra.l972), pp. 3-13. 
14R. B. Seljeant.. The Portuguese off rhe South Arabian Coast, Hadrami Chronicles (Oxford, 
1961). . . 
15sce Tanh Dergis• XlV/19 (Istanbul, 1964). p. 17. 
16c. Orbonlu, "1559 Bahreyn Seferint All bir Raper," Tan'h Dersisi. XVII/22 (1967), p. 1. 
11c. Orhonlu, Osmanl' lmpararorlugu'mm G/Jney Siyoseti: Habq E."yaleD (Istanbul. 1974). 
18G. Schurha:inriler. Die ZeitgenoSsischen Quellen zur Ge;ciUdrre Ponugiesisch-Asien.s und 
Seiner Nachbarlllnder z,ur Zeit des Hi. F"ranz. Xaver ( 1538-1552) (Rome, 1962). 
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limited space certain conlours of a general pici.Ure of lhe OUoman presence in lhe 
soulhem seas, in lhe time of SilleymAn lhe Magnificent, in a Lmditional 
chronological description wilhout considering lheoretical models. 

Let me begin wilh .a few lines concernin& the Ponuguese intentions and 
achievements in the Indian Ocean before the coming of lhe Ottomans. "Many 
readers will be familiar wilh lhe well-authenticall:d story." says Boxer, "lhat 
when lhe first man from De Gama's crew reacbed Calicut be was accosted by two 
Spanish-speaking Tunisians. They asked him: What lhe devil bas brought you 
here?' 10 which be replied: 'we have come to seek Christians and spices:•t9 
Vimos buscar cristoos e especiaria.20 Indeed, "o advento do imperialislrw da 
p~lllll" a<> Magalbaes Godinbo calls it, namely the advent of spice imperialism. 
was achieved wilh an astonishing speed. Particularly after the year 1510, when 
Alfonso de Albuguerque became the governor of the Portuguese East, the plan 10 

close the mouth of the Red Sea by the seizure of Hormuz affected the economies 
of the Levant and the European states. There was no naval power in the Indian 
Ocean 10 challenge the European visitors at that time, not forgetting the 
insufficient efforts of the Mamluks. When 3 naus (large ships) took nearly 
500,000 kg. pepper .and 450,000 kg. spices in 1513 and 6 naus more than 
2,000,000 kg. pepper in 1517 to Lisbon, lhe Egyptian economy was undergoing 
a crisis.21 

When the Ottomans succeeded the Mamluks in 1517, they faced the same 
challenge as the Mamluks did in their last years of sovereignty: "the 
establishment of a political sea power with an economic goal supported by a 
commercial organization. •22 It is not the subject of this paper 10 comment on 
the factors which lOok the Ottomans to the Red Sea and th.e ocean. Halil lnalak 
and Cengiz Orboolu tell us lhat the Ottoman policy makers were aware of the 
political and commercial developments in the southern seas. 23 No doubt. behind 
the issues of political and military superiority can be seen commercial activities 
and economic links between Anatolia, the Arab counlries and the southern seas 
as major concerns of the Palace. Muslim rulers around the ocean bad often 
sought help from the Ottoman sultan against the POrtuguese24 

l9c. R. Bo>er. 1M Portvg•ese Seaborn Empire. 1415-1825 (Londoo, 1969), p. 37. 
20Godioho, Os Ducobrimen1os, I, p. 487. 
2llbD Jyis, Joumal d'un bourgeois du Coire, tr. G. Wiel (Paris, 19SS)..vol. I. p. 391: Godiaho, Os 
Descorbrimeruos, 11, p. 115. 
22Mei1ink.-Roelofsz, Asian TrDde, p. 119. 
23Se:e above. laalck's article, p. 212 Orhonlu's Hobq, pp. S-6 
24The rulers of Hormuz. Shihr aad Gujarat had sought Ottomao help in their struggle asaiost lhe 
POOUgUese. See, e.g .. lhe Jetter of vezir Sharaf ad·Din of Honnuz io L. Ribeiro, "En Tornom do 
Primeiro Cer= de Diu," SNdU., 13-14 (l.isboo, 1964), pp. 102-103. · 
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, The report of Selman Re1s, the Ottoman seaman who had previously 
served in the Mamluk navy, tens us that in 1525 there were 18 ships <bl4rarde, 
lpic,ltrga, ~alyote) guns of various types (badalu~~ yan1op•, zarb-zen, ~ayl!;a) 
stationed at Jidda, ready to go "to action to capture and bold all the fortresses and 
ports in India tinder Portuguese domination:•25 Selrn3n was no~ however; 
content with his government's policy, "One cannot when one sees these [ships] 
and arms lying idly at Jidda," reported Sebnan; "if they (i.e., the Portuguese) bear 
that these ships are not operational and lack crews, they will inevitably come 
with a big amiada for, apart from these ships, there is nothing to deter these 
accursed Port~guese. "26 In this report it is possible to fmd indications of the 
OUom,an policy toward the south. The Istanbul government was not keen enough 
to take action as early as possible; and the Jack of crew needed for naval action 
prevented them from large projects 

Economic factors must undoubtedly have worried the Palace, A certain; 
though limited, ·amount of revenue was coming from the trade activities in uie 
Red Sea (despite the Portuguese blockade) as It is indicated in an Ottoman budget 
dated 1527/2827 We also learn that in the year 1530 about 2 million a~res were 
allotted by'the Ottoman government to have ships built at Suez.28 Pero Caraido, 
tbe Portuguese ambassador in Venice, reported in the following year that 
"according to a man who had been in Suez and who came here from Alexandria, 
40 small galleys, 10 big galleys, io· big and 10 small vessels were beirtg 
prepared at Suez .... As soon as the fleet became ready, Sfileyman P~ (the 
governor of Egypt) would set sail to look for the armada of the king:'29 But the 
Palace must have considered the events in the Mediterranean and the Safavid 
frontiers more important While the guns and munitions were taken to the 
Mediterranean, SUieyman Pa§a wilh lhe Egyptian treasury had to join the Sultan 
on his way to Iran. 30 The Ottoman naval campaign to widen lhe horizons in the 
southern seas was thus delayed. 

The biggest naval attempt from Uie' Ottoman side came in 1538, 
SO!eyman P~ set sail with 72 ships, took Aden and appeared in the waters of 
the ocean. This was certainly a challenge with powerful guns against the Estado 

25The report is in the Topkap1 Palace Archives (lst.anbul), E. 6455: SeeS. Ozbaran, "A Turkish 
Report on lhe Red Sea aad the Portuguese in the Indian O.:ean (1525)," ArabUzn Studies, IV 
(1978), p. 82, 
26Ibid,, p, 83, 
270. L. BarkAn. "H, 933·934 (M. 1527-1528) Mili Ylltna ait bir B~l~," lkti<at Fakultesi 
Mermuasr, XV/1-4 (Istanbul, 1953), p, 291. 
2Bsaibakanhk Aqivi, Kamil K.epeci collection. Bahriye section. 5638. 
29Arquivo Nacional da Torro do Tombo (Usboo), Gaveta., 20, M~o 7, Documento 15. 
30see A. Allouche. The Origins and DevelopmenJ of the Ottoman·Safavid Conflicr (906-
96211500-1555) (Berlin, 1983), pp. 104 ff; ~· Toran, "SO!eymin Pa1a (Hadrm)," fsUim 
Ansilifopedisi: l H. Elliou, Imperial Sp<Jin 1496-1716 (LOndon, 1962). p. 54. 
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do India of Portugal. No naval war took place, however, between the Oceanic 
marilime forces and the Mediterranean galleys. Wbile it is generally said thatlhis 
campaign against Diu bad no nl$.Dlt tQ Ottoman credit. it is often forg~n that 
during and just afler .Ibis campaign Yemen was consolidaled as an Ottoman 
province which would later play an important role in the empire's southern 
policy.31 

In the aftermath of the Diu campaign. lhe OUomans no doubt inspired fear 
in the Portuguese bases while leaving some artillery men in Muslim India to 
instruct the Indians on the use of ftrearms. They also left the feeling that they 
could at any time come to share the economic revenues of the Ocean. The 
Portuguese king had to draw his commanders and soldiers in India against the 
growing Turkish danger in lhe Indian Ocean. Because of these anxieties a 
Portuguese fleet under the command of Dom Estevaoda Gama tried to bum the 
Ottoman. galleys at Suez, but Ibis attempt proved to be unsuccessfuJ.32 The 
Ottomans seemed now to have been lhe masters of the Red Sea. Their belp to 
Al)med bin lbrM!im, a Muslim leader in EasLcm Africa wbo was in conflict with 
the King of Abyssinia, was particularly sigoiftcanl since lhe Ottomans supplied 
the Muslims with guns and arquebuses in 1542.33 The popularity of Turkish 
guns, gunmen and arquebuses was already known in lhe Muslim world.34 As 
early as the late 1530's lhe Ottoman experts on ftreanns seem to have gone as far 
as the Atjehnese Muslim state in Swnatra of Southeast Asia, where lhe warfare 
between Atjeh and the Bataks turned in favour of the former only afler "!here 
came to the Tyrant(' Ala'ad-din) 300 Turks, whom he bad long expected from the 
Strait of Mecqua (i.e., the Red.Sea), and for lbem had sent four vessels laden 
with pepper_"35 

Economic considerations sometimes direcled the two empires to ccme to 
make agreements on the soulhem frontier. The Ottomans wanted lhe lr.lde routes 
open and wished to receive pepper and spices from that part of the world. The 
Portuguese needed grain from the south. We know through some documents 
preserved at the Torro de Tombo in Lisbon !hat the two empires exchanged 
envoys with royal instroctions following lhe year of 1538.36 The Ottoman 

310u this event and its result seeS. Ozbaru, "Osma.Db lmpa1111orlulu ve Hindistan Yolu," Tarih 
Dergisi, 31 (1978), pp. 98-104. 
32E. Sanceau, "Una NUIBI.ivc: de Expedi~ Portuguesa de 1541 ao mar Roxo," Shldia. 9 (1962), 
pp. 209 ff. 
33 Almeida, Historio <k llethiopU>e, Livro lll, Capililo X: Orlloolu, Hobej, pp. 26-27. 
34JI. lnakik. "The Socio-Political Effects of the Diffusion of Fire-arms ia the Middle East," War, 
TeclrM/ogy tmd Society in the Middle &u~ eds. V.I. Puey aud M. E. Yapp (London, 1975), pp. 
2021!. 
JS A. Reid .. "Sixteealh Ceu.Nry Tmkish Influence in Western Indonesia." lourMI of Stn~lhasl 
/l.sitm Hist<>ry. X/3, t969, p. 401. 
36Nquivo Ntlcionol tJtj Torre do Tombo, Corpo Cronol6gico, Pane i, Mafro 69, Documeato 40 
(10 Febnwy 1541) and Documot~to 47 (IS February 1541): "lotripo que leva duarte .. ranho:" 
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demand that the Muslim merchants should travel safely in the Ocean and the 
Sbibr-Aden-Zeila line should mark the frontier between the two navies was not 
found practical by the Portuguese authorities. 

At any rate, the middle decades of the sixteenth century witnessed the 
revival of spice uade through the Levant as the above-mentioned historians have 
tried to prove. The Ottoman government seems to have been concerned more and 
more with the developmems in the southern seas. Before the conquest of Basra in 
1546, Ayas ~ wrote in a letter to the ruler of Ceza'ir in the Sha\1-al-' Arab 
region: "Few days ago my Sultan (i.e., Silleyman the Magnificent) instructed me 
to go against Basra, to take i~ from there to Horrnuz and India, and fight against 
the devious Porruguese."37 

The second and, in fact, the last Ottoman attempt occurred in 1552; this 
lime, the target was Horrnuz, one of the most important points from which the 
Portuguese were controlling the maritime traffic to and from the Gulf. This lime 
Pili Re1s, the famous Ottoman seaman and geographer, left Suez with 25 
galleys and 4 galleons taking 850 soldiers on board. 3& He first sacked the city of 
Muscat and then besieged Horrnuz. This campaign, too, failed to bring victory to 
the Ottoman side; instead, it marked the end of Plti, the author of the Killlb-i 
Ba/lriyye. The attempts to bring the galleys back to Suez, now at Basra, were not 
successful. Seydi 'Ali Re1s, one of the eminent sea captains, tells us about his 
fight in 1554, in fact the only serious naval confrontation in the Indian Ocean, in 
his Mir'dtU'I-Memdlik: "there happened such a fight of guns and arquebuses 
which it is not possible to describe. "39 The Ottomans lost their galleys at the 
end; the Mediterranean-type !:ad~rgas were either taken by the Portuguese or 
wrecked in the Ocean. The southern seas were not to witness another organised 
large campaign in contrast to the Mediterranean front. 

Despite these unsuccessful attempts at sea, the Ouomans were 
establishing themselves ·as a land-based empire on the southern frontier. They set 
up in 1555 two new beylerbeyliks (governorates): Lal)sa (ai-Hasa) in Eastern 
Arabia and J:labe§ in Africa. While the coastal towns and cities like Basra, ai
Katif, Aden, Mocha, Jidda, Suez, Sawakin and Masawwa were to carry out their 

COJpO Ou:on6gioo, Parte 1, Ma~ 71, Documento 28 (6 December 1541); Corpo Oarouo16gico, 
Parte 1, M~ 72, Documeato 16: Sultan's inslructions coolJ'ary.'ro those of lhe Portugu.ese ~ag; 
Arquivo Nacionol da Torre do Tombo Docnmeotos Orieotais1 Ma~o I, Documenlo 24, dat~ 
Odobct 1544: Leuer from SO.Ieymia lhe Magolficcot to D. J~o III. See also Ozbanm, "OsniaDb 
lmparaaoduAu ve Hindistao Yolu," pp. 105-1 J. 
"31Arquivo Nacional da To"e db Tombo. Colecfao de Sao LourenfO, IV, fol. 140b-141h: De haul. 
q{ouvemad/ or de bagot/Qd p{er/aaly hem alyotn Rey deqy1.13yra.. 
38Topkap1 Palace Library, KoAu!flar section, 888, fol. 488a; Corpo Cr0ool6gico, Parte I. Maso 
89, Documeoto 9, fol. 3b-Sa: C. Orhoolu. "Hiol KaplaahiJ ve Piri Re'is," Belleten, X:XXJV/134 
(1970). pp. 235-236. 
39seydi 'Ali Re'ls. Mir'8tU'l-MemLllik (1Siaabu1, 131311895), p. ·13. 
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trade activities and piracy in the southern seas, the provinces of Basra, al-Hassa, 
Yemen and Abyssinia became subjected 10 the i/rizdm system, .in which the 
important parts of revenues were not distributed as tfm4r but reserved direclly for 
the sul1an's treasury, being collected by tax-fanners.40 The budgets of Yemen, 
cadastral registeM> of Basra, copies of orders from the Sultan, ru 'tis registers and 
various other registeM> are first-hand sources which renect the Ottoman 
administrative system in those southern provinces. 

The budgets of Yemen for the years of 1 S60-62 reveal that a certain 
amount of revenue came from the landing places (iskelelul): In 969 (1561-62) 
4,273,606 p4res were collected as the revenue of the iskelelul of Yemen, namely 
about 13% of the whole income.41 And F. C. Lane's study shows that between 
1560 aud 1564 the quantity of pepper whicb reached Venice from Alexandria was 
1,310,454 pounds, well over the 1,150,000 pounds wbicb bad made the same 
journey before the Portuguese interference.42 

In the year of 1566, wben SUleymAn the Magnificent died at Szigetvar, 
there was in ls1anbul an Atjebnese envoy wailing for the sul1an to suppon bis 
ruler with artillery and experts. Sultan Selim II, Silleymful's successor, could 
send only three sbips to Aljeb.43 Tribal revolts in Arabia were then 10 keep the 
Onoman government engaged. Wben one sees that lbe revenues collected from 
the southern provinces were barely enougb 10 pay the salaries and wages of the 
state functionaries and soldiers kept in those far comeM> of the empire, 44 one is 
tempted to raise the following question: wbat was the benefit of the OtiOman 
expansion in the southern seas and lands? 

40 S. Ozbarao., "Some Notes oo the Satyaoc System io lhe Ottoman Empire as Organised io 
Arabia io the Six...,olb Ceoblry," The lo•mal of Olloman Sllldiu, VI (lstaobul, 1986), pp. 39· 
45; .. A Note oa the Oltomaa Admioistral..ion ,iQ Arabia ia the Sixteeath Ccotury," lntemtJlimlal 
lo•mal of T•>iish Struiiu, IIIII (WiscoDBlo. 1984-85), pp. 93-99. 
41Topbp> Polace Ar<hives, D. 314. 
42Laoe, "The Meditenaneao Spiee Trade," p. 47. 
43Ra.zaulbak ~ah. "A~i Padifaha Aliaddia'ia Kaouoi Sulla.D SOieymao'a Mektubu," Tarila 
~.j'~"""""'" DergUi, V 18-9 (Aobra, 1967). pp. 373-409. 

Aco::irdias to the Olloman budget of Ycmea daiN 100811~99-1600. the revenues were not evea 
enough to meet lhe npenditDres. H. SahillioAJu. "Yemeo'io IS99-1600 Yll1 Blll~," Y11s11J 
Hiltmet llay•r'a Anna,., (Anlwo, 1985~ pp. 2117·319. 



TilE EASTERN POLICY 
OF SDLEYMAN THE MAGNIFICENT 

1520-1533 

Jean-Louis BACQuE-GRAMMONT 

The diplomatic position of U1e Ottoman Empire as inherited by Siileymful, when 
he succeeded his father Selim I io September 1520, can without aoy risk of over
scbcmatization, be summarily described as: 

- Relentless confronlation with the heterOdox Safavid State founded in Iran by 
Shah Isma 'il; 

- flexibility 10wards all other panies so long as the Safavids have not been 
utterly eliminated. 

In a recent book, I I have gone into the grounds aod U1e evolution of the 
well-known conflict wbicb since 1514 openly existed between the SullaO aod tbe 
Shah. In order 10 apprehend the totally different slaOd taken by Siileymlin the 
moment be acceded to the throne, it would be fitting to outlioe briefly the main 
points of this confrontation aod the issues it enlailed. 

Selim, the only one amongst Bayezid ll's sons whom nature had endowed 
with an innate political acumen, had perceived already when be was governor of 
Trebizond tl1at the militaol action exerted by the Shli.h's "missionaries" among 
the Tilrkmens of Anatolia meant, at a time when U1e Ottoman central 
administration was weakened, tbe most serious peril facing U1e empire since 
Timor's invasion: an internal gangrene of which tbe threatening eastern 
neighbOur, gradually gathering sttengtb, would benefit to the core. The fact that 
the religious precepts propagated by the Shah were openly heterOdox, going 
beyond the theological rules acceptable 10 Islam; bad certainly ao impact oo the 
violent hatred felt by Selim towards the /.(mlbaf. But the essential reason for it 

11 OS], Les Ottr:mwns, le-s Safavides et Jeun voisins. Co11tribution a l'hiswire dts reWtions 
interntJtiorrale.s dans l'Orient i.rlamique de 1514 Q 1524, (The Dutch Institute of History and 
Archaeology in Istanbul. LVI, Istanbul, 1986). · · 
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was the danger of internal disruption within the Ottoman Empire which became 
fully apparent during the 1511-1512 aisis. However, the solution to this internal 
problem was to be found abroad: by crushing the charismatic leader of his own 
subjects of heterodox leanings the Sul18n would overcome their dangerous 
unruliness. Once seated flimly on the throne, Selim devoted all efforiS to reach 
this lllrgeL He could. however; not auain it despite an overwhelming superiority 
in men and weapons, and notwithstanding a diplomatic activily displaying one of 
the most remarkably gifted political minds in an era when there were quite a few. 
As far as political minds go, the Shah was certainly his equal and was able to 
detect the weak points of bis opponent and prevent him from using his power. 
This is what happened: On the battlefield of l;aldtran, on August 23, 1514, the 
Sultan's guns mowed down the {(udbat who. themselves, inflicted very heavy 
losses upon an Ottoman army whose corps d'tlite, the Janissaries, were not 
enthusiastic about fighting against the Shah who stirred in them a vague feeling 
of sympathy. Holding the ground but weary, the Sultan's men marched on to 
Tabriz but after a few weeks of drought. hunger, thirst and a trying early winter, 
they were bent on returning home to Anatolia. The memories of dtis campaign 
left their mark on Selim's army. However bard he tried, these men would not 
take the road to Azerbaijan once again. 

But lhe Sultan was not in a huny. Banished from the Islamic community 
following afetva of the $ey!JU'I-isldm, the ~•ztlbat were no more in a position 
to undertake mililllry action in Anatolia. By imperial order all roads in Anatolia 
were closed to traffic with the Shah's dominions. With the conquest of Syria by 
Sultan Sellm, Iran was to be cut off also from the West. It thus would gradually 
be deprived of its traditional commercial outlets, of food and other means of 
subsistence as well as of mineral ore supplies; asphyxia would gradually set in. 
Selim could thus afford to disregard the emissaries sent by the Shah to beg for 
peace and to throw them into prison as soon as they wmed up. 

As for Shah Isma 'il, be had no more manpower to resist a second 
Ottoman attack, which be dreaded. As reported by an Ottoman spy in July 1516 
he had only 18,000 men, many of whom were engaged in defending K.horasan 
against Uzbek assaults. To ward off a possible Ottoman at!Jick, the Sbah 
attempted to drag into war against the 0t10mans any potential enemies they 
could have had, whether in the Moslem world or in Christendom, ·but to no 
avail. finally, an attempt of a different nature brought abOut unexpected but 
effective results. The Shah wanted to equip bis armies with fireanns, which they 
lacked till then. A few guns were laboriously made operational and a detachment 
of arquebus musketeers followed the Shah wherever he went. With these 
weapons, which would have looked ridiculous if used on a battlefield, as 
compared to the Ottoman firepower, the Shah contrived a means of psychological 
warfare. Rumor, as SPread by the Shah's agents, multiplied the numlier of lhese 
anns beyond likelihood, and increased the fears of the Ouoman soldiers. Back 
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from Egypt, Sellm proclaimed that he would march on Ir.m. He confirmed this 
on his way from Damascus and Aleppo. Having reached the Euphrates in May 
1518, he suddenly changed course and rurned towards lsiJillbul, his army having 
obstinately refused to march on to Tabriz. It could well be that at that stage the 
Safavid state was saved, and perhaps it was due to Ule magnified image of these, 
in fact, rather few and mediocre fU"CaJllls of the Shah. However, with the passing 
away of the Sultan two years later, this campaign plan was put off. When much 
later in 1533 the Oltoman army set out eastwards, it had to face a much less 
vulnerable enemy than at the lime when they suddenly changed course at the 
banks of the Euphrates back in 1518. 

Indeed, Selim left his successor an empire in a much better state than the 
one he had taken over. lis borders now reached upper Egypt, the Hijaz, the river 
Euphrates down to Hit and U1e river Tigris down to Takrit in a pincer threatening 
Baghdad. In eastern Anatolia a glacis-like territory grouping local principalities, 
which were given the status of Ottoman sanjaks, served as a buffer between the 
vast beylerbeylik (governorate) of Diyarbaktr and the Shah's territories. This 
province of Diyarbaktr was governed by Bty~t Mel)med Paja, who was in lhe 
trust of SuliJill Selim and acted as a true proconsul of lhe eastern marches. This 
border area was adequately manned with good troops which could meet a Safavid 
attack, however remote such danger. On U1e other band, a new revolt by 
heterodox Anatolians led by Shah Veli b. ~eyb Celal, brought about at lhe 
instigation of the Sbah,2 bad been repressed U1e previous year. The Sublime 
Porte could thus consider that pesce was restored in these regions for a long time 
ahead. 

In olher fields, eight years of total war against the Shah left their mark in 
the Ottoman Empire. the army always dreaded the possibility of the start of a 
new campaign in Iran. It can be gathered from Ouoman sources that some people 

. took advantage of Ulis uneasiness to poison the atmosphere and work up minds, 
but it is not quite clear in whose interest U1ese people acted. There was a real risk 
of the Janissaries revolting. Such revolt could flare up at the least pretext. These 
troops, !hough led by Sellm to victory, never ceased to grumble. As regards the 
blockade clamped down on the Safavids, however h;ml it was on them, it also had 
repercussions on Ouoman mercban ts in their big l!usiness with the east It was 
only fear of Sellm's notorious wrathful outbursts thai made them refrain from 
giving vent to U1eir deep discontent. Generally speaking, lhe war in lhe East and 
its consequences proved unpopular with large parts of the Ottoman populalion. 

2see our "Eludes turco-safa.vides, III. Noles et documeots sur 1a r6volte de ~ih Veli b. ~Yb Celil", 
Arclltvurrt Ollemtmicum. VII, pp. 5-69. 
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Siileymln, probably upon !he advice of !he Grand Vezir Piri Mel)med 
Pa~ whom he had wisely kept in office. took measures which many of bis 
subjects awaited and welcomed. These measures are referred to favorably in most 
Ouoman records: in !he first place, !he revival of commercial traffic wilh Iran 
togelher wilh some provisions including the return of goods which had been 
abusively seized within !he frame of the blockade during the preceding reign. 
Along with these measures of appeasemen~ there was an immediate cbange in 
militaJy aims. Already in 1521 it was clear that !he new Sultan set his eyes upon 
the Christian world which indeed represented a more obvious foe !han the 
~tvlbaf, who, although heretics, could still be regarded as more or less members 
of the same faith. Also, the Balkan expeditions were more promising in terms of 
booty than Azerbaijan which had been made desolate by ftre and the systematic 
devastation brought about by the retreating ((uzlba1 before the advance of the 
Sultan's army. 

As a whole it can be safely said that the ftrst monUts of Siileymin's reign 
brought marked appeaseincnL The only noteworthy attempt at revolt is that of 
lhe beylerbeyi of Damascus. Cinberdi Gazlili. This revolt is worth noting 
because it is closely connected wiUt Selim's policy with regard to the Safavids.3 

There is a series of documents all of which lead to the same conclusion: already 
at lhe beginning of 1520 Sultan Selim could not have been unaware of 
Cinberdi's contacts with the Shah, which were carried out quite openly. Indeed, 
Selim had grand vezirS executed for lesser crimes. That Sellm could have 
overlooked such an act of misdemeanour, which was no secret to anybody in 
Syria, would have been quite inconceivable were it not for a report on !he 
question by Btyt)!:h Mel)med Pa§a. Btytl!:h Mel)med Pa§a expresses an 
assumption which, to our mind, is a sound one : We wonder whether the 
Sublime Porte had not given orders that this be so. More than one conjecture 
leads us to asswne that Selim could himself have schemed such a connection for 
a defmite purpose. In view of his dim past and his more !han one act of treason, 
when he was at the service of tbe Mamluks, Cinberdi could well appear in the 
eyes of the Shah as prone tO revolt against the Ottoman sovereign. This sham 
revol~ as devised by !he Sultan, was a means of enticing Shah lsma'TI into Syria 
in order to suppon his panner. Thus. however much !he 0110man forces were 
averse to an attack in Iran, Selim bad all reasons to believe they would 
steadfastly go to war if tbe fight was to be on Ouoman soil. Everything bad been 
prepared to ensnare !he Shah, but the Sultan's sudden dealh upset the whole 
scheme_ We believe that thereupon Cinberdi wanted to act on his own account 
and embarl<ed on an untimely adventure. Sucb venture could perhaps have met 
with success a century earlier in the Mamluk empire, but be bad not reckoned 
with the sound organization and the militaJy might of the Ouomans. Cinberdi's 
men were defeated near Damascus and he him.'lelf lost his life !here. According to 

3see OS, pp. 27S-293. 
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an Ottoman documen~ Shah ~S!llll 'il showed great distress when be beard the 
news.4 

At this juncture Siileymin was master of the situation. He started 
preparations for an extensive military expedition the aim of which was formally 
declared a mere few days before be left Istanbul on May 18, 1521. Much to 
everyone's relief the target was the Hungarian border but the Sultan let doubt 
hover about the wbole campaign as long as possible. Until then almost everyone 
had felt that the Ottoman army would again take the road to the east. EvidenUy, 
it was in the interest of the Sultan to keep the Shah guessing and perplexed, 
hence on the defensive. 

We have discovered in the Ottoman archives a considerable number of spy 
reports covering han and dating back to the first months of 1521. These reports 
show that the Sublime Porte was intent on finding out as clearly as possible the 
Safavid opponent's intentions, the size of his forces and how operational they 
were. These reports distinctly lead _to the conclusion that tl1e Shah at the time 
was definitely not in a position to launch an attack on Anatolia. The Sultan 
could thus safely proceed to Belgrade. There was no serious danger theatening his 
eastern frontiers. Moreover, although there is no proof of any joint planning, the 
news of Siileymin's departure westwards coincided in Azerbaijan with a 
particularly fierce attack by Uzbeks on Herat. The relatively small number of 
men the Shah could enroll for intervention in Anatolia was still further 
diminished as part of them bad to be held back ready to defend Kborasan against 
any possible threat. 

But Siileyman had found a particularly effective way of dissuading the 
Shah from launching an offensive on Ottoman territory whilst he himself was 
busy in the Balkans. A series of documents so far unpublished, found here and 
there in the archives of lite Topkapt Palace, enabled us to reconstruct an Ouoman 
diplomatic scheme of which nothing has been known so far, shrouded as it was 
in secrecy. Its primary shon-term aim was to neutralize the Shah and eventuaUy 
to embark on a gradual process of "disengagement" i1,11he east.S 

In the spring of 1521, just at die time when Siileyrnin was leaving 
Istanbul and news of the Uzbek threat was reaching Azerbaijan, three Ottoman 
spies were anrested in Tabriz. This is not extraordinary per se. Two of these were 

4See our "Notes ct documents sur les Ottomans. les Safavjdes et Ia GWrgie, 1516-1521. E1udes 
turco-safavides, VI", CtJI!iers du Monde Russe e/ Soviitique, XX/2, 1979, p. 262: (Repon of Fi'ik 
Beg. Spriog 1521, Topkap1 Palace Archives. E. 6f>18) ''Avcml d'appreNlre que le rebeUe JIJnberdi 
a peri, Sllfl-11 /smail.avair rlrolu de nrarcl1er s~f Le.Pf~JS de ROm, nrais, lor:sqw'arriva Ill nouveUe dL 
ln dlroute de-ce/ui-ci, sa raison s'lgara el ilfot danS le dl...sarroi. Lonque"ladire nouvelle arriva de Ia 
pan dJ~.- sw.rdir KiJr EnUr, il fut comp/Aren..ntl d4rouJi." 
5See OS, p. 294 If. 
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ordinary agents wbo apparenUy served as guides and bad not been briefed about 
the real aim of the mission in which they were involved. One of the two was 
after a while released and sent back 10 Anatolia The other one managed to escape 
in autumn. As for the third one, be was a notable figure, wbo seemed out of 
place next to the other two. He was Soli Mel)med Beg, previously a laster 
(fdfnigir) in the Imperial Palace and then deputy to the Bey of the Sanjak of 
Amasya6 

Immediately following his arrest, which everything leads to believe was 
made in order to delude the onlookers as well as bis companions, be was 
separated from them. He was then led to the vakilo-ssaiJllne Mirza SbAb l:loseyn. 
This person ranked second only to the Sbab himself. SOli Mel)med Beg appears 
to have stayed in the retinue of M""uza SbAb l:loseyn until the very end of his 
mission, about a year later. 

During SOli Mel)med Beg's stay in Azerbaijan at least three messages 
were despatched by the Safavid officials to the Ottoman authorities. We have 
access to these documents and their date can easily be determined. They all 
purport to a resumption of direct diplomatic relations between the two states. In 
this exchange of notes a feature worth noting is that while the rank of the 
Safavid sender becomes bigber in the hierarchy with every ensuing message, the 
rank of the Ottoman addressee of these messages gradually runs to a lower level. 
Moreover, the Safavid sender, getting more and more anxious to receive some 
sort of an answer from the Sublime Porte, prompts the Porte by promising more 
and more concessions.? A close study of dle contents of these documents and 
their circumstantial content leads to interesting conclusions. 

As ouUined above, since the end of 1514 the Sbab exerted all efforts, 
though in vain, to secure from the Sultan, failing the restoration of normal 
diplomatic relations, at least a "modus vivendi" which would allow to ward off 
the threat of a renewed Ottoman offensive. We do not know following what 
bargaining Soli Mel)med Beg found himself back in Tabriz. There is no doubt, 
though, judging from indications gathered, that be was acting all along with full 
authority from the Ottoman seat of power at the highest level. This was 
apparenUy unknown to the last warring faction led by Btytl!:h Mel)med Pa~a, 
who were ~till intent upo•i'"imresu-ained war with the Shah. What is clearly 
apparent rrOin the records is that, through bis emissary; Silleymful was luring !lie 

6 He subscqueiu.ly became Agha of the Janissaries and then beyierbeyi of various provinces 
inchidiog'BOS:nia and Budin, where he died round 1552. 
1M~~·:..;.,from ~Ofi Mel)med tcfGraad Vezir .P"'ICi MeJ:uned Pqa dopkapt Arch., E. 11937, 
summer 1521 ... appareatly dictated by Min:i Shih f:loseyn) - from ijije Ebrihim, Safavid 
sovemor of Adiljevaz. EO Divine ijUsrev Pap, beylerbey of Diyir Bekir (E. 8304. beginnins 
1522)- from MirzA Shih J:foseyn to Fi.'i" Bea, bey of the Sanjak of Bayburt (E. 42S6, spring 
1522). 
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Shah with wbat he had been yearning for during seven years: a dialogue. As 
could be expected, Shah Jsma 'il would not jeopardize such a prospect by 
inconsiderate military action. 

Now the Sultan could just procrnstinate. He knew his neighbour would 
not auempt any threatening move. As a matter of fact, when ~M Mel)med 
returned to Ouomao territory, in the spring of 1522, the Shah was still wailing 
for the longed-for reply. Siileymlln was now quite coofidenL A few weeks later 
he left Istanbul for the Rhodes campaign. ~oli Mel)med's mission thus ended 
with a double success: on the one hand, neutia!izing a potential adversary, on the 
olller, by launching the policy of disengagement in the east as we have discussed 
When the Ottoman army relmned from Rhodes early in 1523, the all-out struggle 
against the Shah was already for ali parties a distant memory, eclipsed by the two 
great victories by which lhe Sultan inaugurated his reign, victories in places 
where his illuslrious forerunner and grandfalher Mel)med the Conqueror had not 
succeeded - at Belgrade where he opened the way for further conquest in 
Danubian Europe, and at Rhodes where be secured the hegemony of the 
Ottomans in Lhe eastern Mediterranean and lhe safety of maritime 
communications with Egypt. Under these circumstances, the Sultan could 
condescend to grant lhe Shah that which he bad long wanted. Sources studied so 
far say nothing regaiding the dealings which took place in 1522 and 1523. In any 
case, tile outcome js quite evident: Tajo-ddln J:Iasan IJallfe, Shah Isma 'il's 
ambassador, presented himself before SOieyman in September 1523. The letter be 
was carrying, the contents of which we know, 8 contained nothing suprisiog -
the Shah poured forth his protestations of goodwill and vows for the restoration 
of good relations. Condolences on the dealh of Sellm and best wishes for the 
good fortune of the Sultan were skillfully woven ·in. Anyone who didn't know 
the context in which this took place would be hard put to guess that this 
apparently insignificant and stilted message was to end a decade of ruthless 
conflict. Siileyman's response9 at first glance attracts scarcely more attention 
except that beneath the rhetorical flouriShes. no less accomplished than those of 
his correspondent, one can easily sense condescension and a carefully conlrived 
lack of concern. 

Everything we have seen until now would lead us to believe that as soon 
as he bad secured reestabliShment of a minimwn level of diplomatic intercourse 
the Shah would avoid compromising this result by any hostile inlrigues against 
the Ouomans which the latter would notice. Nothing of the son! In October 
1523, no sooner had Tajo-ddin returned to Azerbaijan when Shah Isma 'il wrote to 
two of the Ouomans' most natural .enemies in Europe, Charles the Fifth and 
Louis of Hungary, proposing an alliance and concerted military action. as part of 

BFeridQn Beg;.Munfe'dtu"s se/il,ir• l (lstanbul1274/t8S8), R'· S2S-S26. 
9/bid, pp. 526-521. 
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which be was supposed to launch an offensive into Anatolia in April 1524. t 0 

Also, !hough one can scarcely prove Ibis given lhe current state of lhe evidence, 
it is probable that he opened relations wilh I;IA'in Al;lmed P8§a. !he beylerbeyi of 
Egyp~ who bad proclaimed himself Sultan of Cairo in January, 1524. One of his 
counselors, ~c;li ~Yl! Kebir Erdebili, is lrnown to have. played a role in lhe 
Ouoman-Safavid negotiations of 1522.11 However that. may be, lhese two moves 
brought no result The revolt of Al)med P"¥1 was crushed in August 1524, and as 
for an effective alliance wilh European staleS, Ibis proved illu'!"''Y giVen l)le risks 
and uncertainties of communications across !he Ottoman territories lying 
between them. In any even~ Shah Isrna'il died in May 15:;',4, it tiuning point in 
!he history of lhe Safavid state. Wilh the coming of the yomig TahmAsb, just 
twelve years old, Iran was plunged into a long series of internal cooflicts between 
rival ((•z•lba~ clan chiefs, who were incapable of seeing beyond the Safavid 
borders, much to !he satisfaction of the Porte. It was only in 1534 that TahmAsb 
was finally able to rid himself of the tutelage of the clan chiefs, in whose bands 
he had been ·until then no more !han a toy. It was at Ibis moment that tbe 
Ottomans reopened hostilities.tZ 

Let us now consider briefly Utose essential elements in this scene of 
Ouoman-Safavid··confn;>n!3lion which were destined to persist or to be modified 
little by little during the reigns of Shah Isrna'il and Tahmisb. First of all, 
tbougb it is scarcely necessary to repeat it, the confrontation was at no time a 
matter of Turks vs. Iranians. Shah lsma'il, his ((mlba~ warriors, and his 
Anatolian partisans were to the contrary more Turltic if anything than were the 
ruling circles of the Ottoman empire. This was to fade with time a• the Iranian 
cultural influence took effect. But in tl1is respect nothing had changed very much 
by 1530 relative to tbe earlier period- the ((mlba~ chiefs were the sons of 
those who had brought Shah Isma'il to power and, from a social and culrural 
point of view, scarcely different from them. 

lOBarbara von Palombiai, Buud,iswerben abendUJndischer Macl,te um. Persien. 1451~1600 
(Freiburger lslunsmdien, I. Wiesbadeo, 1968). pp. 152-64. 
II OS pp. 362 (aod note 1169), 366, 377. 
12In faCI, such hostilities were implicit already at lbe beginning of Tahmisb's reign, as c:an be 
gathered from a threatening letter Silleymin sent to.bim. In lh.is letter SOleymin complained that 
he had oot received condolences oo Selim's death Dor congratulations on his own acce.uiqn to 
the lhrone; cf. Feridan Be8, MUnJe'dl, pp. 541-543. fbis uadated leller calls for further study. The 
one fol1owins it in FeridQn Bes's collection, pp~ 543·544, ;., addressed to ijUsrev Pa§a, 
be.ylerbeyi of Diyarbalur. It is dated beginning July 152S and covers war preparations asainst the 
Shah, see our "'Eludes wrco-safavides, XV. Cinq lettre.s 'de llUsrev Pliil, beylerbey du Diyir Bekir", 
l011mal Asimique, CCl.XXIX/3-4, 1991. These two l~aers could be collated for due appraisal. It is 
possible that these merely verbal lhrealS of the Sultan were e~pressed afler having received 
confirmation of the ultimate plot prepared a8aiost hii:n by Shah Isma'il before he died. This was 
after the conciliatory mission of Tijo-ddin. In fac:r:,,.such threats and the proc1aimins of aa Iran 
campaign could well cover up the underlyiog reason for the Sultao 's war prepararions which 
eventually led lo lhe Hungarian campaign of 1526. 
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We have therefore Ulken OIJ'e up to this point not to use the terms "Turk" 
or "Imnian" nor even "Sbi'i," to which we prefer the expression "heterodox," 
which at least allows us to avoid the most serious misunderstandings. What is 
apparent from his d1vt2n in Turltish 13 is that !be doctrine of Shab Isma ·n is a 
kind of Turkish-Anatolian syncretism which only the right son of varnish can 
help pass off as a form of Islam. This official religion of the "'zllba1 tribes was 
imposed upon an Iranian populace long accustomed to seeing their leaders behave 
in a more or less curious manner, and who themselves can be regarded either as 
Sunni or as Sbi'i so long as one does not try 10 define too precisely what was 
Sunni and what was Sbi'i in late-15th century Iran. As might be expected, the 
death of Shab lsma'TI as a doctrinaire figure inspired by his own religion, led 10 
the progressive m¥ginalization of .that religion, even though the Iranian Sbi'i 
lbeologians, whose intelleclnal education far exoeeded that of the fC•ulba1, really 
saved the Safavid movement as an acceptable Islamic model, however beretical it 
may have seemed from the point of view of the Ottoman ulema. This subject, 
imponant as it undoubtedly is, has yet to be lhe focus of a study, although one 
can at least sketch the stages of Ibis religious undertaking by Iranian intellectual 
circles. The consequences for our subject arc far from negligible. On the one 
hand, from the time of tl1e campaign of 1534-35, the Ottoman-Safavid conflict 
becomes a conflict between two states with different understandings of Islam, and 
no longer a conflict of Islam against pagans who are worse than giaours. On the 
other hand, the connections between the Safavid sovereign and the heterodox 
Anatolians staned to loosen bit by bit. 

Taken up with their own quarrels, the "1Zllba1 chiefs evidently played no 
role in U1e heterodox rebellion which enveloped Anatolia in 1526-7 and which 
the !'one was able to put down only with great difficulty.14 

The Porte continued to follow with care the situation in Iran as shown by 
various reports conserved at the Ouoman archives. The only event of note 
towards the end of the 1520's was the :Z:6-l-fel!:1ir Beg incident at Baghdad with 
consequences which were far from negligible. According to Ottoman and Safavid 
narrative sources Zu-1-fet,lir Beg (alias Nobud Beg), a nephew of the powerful 
Amir tHin Mau~ellu Turkman, was governor of Kalkurin. In 1528 be made a 
surprise attack upon his paternal uncle Ebr3him !Jan, governor of Arab Iraq, had 
the latter put to death, took possession of Baghdad, and set himself up as its 
ruler. Called to Khorasan, where be defeated the Uzbeks at lam, Tahmasb was 
unable to react until lhe following year, when Z0-1-Fe1!:11r was put to death. 
Meanwhile :Z:O-l-Fel!:11r had thought he could save himself by making an act of 
submission to Siileyman. From that time on the Ottomans exploited this 

13It is interestios to DOle lhat lhere is no uanslation ot commentary io Persian of the said div.!Jn. 
14s.:e my "Un rapport inCdit sur Ia rivolle anatolienne de 1527'', Studia islamicn, LXII, 1985, pp. 
ISS-111. 
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precedent in order to lay claim to righiS over Baghdad, which in effect become the 
objective for _their subsequent campaign to the east 

Another ~mlba1 deserter was able to tempt them still further. In 1530-1 
Olama Takalu, governor of Azerbaijan, disappointed in bis ambitions, passed 
over to Ottoman territory and presented himself at courl This intriguing 
personality, wbose lack of ability was· constanlly demonstrated later, was able to 
mislead the vezirs and even lhe all powerful Grand Vezir lbr3bim Ptqa The 
hatred wbicb he vowed towards ~eref Bey, the emtr of Bitlis, caused the faller's 
disgrace and led, under the circumstances. to his taking refuge with Tabmasb and 
obtaining the Shah's suppon to rescue Bitlis. wbicb bis rival bad besieged in bis 
campai~n for the emifate. Tbe Sbab gave him his support and went so far as to 
name biln bey/erbeyi of Kurdistan. In 1532 ~eref was killed in combat while 
trylng to retake bis provincet5_ But the Shab was seriously compromised by this 
affair, which offered the Sultan yet another pretext for opening hostilities at 
precisely the moment wben the satisfactory outcOme of his conflict with the 
Habsburg empire left his bands free for the front in the East 

The campaign of the Two lraqs was about to begin. 

11See our "Etudes turco-safavides, XVI. Quinze lettres d'Uzun Slileymia ~a. beylerbey du Diyir 
BeiW (l53t-1535)", AnaroUa Modema-Ye•i Aoadolu, I. 1991, pp. 137-186. · 
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Rhoads MURPHEY 

Any "original" sixteenlh-centmy somce -be it Ottoman or Safavid, Austrian or 
French- contains its own set of preconceptions and inbuilt biases. But, !hanks 
to recent scholarly effor~ we now have works from a broad specLrum of opinion 
in print on which to base our study of mid sixteenth-century Ottoman affairs. 
1brough U1e texts of in-bouse government memoranda ('an:) li'om the time <if 
lbrlllJim Pasha's vizierate, and denunciations (i/Jbdnuime) and complaints {$ikJiyet) 
dilected at Silleyman's sixth grand vizier Rtistem Pasha. the inner dimensions of 
Ottoman policy making begin to take much clearer shape. t In particular, two 
ilnportant new sources have recently been rediscovered and edited: the Ottoman 
defterdlir Seyfl c;eiebi's history,2 and· the memoirs and observations of Me'mGn 
Beg of ~ehrizor (Sbahriz0r).3 J. Walsh's publication of correspondence sent to 
the refugee Safavid prince E~ Mirza has opened up further new perspectives on 
that episode in Ottoman-Safavid relations, 4 to say nothing of the numerous 
publications of Dacque-Grammont.S We are now able to undertake a more 
multidimensional approach to the establishment of the Ottoman regime in 
eastern Anatolia and northern Iraq. As Hammer was writing his account of 
SiileymW!'s eastern campaigns in the third volume of his Geschichte published in 
1828, he could rely on only a few official chronicles and tbe distorted accounts of 
events presented in docUJOents such as the ;afernlime dispatched to King 

lr. Glikbilsio. "RUstem Pa:ja hakk•odak..i ithamlar,"· Istanbul Oniver.sitesi Edebiyat FakU/tesi 
Tarih Dergisi, 8 (1955), pp. 11-50: T. GOkbilgio. "Arz ve raporlarroa g6re Ibrahim Pqarun 
ln.keyn seferiodeti jJk tedbirleri ve ftltOhalJ,~ Belle1era, 21 (1957), pp. 449-4&2. 
2 J. Matuz, L'ouvrage de Seyfi ~elebi, hisrorie" ot1oman ·du xvr .siecle, Bibliolbaque 
ArcheoJogjque e1 Historique de l'lnstitut Fraof&is D'Arcbeologie d'btanbul, No. 20 (Paris, 1968) 
[hereafrer, T ew!rf~-i Pad¢/rdn ]. 
31. ParmaksJZojlu, "Kuzcy ·Jrakta Osmanb hakimiyetiain kurul~ ve Memun Beyio hatualan," 
Belleten, 37 (1973), pp. t91·230. 
4 J.R. Walsh, "The Revok of Alqas Mirza," Wiener Zeitschrift ftJr die Kunde des Morgenlanda, 68 
(1976). pp. 61-78. 
5see in particular his account of the Safavid embassy to SU.IeymiD's coun in H22 in Birinci 
Miltederarasr TUrkoloji Kongresi, vol. I, pp. 23~47 (d., note 14 below) aod lhe article entitled 
"Un rappon inb:lit sur Ia rt!volte aoa1olienne de 1:527," Stw:lill /s/amica, 62 (1985), pp. 155-171. 
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Ferdinand of Hungary in 1548 at the conclusion of the second, and least 
successful, of Siilcymful's lhree excursions.6 We can now draw on sources from a 
far broader range of the parties to the conflict. But the sources may still conspire 
to mislead us if we confine our attention to 1he public stance of the emperors or 
their personal beliefs. These sentiments rarely acted as the sole de!J!nninam of 
actual policy. As an example, if we lried to defme the basis of Ottoman policy 
towards the Safavids through evidence collected from the poetry of Mul)ibht 
(Sultan Siileymful's nom de plume) as be projected his claim to leadership over 
the entire Islamic world, we would conclude that he was so obsessed with the 
ex!J!nnination of the Slu""<i heretics as to be willing to abandon all nlber causes7 

Yet the record shows that of thineen full-scale imperial campaigns carried out 
during his reign, only lhree were directed against Iran, and the remaining ten 
against Europe. 

At various times during the Shah's reign, particularly during lbe years 
immediately following Tabmasb's coronation in 1524, smeyman sent 
rehdid•dmes8 inviting the young ruler to renounce his adherence to Sbi'i 
doclrine. Niew!!hner-Eberhard's arlicle9 bas documenll!d the use of polemics by 
both sides, while indicating the perhaps more extreme forms adopted by· the 
Safavids, who regularized the practice known as tebarralo or cursing the frrst 
three Muslim caliphs. But these outward expressions of disgust with one another 
were thealrically'staged events intended as much for internal audiences within 
each of their respective countries as for one another. The threat posed by the 
heterodox movement spearheaded by Molla ~biZ and his followers in IstanbuJII 
was handled in public rather calmly and discreetly through the invitation to J:(Abiz 
to engage in debate in 1527 with the $ey!JU'I-isldm and to recant his beliefs in 

6J. von Hanuner·Purgslall, Gesc/1ithse des Osmanisclren Reiches. 10 vols. (Pest, 1827-1835), 
III. p. 287, note d. Ia the siegesschreiben sen1 to Ferdinand in 1548 (i.e., after the mostly 
nnsuc:cessful second Iraoian campaign of 1547-1548) the sultan 1::.-agged of his capture of three 
cities, fourteen fonresse.s, and stated that 28 new fortresses had been bWII to secure 1he recenrly 
conquered territories. Ham01er used the 1e'l:t in Lalio preserved in the Vienna archives. Cf. 1he 
Olher versions .cited by M.F. Kiniotlu, Osmnnlllann Kafkos·EIIerUri Fethi, 1451-1590 (Ankara, 
1976), pp. 203·204. and the text of a copy of t~ same fetil:loime dispatched 10 lhe IGng of 
France io Al;tmed Peridlln, MecmJJ'a·i mQrye'IJt·i seM!fn [lsi printing, 2 vols., Istanbul, 1264· 
1265 AH: 2nd printing, Istanbul, 1274-1275 AHI, 2nd priotins. vo1. 1. pp. 603-606. [Noce: lhe 
two editions are bereafter cited as Matye'IJI} aad Mfin1e'6t "2]. 
7see lhe text of his pxtry quoted in KirzioA;lu, Kajkas-Elleri, p. 141. 
8E.a .. FertdUn, Milrye'dt2, I. pp. 541-543: "Ni~inc:• bulunan Celilz.ide .io~siyle Tahmisba 
aOnderllcn rehdidoimedOr." 
9E. NiewOhocr-Eberhard, "Machtpolitischc Aspelac des Osmanisch-Safawidischen Kampfes wn 
Bagdad im 16/17. Jahdlundcrt.," Turcica, 6 (1979), pp. 103·127. 
10Ahmed A.s:rar, Kanuni Sulton SUleyman De11rinJe Osmon}, Devletinin Dint Siyaseti ve Islam 
A/emi (hlllllbul, 1972), p. 160, note 149. ~emseddio Simi, Kdmfu-i TUrlcl (Istanbul, 1317 AH), 
p. 377. 

lis.., H. Algar, "KhUbmesi\u- in lbe !Hydopa<dia of Is/om, 2od ed. [herealler, Eli). s.v. 
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front of an assemblage of Otloman scholars and learned officials.12 Behind lbe 
scene, however, a major crackdown was underway and scores of suspcciS were 
being rounded up and eilber execuled or expelled from lbe city 13 Wbat Ibis 
pauem of public and non public behavior shows is not that sra!ed ideology or 
policy was pan of a massive disinformation campaign by lbe emperors to 
confuse lbeir enemies -allbough lbere is a great deal of lbat clemem in lbem-, 
but ralber lbat Ibis propaganda was manufactured for specific purposes and lbat it 
should not be taken literally.14 The Sunni Ottomans and lbe Shi'i Safavids were 
enemies, it is true, but much of their enmity bad its origin in non ideological 
issues. 

CONDITIONS OF WARFARE IN THE EAST 
DURING THE 16TH CENTURY 

Two principal factors hampered !be Ottomans' conduct of war wilb the 
Safavids and explain in part why S tileymfut directed only three of bis lbirteen 
imperial campaigns towards lbe east. Tite ftrSt was constraints placed on the 
conduct of war by the requirements of etiquette and custom ,;,hicb dictated the 
acceptable manner for waging war against a Muslim or even a lapsed Muslim 
foe. The second was limitations imposed by the physical environment and the 
difficulcy of keeping men !Uld horses supplied and fed while !be army campaigned 
in remote areas, far removed from the imperial supply system or menzil~dne 
networl<:. 

Even in tile context of an anti-Christian crusade, mutually accepted 
t:onvcnLion established certain rules for the conduct of warfare. Making war on a 
lapsed or heretical Muslim rival had to be justified by !be edict (/etvd) of 
excommunication. Ottoman oflicial policy labelled the !au/bat according to 
three overlapping categories as mUrtedd (apostate), rdjii:i (schismatic), and mUI/Iid 
(atheist and heretic), but none of these states of conscience was considered 
irremediable, and before sucb lapsed believers could be condemned to eternal 

12see H. Yurdaydm. "~ibit," EJ2, s.v.; and R.C. Repp, The Mufli of IRtanbul: A Study in lhe 
Development of lhe Onoman Learned Hierarchy (London: hhaca Press, 1986), pp. 2'34-236. The 
petition of the kadi of lslanbul. sa•di Sa'duiiAh <;clcbi (seeM. SUreyya, s;c;u.; ·o~~nt [4 vo1s. 
Istanbul, 1308- 1'3 11], vol. 3, p. 25), seeking aa order for tbe e:~~:ecution of Molla }.{.ibiz is 
ioeluded in a mecmtl 'a found io cbe library of the Universicy of California at Los Angeles, 
Collection 896, ms. 251. 
1 3p_ Kappe~. Geschiclrte Sultan SiileymQn ,Jdmmis ron CeldlzQth Muf{/Jfa gallltlni,Joea Nijiincl 
(Wiesbaden. 1981) [Verzeichnis der Orientalischen Haodschrifleo io Deutschland, 
Supplemenlband 21; hereafter. Celilzide, Taba~t],.f. 17Sb: '"'()() m..i~d.ir levendi p.!'me-i seyf 
idlip ... siyi.re(en l;c.atl eylcdiler." · 
140n the techniques-employed by Shah Jsma'i1 in waging his "war of dissua.sioo." against the 
Onomans, see J.L. Bacqu6-Grammonl, "Uoe Mission Diplomatique Safavide aupres de Ia Porte 
Cktomane en 1522," Bfrind Milletleraran TiJtkoloji Kongr~i (Istanbul. 1979), vol. 1, p. 24. 
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damnation it was the duty of every good Muslim to try to coax Utem back to Ute 
true failh. A formal opponunity to recant heretical beliefs was offered by 
convention as Ute obligatory· prologue to each eastern campaign. Silleyman 
dutifully dispatched yet anolher tehdJIJname to Tahmlisb in the spring of 1554,15 
despite the factlbat both sides had been openly preparing for war throughout !he 
previous year. The text of Siileymfln's exhonation to God to give Tabmlish 
"right guidance" makes reference to the existence of a tradition of offering a foe 
the option of accepting Islam as an alternative to war.16 Even in the extirpation 
of ~1;;1/baf the sultan was extremely wary of any action which might be 
construed in a way Uta! would Larnish his image as a just and righleous ruJer.17 

Poor wea!her conditions, sbonage of supplies, and unavailability of water 
and grazing land for the army pack animals figure prominently in the campaign 
diary of the 1534-1535 Baghdad expedition published in lhe Feridiin collection.18 

These adverse conditions sometimes necessitated the premature cessation of 
military action before the usual end of Ute campaigning season in late fall, or 
forced a retreat at lhe height of the army's forward progress. On several occasions 
during eastern campaigns the otherwise inexplicable halts and reversals in the 
routes of march followed by Ute Oltoman armies can be understood only if we 
look beyond strategic to logistical concerns. Tbe seemingly erratic movements of 
the army during the suiLan's second Iranian campaign for example become 
intelligible if we interpret them as the·army's search en masse for fodder for the 
cavalry's mounts. This interpretation is validated in the detailed descriptions of 
this campaign and of the Safavid counter-offensive of 1551-1552 recorded in 
Lu!fi Pasha's history.I9 The kind of warfare described by Lu(fi Pasha closely 
resembles modern guerrilla warfare, where the defensive force's main 
preoccupation is interrupting the offensive force's supply lines, only rarely 
confronting lhern directly in open combat. When such direct confrontation did 
occur it was usually carried out by small contingents commanded by provincial 

ISsee FeridUo, MiJ114e'dl2, I. pp. 541-543. Cf. Dote 8 above, aod Cel.ilz.ide, Tabal¢t, f. 457atr. 
16Celilzide, 'fobtJ~t. C. 4S9b: ~abtil's-seyf reklif-i fsutm dyi11-; 1er'-i seyyidiJ'l-errAm oldu&• 
ecilden, bu f&Uicm-i IJtimOyiJn ... saflo ijd/Jr buyurultb." 
17Sc.e SOieymin's communication to Jj'Usrev Pqa, lhe Beglerbe~i of Diyarbalur. dated ]ate Jnne 
1525 (Ramazin 931) in Feridlin. MUn~e'dl2. I. p. 543: "her bD.¥~da a~:tsen tedbjr olup, bir nimlh 
ebikligi olma.lcda.o dab;l ziyide i)J.tiyi! eyleycsio." 
18Ferid0n, MDn1e'IJtl, 1, pp. 584-598. See in parlicular the following entries which describe 
cooditions during lhe march from Tabriz to Baghdad through Iraq-i 'Acem; (1) 14 Rebi'D1-ibir. 
"gice ile bir mertcbe sogul;t oldl ki vasf olun~" (2) 19 Rctll'll'l-a.IJir, "beglik davan if')a ,ahnan 
yem cem' olmal$. i¢n otura\( olundJ;" (3) Cem&J,iyt11-evvel, "Ni~iocJ Seyyidi Beg :r.ahlre 
z&J,.metioden fevt old!. Erl:unlmdan bu ~onaga gelince aja~ cinsinden ~l.i ·oesne bubnmayup, bu 
~ona~ mete ve salp.z agaca viflf idi ... Bu \Cona)J::da a.yli zahire buhnaga dermin olmad.l;" (4) 9 
Cem.i~iyil'l-evvel, "ga,r-i ~irin l)avi1isiade ayn)S fCDiik yo{cdur. ~rif1 yibisdUr. ~at'an otu 
yo~ur;" (5) 10 Cemiziyil1-evvel, ''DOnyiver ):looagmdan bu meoz:ale geliace a..,li fCDiik yo~ur . 
... ~olla)J::da ~li ot yo~dur ... Anda dabJ beWar ~kildi ki 'asker baf.lna bir tiril)de ma'llim deg.ildlir 
ki gelmi~ ola. Ne gOriilmtif, ve ne de Vjid.ilmifdUr." 
19Lu!ii Pqa, Tev8ri!l-; til.; 'O....Jn (Istanbul, 1341 AH), pp. 438·451. 
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governors and not the main corps of the slllllding anny. Lu!fl Pasha describes 
such combat as "dog fights" (kOpek sava/1).2° The tactical retreat employed by 
the defensive forces terided to prolong the campaign, which ullimau:ly compelled 
the offensive forces into a forced retreat due to scarcity of provisions. That this is 
precisely what occurred during tbe 1548-1549 campaign is made clear in Lu!fi 
Pasha's account.2t 

TalunAsb's "scorched earth" tactic of bwning whatever crops or forage lay 
in the auackers' way greatly exacerbau:d the effect of environmentally-caused 
shortages, bUI even without this lhe supply situation for lhe Ouoman annies· 
operating in easlem Anatolia was far from easy. The problem of grazing lhe 
herds was perhaps the gravest among a number of problems of supply faced 
during operations in tbe sparsely vegetau:d, arid and remole terrain of easlem and 
southeastern Anatolia. The immobili7.ation of the Ottoman anny and its missing 
of many opportunities to slrike back against the tantalizingly close forces of lhe 
l,:1z11bal during the lale summer of 1548, for instance, is atlributed by Lutfi 
Pasha to the forced retreat of large numbers of mounled forces to the pasture 
lands of H~ova in the region of Diyarbaklr.22 Under conditions such as those 
described above, war in the east may be said to have been waged as much against 
people as against set fortified or strategic pijsitions. Burning of crops crippled lhe 
advance of lhe auacking annies but it also created major difficulties for civilian 
populatioo who bad to inhabit the territory lifter their retreat 

Thus sensitivity about the permissibility of attacks against Muslim 
adversaries, worries about logistics, and concern over the impact of guerrilla 
warfare on the civilian population all contributed to Ottoman hesitation about 
ordering mobilization for eastern campaigns. We can lherefore view lbe outbreak 
of war in the east (in particular Siileyman's second and lhird Iranian offensives) as 
acts of last resort in retaliation for ongoing barrassment, rather than as 
unprovoked aggression for lhe sole purpose of exrending Ottoman territorial 
control. 

One major cause of dispuu: which had already been removed by Si!Ieymlln 
early in his reign was the trade embargo which his predecessor Selim I (r. 1512-

20Jbid., p. 451. 
2 1/bUJ., pp. 438-440. In d~cribing this campaign, ~ Pasha speaks repealedly of 1he na1ural 
disa.slers (6/et-i semdvi) which befell the Ottoman army. 
22tbid., p. 440: HO§Ova'da lqker az1~lanup. atDJJli atlaca dermio idemediler. Ni-~ir &lstzh~dao 
Otarll. Diyirbckir'e ... gitd.iler, ti k.i lqkeri allanduralar." During this campaia:n. apparently even 
the luxuriant pastures of the BingOI region (see Evliyi <;elebi, Seyd~amame. [10 vols., bla.Dbul, 
1896-1938, (III, p. 234) proved iosufficieol to meet the' large scale demand of the army forces 
concentrated along the eastern Aoatolian frontiers. 
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1520) had imposed against Iran and Iranian mercbants.23· While may issues 
remained to be sellled before tbe two sides were ready to reacb an agreement at 
Amasya in 1555, SUleyman's reign represents, even from its beginnings, a 
softening of lite Ouornan position on relations wilit its eastern neighbors. Wbile 
Selim bad pursued an all-out war against Iran wilit all means available lo bim 
-trade war, military confrontation, and psychological warfare-, SilleymAn 
seems 1o bave been more interested in healing litan in widening lite rifts opened 
by bis father's policies. While not averse to seizing lite opportunity offered by 
lite internal confusion present in bis rival's cuumry during the so-called "lpztlblllj 
interregnum" from 1524 1o 1533 or even 1537,24 Silleymiin actually pursued a 
cautious policy aimed more at cumainment lban conquest and anxious to avoid 
disruption of trade. The last liting Stileym!lo wanted 1o see was lite erection of a 
Berlin wall between Sunol Analoli.a and lite l<•z•ll>al in neighboring Safavid 
Azerbaijan, or the embroilment of Muslim states in a mutually destructive war 
in lite Persian Gulf wbicb would hasten the biumph of the Portuguese in the 
Indian Ooeao. 

In contrast to bis father's militant and exclusionist Sunnism aimed at 
pennaoently driving the heterodox Iranians from lhe Muslim fold, Stlleymiin 
gambled on !he acceptability of an Otloman-sponsored Sunni universalism like 
lhe one accomplished by his oguz progenilors who bad founded lhe Great 
Seljukid empire in eleventh-century Iran. His dream of Islamic unity was in fact 
mostly realized, and lhe next phase of direct Otloman-Safavid confrontation over 
conuol of the Caucasus was postponed until the late 1580s. Selim's unrealistic 
and bardline view !hat the only proper resolution 1o dte Onomans' dispute with 
Iran would come wilh an Armaggedon-style showdown between the forces of 
"good" and "evil" was discarded in favor of a more latitudinarian approach. The 
danger which would come from fostering splits in the Muslim camp must bave 
been apparent to Silleymlio, whose European policy had benefiued so decisively 
from tbe existence of just such an unbridgeable gap between lhe Catholic and 
Protestant powers. Wilh lhe addition of Baghdad in 1535 to Cairo (capwred by 
Selim in 1517), lbe Ottomans controlled both former centers of the Islamic 
caliphate, bot one of Silleymiin's first acts afier returning from tbe east in 
December of 1535 was to sign a ueaty with tbe Christian ruler of France, 
Fran~ois I, in February of 1536. The message conveyed by this symbolic 
agreement was that Onomao leadership in the Islamic world was to be guided as 
mucb by worlclly pragmatism as by ideological purity. 

23See J.L. BacquC-Grammonl, "Notes sur 1e bloeus du conunerce lraoien par Selim l." Turcica, 6 
(1979), pp. 68-titi. 
24 According 10 R. Savory, "Safavid Persia," Comb ridge History of lsiJJm (Cambridge, Engl., 
1970). vol 1, W· 403~404, the interregnum las1ed until 1S34. H. Roemer. "The Safavid Period," 
Cambridge HUtory of Iran. vol. 6, pp. 239-240, prefen the latu date. 
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Apart from lhe most visible forms of diplomacy and treaties, a 
continuous process of lower-level negotiation was being carried on -especially 
during periods which saw !he outbreak of war - on both an offtcial and an 
unoffiCial basis. Groundwork for the defection or rebellion of a major ftgure in 
!he enemy camp ~ a member of lhe royal family or an important proviocial 
governor- actively engaged both sides in a conflict. The agents of this kind of 
diplomacy were not necessarily ambassadors or even statesmen. It seems clear 
from evidence examined by Hans Roemer,25 for instance, that while the plo!ling 
to destabilize the situation along the eastern frontiers of Iran was encouraged and 
perhaps even instigated by both the Uzbek khan 'Ubayd and by Silleym3n, the 
rebellion of the Shah's brother Siim MirzA. in 1534 which cleared the way for 
'Ubayd's forces to capture Herat in 1535 should not be considered the outcome of 
any formal alliance but the independent achievement of a propaganda campaign 
executed and conceived at the Uibal leadership level between 'Ubayd's Uzbek 
amirs and their counterparts, the Tilrkmen amirs, in !he service of Shah 
Tabm!sb. All of boUt Safavid and Ottoman foreign policy cannot be covered in 
the survey treatment offered here which instead centers on the policymaking 
concerns of the "Great" powers or empires, and those which guided the "Lesser" 
powers or small states. 

lllE FOUR "GREAT' MUSLIM POWERS OFlllE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

TI•ere is little evidence for the early and middle pans of the sixteenth 
century that any of the three major Sunol powers, the Uzbeks, the Mugluils, and 
the Ottomans. was driven by an evangelical spirit There are a number of reasons 
why a grand Sunni Triple Alliance failed to materialize at lhis time, most 
importantly the internal weakness of !he Mugbal state in India and its uncertain 
dynastic history during the reigns of !he first two emperors, Bibur (r. 1526-1530) 
and Hiimliyiin (r. 1530-1540 and, following the fifteen-year Suri interregnum, 
1555-1556). The critical period of the Ottoman-Safavid battle for conlrol over 
western Iran corresponded exactly with Hiim3yiln's overthrow and exile. During a 
pan of his exile Hum§yun, while not espousing Tabm.Ssh's hardline Shi'i views 
(except perhaps outwardly through the practice of ta~yye or dissimulation), did 
nonetheless act in close cooperation wilh Tahm!sb. The period of closest 
cooperation seems to have been the years 1544-1546, bot Mughal neutrality 
throughout most of the 1540s and 1550s in the Ottnman-Safavid and the Uzbek
Safavid conflicts along Iran's northwestern and eastern borders helped secure the 

2SRoemer, "Safavid Pcnia," p. 238. 
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continuance of Sbi'i Iran as one of !be four great centers of power in !be 
sixteenth-<:elllury Islamic world. 

Concurrent wilb !be collapse of Mughal aulbority in norlbem India, !be 
Ouomans were pursuing lbeir alliance with !be Gujarati sultanate of India's 
western coast wbicb was imporumt for !be Ottomans' naval and commercial 
empire in the east Siileymful maintained close ties wilb the Gujarati sultmlate, 
especially in the period after 1538, by which time the Ouomans bad secured a 
foothold on the Persian Gulf at Basra 26 It was only after the Mughal emperor 
Akbar (r. 1556-1605) bad settled !be internal affairs of his own country and, 
perhaps more significantly, succeeded in annexing Gujarat in 1573, !bat 
Ouoman-Mugbal relations become very cordial. The convergence of interests 
which led to the formation of !be Sunni Triple Alliance was to take place only . 
during !be reign of Silleymful's grandson Sultan Muriid Ill (r. 1574-1595)_27 

The Shaibanid Uzbek khans of Transoxania, representing !be other major 
Muslim power of !be sixteenth century, were plagued by similar if less severe 
internal problems. Manin Dickson's work on !be kbanate of 'Ubayd28 reveals an 
empire which bad reached a precarious stage in its dynastic history. The Uzbeks' 
relationship wilb !he Ottomans under 'Ubayd (r. 1533-1539) and his immediate 
successors may be characterized as generally cordial, but inconsistent. Despite !be 
diplomatic blitz being conducted by !be Ottomans, an effort whicb can be well 
documented from FeridOn's collection of sultanic correspondence, there was a 
relatively low success rate in coordinating joint military manoeuvers. It is 
emblematic of lbeir relationship during the early and middle decades of the 
sixteenth cenwry that tlte 300 cannoniers and Janissaries sent to the Shaibanids 
by Silleyman during 1553 (960 A.H.) as part of his preparations for a campaign 
against Tabm3sb anived in Bukbara in the midst of a succession struggle and in 

26 For details of this relationship. seeN. Magrebi, "Otloman-Gujarat Relations 1517-ISM,, .. in 
P.M. Joshi aod M.A. Nayeem, eds., Studiu U1 1he Foreign Relations .of brdia: Professor H.K. 
ShuwtJni Felicitorion Volume (Hyderabad, 1975), pp. 184·193 [hereafter, Slu:rwani Volum.!!}. 
l 7The period of the 1580s: which witnessed the unfoldin£ of an "antHraoian" alliance betwe.ea 
the three Turkic emperon 'Abdulllh !Chin Uzbek (r. 1583-1598), the Ottoman Sulun Murid III (r. 
IS74--1S95), and the Mughal emperor Akbar (r. 155&-1605) is dealt wilh. in an article.by J.N. 
Sarbn, "Asiau Balaace of Power in lhe Light of Moghal·Persiao Rivalry in the 16th and 17th 
Centuries,• Sherwani Volume, pp. 195·216, csp. pp. 207-208. In the final realization of lh.e anti~ 
hanian "Sonni Crusade" political considerations played as great a role as the ~ounon religiow 
conviction of tbe allies. There wu also considerable jcalowly between the allies, aod Akbar wu 
reluctant to aclmowledge the Ottoman sultan's preemioenoe as bafi/e-i r(J.; umtn. See Sherwani 
Volume, p. 205, note 18. H. lnala.k ("The Ottomans aad the Caliphale," Cambridge Hi$tory of 
IslaM. I, pp. 320..123) also refers to this jealoosly which, by the beginnios of the llllh century, 
led the Mughals to adopt the idea of two separate but equal ilru2ms, oae for the western and the 
other for the eastern pan of the Islamic world. 

28M. Dkbon, "Shih Tahmisb and the Ozbeks: The Duel for Kburisin with 'Uhayd J:Chin: 930-
946/1524-1540," unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Princeton Univenity, 1958. 
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any case too late to be of any use in assisting the Ottoman attack against 
Nahcivan (Nakbjivlln) in mid-summer 1554 (961 A.H.)29 

After Stileymlln's deatb, succeeding Ottoman sultans were to gain 
recognition as "Caliph of lhe Muslims of tile Nortb." but in Ibis case the context 
was not an anti-Safavid crusade; it rather reflects efforts to stem lhe tide of lhe 
Muscovite advance towards the Black Sea and the Caspian which bad been 
underway for some time under lhe conlident command of Czar Ivan IV (r. 1553-
1584).30 However, even Ibis later rapprochement which resulted in tile formation 
of'gl'llnd alliances and put at the Ouomans' disposal tens of thousands of Nogay 
and Uzbek a~mc1 raiders should not. as in tile case of the Ottoman-Mugbal 
alliance,31 be regarded as an unqualified love feast. Barely suppressed jealousies 
and rivalries inherent to tilese alliances affected Ottoman relations witil their 
Crimean ·and Cenual Asian allies and supporters. Mostly acknowledging 
Ouoman Superiority and their own subservient position, the Cenual. Asian 
powers agreed to supply large numbers of auxiliary mounted forces to bolster tile 
pride of tile Ottomans' own lliTlly, the well-equipped and technically-proficient 
Janissaries and /OpfuS. Notwithstanding, an awareness in tlle case of the Crimean 
khans of the Ghengizid genealogy and in tile case of tile Uzbeks of tileir direct 
succession from the world-conquering Timor was an ever-present source of 
friction. Aside from genealogy, differences in military technique and style of 
warfare also created an additional source of disputes. The steppe wurriors, being 
of the old school, believed in the validity of tile bard's maxim "tUfeng boldu, 
mertlik CJ!du" (rifles carne into existence, manliness disappeared), while tile 
Janissaries and Ottoman arquebusiers were proud of their military prowess and 
suong defenders of their own quite different codes of llonor and regimenlal 
loyalty. 

THE ROLE OF THE "LESSER" MUSLIM POWERS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 
DURING TilE SIXlEENTII CENTIJRY: SMALL STATE SURVIVAL TECHNIQUE<; 

The small ind~pendent and semi indeperident Muslim dynasties located at 
the fringes of tile Iranian world included Glllln and Shirvlln in tile Caspian region, 
and Hormuz, geographically a pan of Iran, dominated by the Portuguese, but 
ruled by a semi independent dynasty of Muslim monarchs. The economic and 
political survival of these kingdoms was dependent on peaceful coexistence with 

29see H. Inal(:lk, "The Origins of the Ottoman-Rilssi~ Rivalry aDd the Don-Volaa Canal,'" 
Anna/t!s de I'Universire d'Anknra, 1 (1947), p. 50, note 14, and K.irziojlu. Kaftas-E/leri p. 220, 
nOie 290. 
3~rom lhe oi1oman perspective (as lnalc1k also notes in "Don-Volga," p. 69 and passim). lhe 
Rwsian advance threatened not only the free passage of Muslim pilgrims from Cen1ral Asia, bul 
also had grave implications for 1he viability of MU.!llim commerce with the North.· 
31see note 27 above. 
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the great powers o{ tlicir unmediate vicinity; Muslim or Chrislian, members of 
the same sect or "heretics. • As a general rule, fixed religious affiliations and fixed 
political alliances were luxuries which these smaller states could not afford. Their 
primary anxiety was to avoid absorption and annexation by neighboring great 
powers, and their relative isolation made trading and even military alliances 
necessary with sometimes the oddest of partners. The following cases may be 
considered illustrative of some more general patterns: the Gujarati suiWl's appeal 
to the "infidel" Ponuguese for help in forestalling the invasion of his couiluy by 
the Mughal emperor Htimayun in 1535,32 and the cooperation in pursuit of 
mutual economic gain between the Muslim sultans of Hormuz and the 
Ponuguese traders, at a time when they supposedly held opposite sides in a 
Christian ve.Sus Muslim ausade in the Indian Ocean. 

This general pattern is described for us in the account of the Ouoman 
defterdar Seyfi t;:elebi. In portraying the kingdom of TUrin Shah, Hormuz's ruler 
in the late sixteenth century, Seyfl «;:elehi reports that the POrtuguese believed 
thai it was to their advan~age to grant quarter to the Muslim population of 
Hormuz in accordance with the following logic: 

"If rio Muslim remained [on tlle island] Muslim b'aders would cease· 
calling at rhe port Moreover, as a consequence of the island's location 
in the proximity of Shiraz, rhe majority of the merchants engaged in 
trade there were Muslims. For that reason, the Ponuguese undertook 
not to interfere witb the Muslim population. Furtbermore, the island 
population depended for its survival on the agricultural produce of the 
province of Shiraz. [For these reasons] the [Muslim] ruler of Hormuz 
and the infidels came to an undersWlding whereby they agreed that 
whatsoever revenues are derived from customs dues on trade or from 
any other source shall he divided in equal parts between us bolb, and it 
is under this aweement and understanding that they ~resenUy [i.e. circa 
1580 AD.] order their relations with one another."3 

The arrangement described here seems to have little or no connection witb 
doctrinal hairsplitting, sovereignty disputes, or any other ideological concern, but 
evidences rather a relationship based entirely on mutual self-interest. 

'3~ Sherwruri Volume, p. 188, DOle 28. 
3~Tbc te1.1 i• Torkish (Sc:yfi' <;clebi, Tev/JftiJ-i P&l~lriJn, pp. 143-14S) reads as follows: Freakler 
~ 86mriik bit:Jn i!jin (amao 'Yermeyi] lpbtU itdiler .... Anuil (i.e. Honnuz adasuun) ~1b hemin 
gii.ih(OkdOr. Ve ic;inde.M!UIDmin olmayu::aJ:!;. MUsUimiD bizergiD1 vannaz. $ir.izuil keniudur, elq 
eli M~lil,min biuraiiu r~r. anuil ~Dol MOslO.minlan lpnnayup. ~· ildiler. nir de b.liia [i . .e. 
Homwz'a) yiyecegi diup. $ir~ viliyederioden gidcr .... Ve Honnuz pidi~ihl ilc Freakier bile l.caYH 
•ahd itdilu ki gGmrdkdeo ve @ayriodeo her ne ~~d d.ursa, D.J$1 bizUm vc m:fla aizOi diyii. ~imd:i. ol 
~·rt birl>iriyle ae9niyorlar.n . 
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Gillin, a small kingdom stretching along the southern coast of the 
Caspian, jealously guarded its Sbi'i confession and its political independence but 
was confronted with the cboice between absorption by the Safavid Empire and 
alliance with a Sunni ruler, the Ottoman Sultan Siileyman. The rulers of Gilao 
offered their close cooperation to the Ouomans, the Sunni superpower of lhe day, 
based on a calculation of two benefits: maintenance of market ties with the west 
via the trans-Anatolian routes for their principal export product of silk, and 
ability to resist or at least delay annexation by their coreligionist but hated 
political adversaries, the rulers of the Safavid dynasty whose capital-t<rbe Qazvin 
(that is after 1555)34 was located at a distance of only two days march. Despite 
his presumably firm Sbi'i convictions35 the ruler of Gillin, Melik Mu~affer, is 
commended in the most reliable Ouoman sources for the invaluable assistance be 
provided to the Ouoman forces coverging on Azerbaijan in 1534. He is given 
credit for sending accurate military intelligence about the Shah's position and 
situation in a campaign in which the Safavids were simultaneously embroiled 
against the Uzbeks in Khorasan.36 1banks to their reliance on the Ottoman 
connection and token recognition of Ouoman suzerainty, the kingdom of Gilan 
was able to slave off the much more serious threat to its sovereignty posed by 
the Safavid empire. It was not until the year of the /licri millenium, 1592 AD., 
that the kingdom was incorporated into the Safavid realm.37 

The situation in the kingdom of SlltrWan along the western shores of the 
Caspian was similar. While oot exactly eager to run from the grasp of one 
expansionist empire into the rums of another, the short-term political interests of 
the Shirvan-shAbid dynasty in the mid-sixteenth century seemed best served by 
alliance with the Ottomans. The background of the persistent Safavid effort 
aimed at annexation of Sbirvan may be !raced back to the days of d1e first Safavid 
ruler lsma'il who by marriage diplomacy3 8 and other means bad tried to 

34The capital of the Safavid SLate was Shifted twice durins the course of the later sixteenth 
ccentury, once in ISSS from Tabriz to Qazvin and qain in 1597 from Qazvin to Isfahan. See 
Roemer, "The Safavid Period," p. 228 and En. 4, p. 103. 
'35Seyfi <;elebi. Tevdri~-i PUdifdlllJIJ, p. 1'39: "bu Gilbuii ve Miz.ender.in IJ.al~muii me~bebi 
rifiiidilr." 
36-rbe face of Mu¢fer Shah's cooperation is confirmed io a number of sources. See in particular. 
T. GOkhilgin, "Arz ve Rapor," pp. 472-473.aod Celilz.ide, T"bo~dl, f. 252b. The Iafler source 
speaks of Mu~affer Shah's arTival in the Ottoman camp with 10,000 troops. The number is 
certainly an euggeratioa, but as an indication of the level of cooperuion it is not allogether ow 
of place. 
37see E/2, 2. pp. 1111-1112. Gilin did aot accept iiS subservient staiUS willingly, aod on at 
least one occasion following irs anne:ut.ion auempted to reassert iu independence. The rebellion 
of Garib Shah afler the death of Shah Abbis I in 1629 is auested in a letter wriueo by a certain Fra 
Dinas. See Chronicle of the Cannelites in Pe~io. 2 vols. (london, 1939). vol. 1, p. 307. 
38As evidence of the seriousness of lsma'fi's efforts oae misht cite the Ottoman historian 
ljayrullih Efendi (d. 1866) who mentionJ, in !fayruiMh Efe'NJj Tdri!Ji (Istanbul, 1292 AH). vot. 
11. p. 9, Shah Isma'R's offer of one of his daughters in marriase 10 lhe Shlrvi.n-shihid ruler 
Mu~alf•• Shoh's roo Shaykh Shah in 1521 (927 All). 
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consolidate his control over !he Shirvful-sbahids' territory. The rulers in Sbirv§.n 
resisted these encroachments on their sovereignty and, aft.er !he forced exile of the 
Shirvan-sbahid ruler Burh§.n 'AU beginning in 1540, tried 10 reclaim their 
patrimony lhrough alliance wilh the Ottomans. 

A shon history of !his dynasty's relationship with the OtLOmans during 
the period of Siileyman's three eastern campaigns reveals an Ottoman policy 
whlcb, outwardly at least, higbligllled the Ottomans' role as guarantors and 
prot.ecrors of the sovereignty of Muslim rulers through an aggressive purSuit of 
their battle on many fronts against both ~firs (i.e., the Cbristi311s of Georgia) 
and mal/lids (i.e., the ~zllbaj). Sbab Tahmasb bad used the latter both as shock 
troOps for his invasion of Sbirv§.n in 1539 and as a force of occupation folll)wing 
the execution of the Sbirv§.n-sh§.bid ruler Sh§.b Rukh. In the short run, thanks to 
Ouoman military assistance Burhan 'Ali, the exiled heir to the Shirv§.nid lhrone. 
was able to reclaim independent rule over his country for a brief period in the 
years 1549-1550. However, upon BurhfuJ 'Ali's dealh in 155l,lhe territory was 
immediately reoccupied by Tahmasb and remained in Safavid hands until the 
resumption of !he Ottoman-Safavid battle for Caucasia in 157839 

It would be unrealistic to assume that, despite t11eir public prostestations 
to the contrary, the Ottomans offered their assistance to or bad traffic only with 
Muslim potentates whose kingdoms -had been threatened by Shah Tahmasb's 
Caucasian initiatives. The Ouomans also sought 10 enlist the support of 
Christian princes and exiled nobility of the aznavu.-4° class whose military skills 

'39 AI. this time, while the Ottomans Bga.in assisted lhe c11iled heir to the ShirvLin-sh&hid throne 
Ebii Bekr Mirzi. t.o reeslablish himself in his homeland, he was not reinstaled as independent 
ruler, but as Ottoman beylerbeyi. See !;layrulldh Efendi Tdril}i, 13, p. 10. The Ottoman 
beylerbeyilik of Shirvin, although it survived only a quaner century from 1571!-1604, functioned 
for a period as a vital corridor for Ottoman comnwnicat.ion with ilS Central Asian allies. 
Ouomaa-Uzbek relations wt:re at their closest during the reign of 'Abdullih Khan II (r. 1583-
1598) and his immediaLc successors. See Halil Edhem, Diivel-i lsldnUyye (lslanbul, 1345 AH), 
pp. 431-432. Set: also the text of a letter addressed to "''Abdii1-bi)p Khin which is included in the 
Feriddn collection (MilnJe'dtl, 2, pp. 73-74) with the correspondence of the Onoman Sultan 
Mel)med Ill (r. 1595-1603). This indicates that the letter was actually sent to Bil;ci Mel;lmed. khao 
of Astrakhan between 1599-1605 (1007-1014 A.H.). See Edhem. DJJvel. p. 433. note I. The 
following passage demonstrates how Shiivio acted as a bridge for transfers of mea. material, and 
information betweeo Od.oman domaios and the khanates of Central Asia (Miiflle'dt1. 2, p. 74): 
"Mer~Qm 'Abdullah Kluln"o {i.e .• Abdullllh Khan II, r. 158J-J598/ fop ve tiifeng ile miiSII"ede ve 
ri'hyet-i merdsim-i mM'dMde olrmmagla zam/in-i sa'&kt-ittirdmm11zdd [i.e., MU,me.d Ill 
zam&undo} bir j:Qf 'oded fOP ve tlifeng irnlli lflllnti-ifu'&blfll. olduguu ... , mJJmlcin oldut• ~" 
/op-i dUJmen-/ulb ve tBfeng-i $8 'i~a-8henk virilmelc bab~ruia ~;,an Beglerhegisin.e ~mr-i 
hUNyllnumut {l&hr oltJWfdur. Anullgibi fop ve til[engin Uivm oldu~ mi1mA 'ileyhe (i.e., $irwm 
Beylerbegisinel !Jaber gtinkre.sk ki i~linde isli'cAI eyleye ... 
The success of Ouomao-Uzbek diplomacy in the late liJ:teenlh century may be explained by lhe 
role as intermediary played by lhe Ottoman beylubeylik. of Shirv.in. This liok transf<Xmed 
always friendly ties into au uncharacteristically effective aHiance. 
40During the fall of 1552 (959 A.H.) when the bulk of the Ottoman army was in Hungary 
engased in 1he siege of Eser (Egri) Ottoman bttdcr forces under the command of the beylerbeyi of 
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bad been sbrupened by a centuries-long tradition of service to the various states 
wllich bad held sway in the region since the firSt penetration of the Bib al-Abwab 
by the Muslim armies under the Caliph 'Umar ibn al-~!3b.41 Siileyman was 
not to be outdone in the building of Christian alliances by his rival Tahmilsb, 
who had lavished auention on the creation of a reliable Georgian alliance 
especially during the period 1548-1553 which coincided with the second of 
Siileyman's three eastern campaigns and the vigorously pursued Safavid counler
offensive of 1551-1552. During the third Onoman offensive usually called the 
Nakhjivan campaign of 1554-1555, Stileyman pursued a comparable strategy by 
promise of rewards including the offer of Limar assignments to Georgian 
Christian knights willing to fight and others willing to spy or otherwise 
cooperate with the Ottoman war effort. 1bis seldom mentioned fact is well; 
attested in reliable Ouoman sources. 42 

Different as the philosophical perspectives of the two rival powers in the 
Caucasus and the Indian Ocean/Persian Gulf may have been, the barriers which· 
separaled them were less insurmountable than that which separated all the lesser 
powers as a group from the greater powers. Diplomatic opportunism and political 
pragmatism were the universal international standard of the day. Preoccupation 
with doeuinal matters in the rather bombastic literary style of sixteenth<entury 
diplomatic correspondence may well have been mostly con lined to the pro forma 
rituals which sigHalled Ute initiation and conclusion of military campaigning. II 
would be a mistake to assume that these statements actually governed state 
actions or placed• any constraint on Ute rulers exercise of those options which 
they perceived to be Ute most·advantageous to their subjects' welfare. 

THE INTERNAL DIMENSION AN.D ITS 
INFLUENCE ON THE FORMULATION OF 
S0LEYMAN'S EASTERN POLICY 

In the first half century of Ottoman-Safavid relations military 
confrontation occurred only on a very intermittent basis. The interval between 
lhe <;:aldu:an campaign of 1514 and Ute Baghdad campaign of 1534 was fully two 
decades, and Siileyman's second Iranian campaign in 1548 followed the 
conclusion of Ute first only after twelve years . .During these intervals. a great deal 
of activity and informal diplomacy was being conducted, as each side vied to win 

faced an onslaught by a large Safavid force. See LuJ.fi P~a·s description of the composition of 
lhi3 force in the Tevdrf~-i Al-i 'Osmiin. p. 4SO: ~IZJ.lbqdan dOrt bq sultin gehlp, ve Giira1erden 
nice Aznavur begleriyle bayli l~ker cem' olup ... ". 
41see D.M. Duolop. "Bib al-Abwib," El2, s.v. 
42see, for eumplel. Kirzi~Alu 1 Kqftas.-E;IIeri, p. 223, DOle 326, aod passin1. K.irzioAiu draws 
heavily on the Mahimme series and contemporary correspondence preserved in the various 
mUtye'dl collections as his evidentiary base. 
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the loyalty of the predominantly tribal populations along their mutual frontiers. 
Because of their )tinerant babits, these tribal groups could submit to the 
overlordship of either state and !heir strategic situation made !heir cooperation a 
valuable asset to both. The stakes in the competition for the loyalty of the tribes 
were high, but activity aimed at securing the defection of high-ranking officials, 
in particular blood relations of the bead of the ruling dynasty, bad greater 
psychological value. Apart from their military use as auxiliary forces, the 
presence of dignill!fies, VIE'S, expatriates, hostages and defectors in rhe Ouoman 
camp added lustre to the sultan's reputation as a great monarch to wbom all the 
world appealed for refuge and asylum. Occasionally, as in the case of the Sbab's 
brother E~~ Mii:za wbo defected to the Ottomans, served in one campaign, and 
then redefccted to the Safavids, these figures proved unreliable as military allies, 
but the propaganda value which borh sides attached to the services of such 
traitors, opportunists, and mercenaries far outweighed the risks involved in their 
employment. I will limit my remarks bere to rhc first group - lbe tribes- and 
leave aside considei:ation of rhe exiles and defectors, wbose situation may be 
considered exceptional, for allorher occasion. 

The territory over whose conlrol the Ouomans and Safavids contended 
between 1514-1555 wascalledtlJe "Twolraqs," i.e., Iraqproperandlraq-i 'Acem. 
Tbe conOict coincided with an early expansionary phase in rhe development of 
.each state. Talunlisb was only second in succession to a newly-founded dynasty, 
and the Ottomans too were relative newcomers to the region. Wbile both 
Erzurum (1515) and Diyarbakrr (1516) bad been annexed as OliOrnan provinces 
shortly after t;:aldll3ll, ~iill5adriyye (1522) and Baghdad (1535) were added only in 
the early part of Silleyman's reign. ~ebriwr's joining the union had to await rhe 
outcome of rhe conflict wirh the Safavids in the two Iraqs which did not reach its 
culmination until 1552 at the conclusion of Sbab Ta.bmisb's counter offensive. 
The consolidation of Ouoman administtation east of rhe Euphrates rhus 
proceeded in piecemeal fashion over rhe first rhree decades of SOieymiin's reign 
between 1522 and 1552. Because lbe oulcome of the OliOmans' conOict wirh the 
Safavids still hung in the balance until rhe Treaty of Amasya in May 1555, the 
battle for conlrol over the two Iraqs had also to be fought as a war of words and 
escalating offers of rewards and incentives. The Ouornans. who had developed 
techniques for winning the support of the Jocalttibal and military leadership as a 
resull of their experience in rhe fourteenrh-century conquest of rhe Balkans, 43 
were well aware of the fact rhat !heir ultimate success depended on far more than 
arms. 

Of the twci'formulaton; of"SUieymiin's eastern policy, his two alter- egos, 
first lbriibim Pasha and then Rilstem Pasha (borh ·or whom had been invested 
with boundless authority as the sultan's vezir-i mufla~). lbrablm Pasha seems to 

43Scc loak:dt, "Oaomaa Methods of Conquest.," SruiJUJ lslamica, 2 (1954), pp. 103-129. 
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have been the more informed and skilled promou:r of Ottoman interests, 
especially in cajoling lhe tribal emirs of tbe frontier and creating conditions 
favorable to Ottoman annexation. A few details (dmwn in large part from 
Celltlzlide's history but also from the history of Lu!fi Pasha and lhe reports and 
correspondence of lbrltlltm Pasha himseiO may help to illustrau: lhis facet of 
Ottoman strau:gy known in formal terms as the istimfllet policy. This consisted 
of measures aimed at attracting allies and enlisting supporters of lhe Ottoman 
cause among independent and semi-independent populations on eilher side of the 
line of demarcation dividing Ottoman lenitories in the DdrU'l-lsltJm from lhe 
lands of indeterminate status not explicitly labelled "Dt'JrU'l-kUfr" but hardly 
coosider&I as qualitatively different from such an imaginary land. 

IBRAHIM PASHA'S CONCEPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
OTTOMAN ISTIMALET POUCY 

tbrllhim Pasha's tribal policy bad its inception during lhe widespread 
unrest in centrai Ana!olia during' 1527, a generalized phenomenon which is 
usually referred to as the J.Ca!ender'i-evolt. Rather than seeking a purely military 
solution to lhese disturbances 'and realizing that they had a strong social and 
economic as well as political basis, tbrlllitm decided to confront lhe problem by 
istimtJlet. He was aware that the involvement in these uprisings of clans such as 
the Bi!janlu who belonged to lhe ZOIJiadirlu confederation could be explained by 
the resentment they felt as a consequence of lhe sultan's order for the execution of 
one of their former leaders, ~ehsuvflrogll 'Ali Beg, and the subsequent Ottoman 
annexation of lhe Ziilkadirid principality in 1522.44 Instead of furlher 
punishment tbrllhim recommended leniency towards tbe displaced tribesmen, and 
disbursement of benefactions (in 'fimdt) and tim3r assignments to secure their 
future cooperatiou.45 As a general practice. Otoman military campaigns were 
begun wilh tile offer of incentives and concluded with the divying up of rewards, 
appointments and promotions, but tbrllhim had developed these techniques to a 
fine point. 

For instance, after t!Je defection of ~eref (SharaO Khan, lhe hereditary 
ruler of Bitlis, to U1e Shah in 1532lbribim refused to bow to pressure exerted by 
another Safavid defector, fuama who had been lhe Shah's governor in Azerbaijan 
and wbo was waiting. in expectation of an appointment of similar rank in 
Ottoman service. Instead l.brahim, carefully se.nsitive to tribal feelings, insisted 

44F. SOmer, Safavi Devletinin Kuroluf ve Gelflrn.esintk Anmlolu TUrklerinin Rolu (Ankara. 1976), 
p. 75 fl . 
. -4:'iCelill.ide, Tobo~t, f. 167b: 'cfimle ?:at\(aclirluya ~adimi i~Li' ve timirlan cilmle dirlikleri 
mul;c.arrer olsun, nev&'ir-i fitneoilii in1iCI.ouna sa'y-i mevfdr idtiil' diyil boy beglerioi gt;oderilp ... ~ 
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that the vacant office be settled on ~eref Kban's son ~emseddin.46 But lh~ 
efficacy of lbrahim's policies aimed at securing pro-Ottoman alignments (a 
translation of istim/Jiel ilself whose root meaning is "to lean" or "incline in lhe 
direction of') among lhe tribes was most fully demonstrated during lhe course of 
the first campaign of the two Iraqs in 1534-1535. From his. winter base at 
Aleppo in 1534 thrabim pursued a vigorous diplomacy whicli resulted in the 
securing of the services of a number of frontier tribes. These groups functioned 
both as scouts (tJiavtn:) and travelling larderers for the. Ottoman_JI[lllies preparing 
to advanoe into unfamiliar and remote regions of Azerbaijan.47 

Enhancing the auractiveness of affiliation with the Ottoman regime 
formed anolher dimension of the istimlllel poticy. This was accomplished in part 
by spellii!g out the terms of association with the Ouoman stllte in the imperial 
land survey ·which followed all Ottoman conquests, It may be assQI!led that 
tlribim Pasha, even though he was not present in Baghdad following its caprure 
in December of 1534, took a close interest in this aspect of his administrative 
duties. Number 1028 in the Imperial Surveys series sbo_;,s the Ottomans' 
concern to be recognized as inore just rulers than their Safavid predecessors. For 
example, while the Safavid governors had collected a tax called the [chehllr-mllhe) 
(i.e., the "tax of the four seasons") which had taken more !han 17 percent of the 
barvest,48 lhe Ottomans ended sucb abusive or extra-legal practices (bid'at) 
introduced by preceding regimes, an act which gave Ottoman lawmakers special 
pride.49 In undertaking to establish their rule in Iraq the Ottomans were 
conscious of the responsibility which their claim to rule entailed. so 

46Ibid., f. 244b. ~emseddio'!l appoinlment was confirmed on 4 November 15~3 (16 Rebi'U1-ibir 
940). 
470a lhe surrender of keys to major fortresses along the frontier to Ibrahim Pallha on the eve "Of 
the fust campaign of the Two haqs, see Celilz.ide, Taba!cOt. ff. 247a-248b: "ser 'asker-i .P,f)ib-ra'y 
... ol bifiruii eyidi·i qr.irdan istii:Uill b~ii~lannda l,adden efzUn bi·nihiye vifir alton Qarc ve ¥Uf 
itdiler. Zamin-1 lfa)ilde ~i.isn-i tedbir ile ciimJesini musaiJIJar ( ... ]." 
48Istanbul, Bqbakanhk Aqivi, Tapu ve Tahrir Defterleri No. 1028, p. 11. The cllehdr-m/Jhe due 
was calculated as follows; asriQJ.Jhual land divided into rQmdn uniiS capable of producing a yield 
of 20CMl ~~s wu assessed a .fhed paymenf of 216 a~~s. 108 alcfes as the casb equivaleol of lhe 
peasant's annual obligation to provide 120 ba!mmu of barley, and 30.5 ·~~as the till.e (ik~ 
yd:) payment, for a total of 3:54,:5 a\C,es. or 17.7 perceol. 
49to addition to eliminating "innovations,'" Ouoman sultans competed with former rulers of 8. 
conquered province in performing ads of royal largesse. Aoother parasraph in Tapu Dejteri No. 
1028 mentions the sultan's revival of lhe lnditional lax.-exemptiou for date palnu in Baghdad, 
Hilleh, and the wen bank af the Tigris. Trees in these localities coustiluted 28,88:5 of the 
provinoe's total of 305.253 trees, or approximately 10 percent, and their tu-ex.empt slatus dated 
from at least the Lime of ~ara~oyuulu rule in Baghdad in the fifteenth century. The register refers, 
to a Ia 'nelnime issu~ by P"II Budai:!: and directed at anyone who refused to honor the tradition. Pir 
Buda~ rnled the city jointly with his falher ~ara Ytlsuf bctweea 1407-1414. See Edhem. DUvel-i 
lsLamiyye, pp. 404-406. , 
SOsee R. Murphey, :The Ouomaa Ce~es io Iraq; Legacy or Afk:rmalh?", JourTUJI of Turkish 
Stwdies, 10 (1986), pp. 17-29. 
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In contrnSt to his predecessor lbrnhim, Riistem's tenure as vizier is marked 
by controversy. Powerful men stimulate both sycophantic prliise and bitter 
recriminalion, but guided by lhe adage "where there is smoke there must be fore'' 
we may assume that the persistent pattern of complaints about Rtistem is ah 
indication that all was not well. We are fortunate to have two contempornry 
sources on Riistem Pasha's role as policymaker, the texts of denunciations 
(i/)bdrndme) against bim published by Tayyib Gokbilgin, and the memoirs of the 
Kurdish emir Me'mun published by lsmet Pannakstzoglu. The complaints voiced 
in these sources about Riistem Pasha's cupidity and bribe-taking were still being 
echoed in reform tracts of lhe early seventeenlll century, eighty years after the 
event.St The allegations about misconduct during llle Sultan's second Iranian 
campaign center around RUStem Pasha's role in the~ affair, which is treated 
in greatest detail in Me'mun's memoirs. 52 According to Me'miln Beg's account of 
llle events, mauers reached a head after the return of~~ from his booty-raiding 
fomy (Sapul) deep into Safavid territory during llle course of which be had meed 
tllrougli Hamadan, Dergezin, Kasban and Isfahan before turning back to his base 
in northern Iraq in llle autumn of 1548.53 Following this, disputes arose over the 
Sultan's intention to reward El]>a$ for his military services and in recognition of 
the spoils which he presented to Siileyman, part of which consisted of objects 
highly valued by his adversary Slulll Tahmllsb. 54 

Unfounded rumours casting aspersions on El~a~· loyalty are said by 
Me'mun55 to have been circulated by bolllthe second vizier Sofu Mel)med Pasha, 
and by Riistem Pasha himself. 56 The upshot of tllis treatment was !bat ED!:~ 
was forced to take flight, and eventually to redefect to the Shah. His own 
assessment sums up llle situation nicely: "llle viziers [lllrough their actions] seek 
to force me into rebellion. •57 In addition to blaming Riistem for EU!:a~ re
defection to llle Shah, Me'mun Beg goes on to accuse Rustem of personally 

S I In these sources RUstem Pasha and his wile Mihrimih Sultan are frequendy mentioned as ~ 
conspirators and initiators of Or:toman oorruption (irtitd). See in particular, K~i Bey, Risale 
(Istanbul, 19"39), p. 63 and passim. and R. Murphey, "The VeliyUddin Telhis," Bel/elen, 4"3 
(1979}, pp. 563-564. While generally praising the reign of SUJeymiin for the eJ.celleoce of i1s 
military and bureaucratic institutions. these authors express serious reservations about the 
viziers' boundless powers especially when llley sensed that they were beiug e~ercised in pursuit 
of p;rsonal as oppo!led to commuaal gain. 
S.2ParmaksJzoalu. "Memuo Beyin Hauralan," p. 208 ff. 
53 Ibid .• pp. 210.2t2; Lulfi Pasha. Tevarr/). p. 440 fl. ' 
54Lu~ Pasha (Tev8rf!J, p. 442) speaks of lbe Capture of a tent commissioned by the first Safavid 
monarch Shah lsma'it, said lO have been one of Tahmisb's most jealously guarded possessions. 
Me'mlln Bey (Parma.lauzoA_lu, "Hat.u:alar," p. 212) also meatiOIL'!I the rich spoils b.-ought back 
from this foray: "nice kit.ar de..,.e yilkU ile hediye ve tuhaf'. 
S5Parmaksll.oglu. "Memun Beyin Ha.taalan," pp. 212-214. 
56Punning on the name of EIJ.ci.f eo..,.oy 10 the Su1tan caDed Aydo8mut (Ibid., p. 214), Me'~n 
accuses the grand ·vizier of unwarranted brutality when ordering the envoy's de1entioo and 
r?nishment: ",engele vurdurup aDada.n doi;manuta dOndiirQp ... " 

1Ibid., p. 215: "vezir1er gii~le beoi ·~j itm.:k. isterler." 
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profilting from his manipulation of royal favor, particularly in the assignment of 
provincial governorships. M!er the eastern campaign of 1548-1549, Me'mun's 
father Bige had been appointed as Sanc3kbegi of Kirkuk with a stipend fief worth 
300,000 akfes in recognition for bis services during the campaign. Bolh be and 
Me'mQn, wbo bad been offered the governorship of the soon-to-be-created 
province of ~ebrizor,SB were later supplanted, allegedly as the result ofRiistem's 
conspiring with J:!useyin Beg, the hereditary ruler (/ldkim) of lmadiye 
('Amadiya); a small principality located northeast of Mosul. Me'mun openly 
accuses RUstem of accepting bribes from J:IUseyin Beg in return for his support 
for J:lilseyin Beg's bid for preeminence over the other tribal chietiains of northern 
Iraq. 59 Ultimately, Me'miin Beg himself was placated, or perhaps more exactly 
silenced, by Riistem's offer of a palace appoinnnent as mareferril{a with a daily 
salary of 100 ~.60 but the disruption caused to regular administration in those 
provinces was not so easily set right. A comparison of SUleymin's two main 
policy chiefs responsible for conducting war and diplomacy in the east leaves 
little doubt that Riistem lacked both lbr3him's perspicacity and bis consistency. 

CONCLUSION 

Siileyrnan was faced with two alternatives early in his reign. His state's 
resources in the aftermath of the victory at Mohacs in 1526 were sufficient either 
for a vigorous pursuit of the war in the Mediterranean and in Hungary, or for a 
fully elaborated eastern policy, but not for both. The Sultan by his march on 
Bosnia in 1527 and on Buda and Vienna in 1529 had clearly signalled his 
intentions, and the course was not abandoned at any time during the remainder of 
his long reign. The Ottoman war effort during the decade following the Treaty of 
Amasya was 10 be devoted unreservedly 10 the European theater, and it seems that 
lhe aim of SUleymAn's eastern policy, even during its most active phases, was 
limited. It does not appear that the conquest of Iran was ever seriously intended 
during tbe sixteenth cenwry, a period wben on other fronts the OtiOmans came 
closer than ever before to realizing their ambition for world rule. The 
consequences of continued confrontation between the Muslim powers were well 
understood by both Siileymiin and Tabmasb, as is shown in their mutual 
readiness 10 sign the Amasya Peace Treaty. Furthennore, just as the main 
OtiOman orientation after 1526 was shifted by SUieymiin to lhe wesl, in the 
Safavid state there was a shift in the post-c;atdlran era away from Azerbaijan 10 

58/bid., p. 223. 
59 Ibid., p. 222, in the coutex.t or events which Me'mUn uaibcs tO the year 1551 (9S8 A.H.): 
"am [i.e .. Riistcm Pqay1] bu bu~O~da !Jari~ ilmi~lcr, vc ma~tld u muridlan Uue bir emr-i ~j:erif 
alm1~lar. '' 
60 Ibid., p. 224. 
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the central Iranian highlands61 as well as a growing preoccupation with the 
Uzhek threaL along its eastern frontier. Thus the territory over which lhe Lwo 
slates _contended was in fact not the primary locus of concern for either state. 
Relations between the two empires in the period 1535-1555 were characterized by 

·ambivalence on both sides. The Ouoman onslaught against Azerbaijan had forced 
the removal of the Safavid capital!o Qazvin in 1555, but the Ottomans showed 
no intention of establishing a pennanent presence or pressing for the annexation 
of Safavid Karabagh. 62 

The main sources of the Ottomans' commercial and agricultural wealth 
lay in their western territories and the economic survival of the empire depended 
on conttol of the transportalion nexus wbicb linked Crimea and the Danubian 
lands with the capital and other population centers along the Mannara and 
Aegean littoral. Apart from strategic concerns. the government had a primary 
couunitment to protect the economic viability and internal security of its western 
possessions. Just as in the east the istimiilet policy had been used to enlist the 
support of tribal proponents of the Ottoman cause, il served an eq!llllly cTilical 
function in the western lands helping to ensure durable acceptance of Ottoman 
rule, here not so much with Uibal populations as with the mercantile and 
agricultural classes. In some areas, in particular the central Balkans, the 
predominant part of the population was neither Turkish nor Muslim. Tbis 
presented a special challenge to Ottoman policy makers, who were compelled to 
abandon the old rhetoric of Muslim ci/Jild of the fourteenth and fifteenth-century 
conquest of the region. In the sober aftermath of battle these warlike attitudes 
were replaced with a less exclusionist basis for "citizenship" in the Ottoman 
polity. The development of an offtcial policy of Ottoman latimdinarianism is the 
special achievement of Siileymlm's reign. As an emerging world power the 
Ottomans were anxious to retain the affection of populations in their conquered 
terri10ries and to attract new convens to the Ouoman way of life from among 
alienated or otherwise unattached groups, including religious nonconformists 
such as Calvinists from Hungary and displaced Jewish communities from all 
parts of Europe. Militant Shi'i ideology had served its purpose in Iran during the 
time of Shah lsma'il (r. 1501-1524) by conUibuting to the unification of diverse 
ethnic and religious groups of Iran under a single banner born by the shah in his 
dual role as bead of slate and bead of rari/JIJ. The hardline Ottoman response to 
militanl Shi'ism in Iran under Selim I (r. 1512-1520) was perhaps equally 
appropriate under the special cooditions and unusual threat to Stlte security faced 
at tllat time. By the 1550s, !bough, these methods bad been discredited and were 
replaced by different slate creeds and diplomatic strategies better adapted to the 

61 Roemer. "The Safavid Period," p. 228. 
62Lu!ff Pqa (TevdrJ'ti. pp. 439 and 450) notes that in the 1540s the Ottoman frontier in eastern 
Anatolia extended between Pasin in the north and &ci-i in 1he south. We may infer dtat points 
further east were considered disputed territory. 
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needs of !be limes. By the mid-sixteenlh century !be survival of !be Ottoman 
stale bad come to depend on clbnic, linguistic, cultural, ·and religious 
ecumenism. 1be Safavids, while clearly not ready to abandon their own brand of 
religious particularism, were prnctical enough to realize !be danger which aU-out 
confrontation wih .Sun.ni orlhodoxy defended by !be military might of the 
Ottoman state would pose. On eilher side the fervor of religious conviction 
needed to be tempered by the demands of imperial administration, and neither 
could afford the folly of unbending devotion to ideals formulated, at least in part, 
for propaganda purposes. 



THE IMAGE OF THE TURK IN EUROPEAN 
PERFORMING ARTS 

EveR MEYER 

One method of gaining an insight into the European image of lhe Turk in lhe 
late seventeenlh and eighteenth centuries is by examining the plots of lhe operas 
and theatrical entertainments that were popular at the time. Composers, along 
with philosophers, writers, and artists, were inspired by Orientalism, and for 
their operas, they frequently selected libreuos based upon Oriental tales and the 
lives of Eastern emperors and sultans. 

In most seventeentl•-century productions, the Ottomans were presented as 
barbarians who were fierce in battle and who perpetrated unthinkable tonures; 
they were ruled by a murderous sultan who was dedicated to conquering Christian 
civilization - a man to be feared but also a man to be admired for his sexual 
prowess and martial skill. For audiences of that time, as well as for audiences of 
today, themes of sex and violence would have special appeal. 

The most prominent of the Ottoman rulers to be the subject of opera plots 
was SOieyman the Magnificent. It was primarily the melodramatic events of his 
family life during the latter pan of his reign and the manipulations of his wife, 
Rnxelana, that inspired countless operatic settings in the Baroque era. 1 The 
librettos emphasized the human emotions of ambition, fear, and jealousy, and 
from lhe European viewpoin~ Sulcyman was regarded as the epitome of the cruel 
Turk when he ordered the death of his own son. 

Although S!ileyman and Ofher Turkish sultans were presented as hostile 
enemies in the typical seventeenth-century production, there were a few 
exceptions, especially in countries that did not feel threatened by the Ottoman 
Empire. One example is a work written in 1656 that is generally believed to be 

1The firsl known European lheatrical production aboul the sultan was a play, Soliman, by 
Prospera Bona.relli, 1619. Of the many open.tic settings, two of the most successful were by 
Johann Hasse (Solimano, Dresden, 17S3) aod David Perez (Solimono, Lisbon. 1757). 
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the earliest English opera, The Siege of Rhodes;2 in this work, Sllleyman is 
portrayed as a benevolent ruler who spares the lives of his captives. Such a 
positive image may have been somewhat unusual in the mid-seventeenth 
century, but the EUropean opinion of the Turks gradually improved after the fmal 
unsuccessful assault on Vienna in 1683 lhat marked the end of the Ottoman 
Empire's attempts 10 invade the West. As a result, Turkish sultans began to be 
presented a more cbaritable manner on lhe stage and in literature. 

In addition to SUleyman, another popular figure in the Turkish operatic 
genre was Sultan Bayezid I, who was defeated by the great Tartar conqueror, 
Timur (famerlane), in the battle of Ankara in 1402. At least thirty-four 
composers created operas inspired by !heir conflict; lhe most famous of whom 
the composers was George Friderich Handel in 1124. One can easily understand 
why Europeans would glorify Timor, who provided a temporary block 10 lhe 
expansion of the Ottoman Empire, but in some of the librettos, it was Bayezid 
who was granted compassionate treatment. Handel's opera, for example, 
concentrates not on the bau.Ie and victory of Timor, but on BAyezid's captivity 
and lhe many humiliations lhat be and his family endured. 

Although Handel and his librettist, Nicola Haym, chose to title the opera 
Tamerlano, they treated Bliyezid as the noble bero. Bayezid is lhe dominant 
character in the opera, and be bas the most memorable music. The bigb point and 
emotional climax of the entire woi:k is his final scene in Act III when he sings 
his farewell and commits suicide by taking poison. Of course in an opera, a 
fearured character never dies immediately, and this lengthy death scene bas been 
described as one of the most powerful moments in all Baroque opera. His tragic 
action causes Tarnerlano to have a complete change of heart: to become a 
.generous and forgiving ruler and to free Dayezid's daughter, Asteria. and lhe man 
she loves, Andronico.3 

One. cannot glean much accurate information about Ottoman history by 
studying the libreuos of operas on Turkish themes. In late Baroque opera, 
historic subjeciS, both Eastern and Western, were preferred, but lhe actual events 
were usually Jreated in a casual manner, with little concern for authenticity. 
Characters were freely inserted or omiUed, and incidents were altered to suit the 
purposes of the drama. The historic events merely served as background for 
dramatic tales of love, jealousy, heroism, and passionate revenge. 

2The libretto w.u by William Davenul: tbe music., .;,hich was written by several composers, bas 
been lost. A3 was typical of lhe time, die siege provided merely a framework for a fid.ioaa1 
romutic tale. · ' 

3See J. Merri11 Koapp, ~Handel's Tamerlano: The Creation of an Opera," Musical Quarterly 56 
(July 1970) pp. 405-430, for a detailed discussion of die opera aod iiS origins. 
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One major reason for the interest in Ottoman history was that it afforded 
so many opportunities for magnificent staging, with its elaborate scenic 
representations of the mosque and the Seraglio court and gardens. In addition, 
exotic costumes could be worn. Male Turkish dress included the turban, sash, and 
long caf!an, with a binding in rich material. Female costumes, however, tended 
to be less realistic, at least until the mid-eighteenth century; female performers 
normally appeared on slage in ornate versions of the latest European fashion, 
with only suggestions of foreign attire.4 

Colorful staging and costuming led to the increasing popularity of Turkish 
themes in comic operas and ballets. By the second half of the eighteenth century, 
operas based on comic and romantic subject matter completely overshadowed 
those on more serious historic and heroic topics.s Orienlal tales, such as Arabian 
Nights, Turkish Tales, Persian Tales, and countless imitations, wbicb pretended 
to be l!anslations of Oricnlal manuscripts, were in great demand by the reading 
public. This world of magic, fantasy, and splendor provided colorful subject 
matter for tlte theater, along with the requisite spectacular stage effects. Interest 
in musical representations of Oriental fairy tales extended even into the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Most of the eighteenth-century musical settings of these exotic fables were 
n~t operas in the strictest sense, if one defines an opera as a work with 
continuous music. These productions were most often done in the manner of our 
musical comedies, with spoken instead of sung dialogue. Vocal solos, ensemble 
numbers, and ballet would be featured elements. 

The favorite theme of the comic or romantic Turkish theatrical genre was 
Lbe harem. European audiences foun.d Ute institution of the harem to be so 
fascinating and tantalizing that lhey:never seemed to tire of seraglio plots. 
Variations on a few s!andard scenarios were set to music countless limes. One 
basic plan centered around rivalry among the women in the harem for the love of 
the sul!an. Among the best settings of this genre was Soliman II ou Les trois 
su/tanes, a French optra comique written by Charles-Simon Favart in 1761. The 
story concerns three European concubines who are rivals for the sultan's love: the 
Spanish Ebnire, the Circassian Delia, and Lbe French Roxelane. In Ute end, the 
witty Roxelane, wbo resists and even insults the sultan, triumphs and becomes 
sultana. 

'*Theodore Komisarjevsky, 17•e Cru~ume of tire TMatre (New York, 1968), pp. 98-99. 
Ssee Eve R. Meyer, "Turquerie and Eighteenlh-Century Music," Eighteenth-Century Studies 7 
(Summer 1974). pp. 47~483, for a more detailed discussion of the Turk in comic operas. Also 
see W.,Daoiel Wilson, "Turks «;JD ihe Eight«nth-Century Opentic St&Jc and European Political, 
Milirary, and Culhlnll Hisre<y","Eishreenth-Century Ufe 2:9 (t985), pp. 79-92. 
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The opera was such a success lbat it was perfmmed lbrougbout lbe century 
and was also done on the stage as a play without music. It was soon translated 
into English and Gennan, and in these languages, it was set to music by a 
number of CODipOsers.61be good fortune of Soliman II led to many derivatives, 
in which die powerful sultan succumbs to lhe will of die European woman. In 
some versions she convinces him to release her from lhe harem, and in !he more 
extreme versions, the sultan gives up his harem and converts to Christianity in 
order 10 marry her. 

A seraglio comedy !bat was particularly favored for its pairing of 
exoticism wilh suspense was the rescue plot. Tbe heroine is normally a 
European woman who was abducted eilber recently or as child. She is being held 
captive by !he sullan and is in imminent danger of losing eilher her virtue or her 
life. A rescue attempt is made by her lover or a close relative, and in one 
hmnorous variant, !he lover disguises himself as a female in order to penetrate 
!be harem: 

In some plots, lhe rescue is successful, but in !he more complex 
situations, the rescue is foiled. and !he hero and his accomplices are caught. In all 
versions, !he various complications are unraveled by !be end of !he opera, and tbe 
sultan eiuier is outwitted by !be Europeans or demonstrates his magnanimity by 
releasing his captives. 

The rescue-from-lbe-barem plot was so popular that it appeared in dramatic 
works on all levels of entertainment, from the crude improvised plays in !be 
marketplace and village fair to lheatrical and operatic productions throughout the 
major cities or Europe. The most artistic of !be Turkish operas, and !he only one 
from !be eighteenlh century lbal is still standard in !be operatic repertoire, is 
Mozart's Die Eni{Uhnmg aus dem Serail (The Abduction from tbe Seraglio), 
written in Vienna in 1782. The basic plot offers nothing innovative, but 
Mozart's musical setting of !be standard story is so humorous and imaginative 
that !be wodc: rises above lbe cliches of the harem-rescue !heme, and !be opera is 
considered one of 01e masterpieces of !be late eighteenth century. 

The story tells of a Spanish woman, Constanza, and her maid, Blonde, 
bolh of whom have been captured by pirates and are being held prisoner.; by the 
Turkish ruler, Pasha Selim. Constanza's lover, Belmonte, discovers her 
whereabouts lhrough his former servant, Pedrillo, who bas also been capblred by 
!he Turks and is serving as gardener for !be Pasha. Belmonte tries to rescue them, 

6Haydo is belic\'ed to have conipoSed the iocidental music when the play was performed at the 
Esterhb.a palace in 1777; he pJobal:ily iocorporated this music joto his Symphony No. 63, 
whicb is subtitled "La Roxelaoe. n 
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but IJf course be is caught, too. As expecled, the opera ends happily, and all are 
fmally released by the Pasba 

The conflicting European opinions of tbe Turk are revealed by an 
eJUUnination of the role of Pasba Selim.7 He is viewed fiiSt as the amorous Turk 
wbo is genuinely in love with Constanza and is reluctant to use force to 
overpower ber. Wben she refuses bis advances, be exhibits the cbaracteristics of 
the cruel Turk, a tyrant wbose orders must be obeyed under penalty of torture or 
death. Later, wben Behnonle is captured, Selim recognizes that Behnonte is the 
son of his worst enemy; the man who stole all of bis possessions and drove him 
into exile from Iris home in Spain. Selim relishes the pleasures of bis intended 
vengeance. At the end of the opera, bowever, Pasba Selim shows still another 
side of bis personality; he appears as a meiciful and noble ruler wben be reveals 
that be is above petty revenge. He frees the captives, and to show bis generosity, 
be says in a message to Belmonte's father: "It gave me far greater pleasure to 
reward an injustice with justice than to keep on repaying evil with evil," and the 
opera ends with a hymn of praise to the pasha. 

The image of the Turkish ruler as a man of higb ethical standards, in this 
opera and other theatrical works, is a reflection of the humanistic ideals of the 
time and especial! y of llle writings of Voltaire, wbo used pseudo-Oriental tales as 
vehicles for giving moral advice and for criticWRg Western society, politics, and 
religion. In Voltaire's play Zarre, for example, Orosmane is presented as an 
enligbtened .. monarcb wiUt Christian virtues. Orosmane is considered one of the 
most influential Grand Turks in Western literature, since he became a prototype 
for later versions of the generous Turk.s 

.· Although the noble Turkish sultan or pasba was a conunon character in 
eighteenth-century theatrical productions, ·the villainous Turk did not entirely 
disappear. His part was usually as one of Ute ruler's underlings. In Mozart's 
Abduction from the Seraglio, he is Osrnin, the overseer of the Pasha's country 
palace. In two letters to bis falber, Mozart vividly describes Osmin as "srupid, 
surly, [and] malicious, "9 a "rude churl" wbo "oversteps all the bounds of order, 
moderation, and propriety."IO 

1Prior to the start of 1he opera, the Pasha converted from Ouistianity to Islam. His role in .. the 
opera is most unusual because it is a speaiOng and not a singing part. 
8Jack Rochford Vrooman, "Voltaire's "J1leatre: The Cycle from Oedipe to Merope," S111tDa on. 
Voltairfl ON1. rhe Eighletnlh Cmrury, vol. 75, ed. Theodore Bestennan (Geneva. 1970), p. 86. 

9Mozart lo Leopold Mozart, 13 October 1781, The Leiters ·of MoztJrt and His Family, vol. 2, 2od 
ed., ed. and lmns. Emily Andenon (London. 1966), no. 426 •. p. n2. Also see Thomas Banmau, 
W.A. Mo1.Qrt: "'Die Enlfllhrut~g aus tUm Serail'' (Cambridge, 1987), pp. 27-35,.62-71. 

l~ozart lo Leopold Mozart. 26 September 1781. no. 426, p. 769. 
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Mozart best illuslrates the man's personality in Act I in Osmin's so-called 
"rage" aria, "Solche bergelaufne Laffen" (Such fops who come running in here). 
At this point in the opera, Osmin is furious with Pedrillo, and his anger 
gnidually increases until, atlhe end of his aria, he says that he wiU not rest until 
PedriUo is dead. In the climatic conclusion to this aria. he gleefully describes 
bow PedriUo will be killed: "Ffrst beheaded, then banged, then impaled on red
bot spikes, lheo burned, then bound and drowned; fmally flayed." The violenoe 
that he imagines is so excessive and unbelievable that Osmin is perceived as a 
crude, ill-tempered bully whose outbursts are more ludicrotJS than fearsome. 
Mozart explains that his "rage is rendered comical by the use of Turkish 
music."ll Unlike Pasha Selim, Osmin is unforgiving;· at the eod of the opera he 
cannot comprehend the Pasha's generosity, and be refuses to participate in the 
general rejoicing." In this wodc: and in others of lhe genre, audiences would always 

'be delighted when Osmin and his counterparts were outwitted by the Western 
characters. 

The Turk in a farcical role was common in theabical works. He was a 
foreigner who would amuse audiences wit11 his unusual language and quaint 
marmerisms. To heighten lhe humor of a play, scenes with one or more Turkish 
characters were frequently inserted in ploiS that had nothing whatever 10 do with 
Turkey. In France, for example, during the reigns of Louis XIV and his 

'successors, the·: appetite for Turkish exoticism was so strong that there was 
hardly an entertainment without at least one.12 The language for the Tudc:isb 

.· cballlcters was often a type of gibberish that was sure 10 elicit laughter from the 
audience. 

Europeans dressed in Turkish disguise were also considered humorous, as 
in the comedy l..o Speziale (Tile Apothecary) by Carlo Goldoni, the eighteenth
century Italian dramatist. lne drama was set as an opera by several composers, 
including Haydn in 1768. The climax of lbe opera is a marriage ceremony in the 
third act in which the entire cast is dressed ala turque to celebrate the wedding of 
the two leading ladies to their lovers who are disguised as Tudc:s.l 3 This is just 
one of countless- Turkish ceremonial scenes in comic and even serious 
eighteenth-ceotul}' operas. 

11 Ibid. Alfred Einstein. Mowrl: His Clwrru:ter, His Work (New York, 1962), p. 458, coosiders 
Osmin to be Mozart's "sreatest aeatioo in this work." because OmUn is not a mere "caricalllre, 
but (is) as realistic a rogue as Falstaff: coarse, irascible, infinitely comical." 
12Thc comic Tudtish azemoniai scene in Moliere's U bourgeois g~nlilhomm.e (167ci), wilh 
mwic by l..ully, established a m_odel for later worlu. See Miriam K. Whaples. "Exotici.!lm in 
Dramatic Music, 1600-1800" (Ph. D. diss .. Indiana UD.iveuity. t9S8), pp. 9S-124. for a 
discussion of the musical devices in this scene. ' 

·. 1 ~Europeans a1so.delisbted in auendins masked balls dressed in extravangarit Turkish cost~ntes. 
see Karl Diuers von Diuersdorf, Autobiography, trans. A. D. Coleridge (loodoa, 1896, 1st ed. 
Leipz.ig, 1801), pp. 166-7, for a descript:ion of masqueraders iii Turkish coslume.!l accorrip&n.i.ed 
by a 'Turki3b" band. 
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Bu~ one may ask, did !hey use aUihenlic Turldsh dance or music in lhese 
productions? Of course not! Elhnic dances would have been 100 strange for lhe 
audiences, who pteferred 10 wruch the Turkish chanictels dance minutes, gavOites, 
and similar stylish European court dances. 

Turkish music was also ignored, altl10ugb trnnscriptions of Turkish 
melodies and descriptions of Turkish performance practices were available. 
Mozart's remark thai the composer should not offend the ear of the listener was 
typical. Europeans.could more readily accept the visual arts and literalure of the 
East !han lhe music, which they considered to be prim iii ve and unappealing.l4 
The few occasional hinLs of pseudo-Turkish music were used just to add a bit of 
color or humor to a composition. 

There was, however, one aspect of Turkish music that exened a strong 
impact on tl1e West, and that was the military music of the Janissary band. By 
the end of the eighteenlh century, almost all European ruler.; had their own 
Turkish bands. The ftrst was Augustus II of Poland, who received his Turkisl> 
military band as a gift from the sultan in the early pan of the century. In 1725 
Empress Anne of Russia acquired her own band, soon 10 be followed by the 
Austrian and Prussian rulers. The Austrian "Turkish" military bands continued 
until World War 1.15 Most of Ute original musicians in the bands were Turkish. 
The British, however, preferred to employ black musicians and dress them in 
splendid tunics with colorful sashes and high feathered turbans.16 

The Janissary bands featured sbrill wind instrumenLs (such as the shawm 
and fife) and a large assonment of percussion instruments of the type thai was 
never used in Western orchestral music. In eighteenth-century European 
orchestras, the only percussion instrument was the timpani. Composers soon 
realized that they could achieve new and unusual orchestral effecLs wilh the noisy 
Janissary instruments, and U1ey began to introduce into some of their 
compositions lhe so-called batterie lflrque; !hat is, the bass drum, cymbals, and 
triangleP Occasionally, a piccolo, which simulaled U1e high Turkish ftfe, was 
also used. 

14see Philip V. Bohlman, "The European D:iscovecy of Music in the Islamic World and the 'Non
Western' in 191h-Century Music History," Jout'fiiJI of Musicology 5 (Spring 1987), pp. 147-63, 
for an examination of the "discovery" of Islamic DlWiic by Western scholars. 
lSEva Bad.ura-Skoda, "Turca, alia," New Grove Dictionary of Music turd Musicians, vol. 19 
(London, 1960). p. 256. 
l6 According to Henry George Fanner, The Rise and Development of Military Music (london, 
1912), pp. 72-7, black "Turkish" musicians continued 10 perform in England until the reign of 
Queen Victoria. 
17The cymbals were smaller than those used in modern symphony orchestras. Triangles were Dol 
authentic Turkish instruments, but they came to be associated with European "Turkish" music. 
Bells. ·were also sometimes used in "Turkish" ensembles. The ballerie hlrque became so stylish 
that it affected the manufacture of many fonepianos of the IBie eighteenth century; pedal 
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Among the more famous orchesual works that feature "Turkish" 
instruments· are Haydn's Symphony No. 100 (the "Military") and three 
compositions by Beethoven: the final movement of his Symphony No. 9, his 
"Wellington's Victory" Symphony, and the "Turkish March" and "Cborus of 
Dervishes" from The Ruins of Athens. 

Composers also began to employ !be Janissary instruments in lbcir 
Turkisb operas for local color. In Mozart's Abduction from the Seraglio, be 
specifically describes particular sections of !be opera as Turkish; for example, !be 
loud music in !be overture and in lhe grand enlry march of the Pasha, with bis 
Janissaries singing, "Raise songs to our great Pasha. lift your voices in 
acclaim."18 Another instance of Turkish music comes at the end of the opera 
wben everybody honors the generous ruler and sings "Long live the Pasha Selim! 
Let honor be his due." The music at U1is point sounds as though it migbt have 
been inspired by lhe whirliog dervishes, and it certainly provides what Mozart 
wanled: a noisy, exciting, and brilliant conclusion to the opera. No doubt the 
colorful pseudo· Turkish music conuibured to !be fact that this opera was 
Mozan's most successful during his lifetime. 

In conclusion, we are aware that there was no single inlage of the Turk in 
the performing arts during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He was 
presented as both a fearful and a comic villain, as a ridiculous foreigner, and as a 
generous ruler to be admired and honored. Since Turkish operas had such wide 
popular appeal, and since composers and librettists catered to the laste of their 
audiences., and were careful not to offend their sensibilities or challenge their 
preconceived ideas, one must conclude that the image of the Turk as seen on the 
stage reflected the image of U1e Turk as perceived by the European public. 

allaChmenLs were added to imiLale the sounds of the bass drum, the clanging cymbals, and the 
jinsliog trianale and beDs. 

l8Even withoul the "Turkish" instruments, certain musical featw'es became associaled with the 
al/Q '"f'!O style, mch as: slroosly accenled march rhythms ia duple meier, repelitious rhythmic and 
melodic paUer09 (especially leaping thirds), static harm011ics, melodic oroamenlS <srace n01es), 
and rapid «Hltrasts between major and minor keys. A well-known example is Mozart's Pianb 
Seaa&a in A minor, K. 331 (K.. 330i), in wh.ich the final movement ·is nwked rondo "alia tuna" 



THE ARTS UNDER SOLEYMAN THE 
MAGNIFICENT 

Michael ROGERS 

INTRODUCTI6N 

Any account of the arts in the reign of Siileymilo the Magnificent must reflect 
his own military and naval achievements. For the Ottomans were great, if not 
always discriminating, collectors of luxuries - silks, Chinese porcelains, 
bardstones, clocks and watches, goldsmiths' work and jewels, as well as 
considerable pauoos. SU!eymilo's conquests in Europe, Iran and the Eastern 
Mediterranean brought rich booty, while diplomacy and war against the 
Habsburgs stimulated U"ade and uibute to an extent unparalleled in Ottoman 
history. These gave the arts in his reign a certain eclectic character which brings 
them close in spirit, though not always_ iii effec~ to the arts at the Mannerist 
courts of Europe, Florence, Manrua, Foni.ainebleau and, slightly later, Prague. A 
common love for brilliance, polish and virtuosity did not always encourage 
imitation, but it was not for nothing that lbe Mannerist goldsmiths of Venice 
and South Germany found a ready market at the Ottoman court. As with 
contemporary Europe Utere is no easy distinction between the major and the 
minor arts, lbe decorative and the "serious": a .cannon east for Siileymilo in 1524 
is as boldly decorated as the minareiS of the mosque of Sebzade (completed 1548) 
in Istanbul, and from the largest to the smallest there is an overriding concern 
with exquisitely worked detail, sometimes to the extent of obscuring the object 
or the building which bears it. The expense, in labour and materials, was 
correspondingly great the richer the effec~ the richer the pauon. In Ibis, Turkey 
under Siileymilo, like the later Medici and the Habsburgs benefitted initially from 
the flow of U"easure into Europe from the New World. The carastrophic 
inflaljooary effects, which bit Spain in the 1550s, do not appear to bave affected 
the Ottoman empire much before the final decades of the sixteenth century. 
Siileymilo's reign was thu.s fmancially a halcyon period for the arts. 

It has sometimes been claimed that Silleymilo's achievement presupposed 
centralised production and design by court workshops, which were brought to the 
height of their efficiency, it is supposed, in his reign. There is, bowewer, little 
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evidence to justify this. Islamic economies have traditionally been dominated by 
the idea of a centrally fixed just price wbich in sixleenth century Ottoman Twkey 
afforded a profit of about I 0%. Some Ottoman craftsmen moreover were slaves; 
but the degree of ceniiDI control of the court workshops varied considerably; by 
no means all manufactured luxuries were organized round the court; and, notAbly 
for costly silks or carpets, the authorities bad constant recourse to lhe free 
market. A further important feablre of the Ottoman art industry was the 
conscription of skilled labour, often from conquered capitals like Tabriz or 
Budapest, and in great building works like Suleymaniye (inaugurated 1557) it 
could be organised with military precision for maximum effect. Some of this 
labour was forced, convicts or prisoner.> of war, but principally for menial tasks; 
wben the need was for virtuosity and talent the craftsmen were almost invariably 
free. The surviving documents do not tell the whole tale, but though the 
Ouoman authorities certainly wished to regulate supply and demand they do not 
appear actually to have done more than the courls of their European 
contemporaries !0 achieve it 

SOLEYMAN AS A COLLECTOR 

SeriDl I's victory at <;:aldiJ"llll in 15.14 and the ensuing sack of Tabriz, and 
his conquest of Aleppo, Damascus and Cairo were important because they gave 
the victorious armies the taste for spoils. A short account book in the Topkapt 
Palace archives (D. 10734) dated early October 1514 lists porcelains, rock
crystals, amber and jades taken from the H~i Bihi§t palace at Tabriz. There is 
always. however, a certain indiscriminate element in collection by loot, and, for 
example. in the case of the Chinese porcelains confiScated, it has been cogently 
argued that there are few signs that the later Ottoman sultans bad any active 
collecting policy. SUieyman and his viziers, however, show evidence of a 
confirmed taste in Chinese porcelains for Yuan or early Ming blue and white, and 
the lznik disbes showing the direct influenCe of Chinese prototypes are all after 
models from these groups. 

From Tabriz, Damascus and Cairo, Selim and Stileyman also brought 
craftsmen: hut the Ottomans had long patronised Persian artists and craftsmen. 

·What in SUieym~o·s reign was new was an interest in late Renaissance and 
mannerist Europe, which the constant expeditions of his reign into Central and 
Eastern Europe bad brought within his grasp. Their influence was vastly 
augmented by tribute from the Saxon goldsmiths of Transylvania, Moldavia and 
Wallachia and gifts from the Habsburg and 'Vaiois kings. Unfortunately the 
Ottoman biographers generally say too little to make it easy to evaluate these 
.acquisitions but tribute doubtle.~s explains an ~lef!lent of eclecticism in Ottoman 

·coUrt art in Silleym3n's reign. · · '' 
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A panicularly significant episode was Stileyman's capture of Buda in 1526 
which still bore much of the fame of the humanist ruler and patron Mattbias 
Corvinus (d. 1490). Not only did Ilalian merchants bring goldsmith's work from 
Venice and Naples; rich textiles from florence, Venice and Milan: arms from 
Modena andMilan; glass from Venice; ceramics from Faenza, Urbino and 
florence. There was also a.maiolica workshop attached to the citadel; Venetian 
glassblowers were commissioned (1488-90) from the workshop of Giovanni 
Dalmata (from Trail, Trogir) who had won fame in florence and at the Papal 
court in Rome. A contemporary description of the palace by Antonio Bonfini 
(1427-1503) is also evidence for bronze sculptures ordered from Horence by 
MaUhias Corvinus, after designs by the Pollaiuolo workshop a Hercules in IIi~ 
first courtyard; heroic nudes with swords, battleaxes and shields to either side of 
the tower gale leading to Matthias's palace proper; st.alues of John Ladislas and 
Matthias Hunyadi over lhe main gateway; and, in the inner courtyard, a bronze 
Palla~ surmounting a well. 

The most famous of all Matthias's foundations was the library, the 
Bibliotheca Corviniana. Rich in florentine humanist manuscripts illuminated in 
the workshops of Attavante degli Attavanti (1452-c. 1517) and other masters and 
in manuscripts and illuminated coats of arms (Wappenmalerei) executed for 
Matthias in the scriptorium he assembled in his palace at Buda it still evoked 
rapturous descriptions from many sixteenth century visitors. SUieyman must 
have gone round it soon after his occupation of the citadel of Buda in 1526 and 
certain manuscripts were removed to Istanbul. Those which are traceable are 
mostly literary and by late classical authors and some of them are scarcely 
collectors' items. But among the liner manuscripts which returned from Istanbul 
within decades of the occupation of Buda. is a Horace, with the Satires of Juvenal 
and Persius (British Library MSS Lansdowne 836) made in florence c. 1450-70, 
which bears a note on the flyleaf that it was acquired by Anton Verancsics 
(Verantius, or Vrantlc), bishop of Ptcs (FUnfkirchen), who was in Istanbul on a 
diplomatic mission in 1556-7. How far did these reflect SUieyman's own literary 
and artistic taste? Few or none of the finest Florentine illuminated manuscripts 
may have been carried off, but tlte richness of Attavante's decoration, with its 
elaborate grotteschi, its dazzling vignettes and its architectural fantasies is 
anyway very far fom sixteenth century Ottoman painting and illumination. Nor 
docs the "European" appearance of some of the illustratioas to accounts of 
Siileyman's campaigns in Hungary owe anything to them or to other paintings 
from the Corviniana scriptorium. 

The manuscripts were, however, by no means Slileyman's only booty 
from Buda. For foreign visitors to the Hippodrome in Istanbul in the 1530s 
noted a conspicuously displayed sculptural group on a column, variously 
identified as Mars, Diana, and Hercules or Apollo or else, more consonant with 
MaUhias's own idea of himself as the reviver of the glories of ancient Rome, as 
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Mars prolecting Romulus and ,Remus, t11e legendary founders of Rome. 1bey 
also appear to have been Florenljne work and represent a rare occasion when 
Sfileyman may have •Shown inlerest in European sculpture. Evliya l;:elebi, 
however, very possibly unreliably, also recounts that a fine image of St. George 
and the Dragon at Buda was saved, in the Ieeth of EbQssu'Od's condemnation, by 
tbe personal inlervention of Silleymao, who draped his own sbawl over it The 
figures do not appear to bave survived tile death and disgrace of his favourite, 
Ibrilbim P~ in 1536. There is, however, a later reminiscence in tbe illustrations 
to Volume II of the $11lum1dlmame made for Muriid III, which is entirely devOICd 
to SUleyman's exploits. In the scenes of the circumcision festivities for his sons 
held in the Hippodrome in 1530 there appears among the ancient monuments 
from the spina of lhe Byzantine building a column with a small sculptural group 
with a central figure prolecting two smaller figures, evidently the infant 
Romulus and Remus. The pictorial reminiscence is rat11er astonishing, for we 
should not have expected statuary to have stood very long in a public place in 
Ottoman Istanbul. But the still standing Pharaonic obelisk with its hieroglyphs 
and tile column of Thcodosius with its heavily sculptured marble base show that 
if it was merely fanatical dislike of figural sculpture which prompted tbe removal 
of tbe Buda figures il was of a very selective nature. 

Also a.~sociated with the sack of Buda is a pair of bronze larnpstands at tbe 
mihrab of Ayasofya, each with two verse inscriptions dated 933/1526-7 
cominemorating- lheir removal and referril!g to the destruction of lhe churches 
there: they are evidently therefore most probably from lhe cathedral of the Virgin 
on the citadel of Buda. Tile offering of such trophies to Ayasofya is an 
interesting, if unconscious, reminiscence of Justinian's original intention to 
make his church, Haghia Sophia, a physical embodiment of the triumph of 
Christianity over paganism by incoJlKlrating into it marbles and other precious 
malerials from all tl1e great monuments of tile pagan past. 

Much less is. known of the trophies Silleyman cOllected from olher 
European cities and fortresses, like the rare icon of the Vifgin from Belgrade, 
which the Orthodox patriarch in Istaobullaler acquired for 12,000 ducats. What 
became, for example, of the relics from tile treasury· of lhe Knights of Rhodes 
when they quitted their fqrtress in 1522 and their cathedral was turned into a 
mosque 1 Or were. !be frequent raids on the Adriatic and tile Mediterranean coasts 
of Italy as productive of cultural spoils as of slaves, ·cargoes and specie? It would, 
however, seem lbat Siileyman, unlike his great-grandfather, Mebmed the 
Conquer, did not deliberately collect Christian relics. 
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TRADE AND TRIBUTE 

Collection by booty in Siileymfut's reign was far exceeded by tribute and 
the luxury trades, in manufactured objects as well as in raw materials. From 
Northwest Iran, despite periodic embargoes, the Ottomans imported raw silk in 
bulk, though much of it was immediately re-exported to Italy or to France from 
Aleppo or from Bursa. The India trade brought Chinese porcelains, diamonds, 
garnets and rubies (though not sapphires for which Ottomon Turkey seems to 
have had little esteem) to Basra or via Aden to Egypt: Egypt continued to be the 
main entrepot for the European spice trade, after a short-lived Portuguese attempt 
in the early sixteenth century to base a spice monopoly in Lisbon. Increasingly, 
spices were supplemented by coffee from the Yemen which rapidly conquered lhe 
initial doubts of the Ottoman 'ulemd, though the authorities were not always 
content. An order, for example, from lhe end of Siileyman's reign, shuts the 
coffee houses in Jerusalem on the grounds U1at U1ey set a bad example of idleness 
and foster sedition. 

From the North, Poland and Muscovy, came amber, fish tooth (walrus 
ivory) and enormous quantities of furs- an essential in Ottoman society, both 
for show and to mitigate Lhe rigours of lhe beastly winter climate of Istanbul. A 
problem here was that wit11 overtrappiog Russian trappers had to move eastwards 
toward~ Siberia. which diverted the trade soulhwards to lhe Volga and lhe 
Caspian, so U1at lhe furs reached not the Ottomans but their inveterate enemy, 
Safavid Iran. And from Venice, Genoa, Leghorn, Ancona and Ragusa came lhe 
fmest woollens, and considerable quantities of Venetian and Florentine velvets, 
brocades and oU1er silk textiles. If Bursa silks were used for the robes of honour 
to reward !host: who bad deserved SOieyman's favour and were lhus the currency 
of the Ottoman honours system the sultans did not disdain to wear foreign silks 
lhemselves. From 1536, when Fran!<QiS I was accorded special trading privileges 
by Siileyman, lhe share of Marseilles in Ibis lucrative cloth trade was 
considerably augmented. By 1560 quite a lot of the emeralds used by Ottoman 
jewelers appear to have been Colombian: the inflationary effects of New World 
silver were not seriously felt in lhe empire till the end of the sixteenth century. 

From South Germany, Transylvania, Ragusa and Venice came silver and 
goldsmiths' work, which was expected as a matter of course from any foreign 
diplomatic mission seeking peace, alliance or commercial privileges. Much of it 
was sent straight to the Mint to be melted down. Nevertheless, it encouraged 
European craftsmen to think that U1e Ottomans liked it and prompted works like 
the bizarre four-tiered gold crown, commissioned by a consortium of Venetian 
goldsmiths in 1532, which was ultimately sold to Siileyman for 116,000 ducats 
througb the good offices of Ibrftbim Pa§a and which is known to us from 
contemporary Venetian prints. There is no evidence, however, that they bad any 
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real idea of SOieymAn's tastes, which contemporary commentators like Pietro 
Aretino dismissed as a childish love of extravagance. 

Under Selim II (1566-74) and Murid W (1574-95) the role of lhe state in 
bulk purchases ·of imported luxuries, paitiCUJarty furs, seems to have increased. 
Under Siileimin foreign meri::bants dOmin·ated tile luxury import trade, though, 
as in· die case of tile four-tiered aown, they depended heavily upon middle-men 
high· in the sullan's favour. Maity of thelir got no nearer to SUieymin than his 
viziers or even, quite ininor officials, but among his personal friends was Luigi 
(Venetian, A/vise) Grilli, tile n3twaJ sou of tile Doge Andrea Grilli, who was 
excluded by his birth frotn high office in Venice and who chose to IIIJike his 
career in ls180bul. His magnificent place in Pera, commemorated by the modem 
name for Pera. Beyoglu, was frequented by both lbriihim ~ and Siileyman 
himself. On one occa~ion the sul180, curiously, accompanied him to the church 
of St. Francis and ordered a mass to be said, at which, says Grilli's biographer, 
he laughed excessively. 

Grilli was particularly imporlant as an intermediary in diplomatic 
negotiations with the European powers, though much of his influence was lost 
on the disgrace of lbriihim P~ in 1536, and was the principal insuurnent of 
Silleyman's anti-Habsburg diplomacy in Hungary or Eastern Europe. In Hungary 
he was, successively or concurrently; bishop of Eger (Erlau), in which his son 
succeeded him; Gov~mor General, Treasurer and Captain General of the 
Hungariali kingdom; a great fief bolder; and a Muslim, which chiefly gave him 
his European reputation of being a renegade, though it little affected his influence 
in Venice. His brother, Lorenzo, ·with whom he remained on good terms, was an 
imporlant commercial and cultural link, fun1isbing him witb jewels, hounds and 
even a wonderful cat, and was evidently an imporlaOI channel for luxury objects 
for the sul180 and his court. But his position was unslable, since the professional 
renegade is inevilably at the mercy of every slightest slander and ultimately loses 
the confidence of all. His downfall and death were the result of factional politics 
in Hungary and Transylvania. '' · 

:c ~) 

Competing with all ll~ese luxury imports were flourishing Ottoman 
luxury industries which, on the evidence of administrative docwnems of the later 
sixwenth century, the authorities sporadically attempted to concentrate in 
lslanbul, notably brocades and other silks, carpets and probably jewellery and 
goldsmiths' work toni though it is difficult to identify the products of these 
lslanbtll workshops. Not, of course. that the authorities needed to interfere, for 
the· great power of Istanbul as a consuming center also exercised considerable 
attractive force on able craftSmen from the provinces, even without the forms of 
conScription to wllicb the authorities res'orted for the major imperial works. 
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The luxury industries remained, however, essentially provincial: carpets in 
Cairo, Karaman (Aksaray had been praised for its carpets, or kilims, by Marco 
Polo), and the U§alc: area (Southwest Anatolia); velvets, satins and brocades in 
Amasya, Aleppo, Damascus, Kaffa (Kefe) and Bursa; pottery at Iznik and 
Aleppo, though tiles were often fired at lhe site for which they were ordered; 
goldsmilhs' work in Trabzon (Trebizond) and Diyarbaktr; aod mohair at Ankara 
and Tosya. Though, as Suraiya Faroqhi bas sbown, the authorities might restrict 
purchases of Angom wool by European merchants for strategic reasons, the court 
was generally content to compete with lhe Italian, Russian, Polish, Greek, 
Armenian, Syrian and Persian merchants who flocked to Aleppo, Bursa, 
Damascus and even Cairo. Even when demand for fine silks from Bursa, for 
robes of honour for the court, or Izoik Iiles for the imperial foundations of the 
period 1557 onwards in Istanbul and Edime, was met by a lag in production, all 
the authorities did was to issue orders, which doubtless were only temporarily 
effective, that the foreign merchants t11ey evidently held to be responsible should 
go away: Cenlral control was thus very far from complete. 

The waves of craftsmen from Cairo, Aleppo, Tabriz, Cenlral Europe and 
the Balkans who had accompanied the booty from Siileyman's victorious 
campaigns had in fact left the Ottoman authorities wilh little practical experience 
of a free labor market. ·conscription, of skilled or semi-skilled labor, for 
minutely organised building works like Stileymaniye - of marble workers, 
carpenters, glaziers, masons and decorators - worked well enough, and the 
transformation in SO!eyman's reign of carpet manufacture at U§alc: from a nomad 
pursuit to a cottage industry and lhen to virtual mass production of enormous 
carpets, like lhosc ordered for Stileymaniye and olher imperial foundations, would 
not have been practicable without state interference. But with more specialised 
crafts like pollery or silk weaving, wbere the finish of the product was all
important, conscript craftsmen required long periods of training and constant 
supervision. Mass conscription, when credentials would have been virtually 
impossible to check, was not therefore the answer to recruitment to the luxury 
trades. The problem appears to have been appreciated by lbriibirn ~. who sent 
slaves for specialised training at the Bursa looms, but there is liUie evidence that 
this was general policy at Bursa and no sign that anything comparable was 
undertaken at Iznik. Though lhe court assumed that the luxury industries were 
there to supply its needs without question it was essentially laissez faire. 

In this the Oltoman authorities differed little from their European 
contemporaries, though in scale and variety the Ottoman luxury industries 
probably outclassed all but the largest city states of Northern Italy and South 
Germany. Nevertheless, the_ appearance in palace registers of the reigns of 
Bayezid II, Selirn I and S\ileyman the Magnificent of groups (cema 'tlr) or 
workshops of artisans kilown as the ehl-i /liref ("tradespeople," "craftsmen," 
"artisans," possibly members of guilds hut probably without either the restrictive 
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practices or the control of quality exercised by European guilds) bas suggesll:d to 
· some recent writers that the Ouoman authorities were utterly devoted to the 

organisation of the luxury crafts. The crafismen included goldsmiths and 
jewellers of all sorts (gem-cutters, engravers, chasers, casters), bow-makers, 
musket-makers, armourers and swordsmiths; IJiilors; embroiderers; and a staff 
occupied with the arts of the book - calligraphers, illuminators and binders. 
Apan from lhe fact that theSe positions tended to be hereditary, the registers tell 
us little of their organisation, and !hey are anyway exactly lhe craftsmen we 
should expect io find in attendance on a great court: some are entered in the 
registers as slaves, but others were no less free than Benvenuto Cellini. Their 
payments were of two sorts, a per diem; and gratuities or honoraria The former, 
even for beads of workshops, were low, compared poorly wilh the dwarfs, 
entertainers, poets, astrologers and spies who also appear in them, and would 
scarcely have offered a living wage. The cash gnituities, which may not have 
been dislributed more than twice a year, generally amounted to less than 100 
days' per diem and bore no relation to their labor, lhc materials they used or the 
end product. Since coun demand tended to be occasional and there was a large 
merchant and officer class in every great Ottoman city wilh lhe means and lastes 

for luxuries they would have bad no difficulty in making ends meet by talring 
outside commissions. The per diem could therefore be understood as a retainer, 
rather than an honor, though the court might well have thought retainers to be 
quite unnecessary. It is curious, however, that there is little correlation between 
those appointed to lhese workshops and their production. For example, lhe 
workshop of carpet weavers, the (uJ/ifebdfOn-i l;{O$$a. appears in registers of 
Siileyman's reign but is not known to have woven a single carpet for him. 

If this was dirigisme, it was extremely inefficient. But at this poin~ the 
studio for lhe production of books (sometimes called the na~s/}Qne, though the 
term luis no technical sense) has been invoked as a paradigm for the organisation 
of these workshops. The production of illusuated or illuminall:d manuscripts, in 
Persia and in Renaissance Italy no less than sixteenth century Istanbul, was 
always expensive and required careful administration: ii tended therefore to be 
associated wilh the patronage of a great and generous"'ruler. In Istanbul in 
Siileym8n's reign a few fine manuscripts are known to'bave been copied or 
illustrated for viziers and for merchants, including the Christian community; but 
unlike, say; ihe palace gunsmilhs, the sraff of the scriptorium would have been 
fully occupied in the production of books and albums for the palace librnry or in 
the illumination of chancery docliments. 

It bas nevenheless, been groundlessly claimed that the studio was also 
employed to make designs for circulation to Bursa for silks or to Iznik for 
tilework, which would have been artistic dirigisme on a scale unknown even io 
Mlng China Or the France of Cofben and Louis XIV. It would certainly oot have 
been beyond' the competence of the studio to ptoauce a design or two, but the 
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high quality of the decorative arts in Suleyman's reign lies partly in the 
individuality of the designs well adapted to !heir particular media, not slavishly 
copying one another: this is particularly !be case with silk designs, where !be 
specialised requirements of silk weaving made sillc designers largely autonomous. 
Archival documents indeed mention designs or drawings sent for execution at 
!mile, but these were for Koranic inscJ:iptions, somelbing which the potters 
evidently could not master by themselves but which not only had to look grand 
and also had to be correct down to the minutest details of text and iL~ pointing; 
an incorrect inscription on tilework could not have been corrected and would have 
been a public scandal. For other stencils for tiles, which, in !be 1560s and 1570s 
when demand for them reached its peale, would have been virtually essential, the 
potters could well have done those by themselves. As for the cartoons which lhe 
large Uii31< carpets made for Suteymaniye in the 1550s demanded, these have been 
shown to have been curiously old fashioned, being based upon designs for 
bindings made for Ute library ofMehmed the Conqueror (r. 1451-81). There are 
general resemblances, which reflect the importance of court fashion in !be 
decorative arts of the time, but these have led commentators to postulate an 
administrative structure to explain them for which there is no real evidence at all. 

An obvious rntionale for any system of court workshops was any control 
of scarce or precious materials- gold, silver, gems, ivory, ebony, fish tooth or 
coral (Indian tortoiseshell was also used, Pierre Belon du Mans notes as early as 
the 1540s, but does not appear to have become popular till the end of 
Suteyman's reign). Not that control was necessarily an aid to production, for 
detailed account books for projects like Ute writing and illumination of Korans 
for the mosque of Suteymaniye show the authorities to have been restrictive: 
doubtless for fear of pilferage, they tended to keep Ute craftsmen short, nor could 
they do much to control how lbe materials they issued were used, for so much 
depends upon differences in technique. Occasional similarities in use, therefore, 
which might suggest some controlling hand, are much more probably to be 
attributed to the crnftsmen themselves. Titus, tortoiseshell used as a veneer was, 
like gems, set over metal foil to give it fue and brilliance, and rock-crystal 
plaques, for similar reasons, are often set over paper illuminated in gold and lapis 
blue; and ivory carved for mirror backs uses similar designs and effects to mnrble 
carving for minbars of the great imperial mosques. On the other hand, the 
influence of illumination practised in the court scriptorium, where abstract 
scrollwork, often with a counteqxJint of designs, would appear to lend itself well 
to experiment in design is negligible. Association with the court workshops by 
no means guaranteed, therefore, homogeneity of appearance, exactly as in the 
Ecole de·Fontainebleau, which Frnncois I created to furnish his palaces and 
houses. Unbelpfully, moreover, much work of court quality is disregarded in the 
registers af coon workshops. For example, thai of the marble carvers who created 
the elaborate stalactite vaults, the crenellations, minbars and other mosque 
furniture of the great imperial foundations of Siileym3n's reign is neilher signed 
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nor recognised by any official reward. In such cases a more dirigiste system 
migbt have been fairer. 

Ji it seems captious 10 dwell upon the lack of system in the organisation 
of the sumptuary arts under Siileyman, though it is in no way 10 delract from the 
brilliance of their achievement, this is necessary to combat the romantically false 
view that they owed their efficiency 10 court control. If anything the truth was 
the reverse, but interference seems 10 bave been so sporadic that the court bas 
little credit, or discredit, either way. However, if we compare the practice of tbe 
Ottoman court with sixteenth century Nuremberg or Augsburg, which were 
similarly there, in the eyes of the Habsburgs 10 furnish the demands of their 
court, we find that a strong guild system, or, in the case of the Jamnitzer family 
at Nuremberg, the supervision of the council of patricians of the city, and a 
syste/D of demarcation lines gave the goldsmiths considerably more 
independence. Tbey were as much designers as executaoiS, learning and adapting 
(rom each other or from printed books of designs. Their principal problem was 
~pitalizalion, for lavish imperial orders would normally bave been paid for on 
completion and little or none of the cost would be advanced, while the 

. preparation of a masterpiece, the essential preliminary 10 practice as a masler 
goldsmith, was often prohibitively costly. Widmot convenient expedieniS like 
marriage into a master goldsmith's family an outsider would have found 
advancement financially impossible. 

This shows Utat, up 10 a point, Ute court workshops in the reign of 
Siileyman the Magnificent, were a soiution, though not necessarily the most 
efficient solution, 10 the capitalization of some luxury trades, with precious 
materials issued by the Treasurer (tlazineddrbdfl), to save the crafiSmen the 
impossibility of a massive capilal investment. This was, up to a point, 
enlightened, but the authorities do not appear ever to have wished 10 extend this 
system to localised induslries well away from the court, like the Bursa silk 
industry. Tbat was much more typical of their attitude: they considered their right 
to priority of supply unquestioned but did nothing to give the industry 
preferential treatment 

POETS 

The surviving registers of i::ourt pensions, honororia and seasonal 
gratuities from the reigns of Bayezid IT, Serllll I and Siileyman the Magnificent 
show that the place of the poet, whiCh did not exclude women, was also a 

_position of some profit, though since the major rewards were for poems written 
and presented 10 the sultan, it was not necessarily a sinecure. Many of the poeiS 
of SOieymAn's reign were also patronized by Ibrlibim P~a and suffered 
accordingly on his execution in 1536:No~ however, that be was an indulgent 
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patron. Figini, one of his proteg~s. dared to make public a Persian couplet be 
bad composed on the statues from Buda erected outside Ibriibim ~·s palace on 
lhe Hippodrome: 

Du lbrtlhim tlmad ba-dayr-i cihlin: 
Yeki put~iluln ~ud, yeki putne~n 

('Two Abrahams came into the world: one !he Patriarch broke idols, lhe 
other [lbr3him) P~ put them up.") 

For this indiscretion he was paraded round Istanbul on the back of an ass 
and banged. 

One of the most copious poets of Siileyman's reign was Siileymin 
himself, who wrote under the name Mul)ibbi. The many manuscripts of his 
works, which ore sliD to be collated, make it difficult to say how much be wrote; 
but a manuscript in Hamburg dated 961/1553-4. twelve or thirteen years before 
his death, announces itself already as Volume lll. Even quite minor Ottoman 
poets are credited witl• more lhan two lhousand gazels (a verse form comparable 
in difficulty of rhyme and metre to the Renaissance sonnet), but it is somewhat 
surprising that Silleyman found the lime to write so much. In fact, !here is a 
repon (fopkapt Palace Archives E. 738) that not only were his poems copied out 
in a fair band by the historian ]!::oca Niijinct, Cela!zade Mu~tata; !hey were also 
"COITected" by B~. one of his favorite poets, who also wrote nalfres on them, a 
difficult exercise which involves retaining the metre and rhyme scheme but using 
different words. This may suggest a greater debt to CeWzllde Mus!afii and to B~ 
which a critical edition would make apparent. 

Most of SUleymin's poems are lyrics, some of !hem in Persian, neaUy 
balancing in Mannerist style artificiality of diction wilb novelty of thought. The 
subject matter and the images are, inevitably, somewhat repetitive, though if !he 
effect is occasionally trite much the same could be said of English Elizabethan 
verse. As with many more famous poets the beauty of his verse consists more in 
isolated lines !han in the perfect whole. Sometimes the images are strikingly 
felicitous, suggesting the Metaphysicals, like the daring oxymoron in which be 
describes himself as the salamander consumed in the fue of love: for reputedly 
the salamander could inbahit ftre unscathed. The absence of gender in Persian 81ld 
Ouoman Turkish and the imagery (which was, doubUess, not always mystical) 
- the drunkenness of wine, carousals on the coming of spring, as well as 
apostrophes to rose<heeked, cypress-slender, moon-faced. raven-locked, ruby
lipped beauties loosing arrow-sbafts which tear the poet's heart, or to downy
cheeked cup-bearers and others of the male sex - might appear at ftrSt glance 
scandalous. But such poetry is not autobiography, and lhe Mughal emperor, 
Babur, a better poet and certainly no prude, condemns an attempt by one of bis 
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acquainlallces to interpret such lync poetry as homosexual. The problem of 
interpretation is not peculiar to Ottoman poetry, but the very abundance of 
Siileymlln's lyrics scarcely suggests that he would have welcomed serious 
consideration of every image and mm of phrase. 

Siileyman as a poet also had his serious side. Towards the end of his reign 
in the sad affair of his son $ehz3de Biiyezid, who bad quarrelled with his brother 
$ebziide Selim, threatened insurrection and was ultimately driven to take refuge at 
the Safavid coon there was an extraordinary exchange between him and his father. 
For, at a siJlge when Siileymlln had most probably already obtained a decree from 
the $el)iilisi3m that he could properly be put to death, he received a poem from 
Bayezid, who wrote under the name $ahi, the refrain of each verse protesting his 
innocence. To this appeal Siileymao addressed a poem in sterner terms urging 
him in the refrain of each verse not to protest but to repent. It is difficult to 
believe that the exchange was merely an artificial literary exercise, and it 
certainly intensifies the atmosphere of high tragedy with which Western 
observers invested the disgrace of $ehzlide Bayezid. We do not know whether 
SUleymlln regularly corresponded with his children in verse, but be may well 
have learned here from the similarly b"agic episode of the execution of his son 
Sehzlide Mu~\8fa in 1553, a much ·more popular figure, whose death was felt by 
many to be a serious injustice. Two !aments, of considerable power and beauty, 
by Sam! and by Tashcah Y!ll)ya, sharply reproached him for the deed and are 
doubtless typical of a serious, and undervalued slrain in classical Ottoman poetry. 
Their laments were sur~ly not intended for his eyes and even circulation in 
private could have been dl!figerous: but they suggest possibilities of opposition 
in Onoman culture which the apparently monolithic regime of the sultan and his 
administration could not suppress. · 

The Turki.sh poets patronised by Siileymlln and. his court were so 
numerous as to usurp the title of Tudor England as "a nest o( singing birds." For 
the most part they were Anatolian, though Syria and Egypi furnished poets who 
wrote ably in Arabic as well as Ottoman. But there was also a constant 
movement from Persia and Central Asia to the Ottoman court, despite the Shi'i 
affiliations of many poets. Hanna Sohrweide who bas studied their careers 
concludes, however, thai" their religion did them far less harm than association 
with a disgraced patron like ibriibim P~o. Though some of them had Persian as 
their principallangauage most of them were bilingual and, very probably, they 
were as important to the largely Turkish verse annals of the reign of Muriid Til as 
to the more Persian oriented literature of the reign of Siileymiin. 

·The Ottoman practice of bringing back Persian poets and scholars may be 
traced back at least as far as Mel)med t1ie Conqueror's defeat of the Akkoyunlu 
Turcoman at Otluk Beli (B~kentj"";n 1473, but in the sixteenth century 
conscrtption was a less important factOr, for the Ottoman court attracted religious 
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refugees, Shi'i poets attached to political refugees, as 'Ariri and Ell3!0n were to 
All!:~ Mirz3, or poets whose wits were simply too sharp for their own good. 
However great the hostility between Onoman and Safavids, moreover, the 
frontier was never closed, for the pilgrimage provided a pretext for travel which 
was as valid as it was neutral. The Safavid painter, Sil.di]fi Beg, ultimately the 
librarian of Shalt 'Abbas I, though detested by his contemporaries for his 
malicious tongue, was, for example, an admirer of Siileym8n's own verse. As for 
Eastern Turkish or ChagnUli, the undiJ!lllled prestige of 'Ali Shir Nevai, the 
Herat vizier and poet, and the admiration' accorded to Ottoman poets like the 
traveller Seydi 'Ali Re'is (Katibi-i Riimi) who also wrote in Cbagalai that also 
owes much to the traffic from Iran to Istanbul: • 

Many of the Persians who came to SOleyman's court were not refugees 
but restless. One of the most interesting of these was the poet Mu~yi at-Din 
Liirl. He was Sunrii, initially SMfi 'I but after his studies a l;lanafi (the two 
schools were generally at daggers drawn). He went to India, where be became the 
tutor of the Mughal emperor Hurnayiin, but on his death in 1556 he went on !he 
pilgrimage and U•en set up as a merchant in Aleppo, moving later to Istanbul, 
where the ~eybiilislam EbOssu'ud made him marferris at a salary of 50 a~fe per 
diem (Sinan's per diem as court architect was only 5 a4e more.) Dissatisfied 
with this, however, he moved to Diyarbalm in 1559·60, where he became the 
IUtor of the vizier I;IOsrev P~a·s sons, the maderris of the mosque be had built 
there and, before his death in 1572, the holder of several remunerative fiefs. 
M~yi t...arrs career suggests !hat the movement of literary figures from Persia to 
Ottoman Turkey had certain features in common with brain drains from Europe 
to !he United States, and that !he tmigrts concealed a basic restlessness with a 
high view of their intellcctunl nnd moral superiority. 

Probably the most successful of the tmigrt poets who, being from 
Azerbaijan, upholds the general conclusion that !he movemem was not purely 
Persian but "Turco-Persian," was ·Anti. He arrived in the van of A~a~ Mirza 
and, ·in the teeU1 of the opposition of his fellow emigres and of !hose already 
established in Istanbul, won Ute post of 1ehnlimeci to Siileyman, writing for him 
the panegyric Sllleymannlime (copied 1558), the fust of the great Onoman verse 
chronicles of !he sixteenth cenrury. Much of the criticism of him by bis fellow 
poet Efla!lin, who succeded him a 1ehn{Jmeci, may be attributed to thwarted 
ambition, or, in !he case of slanders by the painter and draughtsman, ~3hl!;uh, 
who had been in Istanbul for most of his working life, to an evil tongue. But 
allhough 'Ariti wrote acceptable Turkish and indeed had written on demand a 
2,000 line epic on the Egyptian campaign of Stileyman P~ of 1538·9, his 
Persian was ~eriously criticised by Persian literati - whose taSte was for high 
flown Persian which probably did not especially appeal to the Ouoman court. 
There can be little doubt that be pleased SUleym,On himself, hut 'Anti's 
experience reminds us that the foreign lilerary or artistic figures received at the 
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Ouoman court were not always welcome in Istanbul. For when they arrived in 
the full glow of imperial favor they were met by the hostility of those already 
established there from whom they had attracted the all-important financial 
patronage. The work of E.J .W. Gibb and his successors on the literary hisiOry of 
Siileyman's reign sl!'?lvS how rich in incident and ill-feeling it was. 

O:f HER. Ll T ERA R Y PER S 0 N ALl TIES 

Though the position of court chronicler, iehniimeci, was not established 
till the 1550s, Siileymiln and his viziers bad long patronised historians and 
geographers. The scholars receive their due, and more, in the later sixteenth 
century historian, Mu~IJI[a 'Airs KanhU'I-A~btJr, but the achievements of 
eminent writers like Ma!fal!:~• Nasiil) or Piri Re'is, who were not scholars by 
training and whose bini) made them outsiders to the Ouoman tradition of law and 
s~holaslic theology fostered by the great Istanbul medreses are also relilarl<able. 

. . Ma!fal!:~• Na~ii~ was a dev1irme boy from Bosnia W.ined in the palace 
school. As an officer under Selim l's viceroy in Egypt, lj:ayrbek; he evidenUy 
learned Arabic well and acquired a knowledge of the exercises (funlsiyya) used in 
the training of the Mamluk cavalry and infantry, in which games with clubs or 
cudgels played a prominent part. His prowess in these gave him bis sobriquet, 
Ma!fal;~•- Some years after his return to Istanbul he embarked on the revision of 
an early exercise. book of arithmetic, tlle 'UmdetU'I-I;fisclb, completed in 
940/1553. Appropriately enough for a schoolbook it was copied often and one 
copy (Nuruosmaniye 2984) contains a transcript of a citation praising his skill in 
Mamluk war games, which were evidently a novelty at lbe Onoman court On 
these he had completed a transcript of a treatise, tbe Tu/lfetU't-Cuzclt in 1529 
(Siileymaniye, Esal Efendi 2206), witb sketches of maneuvers. It includes an 
account of mock sieges with cardboard .castles, each witb artillery and a garrison 
of 120 men. These attracted the attention or all tbose present at the circumcision 
festivities held by Stileyman for his sons on the Hippodrome in 1530 and 
evidently explain Matral;~• Nasiih's citation. · · 

A much more ambitious project was Nasiil)'s translation and continuation 
ofTabari's world history, Tllri!J ai-RusQI wa'J-Muluk, from the Arabic, in a 
series of volumes: some of which remain to be identified. The first three 
volumes are extant, froiD the Creation beyond the death of the 'Abbasid caliph ai
Muqtadir, at which point Tabari's text ends, and up to the· conquest of Kamc3hisar 
by Ertutrul, the founder of the Ottoman dynasty. There is iben a gap till the 
history of the reign of Bayezid II (1481-1512), and then a series of works on the 
campaigns of Sfileymlln the Magnificent, in Iran (f533-5 and again 1548-9), and 
io Hungary and 'i,n !he Mediterranean)n 1543-4. There is, predictably, some 
overlap in the contents of these works,' which seem to have been composed in an 
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irregular sequence, since the last in date relates 10 the reigns of Bliyezid II and 
SeflUI I (British Library Add. 23, 5S6). Though N~UI) may have lived till 1564 
(l:lic1 ijalifa's biographical dictionary, KedfJ'I-"[.unlln, wrongly states that be died 
in 940/1533-4) he does not appear to have written up the latter part of 
Sillcymlin's reign. 

Of these works some exist only in draft, but a number contain 
illustrations by diverse hands, of the French and llalian pons bombarded, sacked 
or occupied by Barbarossa on his Mediterranean campaign or 1543-4 (Topkap• 
Palace Library H. 1608) and of the stages or Silleymlin's campaign, which in fact 
was largely fought by Ibrlibim P~. of 1533-5 (Istanbul University Library T. 
5964), drawn from the life or from faithfully exact IOpographical sketches made 
on campaigns, an important innovation in Muslim military prnctice. More will 
be said of these below, but the texts, !bough little indication that Na;;ul) was, as 
Mu$tafll 'Ali claims, enough of a calligrapher 10 invent a specially legible foim 
of divdni script, ceb, may well be in his own band. Though his arithmetical 
work certainly does not justify the title of a second Abu Ma'shar (the famous 
astronomer and commentator on Ptolemy), which Musta111 'Ali also accords him, 
and altliough be does not appear to have achieved the highest rnnk, N~Ol)'s 
works speak well fOr the education and lalents of Silleymlin's officers. 

The Ottoman navy ~ually conuibuted to tile culture of SOieymlin's reign. 
One of his captains, J:laydar Re'is, was an able portrait painter, under the 
sobriquet Nigari. As for Piri Re'is, the nephew of the famous sea captain and 
marauder, Kemat Re'is, at the time of his disgrace and execution in 1553 or 1554 
he was admiral of the Ouoman fleet in the Red Sea. He spent bis youth under his 
Wlcle, but on Kemiil Re'is's death in 1511 joined Barbarossa and tumed himself 
to cariOgraphy and naval handbooks. His first production was a world map, of 
wbicb the Western half survives (Topkap1 Palace Librnry R. 1633 mOk), a 
unique document, for i.t is based on a Columbus map of which no original 
survives. This was presented 10 Selim I in 1513. His source seems 10 have been 
one of Keinil Reis's slaves who bad made three voyages to America with 
Columbus, or possibly an original map seized on one of his corsair expeditions 
off the Spanish coast, episodes to which he alludes in his KirdbU'I-Ba(lriye, 
which he presented to Siileyman in 932/1525-6. The map follows the 
predominantly Catalan tradition in embellishing the land masses with monsten, 
savages and barbaric rulen and bears commentaries in bis own hand: the islands 
of the New World are indebted to Columbus's discoveries on his !bird voyage, of 
which be is definitely known to have drnwn a map, bill various errors and ghost 
islands in Piri Re'is's version are evidently incorporared from an earlier, highly 
conjectural map taken as a guide on Columbus's first voyage of 1492. Early 
European maps of tlJC New World were subject to incessant revision in these 
years and the numerous unpurged errors even in Columbus's map of bis third 
voyage m~st by the early sixtee~tb century bave made it obsolete and no longer 
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wonh copying. It is, therefore, scarcely surprising lhal no Columbus map should 
survive. Indeed, lbougb Piri Re'is's map is of prime documentary importance, 
only a cartographer unaware of lbe mania for discovery at lbe Spanish and 
Portuguese courts could have wished to copy a Columbus map as lale as 1513. 
The Eastern half of P"ui Re1s's map was, it bas been conjectured, heav;ly used by 
Selim I, whose inlereSt in Asia was considerable, and may well have been worn 

. out and thrown away. 

P"ui Re'is followed this early exercise in Cartography with a practical 
nautical handbook to the islands and shores of the Mediterranean, the KitilbU'l-

.· Ba/lriye, which was probably complete by 1521. This was revised at the 
suggestion of lbrihim P3§a. whom Piri Re'is. a.ccompanied as pilot on his 
Egyptian campaign of 1524, and at his further ~uggestion a presentation copy 
was made for Sfileymful in 1526. It contains 215. iiluslralions in black line and 
wash, with the coastlines further outlined in pricked gold, showing shallows, 
safe harbours or moorings, sources of good waler, fortresses and towns, and even 
conspicuous ruins. Whereas the islands and· Ci)asts under Ottoman conJrol are 
presented in more detail, his account of Venice and the drawing of the republic 
are, quite untypically, based on unreliable hearsay. Towns are in general 
sketched, without much concern for realistic delail, as in contemporary" italian 
porrolans or island books (isolarii), from which, indeed, the Kit/lba'I-Ba/lriye 
takes il~ form. Most interes~ng, hawever, are his autobiographical nates, which 
make it clear how well he knew lite Mediterranean, Particularly his account pr lhe 
Egyptian campaign of 1524, which gave him the apportunity'to inve~tigilte tbe 
mouths of the Nile and gain delailed information on the plan{ and fortifications 
of Cairn and Bulaq. In addition 10 this presentation copy (Topkap• Palace Library 
H. 642) and later copies for presentation there are twenty of sa· extant 
manuscripts which were evidently for practical use, not always accurateiy copied 
but meant for correction as the mariners went along. Ottoman pilots, sailb'rs and 
engineers must also have had numerous plans, maps and charts; bui.' 'lis in 
contemporary Italy and Spain, their circulation would have been restric'i.ed to 
discourage espionage. 

The Kit/lbU'/-Ba/lriye haS a long prologue with topics not germane 10 

nav;galioo in lite Mediterranean, the Seven Seas; Eurapean voyages of discovery, 
including Columbus's; curiosities of newly discovered or explored regians, 
including the .¥oericas, Africa, Indonesia and China; and nautical instruments 
and navigation techniques. Some af these, in iruirked contrastiO the main body 
of lbe text, are compilations. There is alw an. aurobiographical epilogue 
describing bis encounter wilh Ibrihim P3§3 alj~ the circwnstances of the revision 
of the handbook. These were versified by ~ .~t wilb the sobriquet MurOOi, 
whose olber works include a verse biograpi.r O:t!i!¢ Ottoman admiral Barbarossa, 
the GaUlllllt-i lfayraddin Pa1a (lbe capy in tbe'tOpJ,ap, Palace Library, R. 1291, 
belonged to ~ebzlide Mel)med, who died in lS4J). That appears to be Muradrs 
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own work, but the prologue and epilogue of the Kil/ibU'I-Ba/lriye may well be no 
more than ver.;ifications of a prose text supplied by Piti Re'is. 

P"Jti Re'is made a second world map, for Siile}'lllfut in 1528, a more 
modest affair. Thereafter his duties appear to bave been with the fleet. He was 
ullimately put in cbarge of Oitoman operations against the Portuguese in the 
Gulf and the Red Sea. In 1552 the Ottoman fleet met with serious rever.;es at 
Suez and at Basra. He was held to be responsible and, notwithstanding bis 
literary reputation, was put to death in 1553 or 1554. 

More fortunate than Pin Rc'is was his colleague Seydi 'Ali Re'is. alsO 
known by his poetical sobriquet as Kitibi-i Rfimi, from his ver.;e in Eastern 
Turltish which was mucb admired. He was appointed commander to succeed P"u1 
Re'is and bring tbe fleet back from Basra to Egypt. He repelled tbe Portuguese 
off Hurmuz but was later driven off course by storms towards India. Despite 
successes in Western India, where be allied himself with local ruler.; against the 
Portuguese and even tbe capture of the important trading port of Broach, muliny, 
sickness, storms and further damage to the fleet forced him to abandon his 
command and make his way back to Istanbul overland with a small band of 
follower.;, via the court of HumayOn at Delhi, to Lahore, Kabul, Samarkand and 
Bukbara into Safavid territory, across Khurasan to Qazvin and thence to Baghdad, 
Istanbul and Edime, which be reached in 1557 baving long been presumed dead. 
He was fortuniue to reoeive Siileym3n's pardon for tbe loss of the Suez fleet and 
wrote up his travels in an important autobiographical work, the Mir'tJrU'I
Memalik, which was highly relevant to current Ottoman auempts to bring in the 
Uzbek rulers of Bukbara to neutralise botll Safavid Iran and Muscovite expansion 
north of the Caucasus and beyond the Volga. His ability was conSiderable, for he 
had to refuse offer.; of permanent employment both in Gujarat and from the 
Mugh.als at Delhi. And at Hyderabad in 1554 he began a great work, the KiriJbiJ'I
Mu/!if fi 'llmU'I-EfltJk ve 1-Eb/ltlr, a comprehensive portolan, naval handbook and 
almanac for sailor.; on the Indian Ocean, largely compiled on the basis of his 
own observations, as well as supplementary chapters on the New World and on 
South Easi Asia, Ceylon, Java and Sumatra. His knowledge of navigalional and 
astronomical instruments may have been, in tlle tradition of the Arab seafarer.; 
and pilots of the Indian Ocean, largely practical, but Seydi 'Ali Re'is also 
revised, translated and made conunentaries on astronomical works by 'Ali J:(u~ 
and J:(A4izade ROmi, rwo of tnug Beg's Astronomers Royal at his observatory in 
Samarkand in the mid-fifteenth century. This suggests considerable theoretical 
ability 100. 
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The report of Ogier chislain de Busbecq, Habsburg ambassador in Turkey 
from 1554 10 1562, that the Turks· considered it a sin to print religious books 
bas sometimes been taken 10 indicate ·a degree of backwardness compared with 
·Europe, in some way pii!saging the decline of the Ottoman Empire in the face of 
EurOpean scientific innovation:·Everi ambassadors as well infonned or as curious 
·~s be, however, may not ha~e been reliably infonned and the 'ulem8 in the time 
of SDieyman can scarcely have bad consistent or reasoned views on the matter; 
hut anyway the Ottoman concern with the manuscript transmission of texts is 
not particularly strange. Printing in sixteenth century France, haly and Spain bad 
still by no means superseded fine manuscript production, for brilliant effects of 
illumination and illustration simply could not he achieved by mechanical means; 
nor, from the Ottoman [loint of vie\V, had early European Arabic type founts, 
like that of the Tipografia Medicea in Rome, overcome the many technical 
problems they raised. It is thus at leas't ·questionable whether the licence granted 
by Muriid ill in 1590 to Oiazio Rticellai to impon boks printed in Arabic into 
·Istanbul would have found much of a public or have done much to encourage the 
~stablisbment of printing presses tlle~e with Arabic type founts. 

To prefer manuscript to thej;ririted word looks reactionary for it restricts 
the number of copies in circulation. Bin the cheapness of copying and binding 
left Ottoman scholars at little disadvantage, while European scholan; in the 
sixteenlh century were often frustrated in their attempts 10 ·obtain printed books 
by inefricient distribution. As for chancery documents, ·Europe was just as 
wedded to scribes and illuminators. But, be Chat as it way any survey of the 
Ottoman arts must give primacy to the ·book - calligraphy, illumination, 
illustration and binding. Because of the expense of producing luxury 
manuscripts, patronage, as it bad been il'i Iialy, Hungary, France and Germany in 
lhe early sixteenth century, was essentially concentrated in palace scriptoria, and 
many manuscripts were made especia:ily for presentation to lhe sultan. Among 
the arts of the book calligraphy has prime importance, not principally because. 
as is genernlly believed, of its quasi-sacted charncter in Islam but because, unlike 
type founis, good hands last only as long as their practitioners' health, and the 
chancery, as well as the palace scrip lOri urn, needed calligraphers 10 provide for a 
vast demand for clear> legible, elegarii or grand writing. This is not 10 say that 
calligniphers did not give their personal preference to religious worl<s, the Koran, 
its exegesis (tefsir) and Koraninradiuon (~adith). Indeed, the most famous 
calligraphers of Siileymlln's reign, Al)med ~i~ (d. 1556) and his adoptive 
son, l:lasan (:elebi, owed their fame and their privileged position to the writing 
of Korans and the design of Koranic inscriptions. But without the chancery, 
which trained capable professional calligraphers, work in lhe palace library would 
have come 10 a tolal halt. 
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Manuscript illumination bas been of great importance in the later cultures 
of Islam, both because of its essential role as a complement to fine calligraphy 
and as an adornment Io the text of the Koran, and because the sumptuous 
elaboration of abstrac~ foliate or floral motifs has been a traditional element in 
tbe sensibility of the Muslim craftsman. Under Siileymtm the Magnificent 
illumination reached heights of delicacy and luxuriousness in the work of~ 
Mebmed Celebi (~ Memi) who from 1556 appears in registers of lbe court 
craftsmen as bead of lbe na~jt2n and whose signed works include bolh Korans 
and secular works, like a copy of the Diviin-i Mu/libbi (Istanbul University 
Library T. 5647) completed only a few monlbs before Siileymtm's death in 1566. 
Though the term na~i was certainly used in later decades Io mean "illustraiOr" 
~ara Memi seems to have been exclusively occupied with illumination, or wilh 
providing designs for painted woodwork or plaster, provision for which is made 
in, for example, tbe building accounts for the mosque of Silleymaniye. The little 
of Ibis which survives is actually quite close to manuscript illumination, which, 
on the whole, is of inconsiderable importance for Ottoman design, even when 
cartoons were obviously necessary, as for U§8k corpets, the Ottoman court 
carpets associated with Cairo in lbe later sixteenth century or tile panels in lbe 
mosque ofRiistem P~ in Istanbul, inaugurated in 1561. 

In fact, lbough illuminated Korans· and manuscripts from lbe palace 
library tend to be t11e best evidence for the work of the na~P¢,iin the association 
of illumination with secular works is no accidcnL For t11e real demand for it, as 
for calligraphy, came from t11e Chancery which, as in earlier periods. was charged 
with producing splendid documents of state, written in distinctive scripts Io 
discourage forgery and clearly indicate the chancery from which they bad 
emanated, and with rich decoration appropriate to the majesty of the monarch in 
whose oame they were issued. The chancery of Siileyman the Magnificent was 
no exception and allbougb the names of the sCribes are only sporadically recorded 
in the palace register they were responsible for the issue of hundreds of thousands 
of documents of state. They were not signed by lhe sultan but on completion and 
verification were beaded, as was the Ottoman tradition, wW1 the imperial 
monogram (rugra), consisting of Siileymtm's name, brief titles and patronymics 
wilh wishes for his eternal victory, in a highly standardised form and wilb 
appropriate illumination. The affixing of the tugra was the duty of lhe niit2nCI 
and later documents show the basic form was stamped from a block, which was 
then concealed by elaborate inking in gold black or royal blue, togelber with 
illumination inside the loops of lbe letters, above the monogram or even all 
round it: documents from Siileymftn's reign show, however, considerable 
variation. The refinement and delicacy of t11is illumination in gold, blue and 
black, occasionally also with crimson accents, shows that only illuminators of 
the highest calibre were employed on the work which, because of the irregularity 
of the contours, was perfon:e executed freehand. 1l1e basic fOJUIS are spiral scrolls 
with stylised lotus or Prunus blossoms, with coiling split palmettes often 
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superimposed to give a counterpoint of colors·or motifs, with a background often 
of lriple spots or cloud seroUs. None of the illuminators of these rugras executed 
for Siileyman is identified, and the vast number of edicts presupposes a vast 
number of illuminators on the ni1dnCI's staff. But it is evident tllat without such 
expertise similar scrollworlc and marginal ornament in manuscripts of tile end of 
Siileymin's reign could never bave been taken for granted. 

Ottoman illumination occasionally introduced or developed certain motifs 
exploited or simplified in other media, noiJibly tilework, !bough it did not 
provide tile actual palterns for tllem. Oo tile whole lhe reverse seems to have 
been the case. Kara Memi's splendid floral illumination of lhe Dlvtln-1 Muflibbi 
mentioned above exploits an already well-developed and widespread taste for 
naturalistic !lowers in lznik tilework and pottery, in textiles, in paper cuts and on 
'lacquer bindings. HiS appoinunent as bead of Siileyman's studio required virtuoso 
adaptation rather tllalrwbolesale innovation: wilh such an exalted patron, as at 
tbe Elii'opean Mannerist courts, successful effect demanded a careful balance 
between novelty and familiarity. 

At SOleyman's accession Ottoman book illustration was mostly a matter 
of adding genre scenes of princes enU1roned, bunting or coun entertainments to 
·bool<s ·of verse. Selim l's booty from tile libraries of Tabriz, Damascus and Cairo 
bad little inunediate effect, but among illustrated manuscripts which aroused 
Stileyman's interest in tile 1520s were the works of lhe famous Eastern Turkish 
poet 'Ali Sbir Nevai. These had mostly been written, and partly illuminated, at 
Herat in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century but had been carried off by 
tbe Safavld Shah lsmii'TI to Tabriz in 1510, wbere genre scenes ofbigh quality, 
often decidedly Herati in style, were added to tllem. Following Selim l's victory 
at <:ald1ran in 1514 many of these reacbed Istanbul. Not all were complete and 
furtller illustrations and illwnination were added tllere, some doubtless at tile 
bands of painters conscripted from Tabriz. The works of Persian poets, noiJibly, 
Jilml, were also illustrated in similar style, and even a Slulhndme, tile Persian 
national epic, datable to the 1530s, in which elements of early sixteentll century 
Ottoman painting appear more or less fused with. the styles of Herat and Tabriz. 
This SlulhniJme canno~ however, compare with tile brilliance of that executed for 
Sbah Tahmasb (tile "Houghton" SMhntime) at Tabriz in tile same years, most 
probably because for tbe Safavids the Slulhndf!le was of crucial imponance as a 
symbol of the Iranian national tradition for .wbicb, not entirely appropriately, 
they stood as champions but which bad little meaning for SOJeyman and his 
coon. 

The Safavid tradition may also have influenced the practice of porttaihlrc 
at Siileyman's coun. Though tile Ouoman ta~te for portraiture goes back to 
Mebmed the Conqueror and his commissions, from Italian painters Siileymin 
does not appear either to have commissioned or to have collected European 
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paintings, and the Italian poruaits of him, like those known to bave been done 
by Titian, cannot have been done from the life. On the other band, the Safavid 
albums which reacbed the Ottoman court contain numerous sbarply drawn studies 
of courtier.;, dwarfs, pages, cooks, and even exquisite girls whose social status is 
more difficult to determine. To Silleyman's porlraitis~ the sailor l;laydar Re1s 
(Nigfui), are attributed larger format studies of him as an elderly man (hence 
probably of the 1550s), Barbarossa (d. 1548) as an old man, and Selim II, most 
probably before his accession in 1566. His studies are more relaxed !ban their 
Safavid counterparts and are composed as figures against a background, 
sometimes curiously reminiscent of the work of Bronzino or other Mannerist 
portrdilists: the resemblance may, of course, arise from the fact !bat Nigiri and 
Bronzino both owed their effects to a high technical finish. 

Portraiture was certainly more widely practised !ban tl1ese few surviving 
painti.ngs might suggest. TI1e engraved portrait of SOieyman by Melchior 
Loricbs done in 1557-8 mus~ for example, be after an Ottoman original. 
Lol!:man, the ~ehndmeci of Murad lll, who executed a portrait book of the 
Ottoman sultans for him (the /:(tydfetU'I-lnsdniye or $emdilndme), states that the 
illustrations are based on originals; and lhe illustrated chronicles of Sfileyman's 
reign made for Murad III in the late 1570s and 1580s were clearly aware of his 
appearance botlh in youth and in old age. Interestingly, such attention to 
SOleyman's personal appearance is not characteristic of the illustrations to 
'Arifi's panegyric Stileymanndme of 1558. 

Probably the most innovative feature of Ottoman painting under 
Sfileymlln the Magnificent was its concern with topography. The BeyOn-i 
Menr1zil-i Sefer-i 'lra!>eyn-i Sultdn Siileymdn !fdn by MO!fal!:~• N~ul), a graphic 
and highly illusuated record of Siileyman's can1paign against the Safavids in 
1533-5, is in some respects in advance of European topographical illustration of 
the period. According to a colophon, now los~ it was completed in 944/1537-8. 
The illustrations are by diverse hands, some being in a tradition of illustrated 
pious treatises, like Mul)yi Uti's Futa/1 al-8arameyn, on Mecca and Medina or 
Najaf and Kerbela; but practically all show evidence of baYing been drawn on the 
spot, and some views, of Baghdad, Tabriz, Sultaniye aod Aleppo, are now 
important archaeological documents. TI1e views are mostly bird's eye, though 
wilhout lhe deceptively homogeneous projection whicb Jacopo de' Barbari's view 
of Venice (c. 1500) made so popular in the sixteenlh century Italian perspective 
views: but even if to the Western eye the effect is less convincing than lhese 
ltalianate views Matral!:~ N~iil)'s concern wilh accuracy unquestionably puts his 
wodc in the Renaissance tradition of empirical science. The amateurish execution 
of many of the illustrations, which may well be from sketches made by him on 
the spo~ sugges~ however, that the wodc was not executed for presentation to 
Suleymlln. The illustrations of the campaign books of the 1540s, now reliably 
attributed to him, notably of tl1e Mediterranean campaign of Barbarossa in 1543-
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4, when at the invitation of Frnn~ois I be winlered at Toulon and ravaged !be 
coasts of the Riviera and llruy and of Silleymiln's own campaign of 1544 in 
Hungary .are in a very different style. The former are strikingly. similar to 
sketches made by Jtrome Maurand d'Antibes, lhe chaplain of the French Oeet 
wbicb accompanied Barharossa back to lsutnbul in 1544 and may well be the 
work of a French prisoner; lhe la~r are increasingly indebled to German or 
Venetian topographical or military prints. Indeed. in Al)med Feridiln's account of 
Siileyman's last campaign against Szigetv:ir in Hungary, compleled in January 
1569 (Topkapt Palace Library H. 1339), some of the views of !hat fortress are 
simply colored up versions of Venetian prints of it which bad been published 
with journalistic rapidity within a few weeks of its fall in 1566. 

As illustratedbistory, however, the SU/eymanndme of 'Arifi (1558) is 
much more typical of the taSie of Siileyman's scriptorium. Lavishly illusirated 
by painlers from his studio and sumptuously bound, it is markedly indebted to 
the Tabriz tradition of the first tWO decades of his. reign. Some of the more 
debalable of his actions, like lhe disgrace of lbraium ~ and Ute execution of 
~ehzade Mu~!afii are discreeUy omitted. Conspicuously the Silleymdnname 
illusirations ignore Ma!Jal!:~• Na~fil;t's innovat~ons, in spile of the prominence 
they give to the Persian campai~ of 1533-5. This could conceivably have been 
sheer jealously on the part of 'Arili and the anonymous learn of illusirators he 
employed; or they may riot have had access to his works. As a genre, however, 
the SllleyiMnndme was pioneering work, though its innovations were only to be 
fully exploiled under Murad III, when lapse of time made it appropriate 10 present 
Silleyman's deeds as .i\ whole with less prevarication. · 

Yet anolhe~ important calegory of illusiraled works was Ute palace albums 
specially compiled.for presentation to the sullan, with fme calligraphy, decoraled 
papers and line drawings and paintings, both genre scenes and narrative. The 
Timurid and Turcoman paintings from Tabriz and Hera! which may w,ell have 
been in albums even before they reached Islanbul in 1514 ·and which are now 
reckoned one of lhe chief Ireasures of the Topkapt Palace library (H. 2152-3 and· 
H. 2160) were of negligible importance in Siileymin's reign. Later gifts, 
however, from Shah Tahmasb, like an album with Safavid portraits and page( 
from a marvellous Kalila wa Dimnd manuscript of c. 1370 (Islanbul University 
Librnry F. 1422) and an album compiled in .I S44 for the Safavid prince Bahrilnl 
Mirza by the librarian D~t Mul)ammad (Topkapt Palace Library H. 2154), witb 
Timurid and chinoiserie painling and even a reduced copy of a Florenline portrait 
f!f tbe school of Bronzino, kept the great Iradilion of Muslim painting before 
SOicymilo's eyes. 

, One of the finest Ot10man albums (lslanbul University Library F. 1426), 
which may well have been made for SUicyman, conlains calligraphy by Sjtib 
Mal)mlld and other famous Safavid caliigraphers, witb exquisite background 
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illumination added by his studio; a series of line drawings of fanwtic foliage; 
and a marvellous paper collage, of a type auribuled by Mu~l3ffi 'All to Fal!ri of 
Bursa and held by European contemporaries to be an Ottoman invention, set 
under Laic, of a spring garden, with flowering ttees and climbers, herbacous 
plants and bulbs. The binding is of tortoiseshell plaques set over melal foil. The 
line drawings are a clear indication of StileyrnBn's and his artists' taste. Drawings 
of monsters, dragons or phoenixes in combat, or peris aod of fanwtic foliage hall 
been an eslablished Timurid aud Turcoman ttadition, but the court style of 
SUieymlln's reign was moulded by a Tabrizi, SM>~uh, whose name appears in a 
list of craftsmen conscripted from Tabriz in 1514 and in palace registers from 
1525 onwards. Of disagreeable disposition - he is said to have circulated bad 
Persian verses under the 1ehndmeci 'Anti's name in order to discredit him in 
Siileymlln's esteem - be was, to judge from the drawings aUributed to him, the 
creator of a baroque style, in which stylised chinoiserie lotuses are worked up 
with feathery leaves into heavily modelled, inb'icately interlacing compositions 
sometimes almost animate in appearance even when uuerly absttacl. Such 
compositions appear simuiLaneously on tilework (blue and white tile panels on 
the facade of U1e Slinnet Odas• in the Topkap1 Palace), on a small group of 
brocade kafLans and on numerous sLamped and gilt leather bindings, but, like the 
peris also atb'ibuted to him, SiihJ!.uh's compositions are essentially virtuoso: 
their peculiar effect depends entirely upon brillance of line which neither could be 
nor was inlended to be in any other medium. 

CARPETS 

From the later thineenth century onwards lravellers all remark that fine 
carpets were sold at Aksaray, A~bir, Anlalya and other Anatolian towns. By 
the later fifteenth century Turkish pile carpets (mostly for covering Lables not 
floors) appear regularly both in Italian household inventories and customs 
schedules and in !Lalian paintings. It is also highly probable that certain sial or 
medallion U~ak designs in paintings by Lotto and Holbein, though their 
appearance is not restticted to these two painters, were made principally for 
export. The indus tty must have been a cottage industty and the finished carpets 
were very probably sold to Italian merchants at ports like Ephesus (Aitoluogo, 
Sel~uk) or Izmir. 

Tbc ear.liest mentions of carpets at the Ottoman court are in the 1505 
tteasury inventory of Bii.yezid II, where both prayer rugs (secctlde) and larger rugs 
(I¢ /ice, modem Turkish hnl1) are described as from Menemen (the old Ottoman 
province which includes U§ak), 'Acem (Eastern Anatolia but possibly from 
Persia) and from Kamman. Not only, however, were Persian carpets rather 
unfashionable at the Ottoman coun; at least before the seventeenth century, floor 
carpets took second place to decorated felts from the Balkans or from Salonica 
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and to heavily embroidered silks which were lhe traditional covering of lhe 
sultan's audience bali (lhe 'Art Odast) or which were strewn before him as he 
walked in festival processions. 

A radical c~ge seems t~ have. come wilh large carpets ordere.d by lhe 
aulhorities documented in lhe building accounts of SOieymaniye in 1550.-7. 
These are associated wilh orders to Cairo for a series of exceptionally large (ldyet 
bayfik) carpets. which. in llie ligbt ot lhe I]:Cently published "Mamluk" carpet in 
lhe Palazzo Pitti in Florence ·databie 1.0 1541, we can see to have been in 
"Mamluk" style, and an order tQ,Ihe. kad' of GiJre (a SJ;nail viltaie outside U§llk) 
for large carpets to be woven lhere. _These are evidently the enormous U§llk 
medallion carpets which are n<;>w the glory, of the TUrk ve Islam Eserleri Muzesi 
in Istimbul and which, to judge from the. illustrated Ouoman chronicles of the 
1570s and 1580s. were also for '.he palace. It has recently been ingeniously 
demonstrated by Julian Raby that the designs of lhe small medallions, lhe ground 
of Jiailing chinoiserie lotus stems and lhe large cenlial medallions are all to be 
traced to illumination and starnp_ed leather bindings made by the studio of 
Mel)med the Conqueror, possibly from c. 1460 onwards. This suggests that by 
155() their design was no novelty, and their appearance in Italian paintings from 
me .1530s onwards indicates lhat lhey were reaching Italy some decades earlier ai 
least. 

Though carpets of "Mmnluk" design had traditionally been large, the vast 
size of the carpets commissioned for Siileymaniye evidently raised special 
problems, for they presupposed not only larger looms but also a new 
organisation of labour, the transformation of a cottage industry into virtual mass 
production. It also doubtless implied a greater degree of centralised control so that 
foreigners could not preempt court orders for large carpets. Simultaneously, 
probably under similarly controlled conditions, the smaller Cairene carpets were 
evolving more elaborate designs wilh fealhery leaves (sdz) and with distinct 
resemblances to the lznik tile panels made for the mosque of Riistem ~ and 
other buildings of the 1560s. 

11lere are, moreover, leuers from an Otloman correspondence with the 
Safavid Shah Tabmisb, probably beginning in 1556, in which he also offered 
very large carpets for Siileymaniye and asked for details of sizes, border patterns 
and lhe central designs required. If lhe offer was accepted, they must have taken 
more than a decade to weave and must be. those, therefore, which Verantius 
(VJ111ltic) lists among the presents offered by Shah Tahmisb in 1567 ,to Selim II 
on his accession: lhey were too large even for seven men 10 carry. · · · 
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POTTERY AND TILES 

In the thirteenth century the lilework of Anatolia was in the forefront of 
innovation in the Middle East. Utough the fall of the Seljuk Sulwwe of Rfun in 
1308 was followed by a virtually complete break. Its revival was under foreign 
stimulus: the magnificent lileworlc of the Green Mosque at Bursa (dared 1421), in 
cuerda seca with opaque glazes in a colour range of green, yellow, turquoise, 
cobalt blue and manganese purple, was signed by craftsmen from Tabriz. Such 
Iiles. which remained popular right up 10 the 1540s, when they were used for the 
mausoleum of ~ehzade Mel)med, unlike pottery, which in Islam is generally 
associated wilh fixed kiln sites, were often ftred on the spot by gangs of itinerant 
artisans, and these may well have continued to come from Tabriz. 

The most important Ottoman poUery was lznik, lhe wares of which are 
first mentioned in lhe kitchen accounts ofMel)med lhe Conqueror for 1469-73 as 
ffnf-i lzni~, evidently blue and while pottery, !hough confusingly rtnt is the 
standard modem Turkish for tiles. In lhe late liftcenlh century lznik bad no 
monopoly, for recent archaeological work at KuUlbya and analysis of dated blue 
and white wares show lhat potters were active Utere into lhe early sixteenth 
century, and Ibis activity may well have continued at olher potleries in Anatolia 
and Northern Syria. By the later sixteenth century, however, the aulhorities 
thought of lznik as the only court pottery and sent all their orders, and 
complaints. to U1e kad• of Iznik. their financial representative there. 

The rich designs of the early blue and white wares bear out the view that 
it was made to supply a demand from the Ottoman court for Chinese blue and 
wbite porcelains which, like all their contemporaries, the Ouomans prized highly 
but found difficult to obtain. The situation was reversed by Selim J's sack of
Tabriz in 1514 and by his conquest of Egypt and Syria in 1516-7, followed by 
Siileyman the Magnificent's victorious campaigns in Persia and Iraq, notably of 
1533-5 and 1548-9. The booty from lhese victories released a flood of fine 
Cbinese blue and white, much of it Yuan and early Ming and much of it of 
monumental size. TI1e manufacture of KiiUlbya or lznik blue and white was 
doubtless not abandoned, for blue and wbite tiles appear in the complex of l;:oban 
Mu~!Sfli P3fi at Gebze (datable c. 1522); but it is also probable !bat from then 
on it was no longer made wilb lbe court in mind. By the late 1520s, in any case, 
a group decorated with spiral scrolls in greenish black or cobalt blue, reminiscent 
remotely of the illuminated tugras of the period, for no compelling reason known 
as "Golden Hom" ware had come to the fore. This may bave been largely made 
for the Italian export market, for whereas had come 10 the fore Venetian 
maiolicas of the 1520s show indebtedness 10 its designs its shapes are strilringly 
indebted 10 Italian prototypes. Practically no Iiles of Ibis design are known. 
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Olher groups of blue and wbite potlery are much more closely connecllld 
with Chinese originaJs, most early Min g. These· may have been court 
commissions, to make up services or replace broken porcelains, but !he Iznik 
versions are scarcely ever exact copies. They oflen incorporate additional 
underglaze colors and may weD have been for a wider market, for !hose with a 
tasle forMing decoration but without the means or the opportunity to acquire !he 
porcelains. ' 

The earliest evidence that !he Iznik poueries were once again being 
patronised by the Ouoman coon is a daled mosque lamp in the British Museum 
(Cumllda I 956/June 1549) from !he dome of !he Rock in Jerusalem. Additional 
evidence of coon patronage is !he finely proportioned and displayed Koranic 
inscription it bean, something which !he Iznik pouers could not execule wilhout 
guidance and which must be after a canoon sent from Istanbul. The commission 
is particularly important in that it belongs to the so-caJied Damascus group 
(because such pieces were originally tbougbtto have been made there) and which 
had sometimes been aJieged to be a transitionaJ style, made between 1530 and 
1560. TecbnicaJiy it is superb, wiUt one of the ·widest ranges of underglaze 
colourants ever used by !be potter, all wonderfully controlled and sbarp and with 
a decorative range of motifs from abstract foliate compositions, and chinoiserie 
(/)atliyi) cloud scrolls, to a wide range of namraJistic flowers, strongly drawn and 
brillianUy exectued. If !he Jerusalem mosque lamp was good enough for !be 
palace these other polychrome vessels mustaJso bave been for !he sultan's table. 
They have nolhing at all uansitional about them and very probably dale flun the 
latter part of SUieyman's reign. Altbougb pottery of !be "Damascus" group 
seems to fall into sets lhere is little evidence that services of it were made, nor 
are repeats at all common. Equally surprising is tlte vinuaJ absence of tilework 
in Ibis style. One exception may be !he panels with rich foliage and pheasants 
and qilins on the facade of the Circumcision Pavilion (Siinnel Odas1) in !he 
Topkapt PaJace, brilliantly execuled in tones of cobaJt and turquoise, which are 
most plausibly to be assigned to the later 1550s, wben !he lznik potters were 
turning their production to tiles for the Ottoman court. il is evidently significant 
lhat !he earliest imperial foundation for which lznik underglaze painted Iiles are 
known to have been ordered is Stileymaniye (inauguraled 1557): and these are 
associated with wbat iS" commonly regarded as a revolution in color tones. 
Underglaze red in ceramic technology bas always been problematic. In the 
tbirteenlh century pouery of Syria and, sporadically, of fourteenlh-fifleentb 
century Mamluk Egyp~ a ratl1er dull red sometintes appears, obtained by the use 
of an insoluble slip or eanh color, and it may have been these experiments which 
led to the Ottoman discovery tbat Armenian bole (kil-i enneni), a fine ferric red 
earth mucb used as a base for gilding (and also, to judge from royaJ kitchen 
regislers, as a cure for indigestion) when thickly applied under a lead glaze could 
give a brilliant tomato red colour. With i~ most probably because of altered 
firing conditions, wenl a markedly differenl range of colors. 
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The reasons why lznik tiles were ordered for lhe mosque of Silleymaniye 
are unknown but lhe sequel was dramatic. They became high fashion and appear 
prominently in mosques, .tombs and palaces of lhe 1560s to 1580s, practically 
all of !hem erected for SiileymAn and bis successors or for grand viziers like 
Rilslem P~ or Sokollu Mehmed Pa§a who were related to lhem by maniage. 
The tiles on lhese splendid Ottoman buildings are used in enormous numbers, 
which could not have occurred unless lhe potters bad turned virtually exclusively 
to !heir manufacture. lznik lhus became for practical purposes a palace lilcworks 
and lbe Ottoman aulhorities frequently complained in lhese years that because of 
lhe insistence of potters on making pottery "for srrangers" tile quotas were not 
being kept up. Numerous sherd finds at Aleppo, Cairo-Fustat, Budapest, 
Belgrade, in lhe Crimea and in lbe Venetian lagoon show lhat some of this was 
bought by provincial governors; lhat some of lhe "srrangers" were foreigners, 
who exponed it in some quantity to Venice, whence it percolated to Nonhero 
Europe. 

The quality of lhe tilework was, very sUictly conrrolled indeed. The tiles 
lhemselves often show the use of stencils, an essential for mass production, and 
it is probable lhat some of lhese, notably for lhe floral panels in lhe mosque of 
Rilstem P~a in Istanbul, were drawn up by professional draughtsmen. The 
documentary evidence suggests, however, lhat tllis was exceptional. Such cases 
would have included panels, mihrabs, or, for example, the pendenlives of lhe 
mosque of Sol!:ollu Mel)med P~ at Kadlrga Limam (completed 979/1571-2), all 
of which required precise measurements of lhe space into which Iiley must fit and 
which therefore must have been ro scale. 1bis presupposes that the architect, 
Sinan, carefully supervised lhe orders and their execution. But if sketches of 
motifs or single tiles were also made these almost certainly underwent 
considerable modification at 1he kilns, particularly wilh repeating designs, where 
cloud-scrolls, arabesques or feathery saz-leaves might well require ingenious 
rearrangement or simplification to produce an overall repeating design which 
avoided dullness, heaviness or even incoherence. 

ARCHITECTURE 

John Hale bas remarked lhat !hough playing a musical instrument, even 
composition, and poetry were pan of lhe Renaissance gentleman's education it is 
noteworthy lhat no princes are known to have been architects or are at all known 
as painters. This is as true of SUieyman the Magnificent as it is of the Medici or 
the Gonzagas. But whereas tile effects of patronage of lhe sumptuary a.r1l; were 
felt principally in the palace or only very indirectly upon the economy as a 
whole, Siileyman's architectural parronagc transformed the great cities of the 
Ottoman Empire. The present appearance of the Topkapt Palace owes most to 
his immediate successors, Selim II and Murad m. though lhe palace at Edime is 
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ruined and there is no trace of !be hunting pavilions at Plovdiv (Filibe) or on !be 
outSkirts of Istanbul (one of which, according to Busbecq, had doors on which 
was depicll:d the defeat of the Safavids at f;ald1ran) in which he amused himself. 
The palace be built for Ibrahim P8§3. soon afll:r his accession, however, now the 
Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art, gives a good idea of the grandeur of the 
great stone houses of Istanbul and Galata in the sixteenth century. But palace 
architecture in general is flimsy and subject to rulers' whims and it is to 
Siileymin's pious foundations; lhe rich endowments of which guaranteed their 
survival, lhat we musl look for a proper idea of Siileymiin's architectural 
patronage. 

One of the first buildings Sflleymiin commissioned was the mosque of 
Seliiniye in Istanbul for his late father, Selim I. He then turned bis auention to 
Mecca, where he restored the l:laram and commissioned waterworks, and to 
Jerusalem, where he set to restore the l:laram a! -Sharif. Tbe earliest inscription of 
bis reign on the Dome of the Rock is dated 1529, evidently just before his 
departure on !be Hungarian campaign which culminated in the siege of Vienna; 
this is followed by a series of inscriptions con1r0emorating works on the 
buiiding, mostly of Ute 1540s, Utougb they continue up to Ute 1560s, relating 
notably to the revctmenl of the exlerior drum and the octagon with tiles made by 
crafL~men from Tabriz. Meanwhile, in a mere six months in 1536-7 a reservoir 
and a system of fountains were built inside Ute city; and between 1537 and 1540 
the walls were restored, tl10ugb there was lillie danger to Jerusalem except from 
marauding bands of Bedouins. The Crusader walls, contrary to general belief, 
seem only to have been partially dismantled in 1229, following the treaty 
between Ute Ayyubid ruler, al-Malik ai-Mu'anam 'Is~ and Frederick of 
Hobenstaufen, and Siileymiin's impressively florid inscriptions relale in fact to 
quite minor, piecemeal works. Part of the explanation wby works at Jerusalem 
continued so long may be that, as later administrative documents sbow, men and 
building materials could not be bad locally but had to be brought from 
Damascus. 

More importam, however, Siniin, the grealesl of Ottoman architects and 
an administrative genius, was yet to appear on tl1e scene. He entered the 
Janissaries in 1521 and had a distinguished career in the cavalty and the 
musketeers (tUfenkfiydn), though inlerestingly, in view of his appointment as 
coun architect (!Jij~~a mi'mdr) in 1538, not in the engineers. His architectural 
experience seems to have been gained entirely from amateur projects, like the 
wooden bridge be ·erected over Uhe River Pruth on SOleymiin's Moldavian 
campaign of 1531. Uick of practical engineering experience must only have been 
a minor disadvantage, however, partly because ground plans were often 
stereotyped and arChitectural elements like vaults, squinches and arch profiles 
were well on the way to being standardised; and partly because safety factors in 
building were extravagantly high. Much of the building operations could 
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lherefore be safely let to the masons and jobbing builders the authorities 
employed while SinAn exercised his essential responsibilities, organising and 
cosling the labour for the larger works and conscripting and training staff or 
experimenting with new forms of spatial organisation. His achievement was 
immense: ·477 buildings are reliably auributed to him, many of them still 
standing. 

Among his earliest buildings in Istanbul was a complex ordered by 
SOieymAn's beloved wife, Hiirrem Sultan (94511538-9), with a medrese, a soup 
kitchen and a Koran school for orphans, to which be later added a hospital: there 
is no evidence in its foundation charter that she intended this as a women's 
hospital, though by the seventeenlh century, Evliya ~elebi reports, it had 
become partly a hospice for destitute women. In 948/1538-9 be buill the tomb of 
Barbarossa at Be§ik~ and in 950-l/1543-4 work was begun on the funerary 
mosque of ~ebzade Me~med, Siileyman's chosen heir. The mosque, which was 
completed in 1548, is, like many of·the major mosques of Istanbul, fronted by a 
courtyard: Siniln for the first time accords its front and side enlrances the status of 
facades and decorates them as soch. 

A series of smaller buildings for viziers and the royal ladies, notably for 
Mihrimah, one of Htirrem's daughters, at OskOdar (la:e 945/early 1548) was then 
followed by Sinlln's greatest foundation, Stileymaniye, in the grounds of the Old 
Palace which up to its serious damage by fire in the late 1540s had been the 
private residence of the royal ladies and their households. Following the fire, 
Hiirrem and her attendants moved across to the Topkap• Palace where she was 
installed in what was to become the Harem apartments, leaving the Old Palace as 
lodgings for ladies out of favour. Work began in 1550 and continued till after the 
inauguration of the mosque in 1557. A vast area was levelled, men and materials 
were collected from all over the Ottoman Empire, and U1e detailed account books 
have been brilliantly analysed by t11e late Orner Liitfi Barkan to give a graphic 
picture of the labor force, pay and recruitment and the day to day progress of 
works. Architecturally t11e mosque is at the center of a complex of medreses and 
other institutions of learning, hospitals witl1 provision for teaching as well as 
treaonen~ a batl1 and a well - endowed soup kitchen, all supplied wiib water from 
a complex of dams and collection points in the forest of Belgrade flowing across 
the aqueduct of Vnleos. These K~rki'O~me waterworks were in the eyes of 
Siileymiln's successors one of the greatest achievements of his reign. The effec~ 
partly delermined by the lie of the land, which falls steeply from a central 
esplanade, is to emphasize the great mass of the mosque with its piled up domes, 
entirely without visual obstruction. 

The foundation inscription was composed by the Seybillislllm, Ebussu'ud 
and executed by the calligrapher l:lasan ~elebi, the adopted son of ~med 
J5:aral)i~. For the first time io the history of Ottoman architecture Iznik tiles 
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were ordered to decorate the qibla wall. "Specially large" cmpets for the mosque 
were ordered from Cairo and tbe U§al< area. And. as the aecount books and extant 
court orders reveal, lhe Janissaries were organised to mount a vast archaeological 
operation to locate and transport fine coloured marbles for the paving, door and 
window jambs and other architectural details of the interior. This operation was 
aiJ lhe more necessary in that although the Ottoman sultans were fond of marble, 
the quarries on the island of Marmara which bad provided most of the marble for 
the Eastern Mediterranean in the ancient world do not appear to bave beeo worked 
between the deatli of Justinian and the late sixteenth century. 

Possibly the mosi instructive episode in this 5Can:b was for four great 
columns of pink Aswan granite for the mosque, which were frrst located at 
Alexandria in 1550, where a special landing stage bad been built to take their 
weight. Orders were given for ships to brfug them to lstaDbul but it was summer 
1552 before they actually lefl. during which time the four columns had dwindled 
to two; worse, only one of these arrived in Istanbul. Evidently before this the bad 
news reached the authorities and it was decided that the other pair of colunms 
would be found at Baalbek: these were to be transported across the Lebanon on 
wooden sleds and loaded at Tripoli, but again there was a delay and Barkan 
calculates !bat .the earliest they ould ·have arrived in Istanbul would bave been at 
the end of 1553. But again instead ofthe'pair ordered only one arrived: The other 
could bave been left behiDd at Tripol~ or h may have sunk in a winter stOrm. By 
this lime the columns were urgently needed, so one was hauled from the Klz~• 
in Istanbul (confusingly, t11e quarter took its name from the famous, though not 
always reliable, Byzantine Column of Virginity, which was po'rjihyry). 
Puzzlingly, however, the columns used in Siileymaniye are nor disparate but four 
ofaset. · · 

This progresS; a's iecimslnicted from the account books, the dispatches and 
the complaints which we/it back and forth across the Mediterranean, sounds most 
disorganised and scarcely Credltabie to Siniin; but we learn about it the wrong 
way round. A dirre'fciit complexion is put upon the search by the initial 
stipulation, right at" the o~-tset ·in 1550, of very exact specifications for the 
columns required from Alexandria. at a time when building ·works proper bad 
barely begun. This must be because tbere was a specimen column available in 
the imperial stores: hence tbe initial order for four columns from Alexandria. 
When only one colwnn arrived; ihe· rethought plan, to order 1\ifo colwnnsfrom 
BaaJbek, also needed to be revised. When only one of these arriveil. further 
readaptations were necessary, for lhe Ouomans found graniie·toi; baiiiiO'work, 
and their conspicuous position in the mosque made it out of lhe question to 
conceal differences in height by using capitals or bases of varying heights. These 
heterogenous columns must t)lerefore have been taciily· replaced by a matching 
set which must fonuitously have become available: this ·woulll. not appear in the 
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accounts since they would have been replaced in the stores by the peripatetic 
columns which had caused so much trouble and delay. 

Among Sinan's other ml\)or buildings in Istanbul are two mosques 
famous for their Iznik tilework, that of Rustem P~a (d. 1561), prohably 
completed after his death, and that of another grand vizier, So~ollu Mel)med 
P3§8. completed in 979/1571-2, where the latter is approached dramatically by a 
steep stair from the basement. Though both rather small, with considenible 
standardisation of architectural elements and even materials (timber and blocks of 
stone of standard dimensions and cut are already prescribed in the SOieymaniye 
account books) they exhibit Sin3n's genius in adapting basic plans to difficult or 
cramped sites. In the latter case the mosque and its appurtenances are on a terrace 
cut from the sleep hill which dominates the Kadlfga Liman1: the elevation is 
almost exaggeratedly tall, as if to match the steep slope behind the building. A 
third Istanbul mosque, for Mihrim3h Sul\ful, the widow of Rustem Pa~ built at 
the Edimekap1 between 1562 and 1565, is an experiment in another direction, 
carrying the use of glass in an Ottoman building almost to its architectural 
limits. 

Sinftn's activity in planning and supervtsmg building all over the 
Ottoman Empire was immense. On the royal road to Edime, the summer capital 
of the sultans, he built, for example, a chain of bridges across the lagoons at 
Duyuk~ekmece (completed 975/1567-8) following a flood which caught 
SUieyman there in September 1563, and transformed the town of LUieburgaz in 
977/1569-70 with a large covered market, baths and a caravansaray large enough 
to accommodate, travellers stated, 1000 men and their beasts. At Edime itself, 
between 1569 and 1572 he erected what be regarded as his masterpiece, the 
mosque of Selim II. Like the buildings at Luleburgaz, the ampleness of its scale 
demonstrates that his highly compressed foundations at Istanbul were prompted 
by tl1e need to use space to maximum effect. 

Tirroughout his long career Sinan had shown a preoccupation with the 
structure and plan of Haghia Sophia which, Aptullall Kumn has perspicaciously 
observed, was more of an inspiration to Ottoman architects than it was to be 
Byzantines. In 1573 he was called upon to strengthen the fabric, and the result of 
these works was the two minarets on tl1e southwest and the northwest. This 
commission was as difficult as any major building project, calling for 
considerable experience in statics, without much guarantee of success. It had an 
interesting, if not wholly successful, sequel, the mosque of Kth~ (Uiu~) 'Ali 
P~ on the Dospborus below Topbane (988/1580-1), which is very much a 
miniature Haghia Sophia: but despite the abundance of windows the dome seems 
to be just too low to let the light in. This exemplifies a tendency that was 
widespread in fifteenlh century Mamluk Cairo, to ignore the fact that smaller 
versions even to scale are rarely as effective as the larger buildings they copy. 
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Even before his death at an advanced age (his LOmb at Stileymaniye is 
dated 996/1 587-8) Sin&! was a famous personality and was held even by his 
contemporaries as the nonpareil of Ottoman architects. The sheer number of 
buildings be erected, which did more tban any bUilder lO give Istanbul its present 
aspect, and his many spatial expe~ents wbicb left little room 10 his successors, 
more than juslify their encomia andliis European reputation. It is more difficult 
10 determine how much of a theoretician be was, for be left no trealises and bis 
biographers give few judgements on his aesthetic principles. Even with the 
greatest of his piles like Siileymaniye or Selimiye at !;dime be was evidently 
primarily concerned with the need to create a single interior space without .visual 
barrters, and his boldest experiments are less slructural til3D ~patial. He was less 
of 8 Brunellescbi therefore, tban an Alberli or Palladio. 

As for Sinan's actual responsibility for U1e buildings 8Uribuled;lohirn, be 
had 8 staff of junior architects and contractors, and in a few cases !1Jt sole 
contribulion of the court architect's offtce may have been a plan, the feallzation 
of which could be left to tbe builders on the spot. As court architect, his prime 
responsibility was for the sultan's works, so that, for example, during the 
building of SOieyrnaniye his constant presence was required to supervise the 
worlcs. For the works at Selimiye he resided at Edime, leaving a deputy in charge 
of cprrent works at Istanbul.. He was, therefore, very probably personally 
responsible for tbe renovations arid repairs for Selim II .in the Topkapt Palace 
following the lire .of 97211574, when the kitchens were rebuilt and a substantial 
bath was added adjoining tbe Treaslll}' aparunents, .and again when Murad lii 
refurbished and extended U1c Harem quarters (1578). The considerable scope of 
these alterations makes it difficult to determine what Siileyman himself built 
inside. the palace walls, but it was in his reign that the Topkapt Palace was 
transformed from an administrative center, treasury and armory into tile sultan's 
residence and that of his ladies. 

By no rne3!1S llll the pious foundations attributed to Sin&! were state 
works, at least in the sense that some were for viziers. Was he paid for lhese over 
and above lhe per diem of 55 a(cfe he received from the sultan?,It is conceivable 
that in lhe gaps bctw~n imperial worlcs be was accorded freedom to talce on 
private commissions. But so many viziers were allied by marriage to sultans !bat 
their works may ])_ave counted vinually as the. sultan's, not as private 
commissions at all. For Iiley also received special grants Q(.land for the 
endowment of pious foundations and wi!b these doubtless carne !be services of 
lhe sultan's architect too. . . · 
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TECHNOLOGY 

Any survey of leChnology in the reign of Silleyrnan lhe Magnificent must 
lake account of the passion of his court for European clocks and watches. They 
were less timepieces lhan elaborale automata, planetaria or mechanical organs. 
often to the delriment of lheir accuracy, and as lhe sixteenlh cenrury progressed 
they were collected all over Europe, from England to Muscovy. Among early 
pieces designed specifically for the Ottoman market, Marino Sanuto in 1531 
records a gold ring with a minute watch set in the bezel. In 1541 lhe embassy 
from Ferdinand of Auslria suing for peace presented to Sllleyman a magnificent 
silver planetarium which bad been made regardless of cost for Maximilian I. ln 
1543-4 Fran~ois I presented Barbarossa. who was wintering at Toulon, With a 
clock which was also· a terrestrial globe and in 1547 he sent to Stileyman a 
combined table fountain and clock made at Lyons. In this same year the Ottoman 
treaty with Auslria included a stipulation that lhe annual tribute (euphemistically 
described as TUrlcenverehrung) should be partly in clocks, which must all be 
novelties: four such clocks were sent the following year, wiU1 a clockmaker to 
ensure that U~ey were all in worl<:ing order when 1ltey arrived. 

By the end of Siileymfin's reign clockmakers were probably resident in 
Istanbul, but the regularity with which new clocks arrived from Europe left lilUe 
iucenlive 1o repair broken pieces. Not only was lheir mechanism elabora~<:; their 
decoration and manufacture involved Ute collaboration of goldsmilhs, enarnellers 
and jewellers as well, and in the latter decades of the sixteenth century the effects 
they employed - elephants with rolling eyes, dancing figures in Turkish costume, 
singing birds and other conceits in rather dubious taste - show little regard for 
Ottoman sensibilities. There are drawings from U1e early 1570s for comparatively 
sober clocks for the grand vizier, So)follu MeJ:uned ~ and those destined for 
the sultan may have been deliberarely restrained in U1eir effects: for the rest we 
have to reconstruct tlteir appearance from contemporary European inventories or 
chronicles, for even in the great European collections very few of them survive. 

What was U1e reason for their extraordinary popularity at the courts of 
Siileymfin and bis successors ? As Busbecq noted, the 'u/enu! calculated the times 
of prayer astronomically and inslead of the 24 equal hours which were standard 
practice in European clockmaking ll1ey divided each day and eacb night into 12 
hours, so that a European clock would only have told Turkish time properly on 
the equinoxes. Accurate timekeeping for short periods would, moreover, have 
been quite adequately catered for by the Oltoman hourglasses in everyday use. 
Titey must therefore have admired their rich decoration, their elaborale 
mechanisms and, sometimes, even their jokes, but as toys, not Renaissance 
macbines demonstrating the principles of physics. Their influence upon Otloman 
tecbno1ogy was thus somewhat linnited, though their popularity at the court 
cenainly stimulated a wider demand for simpler or cheaper watches in lslanbul. 
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Among the pioneers of this movement was a Syrian aslrooomer, 
Tai,iudd"m (1525-85), who ultimately became the director of Murild III's shon
lived observatory at Tophane and who wrote the only known sixteenth century 
!realise in Europe on the making of weight-driven or spring-driven clocks. 
Suggestions that in his youth be studied in Rome have not been substantiated 
and he must have learned to make his clocks by experimenting on broken 
European clocks in the palace. By 971/1563-4, he repons, he fulfilled ao order to 
build a clock showing the Islamic prayer times and the Western months, an 
enterprise of considerable mechanical sophistication. He exploited his theoretical 
lreatise in the instruments he made for the Tophane observatory designed for the 
calculation of new star tables to correct those made for Ulugb Beg in Samarkand 
in the mid-fifteenth century. The sad episode of d1e destruction of the observatory 
in 1579 on the orders of the Sey/}alisiOm, possibly a panic reaction to the 
appearance of a comet in 1577-8 which sowed terror in d1e Ottoman dominions, 
lies outside the scope of the present survey. But the result was the suppression of 
Tai,iildd"m's lreatise and his experimenlal works. 

It is still far too soon, however, to conclude that he was the only 
astronomer of note in Silleyman's reign, and in other branches of sciences we 
still know very little of the herbalists or botanists, pharmacists and surgeons 
who were appointed to the teaching school at Silleymaniye, to the hospital 
endowed by Hilrrem Sultan in Jstanbol or to lhe great hospitals of Damascus and 
Cairo. Study of !heir careers and their works would do much to correct the current 
impression that scientific .activity in Silleyman's reign was negligible. As an 
example one may dte a recently published innovative treatise on dentistry, with 
additional information on curing colds and embalming a corpse, wriuen in 
Turkish and wid1 an Arabic preface by SOleyman's chief physician, Moses 
Hamon (c. 1480-1554) in the Institute for Medical llistory at Cerrahpa~ in 
Istanbul. Moses Hamon was U1e son of a Jewish physician from Granada who 
came into the service of Biiyezid II and who then accompanied Selim I on his 
Egyptian campaign of 1516-7. He certainly.wrote Ouoman Turkish and Aramaic 
and the present manuscript is probably autograph; he also knew Spanish, Persian 
and Hebrew. His treatise is the oldest manual of dentistry in Islam, depending 
partly upon European works, partly on clinical experience and partly upon 
classical Islamic medical treatises, including those of ai-Razi, Ibn Sina and 
Ab01-Qllsim. 

Moses Hamon's distinction aroused much envy. Eventually he was forced 
into a public disputation with Muslim doctors on the correctness of his treatment 
of Silleymlln's chronic gout with opium, was defeated, disgraced and soon 
afterwards died. His considerable library which on his death was valued at more 
than 5,000 ducats was lhen dispersed. It contained numerous rarities, including an 
illuslrated Materia Medica of Dioscorides made in 512AD for the Byzantine 
princess, Juliana Anicia. Though Busbecq compiBins in his letters that it was too 
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expensive for him to buy, iL found its way into the Hnbsburg colleclions and is 
now one of lhe jewels of the Nationalbibliolhek in Vienna. 

The IIJeological sciences also flourished in !he reign of SiileymAn lhe 
Magniticenl, mos1 probably under the stimulus of opposition to !he miliLani 
Shi'ism of Safavid Iran, though !hat may ultimately have hardened the attilUde of 
the 'ulema to secular innovation. Conspicuous among !he lheologians was 
EbOssu'fid Efendt, !he 1ey}Jalisl1Jm of Siileymin for almost thirty years. His 
efforts to harmonise Ottoman administrative law (/rilnun) with lhe teaching of the 
slulri'a, a considerable achievement which is discussed elsewhere in the present 
volume, are an interesting demonSI!ation of !he openmindedness of certain of lhe 
Ottoman 'ulemiJ in !his period. He was a competent poe!, particularly in Arabic 
and did important services to Ottoman popular culture in declaring officially !haL 
the Karagoz theatre with its shadow puppels and lhe Divan of l:IMi~ were both 
consistent with the practice of orU1odox Islam. 

FLORICULTURE 

A significant feature of culture in the reign of SOleyman the Magnificenl, 
noted by most Europeans and even in some official documents of his reign, is 
!he importance of flowe~ in gardens, in poetry and in art The floral vocabulary 
of Ottoman poetry-roses, hyacinths, lilies, violets, jasmine, peonies, tulips 
with iL' rich symbolism was held in common with Persian literature an<l 
doubtless is heavily indebted to it; but there is litUe evidence for advanced 
floriculture in conlemporary Safavid Iran. 

There is a well known letter in Fertdun's Man1e1Jt ordering half a miUion 
hyacinth bulbs from !he hills behind 'Azaz in North Syria for U1e imperial 
gardens (Would they all have been of the same kind? Perhaps that did not 
malter.), and orders from lhe Ottoman archives relate to the planting of rose 
bushes and fruit trees in !he palace gardens al Edime; but there is no surviving 
sixreemh-century Ottoman manual of gardening. We musl therefore look 
elsewhere for information, to European travellers and lo the represenuuion of 
flowers in Ottoman art. Of !he travellers Pierre Belon du Mans (in Twkey in the 
1540s) and Ilusbecq, the Austrian ambassador in !he 1550s and early 1560s, are 
!be mosl valuable. The fom1er has a short chapter in his Observations de 
plusieurs singularitez on lhe Turks' favourile flowers, iris, carnation, bllip, lily 
(Lilium pomponium, the red Turk's cap lily) and Prunus, which he noled were 
sold as cut flowers and wbicb indeed appear on !he float drawn by !he florists of 
lsLanbul in !heir procession in !he Hippodrome before Mudd III in 1582 depicted 
in lhe SQrname. Belon also describes lbe flower markets, where hawkers sold 
bulbs or rare plants from remote parts of lbe Ottoman Empire, many of which 
were introduced into Western Europe in lbe sixteenlh ccnlUry and cultivated as 
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'florists' flowers, !hough, probably, few of t11em were already of cultivated 
varieties. 

Ottoman Turkey is panicularly associated with lhe history of lhe tulip. 
The word derives from dlllbend ("turban"), whicb suggests large oval double 
flowers, as wilh lhe modem garden Turban Ranunculus, themselves originally 
forms of Ranunculus asialicus cultivated in Ottoman Turkey. 

The source of lhe report lhat Busbecq introduced lbe tulip to Europe is not 
bis letters butlhe Rariorum Plant arum Historia of Charles de l'Escluse (Carolus 
Clusius) (Antwerp 1601), who states !hat seed and small bulbs of Tulipa 
"praecox" (Clusius' species are not. of course, Linnaean) were brought or sent 
from Istanbul and left wilh him by Busbecq in 1569, when he bad been away 
from Turkey for almost seven years. It was intensely cultivated from 1575 
onwards and five years or so later, when the bulbs had been brought to flowering, 
a spectacular variety of colors had been raised. They were evidently hybrids, 
which gives an indication that in Turkey t11ey were cultivars, not from t11e wild, 
since Ciusius notes some forms were closer to Tulipa "serotina" or to T. 
"dubia", lhe latter possibly t11e modem Tulipa praestans. But of course, Clusius 
and his contemporaries were already familiar with lhe genus Tulipa. His attention 
had been drawn to it many years previously by tbe llalian naturalis~ Ulysse 
Aldrovandini, who bad sent bim Tulipa appenina from Bologna and T. 
narbonnensis from the Cevennes. In lhe 1570s and 1580s Clusius introduced yet 
olher kinds of tulip from Istanbul, mostly sent at his request by the Habsburg' 
ambassador, David Ungnad, as well as double narcissi, double anemones, double 
ranunculi, giant friti1larics, Turk's cap lilies, irises, hyacinlhs, Crocus vemus and 
the quaintly misnamed Scilla peruviana. which carne not from Peru but from 
Turl<ey or Persia ·(pervdne in Ottoman Turkish and in Persian means "molh" or 
"elegant young man"). Altl•ough some of lhese must have been new species 
most were not botanical but commercial innovations, showing bolh lhe extent of 
Ottoman floriculture and the vigorous reaction of the Istanbul market to increased 
demand from European naturalists. 

As for the naturalistic flowers in art it is scarcely a coincidence tbat in 
Europe tbe period 1550-70 saw the rise of printed illustrated botanical works, the 
illustrations of which circulated widely. Clusius' own Hisroria plantarum 
rariorum gives particular attention to bulbous species and in spite of tbe plants 
flooding into Europe from the New World and tbe Indies is far more interested in 
Asian and Near Eastern species. Thougb for lhe moment it must remain 
conjecture tbe occurrence of, for example, naturalistic Gentian stems on Iznik 
wares and of olher plants of greater botanical than horticultural interest in 
illumination may well derive from published European engravings of tbem. In 
illumination lhis naturalism is most striking in two manuscripts of Stileymful's 
verse, the Divdn-• Mu/libbi, both dated 1566, one with waxed stencilled marginal 
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omamem (Topkapt Palace Library R. 738 miik), including violets, tulips, 
narcissi, irises, Turk's cap lilies, Dianthus, roses, hollyhocks. Prunus, Centaurea 
(Sweet Sultan) or some other composite, Lychnis cbalcedonica, hyacinths and 
primroses. The latter (Istanbul University Library T 5467), even more 
sumptuously illuminated, by ~ara Memi, at this point the chief of Siileymfut's 
decorators (serna~jDn), has comparable marginal decoration more elaborately 
executed, and exquisite floral vignettes between each poem. 

None of even this rich variety, however, can compare with paper collages 
in two albums Ostanbul University Library F. 1426; Vienna, Natiooalbibliothek, 
Cod. mixl. 313), the latter made for Murii.d III in 1572 before his accession as 
sultan and ihe fonner conceivably made for Siileyman. They represent gardens in 
spring or early summer, with flowering trees, flowering vines and a rich 
undergrowlh of bulbous and herbaceous planiS, of both the standard varieties and 
species like cyclamen, crocuses or colcbicums, Ranunculus, Judas ltees, 
columbines, delphiniums or larkspurs, lilacs, anemones and Muscari, which are 
rarely depicted elsewhere in Ottoman painting. Practically all those shown are 
spring flowering, and are doubtless the piciOrial equivalent of the celebration of 
spring in lyric poelty. What did an Ottoman garden look like in autumn? It is 
probably no accident !hat by !he reign of Silleymfin !he art of paper flowers was 
also highly developed, making it possible 10 have lilacs, tulips and hyacinths all 
the year around. 

CONCLUSION 

Siileyman !he Magnificent may not have been more devoted to llte ariS 

than his predecessors and, for example, Murad III's commissions for !he imperial 
library were on a far greater scale. But bis reign was distinguished by unlimited 
means and by !he fact tllllt his conquesiS tapped a far larger reservoir of skilled 
crallsmansbip. 

Colossal expenditure on war, politics or the ariS has always brought out 
the censoriousness of historians. Siileyman has suffered no less than the 
eighteentlt cemury European monarchs conventionally called "the Great," who 
perhaps merited the title less than be, and has been charged witlt being ultimately 
the cause of the decline of the Ottoman Empire. But tl>e drain in money and men 
to the Ottoman Empire in the 1560s was still more than balanced by the 
dev~irme, by prisoners or conscripts, by ltibute and by colossal booty from 
viciOrious campaigns. The social structure was systematized, the bureaucracy was 
powerful, and if it did not always perfectly respond 10 the needs of the Ottoman 
adminisltalion of what o!her system can better be said? Siileyman's successors 
were of lesser stature, but it would be absurd to argue that his prodigality, ralher 
than their errors, was direcUy responsible for disasters like that of Lepanto in 
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1571. Siileymiin's reign marks lhe cultural apogee of the classical age of the 
Ottoman Empire. To suggest that his expenditure on patronage of the arts would 
bave been better diverted to reinforcement of the Ottoman army or navy amounts 
to historical impenineoce. 
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ARTAND CREATIVE THINKING IN THE REIGN 
OF SULEYMAN THE LAWGIVER 

Godfrey GOODWIN 

This paper is concerned with creative thinking in lhe an and architecture of the 
Ottoman court and with the role of ~anfini (the Lawgiver) Silleyman as a patron. 
In this context it is to be ·stressed thai a great patron cannot influence the culrure 
of bis state single-handed any more Utan he can codify and establish new laws 
without tbe work of sophisticated jurists or achieve victories on the baUle field 
without generals. What matters is his example and what also mattered in the 
16th century was tbe accumulation of wealth and its dispersal without which 
costly albums and monuments cannot be achieved: I 

These considerations are relevant to any assessment of the creative 
importance of Siileyman, but not because he may be denigrated or beliUled, as an 
individual of singular energy and intellectual enterprise for the greater part of his 
reign·. Yet the florescence of the ans in his time and after should be recognized to 
be product of previous decades. Nor was this renaissance fully achieved before his 
deatb since both the greater Ottoman miniatures and the ultimate achievement of 
Ottoman architecture were to come after he had died in 1566, far from home in 
his royal tent. 

Or was it far from home? During his reign of 46 years more ~1311 ten were 
spent on campaign or in winter quaners2 while we have no clear idea how much 
time he spent on short visits to here or there including the minimal week of 
hunting along·the road· to Edime to stay at the palace there which was in effect a 
magnificent hunting lOdge infinitely preferable as a residence to the old palace or 
the new one (now called Topkap1 Saray1) in the capital. Yet for beuer or for 

1 Even Peler the Great encouraged his wealthier subjects to imitate his bll.ilding program and, 
whatcvenhe".nobility may have done, nouveai.D. riches under Louis XIV were patrons in their own 
right~ o~.a-~ modest scale. , ·. 
2 At least iO mOnths on the Persian expedition of 1 548-9" and 23 months including two wjnters 
on thai 9f 1553-~. See D. E. Pitcher. A Historical Geograp~y of the Ottoman Empire (london, 
1972), '(ip:'i i1:2. . . 
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worse the huge cosmopolis of ~ostan~iniyye, erstwhile Byzantium or 
Constanlinopolis and today Istanbul, 3 was the heart of his dominions, the mouth 
of the dragon in the opinion of his enemies but of a gentler creature when viewed 
from within, one that grazed the meadows of learning and poetry and established 
universal justice. Contemplating the thronged lanes and markets one is brusquely 
aware of the struggle for power between the various social forces of a plethora of 
people bound by their strictly regulated station in life: the ruling elile divided 
between the fading aristocracy of long free Moslems and those products of the 
"Enderiln College" and other royal schools from which the ruliog majority, 
culled by the dev1inne system at first from the Balkans but later from Anatolia 
too, emerged lriumphantly after the conquest in 1453;4 the judiciary and teachers 
who were for a lime divided between the usual fundamentalists and the more 
liberal group of mathematicians and physicians in the budding; the guilds with 
their essentially conservative function;5 foreign merchants now not only 
Venetian or Genoese; and, not least, widows and orphans. And above all these 
like yeast, yet kept under most of the lime, was the sometimes bloody mob such 
as the dung ,.;avengers of Y edikule who Uueatened llle peace of tile city as late as 
1826. 

It was a city all too self-sufficient at times with its orchards and market 
gardens and the produce of the sea, relaining a contempt for Anatolia which bad 
been tnlditional from Byzantine limes as long ago as the Fathers of the Church, 
who wrote of it as a land of mud and dust from which to escape: just as the 
swollen population of the great cities of modern Turkey leSiify nowadays. 

But as with I 9th century Paris, in this conglomeration of disparate 
inlluences power was forged while rights were preserved - or more or Jess -
for the sultan's diversity of subjects,6 and sultans were preuy diverse themselves 
if one treats maternal origins with their due respect - diven;ity of trades and 
skiDs of talents and training, because of the disparate religions and sects within 
religions. not to count the arrivals and departures of dervishes, European envoys 
and traden; and the farrago of seamen in a port greater than Marseilles in ils 
commercial importance. ·such diversity, however, was seen as a whole by the 
administration which was also concerned for Anarolia and the whole empire in a 
way that the citizen in his selfishness was not. It was not just, say, that the 
office of chief arcbiti:ct kept a register of viUages witil skilled craftsmen on 

3n.e last offices of government had been .removed there in the reign of hill father, Selim I. :s. s&.w,'Hutory ofth£ Ottoman Empire and Modem Turk<y. Vol. I (Cambridge. 1976). p. 58. 
Ibid. p. 147. 

&n.e soltao's re'dy8 ar flock. See H. lnalcdc, The Ollomtlll Empin!!. The Clas.sical Age, 1300-1600 
(Loodoo. t973). p. 67. 
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whom to call7 and also where supplies of marble might be had:8 the keeping of 
registers was the outward expression of an inward conviction that a unified vision 
of !he empire was essential. Istanbul, therefore, for so long as economic 
prosperity sustained it- and even in times of recession the city had some of ils 
own momentum to bolster lbe depression - contributed to lbe intellectual 
achievemenls of lbe age. There were lbe studenls who went to the colleges on 
their merils and broke down the rigid hetedilary barriers put up by the weallhiest 
judicial families and there was the populace who enjoyed that popular an and the 
festivities9 which were the essential undergrowlb out of which the great plane 
trees of coun artisls and architecls were to grow. 

One aspect of the unity between court and populace was to be maintained 
during Stileymful's reign. On bis.accession, be lived across !he city from Topkapt 
Saray1. Although he had many pavilions there in which to pass the night 
including u(e' grand (:inili KO§k built by Mel)med II, nonetheless he rode to and 
from his residence to the seat of government four or five days in a week. The 
Ouoman House's right to the sullanate grew from popular support in !he 14111 
century and some vestiges of !hose days of bro!herhood and of the sultan walking 
among his people remainediO Any subject still had !he right to petition his 
sullan at his stirrup and this right was exercised during the 16th century 
whenever the monarch rode in public. There is the well-known miniature of the 
old woman complaining to Stileyman, when he was hunting in the Balkans, of 
his soldiers robbing herll It was significant acknowledgement. recorded in the 
royal records U1at this right had not been abrogated. The right was, however, 
highly inconvenient as lhe late Susan Skilliter demonstrated in her account of lhe 
ladies-in-waiting to Catherine of Medici !2 when their mother pestered sultan and 
grnnd vezir morning and night to bring back her daughters who were happily 
married into the French nobility after having bad the luck, as it proved, to be 
captured and sold by Chri.•tian pirates.13 The mother persisted day after day, bolh 

1(). L. Darkan, Sii.leynumiye O:lmi'i ve l1qDah, 2 vols. (Ankara, 1972-9) for a full accouol. 
8see also J. M. Rogers, "111e Stale and lhe Arts in Oltoman Turkey." in lrlternationol Journal of 
Middle Eastern Studies, 14 (1982): 283-313. 
9Never more so than with circumcision festivals from lhe humble lo the sultan. or with l.he guild 
processions. See Evliyi f:;elebi, tr. J. von Hammer, Narrative of Travels in Europe, Asia and 
Africa. (london, 1834), 1: 104-250. 
lOsee the anonymous Ottoman Olronic1e quoted in B. Lewis. Islam, Vol. I (New York, 1974), 
pp. IJ5-6. 
II Woman complaining to Sii]eymin when hunting, SJJ/eymdnru2me. Also see t;elebi Sultan 
Me):lmed punislling thieves for stealing honey on the way to the Wallachia campaip io N~t 
'Osmi.a's Hiinuniim£. 

125. A. Skillilel', "Catherine de Medici's Turki'lh ladies-in-wailing; a dilemma in Franco-Ottoman 
ditomatic relations," io Turcica, VII (197S): 181l-204. 
1 R. Haaton, Geo'!Je I (London, 1978), p. 100. Met,med was made Baron KOnissueu in the 
peerage or Hanover in 1716 and Mu~~afa was his personal valeL Both appear in the fre.'lco on lhe 
grand staircase at Kensington Palace, London. 
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French and Ottoman governments were perplexed and embarrassed and the grand 
vezir was driven to have a postern gate made by which be could leave and enter 
the palace unacaJSied. 

A considerable fire at the Old Palace enabled Hilrrem to achieve the 
transfer of the sulran's harem to lbe Topkapt Palace and enabled women to bold 
that position of power and patronage which they were to maintain into the 19th 
century .14 With this lbe jigsaw is complete for it cannot be doubted that Hiirrem, 
the wife of the sovereign, Mi.hrim3h, his daughter, and later,- since Htirrem 
predeceased her husband- the predominant female figure during the reign of her 
brother, serlDl II, and many othm to come were women of determined chanlcler 
who had opinions about art just as much as they bad political ambitions and the 
will to achieve their aims. There is no reason to suppose that the hospital and 
mosque built for HUrrem, her complex at Avretpazan, or her noble bath complex 
at Ayasofya was built for this remarkable woman without her being consulted or 
without her journeying to inspect the work.t5 And this would be true of 
Mihrimilli who built two mosque complexes in Istanbul and another for her 
husband, Rilstem Pasha, apart from various endowments outside the capitaJl6 
This is also true of the beautiful mosque of Sol!:ollu Mel)med Pasha at Kadtrga 
where his wife, Esma Gevher Sul!3.n,17 was not likely to have shown no 
interesL 18 

It only remains to descend the scale. Grand vezirs like Frenk Ibrlihim 
Pasha or Rilstem Pasha were men of great weallh.t9 The first brought back a 
fortune from his successful viceroyalty of EgYPL where it should be noted be set 
taxation and judicial procedures on an acceptable course; the second achieved his 
fortune through a venality that was to rot the struclUre of the Ottoman stale. All 
grand vezirs and lesser officers of state were endowed with widespread lands with 
revenues that could maintain them in the dignity of their office, indeed in 
splendour, and to a lesser degree this system descended rank by rank to the 
humble timar of a retired army officer. These estates were not hereditary but 
reverted to the crown which was an incitement to the temporary trustee to spend 

14tnalcik. op. cit., p. 78 et seq. N. M. PeD7n, Th'- Ha~m (London, ,1936). plawibly suggesls 
(on p. 135) c. 1541 as the date when lhe Harem moved from the Old to the Toploipl Palace. 
lSHaseki Complex, AvretpazaCJ, completed by Sin.in 1539. Her splendid ba1h · oompl~x at 
Ayasofya bui1t by Sinio (1S56f7) W been the subject of 111 loog and painstaking restoration. 
l6Mihrimab Mosque at O&klidar. 1548, Riistem Pasha Mosq1,1e, 1561-2, Mihrimah M~u~ ,.a 
Ediroekapl, c. 1562-5: an by Sinin. 
l7sokollu Mehmed Pasha complex, K.ad.trga, 1571-2, Sin.in. 
I8Manied l 564. See A. Alderson, T11e Slructure of flu OtfOmon Dynasty .(Ann ·Arbor a~d. Oxfa:d., 
1956), Table XXXI. . 
l9see Shaw. His1ory, p. 90; H. A. R. Gibb and H. Bowen, Islamic S«ie,y and the West (Oxford, 
1950) p. 178, •. 2. 
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the revenues and not husband capital for their imprnvemenl Spending, alas, is 
beneficial to the arts. 

This was a society which included attists and craftsmen escaping 
devastation or impoverished courts, where for so long as vic10ries brought in 
booty and nibute it was ~~ost impossible for an not 10 flourish. There was a 
naturdl impetus which was difficult 10 slow down even later when wits were 
sharpened and standards achieved through informed criticism built up little by 
little during Sfileyman's reign. 

It is said that of all the arts calligraphy is the most respected among 
Mo81ems. This respect is due 10 a skill which was dedicated 10 recording the 
ordinances of God, but this is not to limit its importance in secular times for it 
followed as the night the day that only the finest work was acceptable to the 
patron or more significantly to the calligrapher himself. Fine works fetched great 
sums but they were only ftne because tradition had no mercy on the student who 
did not possess, firstly, aptitude and. secondly, devotion. Nor was it conceivable 
tltat tltere could be such a booby, not even if he were a sultan like Bayezid20 II or 
Siileyman himseJf'll or Murad m.zz In an aesthetic sense, calligraphy was 
hereditary with an ancestral tree of great masters just as the laying on of hands 
carried the papacy back to SL Peter. The Ouoman school traced its line back to 
Yalfil\ who himself had his own ancestory. Among the greatest of these 
descendents was ijamdulllih whom Bayezid I brought from Amasya when he 
came to the throne in 1481 and whose inkwell be was proud to bold.i3 
J:lamdulllih was to die in 1519 but he left excellent pupils to succeed him.Z4_ 

Foremost was Al)med ~aral)i~iiti who lived on until the age of 90 in 1556. 
Although tl•e great calligraphic roundcls in the Siiieymaniye mosque once 
atnibuted to him were probably the work of his students and, in any case have 
been several times restored, there seems to doubt that the designs were worked 
out by him. His influence is best preserved in the pounced lznik panels on the 
mibrab wall of the same mosque and, later oo, on the fabulous waterfall of 
brilliant ceramic which is tl•e mihrab wall of the mosque of Sof!:ollu Mel)med 
Pasha at Kadrrga. The inventiveness lies in the creation of large wheels of words 
where the name of God acts as if it were the spokes that make the wheel of. 
fortune possible, achieving an inscription of unprecedented vitality. Not that 
Ottoman calligraphy was not and did not continue down into this century to be 
remarkable for its vigor. It is manifest in the panels over the windows of the 

20A. Schimmel. CaiUgrophy a1Jd Islamic Cult11re (New York. 1984), p. 71. 
21lbid. p. 72. 
22lbid. p. 72. 
23lbid, p. 23. 
24lbid, p. 24. 
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major mosques of the 16th century such as tllose of Stileymaniye, Sokollu 
Mebmed Pasha. Rlistem Pasha and, in particular, of the Selimiye at Edime. 

Calligraphers created new forms of script during Slileymful's reign or at 
least variations on old forms2S but the art bad been long established in the 
Onoman manner and the manuscriptS written before Siileymin came to the 
throne were already of the finest quality. There was new excellence_ to _achieve 
with the tughras, the embellished signatures of lbe monarchs, equivalent to the 
great seals of European monarchs. The issuing of firmans or edicts in councils of 
great importance developed two aspects of interest. 26 The divan or court script 
evolved because wQrds hll,d to crowd one upon the other in order to avoid 
insertions by the unscrupui0us.27_ This resulted in lines of words like enchanled 
canoes travelling from one' margin to the olber. The tughra grew until it could 
assume majestic proportions which needed several sheets of vellum to be joined 
expertly together. These would then be embellished with floral designs of an 
exquisite refinement to cradle to forceful design t.be imperial name and titles with 
capitals in full sails resulting in very real works of art. 

Because it was the most significant of the arts, calligraphy pervaded every 
material and surface in Moslem life. Helmets and swords, magical talismanic 
garments, crockery and ·au walls and windows were as liable to inscription as 
western streets are liable to grafiui. In earlier periods an illiterate p(iuer might 
inscribe gibberish jaut-de-mieux. In lhe 16th century, inlaid Koran boxes 
represent an emerging design witb ltalianate ecboes which also spread to thrones 
and other furniture. They were margined by inscriptive bands which were 
unusually small and elegant but sti II vigorous. It coud not be otherwise as we 
have seen when the all-pervading necessity for caltigrapbic exceUence could never 
dull the significance of the word of God: an aUitude totally opposed to the 
interest in typographic design and other qualities - which most readers of 
newspapers in the western world do not think to observe. News is transitory; 
decoration fades: but the name of God is everlasting and never decorative any 
more than the fierce countenance of a Byzantine .Pantocrator or any other icon 
was decorative even at its most imitative since imitation was the aorta of it~ 
purpose which was the transmission of faith. So wilb a chosen Islamic script 
imitation of the greatest models was imperative. Materialist preoccupation wilb 
forgery was meaningless in bolb forms of art since in the eyes of God there is no 
M;tardy, 

The alif that proclaims the actuality of Allah is a formidable, if it is not 
terrible in the sense of terribilitd, statement of the Alpha and Omega, time past 

2Sibid, p. 11 aDd p. 15 for the ellample of icOz.el. 

26osmonlo Padii<Jh Fi,.,..,l<m, (London, 1986), pp. 2-3. 
27Ibid, No. 14, pp. 52-3. 
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and present and to come. Any elegance in the lettering, and perfection of balance 
in the design were subordinate to this overriding force. It can bardly be by 
accident that the aljfis a dramatic teller as is evidc(nt in ~~s wheels of the 
universe and this makes it a weapon in the annory of aesthetics as well as a 
spade in the garden of the Moslem soul. It is not necessary to be a believer to 
feel bow strongly the white wording on panels oflznik tiles runs across the blue 
.ground28 and bow much of the force of the design is due to the divine nature of 
the message, known by heart or not, made palpable by the thrust of the alifs. 

The form of the calligraphic styles bad been eslablisbed before Siileym3n 
came .to U1e throne but ideas continued to develop even with this most 
conservative of art fonns. They were to modify these forms and continue to 
viiJllize the art which was never to lose its inventiveness under the Ottomans. In 
other arts there was to be much more than this because theirs was the far greater 
freedom from fundamental constraints. 

For here the claim is made that during SOleyman's reign individuals 
emerged as they bad not emerged even under Mel!med TI, the most westward 
looking of all the sultans. That they could never reach that freedom of thought 
prerequisite for the emergence of great individuals is wimessed by the scantiness 
of lhe personal records such as letterS or diaries left behind them. Nonetheless, it 
was a period, however brief, when it was possible for a mind 10 shrug its 
shoulders and look around in a manner tha,i religion and its absolutes had. not 
permiued before. 

In painting this meant the emergence of a clear-cut Ottoman style out of a 
matrix compounded of Hera! and olher schools. With ceramics and textiles it 
followed that designs were created that bad digested past influences from China 10 

Byzantine lands. Fabrics, for example, pennitted the use of ever bolder and more 
self-confident displays producing suo-spanned symbolic robes29 for ceremonial 
occasions quite other than the handsome patterns deriving from Sassanian and 
Byzantine eagles, U1e vine spirals of the universal Golden Hom type, cintamani 
waves and globes and so on; a dozen of which can be catalogued as routine from 
an inspection of the kaftans in lbe Sa/eymllnnllme30 along will! the interesting 
unifom gold embroidered blue and red of the royal court or the luscious watered 
silk of tbe $ey6-a'l-lsldm and lhe 9lctr'askers. 

280r less frequently blue letten:• on a white ground. Both examples were often sparkling with 
flowers. The connection between calligraphy and the garden of Paradise was important. 
29H. Tezcan and S. Deliba$, tr. M. R. Rogers, The TopluJpa Palace Museum: costumes, 
EmbroiDeries and TexJiles (Londo~. 19S6), Plate 20 and p. 48. Probably reign of Selim II. But 
No. 14 of giant velvet tulips on gol{llame may be from SUleymin's period. 
30E. Atd, SukywmtuJme. the /IJ~~rTated History of StJieyntan the Masnif~ent (New York. 
1986)_. 
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Wben Silleymfut came to the throne Ouoman miniatore painting bad still 
to create its own image although portraiture was never to be forgotten as an 
element nor the integral importance of people and event as opposed lO what must 
have seemed to be the increasingly decadent elegance and sweetness of the limpid 
colorscapes of the Persian schools. The painters were a motley lot as listed by 
Dr. Aut or elsewbere3t arriving from the west as well as from the east and 
possibly at some time kept apart.32 The digestion of these disparate influences 
was 10 last the whole reign long and Siileyman was not to see the synthesis 
eventoally achieved. His SUleymtJnntJme was an impressive essay in the visual 
sense but only truly Ottoman with respect to its marginal decoration. It was not 
a work to compare with those of such masters as Lo~an33 and his history of 
Sulran Silleymin nor with the Nu$retniJme of Mu~tafii 'Ali that were lO come 
later in the cenwry.34 

There are elements deliberately copied or, mther, learnt by rote and even 
passages added by apprentices who, one hopes, were employed on painting 
monotonous r~ws of tufts of grass which are the braille of Persian miniatures 
but which, alas, tiave notbing to say. This gmss must surely have been 
mecbanically stippled on by oddly unobservant subordinates, to boot, for it can 
climb up towers and castle walls, confusing hills witb architecture, and in some 
instances grow on doors.35 People, however, the life blood of the Ottoman 
miniatvrist revolution that they are, seem as if painted by someone quite apart, 
almost as if cutouts pasted on.36 This is also true of some of the details of river 
banks and flowers sheared by whoever silvered the waler by which they grow. 
Sometimes cour1iers can float like somewhat solid spooks because tile floors and 
dadoes merge because they were not understood in architectural terms. 3? 

Here, again, set patterns derivative from Persian traditions are imperfectly 
applied and again one is driven to believe that these monotonous details, whether 
copied or not, were delegated to junior painters. This is not simply a problem of 
differenl concepts of perspective nor everi of weak training in handling Islamic 

'311. Slehoukine.I..a peinture tu,-que, pan I (Paris, 1966), pp. 25-26. AI SUieymin's accession len 
masters were working in lhe saray studios since the reisn of his smndfather, Biyezid II. Salt more 
aod siJ. srudenlS joioed it under Selim I and 13 new masters were reauited between 1520 and 1525. 
Several were Persian iRCiuding three from Tabriz. l-Our were soas of Persians. from Isfahan. Two 
Rumis had worked first in Amasya. There were also two Albanians, a Circassian, a Moldaviao aod 
14 Turks. The students included a Hungariao. In 1558 there were 28 Turb led by Kant Memi, the 
besl studenl of ~ihiJ:ull, seven Persiaas JDO!Itly from Tabriz, one Hungarian and one Frank. 
32Possibly righdy judging by rhe iniCI'Decine squabbles of art historians 1oday. 
33a.ester Beatty library, No 41'3, Folio 10. 
34rJ>L H. t36S, 33 b. 
35Abl. DOS 13 and 30: The siese of Rhodes and the Divan meeting, for examples among several. 
36Jbid. See SUieymin's accession (No. 1) or receiving the ruby cop (No. 57) among several 
scenes. 
37Which casts doubls on lhe authenticity of any of the arch.ilecbJral details in palace scenes. 
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pellipective nor of undigested influences from similar Byzantine concepts wbicb 
were readily undersiOOd and applied when artists needed to cope witb birds' eye 
views of towns. If Byzantine perspective were out of tune witb that of tbe 
emerging Florentine vision of the later 14th century and after it was never weak. 
in aim or in tbe geometries required to achieve tbat particular all-embracing 
oven;ight of everits. events that need not be simultaneous. In the Saleym/JTIII4me 
the artist often selected as if by spotlight tbat central action round wbicb 
peripheral events could occur and it is noteworthy tbat due to Pelliian influence 
lesser figures are often as unobservant of lhe central event as were our apprentices 
with tbeir tufts of grass. This aloofness was eliminated when Ottoman 
miniatures carne to maturity. 

While some of the scenes in lhe SaleymiJnndme fail to create a sense of 
buildings being tbree-dimensional, in panicular when depicting castles, others 
do: most often when showing a towu38 proving tbat some of the painting team 
were aware of compacted and solid form. For this reason it has been long a very 
reasonable deduction that a scene such as that showing the recruitment by boys 
for the dcv~irme in a Balkan village wiU1 its grassy platform and also its 
faid1fully recorded background village, each decidedly lhree-dimensional, was the 
work of an artist wilh western roots.39 But it must be remembered that Chrislian 
an in Istanbul and tbe Balkans as opposed to Italy was still ByZantine, a fact of 
which painters in Istanbul could hardly have been unaware unless blinded by an 
improbable and universal degree of pigheadedness. 

It is also notable that the Saleymdnndme has traces of that sense of 
humor or of lbe comic which, along wilb tbe Karagoz and the Orta Oyunu, 
fireworks and buffoonery, were lively elements in Ottoman society. In this 
context it is permissable to study the simple curve of a character's lips, the 
inflection of an eyebrow or a tell-tale gesture. Nor should a magnifying-glass be 
applied simply to human features or fingen;. It should also survey the heads of a 
large number of bon;es, often the most alen among the spectaton; of a scene, and 
also other animals even if they are the viclims of a bunt40 

Less amusingly, there is also a concern for detail so that the historian can 
establish who carried a mace or the importance of headgear rather than any pattern 
on a robe as distioclion of rank:41 whereas flora bad no relation to the scene but 

38 Aol. Not at Estonibelgrad (No. 45) nor Buda (No. 26), but all lhe rest. The one c:.aslle which 
has three-dimensional streogth is lhe oDiy Persian e11ample (No. 37). 
39Ibid, no. 3. The frescoes on exterior waiTs are well recorded as ue the shingles on the roofs. 
40Jbid. p. 210. J. M. Rogers, op. cil .. wheD wriljng of the miniaJUre of Louis II in couacil 
remarks that rome figures are sllowa as grotesques. ' 
41Rogers, op. cit .. for a full discussion of this robe, p. 48. 
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were copied from Persian uadition down to the streams worn like ribbons of 
orders of cbivalry over the sboulders of hiUs. 

The tooling of the cover of the SiileymdnnAme is an early example of the 
siiz style.42 Relined by ~Mllfuh and by ~ara Memi, his foremost student, this 
style of the magic wood where the fanciful dragons dwell to the great glory of 
Ottoman drawing, as it proved, suited the Ottoman taste for colour and free 
movement. That the freedom was illusory can be seen in any medium where the 
style apPears. The fabulous robe of Prince Bayezid, for example, is not an 
entanglement of flowers and leaves in darkness but a carefully evolved 
composition. The style transformed lznik pouery and kindred centres at an ideal 
moment. It rid itself of the rigorous Islamic patterns ricbly used under the 
Seljuqs and digested the influence of Chinese blue and white porcelain (with the 
exception ofthe vine). It had abandoned the slim lines of the spinning circles of 
the Golden Hom style which was to linger on in the decoration of firmans, for 
example. Llrge flowers had been used dramatically on plates. Now at the end of 
Siileyman's reign, it adopted the sc!z style along with that red for which lznik was 
envied. 

It was not just that reds and greens in themselves gave a new dynamic to 
the lzoik palette nor that designs in the new style were slavishly copied for they 
were modified to fill the round shape of a disb or the cylindrical body of a jug. It 
was that there was a new liveliness in the elements of the design that endowed 
leaves or tulips with a vitality whicb was inspiring. Indeed, there was a ferlile 
recklessness in the snapping of a stem so that it might fit a composition. It was 
during smeyman's reign that panels of tiles were created to adorn the wall of his 
mosque. There red flourishes and the work is of excellent quality but the floral 
patterns are small in comparison with the area that must be covered wbereas the 
inscriptive panels and, above all, the roundels, ride triumphantly. In the 
memorial mosque of Riistem Pasha the cladding of piers and gallery walls created 
a series of related panels sometimes curiously like dress lengths and always 
interesting in the particular. But the interior of an important mosque requires a 
grander sense of unity and bolder designs. Once again, the flowering of Iznik 
panels was to follow after the death of the sultan43 but this is not 10 rob him of 
his importance as the sower of the seed. 

To turn to architecture is to tum 10 Sinan about whom some very basic 
facts are known or partly known. Fonunately bis major monuments are still 

42For a full diKUssioa of this style in Ottom~n art see W. Denny. "Da1ing Ottoman Turkish 
Works in llbe Saz Style," Muqamos, 1 (1983). · 
43The sreat mihrab wall of lhe Sokollu Mebmed Pasha Mosque, K.adnga, Istanbul; the garden. 
seen through ar«:hes outside 1he pavilioo of Murid III at Topkap1 Palac.e: lhe paoels in lhe tiirbe of 
Sfileym&o hirmelf. All these are some examples· a mona lllllny. 
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standing togelher with many lesser worlcs which, although inevitably altered in 
the course of 400 years, have only suffered superficially. It is therefore possible 
to perceive lhe development of his mind lhrough his buildings in a way which is 
impossible with a host of lesser artists and architects. · 

A brief survey of Ottoman architecture before Sinan is intended to show 
how logically and almost implacably OUoman architecture developed for the 250 
years which were to culminate in the great university complex of the 
Silleymaniye in Istanbul. Without this introduction it is difficult to understand 
the extent and·scale of the revolution which Sinan carried out in the second half 
of lhe 16th century or how his genius emerged from the chrysalis of the classical 
style which he himself had perfected with ~(i)eyman's complex. Yet the 
monumenlal dome of that mosque round which the colleges and charitable 
buildings were set wa.~ no more and no less clear in its symbolism than the first 
cubes surmounted by hemispheres which· were the first Ottoman mosques an4 
which were no bigger than rooms. Of the mosque of Enogrul at.SOj!tlt nothing 
but the foundations and the well remain that arc original but this was the earliest 
Oltoman mosque which we know.44 The prayer hall is so small that it must 
have been difficult for more than twenty men to assemble and perform their 
devotions all at lhe same lime there. Such was the intimate nature of the emirate 
at its inception. But the meaning of the four-square room that is the world and of 
the dome that for all religions can only mean tlJe sky, heaven, eternity or any 
approximation or combination of these is obvious. 

The early Ottomans were to build innumerable village mosques which 
have either vanished or been rebuilt because the simple materials perished but a 
sufftcienL number of monuments ercc£ed with good quality brick or fine 
limestone survive to show that however the theme may have varied, recesses 
created within the thickness of wall as with the mosque of Orban at Bilecik, for 
example, this symbolic unit was invariable until the .16th oentury. 

It was therefore logical to suppose if a single unit with as wide a span of 
dome as local craftsmen could achieve was nor large enough to con lain a growing 
Moslem congregation at noon on Friday- and by lhe 15th century the builders' 
abilities bad been stretched as far as they could go without risking a collapse 
such as had happened often enough in Europe - then the logical step was to add 
a second domed unit of similar size and Ibis indeed happened wilh early mosques 
in Bursa and later that of Gedik Ahmed Pasha at Afyon, 45 of Mahmiid Pasha at 
Istanbul, 46 or Bayezid II at Amasya.47 With the Ulu Cami or Great Mosque at 

44-J'otally rebuilt by Sultan 'AbdGI'aziz: wilh a lead instead of a tile roof. 
45compleled H!9l/!486. 
46HB77/l412. 
47H869/1464. 
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Bursa48 which was built before ihese three, no Jess a total than 24 domed units 
were assembled. The effect is one of great strength because of the proportion of 
space to supponing piers char.lcteristic of Ottoman architecture. It was not at all 
related to the mystical and poetic flood of vistas that open up, say, at the 
Umayyad mosque at Cordova with its columns and multiple columns. 

The sense of strength is important becauSe it is one that neitller Sinan in 
the 16th century rior bis successors were to relinquish. It was the result of that 
great tradition of stonemasonry in the territories under Ottoman rule. The 
conquest of Anatolia by the Seljuks and Dani§mends and other leading clans -
in opposition to the Turkmen nomads who scavenged but did not sow - meant 
the absorbtion of large numbers of the existing setUed inhabitants of the region49 

and the inevitable employment of their skills as builders panicularily in stone 
about which the "conquerors coming from a brick architectural region knew 
little. 50 it is not ·therefore surprising that elements of Armenian, Georgian or 
Byzantine architecture, for these styles vary to some degree, recurred under 
Moslem rule but"_it is remarkable how the Ottoman domed unit made a mark so 
that it is difficult if not impossible to mistake an early Ottoman building for a 
Seljuk predecessor although both served the same functions. 

The governing factor could only be the mathematics of span. Initially Ibis 
was of arches carried from pier to pier or simply from comer to comer of a 
simple square building. Later, and much more subtly, the arches rode from 
freestanding column to freestanding column. A monolithic shaft such as the 
Byzantines used, and wbich the Ottomans reused, controls the width of an arcb 
proportionately to its own height and diameter. If the span is too wide then the 
columns cave in even when ticbeam.~ are used as they were by both Byzantines 
and Ottomans. The precision of lhe engineering based on lhe established Platonic 
and later Greek mathematics meant that the thickness of the walls was 
predetennined by tl1e size of tbe columns available. It would indeed be foolbardy, 
which Ottoman builders were no~ to start building before lhe available columns 
had been assembled. 

Load sustaining piers were ribbed to express the springing of each 
subordinate arch just as lhe piers of Chartres Cathedral are compounds of shafts, 
each with its function. This becomes evident when the rib springs free of its pier 
at lhe proper height. Whether masonry is stone or brick or a combination of 
both, such an engineering system has to be used and, as always with architecture, 
the greater intellects disciplined the inherent limitations in order to express new 

4811802/1399-1400. 
49s. Vryonis, The Decline of Medieval Hellenism in Asitl Minor (Berkeley. 1971). p. 182. 
SORosers, "The {ifte Mioare M.edrese. Erzerum and 1he GOk Medrese a1 Sivas," JourMI of 
Anm•lian Srudies, 15 (1965)' 76. 
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ideas and new conceptions of interior space. This is exacUy what Sinful was to do 
with the four massive central piers of the mosque of Siileymiln where the arches 
rise from their appropriate support like so many stalks in a lighUy bound bunch 
of asparagus. U this geometry were to be successful, it wa~ not simply that the 
support elements had to be of the correct proportions and therefore strength but 
that they bad never to exceed those dimensions· else the effect would be 
aesthetically disturbing. The piers would look clllmsy as they do with the 
elephant feel, however frilled round with little curves though ·they are, of the 
mosque of Sultan Ahmed I in IstanbuJ.SI 

The extraordinary success of early Ottoman architecture was parUy due to 
logic and the establishment of proportions which gave it cardinal strength: for 
what is seen from outside expresses what exists inside and this harmony of 
exterior and interior gives all Ouoman architecture that pyschological sense of 
balance and calm wbich is also supported by the knowledge that its solution of 
the structural equation is perfect: not one stone less nor one more. 

It is not simply Ulat religious or domestic buildings can be read from the 
outside so that the function of each section is clear even before one enters in: it 
is the clarity and integrity of the forms that puts one at one's ease. The masking 
fa~ades of North Italy, for example, would have appeared as an affront to an 
Ottoman architect just as much as lhe Hellenic period temple or !hose of South 
India which externalize all lhatlhey have to say would have been equally foreign 
to bim.sz In short, U1e roots bad lhe advantage of a long evolution lhrougb 
experience rather !han by reading any texts or manuals. Without these oo Siaiui 
could have achieved a major work. 

The mosque as such was not the common monument of early Ottoman 
architecture. Much more important were the mosque and wviye combined, the 
hitter being the meeting bouse of the a!Ji popular brotherhood which togelher 
with the dervishes was so important at first in establishing Ottoman rule. Since 
a mosque was the focal point of town or village life it was natural lhat lhese 
wanderers, along with more purposeful travellers proceeding step by step towards 
more definite destinations such as centers of learning or of political power, 53 

should seek shelter at it and indeed mosques like U1e churches of Icel:md bad 
always been shelters. Raised on a platform with two or three steps lhe square 
unit of the prayer hall with its superior dome was dominant. In front of it was a 
court of lhe same dimensions domed against the inclement weather of Anatolia or 
lhe Balkans but wilh an oculus over its small central pool and sometimes 

51 H1018-2511609-16. 
52ar the reverse with cave temples. 

53H. A. R. G;bb. 77oe Travels of Ibn Banula, 1325-54 (l.on<!on. 1959-61), p. 419. 
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fountain. On each flank of Ule court square alcoves also sal under lheir domes 
which were always lower lhan that of Ule mosque. 

From these areas for daytime use opened retiring rooms wilh fitted shelves 
where travellers could retire at nightfall. Instead of a fa~e this group of six 
units was hounded by a portico which was a social center oo wann days. It was 
at the northwest end of this portico that the minaret was more and more 
frequently built but originally its position was not fixed and it might even be 
freesumding if there were a minaret at alt. 54 The mosque built by FrrOz Bey at 
MilasSS very logically took its minaret into its complex to erect it at the 
courtyard. This was exceptional. 56 

The possibility of variations on a simple theme were almost limitless and 
not only because the size of the buildings nahlrally varied according to the wealth 
and size of lhe population and the inclination of the local emir or bey. That built 
by the powerful vezir Bayezid Pasha at Amasya57 by the bridge across the river 
which was used for ablutions is very grand indeed with a noble central door 
behind an unusually massive portico sustained on piers and incorporating two 
hermit cells at vault level each side of the central portal while inside the 
arrangement of the rooms is also more complicated than usual. 

But at the beginning of the 15th century the zdviye-mosque bad achieved 
its apogee although the beautiful example buill at Edime and associated with 
Muriid II and the Mev levi order of dervishes was yet to come. The need for such 
cenrer declined because the power of the a/}is was dying and the function of the 
zdviye rooms became, more and more as hostels for itinerant dervishes, better 
served by being set apart with cells and loggias round their own open courtyard. 

The growth of wealth and of populations meant that interest was now 
fiXed on the creation of larger and grander domes. At Edirne, for example, the 
early Eski Cami (Old Mosque)58 was replaced for its nine dome echo of the Ulu 
Cami at Bursa was out-of-date. Instead Muriid II had the mosque of the Three 
Balconies, 0~ ~erefeli Cami, buill. 59 This masterpiece achieved a dome 24 

S4The royal mosques at Dur:sa did nol have minarets beawsc lhey were royal chapels. Wheo 
minarets were added eventuaUy at the Yqil (Green) mosque, for eumple. they were perched 
iacon8ruously on the corners: of the fa~ade because the portico of this mosque was never 
comp)e(ed. · 
55H797/IJ94. 
S6n_e Yq.il (Green) mosque allzn.ik (H7~94/I378-91) is ooe eKamp]e of a minaret sel behind 
the ponico as with tbe f;aodarh lsma'il Bey comp1ell a( Kastamoou dating from the mid-15th 
ceatury among several others. 
57H82211419. 
58H805-16/1403·14. 
59H84I·Sifi43R·47. 
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metres in. diameter sustained by four massive piers engaged in the mibrab and 
portico walls and two freestanding to create a hexagon. Wing areas were 
maintained as pan of the plan both there and in other mosques but the mosques 
of Bayezid II at his famous hospital at Edime60 and that of his son Selim. I in 
IstanbuJ,61 built in fact by his own son SOieyman, took the conception of the 
unique domed square of massive proportions to its ultimate conclusion. Both are 
splendidly pure and lofty spaces with the supporting pendentives springing 
dramatically from the comers of U>e great prayer balls. Given the unavoidable 
limitations of masonry, it is difficult to see how the single domed unit could fmd 
anything more to say. 

Meanwhile, with the mosque of Bayezid U62 in Istanbul the first. 
important influence of the great church of Hagia Sophia, which Mebmed II bad 
made the Friday Mosque of his new capital bard upon the conquest on 29th May, 
1453. The dome of the Bayezid Mosque was flanked by two semidomes to create 
a rectilinear central area for prayer but still with four small domes on each t1aok, 
equal in size to each other. It was with this mosque that the classical grid of 
sixteen squares was worked out. with four aii()C.ated to the area under the central 
dome and two each under the semidomes.ll'ltving aisles of four squares each on 
either flank. · 

The proportions were not precisely Byzantine since the mosque was built 
with that traditional Ottoman demand for exactitude that the great church never 
possessed, neither when it was built nor remotely after a millenium of 
vicissitudes. It never was trulhful in the Ottoman sense because its mammoth 
piers were disguised as walls, areas were curtained off, glimpses everywhere added 
mystery. The semidomes at the mosque of Dayezid failed to unify the 
compartmentalized spaces fore and aft of the main dome and this was due to the 
inability of tbe architect to break free from the discipline of structurai .. 
engineering that had wollc:ed so well since, he might suppose, Eden. 

Eitl>er he did not see in the sense of understanding the liberating spaces 
created by the use of exedras in Hagia Sophia or he had not the skill or courage . 
to insert them. Nonelheless, he had done better by far than the architect of the., 
first mosque of Mehmed II wbo, like a bather, had dipped his toes in the cold" 
spume and had drawn back. He only achieved a single semidome. 

This was the cubnination of Ottoman architecture before the appointment 
of Sin3n as chief architect Clearly be had two rasks. First be had to rationalize 

60H81S/t488. 
61H924/IS22. 
62Bui)[ between 1501·6 by IJayrilddio or by Ya~llb-~ih bin Sul~n·Sih. clearly from Persia; or 
both. 
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the classical Ouoman building, sort out the use of semidome and great dome, 
enbance the lalernl areas under their four small domes and thus make the prayer 
ball an entity while preserving that sense of union between exterior mass and 
interior space which, it cannot be emphasized enough, created that magisterial 
calm wjthout which Ottoman architect would have had no soul. Second be had to 
extend the limits of his intellect beyond lhe didactic bylaws of the past and by so 
doing become himself a man of his time and of lhe Renaissance. 

Siniin's first career is not important in the context of this paper. The 
decision of Selim I to trawl the Christian villages in Anatolia for lhe fitS! time 
for the dev$irme63 levy of 1512 suggests the Balkan provinces had been 
overlisbed, tba1 he foresaw the cost in casualties likely to arise from b.is projected 
campaigns against the Persians and the Mamluks and the consequent need to 
recruit replacements. It could therefore explain why the youths who were enrolled 
in the Kayseri region were older than usual: at least in the person of Sinlin who 
may have been approaching 20 years otd64 If so, this explains why he could not 
he sent to the palace school but joined the Janissary corps where he was to serve 
with distinction and for which he had such pride. Under Siileyman men of 
distinction were rapidly promoted and Sinlin's military career was varied and 
distinguished. Moreover, be was to gain invaluable experience as an engineer. In 
parlicular be apiJeO!fS to hav~ buiit bridges and cauSeways which, at the time, may 
he seen as lhe foundation cotme in structural understanding that was lhe borie and 
sinew of Ottoman archileCture. He also served in lhe household brigade and thus 
must have been noticed by his sovereign. Nonetheless, it was fortunate that the 
post of chief architect was vacant just when Sinan had reached retiring age and 
that he bitd an admirer in Lutfi Pasha when in 1538 he was briefly Grand Vezir. 

The first important commission S inlin bad to execute was lhe building of 
a tomb and complex as a memorial to ~ehzade Mel)rned. Siileyman's eldest and 

63l..ike their Seljuq predecessors, the Ottomans took Cluistian boys into their army. 1he regular 
culling of the sons of peasanlS established in the 14th century because prisoners-of-war bad 
become too few to maintain the standing anny was the molive. Regulations prevented the takina 
of only song as well as craftsmen, Jews. Gypsies and many other categories. Some boys joined 
wi1lia,81y and one suspeClS lha1 this was lNe of Sinin, easer to seek a rewarding career instead of 
sinking in tbe mud of Anatolia. A distinction should be made between recruilS selected for the 
palace scbooJ aod rhose who were simply enrolled as 'ocemiDglon. Ydliferi (Janissary) reauilS. 
Siain is proof that under SUieymin as with other rulm the· latter could achieve prefcnneat had 
they the abilities. The subject i!J disputed, bm see H. lnalak., ·'Ghulam', EncycloptU!dia of lslom, 
II: Gibb aod Bowea. op. ciL; Shaw, op. cit.; Marsigli, L de F .. Smro Militare dell'lmpero 
Ollom(lnno, The Ilagoe, 1732. For a romantic vjew see K~u. R.E., Yeniferiler, Istanbul, 1964. 
Also Vryoois, op. cit. 

64sctim I needed recruits foreseeing casualties during his prodigious campaigns ahead. Whereas 
there were 800,000 Christian inhabitanls of lhe BaUr:aas, in Anatolia west of Eski$ehir there 
were only 8SOO. Although lhere- would be more in Central Anatolia many of these would be 
Armenia.os who were exempled from the levy. Figures taken from Barkan. 'Essai sur les donnees 
statistiques de resistres de recensemenl dans )'empire ottoman au-. XVe et XVIe sib:le.s, in JESHO 
I (1957)' 30. 
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favorite son. He chose a quaurofoil plan which was not new to Ottoman 
architecture, based on the eslablisbed grid of 16 squares: a grid which was 
mirrored in the courtyard. The dome over the four central squares was to be lofty 
but not exceptional and the four halfdomes set on each side of it, covering two 
squares, strictly followed logical rules. Wbat was revolutionary was the 
introduction of exedrae whicb give the interior volumes a fluidity that no 
Ottoman building had ever achieved before. This has been discussed in reLalion to 
the Bayezid Mosque built 40 years before.65 If this were not sufficient for a first 
essay in lhe grand manner, Sinful introduced single storey loggias along the 
flanks of lhe mosque to bring life and purpose to areas which had previously 
been obscured by lateral pavilions or hostels as at Bayezid's mosques at the 
&lime hospilal or in lslanbul or with the latest imperial mosque built in the 
city, that of Selim I. The bostel or rtfb[ldne was exiled from the mosque to the 
other side of Ute outer enclosure, rather than court, along with Ote medrese. 

Because experience is not only addition but substraction, it is imporlant 
to note that Sinful did not repeat the somewhat elaborate cresting of walls or the 
decorative elemeniS of the minareiS which are superimposed on the shafts and so 
intrinsic to their structure. This was an architect who was a purist but not a 
purilan for he was later to use panels of Iznik tiles with elan. Self-criticism, out 
of wbich all creative genius grows, also extended to the courtyard for Sinful did 
not build sucb massive portico domes on all fotir sides again since lhey cerlainly 
cramp lhe courtyard space even if lhe canopy which slands over the fountain was 
added by Murad iV. 

The time was ripe for his major work in lslanbul and for Stileymful. The 
planning of Ute vast complex was masterly and there is much in its details that 
was new but only two can delain us here. Fir.;t, and perhaps the least remarked, 
is the use of .columns of the same dimensions as the rest of those of the 
cavalcade of arches flanking lhe open court of lhe ltfb!Jtfne. This gives to lhe 
reclangle a sense of continuing almost circular movement lhat the architeciS of 
Renaissance Italy would have envied. 

Second, Sinful bad a great plateau dug for the complex but did not extend 
it to the colleges on the Golden Hom flank of the mosque. Instead these 
buildings go down the hillside step by step. As always with a simple solution it 
is simple to see after the event: but never so before. From Galata not only ~s 
lhe silhouette of the great mosque ride across. the.· crest of the hill but so do the 
royal tombs. Had the two colleges ridden on the same levelled ground as lhe 
mosque it would have been masked and tbe monumental impact lost. 

6SBu1 il must be remembered that ijayrOddin, if he were ~e bUilder, had worked for Biyezid II in 
the provinces and had nOI been in lhe position to make a study Of lhe concepts underlying tbe 

· astonishingly mystical interior space.oq of tbe Megala Ec"cle"sia or Hagia Sophia. 
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Wilh lhe mosque itself, Sinful was faced as all Ottoman builders had, been 
wilh lhe inescapable fact lhat a counyard defeats any auempt to give a monument 
a fa1'3de in lhe Italian manner, He did create an imposing gatebouse to lhe 
counyard itself but Ibis bad unsatisfactory results inside where arches bad to join 
columns of differing heights wilh lhe result lhat capitals were mutilated, And 
here again Sinan did not repeat Ibis feature: I would suggest significantly. What 
be did do was to remove lhe washing faucets from lhe counyard, incidentally 
rectangular and not square in plan like lhe mosque, to lhe fiaDking walls, Above 
lhem be elevated two-storey arcaded loggias which lhrougb relaled proportions 
carry lhe eye up to lhe fll'St domes at roof level and lhrough lhem to lhe great 
dome itself, Thus SinDn did indeed inttoduce f31"'deS which be set between lhe 
principal doors into lhe mosque to give i~ in a sense, lhree fronts, That of lhe 
counyard was still grand but secluded, By selling the doorways atlhe four comers 
of lhe building SinDn gave light and life to lhe four corner areas of lhe interior. 
These now bad a purpose which bad not been so before and were now full of life 
and movement to give emotive force to alllhe interior space, 

Moreover, the arcades were functional, extensions laterally of the side 
galleries of lhe interior which were thus wilhdrawn from the four great central 
piers and the area under the dome to liberate the aisles and enrich the liglh, The 
monotony of four domes of equal emphasis was necessarily modified and a 
modulation of larger and smaller domes created. And by extending the internal 
galleries over lhe external arcades S inan developed lhat psychological power of 
Ottoman architeehlre which is lhe balanced unity of interior and exterior to which 
we will return later. 

It would surely be cburlisb to deny lhe evidence of lhe creative thinking of 
an architect who ranks with !hose of the Renaissance across tile Mediterranean 
from SO!eymDn's city, It was to be visible again in the variety of his grand 
vezirial mosques and complexes, lhe memorable phalanx of kitchen domes and 
cbintneys on the Marmara side of the palace of Topkap1, bath-houses and much 
else. With the placing of a handsome stairway under the central hall of the 
medrese flanking the coun of the mosque of Solfollu Mel)med Pasha at Kadrrga 
in Istanbul,66 for example, he solved lhe problem of bow to remain a main entry 
to the mosque court upon a hillside to arrive appropriately centrally while the 
main dome of llle college was also cenlral. Indeed, difficulties of terrain inspired 
Sinan in a way that provincial projects carried out by his pupils on level ground 
could not The exception to this is the mosque of Murad III at Manisa.~7 

66The famOWI wall of ules which made lbe mil~rab sardco so ~ad.iaol cao distracl from lhe 
appreciation of the intellectual problci"'U which Sinin solved so felicitously. 
67Tbe mosque of Murid nl. H994/1S86. at Manisa is worthy of study in depth. Were it~ for lhe 
grids of boule glass that filter· the light through the windows it would with its sloping upper 
windows have been a unique :stone greenhouse. The feeling of a plajsance rather lhan a mosque is: 
awakened by superb Imik panels and the surviving original paiotwork under the Sultan's gallery 
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This paper can only concern itself with major works. Once again 
SUieymiin was not 1.0 see the culmination of work which he conjured into being. 
Siniin had achieved the Ottoman classical mosque and a complex with 500 domes 
lhat were never to be surpassed. When his son Selim II succeeded there was no 
room for another complex of these dimensions and it was therefore at Edime that 
this ruler's imperial mosque and iiS modest complex were built. There was to be 
nothing modest about the mosque iiSelf for faced with the challenge of excelling 
excellence Sinful rejected the perfected classical form and went beyond all 
Ottoman precedent. 

At Edirne he rejected semidomes but relllioed the exedrae. He had therefore 
to concenlrate interior space under the dome which rivalled that of Hagia Sophia 
in dimensions. To do this he abolished the four elephant feet which Mel)med 
Agha was to revive for the mosque of Sullarl Al)med I after the death of his 
master.68 Instead he carried the dome on eight magnificent piers which were 
concave at springing level and IOgelher wid1 lhc exedrae create a marked circular 
rhythm below the dome. To emphasize the sense of !he circle a low but spacious 
gallery is raised above a foumain in d1e middle of this highly poetic, indeed 
emotional, space. The concept of the portico or loggia along the flank of the 
mosque is modifed for at ground level lhe doors are set hack almost beside lhe 
piers leaving but little lateral areas and further emphasizing lhe cenlral character 
of the mosque. The porches ralber t11an arcades are so deep that little light is let 
into the mosque at ground level and this too is surely intentional. 

Instead, at upper level U1e galleries ride out over the porches and their 
lmge casements admit a flood of light which joins that of the upper walls and the 
windows ringing the foot of the dome. The impression is therefore of space lit 
from the sky. 

And that the sky and all iiS divine symbolism was very much on Siniin's 
mind when be built lhe Selimiye is to be found in the sullarl's private gallery 
where the mihrab turns out to be shutters which open onto the skyscape. To use 
light was not new for Siniin. It was he who enlarged the windows of Hagia 
Sophia in pursuit of it as opposed to Ule Byzantine search for mystery. At the 

inside and the flanking arcades wilhout. II must aso be remarked that the squat T·tJiao. cluu.ered 
wilh tribunes as it is, show how little the m.iod of Sio&o had to do witb the solution to the 
problems of this particular hillside sile. Ahmed Reltk believed lhat Sin.i.o visiled the site in 1583 
according to lhe Tllrkiye Ansiklopedisi, iii, IV, Ankara. 1951, p. 235. his true tha1 the stepping 
of the great arch spanning the portico derives from SiDin's trealmenl of the flanking arches of 
the Silleymaniye and of all sides of the later mosque of Mihrimih at Edimekap1, Istanbal. Be that 
as it may, lhe site architects were ooe MaJ;mu1d who died on lhe job and thea Megmed Agha who 
built the imperial mosque of Ahmed I. 
68Ht018/1609-H102S/1616. But he did add a third cenlra.l e:aedra to each of the lateral half
domes and also to lhat abo.ve the greal dooc from rhe courtyard. The roofscape is therefore mare 
impre.uive lhan lhal of the ~ehzade Mosque which was buill. more than 60 years before. 
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mosque of Mihrimah at Edimekap•69 in lhe lifetime of Siileyman he had raken 
stone architecture to its ultimate lengths before walls collapse: he replaced stone 
wilh glass to the limit of its loadbearing capacity. But Ibis was to go too far. 
Light in itself is uninteresting and uncreative as the Sahara desert proves. It is 
when light is modulated by imelligence that it becomes interesting and, in lhe 
hands of illustrious atehilects like Bernini, magical. 

The light inside lhe Selimiye does achieve this magical quality. It is 
moreover enhanced by Sinan's large apse wbicb is a garden of flowering Imik 
tiles divided by large casements. Not as large as diOse that be had invented for lhe 
portico walls of lhe mosque of Al)med Pasha and, later, of Rilstem Pasha in 
Istanbul, they were equally light enhancing. The apsidal form, which had made 
tentative appearances in Oitoman architecrure before as it did at the mosque of 
DavOd Pasha in Istanbul,7o must surely bad its most important influence on 
Sinan when be was superintending the repairs at Hagia Sophia. He'even enlarged 
lhe apsidal windows there to prove Ibis point. But what· was even more 
Important in his establishment of a room not so much apan as a focal point was 
to solve lhe dichotomy of the. classical Ottoman mosque. For U1ere is a conflict 
of attractions between the celestial dome and lhe emphasis of U1e mibrab flanked 
by an elaborate minbar and U1e direction of Mecca and therefore of all prnyer and 
hope. 

Now, the faiU1ful were assembled under a truly heavenly illumination, a 
setting fit for lhe concenttation of lhe mind on lhe paradaisical garden illuslrated 
by lhe gorgeous Iznik tiles of the millrab area. 

EKtemally, the four minarets are so drawn into the body of the mosque 
that from afar the courtyard cupolas count for very little beneath lhe massed 
emphasis of all masonry forms on U1e great dome which is doubly powerful 
because its stands alone. This was indeed a revolution. The Selimiye rakes 
Ottoman architecture into a new experience of form and void. And it would be 
difficult to doubt lhat Sinan knew11 what we are told he knew lhat be had 
achieved his masterpiece, one among the few great buildings which astonish lhe 
world 

Space and material are the passive and active components of architecrure 
which is therefore about !heir relationships. Space is existentiooal in an interior, 
functional in an exterior and western buildings are space positive or material 

69Built probably .,e·tween 1562 and 1565. See EyiCe. S., Tstonbul, (Is1anbul, 1955), p. 70, 
Section 100. 
70H89o/I485. 
71 Reported by his friend, Mu~rS.fi sa 'i. Nonetheless, r 1hink this should be reported as ~adith 
ralher than the recarded wocd of the masler. · ·' 
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positive according to lhe predominance of verticality or of horizontality. This 
paper has argued how Ottoman archilecwre keeps inlerior and exterior comple1ely 
balanced or fused. Nodally pure, it is lhe cumulation of formal relatioosbips so 
that quasi-sculpturally space survives lhe malerial and mat£rial lhe space. Its 
apolheosis was lhe achievement of objective and subjective realizations. The 
difference is betweeo passive space and active mat£rial. But space is positive in 
relation to content and so is material in relation to enclosed form. 

Ottoman archileCture expresses the beauty of every detail of a building and 
of a complex of buildings which cohere into a sum of positivity and so cannot 
be considered on lbeir own account. Hence lhe shaving off of lhe decmative 
elements of the ~ehzade mosque where lhey were not structuraJ.72 Allhougb 
restricled to perrnuUitions of lhe square and circle, the result was wonderful and 
unique and this inevitably meant Umt lhe summation was to be the work of a 
single man and that it would never be repeated. 

That said. no man is born without a parent and no architecture ever 
emerged without a past which is why the mosque of Ertogrul where we began 
was important. Beginnings are important and much of what was best, due to the 
palronage of SOleymfut, was to flourish afler be himself was dead. 

72h is said lhat the imponalion of numbers of crnftsmen from Tabriz and elsewhere, tbe proceeds 
of his conquests, fertilized Oaoman ardlileeture. Their only likely livina influence was precisely 
that which Sioin discarded. The Cairene influence suffered equally short shrift aflet' the adonnenl 
of <;oban Mustafa Pasha Mosque at Gebze in lhe mid· 1520's and the cladding of lhe chambers 
a.uig•ed to receive the re)iQ;: of lhe Prophet at Topkapi Palace. It was: not surprising: the 
influence wa,., indeed skio deep. 





ARCHITECfURE: 
TiiE CLASSICAL OTIOMAN ACHIEVEMENT 

Aptullah KURAN 

Ottoman architecture evolved in Bursa and lznik during the fowtecnth cenb.lry. In 
appearance, the early Ottoman buildings possessed little of the intricale 
ornamentation of the Anatolian Seljuk works. The simple domical forms set on 
walls constructued of allemating stone and brick courses marked a new 
beginning. This new beginning combined traditional Turkish and Islamic themes 
with the structural lexicon of Byzantine architecrure. 

The steady development of tbe Early Ottoman Period reached a ruming 
pointing during the second haU of the fifleenth century when the conquest of 
Istanbul widened the Ottoman cullural perspective. With the transfonnation of a 
frontier slate into a world empire the conceptual outlook of the Ottoman architect 
underwent a critical change. This change manifesled itself in three significant 
areas in Ottoman architectural design- especially in dle design of mosques. 

I. Spatial Integrity. The uninterrupled interior space in a mosque was 
brought together more and more under a single dome. 

2. Exteriority. The unassuming ouler appearance of the Early Ottoman 
mosque was supplanled by expressive, articulated f~es. 

3. Axiality and Centrality. The mosque began to occupy a central or a focal 
position on tbe qibla axis of an imperial building complex. 

In this paper, these innovative principles, which give the Ottoman 
classical style a distinct place in Islamic architecblre in particular and in world 
architecblre in general, will first he studied individually in order to demonstrate 
their patlem of developmen~ and then they will he considered as a whole so as 10 
portray a clearer picture of Ottoman architecture in the sixleenth cenOJry. 
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I. SPATIAL INTEGRITY 

The Ana!Olian Seljuk architects, like their colleagues elsewhere in the 
Islamic world, aspired ID express a sense of eternity in the semi-darkness of the 
low columnar halls of their mosques. They Created an illusion of infinity lhrougb 
the repetition of columns or pillars and by suggesting that me interior place 
flowed horizonl.ally in all directions. Only in the fifteenth century did this 
ttaditional horizoruality give way to verticality which evolved as a result of the 
new under.mmding of centrality and the integration of inner space. 

In Ibis developmental pauem, the 0~ ~erefeli Mosque in Edirne 
(1447/851) constituted a milestone, for it is in this moSque that the integration 
of space under a central dome was fust realized. The 0~ ~erefeli has an interior 
organization of two compartments placed on either side of a large central space 
extending lhe whole deplh of the hexagonal prayer hall. In terms of roof 
formation Ibis spatial arrangement generated a sizable central dome towering 
above a pair of smaller domes lhat flaok it on the east and west Unlike the 
mi.hri.b domes in medieval mosques tlial never influenced the height of columnar 
balls 1, centralization of the prayer ball brought about not only larger but also 
loftier spaces by me simple expedient of proportioning. It also produced a totally 
different expression from !hose of lhe early OUoman great mosques lbat were 
SUIDiounted by domes of equal size and had liUle or no sense of verticality. 

In the evolutionary progression towards spatial integrity, anolher 
important stage was reached in Istanbul with the Mosque of Bayezid II (1505-
6/9 I 1). In this mosque, the cenlr.tl dome, enbanced by halfdomes in front and in 
back, is flanked by four smaller domes on the sides. Since a balfdome eliminales 
the comparttnent.ation produced by domed units. spatial integrity is fuUy achieved 
in the .Bayezid Mosque along the qibla axis, although on the two sides flanking 
the intergrated cen!ral area, space remains divided into modular units. 

A further step toward spatial integrity was taken by the sixteenth century 
architect Siniin in the ~ebzade Mehmed Mosque (1548/955). The ~ehzade 
Mehmed exhibits a strong sense of centrality by its symmetrical, well balanced 
design. Four half domes, skirted by I wo conches each, augment the central dome 
in four directions wbile the four corners are covered by smaller domes. The sense 
of centrality is further accenmated by the pymnidal formation of the quadriforrn 
roofing arrangement. Sinan reveals in the $ebzade Mehmed the spherical form of 
the pendentives witbim and .counters the laleral thrust of tbe dome by means of 

1For noteworthy eumples of the mil)rib dome. see my "Anatoliaa~Setjuk. An:bitecture." in 
Ekrem Akurgal, ed..Th~ Art lUid Architecrure ofTurtey (Oxford, New York. Toronto. Melbourne, 
1980), pp. 83·85. 
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cylindrical weight towers. These weight towers not only help integrate the 
central dome with the rest of the structure, but along with the small comer 
domes, give lbe superslructure its hiel:arcbical appeanmce. 

The Sebzade Mebmed marks a high point in Sinin's architectural career. 
When it was completed however, Sinan still bad before him a long and active life 
in which be produced a number of equally interesting centralized schemes. Two 
such lonovalive schemes belonged to the Mosques of Mibrimah Sultan in 
Edimekapt (c. 1565) and of Sol!:ollu Mel)med P3§& in Kadrrga (1571-2/979). The 
flfSt is especially noteworthy for its lofty central dome dominating the prayer 
ball; the second for its striking interior, freed completely of any internal 
supports. · 

The laterally!set rectangualar prnyer ball of the Mibrimab Sultan consisiS 
of a central area surmounted by a great dome flanked by two-storied side spaces 
each covered by U1ree domes. Triple arcades on two granite columns open into 
side aisles wiU1 galleries above !hem; but as the side wings are kept low, the 
central area of !be mosque gives a sense of enonnous space with light pouring 
into it from four sides above lbe level of !be arch springs. 

In the Sok.ollu Mebmed P"§a. Sinao archieves the ultimate solution for 
!be hexagonal scheme that had been used in the Ds: ~erefeli Mosque in Edirne. 
Like the Mibrimah Sultan, the Sokollu too comprises a laterally-set rectangular 
prayer hall. But its interior is not broken up into three sections. Covered by a 
central dome and four halfdomes - two on either side placed at sixty degree 
angles to the mihrab wall - the prayer ball possesses a spatial !Olality. Only a 
self-supponing gallery on slender columns runs around three sides of the hall to 
give it scale, but lhere are no side or back. spaces under their own domes or 
vaui!S. For this reason, with its prayer hall free of any free-standing structural 
supports, the Sok.ollu Mehmed P3§& comes closest to the ideal Ottoman classical 
mosque. 

It was obviously easier to create ideal forms in small vizierial mosques 
than in the monumental sultan's mosques. The small building did not require 
elaborate slru'ciural systems to support the central dome. As illustrated by its 
repetitious 'u&e' 'after his death. Sinin's totally symmetrical and cenualized 
Sehzade Mebmed scheme became the prototype for the sultan's mosques in the 
Ottoman Empire2. But Sinin himself preferred to experiment with new ideas
or with variations on old themes - so that be never used the same scberne twice 
in a major work. In his second important sultan's mosque, the Siileymaniye 
(1557/964), inSiead of continuing with the symmetrical scheme of the ~ebzade 

2B.g .. tbe;Sutuln' Ah.Md Mosque (1609-1616), the Hadice Turban Sultan Mosque- known as 
Yeni Cami....:. (l5911:,!603 and 1661-1663), and lhe new Falih Mosque (1767-1171). 
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Mebmed, be al~ered his course to try his hand on a new, Islamic ven;ion of tbe 
Haghia Sophia 

The Sfileymaniye consisiS of a laterally-oriented courtyard and a square 
prayer hall covered in tbe middle by a great dome and two halfdomes that are 
flanked by five low-set domes on either side. As in lhe ~bzade Mehmed, tbe 
great central dome of lhe Silleymaniye siiS on four comer pien; lhat shoot out of 
tbe roof to become octagonal weight towers. The outer rims of lhe great side 
arches trace lhe curvature of tile pendentives in stepped sequences; bulky 
buttresses built in three levels visually seem lighter; three-bay porticoes and 
double galleries on each side soften the heavy stone mass of tbe mosque. 

The Siileymaniye, witb its longitudinally oriented prayer ball, uneven 
arrangement of balfdomes and side domes, and minarets of two different heights, 
produces externally a sense of asynunetrical harmony witil a strOng directional 
expression. But tili,s .axiality of tile prayer ball in tbe qibla direction is 
counterbalanced by tile five-bay long and seven-bay wide fountain court which is 
oriented in tbe opposite direction. More importantly, unlike tbe Haghia Sophia 
in which tbe side aisles and galleries are distinctly separnted by colonnades from 
the axial nave, tbe space in the Siileymaniye flows freely under the domed side 
wings so lhat the various parts of lhe interior are amalgamated in a total spatial 
statement 

The strong sense of spatial totality is felt even more strongly in Siniin's 
third important sultan's mosque, the Selimiye in Edime (1575/983). 
Interestingly, despite its rectangular plan formation, !he Selimiye has a totally 
symmetrical and centrali7.ed appearance. Crowning a plateau in the city3, lhe 
Selimiye outshines all olher sultan's mosques and justifies Sinful's biographer 
Sa'i's assessment lhat it was Sinan's "work of masten;hip." 

The Selimiye is covered by a central dome slightly larger in size that lhat 
of lhe Haghia Sophia4. It rises on top of eight cylindrical piUars that pierce the 
roof to become weight towers. Circumventing its drum, the octagonal weight 
towers reinforce tbe cemral dome while !hey lhemselves are bolstered by heavy 
flying buttresses lhat spring from massive abutments. The central dome resiS on 
four balfdomes in !he diagonals, and a fifth balfdome covers the mibrab recess. 

A unique feature of the Selimiye is lhe location of tbe mue~'l,ins' tribune 
immediately under the dome's crown. This platform raised above a token 

3This plateau, known as Kavak Meyddm (Poplar SqDUe); was the site of the first Ottoman palace 
in Edimc buill by Ydd1nm Biye:dd, See Osman Peremeci, Ed;me Torihi (btanbul. 1939), p. 62. 
4-n.e 31.28 mder central dome of the Selimiye is slightly larger than - or about the same as -
lhe elliptical dome of the Haghia Sophia whose diameter ranges belween 30.90 and 31.80. 
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fountain5 increases, in a curious way, the sense of spatial imegrity. It creates a 
point of reference in the vast prayer hall at its geometric center. 

Equally important are the four minarets on the four comers of the 
mosque6. They not only bolster the structure's vertical posture, but also 
strengthen the visual effect of the dome. Furthermore, the inner architeci.Ure of 
the mosque is faithfully reflected on its external form which embodies sttiking 
contraSts of horizontals and verticals, curvilinear and straight lines, solids and 
voids, in addition to the subtle differentiation of the load-bearing structural 
elements and screen walls. Thus, in the Selimiye Sioan achieves, externally as 
well as internally, a far more intriguing manifestation of centrality than in any 
other of his previous mosques. 

The key to Ottoman classical architecture was its compatibility with the 
Ouoman ideals. The great architects of the classical period in general, and SinAn 
in particular, were able to transform Ottoman intellectual aspirations into the art 
of building. In spite of certain regional practices that persisted, centrality in 
Ouoman mosques was a tunction of unifying tile inner space under a huge single 
dome. The great dome conveyed a dual message: on the religious plane, it 
symbolized the oneness of AliM~ at the temporal level, it portrayed an image of 
the absolute centralism in the Ottoman State. 

The style Sinan formulated represented two centuries of Ottoman 
architectural experience, alid it continued for another hundred and fifty years after 
his death, as exemplified by the Mosque of Sultan Al)med and the Y eni Cami 
(New Mosque) in Istanbul. 

This was an innovative style in which the external form of the mosque 
was overly stressed. Interestingly, however, it retained its traditional, 
unassuming box-like cubic character at the ground level where the containment 
of space by four simple walls remained unchanged. Instead of a columnar ball 
which compartmentalized the interior and emphasized the horizontal dimension, 
Siuan· sought to integnue the space. He did this by eliminating as many vertical 
supportS as the structural technology of his day would permit in order to achieve 
an· expression of spatial integrity under a single lofty dome. 

5lbe fountain below the elevated mD'euitr.5'Uibune suggesc.s thai SinAn had £evived symbolically 
the Aoatolian Seljuk practice of lhe inlernal fountain court. This feature was bon"owed by the 
early OUomao arc:hilects who used it is eyvln-mosques as well as the multi-domed great mosque3. 
With the revival of the forecourt io the middle of the fifteenth century, the token inoer c:ourt 
disappeared from Ouoman architectme. Other thllD this single oc:currence in the Selimiye, it is 
oot seen dming the CWsical Period. 
6 All rour minarets of the Selimiye rise 10 a he..ig.ht of 70.89 meter.~ from the ground to the ends of 
their rinials. All four bave three balconies, and tbe pair oo the northern comers of the pn.yer ball 
have tluee separate staircases each Leading to a differelll balcooy. 
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2. EXTERIORITY 

One of the principal ttaits of early Islamic architecture was its basically 
inttovened character. This trait manifested ilSelf in terms of a contrast between 
the plain, monotonous outer shell of a mosque and the rhythmic interior - or 
the· inner facades. The early mosque did not require a. complex architectural 
scheme. They consisted of a covered ball preceded by a courtyard. The covered 
haD protected the faithful from the strong Arabian sun. The courtyard opened the 
building to the sky. As Hassan Fathy observed, in bot, arid climates • ... men try 
to bring down the serenity and holiness of the sky into the (building), and at the 
same time to shut out the desert with its blinding, suffocating sand and 
inhospitable demons. •7 

Contained within blind, windowless walls wbicb mask it from the world 
outside, the inttoverted mosque was the exact opposite of a Greek temple whose 
interior, which housed the statue of a deity, mattered infinitely less lhan its 
exteriors. Since it functioned as a piece of monumental sculpture, the Greek 
temple bad an inuicate external form generated by subtle rhythms of the 
colonnades, the frieres, and the pediments. 

This kind of ornamental exterior form had no place in early Islamic 
architecture. Not only was the exterior form of early mosques unadorned, it was 
of so litlle importance that the outer walls of a mosque were often concealed 
behind olher buildings that leaned against them. The outer walls did not possess 
and identity of their own. Nor did they function as reflectors of t.be structure's 
inner life. They were crude containen; of space; nothing else. 

A good example is the Masjid-i Jum'a of Isfahan, wbicb replaced an 
AbbaSid mosque built during the time of Caliph ai-Man~Ur (754-775). According 
to· inscriptions, the large mil)db dome of the Masjid-i Jum 'a, as well as the 
small domed sancblary, the Gumbad-i Khaki, across the courtyard from .i~ are 
dated I 080-1/473 and I 088-9/481 respectively. Owing to the numerous additions 
and extensions, the mosque now bas an amorphous external form. But this 
formlessness bothers no one because, although it was redecorated later9, the 
rectangular four-eyvan courtyard dating from lhe reign of the Seljuk Sultan 
Maliksbah still retains its original contours, providing the mosque wilh its 
essential geomeuic framework. 

?Hassan Falhy, Archituturefor the Poor (Chicaso aud London, 1973), p. 56. 
8~ Nikolaus Pevsoer, An £!utline of EuropMn ArchUecture (New York, 1948), p. 1. 
9The glazed faience tile facing of lhe eyvi.ns and arc:ades smoundiog the courtyard of lhe M8.9jid-i 
Junfa ia Isfahan dales from lhe Safavid Period. 
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The Islamic cbaracteristic of interiority was lraDsmillcd by !he Seljuks to 
Anatolia where !he columnar great mosque prayer balls comprised internal 
support systems of stone piers, marble columns or oak pillars sandwicbed 
between a floor of colorful rugs and a flat ceiling of wooden beams. Sometimes, 
!he flamess of lhe ceiling was broken by a mibriib dome decorated wilh geomelric 
designs in glazed bricks. At olher Limes, lriple domes and vaolted ceilings 
enriched lhe spatial quality of !he prayer ball. 

Triple domes are fust seen in !he NiJ!de Alaeddin Mosque (1223/620). 
Here !bey take place along !he qibla wall. In the Burmalt Minare Mosque in 
Amasya (bet. 1237-1246) the three domes are longitudinally arranged over !he 
central aisle. But !he most significant example of Ute triple dome is found in !he 
G6k Medrese Mosque in Amasya, buill by !he Seljuks in !he !bird quarter of !he 
l3Ul century. Here the supersuucture consists of a series of triple domes united 
placed longitudinally and laterally wilh vaulted bays in between. 

Tbe G6k Medrese mosque is obviously Ute link between Ute Anatolian 
Seljuk great mosque and its early Ouoman counterpart wilh prayer balls divided 
by pillars into similar domed square units. Such a link is Ute Ulucami (Great 
Mosque) of Bursa (1308-9/801). It constitutes a milestone in Ottoman 
architecture since it was in this mosque thallhe systematic display of the inner 
building Ulrougb Ute modulalions of lhe roof formation was first realized to. This 
development marked an important step toward extemalization. 

On the other hand, the huge marble basin wilh brass ablution faucets 
under an open-top dome of Ute Bursa Great Mosque clearly poinls to an inward 
disposition. As illustrated by similar ablution fountains inside stone-paved 
domed baiJsll, the Seljuk tradition of the token coun continues lhrougb the early 
Ot10man period. It was not until the multi-unit mosque evolved into the mosque 
with a large central space and this lraDsformation was complimented with the 
·articulation of the outer walls 11131 the process of extemalization was completed. 

From the beginning Ute Ottomans were inlrigued _by lhe spatial potential 
of Ute dome. In an era when domes in AnalOlia hardly exceeded 10 meters in 
diametre, the Ylld111111 Mosque in Mudumu (1382-3n84) was surmounted by a 
19.65 meter dome. But this dome sat heavily on thick, low walls. In the 0~ 
~erefeli Mosque in Edime (1447-8/851), however, the 24-meter dome in the 
center is flanked by a pair of smaller domes. This arrangement evokes a stronger 

1°For a detailed analysis of the cellular Early Ouoma.n mosque, see .mY 11te Mosque in FArly 
Ouoman Archirecture (Chicago aod Londom, 1968). 
11 E.g .. The Mosques af Murid Illldivcndisir ia t;ekirgc (1385fl87) and Mehmed I (the Greea 
Mosque) in Hmsa (1419/822). 
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architectonic expression tban tbe earlier Seljuk and Ottoman great mosque 
schemes witb tbeir single, triple, and multi-domed super-structures. 

It is clear tbat tbe articulation of tbe dornical superstructure began witb 
tbe 0~ ~erefeli. But the most significant attempt toward extemalization was 
made by SinAn in his ~ebzade Mebmed Mosque (1548/955) wbicb displays botb 
an articulated superstructure and a well modulated mass. 

Composed of a square arcaded courtyard in front of a square prayer bal~ the 
~ebzade Mebmed attrncts attention by its symmetrical, well-balanced hierarchical 
superstructure that has already been discussed above. 

Equally significant is the plastic quality of the ~zade Mebmed's external 
appearance; not only are the three outer walls of lbe mosque's courtyard enlivened 
by decorative two-tier windows, but also the colonnaded galleries fronting tbe 
east and west of Ute prayer ball provide tbe ~ebzade Mehmed with. light, 
rbytbmic side elevations. 

The side galleries are an innovative feature Sinan employed for the first 
time in the ~ehzade Mehmed. In bis next great sultan's mosque in Istanbul, the 
Siileymaniye (1557/964), Sinlln accentuated the east and west wall by using a 
lhree-bay portico on each side of the lengthy f~ and two-story galleries with 
broad projecting eaves between the buuresses that shoulder tbe cenlral dome. 1be 
side. galleries of Ute ~ebzade Mehmed have only the function of softerling the 
great mass of masonry and giving it scale. In tbe Siileymaniye, the upper 
galleries become an extension of the inner galleries so that they cease to be 
merely decorative features witb an esthetic function and relate arcbiLecturally to 
the building. 

More imponant from my view point is the removal of ablution facilities 
from the center of the coutyardt2to the two sides of the prayer hall. Protected by 
the broad projecting eaves over the galleries, tile rows of ablution faucets running 
between the side buttresses must be considered as a bold step in the 
extemalization process of the Ouoman classical mosque. 

In this respeci; the other Sinlln mosques must be mentioned: the 
Mihrimah Sultan in Edirtlekapt (c. 1565) and the Rilstem P~ in Istanbul (c. 
1562). The first bas a laterally-set rectangular prayer ball consisting of a cenlral 
area with a great dome flanked by two-storied side spaces each covered by three 
domes. Triple arcades on two granite columns open into side aisles with galleries 
above, but as the side wings aie ·kept low, the cenlral area of Ute mosque bas a 

12ne reaauaular structure in the middle of the Siileymaoiye couny;ird is a water basin with no 
fauce1s for ablutionary pwposes. 
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sence of enonnous space wilh light pouring into it from four sides above !be 
level of arch springs. Siniin achieves in !be Mibrimab Sultan Mosque a 
singularly effective architectonic expression by piercing !be side walls of !be 
lofty central area witb nineteen windows each and by pushing tbem back from 
the outer surface of !be great arches in order to distinguish !be load-bearing 
baldachin from lbe lacelike screen walls. 

The second, !be Riistem P~ is particularly notewortby for lbe exquisite 
Iznik tiles that face its inner walls aitd pillars, as well as its miluib and min bar. 
But the tiles wilh floral and foliate designs !bat cover the elevated mosque's 
portico wall are of more importance because they constitute a reversal of !be 
traditional external modesty of the mosque. They represent yet anotber innovative· 
auempt on !be part of Sinan who lried to find an affinity between the interior and 
U1e exterior of a building. True, the portico of the Riistem Pa§a Mosque does not 
face !be street. It faces lhe elevaled platfonn above !be street which is coosidered 
a private section of lhe mosque. Even then, !be decorative enrichment of lhe 
portico woll, as well as tlle ceramic discs in the spandrels of the outer portico13, 
are among the ventures of externalizing the Ouoman classical mosque. 

The use of tiles on !be fa~ades of buildings goes back to !be pre-Sinan 
period. In !be tUrbe (tomb) of Selim I (1522-3/929), for instance, !be entrance is 
emphasized by two tile panels on either side of the door. Sinan used similar tile 
panels in his ~ehzade Mehmed TUrbe (1543-4/950). He furtber accentuated !be 
exterior of Ulis octagonal tUrbe by slender engaged columns at !be corneis, verd
antique and ICITa cotta frames around the two-level double windows, and two tiers 
of slal.actiiCs crowned by palmettes below the Outed dome. 

The Siileymaniye Tlirbe (1567-8/975) must also be viewed as another 
important Sin8n work in. which exteriority was stressed. In !his octagonal tUrbe, 
the corners are truncated and, otber !ban !be one holding the door, all its faceiS 
have five windows: two below, aggrandized by molded frames, and three above, 
set inside polychrome arches witb a rosette in each spandrel. These are fmely 
carved pieces of sculptured ornamentation. Along witb the comer plates of 
marble fretwork and the elegam stalactiiC cornice created with a row of palmettes, 
!bey help enliven the heavy mass. 

Equally important in Ibis respect is lbe covered gallery which surrounds 
the octagonal buildings. Supported on slender columns with chevron capitals, !be 
outer gallery links witb !be conventional triple-arched portico to provide !be 
external entity of Ute Siileymaniye Tlirbe. 

13oa these discs, from righl to left. the names of Allib., Mubamrned, lhe tina four caliphs, and 
l:fasao aad l.fiiseyio are writtu io while lellen on a dark blue ground. 
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3. AXIALITY AND CENTRALITY 

From lhe beginning, Ottoman towns followed a distinct panem of 
development residential quanm grew around building complexes called 'imlirets. 
The 'imdret was a va~rf institution. It was established by a foundation deed 
supponed by an endowment and comprising numerous buildings clusrered about 
a mosque. During lhe early Ottoman period, 'imdrers in Bursa bad irregular 
layouts. In the Ytldmm Bayezid (1395-1399), for instance, lhe buildings 
conform to lhe topography inslead of to lhe geometric requisites. A similar 
disregard for orderly site planning can be seen in lhe <fmdrets ofMebmed I (14I2-
1421) and Mur8d II (1424-1426).14 

By tbe second half of lhe fifteenlh century however, geometric 
relationships among the buildings of an 'imdret grew stronger as exemplified by 
lhe Fatib Complex in Istanbul (1463-1470). In Ibis complex, the monumental 
mosque occupied the center of a vast square plaza, 2IO meters on the side a row 
of four madrn.sas flanked the plaza on the east and west, while two small 
buildings- a mekleb and a library- and two large ones- a IMrli'j·jifd' and a 
1ab!J4ne- stood side by side respectively on lhe nortb and soulh: 15 

Centrality and triple grouping also played _a key role in lhe design of !.be 
Amasya and Edime Bayezid II Complexes. ConsiSting of mosque, a madrasa, 
and a ddrU'I-i!'dm, the lhre¢ buildings of the Amasya Bayezid Complex (1481-
1486) make a row facing theYe§ihrinak, with the mosque in the center, the the 
madrasa on the west, and the IMriJ '1-if'dm on the east. In the Edirne Bayezid 
Complex (1484-1488), !.be mi>sque again bas the central position, and double 
buildings take place to its right and left: the medical madrasa and a hospital 
adjoining it on the west side; the culinary facilities in two separate sections :
lhe kitchens and refectory in one, tile bakery and storerooms in !.be ol.ber - on 
the east. 

Interestingly, the very first-complexes that Sinan designed after being 
appointed CbiefCourt Architect in 15381acked lhe harmonious organization that 
evoived during lhe Fatih and Bayezid periods. The Haseki Htirrem Complex in 
Istanbul, consisting of a mosque (1538-9/945), madrasa and mekteb (1540-

14fhe eai'ly Ouomaa bUildiag co'mplexes in Bursa were composed of au eyv8n-mosque, tbe tQrbe 
of the founder, a madrasa, a d4rDI-i/'dm, aod a ~nurr&n. The mosqUe occupied a ,;entral pmition 
between the madrasa II.Dd tbc dAril'l-i!'c'Jm: the 1/Jrbe. generally wa, placed on the aou.th side of the 
mosque: the ].ulmm8m stood a abon distance away from lhe orher bwldings. 
15'The d/Jrfl'l·iifa' of the Fatih Comple11. has not survived. Afler collapsing in the eanhquake of 
17~. it remained a ruin for close to sixly years before its debris was removed in 1824/1239 lo 
free the Jot it occupied for ~w coostni.i:tion. For more infttmation On Ibis building, see Ekrcm 
Hakb Ayverdi, Osmaob Mi"mllri.rinde Falih Dmi (lstaobot, 1973), pp. 391-395. 
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1/947), IMrU'I-i!'dm (15501957)16 and a IMrU'Nifd' (c. 1550), possesses neither a 
slrOng focal accent nor a uiple axial formation. Located on the two sides of a 
curving stree~ tbe site planning of this 'imdrer seems 10 have been influenced 
more by cadastral constraints than by geomeuic considerations•7. It is also 
possible, of course, that Sinin preferred the flexible planning of the Bursa 
'irlll2rets to the rigid symmelry of tbe Fatih Complex. Though Sinin's attitude 
changed in the 1550's, the uneven layout of the Haseki Hiln'em, as well as those 
of the Oskodar Mihrimah Sultan and ~ehzade Mehmed, clearly indicale that be 
was quite satisfied with asymmeuical imaret designs in his formative years as 
Chief Coun Architect. · 

Composed of a mosque, a rnadrasa, and a mekteb now, the Osklldar 
Mihrimah Sultan Complex (1541-1548) formerly incorporated a large 
caravanserai which was deslroyed by fii'C in 1722/113418. llle exact location of 
tbe caravanserai is not known, but it must have been somewhee to tbe west of 
the mosque, counterbalancing the madrasa which stands on the east It must also 
have had the same kind of off-axial orientation in relation to the mosque as tbe 
madrasa has. 

Unlike the Osktidar Mihrimah Sultan, the ~ehzade Mehmed Complex 
(1543-1548) has survived intact In this complex the mosque and tomb constitule 
a group, while the madrasa, caravanserai, and IMrU')-iJ'tim form a parallel row to 
the east of these across a spacious courtyard. Such an arrangement produces an 
imbalanced layout design because the low-walled small-domed auxiliary buildings 
on the east do not have the same visual weight 10 match tbe immense mass of 
the mosque on the west 

The most balanced and !Otally symmelrical building complex Sinan 
designed is the Siileymaniye Complex in Damascus which lOOk its present form 
in two stages. The tirst of these, consisting of the mosque, ddrU'I-i/'dm, 
caravanserai, and fabbdne, was completed in 1554-5/962; !be second, comprising 
a madrasa and arasta, was added onto the tirst group in 1566-7/97419. Wbat 

l6The Haseki Sullao DOrD'l-i(dm i,, not registered in any of the ntaou5C'I"ipts lislins Sioin's 
works. Therefore, while J ascribe the ocher buildings of the Hasek.i Complex to Sin.io, I believe 
that the d4rii'l·i! 'dm was dcsisncd aDd built by another architec1 wbom Stileymia the magaificeat 
a.ssigaed personally for the work, most probably because Siain was busy at the lime with the 
pla.n.qjog of the Damascus and Istanbul Sllleymaniye Complexes. 
l11a the Hasek.i Sultan Compln, one finds neilher the oentraliz.ed plan of the Ist.anbul Fatih 
Complex, nor the lriple-ariallayout of the Amasya and Edirne Bayezid Complexes. It looks as if, 
io the abseJice of an oVerall site plao. the designs of the madras& and mekteb, As well as lhe 
dd~ '1-Jif8' and diJrU'I-i!'8rn, were affected by the ph)'lflical COMITaits of the lois they occupied. 
18see Mustafa Cezar. "Osmanb Devrinde lstanbul Yapllannda Tahribat Yapao Yaogmlar ve Tabii 
Afetlcr," in TUrk Sa11'a1' Tarihi Arrqrmoo ¥eo lneel£~leri I (Istanbul, 1963), p. 350, 
19 Although the ~que and 'imiJret are registered in all three maouscripts listias Sinin's works, 
tbe madrasa. is meotioned in only ooe of them. This indicates that Sinio's involvement with the 
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interests us in l.be Damascus SUleymaniye Complex is l.be rust group of 
buildings that surrounds the central pla1.a: the mosque and dlirU'I-if'dm facing 
each other on the sooth and north, respectively, and the twin fob!Jdnes and 
caravanserais blocking the plaza's east and west - the rust in front of the 
mosque and the second on either side of lhe dilrU'I-i/'dm. 

The Siileymaniye Complex in Damascus was designed as a staging post 
for pilgrims. Its buildings offered lodging and dining services. By contrast, the 
Istanbul Siileymaniye Complex (1550-1557), incorporating seven madrnsas. was 
planned primarily as a center for higher education. Also, while the layout of the 
Damascus Complex, executed on a flat plot of land, is two-dimensional in 
concept, the Istanbul Siileymaniye displays a three-dimensional composition set 
on a slope overlooking the Golden Hom. 

With its spacious central pla1.a emphasized by the founder's mosque and 
two tombs behind it, and flanked by madrasas oo the sides, the Istanbul 
Siileymaniye Complex recalls the Fatih Complex. Unlike it, the madrasas here 
sit on terraces at different elevations to lit the contours of a hillside. 

The monumental Siileymaniye Mosque rises at the center of a rectangular 
plaza. Inside the lraditional cemetery garden on the south, stand the octagonal 
tombs of SllleymAo the Magnificent and his wife HiilTem Sultan. Behind these, 
placed on the longitudinal axis of the mosque at the far end of the cemetery 
garden, is tbe D/ira'l-lf;urrli'- a domed structure elevaled above a cistern and 
reached by double stairs on the sooth, outside the ccmelery wall. 

On the west side of the plaza, over a row of shops2°, are the First and 
Second Madrasas and tbe Dlirfl'l-l•bb. On tbe east side, across the street from 
another row of sbops placed onder lbe pla7.a21, are the second pair of madrnsas 
which have a unique arrangement with stepped rooms and arcades that lit the 
contours of lbe slope. Placed under lbe Third and Fourth Madrasas are a siring of 
eighteen more ~ooms for graduate stodents (the mUiiizimtn). 

second saase of the comple~ was superficial. It probably did not go beyond seodins a CQurt 
archil.ect to Damascus. Anocher possibility is lhal lbe madrasa and arusto were execuled by a local 
architect selected by Sinin. 
20rbcrc are allogether 35 shops. Called the Tiryd* (Theriac) Bizir, they e:~~tend from oae cod of 
the Sired to the odler. 
21 Now known by Sinin's name, lhe street that runs Irom oorth to south below lhe mosque plaza 
on lhe east was .the Bokrrcllar (Coppersmiths') Arasta. The shops oo lhe east side of lbe orasUJ 
have no1 fully survived, bul lhose lucked UDder lhe plaza on the opposite side are intact and are 
occupied by craftsmen who make and sell metal uteruils. 
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The last bigber educational building in the complex, the DlirU'I-/IadiiP 
extends at an angle to the qi!Jia axis on the southeast comer of the precinct. II 
perches on top of another row of shops (eighteen in all) across from !be single 
hommam and has a charming elevated classroom wilb an open loggia at one end. 

On the norlb side of the plaza, from west to east. !be DlirUj-jifli, DIJra'z
ziylife, and rab/}line line up in a row, with a caravanserai and some shops tucked 
under them - the latter being acceSsible from !be slreet at !be back. 

In terms of lhree-dimensional planning, even more striking an example is 
the ALii< Valide Complex built by Selim II's wife and Murnd III's, mother 
NllrbanO V31ide Sultan. Begun in the early 1570s, Ibis complex in Oskiidar was 
completed in 1583.23 Like the Stlleymaniye in Istanbul, the Atik Valide is built 
on terraces cut into !be gentle slopes of a hillside. The mosque occupies the 
highest terrace. One level below it. preceded by a spacious courtyard on the norlb 
and a cemetery garden on !be south, a /!lin/¢h, a tUirU'I-~rrli', a madrasa, and a 
ddrU'I-/radi~ surround the mosque on four sides. The last extends from norlb to 
south across the stteel from the mosque on !be west and constitutes the upper 
part of a mammoth rectangular building. Here the Mru'l-il'dm, the fab/}line, and 
the diJrli'j-jifd' are each organized around its own courtyard. A fourtl> courtyard in 
the center is linked by a wide staircase 10 the domed entrance ball of the two
winged caravanserai one level below it.24 

In tl>e Siileymaniye Complex, Sinan made use of the slope effectively by 
arranging the subsidiary buildings along three longibldinal axes at different levels 
within a framework of subtle geometric relationships. The disposition of the 
Atik Valide is more sophisticated. Here tl>e terracing of the hillside was utilized 

22The DdriJ'I.J.radi~. named after the celebrated sdlolar ~eybii'l-islim Eba's-Su'dd Efead.i, is the 
sole wooden-roofed building in the entire SUieymaniye Comple:~. 
23The Alik Valide Mosque took i(S present form in two st.age:!l. Ground was broken for the 
mosque in 1570-1/978 aod the first stage. comisting of a domed prayer hall flanked by a pair of 
halfdomcs on either side, was completed before 1579_ Some years laJer. the single-domed mosque 
was extended by lhc addition of two-domed wings 10 lhe left and right. This dedica1ory 
inscription over the mosque's door, dated 1583/991, was placed afler the completion of the 
second stllge. For a detailed account of the mosque's two-stag_e construction, see my "Oskiidar 
Atik Valide Kiilllycsinin Yerlefme Diize.n.i ve Yap1m TIU"ibi Ourine," in Suu1 Kemol Yellcin'e 
Armagan (Aniwa, 1984). pp. 231-248. 
24The mammod'l rectangular building which embodies lhe caravaDSen.i, /Qb~ane, ddril~l..;f •am, 
dara'l-tifd~. and ddrJJ'I~ is much altered. At the end of the eishtecnlh cenlur)' it was assiped 
by Selim 111 to lhe cavalry troops of the Nizim-J Cedid. In 1808 it was given to the 'Aslk.ir-i 
Nizlmiye Cavalry. Ma])mOd II enlarged the buildins by addios a second floor above the 
caravanser.a.i, dOra'l·iifiJ', and diJTiJ'I-~ in 1834-5/1250. The two-story building functioned as a 
banacks until 1865 when it became an asylum for the insane and remained as such until dle 
founrung of the Babrk.Oy Hospital for MeDial and Nervous Dis~ io 1927 _ Seveo years later it 
became a tobacco curing plant. Althoush it revened to the Directorate General of Pious 
Foundations in 1976, it has not been freed of iU-suited fuoctioos. 
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not only as a means of relating arcbirechire to topography but also as a tool of 
displaying lhe hierarchical order among the various buildings of lhe complex. 

Atlhe lowest level of lhe scale is lhe caravanserai -a service facility. 
Above Ibis are lhe welfare functions: lhe lab!JQne, dlirfJ'I-i!'llm, and dllrfJ'Nifll'. 
These are followed by lhe educalion~l .ind monastic buildings. And on top of 
!hem all is lhe all-embracing foc3! edifice: lhe mosque. 

The Atik Valide in Oskildar was planned not as an urban complex but as 
an intercity complex. For Ibis reason, it bas a small mosque and a vast 'imllret. 
Yet its overall design, by its hierarchical formation, stresses lhe centralized 
composition of an urban imperial complex ralher lhan lhe axial organization of 
an intercity complex. 

A good example of lhe latter is t11e Sullan Selim Complex in Karapmar 
(Sullaniye) on lhe Konya-Adana road. This imperial staging post, ordered b:,< 
~ehzfule (Prince) Selim while be was Governor of Kararnan Province, was 
completed after his accession to lhe lhrone in 156625. It consisted of a mosque, a 
1abfj4ne, a caravanserai, an arasta, a !wmmllm, and a fountain. Only lhe mosque 
and fountain remain in good condition. The lab/)Qne and {!ammam are now in 
ruins, a few walls of the caravanserai's central hall still sland erect, and lhe arasta 
has completely disappeared. However, what can be seen above ground provides a 
fairly good picture of the original disposition of lhe buildings. 

The mosque and fountain marked the two ends of an axis lhat cut through 
the .tabaane and caravanserai - lhe first consisted of two ells in front of lhe 
mosque while lhe two-winged caravanserai had a barrel-vaulted vestibule in lhe 
middle. Since no traces have survived, it is difficult to tell lhe exact location of 
lhe sbops.26 Similar complexes wilh arasras, such as !hose of So)>ollu Mel)med 
P~ in Lilleburgaz (1569-701977) and Yakaetk (formerly Payas) (1574-5/982), 
strongly suggest that they were probably in between the caravanserai and the 
lab!J4ne. 

In general terms we may conclude that Sinim's building complexes exhibit 
two distinct phases in their evolutionary pattern. 

2SThe chronoaram of the inscription over the mosque's door sives lhe date 971 (1S63-4) while 
lhe fouataio i~ dated 977 (1569-70). Bearing in mind lha1 the fountaio was usually die last 
buildiog to be put up io a ~plex. I place lhe constructioa dales of lhe Karaptnar Sultan Selim 
CompJex between. 1563 aod 1570. 
26 A reference in. a "roundaLion register staleS that i.hcre were "thirty-nine sh~ and two mills~ io 
the Karapmar Sultan Selim Comple11. See, Orner L. Barkan, "Vak.Jflano bir lskin ve 
Koloaiza.syon Metodu Olarak Kullamlmasmda Diger'~ekillcr." in Vak•flar Dergisi, Vol II 
(1942). 
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Io the first phase during the 1530s and 1540s, the buildings comprising 
his complexes were. placed arbitrarily wilhout regard to the geometric 
relationships among them. 

In the second phase covering the next thiny years from the 1550s through 
the 1570s, on the other hand, the buildings of a complex often stood at right 
angles to each other and the site plan had a symmetrical and well-balanced 
organization. 

During this second phase, not only axiality and centrality in site planning 
reached their zenith, but also the most marure examples of spatial integrity and 
exteriority were produced. 

CONCLUSION 

In a sense Ute story of Ottoman Classical architecture closed with the 
Selimiye Complex in Edirnc. In the monumental Selimiye Mosque, Sinlln was 
successful in surmounting the prayer hall by a mammoth dome; in transposing 
the interior space and the structural formation of tbe mosque onto its external 
form; and io achieving a superb sense of centrality. 

In anotber sense, during bis last ten years, along witb his closest 
associates, Sinan guided Ouoman arcbitecrure into a new phase which slightly 
altered the course of tbe Classical style by deviating from its accepted rules and 
norms. During the 1580s, the rules began to mutate io a show of mannerism. 

In the tiny Semsi Ahmed P~a Complex located on tbe Bospborus io 
Uskudar (1580-11988), for instance, Sinan built the tUrbe of the founder against 
tbe east wall of the mosque and extended U1e mosque's portico to cover its west 
wall. Then, too, instead of placing tbe ell-shaped madrasa at right angles to the 
mosque, be placed its maio ann perpendicular to the sbore, creating an oddly 
sbaped courtyard which fanned out towards the water. 

In the Kilt~ Ali P~a Mosque in Topbane (1580-1/988), rather tban 
stressing tbe centralization of space, Sinlln - or one of his fellow architects -
emphasized the longitudinal axis in a manner not unlike that of the Hagbia 
Sophia. 

He - or Dllvfid Aga - disregarded tbe unwritten convention that a 
forecourt was an imperial prerogali ve and built one in tbe Mosque of Grand 
Vizier Mesil;l Mel,lmed P~ (1585-6/994) in Istanbul. By eliminating the 
traditional fountain in the center of its forecourt and by pulling in its place tbe 
founder's open tomb, Sinlln- or Davfid Aga- broke another cardinal rule. 
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More important was the deslruction of the extemalc~be. the revival of the 
Early Ottoman side rooms, and the transformation of the inl¢rior into a cruciform 
space in DavOd Aga's Nif~DCt Mehmed ~ Mosque in Karagumriik (15,88-
9/997). 

Had Sinlln become bored with a too-long career so that be felt the need for 
a fresb new start? Or were the mutations instigated by Sinan's talented colleagues 
who bad stayed for too many decades in the sbadow of a domineering master • 
Wbatever it was, the outcome was intriguing. By its liberalizing attitude, 
Ottoman mannerism strengthened the Ottoman Classical style. The flexibility it 
provided enabled the architects of future generations to adjust the Ottoman 
Classical style to the taste and aspirations of the time for almost four centuries 
after the death of its grand master, Sinan. 

Of all the Ottoman art forms, architecture was unquestionably the most 
significant. not only because it inc01porated other art forms - such as ceramic 
tile, stained glass, woodwork inlaid willt ivory and mother-of-pearl- but also 
because it addressed itself to the people as well as to lite Ottoman elite. Ottoman 
architects strove to achieve a dual expression that symbolized the glory of Islam 
and the power of the state. Willi their hierarchical formation, the domical 
mosques displayed, on the one hand. the oneness of Allllh and, on the other hand, 
the absolute authority of the Sultan. As with all imperial architecture, Sinan's 
work reflected a cultural synthesis which incm:porated religion, social order, and 
the hierarchy of state. 

The principal contribution of Ottoman culture to the world was a 
universal architecture. 



THE IMAGE OF SULEYMAN IN OTIOMAN ART . 

EsinATIL 

Si!leyman (r. 1520-66) was not only the most celebrated Ottoman ruler but also 
the most frequently portrayed sullan in illustrated histories produced in the coun 
during his lifetime and shortly after his death. His representations appear in 
several manuscripts devoted to !be events of his reign - such as the 
Saleymanname, dated 1558; NiizhetU'I-EsrtirU'I-AfJbar der Sefer-i Sigervar, dated 
1568/69; Tdri!J-i Sul!tln SUleyman, elated 1579/80; and !be second volume or the 
HUnerntime, elated 1587/88- as well as in several copies of !be genealogies of 
the Ouoman dynasty and universal histories- including the /.(•ytifetU'l-fnstJniye 
fi :;ema'ili'l- ·o~maniye of 1579 and ZIJbdetU'l-Tevtiri!J of 1583.1 In addition, the 
sultan was the subject of a unique study made by ijayclar Re'is know as Nigiiri. 

Before discussing representations of Siileyman, !be concept of Ottoman 
portraiture must be defined. An extension of !be Islamic tradition of book 
illustration, Ouoman painting provided a visual commentary on !be text. In 
Islamic manuscripL~ the identification of lbe persons depited in lbe illustrations 
generally relied on two essential factors: lbe placement of the figures within the 
compositions and the textual references. The figure seated in !be center of an 
enthronement scene and accentuated by a variety of compositional and 
iconographic devices is immediately recognized as a ruler or of a ruler type; if a 
personal name is given in lbe text or on the painting itself, he lheo becomes a 
specific ruler. This specific ruler can be a fictional character or a historic 
personnage, witll little or no physical resemblance to a known individual. 
Needless to say, lbese auributes do not make the image a true pollr3it. A portrait 
or realistic likeness represents a specific individual, with unique facial features 
and physical peculiarities and reveals a menlal or psychological state. 

1The first work is published in Esin Atd, SiHey111011Mme: The Illustrated Hislory of SDleyman 1M 
Magnifu:eru (Washinglon, D.C.: National GaJJery of An: New York: Abrams, 1986); refereoces 
to lh.e other manwcripts are given oo pp. 48-49 and no.:es cited on p. 53. A facsimile of an 
uadated aad later copy of the 1579 genealogy with Engli.!h commentary was published by the 
Minister of Cultwe and Tourism of the Turkish Republic, K•yafetii'l-lnsliniyye fl $emd;Ii'/
'Osmdniyye (Istanbul: Historical Research Publishina:, 19117). 
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Although representation of historic personnages bad a long history in 
Islamic art, !here existed an ambivalence towards making a ttue likeness of an 
individual. An image was considered a "reflection" of the person, devoid of his 
soul. This ambivalence is clearly evident in Ni+3IDI's discourses on painting 
found in his (;lamse composed 10ward !he end of twelfth century.2 Similar 10 
other Asian traditions, Islamic portraiture combined a real and ideal image of the 
person, frequently stressing official status while auempting 10 capture physical 
cbaracteristics. 3 

The interest in individualizing members of the ruling elite as well as 
!hose of !he more bumble classes began with the Timurids in Iran and 
Transoxiana during the fifteenth century. Revitalized at !he end of the sixteenth 
centili)'" in Safavid Iran, portraiture became a distinct feature of Mugbal and 
Rajpllt court painting in India during the following centuries. Some painting 
schools reflect !he impact of central and eastern Asian traditions (as with !he 
Timilrids); while others exhibit European influences, at least superficially (as 
wilb !he Mughals)·. 

The concept of portraiture executed from life in which the subject sat or 
posed for !he artist was alien to Islamic art until !he nineteenth century.4 All 
representations of rulers were executed from memory and based on accepted· 
models of an ideal type; they depicted the subject's official image, even those 
based on observation and made by contemporary painters. 

In Ottoman art an additional factor existed that made the representations of 
specific types closer to portraits of individuals: the consistent recurrence of !he 
physical characteristics of t11e subject that had been carefully researched and 
documented. This faciOr became a feature of 0110man court painting after the 
mid-sixteenlb century and survi~d 10 the end of the empire. 5 ... 

2see Priscilla P. Soucek, "Nizami on Paiaters and Painting," in Islamic AJt in the Merropolikzn 
Museum e~f Art, ed. Richard Eltinghausen (New York: Metropolilall Museum of Art, 1972), pp. 9-
21. 
'3por a. recent publication on the concept of portraiture in Asian cultures see Vishakha N. Desai 
and Denise Patry Leidy, Faces of Asia: Portraits from the Permanenl Collection (Boston: Museum 
of Fiae Arts, 1989). 
4The i~Ji7.ed official image of the rulers cxisced even ia nio.eleeulh-century Irao.. See Basil W. 
Robinson, "Persian Royal Portniture and the Qajais," in Qajar lf'411.: Political tmd Social Change. 
1800-1925. ed. Edmund Bosworth and Carolioe Hilleabraad (Ediaburgh: Edinburg University 
Press, 1983). pp. 291-310. 
SFor a survey of Turkish painting, including portra.irure, see A History of Turkish Painting, ed. 
Selman P.oar el al. (Seaulc: Universily of Washington Press. 1989). 
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Portraiture in the Ouoman court was initiated in the 1480's by Mel1tned 
II, who invited several Italian painters to the capital.6 Although the stylistic 
impact of European arts was shon-lived and Ottoman painting soon followed the 
course of Islamic manuscript illustration, the genre of portraiture was 
established. Portraiture evolved within the tradition of OttOman book painting, 
strongly innuenced by the royal demand for illustrated histories, which 
preoccupied the na~1!14ne (imperial painting studio) after the 1550s. These 
hislories, written and illustrated by contemporary or near contemporary authors 
and painters, documented events and depicted actual seUings and participants, 
with some degree of artistic libeny. 

The interest in producing general hislories of the Ottoman dynasty, 
biographies of the sultans, and descriptions of specific campaigns and even of 
festive occasions, necessitated accurate representation of the protagonists to 
clearly identify them in the scenes. 

An imponant work for the understanding of Otloman portraiture is a 
genealogical book on the first twelve sultans (from ·o~mao 1 to Muri1d Ill). 
Entitled the ((rytifetU'I-fnsaniye fi Semti'ili'.l- '05mdniye, it was written in 1579 
by LolimAo, who held the post of the ~ehntimeci (official biographer) between 
1569 and 1596/97. The most prolific of all Ottoman iehntimecis, Lol!:miin 
composed bis texts in Persian and Turkish vel1ie, working primarily with 
CO~miin. a renowned painter employed in the M~/bdne from the 1560s to the 
1590s. Lol!:miin and 00~miin collaborated on several historical manuscripts 
produced for Sertm II (r. 1566--74) and Muriid III (r. 1574--95), including the 
Tdriy-i Sul1tin Sii/eymtin, Sdhndme-i Seltm !ftin, Stihin/tihntime, Hiinerntime, 
Zlibdeta'r-Tevtiri!J, and Sumtime7 

The ((rytifeta'/-lnstiniye was the product of serious research, utilizing 
writlen and visual sources. In the introduction to the volume Lol!:miin writes that 
he and ·~man conducted a search of portraits of the sultans and found several 
examples. They also consulted past histories to determine the physical 
appearances and dispositions of the subjects. 

The introduction also discusses the word /f;tydfet (which is used 
simultneously with ferdset), meaning physiognomy, that is, the an of 
determining an individual's personality through the analysis of appearances. 
Build, size, and coloring; shape of face, eyebrows, nose, and mouth; end even 

6-rru.s subjea is discU$Sed jo Esjn ALII, "Ottoman Miniature Paioting under Sultao Melmwi ll,", 
An Orienta/is 9 (1973)' 103-20. 
7For references to these work! see Abl, SUleymtJnnJJme p. 72 and note!! cited on W· SO and 53. 
On the office of the 1ehnt1meci, see C. Woodhead, "An Experiment in Official Historiosraph.y: 
The Post of ~hnimeci in the Ottoma.D Empire, c. 1555-1605," Wiener Zeil:lchrifi ftJr die Kunde 
des Morgenlande.r 15 (1983). pp. 157-182. 
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voice, smile, and clolbes were considered to reflect personal traits. It was, 
· lberefore, essential to obtain a precise physical description of the subject in order 

to identify his ternparement. 

The ~•ytJfetU'l-fnsdniye is composed of twelve chapters, each containing a 
portrait of a sultan, summary of his reign, and description of his personality and 
appearance. The section on Stileyman, !be tenth sultan, begins with his 
biography, discusses the major events of his reign, and describes his personality 
and physical characteristics: 

In- addition to being a skillful ruler and statesman be was benevolent and 
modest.. devoid of pride and vanity ... He was pious and devoted to 
mysticism .... He was tall and majestic-looking with strong limbs and 
broad shoulders; he bad an elegant and handsome face, aquiline nose, 
furrowed brows, and deep hazelcolored eyes ... He wore a maceweze (tall 
and voluminous twban that became fashionable during his reign). 

Lo~an describes tl1e next sulian, Selim II: 

He was of average height and robust with a thick neck ... His complexion 
was pale ... He bad ruddy cheeks, small nose and moutll, slightly furrowed 
brows, blue eyes, and pale blond beard. His turban was like that of his 
father but larger; his garments resembled those of the Iranians and were 
woven with gold ... 8 

·o~an·s portraits of Stileyman (fig. I) and Selim II (fig. 2) capture these 
physical characteristics. The artist, who had entered the na~lcai!Jtlne during 
Siileyrnan's reign, must have personally observed the two sultans and studied 
lbeir appearances. His portraits also reveal the dispositions of the subjects: 
Siileyman is an intense-looking majestic figure wilb a slight build and refmed, 
sensitive face; Selim II is Jess impressive in appearance with half-closed dreinny 
eyes and be is considerably heavier. SOJeyman appears as an ascetic compared to 
Selim, whose weakness for earthly pleasures was well known. 

The accuracy of Selim Il's physical attributes can be determined by 
comparing several portraits of the same sultnn made earlier by J:Iaydar Reis, or 
NigAri (1492[?]-1572), a naval captain who painted and wrote poetry. NigM is 
mentioned as an expert portraitist in Mu~ 'A.tis 1586 MentJ*'b·• HUnervertJn, 
biography of artists: 

8The texts used 'hetC are from lhe ca. 1579-80 copy in ls~anbul, Topkajn Palace Museum. H. 
1563. Titis work was popularly copied up to the nioeteenlh century. 'with additional texL<J aod 
portraits added to the eod of the manuscripu by later historians and painters. 
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J:iaydar Re'is, who in the time of Selim ijiin, the son of Sateymiin Hiin, 
held the post of the supervisor of the dockyards and occasionally was 
honored to be admined to the noble assemblies during Selim's days as 
prince; he is also known as N~ J:laydar and no one can adequately 
describe his ability in 1ebih yazma [portraiture], especially of the late 
Sultan Selim.9 · 

Two portraits of Senm II anributed to Nigari (figs. 3-4) were originally 
made as individual studies on single sheets and later incorponlled into imperial 
albums. Although the main figures are not identified by inscriptions, they 
undoubtedly represent Selim II. The physical .. characteristics of the sitter are 
consistent in both versions: a large, slightly overweight man with a pale blond 
beard is attired iD richly brocaded garments and pursues leisurely activities (mrget 
shooting in one, feasting in the other). The features of the sultan are remarlcably 
similar to those in ·o~man·s rendition. Although Nigiri's paintings are not as 
technically refined as those of the court artis~ they display a spontaneity as well 
as a greater knowledge of, and even intimacy with, his subject Nigari belonged 
to the administration and was \bus privileged to see Selim during non-ceremonial 
and social functions, a fact mentioned by Mu~tafi ·An. · 

A well-known portrait of a sultan auended by two officials also bears no 
inscriptions (fig. 5). Once again a!lributed to Nigan, tbe subject is identified as 
Siileymiin, based on his physical characteristics. Nigan depicts the sullan as a 
frail old man dressed in unpretentious clothes, strolling in a garden. Although he 
is accompanied by attendants, Siileymiin stands alone, lost in thought. His back 
is bent and his face lined and gaunt. The painting is compositonally static yet 
emotionally moving, portraying a lonely ruler burdened by age, ill health, and 
responsibilities - comemplating the events of his long and exhausting reign. It 
is one of Soteymiin's rare images representing both his pbysical characteristic and 
mental state. The painting must have been made near the end of Siile)'!Mn's life 
or even after his death .. 

Nigiri's portraits are exceptional in that he was not a professional painter 
but an amateur who made studies of the individuals with whom he was 
associated. ·o~miin; .on the other band, was a product of tile na~1!Jdne who 
worked under the supervision of the 1ehndmeci, adhering to his predetermined 
guidelines and composing the scenes to correspond with or supplement the text 
In addition, he was not tile first painter to illustrate tile activities of Silleymin's 
reign. 

That task fell on a group of painters assigned to work on tile 
Suleyn.,jnn0me, the biography of tile sultan written by 'Arlit The author, who 

91 am gra1eful to Wheeler M. Thackston for providios me wilh lh.is lr8nslation. 
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{)[iginaled from Shirvan, bad .arrived at the court in 1547. Appointed ~ehru'Jmeci 
soon after, be remained at that post until· his death in 1561/62. The 
SuleymiJnniJme, completed in 1558, contains the earliest representations of the 
sultan. The work begins with the accession of Stileyman and terminates wi_th the 
events of 1556, a decade before his death. Most illuslrations reveal the bands of 
two anonymous artists, Painters A and B, each of whom displays a different 
approach to ponraiture. 

Painter A, who was employed in the na~1!JAne !n the late 1550's, was a 
remarkably innovative artist whose depictions of coun ceremonies, fortress 
sieges,_ and battle scenes became the prototypes for later historical illustrations, 
including those by 'O§m!in. Painter A attempted to portray as accurately as 
possible the physical characteristics of the sultan and was responsible for the five 
scenes reproduced here (figs. 6-10). .. 

The frrst scene in the Suleym!lnn!lme represents the accession of the 
sultan. who was enthroned in 1520 at age twenty-six. SOieym!in is showo a8 a 
youthful monarch wiU1 an oval face, arched eyebrows, aquiline nose, imd thin 
moustacbe (fig. 6) The same figure appears in the siege of Belgrade, undertaken a 
Year later (fig. 7). In these two scenes the sultan is not only identified by his 
placement in the composition and textual references bm also by the recurrence of 
his physical features. 

A later scene, narrating the festival organized for the circumcisions of two 
princes, BAyezid and Cihangir, in 1539, when Siileyman was forty-five years old, 
portrays a mature mao who now sports a brownish beard (fig. 8). Enthroned in 
the (jd~~ OdfJ (Throne Room), he is represented in majesty, surrounded by the 
splendors of his court. 

The formality of this hierarchic composition contrasts with a more casual 
selling in which Siileym!in observes his son Selim bunting wiUl his companions 
(fi11,. 9). The episode takes place in 1554, when tile sultan was sixty years old. 
Here the sultan's expression is solemn and pensive. He bad lost three sons -
Mel)med, Mu~!afa, and Cihangir- and the throne was to be fought over by his 
remaining two sons, Bayezid and Selirn. Selim, who eventually woo and became 
sultan, is portrayed as a young man with a round face and drooping mustache (be 
is identified as the figure with a plume in his turban, riding a black steed on !he 
left). 

In one of the last paintings in the manuscript, which depicts Silleym!in 
inspecting his Rumelian forces in the field, his advanced age is apparent (fig. 
10). The sultan was now over sixty. Despite his heavy ceremonial garrnents,.he 
looks frail; be has developed a slouch and his. beard is graying. · · 
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Portrait of SUleymfuJ 
Attributed to 'Osman 
From the :((lyO/etirl ~ insfin'iye fi 
~emiiil i t. ·o~md11iye of Lo~man , 

c. 1579-80 
( Ista nbu l, Topkap1 Palace 
Museum, H. 1563, fo l. 6la) 

3 Portrait o f Selim ll 
Attributed to Nigari, ca. 1570 
(Istanbu l, Topkap1 Palace 
Museum, H. 213413) 

2 Portrait of Selim II 
Atttibuted to ·o~man 

From the $1yfijetii 'l -insfiniye fi 
$emfi il i 1- 'OsmlJniye of Lo~ma n , 
ca. 1579-80 
(I s t anbul, Topka p1 P al ace 
Museum, H. 1563, fo1. 66b) 

4 Portrait of Sellm II 
Attributed to Nigfui, ca. 1570 
(Geneva, Sadruddio Aga Khan 
Collection) 
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Portrait of SUleyman 
Attributed to Nigati, mid-1560's 
(Is tanbul , Topk ap1 Pal ace 
Museum, H. 213418) 

6 Accession of S i.ilcymfin (detail) 
Attributed to Painter A 

7 Siege of Be1gradc 
Attributed to Painter A 
From the Siileymclnname of 'Arifi 
dated 1558 
(Is tanb ul, Topk ap t Palace 
Museum, H. 1517, fol. 109a) 

From the SUleymdnname of •Arifi, dated 1558 
(lstaobul, Topkapt Palace Museum, H. 1511, fol. !?b) 
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8 Circumcision Pestival for Princes 
Bayezid and Cibangir 
Attributed to Painter A 
From the Siileymiinnlime of 'Arifi 
dated 1558 
(Istanbul, Topkap t Palace 
Museum, H. 15 17, fol. 412a) 

10 SUleym5n with His Rumelian 
Army (detail) 
Attributed to Painter A 
From the Saleymiinnflme of 'Arifi 
dated 1558 
(H. 1517, fol. 592a) 

9 Siileym5n Watching (then Prince) 
Selim Hunt 
Attributed to Painter A 
From the Saleymilftnilm.e of 'Arifi 
dated 1558 
(Istanbul, Topkapt Palace 
Museum, H. 15171 foL 576a) 

11 Si..ileyruan Hu'nting 
Attributed to Painter B 
From the Siileymiinnfime of·' Arifi 
dated 1558 
(Istanbul, Topkapt Palace 
Museum, H . 1517, fol. 132a) 
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12 SUlcyman Conversing with Prince MuHata (detail) 
Attributed to Painter B 
From the SUleymdnnilme of 'Arifi dated 1558 
(Istanbul. Topkapt Palace Museum, .fl. 1517, fol. 477b) 

13 SOleyman Receiving St Zapolya 
Attributed to 'Osman 
From . the NezhetU'l-Esrfirii'l-Aljbdr 
der Sefer·i Sigetvar of Ahmed 
F~ridOn P~a. dated 1568/69 
(Istanbul, Topkap1 Palace 
Museum, H. 1339, fol. ! 6b) 

14 SUleymfln P:raying at the 
MausOleum of EyOb En~flri 
Attributed tO 'Osman 
From tbe Tflri!J:i Sul{dn Silleyman 
of Lokman, dated I 579/80 S 
(Dublin, Chester Beatty Library, 
MS 413, fol. 38a) 
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16 Stileymfin Listening to the Case 
of tbe Kadt of Kayseri 
Attributed to 'Osmfin 
From the Hiine~ndme of Lo.tcman, 
volume 2, dated 1587/88 
(Istanbul , T opkapt Palace 
Museum, H. 1524, fol 237b) 

15 SOleyman Hunting 
Attributed to ·o~mfin 
From the Hiinerndme, volume, 2, 
dated 1587/88 
(Istanbul , Topkapt Palace 
Museum, H. 1524, fol. 56a) 
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17 Stileym~n Marching toward Szigetvar 
Attributed to 'Osman 
From the HUnem!Jme of Lo~mlin, volume 2, dated 1587/88 S (Istanbul,. Topkap1 
Palace Museum, H. 1524, fo l. 276a) 
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As observed in l.bese illustrations, Painter A attempts to portray 
SUieymful in consecutive stages of life - as a youthful monarch, mature man, 
and elderly leader - while retaining lhe official image of the sultan. 

Paiou:r B, an established master of lhe studio who flourished between lhe 
1520s and 1550s, worked in the traditional manner. His protagonists are 
generally identified by !heir placement in the composition and textual references. 
Although his images of the sultan are symbolic, the artist at times succeeds in 
capturing lhe emotions and moods of his subjects (figs. 11-12). 

A typical painting depicts a royal hunt with l.be sultan in the center (fig. 
II). The protagonist is a slender man with an aquiline nose and dark beard. 
According to the text, this event occured en route to Rhodes in 1522, when 
SWeymful was twenty-eight years old. 

Two similar figures appear in a more intimate setting, seated in a 
pavilion overlooking a garden (fig. 12). The-text states that on the way to the 
Iranian frontier SU!eymllo met with his eldest son, Mu~tafl, in Kayseri, where 
they were entertained in rose gardens. This episode took place in 1548, when 
Siileyman was fifty-four and Mu~tafll was thirty-three. The more prominent, 
older figure is identified as SU!eyman. Mus{afi is shown as a mature man wilh a 
dark beard and counu:nance resembling that of his father. Siileymful, with graying 
beard and a more distinctive nose, looks preoccupied. He has turned his back qo 
his son and holds weapons of destruction - a bow and arrow - while listening 
absentmindedly to the music. Despite his decorative style, Painter B has captured 
lhe emotions of lhe sultan, setting a pensive mood that foretells the future. Five 
years later Siileymllo was to order the execution of Mu~tafii for treason. 

The paintings of the SUleymdnnlime, particularly those made by Painter 
A, had a strong impact on U1e naU/i~/}dne artists. Painter A might have ttained 
'Osmllo, who perfected the documentary painting style established io lhe coun. 

Although ·o~mio worked primarily with Lo~. his frrst commission 
was to illustrate the description of Siileymllo's 1566 campaign to Szigetvar 
writu:n by Al)med Feridun Pa§a in 1568/69. ~painting in this volume depicts 
the sultan stopping outside Belgrade to receive Stephen Zapolya, his vassal king 
of Hungary (fig. 13). ·o~mllo portrays Suteymllo as an ailing old man; his 
complexion is sallow, his face deeply lined. The sultan was seventy-two years 
old at the time and suffering from poor heallh. 

Each figure in l.be composition is individualized; the imperial attendants, 
vezirs, and Hungarian delegation have distinct features and garments. An aura of 
solemnity, even pathos permeates the scene. It is almost as· if the participants 
had a premonition that this was Siileyman's last campaign. The image is both 
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ceremonial and intimate. The hierarchic sliUoess is charged with emotions. With 
stoic forlitode, the majestic old sultan is determined to die in the field like a lrue 
soldier; his retinue looks on the scene with sadness for they are moved by the 
sultan's last valiant effort. ·~man has created a remarlcable painting which not 
only describes the physical characteristics and psychological states of the 
participants but also evokes an emotional reaction on the part of the viewer. 

·o~·s outstanding talent must have attracted Lo~'s attention since 
the fehnllmeci chose him to illustrate the /.(tytlfetu'l-lnsllniye discussed earlier. 
·o~man also worked with Lo~man on the Tllri/}-i Sulllin SUieymtJn of 
1579/1580, which was composed as the conclusion to the SUieymtlnnllme. 

The first illustration, showing Siileymoo seated in a pavilion in the 
Topkap1 Palace, recalls the image in the /.(•ydfeta'l-lnstlniye and is similarly 
conceived as an official portrait of the protagonist at his prime. The other scenes 
are narrative and describe specific events such as Stileyman praying at the 
mausoleum of EyOb En~ in Istanbul before starling his Szigetvar campaign 
(fig. 14). True to his age, it represents the sultan as an older man with a gray 
beard. 

·o~man and members of his srudio also illustrated Lo~An's universal 
'· and dynastic histories, such as the two-volume HUnernJme. The history of the 

Ouoman dynasty appears in the first volume, while the life of SUleymAn is 
· narrated in the second. 

The second volume of lhe Hanerndme, completed in 1587/88, reemploys 
some of lhe themes and compositions seen in lhe earlier works. A number of 
scenes narrate Silleym§n's outstanding feats in hunting (fig. 15) or conunemorate 

· bis achievements as a lawmaker. One depicts lhe sultan observing a legal case 
from the hidden chamber in the 'Adlilet /.(u/esi (Tower of Justice) that overlooks 
the /.(uiJIJealll, the pavilion where the council of ministers met in the second 
courtyard of the Topkap• Palace (fig. 16). This painting is full of fascinating 
details, recreating the activities and settings of the age. FinaUy the Hanerndme 
closes with Stileymao's last campaign and depicts the march to Szigetvar, a scene 
used earlier in the TIJri!J-i Sul{lln SUieym/in, SO!eymao rides in lhe center of his 
forces, supported by his grand vezir, ~o!>ollu Mel)med ~(fig. 17). The sultan 
almost winces in pain. The carriage in which he rode most of the route is in the 
foreground - an ominous reminder that it will later be used as a hearse. 

The image of Siileyman was first devised during bis lifetime by the artists 
of the MtJ!/lJ!Jiine and became fully established a decade after bis death. Artists 
concentrated on bis physical appearance and depicted him in various stages of life 
- from a young ruler to an aging warrior - at limes capturing his moods and 
emotions. 
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SOleymful's long and glorious reigu was the subject of several illustrated 
hisiOries. These manuscripts were produced by coun writers and paintero for an 
elite group. Kept in the !;lazfne (Treasury) or in one of the imperial libraries of 
the Topkap1 Palace, the volumes were seen only by descendants of the sultan or 
high-ranking administtative officials. This was an educated audience who were 
familiar with the legend of SUieyman. His representations, therefore, were visual 
reminders of a man whose physical characteristics, temperament, and 
achievements were well known. They were not public images of the sultan but 
illuslrations for private family records, which preserved the dynasty's past and 
present hisiOry. 

SUieymAn did not have a public image and neither did any other Ottoman 
sultan until the end of the nineteenlh century. The Ottoman world was very 
impersonal and valued the office of lhe sultanare, which combined religious and 
secular authority, over lhe individual. Tile public image of Siileyman, the 
protector of Muslims and the caliph of Islam, was the Siileymaniye Mosque, lhe 
renowned edifice built by Siniln between 1550 and 1557; and the image of 
SUieyman, lhe sultan, was the Tower of Justice in the Topkap1 Palace. Today 
both slrUctures continue 10 dominate tl1e the skyline of Istanbul, visual reminders 
of a great legacy. 





.PiRi RE'IS 

SvatSOUCEK 

When in 1517 the Ottoman sultan Selim I was in Cairo at the conclusion of his 
conquest of Egypt, one of the Turkish flea's captains, Pitt Re'is, presented him 
with a map of the world he had made. Only the "western" half of that map is 
extant; fonunalely, for us, it is on this half that the aut110r revealed his identity 
and recorded where and when he made the map: at Gallipoli, in March/ April 
1513. 

We do not know whatllappened to the ot11er, "eastern" portion of the map, 
nor do we know the subsequent fonunes of the extant pan until 1929 when it 
atlracted the attention of two scholars, a Turl< (Halil Edhem, director of the 
Topkap1 Palace museum) and a German Orientalist, Paul Kable. The map 
quickly became an international sensation, and for several reasons: it turned out 
to be one of the earliest cartographic representations of the New World; it had 
been made by a Muslim; and above all, people were told that ii probably reflected 
the earliest but lost map made by Columbus. Intental evidence, comparative 
examinations, and three explicit statements by P"lfi Re'is led scholars to this 
conclusion.1 Two of these statements are on the map itself: · 

I) ''The coasts and islands on this map have been copied from a map 
made by Columbus." 

2) " . . . [ This world map] was produced on the basis of several maps 
by bringing them to one scale: one of tllese maps bad been made by 
Columbus ... • 

lHaJf·a-century of interest in the subject bas produced a sizeable· body of literature, but P. Kable's 
Die verschollene Colunrbus-Karte von 1498 in einer tSrldschen Weltkarte vm 151 J (Berlin, 
1933) still remains the most thorough and reliable analysis. The e:..ceiJeat facsimile edition 
issued by lhe TUrk Tarih Kurumu is accompanied by a separate pamphlet (Yusuf Aki'lf&. Piri Reis 
Haritas1, Aokara, 193S) containins a description in Turkish, German, French. English and 
haliao. The map has also geoerate~ a fair amount of eooentric inte:rpretat.ioa, sbeb u the 1heory 
that il goe,:g back to au advaoced civilization of the Ice Age; see Ch. Hapgood. Mops of the 
Ancient Seo. Kings (Philadelphia, 1966). 
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The third statement is in the introduction Piri Re'is wrote to the KiltJb-t 
ba/triye, a book of sailing directions and charts for the Mediterranean which be 
completed in 1526 in order to present it to Sultan Stileymfut: 

3) [facs. ed.: Piri Re'is, Kildb-1 ba/lriye (Ankara, 1935) p. 82 line 5:] 
"A map of the West Indies made by Columbus fell into our hands .... " 

Moreover, in anotber place of the map Piri Re'is states that he benefiled 
from the oral testimony of a Spaniard who bad participaled in the ftrst three of 
Columbus' four voyages: 

4) "The late Kem31 Re'is bad a Spanish slave wbo told him: 'I have 
sailed lhree times wilh Columbus to !hose regions .. .'." 

All these statements are plausible, for Piri Re'is spent much of his early 
career as one of the Turkish corsairs who bad the opportunity of capturing 
Spanish ships at sea or prisoners and booty in the coastal areas of Western 
Mediterranean. There are many instances of this in the KittJb-t ba/triye, such as 
the following: 

5) [facs. ed., p. 596 lines 12-14:] • At one point the late Kem31 Reis 
and I caprured seven ships blf the coast of Valencia ... • 

A few words about the inap itself. 'lbe more correct tenn would be sea
chart, and one of the late medieval, "portolan" type: a map made to serve the 
needs of seamen, for it shows primarily the coastines and islands, and is marked 
by windroses, rbumb lines and distance scales in order to facilitate navigation.2 
At the same time it belongs to lhe "presentalion" category of lhese maps- those 
made less for practical use at sea man' as works of the graphic arts made to please 
wealthy or important customers. This is demonsrated by the eslhetic qualities and 
amusing digressions on the map: pictures of various types of ships, animals, 
plants, and people, as well as stories such as that about St. Brendan, the 
curiosities of Brazil, or allusions to the voyages of discovery. 

I now want to dwell on Piri Re'is's importance in uie context of Siileymful 
and his time. Both the cartographer and the sultan lived in an age when 
prodigious geographical as well as scientific discoveries were beginning to 
change the course of history. The Turkish captain possessed the qualities 
characteristic of the men who were"the architects of this revoiutioo: An open, 
~eceptive mind unencumbered by the bonds of conventional IC;iW,tiPn. scientific 
curiQ~ity, and an urge to formulate his own version· of the,exciting new 

I 

2Mil:hel Mollat, Soa Clwrls of iloe llarly ExpU,re,.: 13th to 17th Ontury (New York, 1984) p. 
218·19. The volume inc:ludelJ a good reproduction on plate 28. 
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knowledge - in short, the mind of a Renaissance man. The map under 
discussion is revealing: P"ui Re'is tells us how be had been collecting maps made 
by Westerners imd Easterners alike - and how be bad used alllhis infonnation 
in order to produce a world map lhat was \miquc:3 

Here is sbow Ibis map was made: 

This is a unique map such as no one else bas ever produced, and I 
am its aulhor. I have used twenty [regional] maps and world maps -
the !alter derive from a prototype lhat goes back 10 Zfi~eyn's time 
and that comprises the. entire inhabited world-Arabs call sucb maps 
"ca'feriye"4 - I have used eight such "ca'feriyes"; then I have used an 
Arab map of [the] India [n ocean], S as well as maps made by four 
Portuguese who applied mathematical methods to represem India and 
China;6 finaUy, I have also used a map of the Western regions drawn 
by Columbus. I have brought all these sources 10 one scale and Ibis is 
the result In other words, just as the Sailors of the Mediterranean have 
reliable and well-tested charts at their disposal, this [new] map of the 
world oceans [lit. "Seven Seas"] 100 is reliable and worlhy of 
recognition. 

Piri Re'is's complete world map may tlms have been a synthesis of ooJ.' 
Renaissance Western and indigenous Eastern cartography, and in this respec.t 
truly unique7 With this imaginative and lucid work he took an honorable but 

3Text located in the south-western corner of the map (oo. VI in lhe above-meotioaed pamplel 
published with the facsimile reproduclion of 1935). · 
4Piri Re'is may be referring here lo world maps made by lhe Arab geographeu of the classical 
period (9th to 10th centuries) which were partly inspired by Pfolcmy. ?A)II$:arneyn, meotioned in 
the Koran (sura 18), came to represenl a mylhical personage crediled with ma.ny wondrous feats; 
Muslim commentators identified him with Alexander the Great, who too acquiR:d legendary 
powers in Islamic lore. "Ca'feriye" has so far ba£1led commentalors: it may be a distation of the 
word "coSriifiyi.." Arabic for "seography'' not in our soense bot in that of ··~rat al·arc;t•. "depiction 
of the world" also in the cartographic sense; see J_ H. Kramers, "Djughrifiya". Et1cydo~dia of 
Islam, lsi ed .. supp/. p. 62. 

5Rather than representing India itself. this map was more probably a sea chart of the Indian 
oceaa made by such Arab mariaers aS' Ibn Majid and Sulaym.in al-Mahri (D. Sourdel, "Ibn 
M.idjid," Encyclopedia of lsJani. 2nd ed., iii 858; G. R. Tibbets, An:rb navigation in I~ Indian 
ocean before the·· coming of the Portuguese (London, 1971) p. Jtii, 4. and bibliography on ,pp. 
lli~t-nvi). 

~e comment in note 4 applies here as well: the maps made by the Portusuese must have been of 
lhe portolan chart type, and cootours of continents ·with !.heir ports were the ntent of their 
inlerest in deplctiog land. The ex..istence of such maps from the yeus 1498-151'3 can be only 
inferred, on lhe basis of those believed incorporated in lhe world maps lh.al have come down to 
us. The earliest Portuguese specimen is thoe so-called Canlino planisphere dated 1502~ see fOr 
example Bois Penrose, Travel ond discovery in the Re1111is.sance: 1420·1620 (Cambridge, Mass., 
1952) p. 245; Mollat. op. ciJ., lt25. -; 
7 11 is this uniqoeoess that makes this map so precious - alas. only ir we lake the canosnpher;s 
word for it, since the eastern portion has not survived. 'A3 a map of the New World, it .is neither 
the earliest nor lhe most advanced type (although it may bC the most appealing one esth.etically): 
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also special place in the ranks of his western fellow-mapmaker.;. Nor was the 
world map the only example of his modem and original vision. The long 
versified introduction 10 the KitOb-1 ba~riye also tells about the progress of the 
Portuguese and Spanish voyages of discovery; this account is presented in a 
remarlcably lucid way, within a suucture that infonns the reader about the 
sphericity of the earth and chief navigational methods and challenges in the 
Atlantic and Indian oceans. 

In Europe, princes, merchants and publishers were competing for such 
maps and reports that would enable their fleets and traders 10 accede 10 overseas 
sources and consequently increase their own wealth and power, or that would give 
their printing presses materials they knew would sell well. The ferment of 
interest in the new discoveries was gaining momentum at a prodigious rate, and 
it would be difficult 10 decide who or what played the most catalytic role: 
whether it was monarchs and governments from Estevao of Portugal and 
Elizabeth of England to the popes themselves; or merchant interests in Lisbon, 
Venice, London, or Amsterdam; or religious milieux such as the Jesuits eager to 
tackle new areas for proselytizing; or editors-publishers like Ramusio in Venice 
or Halduyt in London or Plantin in Antwerp, or again cartographers-publishers 
like Ortelius and Mercator. The medium of printing gave this spread of new 
knowledge an unprecedented dimension whose importance could hardly be 
overemphasized. 

In Turkey, Pirt Re'is must have been hoping that his works, which be had 
been so devotedly presenting to his two sovereigns, would be recognized as 
i'!'portant and worthy of recompense; he may also have expected to· be 
encouraged-to produce still more of the fascinating new body of infotmalion, 
perhaps to bead a whole workshop of experts employed by a government bent on 
challenging the Europeans in this new area. 8 

It appears. however, that nolhing of the sort happened. Pirt Re1s remained 
an isolated case in lhe Ottoman empire and, indeed. in the Islamic world. 

several earlier maps made by 1he Spanish, Portuguese or llalians have an edge there. 1he oldest 
exllmt specimeot is lhe world map by the Spaniard Juan de Ia Cosa, Columbus's erstwhile pilot, 
daled 1500 (Penrose, op. cit., p. 244; MoUat, op. cit, 11'22). While all of these are "manuscript" 
maps, by 1S08 the first specimea showing also lhe new world was included in an edition of 
Ptolemy's Geography prinled in Rome (on fols. 12j·26). Despile ill law date, Pi'ri Re"is'l!l map is 
more archaic; lh.i.! aspea:, far from beiog a drawback, cao be viewed 85 ao as.sel- reflectins as it 
probably does Columbus'.! firSI trial, which in turn may have owed as much to Behaim 's globe al!l 

to direa. observatioJU. Only later voyages revealed 1he 1r0e Dature of the new discoveries, heoee 
the more "correct" map of Juaa de Ia Cosa. One frequenl misconception is thai Piri' Reis drew the 
map according to a projeaiou which took account of the auvature of the earth. This belief is due 
10 lhe confusion of wiadroses and rbumblioes: with genuine projeclions. 
8Soffice it to mention the a.se of Turkey's principal maritime adversary in lhe Mediterraaeau, 
Spain, a.nd the Cara de C0111ratacion (a l!lat of Board of Trade) io Seville, one of whc:5e duties was 
cootin.oous updating of the "podron real," the se1 r:l classified master sea·charts kept there. 
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Exception could be made - up to a point - for Seydi 'Ali Re1s who wrote a 
quarter of a century later,9 and for the unkown author of the Ta 'riiJ·i Hind-i. 
Garbt10 wlio compiled his work yet another generation later, or again for the 
occasional mapparnundi appearing in a few Turkish portolan atlases of the. 
Mcditerranean; 11 none of these, however, approach Piri Re'is work in 
imporumce, nor do they even remotely match the constantly improving body of 
geographical information proliferating in Europe. Perhaps nothing could 
illustrate more dramatically the disparity between the Ottoman and European: 
views of the world in Stileymfin's time than a comparison of the respectives .. 
sums to!al of contemporary literature, published and unpublished, on· the subject 
- whether in quality, quantity, or variety. Moreover, even the little the 
Ottomans noticed and wrote down remained barred from wider circulation and 
thus possible ignition of greater interest by the persistent refusal to adopt the. 
printing medium. Meanwhile in Europe, editions upon editions, and not only in 
the original languages but also in manifold translations, kept fuelling official as 
well as private curiosity and thereby generating further energy to conceive eve~ 
more imaginative and daring projects. 

; .i 

The new vistas Piri Re1s and the other two authors lried to open of course 
do not exhaust the list of sixieenth century Ottoman geographers. Their maps 
and books only stand apart from a steady stream of geographical and 
cosmographicai works whose type and scope range from the traditional Islamic to 
the locally innovative. The former was the tnore standard feature, and it was 
based on the time-honoured and famous names and methods of Arabo-Persian 
geography: The names of lslakhri (fl. beg. tenth century) and Abulfida (fl. early 
fourteenth century) brackel. chronologically• as well as intrinsically, a roster 
familiat to all students of Islamic civiliialion. Turkish authors simply translated 
them, or wrote adaptations and compilations. Three aspects are characteristic of 
this school of sixteenth century Ottoman geography: One is a belief !bat 
information supplied by Islamic authors of several centuries back still retained.its 
validity; another~ a consequential one, that there was no •need for funher 
investigation; and the third, a corollary of the second but compounded by 

9His Mu(li! CThe Encompassing Sea .. ) is a volume of sailina dir~d.ions for lhe Indian ocean (.so 
far unpublished iu its entirety), tranSlated into Turkish from ·Arabic texas which Seydi 'Ali 
collected while in charge of lhe Ottoman fleet in !hose waters. The text iocludes a brief mention 
of MageUan's. voyage around the world in 1519-22. SeeM. Biuoer. l)ie topographi.schen C~itel 
des indischen Seespiegels Mohit (Wien, 1897) p. 75-76. · 
10 A composite yoiume of both orisinal passages and translations chiefly from Spanish a~d 
Italian publications made in 1580. See the facsimile edilionS of MS. Revan 1488 of the Topkap1 
Library: Tarih-i Hind-i Garbt veya HaD~.r-i Nev, Istanbul, 1987; and lJ\e ttanslation enriched wilh 
a thorough analysis and commentary by T. D. Goodrich, Till! Ottoman Turlu tmd the New World: a 
sWdy ofTarih-i Hind-i Garbi and si:aeentl1-cen1ury OtlonrDn Americana, Wiesbaden, 1990. 
11Thomas D. Goodrich, "Onoman portolan~ ... 1M Porto/an, 7 (S,Cpl~f!li;Jer 1986) pp. 6-11. 
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religious coosideralioos, was a total neglea of contemporary European sources.t2 
Two names can serve as examples. Mu~tam 'An of Gallipoli included in the first 
part of bis great historical work, Kunha' 1-a/)b/Jr, which be wrote in the 1580's, a 
geography based chiefly on Istakbri and Abulfida. 'Ali's younger contemporary 
Mel)med ·A.~·~ of Trabzon, wbo compiled his world geography Mend~trU'/ 
'av/Jiim by 1598, acted similarly, but be enriched his book by expanding its 
topographical parts that deal with the Ouoman provinces. In order to galher 
infonnation, he uavelled a great deal and especially in the Balkan provinces less 
familiar to him. This was a praiseworthy inoovalion, but its limitations too are 
significant: he made no effon to explore Europe beyond the limits of the 
Otfuman empire, or at least to use contemporary wriueo- or oral, for that 
ID8I1er - European sources. 

The conuast is especially striking when we remember that a century earlier 
the inteUectual climate bad been different and potentially promising. To begin 
with, Turkish geographers did use a type of source that also inspired the 
Europeans of the Renaissance: the works of classical antiquity, in panicular 
Ptolemy's Geography. On the Turkish side, it was through the filter of classical 
Ambo-Persian science, in particular ijwarizmis (fl. nineth century) Kittlb $~rat 
al-ar(l, and its post-classical adaptors such as ~wini (fl. thirteenth century). In 
Europe, both l11e Islamic channel and, wilh the coming of the Renaissance, the 
direct Graeco-Roman channel were utilized. The latter, in fact. was part of the 
process toward the genesis of lhe Renaissance itself; lhe Byzantine E. 
Cbrysoloras brought a Greek copy of the Geography to Italy in the very first 
years of the fifteenth century, whereupon the Florentine Jacopo Angiolo made a 
Latin translation and dedicated it to Pope Alexander VI in 1409. This Latin 
version had an immediate and universal impact: there are some 50 known 
manuscripts, and in the fifteenth century alone - between 1475 and 1500- it 
appeared in 7 printed editions. Its popularity continued well into the sixteenlh 
century; but lhe original became ever more transformed into hybrid 
cosmographies where the Ptolemaic maps were supplemented by contemporary 
ones showing the world as it was being discovered - and thus partly 
conuadicting the older maps, as for example the above-mentioned edition of 
1508. 

This popularity of Ptolemy-inspired cosmographies was both a stimulus 
and a symptom of the tremendous appeal the geographical discoveries bad in 
Europe, and by the lime this genre began to cede the scene, in the last decades of 
the century, to the still far more advanced aCbieve01en1S of the northern school -
at rnt represented by the atlases and cosmographies of Onelius and Mercator- it 
bad fulfilled a historical role. It is this case of the resurrected Ptolemy that 

t2f. T'""""oer, "Die geogriiprusche Literorure der Osmanen," ZDMG 17f2 (t923) pp. 3t-80; aed 
its Turkish veBioo: "Olii'IWihlarda coArafya," TOrlciyal Mecmuma, 2 (1928) W· 271-314. 
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reminds us of a brief period at the dawn of the Renaissance, when Ottoman 
Turkey stood close to taking a decisive step in the sanie direction - the reign of 
t.fel)med H~. The conqueror of Constantinople bad on various occasions 
demonslratcd his unconventional spirit and scientific curiosity, and surrounded 
himself with scholars some of whom were Greeks such as the Amirutzes (father 
and son) from Trebizond. In 1465 the sultan ordered them to make an Arabic 
translation of the Greek original of Ptolemy's Geography. If took two centuries 
before another Turkish sultan stirred enough to issue a similar order- Mel,lmed 
IV who in 1675 ordered a Turkish translation of Blaeu's Atlas major. 13 As for 
mathematical and astronomical geography, and the. hact' sciences in general, 
there, too, Ottoman scholars of lhe Suleymanic age' preferred the traditional to 
the innovative, the Arabo-Persian heritage to what Renissance Europe was 
creating. The already familiar Seydi ·Ali wrote in 1554 an astronomicallrealise, 
and the type of encowagement he had received from a ·teacher in Aleppo in 
characteristic: "There are many books on astronomy and mathematics in Arabic 
and Persian, so why !ihouldn't there be any in Turkish? 'Ali ~u~u·s work is one 
.of the best, you should lranslate it." So Seydt • All did, while in Europe 
Copernicus's treatise was already spreading in printed form. As in the case of 
Ottoman geography, tl1~ contrast between the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries 
in the field of lhe exact sCiences is slriking. 'Ali ~li§>IJ's Fet/liye as well as other 
worlcs remind us of the area where Islamic science was at its best in the classical 
period, and where it conliimed 10 maintain a level of excellence even in the later 
Middle Age- mathematics and aslrcioomy. 

We can almost speak of an indian summer of Islamic aslronomy that 
marked the fifteenlh cenblry, when Ulug Beg and his entourage built the famous 
observatory at Samarkand and laught and srudied at the medrese the enlightened 
Timurid prince had founded. His court allracted some of the best minds of the 
Islamic world such as ~ll<jizllde Riimi, a Turlc from Bursa. 'Ali Ku~>IJ in tum 
was one of the products of that milieu. He left Samarkand after mug Beg's 
assassination, settling at first in Tahriz. Characteristically, Mel)med the 
Conqueror made a great and ultimately successful effort to attract him 1o 

Istanbul. In Mel)med's time, Turco-Islamic astronomy as represented by 'Ali 
~u~u and even more by oilier disciples of Ulug Beg may still have been 
superior to that of contcmpqnuy Europe, especially in the field of the theory of 
Planetary motions. However, by ~aniinis time, the High Renaissance in Europe 
was also marlced by the stirrings of modern science - including mathematics and 
astronomy - that with the seventeenth century ushered in the modem era; in 
astronomy, Tycbo de Brahe, Galileo, and K~ler came to revolutionize the view 
of the world and establishd the one that is still valid today. Meanwhile in 
Turlcey, !he clinging to tl1e traditional assumptions- socb as the geocentricity 

~3 Adnan Ad1var, OstnDnJ, Turklerinde /Jim (Istanbul, 1970), p. 137; the a.llu was printed at 
.Amsterdam in 1662; io 1668lhe. Dutch ambassador Justin"Collier prescoted it 10 the sult.ao. 
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of the universe - and the concomitant neglect of the new ideas fennenting in 
Europe locked the scientific elite in a hopelessly losing position. Indeed, 
Siileyman's reign loomed in the intervening period as the apogee of Ottoman 
power,• and the very awesomeness of ~inunrs might and prestige tends to 
obscure the fact that the empire was giving up the race where it would mauer the 
most - scientific and technological progress, and commercial-colonial 
expansion. 

To return to the main theme of my essay: P"lfi Reis's life was intimately 
interwined with OUoman history under three sultans - Bayezid II, Selim I, and 
SUieymin - and it is the poignant story of a man who made repeated eff011S to 
catch the:·ear of the mighty in the hope of showing them the usefulness of his 
wmk. Wba~ for ex.ample, was his reward when he presented the world map to 
Serun in Cairo? We'll never know, but we have no evidence of an action that 
would have led to the establishment of an Ottoman cartographic office in view of 
entering the race with the Europeans; yet the time was ripe, the Ottoman state 
and society still bad the means, 14 and Piri Reis was the ideal man to bead such 
an office, a counterpart to similar institutions in Lisbon and Seville for example. 
Or what was P"lfi Re'is's recompense when he tried to present Siileymin with the 
now famous longer version of dle Kitdb·t ba/triye in 1526- a time dl31 coincide 
with the commission placed in Venice by lhe sultan for lhe expensive "triple 
crown"?IS Again, we do not know how -or if- it was received by the 
sovereign, but once more tbere is no evidence of an appreciation lhat would have 
fostered a "P"tri Re'is school of Ottoman oceanography and cartography." True, 
lhe Ottoman government did not leave him idle as a captain. His command of lhe 
Suez fleet in lhe late 1540's and early 1550's is proof of lhat. But in that 
function his talenls and knowledge were wasted; no luckier than J;ladtm 
Suteymin ~and 'Ali Reis, be was more unfortunate than lhey. His Pen;ian 
Gulf campaign ended in failure - in a manner lhat presents striking analogies 
with ijad!m Siileymin p~·s failure before Diu in 1538 - and be returned to 
Cairo. The Ottoman government lhen issued an order thai Piri Re'is be executed, 
and lhe verdiCI was carried out s010e time in 1554.16 

14The story that the "eastern" half or P"ui' Re'i.~'s map bas not survived because the sultan tore iD 
in the middle in order to we thai ponion for a ross.ible campaign in he East may be apocryphal, 
bol it correctly suggesbl the direction in which Turkey stood a chauce of successfully oompetiog 
with the Europeans - the Indian oceaD, its spice trade, and its predominantly Mwlim shippins. 
SeUm I died soon afterward, however. and Stlley.mio left no doubt in anybody's mind where his 
prKRitics lay - the &atJJ in the Balkaos and war again.sllhe Safavids. 
lSsee the article by Gillrii Necipotlu-Kafadar in lhis book. 
16-rbe- contrast belweeo the harshness with which the authorir..ie!l treated Piri Re'is aod the 
1en.iency shown toward Had1m SOieym.ir: Pa.ta and Seydi 'Ali Reis is iodeed strikiq, especially 
if we remember how the former baodled the campaign of IS38: l:lad1m Siileymin bungled it to a 
degree thai: assaults c:ommoo seme, for he had the ruler of Adeo, who had come aboard of his own 
accord to pay him a visil. banged on the ship's mast -a measure that guaranleed the subsequent 
uncooperativene.ss of lhe ruler of Gujeral and lhe resultiug faiiUJe of cbe expedition. Meanwhile 
the e:aecotion of PM Rt'is was lbe final and most dramatic demonstraJioo of the waste Of his 
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If we chose 10 assess .the legacy of ~imlni's rule !hrough the prism of the 
manner in which Piri Re'ls work was received and how this canographer himself 
was treated, our verdict might thus be severe. Moreover, this verdict would also 
have Ill bear on the Otlllman elite from the sullan's viziers down to such gadOies 
as 'Ali, all of whom displayed a similar degree of incomprehension of Piri Re'is 
message. 11 But thai in turn would be a partial and narrow-minded judgment. The 

taleot that had trailed much of,his life. A pe.rhaps Dot irrelevaal coiacideoce is the factthal lhis 
tragedy followed by a few moalhs.the strangling of M~afi, Siileymio's eldest and ables1 SOD- a 
measure that furthered the succession of mediocre sovereigns and one already deplored by the 
cOD.lemporary historiao Mu.,tafa 'Ali; see C. Fleischer, Burettucral and ii'IUIIe.cltlal in 1M Drromm 
Empire: 1he historian MusiiJftJ Ali (1541-1600), Priaceton UP, 1986, p. 258. Neither mao 
received whal we might call a fair hearing; this fact is poildod out. iD the case of Piri Reis, by C. 
Othoolu in his anic1e "Hint Kaptanhg1 ve Piri Reis," Belkten, no. 1 l4 (April 1970). p. 247. 
170rhonlu, op. cir., pp. 246-47, surveys the aUitude of contemporary commenlatonil: Mel)med 
Efendi (lbtih6cu'l-tevt2rih, fol. 149b), Cellilzide Mu~!afa ("[aba~ata'l-memt21ik, fol. 392a), and 
-.¥~~· 'Ali (KilnhU'l-a!Jbar, fol. J03a), an aprove of the eJlecution on the unproven assumption 

-. lbat.Hon;nuz. would have surrendered if Piri ReP had not lifted lhe siege, wlule never mentionins 
'~Dy 6t'th·e 'irterits of the unfortunale cartog.npher; Kilib ~Jebi (Tu~fetjj'/-kiMr, 1329/1911 ed., 
p. 61) and lbrihim Pe~uyi (1:352) withold any comment. It may also be instructive to glance at 
the manner in which Piri Reis's European counterparts fared. The Venetian Ramusio became a 
high official in the Republic's government: the Aeming OrteJius was appointed "cartographer to 
the kingn (Philip II); 1he Englishman Hakluyl was given a rich prebeod aod is bu.ried in 
WeSiminster Abbey; and the roster could continue. Ooe could widen these reflectiod! and ask. how 
conlemporary observers of the Ottomao empire's decline tried to identify its problems and 
propose solutions; while this would be oolside the scope of my 1opic. one legitima.te connedion 
could be admi~. If my thesis is correct and part of the problem was ignomnce of the wideaing 
horizons (meant literally as well as figuratively - from geographical di!a)veries to tbe scientific 
and tedmological ones) on the Olher side of the religious divide, then were there pc:op1e who 
grasped 1his challenge and tried to alert their countrymen to the new reality? Judging from lbe 
best known critiC! of the period, the answer would be: nesative: They all, frQIII 'AU to~~ Beg, 
yearned for a reiUrn to traditional values, aod voices such as that quoted by B. Lewis in his article 
"Some renections on the decline of the Ottoman empire," (Studia Islamica, 9 (1958) p. I 18) were 
eJceptions. Even K.itib ~eJebi. a man of broad vision who did so much to spread the news about a 
world che Ottomans still knew so little about, took a dim view in bis Ciht2nnUmA (ls~anbul, 1731, 
pp. 8&-91) ol the advice offered by 1be author of lhe Td'rf?J-i Hind-i Garbt (this and related aspects 
surveyed by Zeki Velidi Tosan, BusOntD TUrkili (Tilrtistan) w yabn tarihi (lsta.Dbul. 1981) pp. 
126-30): namely that the Ottomans should pursue a more active policy in the Indian ocean. Kitib 
«;elebi cites the dis~ters thai befell Piri Re'is and Seydi 'Ali Reis in those wafers as warniOIJS 
against any further adventwes beyond lhe Suez: moreover, he points to the naval difficulties of 
the ongoing Cretan campa.isn with the implication that maritime matters should bet1er be left to 
O(b.ers. The great polyhlstoriao may of course have been right if the traditiooal order of priorities 
had to be preserved (especially when we realize that both the required npital and an 
entrepteneurial-mercantile class, although n01 absent, may have lacked the magnitude necessary 
for affecting lhe decisions made at the center of the empire). A truly fresh viSion seems to have 
appeared only in the later decades of the 17th century, with the historian Hezirfeo I;IUseyin Ffendi 
as one of the harbingers; the real rcvolulioo, however, occwred ooly with the founder of the fast 
printing press, tbrihim Mfitcfenilca; this persooage was uot Only a printer but also a publisher 
and propagator of modem science, geography among 1hem: in fact, in his U-?1lh1'1-l)ikem fi 
ni~'l-iimem ("Foundations of wisdom &:Ooceroing the order of nations"), an essay which he 
printed at his press in 1732, he stresses lhe werulness of ~hat we migh1 call political 
geography, justifying it amons othen things by the need of Ottoman !!l111esmen to beoer know 
lh.e te~ritories and government systems of other cpt!iuries in order to successfully oompete with 
the infidels (SeJim NU.zhel Ger~ek, TiJrk Matbaocd111 Ista.obuJ, 1939 p. 75). Overall, 
MUteferrika's views and efforts were in certain respecls not unlike those of Piri Reis, and lhey 
achieved what Wll!!l overdue by two centuries. /u Adnan AdJ.var (op. cil., p. IS5) srales, "Witb lhe 
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values and achievemeniS. which Ottoman society cherished lay elsewhere, and 
some of lhem were admirable indeed. However, lhey were traditional values, 
whose ideals aimed 01 furtlter perfecting what was known and was considered , 
good. Mi'ntar Sinan and Ottoman architeCture are among lhe most eloquent 
examples of lhe Ottoman genius. Often masterpieces inspired by religious as . 
well as imperial zeal, organization, art and - in Ibis case - science (architectwal 
mathematics), they also performed an exemplary public service. We can visualize 
~AnOn! and the people.of isUI~bul eagerly following lhe progress of lhe 
construction of the Siile}'litilniye ·mosque, while almost inirably brushing aside 
lhose wbo had the audacity .to remind of the inventions and discoveries among 
the infidelS of Ibis or that perstiasion taking place in Europe or beyond the Seven 
Seas. 

It is a comforting tb6ugbt, lbougb, that the great founder of the Turkish 
Republic came to value what lhe greatest of Ottoman sulrans failed to appreciale. 
Instructing lhe Turkish Historical Society to produce a facsimile edition of Pili 
Re'is's map, Kemal Alatiirk underscored lhe significance of Ibis masterpiece as a 
proof of lbe potential lbe Turkish people had long had to become a modern 
nation. 

foondins of the first Turkil!lh prioting presl!l, [brihim Mlilefmib's· role, assjsled by the position 
aDd influence of Sait telebi, did nal remain limited to pialiq; ... by Writins works and [addlDg] 
appendices [to tnLnSlationr) that were introducing the basic: feawre.9t:if ·the exact sc.iences - a 
novelty in our country- he_w63 a [lau~-day] harbiaser of lhe Re~aace in Turkey." 



LITERARY ART OF THE GOLDEN AGE: THE AGE 
OFSOLEYMAN 

Walter G. ANDREWS 

In his preface 10 Montesquicu's Persian Letters, Paul Valtry says the following 
about society: 

The social saucture seems. to us as natural as nature, even 
though it is only held toge!lter by magic. It is no~ in reality, an 
edifice of spells, this system which is based on writing, on words 
obeyed, on promises kept, on effectual images, on observed habits 
and conventions, -all of which are pure fiction71 

We often grow accustomed to thinking of societies as constituted by the 
nature of their great .institutions-the army, the tburch, the bureaucracy~ flir 
example-and to seping ~ including literary 3rt, as something that societieS;. 
once constituted, do .. However, for students of art it soon begins to seem 
obvious, as it did for Vil!try, !lJat the essential power relations wiUtin a society; 
even tile great institutions themselves exist as a result of a general agreement 
that they bave value and purpose and meaning. This agreemen~ the particular 
notions of value, pu!JlOSe, meaning that constitute a society are a magic conjured 
up by words and images lhat creates out of nolbing lbe "natural order of things. • 
Those times at which lbe "natural" social order seems to be operating most 
successfully, at which lbe magic of meaning is most fully engaged in all lbe 
activities of society, these are the periods !lJat wes are accustomed to characterize 
as • golden ages". 

The Age of Stlleymfut the Lawgi.ver, lbe heart of the sixteenth century, is 
wilbout doubt a golden age for Turl<ish culture; it is arguably a golden age fo.r 
late Islamic culture, and is even, perhaps, the last of !be classical golden ages of 
the world. Too often, however, we are beguiled by lists of battles won, by 
domination measured on maps, by,laws and policies and organization-beguiled 
into overlooking lbe fact lhat the lasting and gilding achievements of this age 

1Paul Val&y, Selected w~~SS' P/ Paui ~ollry, (English tr.amlatiooJ, (New York 1964), p. 209. 
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were not military victories but triumphs of language, of imagery, of meaning. 
The golden age is a confluence, a synlhesis lhal combines power, an ethos 
supporting a particular exercising of power, and the means to effectively 
articulate lllal ethos. The Age of SUieyman is certainly an age of great wealth and 
great power but it is also a moment. at which one of the most highly developed 
literary languages the world bas ever seen intersects with a sense of spiritual and 
intellectual mastery to create a total and consistent world view that bestows 
meaning on every aspect of experience.2 

How does the cultural vision of this golden age express itself in 
language? In one sense it expresses itself through the conservation and 
revivification of the conventional. Wben lhe panegyrist says of Siileyman, for 
example, 

King of Kings of sea and land, Lord of East and West 
Darius returned, the king, SUieyman the bless'd 
Of equity and jusmess' realm that royal rider' wbo, 
Before his horse, and righUy so, the other rulers flew .3 

pbrases used for cenwries in Arabic, Persian, and Turkish to describe any and 
every ruler -some of quite limited power and dominion-are reanimated here 
simply by circumstances. Siileyman is indeed and to a seldom matched degree, a 
ruler of rulers wilh a realm stretching far 10 the east and west extending to both 
land and sea, ruler noled for attention to law and justice. As the poem continues 
in the usual hyperbolic style, the ruler's power is then extended to the heavens. 

It seems the leopard of the wheel resisted his command 
The sky's Straw-Carriers brought him chained, obedient lo 

land.4 

The wheel here is the revolving dome of the heavens, spotted like a 
leopard with stars and, like the leopard also, cruel, vengeful, unpredictable in the 
changing and often unpleasant fate it visits upon human beings. It is the 
command or Siileyman that everyone in his dominion live safe and secure from 
those vicissitudes of ronune tbat the turning heavens are wont to bring. And 
should fate not comply with this order, then the straw-carriers tame it by binding 
it with a chain. Straw-carriers are literally those who carry the chopped straw 
used for making mud-briCk in the dry lands-a very lowly occupation. "The 
Straw-Carriers" is also the name for what English-speakers call the Milky Way, 
its band of stars being compared to a path of straw-bits dropped in the course of 

2p01" a more complete Wscuss.ion of how the Ouoman world view is worked out in poetry see, 
Waller G. Andrews. Poetry's Voice Society's Song, (Seanle and London 1985). 
3Fahir lz. ed .• E.slri T•rll Edebi)'Olondo Na;.om vol. [, (lstaDbul 1966), p. 64, t.l 5-16. 
41bid p. 64, 1.17. 
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bauling stJaw. It is this band of stars, then, that is likened 10 a chain about lhe 
neck of lbe beavenly dome. Thus too, it is in·timated tbat in lhe age of SlileymAn 
even lhe lowliest of porters would be brave and powerful enough to tame a wild 
leopanl in the service of the sultan. 

This small snatch of poelry symbolizes the totalizing scope of the Iilelllly 
vision. It expresses a consisrent exercising of power-the power of kingship 
paralleling lhe power of words-from land and sea to the dome of beaven. Thus, 
imbued witb meaning by the literary tJadilion, the imagery of the heavenly dome 
is also replacaled archirecturally throughout lhe empire in mosques and public 
buildings-domes consisrently decorated with stylized stars and great suns of 
citcular calligraphy. Tbis sun, whicb is by convention tbe ruler of the heavens, 
is compared in a myriad ways to the earthly ruler. For example, 

Your beauty's rays illuminate lhe world like the sun, 
Your love's echoes fill the sphere of "Be and it was done.''5 

The sultan's influence not only fills the world intangibly like light from 
the sun and even constitules the physical world as lhc world was constituted by 
the Divine Command but that influence is ~so portrayed as engendering an 
irresistible love or affection. The power of ruh:rship, relationships of dominance 
and submission, relationships of authority and obedience are all ultimarely 
subsumed in the imagery of love and inlerpreled by it.6 In the midst of bis 
panegyric our poet breaks into a lyric mode, singing U1e beauty of his beloved: 

Were that mouth not life ilself, coqueuisb heart's deligh~ 
Why would it then like life or soul be bidden from our sigbt?7 

Beyond their surface relation to the imagery of passionate love, these 
lines also demonstrate the inescapable and uncompromising inrenextuality of 
this particular poetic tJadition, its rendency to base its logic and meaning on 
access 10 a common fund of information unavailable to outsiders. Ir one does not 
know from experience that the mouth of the beloved is supposed to be as small 
as possible even to the point of invisibility, if one is not familiar with 
thousands of fanciful descriptions of the tiny mouth, then the logic of comparing 
the mouth to the soul or spirit of life seems unfathomable. When the proper 
information is available, however, endless possibilities emerge: I live for your 
mouth. Your mouth (that is, the sultan's mouth) bas the power of life or death 
over me. For those wbo are in your seryice baving conflict with you, bearing you 
speak (considering d1e mouth as a synechdocbe) is the very stuff of life and you 

5lbid., p. 65. t. 13. 
6see, Andrews. Poetry's Voice, chap:e:r S. 
7tz. NQl.,m, p. 65, 1.6. 
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tend to be coy and remain bidden or aloof from public affairs. This latter form of 
reticence is said to have been a cbaracleristic of Sultan Silleyman and may 
account for the popularity of lhe coy, shy, hidden beloved image in this period. 

The next couplet is even more clearly an example of the rhetorical 
complexity made possible by a grounding in a stable set of conventions. 

Upon your cheel_t in gnarly knots lie your curly slmnds, 
Damascenes all gin to march upon the Holy Lands. a 

How, we might ask, are curls on the beloved's cheeks like Damascenes 
setting out for the holy lands (in the original, the Hijaz)1 The couplet gives us 
not a clue, nor would anything but familiarity with other poems of the tradition, 
for example, a line of a fellow poet of this age: 

Your curly locks like Damascenes have clad themselves in mail9 

Being aware of the comparison between tight curls and rings of chain
mail both clarifies the use of !he word Damascenes and allows us to savor an 
intentional balancing between the Arabic word $dmi or "Damascene" and the 
Persian $dmi which refers to night and the darkness of night which is. an 
expected feature of the hair of the beloved. Moreover, the cheek of !he beloved is 
mentioned in the context of the holy cities of !he Hijaz by which it is understood 
that the cheek is like the Kaaba with lovers circling about it like pilgrims. 
However, the cheek is also compared to the while garment that pilgrims wear, 
!he cheek wilh black curls on it being like the white garment covered by mail. 

This presupposition that the audience of poetry will have an encyclopedic 
familiarity with the uopes of the tradition and the lore that accompanies them 
continues to be evidenced throughout our sample poem. For example, the lips of 
!he beloved or ruler are dms described: 

The image of your ruby lip lies boxed in memory 
Yet mines do not for rubies make a proper place to be.'0 

The reference here is to an ancient and popular myth that rubies are 
simply black stones when under the ground and become precious stones only 
when exposed to the light of the sun which they capture. Other jewels are crealed 
under the influence of other heavenly bodies. Hence each jewel in an extensively 
bejeweled age is inbued with astrological significance. In addition, the 

81bid .. p. 65, 1.1. 

9 Abdillkadir KarabaD, ed., Figllnt ve Divdnfesi, (lsranbull966), p. l39, stanza 4, l.S. 
101z. NOZJm, p. 65, 1.9. 
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admonition here is similar to that in tbe couplet about lhe mouth. The 
beloved/sultan is ·urged to emerge, to expose his ruby (lip) to lhe light of day. 
The sultan's moulh is a jewel and, at lhe same time, brings jewels out of !he 
jewel case of the treasury and bestows lhem on worthy lovers. The poet is also 
pointing out that remembered images of lhe sultan actually become more 
precious when lhey are made public especially in lhe bejeweled language of 
poetry. 

We can read, for example, in lhe official Registry of Beneficences of 
Sultan Stileymlin !hat on lhe ninlh of the· moolh of Sevvill in !he year of !he 
Hijra 939 among the awards given out for panegyrics on !he F~t of Sacrifice, 
the poet ijayillt Chelebi received one lhousand a4es, lhe poet Mes' ud received 
five hundred, Ke§li was presented with an embroidered robe, and so on.11 Beyond 
receiving such official gifts, a talented man or'words could, with some fortune, 
be granted a position in lhe government from which he might rise to a state of 
great eminence. lbe author of the poem from which we have !bus far taken our 
examples, the century's most prominent poet, known by the pennarne, Bru,i, 
began life as lhe son of a poor mil'euin (caller-to-prayer) and died at the end of 
the century having held several important positions including !he second higbest 
religiousnegal office in the land. The beloved of lhe panegyrics was indeed a 
source of wealth and power. 

The sultan, however, was but one of many beloveds. The tradition of 
mystical religion lhat by this time permeated the spiritual elhos of Islam, 
allegorized the passionate yearning of !he soul separated by physical existence 
from unity with the ullimately real as a deep and burningly passionate obsession 
wilh a coy, cruel, inaccessible beloved. It is Ibis Divine beloved as much as his 
beloved Hiirrcm lhat Siileyrnan, himself, evokes in his often melancholy and 
world-weary lyrics. 

The light come from my burning sighs. is a royal crown to me; 
The tears poured from my weeping eyes are a noble gown to 

me. 

The ocean of events may roil and yet I will not ilee; 
The galleon of your love, praise God, is a refuge sure for me. 

I covet not Carnbyses' lhrone nor Cyrus's 'treasury, 
So long as service at your gate is possible for me . 

. -,; · You may, one time, be just and true lhen tum to cruelty; 
Beloved, that which comes from you is all !he same to me. 

ll Ismail E. Enlnsal, "K.anuni Sultaa SUieyman Devrine Ail Bir tncamat Oeftcri," Osmanl1 
Ar01tmNJlan IV. p. 13. 
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The mountains ,1311 could never bear my beanfelt misery; 
No wonder that lhe lovp-w,ise grant a hero's name to me .. 

Overhead my flaming sigh's a banner, Mul)ibbi, 
My tears are soldiers, lord oflove, left and right to me.l2 

The lrue mystics, according to lhe poetty, lived out their love obsessions 
in lhe midst oflife rather lhao in lhe soliblde of lhe dervish cloisler (tekke ). They 
are lhe "People of Love" who interpret lhe Divine Command through the 
symbolism of love just as !hey are also the "People of !he Tavern" whose 
experience of ecswic, irrational apperception of ultimale unity is acled out in 
drunkenness. 

The people of the tavern have auained a revelry 
The pious in their dreaming can never hope to see. 

When bitter is the wine oft lhey reach an ecstasy 
TI1at serves for revelation to love's community. 13 

So sings tJayali, one of the favorite poets of the court of Siileyman. 
tJayali, himself has an interesting life story. He was born in lhe European 
provinces, in the town of Vardar Yenicesi, where as a youth of a ralher tender age 
be encountered a wandering ~alenderi dervish, called Father cAll the Persiim 
Drunkard, and his band of followers. tJayili, who for some reason bad no father 
to care for him, was taken wilh lhe dervish as ibe dervish was taken with him 
and so, when the band deparled, ijayali accompanied !hem. The dervish acled as a 
father to the youth and educated him wilh special auention to the arts of poe tty. 
When, after a time, the band made its way to Istanbul, !hose responsible for 
maintaining order and propriety in the city spoiled the handsome youth in the 
company of a group of rather scruffy and debauched dervishes and brought him 
before the judge, NOreddin Efendi of the Yellow Mace. The judge found the 
association unacceptable and turned tJaylili over to the care of the city mu/llesib 
(or inspector of business practices and poblic mortality). The mu/ltesib, one 'All 
the Tall, saw to the continuance of Uayalrs education, in the course of which his 
poe tty was brougbtiO the attention of the !hen minister of the treasury, lskender 
Chelebi, who took biin into his circle. Thence he was introduced to lhe Grand 
Vizier, lbribim Pasha, who in time brought him to lhe attention of Sultan 
Silleyman, which assured his fame and fortune. 

Thus ijay31.i moved from a circle focused on a beloved dervish adept 
whose holiness transmuled the adoration of his companions into a love of the 

IZDivdn-i Mu!libbi, Istanbul 1308 AH.), p. 4. 
13 Ali Nihar Tartan, cd., Hay/J/1 Bey DIV8n1, Ostaobul 1945), p. 113, no. 3, l.l; see also lho 
introductioo VII-XVTI for informatioa OD l:Jayili's life. 
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Divine, to circles surrounding the highest officials of the state-beloveds wbo, 
to increasing degrees of generality, symbolized the ordering of the Divinely 
Guided Community. This sense of completeness and consistency-tlle sense !hat 
from !he religious to the political, from !he cosmic to the mundane there is a 
seamless unity of meaning and purpose-this is, in large part, what constitutes 
the ethos of the golden age. 

All the themes of selfless love, of the powerful, fatally attral:tive beloved, 
of wine, of intoxication, of art. literamre, musie, of mystical religion and the 
esoteric interpretation of the physical world-all of these lhemes are subsumed 
and synthesized poetically in the pervasive allegory of an elegant entertainment 
for a circle of close friends in a garden. This concatenation of imagery iSJ"atber 
completely included in the following lines from a lyric in quatrains by !he 
Bektashi dervish poet, l:fayreti. 

It is a chat wiih ruddy wine or highest garden of lbe skies7 
Perhaps lbe Garden of !rem or rosy mead of Paradise7 
Or gathering of fairy fair, of heaven's maids with coal-black 

· ·eyes? 
Hurrah! And praise a thousaJ1(1.~~ Ibis party !hat n:vivifies! 

Here lbe poet mentions the wine, tiie beloveds, and the garden, which is 
compared both to the garden of paradise and the garden of !rem, a legendary 
garden built by a king who in this pride sought to rival heaven. The poet goes 
on: 

Some party-goers like Ijusrev, some of them Ferbats forlorn, 
Some lovers true and others still beloveds of lhe Houris born, 
The blue-steel _cup passed round lberein is from the domes of 

heaven tom. 
HUIT3h! And praise a thousand times this party hat revivifies! 

From transitory earUlthey take their vintage pleasures constantly; 
To one another fuU they raise lbeir cups of healing chemistry, 
Yet not a word that's said therein offends against propriety. 
Hurrah! And praise a thousand times Ibis party that revivifies! 

Musicians catch the fevered mood where e'er their tuneful anthems 
start; 

Each like a nightingale to each in unison performs his part; 
The long-necked lutes play endlessly and sing !he language of !he 

heart. 
Hurrah! And praise a thousand times Ibis party that revivifies! 

Who once observes Ibis revelry is freed from taint of grief and 
woes, 
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His soul released, !bough sad of eye, his heart a joyful fullness 
knows,._, 

And from lhe ruins or his breast, a stately, spacious mansion 
grows .. 

Hunab! And praise a lhousand times Ibis pany lhat revivifies! 14 

This party and especially !he visual imagery of lhe garden in which it 
takes place becomes perhaps !he central, linking symbol in !he Ottoman 
synthesis of later Islamic culture. In it !he characters of lhe great romantic 
narrative poems are acted out-ijilsrev, !he royal lover, and his subject
counterpart, Ferblld. who sacrifices his life for a hopeless love. In !he garden are 
gathered bolh !he powerful and lhe seekers after power enacting dramas of 
dominance and submission in an agreed upon interpretive context !bat can be 
extended 10 inierpret similar dramas played out in lhe world of public affairs. 
Likewise, lhe artists and artisans of visual art chum out every manner of garden, 
in paint and ink and tile and plaster, in thread and glaze and dye and glass
gardens to which literary art fully and consistently appends meaning: here a Liny 
rosebud like !he beloved's moulh, here a rose or carnation with its layers or 
petals like layers of meaning concealing !he tme mystical reality, here lhe 
hyacinlh lhat is her hair, lhe tulip goblet filled wilh lhe wine of love, here lhe 
stately cypress !bat is her body and the slender, cypress-like "elifs" of calligraphy 
lhat mean the same; here lhe cypress embraced by the Oowering branch, lover and 
beloved entwined. · 

In its highest expression, lhe symbolism of !be garden also becomes a 
vehicle for !he exercising of an unparalleled literary language. At this point, 
Ottoman Turkish takes into its lexicon !he d~veloped vocabularies and literary 
conventions of !he Eastern and Western Turkic languages, of Persian and of 
Arabic, enabling !be poet to manipulate his language with a technical mastery 
lhat in an age of less refinement and duller tools might to us seem artificial and 
over-done. For example, in B~i's panegyric 10 SOieymiin, the garden is evoked 
in the following lines: 

Your sapling-cypress-swaying gait, let him but one time know 
The gardener in his lawn would lay the graceful willow low 

Before your cheek prostrate themselves, the jessamine in rows, 
Tbe garden cypress stands erect before your upright pose IS 

1 ~ehmed «;aVUfoAJ.u and Ali Taoyeri eds., l/ayretf: Divan, (Istanbul, 1981), pp. 99-100, oo. 
16, staozas I, D, III. V, VI. 
1Stz. No.lJm, p. 65, 1.8 iDd.ll. (lbe Jz lexl reads "gUil1 seme'D.~ in line 11, lhe more likely 
readiDg (coofumed by Prof. Cavu.toAlu) is "gOl·i semen" refl«ted io lhe lranslation.) 
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The first couplet rather crudely represents lhe typical alliterative 
musicality of Ottoman verse and a rhyming tour de force employed by the poet 
Beyond the fact that the actual poem is in monomyme-it uses the same myme 
at the end of all forty two couplets-Bill>i also uses a large number of echoing 
rhymes wherein the myming syllable echoes the previous syllable as in the 
"willow low" rhyme. In the second line the interior symbolism of the garden
with-beloved is metaphorically extended to an image of public religion. The 
jessamine, which shares its whiteness with the beloved's cheek, when in full 
bloom, inclines its blossoms towards the ground ~ a situation that the poet 
compares to worshipers prostrating themselves before the beloved. In the same 
way the erect stance of the cypress is intetpteted as worship also. The word thitt 
is translated "upright pose" is also COIIlJIIODiy used as an abbreviation of the 
phrase "standing up for prayer". Hence the' cypress iS depicted as saying "rise for 
prayer", calling the f~thful lovers to worship of .the beloved. Thus, taken as a 
whole the couplet points out that, bowing or erect, all parts of lbe garden are 
engaged in veneration of lbe beloved. 

A different extension of garden imagery is performed by the famous 
Janissary poet, Y al)yi, who evokes anolber important concern of lbe Ottoman 
elites. 

The cypress gone to holy war wilb the sultan of the world. 
Its banner in the meadow for the flower-troops unfurled. 

The champion, spring !ben Look U1e field all panoplied for war, 
Violet his weighty mace, rcd'rose his shield before. 

Iris prayed his sword-verse, then girt his blade, awal! 
To join the holy warriors' cause on the baule day .1 

We must also remember that at tbe pinnacles of verse, which were 
produced at and for tl1e pinnacles of society, the garden was closed and private, 
botll acwally and structurally. Behavior at the party is contained within lbe 
garden and the ignorant, the common, jealous enemies, and religious bigots were 
excluded. There is an implicit tension betwe(On the tree, open unrestrained love 
and wine-drinking celebrated in l:layreti's party poem and the line translated as. 
"Yet not a word that's said therein offends against propriety." This is a tension 
that extends itself to the public arena. In the Istanbul of Suleymin, order and 
propriety were important poblic concerns. For example, we might recall the 
story of ijayiili, in which the judge would not tolerate the impropriety of a 
young man running with a band of itinerant dervishes. Nonetheless, just as the 
cosmic and garden imagery of the poetry are reflected in decorative art and 

l~ehmed Cavu~otlu. ed .• Ya~y.l Bey' Dtv8n. (!..lanbut 1977). p. 58, 1. 1·3. 
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architecture, so did party behavior spill out of the gardens of the wealthy and 
bigbly-placed into the society at large. The wine-shops of tlie Christian sector of 
Galata and its churches, near which young Christian women could be seen 
unveiled, became the hauoiS of devotees of love and wine and the seiling of 
stones about famous local characters. For example, the biographer of poets. 
• ~II!: c;:elebi, give& the following account of Molla Man~iir. a poet and logic 
teacher originally ljpm Iran. 

In age be was greying, or oo Lhe verge of greying. But withal, 
his residence of choice was the tavern and bis favorite hauniS were 
the temples of Christians and idolaters in Galata. 

He used to teach logic and philosophy to the sons of Jewish 
physicians but the gold or silver piece he received in exchange for 
his services, he would immediately tum over to the tavern-keeper. 
He would to such an extent enjoy himself in the tavern that when 
the proprietor would beg to remark that the silver piece was all 
spent, be would nonetheless stay and go into debt for a like 
amount. 

He took no pleasure from the pure wines and marbled meats of 
his student's homes. As soon as he was oo longer passed out at the 
foot of a .wil:le i:ask, its soon as he was not drowned like the dregs 
in wine, when his unwashed turban cloth was not stained by- drink 
and his filthy face was not befouled by vomit, as soon as he was 
not hidden like a dung beetle in dirt and ordure and he wits not 
sharing tongues with Lhe dogs of the wine-temple, who came 10 
lick his mouth, in short. as soon as he might become aware of 
himself, his burning sighs of heart-felt agony would block the 
paths of the Cherubim with their black smoke. He would weep so 
to recall the sins he had comiued, his corrupt state, his evil fate, 
that the wine-boats of the gathering would swirl like ships io the 
ocean of his tears and Lhe tavern would be rumed, by the smoke of 
his sighs, into a four-arched windmill spinning like the spheres. 
The candle of the gathering would bum iiS inner part lit by the 
fares of his breast, and the cloud of smoke sent up by his moans 
would extinguish the lamp of the moon. With a cracked wine-bowl 
io his hand and himself deeply intoxicated, he would, in apropos 
couplets with clever references to legend and proverb, relate the 
strange turnings of fortune and complain of his inauspicious fate.17 

In the area of love also, the literary formula seems to have actual 
applications ouiSide the privacy of the elite literary circle: For example, poets of 
the high culture would tum their skills with the manipulation of language to 

17G. M. Moredith-Owens, ed., Mefd'irU'f~U'enlor T<:kire of 'Airt {:el<b~ (l.oodon 1971~ fols. 
126!>-!27a. 
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collections of dillies memorializing the names and fame of auraclive youths from 
the common. soldier and artisan classes. In his "city-thriller" -as these 
coUeclioils·were called-for the city of Istanbul, the poet Yal)yi includes the 
foUowilig deSCription: 

Tharjair onelhey caU Safer Bali 

The Janissary Safer too is one. 
His brow the moon his face the world's sun. 

If golden bead-dress be Ibis moon's allin-:, 
Its sun-like glow would set rbe earth afin-:. 

Wben-:fore is lbat distinguished eyebrow double? 
Two fust nights 10 one moon's bead is trouble. 18 

In rbe manner of this kind of verse, the sense is a bit obscun-: and 
generally untranslatable. It must be pointed out that the name Safer is also rbe 
name of month and, lilcewise, rbe word for "moon" is also the word for "monlb." 
Thus, in the last line, for example, the "moon's bead"-"moon" being a 
common trope for the face of the beloved---<;hould also be read as "the beginning 
of the month' and, therefore, the eyebrows, which are thick: and black, are 
compared to nights and especially 10 the first night of lbe month, whicb is the 
darkest night 

It also seems evident tha~ at least in some cases, the kind of behaviour 
implied by the existence of the "city-thrillers" was observable in practice. The 
biogrnpber of poets, l..a\ifi, gives the following description of the poet Naii~i. 
wbo apparently was 10 love what Molla Man~Or was to wine: 

... He was one of the mad ones . of Rumelia. pained and 
bewildered by love, overcome by his ardor and confuson, a humble 
worshipper of the beloved and a devoted lover. Whenever be might 
see a pleasant youth be would inevitably fall in love and compose 
lyrics to him based on allusions 10 his name. In the throes of bis 
passion be would abandon lhe needs and necessities of life and a1 
limes appropriate and inappropriate, would visit his neigbborbood 
with the intention of seeing him. He would constantly parade 
himself, bewailing bis love, before his beloved's other admirers and 
if be were 10 encounter bis darling be would offend him by 
engaging him in conversation and reciting couplets to him. 

The beloved's defenders would be· ever on guard for him and 
would way-lay him as be approached. After. falling into their bands, 

18y·~Jd lky, p. 255, I. .133-135. 
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he would suffer from violent blows and kicks aS they would pound 
him like a weaver's bar. In consequence of defeats at the hands of 
his adversaries, he would regularly be injured, galled in face and eye 
and lathered with mummy-extract salve to ueat an abundance and 
profusion of bruises. Yet he was to such an extent a pure and 
unashamed lover lllll1 he would pay no heed to his myriad wounds 
or to his sufferings for the salce of the beloved and would disdain to 
protect himself from the beloved's gang of defenders or from the 
vengefulness of thejealous.l9 

1bis sort of vigilante defcinse· of propriety against the excesses of those 
who took the poetic prescription as a license for behavior outside private 
"gardens" is echoed _by official attempts _to curb such offenses against public 
morality. For example, in the summer. of 1562, Siileymful ordered the burning of 
ships carrying wine off Galata, to which act the poet B~ responded: 

The wine-shop road it fmnly barred, the Sultan's sword of wrath, 
"Tween Istanbul and Galala, like water cut the path.20 

Counterbalancing the concern for public propriety, there seems to have 
been a rather_ wide latitude for such cheeky cmillllents on the part of poets. 
Certainly the poeuy is harsh iD its condemnation of pious bigouy and ignorance 
of the mystical interpretation of the party, as in the following couplet by Zfttl, 
who was known both for his love of the party and his singular lack of ambition: 

Bigot! We're the lroops of love, our province !hat of selflessness; 
Uncomprehending one, be gone! Our language sound and 

leuerless.21 

It may be that no one, not even a sultan, would want to be accused of 
persecuting poets out of ignorance of the true and esoteric meaning of their 
behavior; or it might just be, as one scholar suggests, that the action of poets 
like those of dervishes, drunks, and madmen were intrinsically forgivable. As 
Sehi says: 

If wine of passion for your lips should malce !he heart grow warm 
and sigh, 

19 La~1i, T~kire·i ~ll'era, SUieymaoiye Lib, Halet Efeudi 342, fols. t'ila-111b. [This entry 
together with other interesting material, some of which is cited below, does not appear io the 
Ccy~ editnn. , 
20-rbe couplet is cited from Mehmed <;avuJoj.lu's, Divanlar Aras1ndo, (Ankara 1981), p. 41. The 
two chapters af this book "Galata.da ayak seyri" I and D aa.d .the .whole I;MJok are an excellent 
iotroducton to the world of Ouomao poelry. 
21Aii Nihal Tarlan. ed., Ziti Dlwlni Vol. II. (!Sianbul. 1970). ·p: I. no. 497, 1. 1. 
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Don't censure, love, for drunkards' acts will be forgiven bye and 
bye.22 . 

Nonetlleless, in this age poets' w<rds were considered impormnt. Fear of 
being labeled a bigot might stay an angry sultan's band or 11)8Siery of poetic 
language might be a key to wealth and high office, but also an lll~hosen word, a 
misanribuled or misinrerpreled couplet might have disastrous Consequences. For 
example, ii is told thai, following the great victory at Molllics.in 1526, the grand 
vizier lbr'abim Pasha brought back as symbols of victory bronze statues of 
Hercules, Apcillo, and Diana which he set ilp on marble stands' in front of his 
palace. Although seemingly at the height ·br his powers, lhr8btm, by this act. 
offended the simple piety of the populace which took to taning him tbrihim the 
Frank. As the gossip healed up, there circulated in Istanbul a Persian couplet 
attributed to the poet Figani, wbo while still 'quire young had become a popular 
figure in the circles of the sultan and grand v~er, . 

Two A~s have in tllis world appeared, 
· One idols smashed, the other idols reared. 23 

Quite without warning, ihe hapless Fi~ani was one day arrested and taken 
to a public place where be was whipped, displayed and finally executed by 
hanging. · 

It seems ironic that this sorry incident occurred to tarnish the memory of 
Ibrahim Pasha who was, in all ways, tbe model patron of the arts. He was a 
cultured, talented individual who seems 10 have understood the language of power 
and the powerful magic of language and who shared·thal understanding with the 
sultan for whom he was at once first servant ando boon companion. His home 
was a material manifestation of the poetic garden wherein the talenled and 
beautiful .gathered in celebrations of love, wine, music, and culblred 
conversation. Through him and his generosity passed the power of the state, as 
the poet-biographer La!ili says: 

He was a man of exalted vision and high-flown concern such 
that tbruugh the auspiciousness of his influence and the virtue of his 
protection many a wretched and helpless soul ,Vas raised from a state 
of bumble servitude to tile heights of power and preferment, and 
many a fallen or orphaned one was transported like a pearl of dew 
from the earth to the sky by a beam from the. sun of his auention24 

If the reign of Sfileyman is a golden age for the Ottoman state, the 
vizierate of Ibrahim Pasha was lhc golden moment of thai golden age. After his 

2:ZC,~lu. DMb•l•r AIW•ndo. p. 41. 
23Kanmao, Fis8nl, p. Jot 
24LaUii. Te'l)tire. fols. 8Sa-8Sb. 
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murdered body was brought back from the palace under mysterious 
circwnstances, things were never quite the same. In I..alili's words: 

He would also show preference 10 those of (poetic) talent and 
use his influence on bebalf of those who possessed a fullness of 
teaming and skill, and during bis happy age and blessed time this 
group flourished. From the lime of (SullaD) Mur8d tian the Holy 
Warrior 10 (lbdbtm's}.lime, poets used 10 receive yearly stipends 
from the royal treasury and used 10 partake of kingly rewards and 
gifts. Afler the aforementioned passed away, the slipeods were cut 
off, the respect and authorig of the masters of verse depaned, and 
their company was broll;en. 

Even in the midst of. the Suteymanic golden age, the feeling is expressed 
that something magical had occurred, even though it might have since been lost 
This would seem to be an indication thai, during this time, people found it 
pos.•ible to believe that human beings could impose an ideal order on a chaotic 
universe, that the perfection of society was uuly imaginable.l.3!ifi, for example, 
is quite harsh in his assessment of the latter part of Stileyman's reign. Speaking 
of the state of both literature and government he says: 

Today .those books which were once sought after by kings are 
now neglected and abandoned. Witll their fine calligraphy, 
illuminated pages, and covers bound in gil~ they languish in nooks 
in the abodes of forgetfulness and the webs of spiders enclose them 
about. lly this I mean Uta! the various writings and rollecions of 
writings by the talented are to such an extent distant and estran-ged 
from ilk orcles of acCeplallce that if they were found in 'a person's 
path be would neither stoOp to pick them up nor would<'he even 
give them a •Sidelong glance. For, in these days,. if something is far 
from··popularity none pay attention to it and goods that -at any 
partK:ular lim.e are not in demand find no buyer at all. Our lime is a 
lime of ignomnce and the era of evil and shame. Dem-and and 
popularity is for adornment with baubles, not for talent and 
wisdom. 

Gold bas be!;ome their sole delight 
Gold their Qilly appetite 

The point is this, ihat according to the saying "The dissolute 
state is a calamity fQr the peqple" the disgraceful, the evil, the 
ungodly and dissolulf.~vc come into high place. 

When the worst of men achieve acclaim 

25La~. T~ire, fols. 85a-86b. [A shor1ened version of this eotry is found in the Cevde1 edition 
(b1anbut 1314 A.H.) under the entry foc the poet ~ukri, pp. 204-205.] 
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The best of men wilhdraw in sbame.26 

The historian Mustafll 'Ali mak,e,s quite similarcomp'l\ints in very 
similar language in several place in his, wo(ks. 27 Wbere Lalifi most often barks 
back 10 a Golden Age in Persia, •A.It seo:lns 10 see lbe reign o{ i:llyezid n as a 
model. This age is his referent in the following couplets: 

Wbat an age it was of loveliness 
With lillb distinct from cleanliness 

This age stumbles at discerning 
Perfect dolt from man of learning 

True nobles go unrecognized 
Unless reviled and despised2ll 

The fact Lhat in this age a number of writers- not only La(lli and 0 Alt 
but several of their contemporaries - express dismay at the societal decay !bey 
see around them is a sign, not so much of actual decay, but of the sense that 
things could and should be perfect 

This clear sense of the ideal - even where is is a lost or unfulfilled -
ideal-is a symptom of the golden age. It is no coincidence lhat four of the major 
Ottoman biographies of poets were composed during the reign of SOieymAn. The 
impetus behind such biographical/critical compositions is a general 
understanding that the Turkish language bad, at las~ developed lhe resources 10 
stand on an artistic level with Arabic and Persian and that it was time to 
articulate lbe sense of a critical model for OtiOman Turl<isb literature. The 
burgeoning of writing about literature is paralleled by a tremendous amount of 
historical writing as well as compilations of data in many fields. Tbe whole 
culrural aura of tbe time is permeated by a confident assurance !bat at this 
particular moment, Ottoman society bad achieved a superior standpoint from 
which it could understand, syntl1esize, and criticize its past and present in a 
global COnlCJll 

Thus the golden age of SOieyman is manifestation of a general sense of 
cultural maturity created, in large ~ out of the magic of art, of language, of 
building, of decoration and represenlation, of lore and legend, all exerting the 
power of perception over a chaotic and disintegrative reality. This glimpse of 

26Lapfi, Tqlire, !ol. 164b. 
27Mu.$tafa 'Alis golden age lhinking is mentioned in several places in Cornell H. PLeisdler's 
excellent study Bureauuot and Intellectual in die O«oman Empire: The HUtorian Multafa Ali. 
(Princeton 1986). 
28MU$~afa 'Ali, KUnliU'I-abbar Sllleymaniye Lib., Fatih 4225, fol. 183b. Cited in Fleischer, 
lruellectual. p. 205. 
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power, this instant in which everything sems to fit together will reverberate 
down through centuries of OttOman experience. Oo the one hand, it will help the 
center hold when it seems that Ottoman society must collapse from within or be 
tom apan from without. Oo the other hand, it will raise walls about the ideal 
garden of Ouoman culture that both for good and for ill shut out the forces of 
change and disintegration. 



CEM~AH U 'ALEM~AH: A ME$NEv1 OF THE 
SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

G!lnUI TEKIN 

The author of the me~nevi·entilled Cem1tlh u 'Alem1tlh, Ramaian Behi§ti, is one 
of the poets of sixteenth-ccntu'I classical Ouoman liternture. He was born in 
Vize, but, according to La!ifi, 'A'll!: «;:elebi and ~nal•z8de J:lasan «;:elebi, later 
settled in c;:orlu wbere he served as a preacher1. On account of this, Latifi refen 
to him as Behi§ti-i Va'iz. Although there is little information about Dehi§tl in 
La!ifi's Te$1re, '~•1!: «;:elebi and ~mahzlide J:laSlm C::elebi discuss him in some 
detail and indicate that he at first entered the service of the previous mufti, Sa'di 
Efendi. Later, however, he attaChed himself to ~Yb Merkez Efendi, "renounced 
the world and entered a dervisb order, while occupied with the office of preacher 
in torlu, and with admonishing and advising the people."2 Also, Behi§ti bimseli 
clearly stales, in the section tilled "ijlitimetil1-Kitab" at the end of the Cem1dh u 
'Aiemjiih, that he learned "the knowledge of the mysteries of God and the tnie 
nature of things" from Merkez Efendi, of whom be says: 

G(/n/i M erkez mistll alfa~ur 
/Jadri ~tb-ifelek disem /la~ur (Ce~h u 'Aiemjtlh, 117a) 

A couplet by ~nal_tziide J:lasan telebi indicaleS the date of Bebi§ti' s death 
as 97711570 and adds that be died when he was about seventy years old3. The 
KejfU'l-'?Unun also gives 977 as t11e date of hiS dcath4• However, Aglib Sm 
Levend, following the Sicil/-i 'Osmilni, gives 979/1572 as the date of Ramazin 
Bebi§ti's death5. If we accept 977 as the date of his death, and that he lived 

1Lalifi, Te;)<ire~ lA!ift (lstaabul, 1314 A. H.), pp. 104-5; ·~~ c;.tebi, Mqd'ir IJs-su'ara. ed. io 
facsimile by G. M. Meredith-Owens (Londoo, 1971), p. 58a; ~a,aahzide I;rasao .-;'elebi, 
Tez,k.ireiQf-lr.~'ar4, ed.lbrahim Kutluk. 2 voJs. (Ankara, 1978), vol. 1. pp:22S-226. 
2~oahzide l:fasao c;:etebi, p. 226. 
3Ibid .. p. 228. 
4K.itib c;.lebi, KelfiJ't-?Mouo, 6 vols. (lslallbul. laded .. 1971), vol. I, p. 594. 
SA.s. Levend, TUrk Edeb;ya11 Torilli (Ankara, 1973), vo1. 135; Mebmed Siireyy.i, SiciU-i. 'Oimdnt, 
vol.p. 
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seventy years as ~oallzade J:lasan l;elebi suggesrs, the poet must have been born 
ca. 906-907 A.H. 

Bolb '~llf. !;elebi and J:lasan t;elebi, after indicating that Bebi§ti'S literary 
works included religious letters and comment.aires on the Koran, agree that be 
wrote good poetJy as well, and specifically mention a me~nevi of bis.·called 
Cerf~~tlh u 'Aiem;tlh while each biographer attributes a different meter to this . 
work6. In particular, ~mahzade J:lasan t;elebi's praises of Bebi§ti'S poetry are 
more noteworthy and admiring than '~ t;elebi's stalemeniS. 

D. 

This study is an examination of the Cemjdh u 'Aiemjdh attributed to 
Bebi§ti. 

I. Extant manuscriprs: 

We presently know only two manu~piS of this me~nevi to be extant. 
One is found on leaves 9a-118a of ms. 2614 of the Stlleymaniye Esat Efendi 
Library. Leaves 119b-162a of the same manuscriprs contain a religious work, 
He11 BihiJI, also by Ramazan Behi~tl According to a scribal notation at the end 
of the Cem1ah u 'Aiemjdh, this work was ~pied "in the first ten days of the 
blessed month of Ramazan" in the year 996(1589, i.e., nineteen years after the 
death of the poet. A gloss written in the hand of the copyist at the top of leaf 9a 
states that the author of this story was "a poet named Behi~ti in the days of 
Sultan Murad." The Sultan Murad named here must be Murad III (1574-1595), 
who was the ruler in 996/1589 when the work was copied. Thus the word te'Uf 
in the gloss actually refers to the date of copying, 996, wbich is given at the end 
of the work. Besides, in the eulogy to the ruler at !he beginning of the Cerflldh u 
'Aiem;dh, Silleymin the Magniflcent(d. 1566) is addressed as the sovereign to 
whom Beh~ti presenrs his work, malting it obvious that 1589 cannot be the year 
the work was written. 

As the result of a mistake in binding, the first eight leaves of this 
manuscript have been placed between leaves 118b and 127b of ms. 1858 of the 
SOieymaniye Ttmovall Library. In the Esat Efeodi manuscript, the.story is 
written in two columns. Only the second of two beyts which are repeated at the 
end of every meclis and before the kazel appears in a single co1Wiln. Headings 
were written, all of them in Persian and in the same ink as the text; only starting 
from the section eulogizing the current ruler. In the first part of the te~t, leaves 

6-rbe meter was bafif according. to '.i..pl,t: ~elebi (SBb) and sed' accard.iDs to ~oahzide .l;luao 
<;elebi (vol. I. pp. 227-228). 
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lb-8b in the Tlmoval• manuscript, blank spaces have been left for beadings 
which have nOI been wriUen in. Thirteen beyts appear on each leaf. Where the are 
kazels and headings. there are ten beyts to lhe page. On pages where only kazels 
appear, without beadings, there are eleven beyts to lhe page. The me~nevt spread 
over 118 leaves in·this manuscript7 

The second manuscripts of the Cem1tih u 'Aiem1tih is in the Bursa Qenel 
Kitaphk. This manuscript of 92 leaves is written in a cramped ~ala~ script in 
two columns. Because the paper is very thin, lhe ink has come through to the 
other side of the page, making many pages impossible to read. Exposure to 
moisture bas caused the ink to run on some pages, leaving smears and washed
out sections. Headings are written up to 18b where lhe basic story begins; 
thereafter, the spaces reserved for Ibis fWlction are left blank but still separa1e the 
kazels from the basic text. There are fifteen lines of writing to a page. In the 
section where there are headings Ibis decreases 10 fourteen or thirteen lines to a 
page. The Bursa manuscript has no copying date, but the name of the copyist is 
given as fal[;ir A/lmed. There is a copyist's note on the leaf which follows 92a, 
the last leaf of the text. Under lhe beading, "This poem is composed by Bebi§li 
Efendi and called Cet~tih u 'Aie~tih," tbe information given in KelfU';.-f,tln~n 
is copied verbatim. 8 

2. The contents of the Ce~tih u 'Aiem1dh: 

The order of lhe contents is as follow~: 

I. ll>-2b 
II. 2b-4b 
m. 5b-5b 
IV. 51>-6b 

V. 6b-8a 
VI. 8a-8b 

VII. 8b. 

VIII. 8b-9a 

Introduclioo 
Prayer 
The conditions of the Lime and the virtues of writing . · 
Eulogy for the Prophet, upon whom be benediction 
and praise 
Qasidah or the Prophet 
On His Excellency lbe Caliph Ebu Bekir lbe True 
His Excellency the Commander of lbe Faithful 
'Orner the Just, may God lbe Highest by pleased 
wilb bim 
Qasidah of the Commander of the Faitbful '0~1113o 
the Possessor of the Two Glories, may God be well 
pleased wilh him. 

7 For further information on this \lersioa. see M.~. Ornek. Saleynumiye KQtBpll.anesi Tllrkfe 
Mesnevi Yazmalan Katalogu, Sfileymanjye Yen.i Eserler, No. 2406 (TUrk Dili ve Edetiiyai.J 
BOhlmO Mezuniyel Tezi, 1974). 
8see 101e 5 above. 
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IX. 9a-10a His Excellency lhe Commander of lhe Failhful 'Ali, 
may lhe kindness of God be upon him and may God .· 
be well pleased wilh him.9 

After lhese traditional headings, Part X is "In Eulogy of lhe Islamic 
Sovereign" (9b-12b). Part XI is "In Completion of lhe Eulogy of lhe Islamic 
Sovereign" (12b-13a), and Part xn, titled Nu$/1-t!bdd, i• devoled to lhe eulogy of 
Siileymin lhe Magnificen~ who was lhe ruler at that time. While lhe name of 
lhe sovereign is not specified in Paris X and XI, one comes across some beyls 
which reveal, if only indirectly, !bat SUieymin is intended. More lhao anything 
else, lhe fact thai Part X of lhe work is devoted to a ruler who is not even 
mentioned by name previously but referred to as lhe tenlh ruler of lhe Ottoman 
Empire_ renders obvious !be poet's intention. For example in !be following beyt 
it is clearly slilted that be is the tenth ruler: 

'.4/r:i iruilz$1ll-i sal!anatdur o it!h 
Fu~ttlya virUpdUr am A!IIOh (b. 255) 

In the very next beyl it appears thallhe sovereign bas built a mosque: 

Ka 'beler oldl yapdugt ct!mi' 
((ubbesi uzre nurlar IOmi' (b. 256) 

We know that Siileymiin the Magnificent built two mosques in Istanbul. 
Tbe fi~ the ~ebzade, was consttucted between 1543 and 1548. The second was 
the famous Siileymaniye, built between 1550 and 1557 by the architect Siniinto. 
Since lhe poet mentions only one mosque here, and the Sehzade was built fus~ 
we can safely conclude lhat lhis work was written between 1548, lhe year Ibis 
mosque was completed, and 1550, when construction of the other one was 
begun. r •, · 

It is also significant evidence in support of Ibis conclusion tha~ allhougb 
Latifi. writing his Tevare in 1546-1547, included a brief biography of Rmoat.an 
Bebi§tl, he did not mention !be Cemjllh u 'Alemjdh. Therefore, this mesnevi 
must have been written between·1548 and 1550, or no later lhao the time when 
consttuction of the SUieymaniye was still in its inception. 

Apart from these considerations, other events and facts discussed in Par1s 
X and XI indicate that !be still unnamed ruler is Slileyman the Magnificent. For 

9Since titles' beloagiog to fo~. lb-IOa do not exist in lhe Sj4Jeymau.iye T1movah ms., I have 
?uOied them from the Borsa ms. , 

°For both of 1hese mosques, see Tahsin Oz. Istanbul Comilt:ri (Ankara, 1962), vol. 1, ~- 9-14 
aod passim. 
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example, another beyt makes it clear that the sovereign being eulogized produced 
works in the fields of poetry and literature. 

Lud-i lab'• su!Jdn-serd-y• z:amdn 
8asn-i na;nu beldtata 'unvdn (264) 

Basically, we understand SOieym3n the·Magnificent to be the sovereign, 
feared by rulen; of Iran, in the beyt which uses allusion and artful ambiguity: 

!fltlmetinden mU/uk-i !Uy-i zemin 
Va/ljet itmez ola meger 'Acemi (lib, 260) 

Even more explicitly, there is a reference to lhe same sovereign as the one 
who capblred Baghdad from the Shah of Iran in Ibis way: 

Ald1 Batddd'r oljeh-i ervend 
f'•/d• ya1rn f(mlba§Uil ervend (274) 

The sovereign whose name is omilled in this poem can only be 
SiJleymlln, since we know lhat from the time of his father, Yavilz Selim (r. 
1512-1520), th_e efforts of the Safavids to incite the Sbi'i J5:•ztl~ in Anatolia 
against lhe Onomans pen;isted into Silleym3n's own time (d. 1566) and it was be 
who be took Baghdad from the Safavids in 1534. In the same way, the poet 
reveals the king to be SOleymlln in this beyr from the Nus/1-dbtld Qasida (Pan 
XII), where he refers to the seal of the Propbet Solomon: 

Tesytr-i mem,j/i.k-i cihdn ifUn olupdur . 
Tev~'-i hU11ulyii.m anulf mahr-i Saleymdn (326) 

The Nus/1-dbdd Qasida is interesting from many viewpoints. It indicates, 
for instance, thrOugh allusions in the beyts in the sections about Suleymful, that 
be supponed architectural activities and that these activities were characteristic of 
this period: 

((asr-ifeleke sdye sa/a ~dr-i hfilendUII 
Mi'nulr-i teddbirUII iderse ana btinydn (319) 

Tebdil-i zemdyim ideg7rr btlllnulf olsun 
Ma 'mur vi/dyer nitekim milket-i 'O$mtln 
8a1!1!4 bu diydn ne 'aceb laldt 'imilret 
Sul/dn-i cihtln devlet ile o/a/1 mihmdn (323-324) 
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Also notewonhy is lhe mention in lhe Nu$/1-/Jbcld Qasida that there was a 
mililary band in the service of SiileymAn: 

GUl-zAre diJner zinine bilulikfe 'asdkir 
01 gUI~ene mehterler olur marg-i !Jfil·ei!Jdn 
MehlerlerUIIUfl zellllemesi ceng gUninde 
KUjJiirufl ider ijlerini rulle vu efklin (350-351) 

Allbaugh we know wilh certainty lhat the military band had been 
organized by the end of the sixteen lh cenLUry, it is of great interest ID see lhat 
Lbis institution was already established before 1550. Moreover, lhe Qasida 
discusses Lbe implemems of war, such as lhe cannon and the gun, which were 
spreading frre like a terrible dragon, and describes Siileyrnan's palace and lhe 
Audience Hall where the meetings of !be Council of Slate were held. 

After lhe eulogy for Siileyrnan comes Part XIII (on 16a), entitled "On the 
Purpose of Composing !be Book, and a History of !be Path of Virtue." In Ibis 
section the poet, following the uaditions of me~nevf writing, explaius why, 
when and how he wrote the work in Ibis manner: One evening a messenger with 
sweet words comes to the poet's house and says, "A friend of yours invites you 
ID visit his bouse Ibis evening. Let us go there. This is a special invil3tion. All 
your friends are waiting for you there." Upon hearing this proposition, lhe poet 
sets out, full of desire 10 go to this gathering. They come 10 a decorated mansion 
built in a high place. All the notables of the city are galhered in it. Some of 
them are moths and some are candles. When !be people in this assembly see the 
poet, !bey rise 10 their feet and show him respect, and they seat him on cushions 
in a place of honor. Trays are set up immediately, displaying many kinds of 
food. Once supper is finished. many of !be guests go home while the very 
closest and best friends remain behind. Those who are left behind decide to pass 
the Lime pleasantly by taking tums.IO tell stories. All the stories wbicb are told 
in lhis assembly are beautiful and ·interesting (17a). However, one of lhem 
strikes the poet as exuemely fascinating and unusual, and he decides 10 put this 
story into verse. But somehow, because of worldly concerns, be is unable 10 
carry out his decision until at last, after a long Lime bas passed, he finds an 
opportunity 10 accomplish this objective (17b). 

With Part XIV, which is entitled "Beginning of !be Tale," the poet begins 
to tell lhe main story, namely the adventures which befall the princes Cern~ 
and 'Alem!j311, the sons, respectively, of Nezir, Lbe king of Ramadan, and his 
vizier Be~ir. Because of Lbe slanders of Cem!j3h's stepmother, who is in love 
wilh him, lbese two young men leave Lbeir homeland and come 10 !be city of 
Mab on lhe Indian Ocean. Just at !hal moment lhe infidel ruler of China wants 
lhe daughter of King Numan, the ruler of Mah, for his son. Fearing the power of 
lhc ruler of China, King Numan feels compelled ID give his daughter to lhe son 
of this infidel ruler. Therefore, the princess of Mah is obliged to go as an 
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unwilling bride to China within three days. After his arrival in that city, 
however, Cem§ib faDs in love with the princess, and 'Ale~. in order to help 
Cern~. disguises himself as the princess who is being forced to go to China as 
a bride and goes to China in her place. The princess and Ce~ bide together in 
Mab. In China, 'Alem§ib falls in love with the daughter of !be Chinese ruler. He 
tells ber who be is. Since the girl is 3lso in love 'Moth 'Alem~MI. she becomes a 
Muslim, and they decide to run away together: ·Before be escapes from China, 
'Alem~ kills the son of the Chinese ruler and· his men in the middle of the 
night while they are sleeping In the palace and cius off lbeir beads. With tbe 
severed beads in his bag, he returns to Mab, the city of King Numan, gives tbe 
king an account of his exploits and reveals the conlents of the bag. Thereupon, 
King Numan decides to marry tbe two princesses to Cern~ and 'Ale~. 
However, 'Alcm~8h proposes that he first lead'a campaign against China which 
be has. left without a ruler; he vows to take pan iri the wedding celebrations only 
afler rescuing Ibis country from the infidels. In the end, be conquers not only 
China ("Chin" in Turkish) but also Machin. Returning in victory to Mab, 
Ce~ and 'Alem~ marry their beloved princesses. At last Nezir the king of 
I!amadan and Be(rr his vizier come to Mab and find their sons. Ce~8h forgives 
his stepmother, Ute queen of Ramadan, who comes with Nezir, and says to her, 
"If you had not been Ute cause, one of these lbings would have happeoed. Your 
only role was to be the insiJUment of these events;" 

Even if the· ·poet by· these iast words endows the story with a certain 
measure of metaphysical significance, we are faced wilb a narrative that ·as a 
whole relales a love adventure. With his religious cultural upbringing, however, 
the poet avoids slipping 'totally into a profane sphere and constantly tries to give 
the story a religious air. These reflections scau.ered Lbrougbout tbe story provide 
an atmosphere of religiosity: I. The daughter of King Numan, in order not to 
marry the son of the Chinese ruler who is an infidel, decides to run away wilb 
Cern~ who is a Muslim, since it is not proper for the daughter of a Muslim to 
marry an infidel·. (At Ute same time, however, !be story also slates that tbe 
princess runs away with Cern~ because she has fallen in love with him.) 2. 
The infidel daughter of the Chinese ruler becomes a Muslim in order to marry 
'Alem~. because Islam is the most perfect of all religions. 3. Ce~ and 
'AI~ decide to marry their beloved princesses after taking China, converting 
the temples into mosques and making !be populalion Muslim, because a rnililary 
expedition on behalf of religion must come before any kind of wordly pleasure or 
enjoyment or personill happiness. 4. Ce1I1§8h does not blame his stepmother for 
slandering him; on the conrrary, he forgives ber because, according to Jslomic 
belief, God is ultimately responsible for everything. God has preordained our 
destinies; there is a reason for Ute coming into existence of everylbing which is. 

. Tbe poet is not content with these ideas scattered throughout his work. At 
the end of the wori<, in the section entiUed "On the Interpretation of the Legend 
Which is Full of Lessons· (Sill: Esal Ef. 2164 w. 114b-116b), be advances tbe 
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view that the story bears a symbolic significance and argues that Cern~ is a 
symbol of the Sufi concept of the ma(lbtlb (beloved), and 'Alem~ is a symbol 
of the mu/libb (sympathetic· frierid). According to the poet, the ma(lb!Jb is 
someone chosen by God: thus, in order for such a person to find God it is not 
necessary to enter a religious order or to expend great efforts. However, the 
mu/libb is a person who find! God by entering an order and making great efforts 
on the path to God. Because of this reason, the ma/lbGb/Cem~ is the ooe who 
attains a worldly kingdom. In Ibis siruation, we must necessarily add Cem§ih 1.0 

the type of ruler created by an understanding which bad endured in the Near East 
since lhe times of ·ancient Somer, Egypt, Akkad and Assyria and with. time 
extended its influence ·over much wider areas, i.e., the series of sacred or divine 
rulers chosen by gods or goddesses. Similarly, lhe name of our hero, Cem§ih. is 
reminiscent of the mylhological figure Jamshid (Ce~d). As for the mu~ibb, 
represented by 'Alem~. be is in the position of the vizier of this wordly 
kingdom. Thus the poel says: "Cern was a model for them" (Siil. Esat Ef. 2164, 
1166). 

However, despite the religious and mystical explanations the poet makes 
at the end of lhe work and lhe reason put forward by Cern~ for his pardon of 
his stepmother, lhe heroes do not make any slatements demonslrating or arguing 
lhat lhey are meant 10 symbolize ideas. Rather, events and situations which 
evoke orlhodox Islamic responses, such as lhe ones we pointed out above, are 
much more sttiking lhan mystic Sufi reflections. 

Why did dte poet add such a religious mystical interpretation at the end of 
his work? We can only answer that Bebi§tl, being very slrong Islamic culture and 
religious feeling and basically a preacher himself, possibly provided· such an 
interpretation of his work in order to offer an excuse for himself: would a man of 
religion versify a love s1ory purely because be liked it? As for lhe ·political 
situation in lhe work as a whole, Cern~ is lhe powerful and holy ruler who 
conquers counlries, and 'Alem§Oh represents his 'a/em or flag, which is a symbol 
of his power. Almost everywhere in Ibis story of two people who were born lhe 
same day, married lhe same day, and died lhe same day, one finds lhe exallation 
of feelings of victory, and expressions full of hope lhat non-Muslim countties 
will be brought to Islam. From this point of view, the work perfectly reflects the 
feelings of expansion and of overflowing boundaries characteristic of Silleyman's 
time as well as the grandiose ambitions and majesty of lhat period. In this 
respect, the work perhaps bears a greater historical and social, rnther lhan literary, 
importanCe. 

On lhe olher hand, we can observe that with the story of C~ and 
'Alem~ the type of lhe romantic mesnevi enters quite a different phase of 
development in lhe time of Siileyman, which compels us 10 give lhe Cetnfdh u 
'Aietnfdh a speciitl place in mepjevt literature. 
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Before beginning Ute story, Behi'ti states Utat be bad beard it told at a 
gathering or friends and commiued it to writing since be liked it very mui:b. This 
suggests an interesting novelty since a product of "folk literature," i.e., subject 
matter which did not come from written sources and was not created in the 
imagination of the poet, became the core of a me5nevt belonging to DivAn 
literature. According to wbat we knew up.until now, the imaginative romantic 
me5nevis of Divdn literature developed their subject mauer entirely from high 
culture and written sources. We may classify the subjects of _these romantic 
me~nevis on the basis of their main sources of inspiration in Ibis way: 

I. Historical subjects which are based on some more or less historical 
·facts and on written sources: e.g., Leyli vu MecnQn, lfUsrev a Sfrin. 

2. Stories which come from large collections of tales such as the 
Thousand and one Nights, 'the Thousand and One Days, the '{(4/indme, and El
ferec ba 'de'i·iidde, which ·are set down in the early·lslamic period or even before, 
but whose roots stretch back to more ancient times: e.g., Cdlnl2sb-ndme, Seyfe'I
Ma/Dk. 

3. Stories developed under the inspiration of symbols fonncd around Sufi 
viewpoints ~d ideas: e.g., Gal a Bulbul. Sem ·a Pervdne, G6y u (:evgdn, Deh
Murg, Ga11en-libtJd, Maflli/p<~-'{ayr. 

4. M e~nevis which take the form of a disputation, which can be traced 
back to Sumerian-Aickadian, Babylonian and Assyrian texts written in ancient 
Mesopotamia, e.g., Bahdr u SitO, ·Seyf a ~a/em, 0~ ve Yaymil MUnd~aras1, 
Saz/Jlr MUna~ras~ Beng u Bade, (:engndme, etc. · 

Here we can nll!lle· a few disputation texts written in Sumerian and 
Babylonian, e.g., The Disputatwn between the Tamarisk and the Date Palm in 
Babylonian and The Disputation between.the Farmer and the Shepherd in 
Sumerian, The Dispusatwn between Summe~·and WinW al.so in Sumerian tec.11 

5. Stories based on ll1e tales of Yusuf and. Zeliha and Ahiklir, which are 
based on subject matter set down in sacred scripture as well as in texts of ancient 
Sumer-Aickad, Babylonia, Assyria and Egypt. 

6. Works which passed into Turkish literature after being developed in 
Iranian literature in the time of the Sassanians, or even earlier, under the 
Achaemenids, and which involve subject matter of iates and adventures t1Jat 
preserve symbols embodied in ancient undef.Staodings of the world, the Cosm.os 

11w.G. Larnben. Babylonian Wi.rdo,. lireraJure, (()llford, 1960), pp. ISJ-62; B. IAadsbe<ger, 
The Dale Palm and Its By products auording w tire Crmeifo,.,. Sourcu (Uraz. 1967), pp. 10-23; 
S.N. Kramer. History Begins at Sllmer (Philadelphia, 19111). pp. 132-140._ 
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and existence, e.g., the Sh/Jimtime, Vis U Rllmin, HUmo. ve HUmllyun, Mihr U 
Mester~ Mihr U Mtih, f;lursidnlime, SUkey/ U Nevbah/Jr, Cemsid U f;lursid. 

7. Works of Ilie me~ne-vi type which relate the poet's own advenrures 
(SergUteftnllme), a topic which we may regard as modern, dating only from the 

. fifteenth century, and me5nevis which include stories created by the poet in 
:imagination, although with inspiration from many sources, e.g., the f;layr/Jbtid of 
Nlibi (d. 1712). 

In the light of Ibis information, the conclusions whicb we have reached in 
regard to lhe Cem1tih u 'Aiemftlh lead us to ask the question: is the story of 
Ce~tih u 'Aiem1ilh really folk literatore, or is it based oo written soun:es? Was 
this story set down -in writing, then read or recited by heart in a popular 
environment until at lasL, while being retold in oral transmission, its source was 
forgotten and it became a folk tale? We know that there are examples of this type 
of development. For inslance, the story of Ctimtisbntime was found in the 
Thousand and One NighJs and became part of popular oral tradition. In this way, 
alongside the me~neviknown as lhe Cdmtisbnllme (1429) written by 'Abdi in the 
fifteenth century as a representative of classical Divdn literature, this story 
circulated among the people under the name of the story of Stihmardn and was 
printed several times as .a folk talel2 One of these is a printed version in prose 

. called the MUmtd;:dtU'/ Esmti#l $dhmartin flikdyesi (1911). This story is based 
on anolher'prose manuscript copied in 1780. Both contain beyts and expressions 
taken from 'Abdfd work. In this case, lhe subjeetftrsl became part of Divan 
literature, the literature of the upper class, through 'Abdfs me5nevi in lhe 
fifteenth century, then later moved into folk literature.B The same situation 
occurs wilh the story of Seyfe1-miilfik. The story of Seyfe'l-mtilUk appeared in 
wriuen sow.c~s as El-ferec ba 'de's-sidde as well as the 17wusand and One NighJs 
and U1e Thousand and One Days, and in the sixteenth centory, the Cbagatay poet 
Meclisi made it part of classical Turkish-Chagatay literature.14 However, at lhe 
same time it came to he a story widely known among the people, and since the 
nineteenth century it has been printed several times, in bolh the Arabic and Latin 
alphabets, as a folk tale.IS In the same way, the me~nevi entitled Suheyl a 
Nevbahdr, translated into Turl<ish verse from Persian by l;loca Mes'ud in 1350, 
was copied in 1730, and it became an anonymous folk tale in prose16 As we 
have seen, none of the stories mentioned were folk stories originating in the 
ordinary life of the people of Anatolia. They came from older wriuen sources, 
and the great majority belonged to literatu-re first developed in high cultural 
circles. Later, as they spread gradually among the people, they became 
anonymous products of Turkish folk literature. 

12flik4ye-i ~hmerdn (n.p .. n.d, lithograph). 
13v.M. Kocalilrk, T~rt Edebiya11 Tanhi (Ankara, 1970), pp. 216-220. . . 
l4see E. Bloc:hel, Cataloque des manuscrits lures (Pari:!, 1933), vol. 2. pp. 123-124. soppl. rurc 
998. 
ISMuharrem Zeki. SeyftlmQIQk Hik/Jyai (Istanbul. t9J8); S.yfe'l mQhik bin Plidi[Qh '..i,run bin 
$ojvln J[ikiJyesi (1)07 A.H., lilhognph). 
16Jc.C.tllrk, p. 115. : 
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For Cet"'lih u 'A/emldh, lhe situation sii somewhat different. According 
to !he information given us by Dehi§ti, !his story was known and told among lhe 
people before becoming a part of lhe Divtln literature of the high cultural circles 
in the sixteenth century. Behi"ti heard it and appropriated it for Div{Jn literature. 
We know that the same story continued to be told as a folk tale in the lands 
wbere the Ottoman Empire bad expanded and where Twtisb was spoken unlilthe 
end of the nineteenth century and lbe beginning of the twentieth. In the materiels 
compiled by lgnaz Kunos there is a story called !a!Jur sahy ile Buhara sahy, 
which is a shortened version of lbe stoy of CetiJjdh u 'alemldh. 17 In this case it 
is necessary to shift through all the old story collections thoroughly in order to 
be able to say whether Ibis story is really a product of fok litera!Ure, or whelber 
it first came from and old story colletion, then came into Turkish folk literature, 
and later, in the sixteenth century, enled classical Dtvdn literature. However, 
apart from this matter, we can at present determine the following points brought 
to light by Behi~ti's Ceml{Jh u 'Aie111Jdh: 

I. In the sixteenth century, romantic stories relating love adventures 
alongside rcligio-epic tales in verse were still told in various galhering places, or 
were read fom a wriuen worlc. 

2. Whether the basic subject matter is a product of folk literature or 
whether an underlying written source can be found, Bebi~ll's work bears certain 
characteristics of the folk tales which we know were read or told in coffeehouses 
or other similar gathering places. It is divided into sessions and, after each 
session and before the gaze!, two beyts addressed to the gazle!Jlln (singer or 
reciter) indicate the presence of an audience listening to the work. Namely, 
Bebi~ti remained under the influence of this manner of narration which belongs 
to folk tales, so much so !hat he perhaps even preserved the original form and 
sessions of lbe story as he had heard it. He may have emphasized the purely 
Islamic ideals and the observations about conquest later himself. 

3. By writing a me~nevt in Ibis form in the field of Dfvtln literature, 
Behi~ti must have intended to ensure that the work would be read in a manner 
similar to a folk tale, that is, in the form which was widespread among the 
people in the coffebouses and other gathering places. Moreover, in joining the 
storytelling technique of folk literature wilb the classical forms of Dfv{Jn 
literature sucb as the me$1fevi form and 'anlt prosody, Dehi~ti brought to the me~ 
nevi literature of the time of Soteymlln lhe Magnificent a new spirit and a 
changed appreciation and energy which in fact reflected the elbos of expansion 
created by the period: in form, an openness to folk literablre, and in content, a 
reflection of the ideological aspirations of lbe period. 

l 7Isoaz KDoos, Mattrialien zur Kenntnis des Rumelisden T11rk.isch, Teil 1: TOrk.ische 
Vo]ksmiirchen aus Adable (Leipzig-New York. 1907). pp. S, 25-31. 





IDEOLOGY AND LITERATURE DURING THE 
EXPANSION OF THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE 

Orban ~aik GOKY A Y 

The literarure of this age was, for the most pan, devoted to cel8brating conquests 
and raising the heroic deeds which made the conquests possible. It was tbe 
literature of a people who aimed at no less than world domination. The Ottomans 
called Rome "J:(:tZtl Elma" ("The Red Apple")- the ripe prize of empire. They 
pursued tbeir imperial goals according to their literature, not. because of a simple 
lust for land and booty, but for "Ni~am-t 'Alem" (Universe! Order). 
·~~openly declares tllis: 

Bular birlikte billi oldu bu i~ler 
(AD of these things were done together and completed.) 
Safalar sUrdiller yaz u ~ar 
(They made merry in the summer and in the winter) 
Duril~tllar Nizam-1 Alem i¢n. · 
They fought for the Universal Or<Jer) 
Aktllllar kan ve kestiler bqlar 
(They spilled blood and cut off beads) 
Nioe zabm urdular, uruldular bern 
(They inflicted wounds, and reoeived them too) 
Niceler didiler: Kant k.ardqlar 
(Many asked: Where are the brothers ?) 
Esir aluban hem satmadllar 
(They took prisoners, but did not selllhem) 
Olunmad! esir i~tln savqlar 
(Their wars were not fought to take prisoners) 
Cihana hod gelmek gibnek i¢ndOr · 
(One enters the world, only to leave il) 
Ne yapsan lllabet yllanak i~ndilr 
(Alllhal you create here will ultimately perish) 
Amel ki idersin iy kanndq 
(0 brother, the deeds you do) 
Ya Tarnu ola, ya U~ i~ndiir 
(will send you eilher to Hell or to Heav~o) 
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lkisinden fang ol, Hakk'a dlin 
(Forget about both and draw ncar to God) 
Y aradllanlar Hakk'a diinmek i~ndilr 
(Because human beings were crealed that !hey might return to God) 

In a similar vein, Yavuz Sultan Selim considered himself commanded by 
God to work towards "Ni~-i 'Aiem'. Tbe Ottomans believed that tbey were 
lighting for God and tbe glory of Islam, not to win land and booty. 

·o~man Gilzl's meager bequest suggest that tbe early Ottoman sultans 
were sincere in such beliefs, "The eminent men or thai time gatbered togelher to 
lake stock of ·~man's wealtb in order to divide it between tbe two brotbers (i.e. 
his two son). There was only tbe territory which had been conquered; tbere was 
no silver or gold whatsoever, ·o~mlln CW did leave a fairly new saddleclotb, a 
piece of1~or for tbe flanks of a horse, a salt container, a spoon bolder, and a 
boot. He .aJS!> left several flocks of sheep. The sbeep which are today to be found 
in the B~:nrea 8ie 'descended from tbese flocks, He also bad fleet-footed mares 
and il gooiJ m~y teams of o~eo in Sultanonu. Apart from tbese tbings, !here was 
notbing else to be found.' 

~anfini SullaD Stlleymin wrote: 

tl~ i~inde mu 'Leber bir nesne yo~ de viet gibi 
(Notbing among people is more esteemed tban the state) 
Olmaya devlet cibfutda bir nefes $~t gibi ·: '; 
(Yet there is no state(= good fortune) in !he world like a tireatb of health.) 

This ideal of fighting for God has been the subject for many poems and 
stories tbroughout the Islamic world ever since the time of the Prophet 
Mul)ammad. The martial exploits of the Prophet's son-in-law, ·Ali, and his 
comrades were ideally soiled to illustrated Ibis ideal, as were deeds of figures sucb 
as Bai!M Cazi, I:Iamza, and San ~altu~. Tbe Ottomans were to add heroes of their 
own to Ibis lis~ as tbe following examples will shoW: Their poems and stories 
portrayed the mimculous events tbat befell those fighters whose faith. was strong. 

For example, 'A§t~pii.§3Z!de linked the capture of Aydos Fortress to a 
dream of tbe infidel ruler's daughter. She first saw Mul)ammad in her dream. He 
was followed by a person with. a handsome face who pulled ber out of a pi~ 
shipped off her clolhes and !brew tbem. away. He washed her body and then 
dressed her in silk. The girl woke up very ups~ and could not lake lbe dream 
image out of her mind. When the Turks were besieging Aydos Forttess, tbe girl 
saw lbat the man commanding the army was the same person who had taken her 
out of the pit. She wrote a message about her dream, tied it to a ~tone, and burled 
it over tbe fortress wall. The stone fell on Gazi Ral)m3n. That nigh~ the warrior 
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and some companions came to a place designated by the girl in her message. 
When the girl saw GAzi Ral)miin, she lowered a rope to him who then climbed 
into the fortress and captured iL 

In a section of his hook entitled "On the Miracles of the .• (;Azis" the 
Ottoman historian Pe~evi recouniS the tale of Deli Mel;lmed an ouffiwm soldier 
beheaded in the siege of Szigetvar. The story is actually conf<tined in verses 
composed by a kadi from Grijgal Palanka who had panicipated In the. siege ai.d'. 
wbo had heard the story of Deli Mel)med from a gllzi named Deli ijusrev. ~vi 
writes tbal "If gllzrs such as these had not existed it would have .beell impossible 
even to embark on such a war, much less establish a line of siege.so close to 
Szigetvar, a place that the infidels bad carefuUy fortified. The kadi's verses are as 
foUows:·•' 

Kuluoa dir aceb hal oldu villi 
(A very strange insight has befallen this servant of God) 
Degildir vlilaa, hak bu ki v3ki 
(This incident is not a dream but indeed took place) 
Dej!iliOm Hak bi!Or bu sllzde ke..,..ab 
(God knows that I am not lying about it) 
Bi-Hakk-1 Mustafa ve Mil esbab 
(I swear by the Prophet and His Companions tbat this is true) 
~ehit olan delliyu gardOm andan 
(I saw the fearless fighter who was martyred) 
Kesildi ~~ ve aynldt tenden 
(His head had been cut off and severed from his body) 
Kesen katir ~m alup eline ••. 
(The infidel who had bebll3dedN!JIIllld picked up the severed bead) 

·· .Gelilre')ia'ni kim kendO il.ine,,; ''·'"''" 
··:•.« '.(That lie might take it back with II~ to his own country) 

· '' .•,:.DeliH'Iiisrev gorup haylardl, didi ..... 
.• :. ' (Wben Deli HOsrev saw this, he cri\lll,out. saying) 

Ne yatarsm, ~m aid! giUi . 
("Why are you lying there? He's made off wilh your b~d !") 
Revad!r cam verdin, toyma ~ 
("You can give up tbe soul, but don't give up your head.") 
Acep hal oldu ve 6zge telllll§3 
(A most amazing thing happened, a strange sight to behold) 

Pe~evi then concludes the story as follows: "The gllzi whose bead bad 
been cut off got up from the spot where be bad fallen and smote !be accursed 
infidel and beheaded him. The infidel fell from his horse and the bead fell from 
his hand. The g/Jzi picked up his bead and then fell dead upon lbe ground. No one 
but Deli ijilSrev wimessed this. The kadi was dumhfounded.by lbe whole affair." 
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Gen~ ·o~miln, a soldier who panicipated in Murad IV's Baghdad 
campaign, was another kdzi who, after being beheaded, refused to allow Lbe 
enemy to make off with his head. His story was put into verse by a Janissary 
named ~Yii!:~• I_Cul Mu~!Bfll. The story of Gen~ 'O~iln is a folktale among Lbe 
Turcomans of Adana and the nomads who live in the vicinity of Konya and 
Kamman. His tomb bears this inscription: "Let it be known that God's trusted 
servaniS are absolutely fearless; nothing will grieve them." The inscription is 
dated 1133 A. H. 

As the spiriiS of slain kdzis were thought to be capable of performing 
miracles, their graves often became places of pilgrimage. One example is Lbe 
grave of ·o~mAn Chi's brother, Saruyau, in SOliit. In addition, at the spot 
where be acutally fell, a pine tree grew that is called the "Kandilli • pine, since 
flickering light has been seen emerging from it from time to time. 

At this point, it seems appropriate to mention the legends associated with 
horses, whom Turks often seemed to value more than their own brothers. Evliyl 
«;:elebi recounted one such story; the "Tema~a-y1 Garibe-i Kiiheyliin" ("The 
Suange Spectacle of the Arabian Horse"), as follows: "Some stablehands bad 
brought a horse as a gift for the Austrian Emperor. As they were turning it over 
to the black-batted infidels, the horse, who was named Ta 'rifi and who was 
wearing only a: silk cloth, noticed Lbal none of the people 10 whom be was being 
delivered were wearing Muslim dress. At that very moment, be reared up and 
struck several blows on the hats of the two infidels. who were holding his reins, 
dashing out their brains and sending them straigbiiO Hell. Some other infidels 
rushed after the horse to grab his reins and Ums show their bravery in front of the 
Emperor. They, too, were struck by the horse and joined their companions in the 
other world. For half an hour, the gift horse went on a rampage and wounded so 
many infidels that they still talk about him in Austria. Finally a horseman 
wearing a white cap called forth 10 him saying~ "Come Ceyhiin !" Wilb tears of 
blood flowing from his eyes, the horse came whinnying. When the horseman bad 
tied his reins, I said to the ambassador: "Sir this is a klizi horse who was ridden 
by the Ouoman sultan himself. We will bring another horse in his place. He was 
not worried and replied, "No; let's just see about this one." When the horseman 
bad put the horse in the king's stable and gohe, the horse immediately broke free. 
He shot out of the Palace SqUare like a bolt of lighlning. While wandering about 
the city, he suddenly smelled the carcass of a Circassian's horse. This caused him 
to fall down dead, giving awasome neighs. They brought a silk cloth (to cover 
the dead horse). The whole army of Islam was astonished at what the horse bad 
done. The stablebands came and buried the horse in a bole that they bad dug in 
front of lhe martyred Circassian's horse. 

The tomb of S iileym'an P~. the fust Ouoman commander to cross into 
Europe, overlooks the sea 1rom both sides of the Gallipoli peninsula. In this 
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tomb, he, his horse, and his tutor lie side by side in majestic simplicity. One 
almost has the impression that they will once again set out on campaign. 

When a horse of ·~man II (r. 1618-22) named Sisti~ died, the sultan 
buried bad it in Oskiidar in a tomb in ~val.< Palace inscribed with the date of the 
horse's dealb. 

The following anecdotes also relate to. the role of faith and religious belief 
in be Turkish conquests. When ljayriid<)in Pa§a (Barbarossa) was conquering 
Minorca, the infidels rallied behind Lllei.r leaders and put up a strong resistance to 
the Turks. However, they would not fight againstl;Iayriiddin P~a. even though 
they were many in number. lbis was, reportedly, because it was wrinen in their 
books that he who fights and is killed when be could have been taken captive and 
retained his health, wil not go to heaven. The infidel leaders agreed with this 
counsel. It is said that when Andrea Doria asked a knowledgeable Tulltisb 
prisoner, "Why are you Muslims heroes?" be replied, "It is the mirace of our 
prophet, that whoever enters his faith becomes a hero." Andrea asked, "Why is 
that?" He responded, "That's as much as we know." Andrea said, "Doesn't your 
book say that he who shuns war goes to hell, and that be who is afraid to fight 
two infidels will not enter Paradise. Now those are the words that make the 
Muslims heroes. In our book, if a lhousand Christians lrnow that they will die if 
they do battle with just one Muslim, then they will .not fight, since it is wrinen 
that he who dies in battle will not enter heaven. These words have made cowards 
of us." 

l;IayrOddin ~a saw that Andrea Doria was preparing to enter lhe Gulf of 
Lepanto during a campaign. When the Ottoman admiral arrived in Ba!J§IIar be 
stationed some men atop the ships' masts. The enemy's masts could be seen in 
front of Leukas and lncir Limant. All at once, they changed course and made 
ready for battle. When the infidels saw this they set out, and the Muslims grew 
worried since the wind was blowing in the infidels' favor. In such a situation, the 
Ottomans /sildJrf:as (gall~ys) coold not stand up 10 the infidel barfaS (large 
warships). GW Pa§a, at this point, prayed and wrote out two Quranic verses and 
lowered them over tbe two sides of his sh[p. By God's will, the wind died down 
and the barfaS (large warships) could not sail. 

Although tfayrUddio P8§3 does not explain which verses be wrote, we can 
guess that they were probably these: "0 believers, remember these blessings that 
God has set down to you, when the enemy has sent his army against you and we 
have sent against them a wind and the army that you do o~t see" and "God sees 
to your every wish, with His Justice. If God wills, be can stop the wind and 
ships will not sail over the surface of the sea" 
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These examples, in my opinion, show lbat when Evliyll <;:elebi gives a 
horse tbe characteristics of a tdzl and martyr, it is not because the horse bas 
shared the suffering of men and fought alongside lhem. The horse must be seen 
as a represenlative of his own ideology - bis own belief system. 

I would like to end Ibis section with the following story reported from the 
t;:anakkale (Dardanelles) campaign of the First World War. A Turl<isb soldier lost 
his way and came across an English encampment. The English brought him to 
lheir dugout. They had every imaginable food lhere: coffee sugar, :Chocolate, oiL 
and rice ... ; in short, everylhing that could not be found among the Turks at !bat 
·time. 

To lead hnn on, lhe English said: "You can see, we have everything here. 
'No wounding and no death. Convince your friends and bring them here; you can 
~lay for the rest of tbe war here, safe and sound. When peace comes, you can 
return to your village ... " The soldier's response illustrates in.itself lhe morale of 
an entire army: "We did not come here toea~ we came here to fight" 

Such an ideology is expressed by lhe word "jihlld", which originally 
meant !be Prophet's confronlation wilh lhe world of idolatry. The Quran is filled 
wilh such "jihad" verses. The shelves of libraries are full of explanations and 
commentaries on this concept. These books played a basic .role in the 
dissemination of this ideology and in the existence of !be Ottoman Empire. 

LITERATURE IN THE PERIOD OF OTTOMAN 
EXPANSION 

First of all one must keep in mind the Turkish people's deep love of 
poetry. People of all classes, from the sultan to illiterate peasants, composed 

· poetry. From the beginning, warfare occupied a prominent position in Ibis 
literature.: Wars were enterprises of the society as a whole, not of individu8Is 

· alone.· Stones of mililary adventure have been put into writing for centuries, 
such as me' accciunts of wars from the time of Murad II until the accession of 
Mu~!Bfli II. Some were Gazavdtndmes such as the Feti/lname, the $el!name the 
((utubndme, the Selimndme, and the Cevdhira'I-Mendfr,Jb, while others were 

· named ·after the forts lbat bad been caprured such as the Rodos, F eti/lndmesi and 
the Budin Feti/lndinesi. Most of these wee works were written in verse. Their 
authors often started them with descriptions of narure·. not connected with lhe 
battleS that they would describe, yet these opening descriptions often portrayed 
natilie using battle field imagery·: · 

Works about sea battles often bore lhe name of the commanding admiral, 
such as lhe Gazavdt-1 ljayruddln Pa1a. Some of these mililary books were 
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different accounts of the same event wriUen by different writers. 1be literary 
value of these works varied according to the author's skill. Some of them were 
penned by writers able to bamess the power of classical stylistic devices and 
language. 

Many of these works seem 10 bave been intended for a fairly general 
audience, judging by bow they employed a more ordinary and conunon style. It 
goes without saying, though, that these sons of works bave kept the excitement 
of the Ottoman conquests alive through the centuries. 

In addition to the great biSIOrical verse accounts, we must not forget the 
tales, songs, and laments of the common soldier. This IaUer group enjoyed 
popularity among a broad range of people aJKI; played an important role in the 
dissemination of the imperial ideology d~ssci\'abOve. 

We can call the gazels and quatrains wriuen in tbe classical style by such 
poets as Mal)remi, Yetimi, and Nigfui the maritime echoes of terresuial conflict. 
Here is a sample: 

Ey gu.a kan1, yiirii, binbir diyar-1 dii~~n ~· · 
(0 fouht of manial vigor, go forth, conquer a thouSand enemy countries) 
Toplarla kal'a-i ktiffarn. yer yer revzen ~ 
(With the cannons knock boles in the infidels' forts) 
Emr-i §3hiyle donanma zeyil i~iln mahzen a~ 
(By the sultan's order, open the storehouse to adorn the fleet) 
V akUdrr hey Gazi Hayreddin P~ yelken a~ 
(It is time, 0 Gazi Hayretin P~ to open the sails) 
Allah Allah deyil engine donamna salalum 
(Let us send forth the fleet on the high seas witb an "AUab, Allah") 
Portakal memleketin Sedde'ye varup alalum 
(And bead for Ceuta in·the kingdom ofPor!ugal) 
Fetb il nusreUer olup tabl-1 be§31""t cai8I~m · 
(Let us be YiciOrious and sound be drum of good news) 
Gel donanmaya girilp azm-i Frenk eyleyeliim 
(Come join the fleet and let us defeat the Europeans) 
Dlimen dolru]up lspanya denen bidin mel'una 
(We set a course for accursed Spain) 
Yine ~vk eyleylip girdik donanma-y1 biimayuna 
(We redoubled our zeal and joined the Irriperial fleel) 
Yine ba§tanlalar ba§dan atop 10ptanm glim glim 
(The small galleys' cannon boomed forth) 
Salmdt saybalar birle zelazil rub'-1 meskina 
(The noise shook tbe inhabited quarter of the globe) 
Elinde cenkcil gazilerin ~~ir-i uryan1 
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(The fighters wilh gleaming swords in hand) 
Kam Wlrleri koydu seraser lamuZI tooa , 
(The black infidels all turned crimson) 
Yetirn, emvacile her til! olup bir mevc-i zerdudl 
(0 Yetirn, with the waves, every blade hecan)e a single towering wave) 
Selfunet sahiline Efrenc'e gl!stermez bu furtuna 
(Ibis storm did not show the refuge of the Coal!t _t6 the Europeans) 

Among the Turks, the literature and poetry of heroism bas continued to 
!he present day, on the one hand, it lives in the memory o~ conquests; and on the 
other it continues to dwell in the enthusiasms aroused by enmities that have not 
yet been concluded, The plays and poetry of Namtk Keinal are redolent of the 
gunpowder smoke of his twbulent times. It can also be found in 'AbdUI~llljo 

ljamid's two works, the "Yiid1ir-• l:larb" (Mernory of War) and the "Ilham-• 
Va!30" (Inspiration of the Nation), While visiting Me~ed the Conqueror's tomb 
he muses: -

Sensin ki ol §ehi!'§"h bu Ommet-i necibe 
(Your such a sultan that to this noble peopl~) 
Ems1ir bah§~irldir, ebbar yadg1irm 
(Realms are your gifts and seas your presents-_) 

When he visits the tomb of Selim I, he writes; 

Ki irtihaldedir nezdirnizde her saat 
(He is long dead, but we fell that he is with us as though he were dying at 

this very moment) to suggest that although Selim bas departed this world, we 
still feel his living presence, When he declaims. 

lkinci hirnmete mudak dO§Crdi Hind ile C::in 
(India arid China would certainly have fallen with a second effort) 
Yeli!jti MISf ile Iran'• fethe bir himmet" , -
(One effort sufficed to conquer Egypt arid Iran), 

he_js referring to Yavuz Sullan Selim, who strove for "Nizam-1 'Aiem", 

In Ziya Gokalp's book of poetry entitled K1i;JI Elma and in the following 
from Yahya Kemal Beyatl•'s gaze! to Gedik Al)med P8§8 we see verses which 
reOect this heroic uadition: 

C•kll Otranto'ya piir-velvele Ahmet Pa§a 
(Ahmet PB§3landed in Otranto with a flourish) 
Tugtar varsa gerektir Klztl Elma'ya kadar 
(Then battle standards wiD surely reach Kwl Elma)~ 
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Yabya Kemal's "Gazal to the soul of Alp Arslan." "Gazal to the 
Janissaries who Conquered Istanbul", "Ez8n-t Mul)ammadi," and "Song of 
Mohacs" also radiale lite,~flected light of bygone heroes. B~s elegy for J.(anfini 
Sultan SUieymin, as well as GAzi Giray's famous gawl about lite horse are also 
examples of this genre. 

When we examine lite biographies of Turldsb poets, we see that poetry 
was as important to the Turks as bread and water. When for example, a Turk is 
born in Prezrin, be is given a poetic pseudonym even before be is given his real 
name. Among the poets listed in the lezkires (biographies of poets), there are 

. some who were illiterate. Tbey were born poets. Even though they might take to 
heart the empty criticisms of their friends, they could still compose perfect verses 
without knowing what was meant by "perfect poetry". We find all sorts of 
occupations listed for the poets included in those anthologies. They were, among 
other things, quiltmakers, tailors, confectioners, and soldiers. This however, is a 
subject for another study. 

We:leam.that Turkish works were written (in the earliest period.of 
Turkish history in Anatolia) on a variety of subjects, in such towns as Konya, 
Nigde, Sinop, and Kastamonu. Most of these early works have been lost, but 
some have been preserved. Many of them concerned religious theines 
(commentaries on the 11)1~ verse of the Quran, stories about l;lasan and J:lilseyin, 
and bistorico-legendary accounts of the exploits of 'Ali). Wod<s were written in a 
refined style based on popular stories of a heroic and religious nature. Among 
these works, biographies of the Prophet, J:lasan, Fa!JD3, l:liiseyn, as well as the 
account of the battle of Kerbelii must not be overlooked. The commemoration of 
the Prophet's birthday written by Siileymiin «;:elebi entitled Vesileta'n·Necdl 
should be considered along with the mevlids (poems commemorating the 
Propbet's birthday) oflarer eras. . )'., 

;_ 'l. 

Such religious works as the Al)mediye and the Mul)ammediye have 
enjoyed great popularity and have been translated into many Muslim languages 
through the centuries. The writers of these works were not motivated by any 
desire to be rewarded by their patrons for being exemplars of religion, nor did 
they simply want to create works of art; the)(, wrote in a languge that people 
could understand in e<pectation of a heavenly reward .. Some of them did not even 
care to sign their names to what they wrote. 

Beginning in the fifteenth century, we start 10 see a gradual increase in the 
amount of Turkish literature being produced. Both in Anatolia and Rumelia, the 
trends of Islamization and Turbfication that started as early as in the fourteenth 
century gained strength. The resettlement of part of the population of Anatolia 
along the roads that would be travelled by the army was also an important 
development during this era. 
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1bere were lhree great dynastic families which encouraged and patronized 
intellectual and literary life in this century: the ~an dynasty of Konya, the 
Ouomans in Bum and Edime, and the Candarogullan in Kastamonu and Sinop. 
Works that have survived from the 15th century show strong Iranian influence. 
In this period, Ottoman poets and prosodists strove wiliHonsiderable success to 
imit.ale Persian models. 

The brilliant victories of the 16th century bad important consequences for 
Turkish literature and language. Strong iiew cultural centers emerged, especially 
in Rumelia. Primary schools established in the remote comers of the Empire 
succeeded in spreading Islam and the Turkish language among the urban 
population. Rlimelia began to produce a·eonsiderable number of outstanding 
Turkish poets. · ' 

Such eslllblished centers of literary life as Baghdad, Diyarhekir, Konya, 
Kastamonu, Bursa, and OskOp (Skopje) also witnessed great artistic 
developments. However, the greatest amount of literary activity occurred in 
Tstalibul. Poets could he found in all the palaces of the rulers and great men of 
state. They also frequented lesser establishimints such as Ba!!§i's garden in 
Be§ikta§ and the famed taverns of Galata (the ''EFE" was frequently mentioned) as 
well as tekkes (dervish lodges) such as the Ca'feriblid tekke in StitiOce. The 
palatial residences of some rich scbolm statesmen, or the houses of poets such 
as Katibi, Nig3ri, and their pauons were the places where poets would regularly 
congregate. When coffebouses appeared in the city, the famous coffehooses of 
Tabtakale became important literary rendezvouS.· 

BAyezid II relained poets on his payroll, but these poets' salaries did not 
require them tO write panegyrics to tire 'ruler: Beginning with Murid II all 
Ouoman sultans wrote poetry. The divans of ~ebz3de Cern, Yavuz Sultan Selim, 
and I_(anuni Sullan SiileymAn can all he favorably compared with those of well-
known poets. , · · 

It seems that Sultan SOieymAn considered the discovery of a poet like 
B3l.<i to be one-Of the great coups of his life. We know from a letter of B3l.<i that 
SiileymAn retained close literary ties with tliiS poet and his circle. B3l.<i in fact 
wrote two imitations of a kazel by SUleymAn. When asked why be had. written 
two, he replied, "Yenilen doymaz" (lie who has been bested will not he 
satisfied). The poet stated, in these imitations. that it was impossible for him to 
imit.ale I_(aniini's poelry. 

Another characteristic of this •teiitury was the emergence of the "Tiirld-i 
Basil" ("Simpte' Turkish") movement, in opposition to the gradually increasing 
influence of Arabic and Persian on Turkish. Two of its proponents were 
Mal)remi and N~mi of Edime. It is known that Mal)remi wrote a work entitled 
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the Basi!ndme, which used words, figures, and images particular to the Turks, 
but only one strophe survives: 

Gordiim sej!irdir ol ala gOzlO geyik gibi 
(I saw my gmy-blue eyed sweetheart leap like a deer) 
Dll~tilm sa~ tuzaj!ma hen iiveyik gibi 
(!,like a dove, fell into the Imp of her hair) 

This work is very important both for Turlcish literature and language. 
Nevertheless, after this movement had won recognition, other writers did not 
follow in its path. The compilers of poetic biographies of that era did not even 
see fit to include the "TOrk.i-i Basi!" ("Simple Turlcish") movement in their 
worlcs. 

In this century, Turkish literature approached its zenith. Several writers 
emerged as masters of panegyric and tazel. Some of the greatest poets of the era 
were ijayan, FutOn, and Billfi, to name only a few of d1e many who flourished 
then. 

We must recall, in our discussion, that poetry's appeal is quite different 
from od1er forms of literature (Only love can explain the feelings and emotions 
that poetry arouses in a person). For this reao;on, there is almost no trace of their 
military exploits in the poetic collections of such great military leaders as 
Mel)med II, Selim I, and Siileyman; their collections contain mostly love 
poems. The exception, in Mel)med's divan, is the following strophe: 

Bizirnle Saltanatlafm ederm~ ol Kammani 
(lbat Karamani talked empty words about d1e Sultanete with us) 
Hiida fursat verirse ger kar yere karam ant 
(If God gives me the chance, l'U put him into the ground) 

In the divan of Kaniini Sultan Siileyman, we find the following martial gaze/: 

Allah Allah diyelim Sancak-1 Sahi ~kelim 
(Let us raise the Sultan's flags with ao • Allah Allab") 
Yilrllyilp her yanadan §3rlca sipahi ~lim 
(Let us attack from every side and take the army to the east) 
lki yerdeo ku~ gayret ku§llJ!ID 
(Let us send the army from both sides) 
Bul~up toz ile topraga bu rain ~kelim 
(Daubed with dirt and dust let us take to the road) 
Paymal eyleyelim ki~verioi sOrb-serin 
(Let us destroy the redhead's [KIZtl~] territory) 
GOzible sOrme deyii diid-1 siyaht ~kelim 
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(Let us raise the black smoke as kohl to his eye) 
Bize fan olm~ iken olmaztz lslama zabir 
(Since it is God's command to help Islamic faith let us not be 
Nice, bir oturallm bunca gt1nab1 fekelim 
(Wby commit a deadly sin by being neglectful of it 
Umanm rehber ola bize Ebubekr ii brner 
(Let our guides be Abu Bakr and Umar) 
Ey Muhibbi yiirtlyilp §8rka sipabi ~kellin 
(0 Mubibbi, let us go and tak~ the army to the east) 

In another of Kanuni's gaze~ the final strophe is: 

Kalb-i a'daYI Mubibbi s•ya ger aben ise 
(Mubihhi sbatter1; the enemy's heart even if it is made of iron) 
Fazl-1 hakbyla ~ k~a sadak 
(Wben he takes bow and arrow with the grace of God) 

Apart from poets famous for lheir gazels and panegyrics, others were 
distinguished for works in mu!Jammes (five-line Slllllza), maseddes (six-line 
stanza), hezel (joke), and miza/1 (humor) fonns. treatises were also composed on 
mu 'amnulCIIIk (the art of poetic riddles and puzzles). There were also attempts 
IJI8de to write (chronograms). However, the most imporlllllt poetic form, afler lbe 
panegyric and gaze/, was the basic me5nevr. Among me5nevfs, the works 
praising a particular city constituted a particular type. Another important type of 
me5nevr was the "!Jamse" (from Arabic "five," as in the Persian "ijamsab" of 
Nir.imi). actually a series of five poems on five different subjects. 

Religious, Sufi, and didactic works ·were composed during this century in 
me5nevr form. Among these were books, of saints' lives, works P.,rtaining to sufi 
life, and dictionaries in verse. Although many of these works have no literary 
value, tbey are. still useful for investigating the history of the era. 

Among the most imporlllllt didactic works were the "Forty J:ladith" books 
and ij11kilni's fli/ye about the characteristics and qu3Jiiies of the Prophet. With 
lbe popularity of Siileymiln Celebi's mevlid (see above), Al!:§emseddinlMe J:lamdi 
wrote several or his own nlf!vlids in verse. Several classics of BekUI§i poetry also 
date from this period. Still other poets wrote simple Sufi poems. During lhis 
period, me5nevrs about Ottoman bistory were written as well. 

Literary prose, sl.arting in the 15tb century, became gradually more ornate 
and elaborate. Nevertheless, since it would have been very cumbersome to write 
an entire work in such a style only tbe inttoductory part of Ibis type of book was 
written in a heavy style, while for the rest of these work the audior used simple 
language. 
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In contrast to these prose works, official state documents such as 
emirndrnes and ~dnanndmes maintained very clear and plain style. In the 
religious tracts that circulated among the people, care was also taken to write in 
simple language that everyone could unders1aod. 

Such prose works as Fui.iili's fladt/flltUs'-Su'add, Umi'i's Ma~tel-i 
I;IUseyn, and 'A§IIf (:elebi's Ravi.ata';-Sahedd show the importance of prose 
during the 16th century. Other important prose works included Ali's KUnhU'l
A/Ibdr, the NasthatU's-Seld!in and lhe J.(avd'idU'I-MecdliS. 

Another great work dating from this century was Ta§kOprid.de's 
exhaustive collective biography of lhe Ouoman olema, the Sal):tlyi"u 'n
Nu 'mdntye which was translated into Turkish and expanded by Mecdi and 
continued by 1:):31<1 of Belgrade. The writing of continuations 10 such works can 
be traced down 10 the present day. 

Among works concerning literary his lOry, the biographical compendia of 
$ehi, La!ifi, 'A! II!: (:elebi, Bagdadh 'Abdi, and J:lasan (:elebi are well-known 
sources. 'A§tl!; (:elebi's artistic and humorous work is full of detail on his 
contemporaries' lives; it succeeds in painting a striking portrait of both iheir 
material and spiritual characteristics. This work is an ideal source for the social 
history of this era. The Cdmi'U'n-Na~tl'ir of J:laci Kemal, Edirneli N~mi's 
Mecmu'atU'n-Na;A'ir and the MUnte!JJibtlt collections ofPervane b. 'AbduiWt are 
all useful sources for literary hislory, 

Important infomtation can be found in lhe Rdzndrne of Kefevi (a 
collection of stories about consulting the divan of J:lafi~ for fonune-telling) as 
well as lhe anecdot.al collections 0813' iO of Umi 'i and Ziti. 

Geographical and travel works - Sipabizade rendered Ebiilfida's 
Tai):v'inrli'I-BU/ddn into Turkish, while $erif Efendi did the same for lst.ajpi. Other 
works of this genre include 'Ali Ekber tiaiA'i's {:in Seyd/latndmesi (a China 
travelogue in Persian), Piri Re'is's Ba/lriye, Matral!;~t N3,5iil)'s 'lrakeyn se[eri 
(travelogue of the two Iraqs), and Seydi 'Ali Re'is's Mu/li! and Mir'dtU'l
Memdlik. lbr3bimotlu Al)med of Tokat wrote a verse travelogue describing his 
trip to India via Kabul and his return through Basra. Trabzonlu Mel)med '~llf's 
Mand~ir'a/- 'Avalim, written at the end of the century, also deserves 
consideration. Herat!J Mel)med Yiisufs Tt'Jri/1-i Hind-i Garbi (History of the West 
Indies) is also usefu~ from a different perspective. 

Popular s10ries circulated widely among the general public in this 
century. We know that rrom the palaces to the coffeehouses and barracks, the 
siOrytellers, bards, shadow puppeteers, and musicians enjoyed great popularity. 
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Most of the great classical poets were also famous for composing simple and . 
basic songs to be recited among the people. These songs, written in quatrains and 
called "§8$"s ("song"s), were beard in towns and llJI1Il areas by aristocfa!s and 
the masses alike. In the barracks, !he coffeehouses, and other places where people 
gathered, such works as the ijamzaname, the Bal!tilndme and the Saleym/Jnn4me 
were generally popular. 

In the palace· of Mudd ill, (r. 1574-95) storytellers like Nu!l.d of Sbirvan, 
M~\313 Baba of Bursa, EJ!lence, and Derv~ l:lasan collected stories of Iranian and 
other Islamic origin along with local tales such as the story of Bursalt Hoca 
'Abdurrauf. Bursal• CenAni, far from being a literary stylist., penned little tales 
written in a simple language. '!Qey are stories which reflect vartiors facets of the 
life of that century. 

There was also-. foil< poeuy being composed by ordinary people in army 
barracks, in taverns, i~' coffeehouses or at fairs, weddings, and on ba!Uefields. 
This was essentially love poeuy which was written in syUabic meier and which 
utilized folk poeuy. It was also a poeuy th~t celebrated ~eroism and great 
historical events, such as the loss of cenain, cities, for which laments were 
composed. Among the artists in this genre were Bab~i. ~ul Mel)med, Okstiz 
Dede, ij:ay3Ji, (,;iJpanlt, Armutlu, ~ull,;ulbll. and Geda M~lu. 

1be special poems recited among the dervishes and written by founders of 
the Sufi orders form a different genre. Among these •Ommi SinAn, the founder of 
a branch of the ijalveuye, Abmed Serban of the Melameuye-i Bayrlimiye, and 
~ul Hinunet and his disciple Pir .Sul!atl Abdal stand out. Such works as the 
HasanoJ!lu songs, the ~araoJ!lan song and the ~r. Legend are anonymous 
products of folk literature. 
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